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INTRODUCTION
The significance of any large assembly can be measured by the content of
its program, the delegates who attend, and the vision that lingers in the hearts
and minds of the conferees.
The presentations given at the Sixteenth World Methodist Conference the
last nine days of July, 1991, are all printed in this book. Even though I listened
to the addresses in Singapore, reading what these committed men and women
said as they expounded on the central theme, "Jesus Christ, God's living
Word," was, for me, an even more powerful experience.
The speakers came from different cultures and spoke from a variety of perspectives, yet they seemed to build one upon the other from the beginning of the
Conference to the end. Entering the hall for the closing afternoon session, I was
profoundly moved to find it filled to capacity. The program was both substantial
and stimulating. The part of the Conference that cannot be captured by a book
is the tremendous music provided by great choirs, instrumentalists, vocal ensembles, soloists, and the thrill many of us experienced as we sang the hymns of
faith. You must use your imagination to capture that!
A second measure of the event -- the delegates who came -- was impressively fulfilled. Conferees traveled to Singapore from every continent and region
of the world. It was an assembly numbering more than 3,000. More persons
from Asia were present at the Singapore Conference than the total number of
persons from Asia who attended all the previous world conferences from the first
in 1881! By rotating the Conference to the various regions of the world there is
wider participation. This happened in Singapore, and also in 1986 in Nairobi.
In Africa and Asia where Methodist membership has doubled in a ten-year
period, world Methodists have been introduced to a dynamiC, emerging church.
This account of the Singapore Conference indeed breathes with life, for it is
a sweeping, beautiful mosaic of people -- people from Asia, from Latin America,
from Africa, from the Pacific, the Caribbean, Europe, and North America!
That third measure, "What lingers in the memory and continues to affect
us," is more subjective, and difficult to define. It cannot be seen from the outside
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by another. You and I apply this measure by asking if the time and energy
expended, the cost incurred, and the experience of being with others from
homelands very different from our own, was worth it.
Here, I can only respond for myself. I came away from Singapore with a
desire to sharpen the vision and bring into clearer focus what God is calling the
World Methodist Council to be and do. I came away asking if there are ways we
can better contribute to the spread of the gospel and the furtherance of the
Kingdom of God on earth. I left Singapore feeling the Council might be more,
and might do more, to bring closer those independent and autonomous
denominations which comprise it.
I came from the Conference seeing new possibilities for lifting the level of life
for people, but seeing even more clearly, that can only be accomplished through
God's power declared in Jesus Christ, a power that is poised to flow to the world
through us if we are open, and willing, to be the channels.
Vivid in my memory is Dr. James T. Laney's story of the distinguished
medical professor who, making the hospital rounds with his class of resident
students, stopped by the bedside of a very sick man, a man who was listless,
seemingly without hope. The professor touched the man and began to massage
his feet. There was a response. In the corridor outside he said to those resident
doctors, "Always touch the patient."
I left Singapore thinking, this can surely happen where there is loneliness,
suffering and hurt in our world. We can "touch the world." May God grant it!
To Mrs. Linda Greene, my secretary, I express deep thanks for all her efforts
in the preparation of this book. She typed, transcribed, corrected and assembled
all the material in the Book of Proceedings. She also set it in type for publication.
I am confident those who read the Proceedings will join me in thanking her for
what she has accomplished.
It is my fervent hope that the rich content in the Book of Proceedings will be
read, and the clear and compelling message of the Conference, "Jesus Christ,
God's Living Word," will more fully become the experience of those who were
present, and of all who read this book.
Joe Hale
General Secretary
World Methodist Council
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The Conference

Conference Banner Processional
AME - Designated Representative
AMEZ - George W. Walker, Jr.
Angola - Elisa Joao Mateus Andre
Australia - Cecil Hawley
Austria - Andrea Siegrist
Belgium - Designated Representative
Benin/Tago - Harry Henry
Bolivia - Designated Representative
Brazil - Designated Representative
Burundi Designated Representative
Caribbean - Designated Representative
CentraVSou Europe - Ernst Gisler
Chile - Designated Representative
CME - Henry M. Williamson
Costa Rica Fernando Palomo
Cuba - Designated Representative
Czech and Slovak Federal Republic Pavel Prochaska
Denmark - Frede Johansen
Dominican Republic Designated Representative
Estonia - Toomas Pajusoo
Fiji - Designated Representative
Free Methodist - Designated Representative
Gambia - Designated Representative
Germany - Susanne Brose
Ghana - Ken Barnes
Great Britain - Cathy Cooper Bird
Hong Kong - Su Chung Jen,
Yung Kok-Kwong
Hungary - Designated Representative
India - James V. Kumar, Komal Masih,
Vijendra Kumar
Ireland - Edith Loane
Italy - Designated Representative
Ivory Coast - Desginated Representative
Japan - Kenichiro Katsuyama

Kenya - Zablon Nthamburi
Korea - Byung Zo Yoon
Liberia - Designated Representative
Malaysia Designated Representative
Mexico - Bertha Coronado
Mozambique - Designated Representative
Myanmar, Upper - Rev. Fambuaia
Myanmar, Lower Designated Representative
Nigeria - Rhoda Ada James
North India - Noel S. Sen
Norway - Roald E. Kristiansen
Pakistan - Solomon Mirza
Panama - Designated Representative
Peru - George Figueroa, Americo Conde
Philippines, UM - Designated Representative
Philippines, EM - Designated Representative
Philippines, UCC - Solomon J. Abellera, Jr.
Poland Edward Pusleki
Portugal - Maria Teresa Cunha
Rep. of China - Hao Wen-Chang
Samoa - E. Vaiho Etiwati
Sierra Leone, MC - D. Abayomi Cole
Sierra Leone, UM - Franklin Brooks Davies
Singapore - Goh Say Hong
Southern Africa - Designated Representative
Spain - Designated Representative
Sri Lanka - Designated Representative
Tonga - Sela T. Havea
United Methodist - Orion N. Hutchinson, Jr.
Uruguay - Designated Representative
Wesleyan Church - Mrs. Barbara M. Babby
Zaire - Designated Representative
Zambia - Farai J. Chirisa
Zimbabwe, MC - Designated Representative
Zimbabwe, UM - William Marima

World Federation of Methodist Women WFMW President
Youth Designated Representative

Banner Processional under the diredion of
Mr. Gerald Liew
assisted by Hilda Lynn, Jerry Dunnam, and Ralph Young
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PROGRAM
Sixteenth
World Methodist
Council and Conference
July 24-31,1991
Singapore
Council Executive Committee meets Tuesday evening July 23 at 7:00 p.m. in the Bras Basah Room. The 500- member
World Methodist Council meets Wednesday morning, 9:00-12:30, July 24, in the Stamford Ballroom. The Council also
meets at intervals throughout the Conference.

"Jesus Christ: God's Living Word"
TUESDAY, JULY 23
CONFERENCE REGISTRATION

2:00-6:00 pm

Convention Foyer

WEDNESDAY, JULY 24
8:30 am-8:30 pm

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION
Convention Foyer
Orientation for Pondok Conveners, 4:00 p.m., Stamford Ballroom
Rehearsal for banner Procession and Participants in Communion
Service, Raffles Ballroom, 5:00 p.m.

7:30 pm

THE SIXTEENTH WORLD METHODIST CONFERENCE CONVENES

The Sounding of the Gong: Gloria Phua
Jiang Kejia
Pageant of Welcome: Singapore Methodists, Boys
Brigade Pipe and Brass Band, and Bishop Ho
Chee-Sin, Chairperson, Host Committee
The Fanfare: Brass Ensemble
Roll Call and Procession of Banners
Introductions: Dr. John Barrett, England
OPENING COMMUNION SERVICE

Presiding Ministers: Bishop L. Bevel Jones, III
Bishop Herman L. Anderson
Opening Uturgy: Bishop Anderson
The Sermon: Bishop Lawi Imathiu, Kenya
Chairperson, Executive Committee, World Methodist Council
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The Consecration: Bishop L. Bevel Jones, III
The United Methodist Church, USA
Worship Participants
The Old Testament: Bishop Jun Tae Kwak, President,
Council of Bishops, Methodist Church Korea
The New Testament: Ms. Nelly Ibarra, Peru
Anthem: Wesley Church Choir,
Mr. Lim Swee Hong, Conductor
Conference Organist: Dr. Albin C. Whitworth
Congregational Singing: Rev. Brian Hoare
Instrumentalist: Mrs. Beth Beathard, Oboe
The Intercessions

Bishop Emilio de Carvalho
President, United Methodist Council
of Bishops, Angola
Dr. D'Arcy Wood
Moderator,
Uniting Church in Australia
Dr. Ronald Hoar
President of Conference
British Methodist Conference

Bishop Vinton R. Anderson
Presidium, World Council of Churches
African Methodist Episcopal Church
Rev. Olav Pamamets
Superintendent, Methodist Church of
Estonia, Baltic Republic
Mrs. Frances M. Alguire
President, North American Section
World Methodist Council

Those leading intercessions will serve at center communion table.

COMMUNION TABLES
(listed from front)

LEIT
Professor Kwesi A. Dickson, Ghana
Bishop HO Chee-Sin, Singapore
Pastore Claudio Martelli, Italy
Bishop Donald G. Ming, AME, USA

RIGHT
Rev. LI Ping-kwong, Hong Kong
Rev. Rosanna Panizo, Peru
Bishop Herman L. Anderson, AMEZ, USA
Dr. Sundo Kim, Korea

Bishop H. Panggabean, Indonesia
Bishop Adriel de Souza Maia, Brazil
Bishop Susan Morrison, UM, USA
Rev. G. M. Sikazwe, Zambia

Bishop Hellmut Gnadt, Chile
The Rt. Rev. Samuel Azariah, Pakistan
Bishop M. Stanley Mogoba, South Africa
Bishop Denis C. Dutton, Malaysia

Bishop Harold B. Senatie, AME, South Africa
Dr. Enrique Capo, Spain
Bishop Ruediger Minor, Germany
Bishop J. Clinton Hoggard, AMEZ, USA

Bishop
Bishop
Bishop
Bishop

Bishop Johnson Komora, Kenya
Bishop C. P. Minnick, Jr., UM, USA
Bishop Paul L. A. Granadosin, Philippines
Rev. Gregor Henderson, Australia

Rev. Ratu Isireli M. Caucau, Fiji
Bishop Heinrich Bolleter, Cent/Sou Europe
The Most Rev. J. E. Ghose, North India
Dr. Farai J. Chirisa, Zimbabwe
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Walter Klaiber, Germany
Melvin G. Talbert, UM, USA
John W .. Russell, UM, USA
Raul Ruiz Avila, Mexico

Dr. Gershon Anderson, Sierra Leone
Rev. Ireneu Cunha, Portugal
Bishop Neil L. Irons, UM, USA
Rev. T. C. Nga, Singapore

His Eminence S. C. Mbang. Nigeria
Dr. Brian E. Beck. Britain
Dr. C. Evans Bailey. Jamaica
Bishop Enoch C. H. Kuey, Rep. of China

Bishop Arthur F. KuIah, Uberia
Dr. Hernan Gonzales Roca, Dominican Rep.
Dr. H. R. Boudin. Belgium
Rev. Isamu Ukai, Japan

Rev. Diego Frisch. Uruguay
Dr. Donald G. L. Cragg. South Africa
Bishop Eliezer Pascua. Philippines
Rev. Siatua Leuluaialii. Samoa

Rev. Fambuaia. Upper Myanmar
Bishop Secundino Morales. Panama
Bishop David J. Lawson. UM, USA
Bishop Onema Fama. Zaire

Dr. Bill Hinson. UM, USA
Mr. Earle Taylor. New Zealand
Rev. Werner Wydler. Switzerland
Bishop Abel T. Muzorewa. Zimbabwe

Dr. Sione A. Havea. Tonga
Dr. Ezra Earl Jones. UM, USA
Rev. Tom M. Kingston. Ireland
Dr. K. T. Muttiah. Sri Lanka

Dr. Stephen Babby. Wesleyan, USA
Bishop S. K. Parmar, India
Bishop Frederick H. Talbot. AME, Virgin Islands
Rev. Jon-Eric Brathan. Norway

Bishop U Mya Thaung. Lower Myanmar
Rev. Dehisy de Arakaky. Bolivia
Rev. YUNG Kok-Kwong, Hong Kong
Bishop Roberto Diaz. Costa Rica

Dr. Eric St. C. Clarke. Antigua
Bishop Thomas S. Bangura, Sierra Leone
Bishop Nathaniel Linsey. CME, Nigeria
Bishop Paulo Lockmann. Brazil

THURSDAY, JULY 25
Theme:

MORNING

"Jesus Christ, God's Creative Word"
Presiding: Dr. Melitta Tenner. Prosen, Germany

8:45 am

Praise (A time of inspirational singing)
Led By: Bishop Forrest Stith

9:00 am

Introduction to Sixteenth World Methodist Conference
Bishop Hermann Sticher. Program Chairperson

9:10 am

Bible Study: Bishop Emerito P. Nacpil, Philippines

9:45 am

Reflection: (A time for meditation, prayers of intercession,
music, liturgical movement)

The Korean Ministers' Choir will sing

10:00 am

Theme Address: "Christian Responsibility and the
Integrity of Creation", Dr. Paul Park, Korea

10:45 am

Morning Break

11:20 am

Daily Pondok Meetings
(Every participant assigned to one of 200 small international groups)

12:30 pm

Lunch Break
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3:00 pm

PLENARY SESSION

AFfERNOON

Presiding: Dr. Donald English. Vice-Chairperson, World
Methodist Council, London, England
"Our Challenge Today", Dr. Joe Hale.
General Secretary, World Methodist Council
Address: Mrs. Edith Ming. Outgoing President
World Federation of Methodist Women
Ecumenical Consultations/Future International Dialogues in
World Methodism, Dr. Geoffrey Wainwright, Chairperson
An Analysis: "Where To Now?"
Dr. Norman Young. Australia
Witness: Rev. Siatua Leuluaialii. Samoa

5:30 pm

Break

6:00 pm - 7:15 pm

ECUMENICAL WORSHIP SERVICE

EVENING

Presiding: Bishop Ben Oliphint. Presidium, World Methodist
Council, Houston, Texas
Speaker: Dr. John Chryssavagis
Russian Orthodox Church
Recognition of Ecumenical Representatives
Response: Ms. Lau Wai Har
Music: Korean Ministers' Choir
Congregational Singing: Mrs. Janie Speaks

8:00 pm

******

All youth attending Conference to meet with Singapore Youth
Wesley Church, Orchard Road

FRIDAY, JULY 26
Theme:

MORNING

"Jesus Christ, God's Incarnate Word"
Presiding: Rev. Charles Boayue, Presidium, World Methodist
Council, Uberia

8:45 am

Praise (A time of inspirational singing)
Led By: Rev. Brian Hoare

9:05 am

Bible Study: Rev. Rosanna Panizo, Peru

9:45 am

Reflection: (A time for meditation, prayers of intercession,
music, liturgical movement)

Violin Solo: Mr. Luke Ho Boon Cheong
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10:00 am

Theme Address: "Christian Solidarity with the Suffering and the
Poor in the World", Dr. Theodore Williams, India

10:45 am

Morning Break

11:20 am

Daily Pondok Meetings
(Second meeting with your assigned group)

12:30 pm
2:30-4:30 pm

Lunch Break
Council Meets for Business Session

AFTERNOON

Stamford Ballroom
Conference Choir Rehearsal 2:30 p.m. at Platform, Conference Hall

Time to be Announced

7:30 pm

Transfers to World Trade Center

EVENING

GALA GUEST NI GHT DINNER
Hosted by Singapore Methodist Church
World Trade Center

MORNING

SATURDAY, JULY 27
Theme:

"Jesus Christ, God's Prophetic Word"
Presiding: Bishop Lawi Imathiu

8:45 am

Praise (A time of inspirational singing)
Led By: Bishop Forrest Stith

9:05 am

Bible Study: Rev. Rosanna Panizo, Peru

9:45 am

Reflection:

(A time for meditation, prayers of intercession,

music, liturgical movement)

10:00 am

PLENARY SESSION
World Evangelism Committee/World Methodist Evangelism
Institute: Dr. Maxie D. Dunnam, Chairperson
Address: Dr. H. Eddie Fox, Director of World
Evangelism, World Methodist Council

11:00 am

Morning Break

11:30 am

Presentation: Social and International Affairs
Introduced by: Dr. Norman E. Dewire, Chairperson,
Social and International Affairs Committee

12:30 pm

Lunch Break - Afternoon Free

8:00 pm

EVENING
A FESTIVAL OF METHODISM IN ASIA
Produced by The Singapore Host Committee
Raffles Ballroom

Dr. Isaac Lim, Coordinator
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SUNDAY, JULY 28

8:00-8:30 am

MORNING

COMMUNION IN HOTELS
(Locations will be announced in Conference Dally)

9:00-9:30 am

Transfers to Local Churches
Conference members may attend worship in one of 34 local
churches in Singapore or attend Conference Worship at the Center.
Conference Choir Rehearsal, 9:30 a.m.
Platform, Conference Hall

11:00 am

WORSHIP IN CONFERENCE CENTER
Presiding: Mrs. Sinta Sitorus, Presidium, World Methodist
Council, Indonesia
Preacher: Bishop Ruben L. Speaks, African Methodist
Episcopal Zion Church
Witness: Ms. Febe Cavazzutti Rossi, Italy
Congregational Singing: Rev. Brian Hoare, U.K.
Offertory: Mrs. Beth Beathard, Oboe
Anthem: The Conference Choir

AFTERNOON
4:00 pm

Bus transfers to Kallang Indoor Stadium

5:00 pm

MASS RALLY
For Conference Members and Singapore Methodists
Kallang Indoor Stadium
Theme: "Good News for the World"
Preacher: Dr. William K. Quick, Detroit, Michigan
Witness: Bishop Raul Ruiz Avila, Mexico
Music: Mass 1,200-voice Singapore Choir
Mr. Benjamin B. C. Khoo, Director

MONDAY, JULY 29
Theme:

MORNING

"Jesus Christ, God's Saving Word"
Presiding: Bishop Isaias Gutierrez, Presidium,
World Methodist Council, Chile

8:45 am

Praise (A time of inspirational singing)
Led By: Bishop Forrest Stith

9:05 am

Bible Study: Dr. Maxie D. Dunnam, USA
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9:45 am

Reflection: (A time for meditation, prayers of intercession,
music, liturgical movement)

10:00 am

Address: "The Gospel of Grace for a Scientific and
Technological World", Dr. Frances Young, Britain

10:45 am

Morning Break

11:20 am

Daily Pondok Meetings
(Third meeting with your assigned group)

12:30 pm
2:30 pm

Lunch

Council Meets For Business Session

AFfERNOON

Stamford Ballroom

4:30 pm

PLENARY SESSION
Raffles Ballroom

Presiding: Bishop Prince A. Taylor, Jr., Past Chairperson,
World Methodist CouIicil
Witness: Dr. I. Carlton Faulk, Oakland, California
BRIEF PRESENTATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
Family Life: Mrs. Navamani Peter, Chairperson
Assembly, World Federation of Methodist Women:
Newly-Elected President
Worship and Liturgy: Dr. Katheryn Brown, Chairperson
World Methodist Historical Society: Dr. James Udy,
Chairperson

5:45 pm

Stand-Up Break

6:00 pm - 7:15 pm

WORSHIP AND WITNESS
EVENING
Planned and Led by: World Methodist Youth
Youth Event Coordinator: Ms. Patricia Trumble, USA
Youth Committee Chairperson: Mr. Tom Sundar, Norway
Youth Committee Secretary: Ms. Cathy Bird, England
Special Music: Voices of Youth, Virginia Conference, USA

TUESDAY, JULY 30
Theme:

MORNING

"Jesus Christ, God's Living Word"
Presiding: Mr. A. B. Archer, Presidium, World Methodist
Council, Bahamas

8:45 am

Praise (A time of inspirational singing)
Led by: Rev. Brian Hoare

9:05 am

Bible Study: Dr. Maxie D. Dunnam, USA
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9:45 am

Reflection: (A time for meditation, prayers of Intercession,
music, liturgical movement)

Music: Kwang Lim Methodist Church Choir, Seoul Korea

10:00 am

Address: "What Does It Mean to be The Body of Christ Today?"
Bishop Ruediger Minor, Germany

10:45 am

Morning Break

11:20 am

Daily Pondok Meetings
(Fourth Meeting with your assigned group)

12:30 pm
2:30 pm

Lunch Break

Council Meets For Business Session

AFTERNOON

Stamford Ballroom

4:30 pm

PLENARY SESSION
Raffles Ballroom

Presiding: Bishop William R. Cannon, Honorary President,
World Methodist Council
Witnesses: Mrs. Annette Poitier, Bahamas
Dr. James W. Holsinger, Jr., Washington, DC
BRIEF PRESENTATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES:
Theological Education: Bishop Ernerito P. Nacpil,
Chairperson
Oxford Institute of Methodist Theological Studies, 1992:
Dr. Brian Beck, Co-Chairperson
World Methodist Council Finances:
Mr. John R. Harper, Treasurer
International PubUshing: Mr. Robert K. Feaster,
Mr. Brian Thornton
"World Exchange and How it Works":
Mrs. Edna Alsdurf, Director

5:45 pm

Stand-Up Break

6:00 pm - 7:15 pm

WORSHIP

EVENING

Worship Leader: Bishop M. Stanley Mogoba, President
Methodist Church of Southern Africa
Preacher: Bishop Denis C. Dutton, Malaysia
Witness: His Eminence S.C. Mbang, Nigeria
Special Music
Chinese Annual Conference Choir
Ms. Mary Gau, Conductor
Kwang Lim Choir, Seoul, Korea
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Benediction: Dr. Lee F. Tuttle.
General Secretary Emeritus
Singing Led by: Mrs. Bonnie Gehweiler. USA

WEDNESDAY, JULY 31
Theme:

MORNING

"Jesus Christ, God's Ultimate Word"
Presiding: Dr. Kenneth G. Greet. Past President, World
Methodist Council

8:45 am

Praise (A time of inspirational singing)
Led By: Bishop Forest Stith

9:05 am

Bible Study: Bishop Emerito P. Nacpil. The Philippines

9:45 am

Reflection: (A time for meditation, prayers of intercession,
music, liturgical movement)

Music: Voices of Youth. Virginia Conference

10:00 am

Address: "How Is Jesus Lord of History?"
Dr. James T. Laney, Atlanta, GA

10:45 am

Morning Break

11:20 am

Daily Pondok Meetings
(Fifth and final meeting with your assigned group)

12:30 pm
2:00 pm

Lunch Break
CLOSING PLENARY SESSION

AFTERNOON

Presiding: Bishop Lawi Imathiu
Final Ceremonies and Installation of Council Officers
Special Recognition
CONFERENCE COVENANT SERVICE
Closing Message: Dr. Donald English. Chairperson
of the World Methodist Council
Music: The Conference Choir with Brass Ensemble
Directed by: Dr. Whitworth
Mrs. Beth Beathard, Instrumentalist
Singing Led By: Rev. Brian Hoare

3:45 pm

ADJOURN
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Pondok Group Conveners
[1] YapKimHao

[34] Brian Fennell

[67] Waiter Klaiber

[2] Dolly Abayomi-Cole

[35] Nashon K. Gitonga

[68] Lalkhawlien Pulamte

[3] Hennan Anderson

[36] Gilbert Caldwell

[69] Sheldon Duecker

[4] Regina Eva Adu

[37] RonnieGoh

[70] Ronald Hoar

[5] Brian E. Beck

[38] James Gribble

[71] Arthur Kulah

[6] Richard O. Bass, Jr.

[39] Nancy Carruth

[72] Ratu Isireli Caucau

[7] Susanne Brose

[40] John Hanchinmani

[73] Vijaya Kumar

[8] Peter Frank Butler

[41] Vivian Harris

[74] Chin San Diong

[9] Keith Berry

[42] Aileen Khoo

[75] Robert Fannin

[10] Enrique Capo

[43] Sione Havea

[76] Paulo Lockmann

[11] Kenris L. Carey

[44] David Wu

[77] Lionel Louw

[12] George Blackwell

[45] Richard Chappelle

[78] Thorn W. W. Fassett

[13] Chin-Seang Chee

[46] Cecil Hawley

[79] June Lunn

[14] Cathy C. Bird

[47] Lindsay Hayward

[80] Charles Makonde

[15] Marcus Blaising

[48] David LundqUist

[81] Geoffrey Clark

[16] Michael T. Crockett

[49] Ludwig Herrmann

[82] Claudio Martelli

[17] Febe Rossi

[50] Huang, Cheng Hua

[83] Margaret Mburugu

[18] Ole Borgen

[51] Daryll H. Coleman

[84] Kenneth Greet

[19] Ingegerd Nausner

[52] Nelly Ibarra

[85] Juanita Mei

[20] Ireneu da Silva Cunha

[53] Grace Imathiu
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Location of PONDOKS In Convention Centre
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"Pondoks"in
Victoria Lounge
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The "Pondoks"
- Sharing Groups Every Delegate, Council Member, Accredited Visitor and
Observer has been assigned to a "Pondok" group comprised
of approximately fourteen members. The "Pondoks" will
serve as a "home base" for you in the Conference, a place for
sharing you r experiences and ideas in the light of the Conference Theme, the Bible Study and theme addresses. The
meeting with persons from areas other than your own is an
extremely important feature of the Conference. The number
of the " Pondok" to which you have been assigned is found in
the bracket [ 1beside your name in the Program Book. A
Convener has been assigned to provide continuity, and these
persons are listed. The place where your "Pondok" will meet
is found on the chart showing the location of rooms and areas
in the Raffles Convention Centre. You may wish to locate
your meeting space during your first visit to the Convention
Centre .
Ralph C. Young,
Coordinator of Group ASSignments

Storey 5
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WELCOME
By Bishop Ho Chee-Sln

Bishop Ho, episcopal leader of the Methodist Church in Singapore, chaired the Singapore Host
Committee and was Vice-Chairperson of the Program Committee of the Sixteenth World Methodist
Conference. He has been a pastor and involved in all levels of the life of the Methodist Church,
Singapore, having been a delegate to General Conference and a member of the Board of Governors,
Trinity Theological College. He has served on the executive council of the National Council of
Churches in Singapore, and has also been a member of musical groups in Singapore.

Grace and peace to you, sisters and brothers, in the precious name of our
Lord Jesus Christ. On behalf of the Methodist Church in Singapore, I bid you
a cordial welcome, and hope that your stay here will be a most comfortable and
memorable one.
We praise God for giving us this opportunity of gathering as a family of
Methodists from around the world. This is the moment we have been waiting for
-- a historic event is taking place for the first time in Asia. Singapore is indeed
privileged and honored to host this sixteenth session of the World Methodist
Conference. We hope it will be a conference of shared experiences in mutual
partnership and solidarity as we face the contemporary challenges of the world
in our faith, witness and mission.
John Wesley was a man with a warm heart. Methodists are also known to
be people with warm hearts. I'm sure Singapore will give you added warmth.
May this heart-warming experience stir us on, like our founder, to look upon the
world as our parish. Our coming together from all parts of the earth once in five
years should help us as a world Methodist family to strengthen our ties of
Christian fellowship and partnership in connectional service and ministry. Look
at our Methodist and Methodist-related churches which have a constituency of
more than 54 million in 93 countries. How much we can do together in close
cooperation for the sake of Christ and His everlasting Kingdom! We can surely
establish links through mutual exchange of resources and personnel at regional
and international levels. Such relationships will involve us in a great world
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adventure on behalf of Christ and His mission. The Episcopal Address of the
1988 General Conference of the United Methodist Church talks about "a more
global church." But can we be sincere about it and make it our goal and our
prayer? Perhaps, we need to seriously consider playing a bigger role and taking
in a larger and supportive staff for the General Secretary's office in order to
achieve a coordinating effort of the World Methodist Council. We must strive for
an authentic global church which can then exert tremendous influence in world
affairs!
Permit me to take this opportunity to express my appreciation to Bishop
Hermann Sticher and Rev. John Barrett for their outstanding leadership as
Chairperson and Secretary of the Program Committee respectively. Also, I
would like to thank Dr. Joe Hale for his industrious work of traveling, planning
and guiding, which has inspired the Singapore Host Committee to work, work
and work indefatigably.
I am grateful to God for all the support and cooperation of our Host
Committee: the two vice chairpersons, Rev. Wong Kiam Thau and Rev. J.
Daniel. I must also mention three other persons who have worked untiringly to
see to detailed plans of our local programs and responsibilities: Dr. Yap Kim
Hao, secretary; Rev. T. C. Nga, coordinator; Mr. Samuel Liew, for his creative
skills and invaluable contributions. May I invite them to stand together with the
chairpersons of our subcommittees: Rev. Sam Goh, Rev. Isaac Lim, Rev. Ding
Bing Hoe, Dr. Patric Kee, Mr. Quah Jim Song, Mr. Tan Wee Him, Mr. Liau Nyuk
Siong, Mr. Stephen Shadrak, Rev. Khoo Cheng Hoot, Mr. Tan Boon Chiang,
Mr. Gerald Liew and Mr. Enoch Fang, a member of the secretariat. Last but not
least, may I request the members of the various sub-committees and all those
who have helped and are helping in many other ways to stand.
We look forward to your participation at our banquet on Friday and the
united Methodist Rally on Sunday. Also, our local churches would like to invite
some of you to their Sunday morning worship. A list will be put up for you to
indicate your desire if you wish to do so. Transport will be provided.
Singapore is well-known for being a clean and green city. We hope you will
use some of your free time to enjoy the sights of our garden city. In the meantime,
we wish each and every one of you a happy stay in Singapore. May the Lord
grant us all His richest blessings during this week-long conference. Shalom!
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OPENING SERMON
By Bishop Lawi Imathiu

Bishop Imathiu chaired the World Methodist Council Executive Committee during the 1986-1991
quinquennium and is presiding Bishop of The Methodist Church in Kenya. He comes from Meru,
Kenya. Bishop Imathiu attended St. Paul's United Theological College in Limuro, Epworth
Theological College in Harare, Zimbabwe, Lincoln Theological College and London University in
England and Clairmont Theological School. He was awarded the Dodor of Divinity Degree from
Emory University and from West Virginia Wesleyan. He served in the Kenyan Parliament for five
years.

When we met last in Nairobi in 1986 there were things then that looked
bigger than mountains in human eyes. Much seemed as a fight between David
and Goliath. There were so many problems! Among them was the Berlin Wall
and Apartheid in South Africa where many were in detention including the
African National Congress President Nelson Mandela and others. We did not
know then that a serious Gulf War would erupt into a bloody world event. This
Middle East conflict that loomed in the horizon for a long time has yet to be
resolved and is one of the few remaining mountains that God will help us move.
Much has happened since our last meeting. We have seen the church in
Nigeria that was divided united. What a joy to witness brothers and sisters who
had been separated embrace one another. It has been proof and a visible
expression that our God is a God who makes the impossible possible. Thanks
be to God, even for our Lord Jesus Christ: God's Living Word.
As I see it, the church has not always been as effective or as influencing an
instrument or even as vocal as it should be. Yet behind this inactivity or lack of
effectiveness, I believe are the prayers of many faithful Christians and it is these
prayers God has often used to bring about physical changes that he wants to
bring about. These Christians have interceded for our world. God has used
influences outside the church which have brought about many of these changes.
Many of the statements made by church gatherings seem to me often
emotional and many times do not demonstrate living a sacrificial self denial life.
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The church being the salt and the light of the world should be championing and
influencing the changes in the world. We are called to live out of Christ's words
that "I came that they may have life and have it in all its fullness." We are told
that our "broken brothers and sisters won the victory over Satan by the blood
of the Lamb and by the truth which they proclaimed and they were ever willing
to give up their lives and die" (Revelations 12). Victory will be ours only if we
are willing not only to speak about the gospel but to live the Gospel and even die
for it.
There is a story told of a fire that was burning down a huge factory. Attempts
to put off the fire were proving useless and the fire was burning high and
furiously when the fire brigade arrived in an old beat up truck. The truck did not
look that promising but the crowd was surprised when the fire truck went right
into the fire. The fire fighters jumped out, sprayed each other, and then sprayed
off the fire. It was truly a courageous action. At the award giving ceremony, they
received a big cheque from the owner of the factory and the leader of the fire
brigade was asked, "What are you going to do with all that money?" He replied,
"I will go and repair the brakes of that dumb truck!"
Some are born saints and others have sainthood thrust upon them! We give
thanks to God for our brothers and sisters who have willingly given up their
comfort, property and even their lives to win victory over the evil power that
often grips our world and abuses God's daughters and sons. These brothers and
sisters have been partners with God in the in-breaking of the kingdom of God
in different parts of our world. We recognize these sisters and brothers and value
them much. These incidents have shown us that the church of Christ will ever
continue living. This has been proved true throughout history and even in our
time. In our own history divisions and internal conflicts even in the church have
become more pronounced. The gap between the "haves" and the "have nots"
has increased both in quality and in quantity. Material wealth has brought a
sharp division in our world where some are rich countries and others are poor
nations. It is ironic that those who are crowded with affluent living are finding
themselves poor in joy. The happy and joyous people have very little materially.
There is an increase of poverty in the family unit with an increase in family
dissatisfaction and unhappiness. There is poverty in society as we see an
increase of perpetuating racism and sexism.
As we struggle with these issues as a church, let us often ask for guidance
from Christ Jesus who is the head of the Church. Let us watch out for those who
want to use the church because it is an already organized and recognized visible
institution. The church must be the church.
As a church we must not lose the vision of who we are and what we are all
about. If we lose sight of our identity, we shall be like the man who went hunting
for an elephant with his spear. He followed those footprints closely and in his
tracks, an antelope suddenly jumped. The man got so excited he began running
after the antelope. He was chaSing after the antelope when a rabbit crossed his
path so closely that he became excited and began chaSing after the rabbit. In his
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chase he was suddenly distracted by a butterfly which he took after, chasing it
with his spear.

As we struggle with various issues in our world, let us always be vigilant and
keep our eyes fixed on Jesus. The church must guard against those who would
change our agenda even into chasing after butterflies.
The church is an inclusive community of believers. There is an inclusiveness
of the church where we must always take care that we do not exclude the
included. What has troubled me for a while is that our church has been static
without much growth. There is an urgent need to nurture those who are already
in the church into a deeper faith in Jesus Christ. The tree whose roots run deep
need not fear the storm. We must also steer clear of becoming a maintenance
church and move in the direction of winning more for Christ.
Jesus was able to win many for the Kingdom of God because he communicated. He spoke in a way that many understood. To some he taught directly
involving them in complex intellectual debates, to others he communicated using
parables and allegories, and to others still he performed miracles so that they
could see and believe and have life (John 20:3O-31).
We must take the principle of communication seriously in order to win more
souls for Christ. We are told of brother elephant who laughed at brother hare
saying that he was much too small and insignificant. The hare was naturally hurt
but with quick thinking he smiled and said, "Nevertheless brother elephant, it is
interesting that I could make a louder cry than you!" The elephant burst out
laughing but agreed to a challenge to have a contest in a few weeks where all the
animals would vote who indeed could make the loudest noise between them.
The hare spent weeks of preparation communicating to all the animals that they
were to say he had the loudest voice at the competition. When that day of
competition came, the hare made the first noise. Although he tried to scream as
loud as possible, the sound was barely audible more than a meter away. Then
the elephant made his noise. How loud and deafening that noise was! It
shook the trees nearby! Then the animals were asked "Who made the loudest
noise?" "The hare of course!!" they all shouted. "What of the elephant?" "We
hardly heard him," they said The elephant made noise but the hare communicated.
As a church we must communicate. It is possible to spend much time making
noise and not communicating. It is possible to flood people with words! words!
words! and no message. In winning more to Christ, let us be communicators and
not just noise makers. When we met in Nairobi in 1986 we were 54 million
Methodists in the world. I commended every Methodist to win a soul for Christ
before we came to Singapore. If we had all been successful in winning only one
soul for Christ we should have doubled from 54 million to 108 million Methodists. Have you won your one soul to Christ or do you need a little more time?
The reason for advocating for more members into this community of
believers is a belief that Christ's way is a more excellent way for every person.
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Cultures and philosophies such communism and capitalism cannot make a
lasting and tested and successful life. We have witnessed communism collapse
before our very eyes. World religiOns have lasted longer because they all try to
relate to God or to a higher power. Even Sadaam Hussein learnt that his religion
was more powerful and superior to his armaments. Christianity calls every
person into a more excellent way of life. It calls each one to live in the presence
of the Spirit of God. Where the Spirit of God is present, there is always peace,
joy, hope and love. Where the Spirit of God is present, there is no fear.
With the kind of lives many are living in our world today, lives full of fear,
hopelessness, confusion and conflict, every person in our world must be reached
with this good news of peace, joy, hope and living without fear. Every one
should be reached with the message of Jeremiah 33:3 "Call me and I will answer
you." You have something lifesaving to share with the world today. There is an
urgent cry for the living word of God. People need Jesus to make sense of their
lives in a world that is getting smaller and more complicated. Our brothers and
sisters need to find their place in the Gospel story. Only then will lives make sense
and be lived meaningfully.
The world has become a global village. We can no longer ignore each other
as villagers. fu people have moved from one country to another, our neighbors
are no longer with names, language or colour we are familiar with. Two things
we must always remember: (1) Underneath the skin we are the same, and (2)
Humane and natural laws of righteousness should be practiced by all.
That the world is a global village has been demonstrated time and time
again. There is the recent commendable action of the United Nations in restoring
peace in the middle east, West African governments trying to restore peace in
Liberia and sanctions to South Africa, to name but a few. We can no longer
afford to read newspapers that are concerned only about the street one lives on.
What happens across the world is my business because my sister and my brother
live there and it is God's world. This evening as I look at you all, I see the world
represented, the world that has been my parish.
Let us not tire of reminding one another that we must find ways of living
together. Let us not fail to remind the Jews who have known terrible suffering
in their history that they are causing suffering to the Palestinians. The Palestinians are villagers in the global village too. The new order that the Americans have
mentioned should include the Palestinians and others who have been excluded.
In many countries people have experienced torture and even death through
the neighbor of their kith and kin. This has been so in the family life too, in their
governments, and even in their own church denominations.
In my own country last week, we had a tragic event where the evil spirit
entered male students in a mixed boarding school, and they attacked their
female colleagues at night resulting in the death of 19 girls. These students had
sat next to each other in the classrooms as friends. The enemy may be seen as
the one throwing and dropping bombs, but perhaps that enemy is better than the
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real enemy from the same tribe or even the same class. "0 Lord save us from
our friends for our enemies we know!"
As citizens and as sons and daughters in God's world, it is of major concern
that many of his children are not evangelized to hear the Good News of the
Savior of the world. The number of people living below the poverty line is
increasing at an alanning rate. Famine, disease, earthquake, floods and unjust
political systems are reducing many people to refugee status. Overnight people
are robbed of self esteem and self expression.
Many in our hurting world are crying out with the psalmist' 'When I look into
the mountains, where will my help come?" The church affinns the response that
"My help will come from the Lord who made the heaven and earth" (Ps. 121: 12). Our help has come. It is Jesus Christ himself -- God's Living Word.
The church is the conscience of the world and we are called to restore back
the hope to a world that no longer hopes. We are called to be the people
enthusiastic with hunger for justice, speaking out for the voiceless masses,
finding creative methods to distribute the world resources. We are the ones who
"live simply so that others may simply live." We are the people who care for our
global village and are concerned with the dumping of nuclear waste, caring
about the welfare of our brothers and sisters. We are the people who are
committed to the living Christ and our lives touch with compassion whomever
we come across.
When we face such a challenge, we might find ourselves echoing Moses'
words when he was sent to Pharoah he said, "I am nobody, how can I go to the
king and bring the Israelites out of Egypt?"
When you sent me to South Africa to meet with the President of South Africa
and deliver the message, I asked myselfthat same question. "Oh Lord," I said,
"I am a black man. I am a nobody to the South African Government which has
no room in their heart and in their mind for a black person."
Then the Lord asked Moses, "What are you holding?" "A stick." Throw
it on the ground. And it changed into a snake (Genesis 4:2-3). I believe if the
Church should take the risk and throw much of what it holds into the hands of
the Lord, he will be able to use us to perfonn miracles in our world.
God has already begun perfonning miracles. A miracle that you and I are
in this place united as Methodists, as Christians, as sons and daughters of God
in spite of our differences. That is a miracle! God has already begun perfonning
miracles and even the greatest miracle of all that the Word became flesh and
dwelt among us. Jesus Christ -- God's Living Word! May we see Him in each
other's eyes this week. May we care for each other because of Him. May we hear
Him in each other and when we part may this week linger on throughout our
lives as a source of empowennent in our doing God's work in our world.
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INTRODUCTION TO SIXTEENTH
WORLD METHODIST CONFERENCE
By Bishop Hermann Stleher

Bishop Sticher was a member of the World Methodist Council Presidium 1981-1986 and served for
many years as episcopo/leader of Evangelisch-Methodistiche Kirche in Germany. Following his
retirement he has given time and leadership to the World Methodist Council as Program Chairperson for the Sixteenth World Methodist Conference.

When Christians speak of "God's Living Word" they speak of a person, of
a name, which must be adored and praised and proclaimed. Just before I left
home for this conference, I heard a story which the famous American composer
George Gershwin once told. Once at the beach he met a young lady. He invited
her for dinner -- but she stood him up; she did not come. When he saw her again
the next morning he went up to her to tell her in no uncertain terms that he was
disappointed and just a little bit mad. The young lady started to stutter and
sputter and explained that she had wanted to call him to excuse herself; but, she
told Gershwin, she could not remember his name!
We do remember the name which to us is a name above all names: Jesus
the Christ! We do remember the great Composer of Creation, through whom
and in whom and to whom are all things. To him we bear witness, him we
proclaim, him we celebrate.
"Jesus Christ: God's Living Word" is, as you know, the theme which your
Program Committee has chosen and which was approved by the World
Methodist Council Officers and the Executive Committee, and which will be unfolded in the sub-themes for each day. A praise period at the beginning of each
day will lift up our hearts to God. I am sure the Bible Studies and the Theme
Addresses will inspire us as we walk and work together at this Conference.
Reflection Time after the Bible Study will be a chance for quiet thought,
meditation and prayer. I am sure we shall experience God's Living Word as
being personal and corporate, timely, exciting, renewing, comforting, judging,
challenging, guiding, forgiving, uniting.
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I realize, of course, that this is not yet the time for expressing thanks, but I
simply must tell you that your Program Committee has been a marvelous group
to work with. From among its outstanding members I want to name just a few:
the Vice-Chairpersons Bishop Ho of Singapore and Miss Margarita Grassi of
Uruguay, and our most efficient Secretary, Dr. John Barrett of England. I want
to mention Dr. DeWayne Woodring who has taken it upon himself to care for all
physical arrangements at our place of meeting. I must mention all of the small,
but highly dedicated staff of the WMC who have worked far beyond the call of
duty. Just think of the bulk of paper they had to handle for registration alone!
I cannot but pay high tribute to the tremendous work the Singapore Local
Committee has done for us. And I want to express gratitude to you for your
participation and your contributions so that this Sixteenth World Methodist Conference will be true to its purpose: "to secure a wider dissemination of interest
in the affairs of the World Methodist Council and to promote a sense of unity
among the Methodist people. Its duties shall be educational, inspirational and
fraternal in nature."
Methodists excel in graciousness, they say. Therefore you will grant that we,
as your Program Committee, have done the best we could, but that nobody is
perfect. So I know that you will be patient, generous and forebearing, if anything
does not work the way it should.
This Sixteenth World Methodist Conference has some special and unique
features. I want to mention two of them. The Pond ok meetings. Pondok means
a family community, trusting and mutually sharing life. It is extremely important
for you to participate in the Pondok you have been assigned to and to be faithful
in attending. You will be the winner. You will meet people from many parts of
the world. You will learn about their faith and their lives and share yours. You
will deepen your understanding of "God's Living Word". You will be enriched
by the World Methodist family experience.
For the first time, a World Methodist Conference will have its own newspaper. It will keep you posted of special events and of matters you ought to know
to be able to fully participate. Be sure to get a copy and read it carefully. The
newspaper is also designed to keep spoken announcements at a minimum. And
it gives you as Pondok participants an opportunity to share Pondok experiences
through your Pond ok leader with the whole Conference.
Please remember that your Program Book is a real treasure. It deserves your
careful and continued reading. It spells out the Conference Program, tells about
persons, informs about rules and procedures.
You are aware, of course, that the Council, made up of the official representatives of the member churches, is the decision-making body, while the Conference as a whole will hear and see presentations of the Council work, and it may
be invited to take votes if and as the Council may decide.
It is important also to bear in mind that major issues which are raised during
the Conference should come to the "Coordinating Committee," which will recommend where they should be dealt with.
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Thus, your Program Committee prays and wishes that this Sixteenth World
Methodist Conference, meeting for the first time in an Aciian country, will be a
blessing to all of you through and in the name of Jesus Christ, God's Living
Word.
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BIBLE STUDY: "JESUS CHRIST,
GOD'S CREATIVE WORD"
By Bishop Emerito P. Nacpil

Bishop Nacpil, episcopal leader of the Manila Area of the Philippines Central Conference, is a
distinguished theologian who was formerly President of Union Theological Seminary in the
Philippines, and Dean of the South East Asia Graduate School of Theology. He has served on the
Faith and Order Commission and the Central Committee of the World Council of Churches. Bishop
Nacpil was a member of the Jerusalem Colloquy that fashioned the WMC doctrinal statement
adopted by the Council in 1986.

The text in the New Testament is Colossians 1:15-20.
"He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of all creation; for in him
all things in heaven and in earth were created. Things visible and invisible.
Whether thrones or dominions or rulers or powers, all things have been created
through him and for him. He himself is before all things and in him all things hold
together. He is the head of the body of the church. He is the beginning, the first
born from the dead, so that he might come to have first place in everything. For
in him all the fullness of God was pleased to dwell and through him God was
pleased to reconcile to himself all things, whether on earth or in heaven by
making peace through the blood of his cross."
The Holy Scriptures, as you know, link creation with the word of God. The
roots of that linking already are found in the first chapter of Genesis. In the
beginning when God created the heavens and the earth, the earth was a formless
void and darkness covered the face of the deep. When a wind from God swept
over the face of the waters, then God said "Let there be light" and there was light.
And God saw that the light was good and God separated the light from the
darkness and God called the light day and the darkness he called night. And
there was evening and there was morning -- the first day. And what God said
happened.
This text from Genesis, the scholars tell us, was written in the sixth century
before Christ, and it was addressed to the Hebrews who were in exile in Babylon.
The condition of exile signifies defeat, humiliation, banishment into a foreign
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country and people, homelessness, coupled with homesickness, loss of confidence in the future, and so, also of hopelessness. The situation of exile presented
a challenge to the proof and validity of the Hebrew's faith in Yahweh. The
Babylonian gods seemed to have defeated Yahweh, the god of Israel. And these
gods are now in control over the lives and the future of the Hebrew people.
Given this context the purpose of the creation narrative is to comfort the
exiles in their suffering and strengthen them in their faith by proclaiming the sovereignty of Israel's God over all things -- the heavens and the earth -- in terms of
his most fundamental and encompassing activity, God the creator of the
heavens and the earth.
Let us take a look more closely at this text. The first thing I would like to
suggest to you to note is the primal beginning is directly connected with God's
creating activity. It is not there expressed beginning and then there takes place
God's creating activity, rather God's creating activity is what begins. It is the
beginning of all things. All things, therefore, depend for their beginning upon
God's creating activity. The word the text uses in establishing primal beginning
is to create. ~ pointed out by one European theologian, it is used exclusively
to refer to the divine bringing forth. To create means to bring forth something
into existence which was not there before. Moreover, the word is used in
Genesis 1: 1 to denote the whole of creation, the heavens and the earth. Creation
as a whole was not there before. It was brought forth as a whole by God's
creating activity. Some theologians like to make a distinction between the words
"to create" and "to make." We need not go into that, but it is importantto claim
that the power of God includes the power to create and to make.
The beginning, however, is the beginning of something that lasts, for a time.
Time does not arise until that which begins, endures or lasts. Absolute beginning
is not yet time. And time cannot be measured until the distinction between
evening and morning and the combining into a day are made. Time is the
measure of duration. The question to us, then, is "What makes that which
begins, to last or endure?" even if only for a time. The answer, God's creating
activity which never ceases, but continues. God's continuing creation is what
sustains what he makes, and what he makes includes its own time, and so lasts
in its time. Time itself cannot measure God's creating activity, for it is God's
creating activity which itself brings forth time as the measure of what endures. It
is God who also measures by giving all things their due season, or time.
For what has been said, one can see clearly that God's sovereignty is firmly
established by the creation story. He is sovereign over the whole of creation. He
is sovereign in his power to create and to make, and to measure, and so he is in
control. The exiles are not left alone to fend for themselves in the face of
seemingly victorious enemies. They are still at home in God's creation, even if
they were in a foreign land. Even their enemies are in God's control. They too
are measured, and they will not go beyond their measure, and so creation is
good news. It summons courage, and confidence and hope in the face of exile
and the suffering it entails.
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But would this good news suffice in a situation where creation itself seems
to be in exile, so to speak? Today, may we not speak of creation being exiled to
human exploitation of the earth through uncontrolled development and insatiable consumption, and through the power to incinerate the earth and destroy
its ecological structure and its life-sustaining resources? Can we still say God is
in control, when his creation is in exile, as it were? Can the human being still feel
and be at home in God's creation when it is itself threatened with destruction?
Let us see.
The second thing we must notice that in this text God creates "in the face of."
I don't want to say something, because that which is "in the face of," is nothing.
The text portrays two characteristics of what God faces in the activity of creation.
It is the text that is now forcing us to think about the nothing. The trouble with
the nothing is that it cannot be thought of. The writer has to use seven words to
make it thinkable. The text says "the earth was a formless void." This is a poetic
way of symbolizing nothingness. For what is void and empty and formless is
precisely what amounts to nothing. The terminologists tell us that human
consciousness is intentional, that is to say, it is programmed to think of something
all the time. Can you think of nothing?
There is no potentiality in nothing. Nothing can come out of nothing. This
is why God's creative activity has no pre-supposition or pre-condition, except
himself in his decision to create. It is from this also that the Christian doctrine
of creation ex nihilo derives. Creation is by God from nothing, not from himself,
not from anything else that is already there.
And note again, the text says "darkness covered the face of the deep." The
phrase the "face of the deep" must be understood the same as the "face of the
waters." This symbolism derives from the mythologies of Egypt, Mesopotamia,
and Canaan. In these mythologies, the deep, raging unruly waters are the
symbols of chaos. As such they are pictured as a whole that challenges God's
sovereignty and which God must therefore overcome. Moreover "the face of the
deep" is covered by darkness. In Biblical symbolism, darkness is the absence of
existence and life. Darkness is the non-possibility of being in life. By covering
the face of the deep with darkness the symbolism means to assert the nonpossibility of creation itself.
Our traditional Christian thought has emphasized the doctrine of creation ex
nihilo to underscore the sovereignty of God over the whole of creation. Hebrew
thought has stressed creation out of primal chaos. Symbolically, and I stress that
adjective, there is wisdom in holding the two together, since together they form
a more or less adequate portrayal of what God contends with in his creative
activity.
In this view one can say that God's creative activity is faced on one hand by
the nothing that erupts into chaos, and on the other hand, by an unruly
rebellious chaos that nihilates, or seeks to reduce creation back into nothing. The
nothing is not a harmless vacuum or empty space from which God calls for
creation, rather it rises as a formless void, precisely as raging and rebellious
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disorder, and resists and negates God's creating, ordering, and life-giving
activity.
More sharply fonnulated on the one hand nothing rising up as chaos
threatens and resists the possibility of creation itself. For it seeks to prevent God
from exercising his creating activity. On the other hand, chaos is nihilating or destroying and reducing to nothing what God creates. It threatens and resists the
actuality of creation, for it seeks to destroy what God has already created.
Creation in both its possibility and actuality is threatened and resisted. With this,
the future of creation is also threatened. When what is possible cannot become
actual and when what is actual no longer has farther possibility, then there is no
future at all. Moreover, since the threat and resistance are aimed directly at
God's creating activity it is not only the whole of creation that is placed in
jeopardy, but God himself as creator. Would God still be God if he cannot
create?
One can still here the utter destructiveness of primal evil and its many forms.
To be sure, evil arises only when there is something to destroy. Evil arises with
creation, for without creation there is nothing to destroy. Evil seeks to destroy
creation in its possibility, in its actuality, and its future. It seeks to do this by
resisting the power of God to create, and so preventing God from being creator.
And when God cannot create, is he still God?
In the Biblical symbols of GenesiS, we have a powerful image that can
illuminate the enonnity of what we today face. What today threatens the earth
with possible, total destruction? Burning the earth with nuclear destruction is a
real threat today. Destroying the ecological structure of the earth and its cosmic
surrounding is already well in process and unless arrested, and ecological
balance is restored, it will inevitably end up in the collapse and destruction of the
life-sustaining power of this earth. The depletion of non-renewal sources of
energy and the pollution and poisoning of the life-sustaining environment will
destroy the earth as the human habitat. Can God be justified as creator in the
face of this real threat, not only to his creation, but to himself as creator?
The third thing we must note in the text is that God confronts what he faces
with himself in order to overcome it by creating something out of it. In being
faced by the nothing and the chaos God makes a counter-move, as it were. He
actively confronts and engages what resists and threatens him. Creation is not
an easy thing. It doesn't happen by the snap of the fingers. It is a herculean
engagement and struggle. God confronts and engages the nothing with himself.
It is himself that he brings into the fray, as it were.
He does this, by first of all, detennining himself to be creator. God resolves
himself to be creator. He makes himself into a creator. This act of selfdetennination is an act that God does upon himself. He does not first act upon
the nothing, but upon himself, by making himself the creator. That God is
creator is God's own detennination. His making of himself as creator is the basis
for his creating anything at all. God does not first create something and thereby
he becomes creator. Rather, he makes himself, detennines himself to be creator,
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and then he creates. It is this prior decision of God to be creator which is the
inexhaustible ground of his creating activity. And God's self-determination to be
creator is meant to assert the freedom of God over his creation and the
dependence of his creation upon God as creator.
How does God determine himself to be creator and so creates? The first
answer to this question is given in Genesis 1:2b and it is not usually noticed by
people, "the spirit of God hovered, or swept over the face ofthe waters ... " It is
with himself, as a spirit that God directly and immediately confronis and engages
the primal waters of chaos. What is translated "spirit of God" here literally
means, of course, wind or breath. Such words bring out certain essential pictures
of God as a spirit. The wind which blows and sweeps freely signals the power
of the freedom of God. And so his reality in terms of power and freedom and
not in terms of existence that is fixed and bound. Breath denotes God is alive.
He breathes and as alive and breathing he gives life. He is the inexhaustible
source of life. It is with himself as a spirit, that is as power, freedom, and life that
God does create or engages the primal waters of chaos. This spirit hovers and
sweeps over the face of the waters.
The Hebrew word translated "hover over" or "sweeps over" brings certain
essential characteristics of the action of God. The phrase "hovers over" denotes
God coming directly above and encompassing the nothing into chaos. God
comes, and is above, and over, and around what resisis and threatens him. This
signifies sovereignty and control. The phrase, "sweeps over," indicates that
God's hovering over is in terms of a sweeping movement -- free, powerful,
thorough and effective. The sweeping over is not merely over the surface, but
penetrates the surface into the depths of the deep. God's spirit does not merely
hover and surround and sweep, it also penetrates into and stays within the
depths of what resisis and threatens him. Through this action of hovering and
sweeping and penetrating, God as a spirit communicates himself into the
nothingness and chaos. He communicates himself as creator and so he is able
to work upon the nothing, and the chaos as creator, by creating out of the
nothing and overcoming the chaos that nihilates what he creates.
The action of the spirit of God upon the waters of chaos may be viewed, to
me at least, as thoroughly preparing the nothing and the chaos for creation. The
preparation is pre-suppositional too, and therefore, is already a part of the act of
creation itself. In what does this preparation consist? Let me mention a few. As
creator spirit God makes being possible out of nothing. Nothing is possible out
of nothing, but with God as creator freely and powerfully acting on nothing, he
produces the possibility of being out of it. It is God as creator spirit which creates
possibility out of impossibility. As creator spirit God calms the chaos both in iis
unruly surface and iis raging depths, as Jesus stilled the storm. By making peace
over chaos God prepares the chaos for creative ordering and so making a
cosmos out of it.
To prepare for the possibility of primal order, or cosmos, by calming iis
primal rage, is the work of God the creator spirit. God does not only prepare the
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possibility of being, but also the possibility of the order of being and iis interrelatedness. But God as creator spirit does more than this in preparing the
possibility of being and of its order. He also at the same time prepares thereby
the possibility of life. Life arises with the possibility of being and order. Without
these as pre-conditions, life is not possible.
We conclude from all this the truth that God as creator spirit is he who creates
possibility out of the nothing and the chaos that can yield nothing but nothing.
God as a spirit creates possibility out of impossibility. He creates the possibility
of being, he creates the possibility of order in inter-relationship, and so the
possibility of an ordered world, a cosmos. He creates the possibility of life. In
short, God creates the possibility of creation, the creation of heaven and earth,
the whole of creation.
Note that the work of God as a spirit upon nothing in the chaos takes places
before God speaks the creative word. It is only after God as a spirit makes himself
hover and sweep over and encompass and penetrate the primal waters of chaos
that God begins to speak the word that creates. What does this mean? It means
that without the creative work of the Spirit, the creative work of the word cannot
take place. The creative work of the Spirit is a pre-condition to the creative work
of the word. This is so because the creative work of the spirit is precisely the
creation of possibility out of nothing, out of impossibility. What is possible is
what may become actual. Without possibility nothing may become actual and
so there may be no creation at all. And so the primal condition for there being
anything at all is the possibility-creating work of the Spirit.
But who actualizes what the Spirit makes possible out of the nothing? With
this question we come to the consideration of the second answer of the question
as to how God determines himself to be creator and so creates. God determines
himself to be creator not only through his spirit but also by his word. A careful
look at the text reveals a pattern that characterizes the act of creation by the word.
God speaks. What he says happens. And he sees as good what happens
through his word. When God speaks, he speaks out of his mind, as it were. He
speaks out of his knowledge and wisdom. The word that he speaks is the word
of his wisdom. Could this be the reason why there is a strong tradition in the
Bible of wisdom as the fount of creation?
The word of wisdom that is spoken is a meaningful word. It is a word that
forms, denotes, specifies, and so distinguishes and differentiates. It is a word that
has been conceived as possible in what it forms and specifies and differentiates.
The word of God created by being spoken, as forming, specifying and differentiating. But what God speaks is already conceived as possible in the Spirit, and
what is already conceived as possible in the Spirit is actualized by being spoken
by God. The word of God implements and actualizes what is possible in the
Spirit. God creates through his spoken word by "letting be." God said, "Let
there be." God's speaking as the sense of summoning or a calling forth of
something specific that has been formed from what is made possible. But it is a
calling forth in the form of "let it be."
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Creation is by letting be. What does this mean? Creation is not an act of
violence that forces something to come to be. Rather, God lets be what he
creates. This means he creates in the power of grace, not in the force of violence.
He creates by making room for what he creates. He makes room for what he
creates by giving it its own space and time in which it can exist. In letting it be,
He permits it to arise and so he confers upon it its own power and freedom to be.
His letting be which creates is precisely the conferring of freedom and power and
life to be, and so to arise in concrete being specific existence, a definite form of
life. In letting be God also respects, affirms and values the being in freedom and
life of what he creates. Finally, in letting be, God makes it possible for what he
creates to participate in their own self-creation by developing a history of their
own and evolving an identity of their own. He lets them be, in the kind of
creatures or persons they become.
God creates by making what he says happen. God said, "Let there be" and
it was so. The word of God is actualizing, implementing, executing power. To
create is to make happen. It is to summon forth into existence what it not there
before. It is to let something occur, to take place, to come to be out of nothing.
And the Word of God executes, what it denotes. God creates not just by giving
being existence and life, he creates by giving concrete being, specific forms of
existence, and definite kinds and levels of life. God creates by seeing as good
what happens to his spoken word. And God saw that it was good. Goodness
is built into the being and structure and life of creation.
St. Augustine said: "to be is to be good." Now the word "saw" had the
double meaning of perception and evaluation at the same time. God sees what
he has made as being good. Goodness is objective too in what God creates.
Goodness is built into creation and therefore it can be perceived, seen in it. It
is not something subjected to the beholder. It is not something conferred by the
preceptor or perception. Moreover, what God sees as good, he at the same time
affirms as good. What is good in creation is affirmed by Him as God. The
goodness of creation is therefore what God considers as good. Any good that
is not perceived and affirmed as good by God, is no good at all, even if it were
good to somebody else. God is truly the judge of what is good and what is evil.
This is a prerogative only God fully possesses and exercises. The good that is
truly good is what can stand in the presence of God to be seen and affirmed by
him. What is good in the sight of God is what is truly good. Goodness is not
simply being or existence or life, or all three together. What St. Augustine said
about being, as in itself good, is only a half truth. It is being in existence and life
in the sight of God Corum Deo, being good as seen, affirmed, and enjoyed by
God.
The transparency of creation in the sight of God is what makes it good. The
undistorted relation of creation to God is what makes it good because it is the
right relation. Righteousness is what makes creation good. But the goodness of
creation is secured only as creation happens in the word of God. It is the word
of God that gives creation its order. The right relation of things in it, and between
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it and God, and so makes it righteous in God's sight.
What can we say by way of conclusion? We have seen that God permits
himself to be Creator by both Spirit and Word. Therefore we can say that the
possibility of spirit and word lies in God. It is God who makes himself into
Creator Spirit and Creator Word. Nothing can ever make him undo what he has
done with himself, namely, determine himself to be Creator Spirit and Creator
Word. The possibility of creation, however, comes from the action of the Spirit
upon primal nothing. Creation becomes possible from primal nothing and
chaos because it is the Spirit who creates the possibilities and importances in it.
Without the Spirit creating possibility in nothing, there cannot be creation at all.
But since it is the Spirit that creates possibility, nothing is impossible with him. He
is the inexhaustible source of possibility. Therefore, as long as the Spirit creates
possibility, creation will never become impossible. Creation in the Spirit overthrows and overcomes the impossibility of creation itself.
Finally, the actuality of creation is by God speaking his creative word out of
the possibility created by the Spirit. God makes possibilities happen by his word.
And as long as he speaks out of his Spirit acting out of the primal waters of chaos,
he actualizes what is possible and continues to create possibilities for what
already is there. And this means the renewal of creation and the securing of its
future are also assured. It is this creating, upholding, and renewing of creation
that is attributed to Jesus as the word of God by Colossians.
Do we dare to believe the offer of Colossians?
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According to the Scripture God created the world in six days. And everytime
he had finished his creation for the day, he said, "It is good." Especially on the
sixth day when he created humankind, male and female, he said, "It is very
good." So the world is created by God in beauty and wonder. Everything was
in order and harmony. The sky was as blue as it could be, the water was as clean
as it could be and the air was as fresh as it could be. Birds sang in the trees, fish
swam in the sea and rivers, and the animals jumped around the mountains.
What a peace and harmony all the creatures had! There was no fighting and no
killing but peace and harmony.
~ Reinhold Niebuhr said, in God man finds unity and vitality and form, and
true individuality and personality, and is given dignity and freedom as children
of God. The original state of man when God created him was the right
communication with God and with his fellow men. Such a relationship was not
limited to God and his fellow men. The relationship between man and nature
was also very intimate and friendly. ~ we read in the Scripture, after having
created all the living things an9 animals in the world God asked Adam to name
them instead of God himself did it. It means that man gave every name of the
living beings in the world, which means man defined their respective meaning
of existence. Because name is the meaning of one's being.
However, it cannot be denied that the relationship between God and man
or man and his fellow men has been one-sidedly emphasized in Christianity,
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disregarding or ignoring another important relationship between man and
nature. Once Albert Schweitzer severely criticized the Western ethics as an
exclusively man-centered ethics where no animals are allowed. His concept of
veneratio vitae gives an important lesson for us today when we are facing the
gradual destruction of living animals on earth.
The human-centered interpretation of the world has already done such a
great damage to the universe that we have to find out a evolutionary solution for
the ecological problems we are facing today. I need not repeat here all the details
of which you are informed. However, the problems are so serious that the
immediate actions are urgently needed. The integrity of creation has been
gravely threatened because of human origin. Our human life on earth is
dependent upon the harmonious and interacting ecological processes or cycle.
If any small part of nature is destroyed and when the delicate balance of these
natural processes is disrupted the gradual destruction of all living things and
animals is inevitable in the long run. The problem is that such a process has been
accelerated in recent years because of blind pursuit of industrial development
without a serious consideration of its resulting problem of industrial pollution.
Some of the examples are: (1) Greenhouse gases which cause irreparable
damage to the atmosphere because of the fact that the overproduced gases
restrict the re-radiation of energy back into the space, which naturally heat up the
earth. There is saying that the earth temperature will go up two degrees C within
ten to fifteen years. This will cause the rise of sea-levels and radically alter the
climatic conditions of the earth because of the melting of ice-mountains in the
Arctic regiOns. The problem of carbon dioxide has been deadly. It could
threaten all the living lives on earth. (2) Ozone depletion which causes the
excessive ultraviolet radiation. By destroying the earth's ozone layer caused by
the piling up of so-called chlorofluoro-carbons. It is said that the nuclear bomb
test also causes such a result. (3) Land degradation. Because of urban
development, erosion, desertification or salinization, the total area of farm land
is decreasing year by year, which results in the limit of food. supplies. (4) Water
pollution. The drinking water has been seriously polluted because of the use of
pesticides, herbicides, and chemical fertilizers for agricultural lands, which
naturally -pollutes the running waters and rivers from which the drinking water
is taken. The problem of landfill and toxic waste also causes water pollution. The
secret discharge of poisonous toxic into the running water caused serious
problems of drinking water in the major cities of Korea last spring. Only after the
uprising of resident people the government tightened the anti-pollution law. (5)
Deforestation. The elimination of half of all the forests in the third world countries
has happened so far. ~ nearly 100,000 square kilometers are eliminated every
year. Another 100,000 square kilometers are grossly degraded. This will cause
the great change in the world climate, including flood. and drought. (6) Wastes
and global toxification. Technology has-produced some 70,000 different kinds
of chemicals. No one knows what the impact of these chemicals on the natural
order will be. However, one thing is clear that it will be a serious threat to life on
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earth as long as the governments continue to allow these chemicals to be
produced and dispensed throughout the soil, waters, and air.
There are many other problems and issues related to the disruption of
creation. But among them we cannot miss one of the most important problems,
that is the problem of war and conflict. We are all informed of the deadly nature
of nuclear weapons. If there were to be another world war with the use of nuclear
weapons we would have to face the final destruction of the earth. It is commonly
known that the world powers have so many nuclear weapons as they can destroy
the earth ten to fifteen times. The traditional type of war and conflict have been
with us all the time. The recent war in the Gulf still echoes in our ears. The
burning smoke from the oil fields covers the whole sky at this moment. And there
is no distinction between day and night in that area. It is really ironical that still
every country has to pay enormous amounts of money to purchase the military
weapons. According to Prof. Jun Sun Noh's report 2,650,000 cars must be
exported in order for Korea to acquire five FSX fighter aircrafts; the cost of one
FSX fighter plane being $30 million, or the amount of money necessary to build
fifteen four -story buildings. Likewise, it costs the third world $2 million to import
one tank, which equals the cost of a fourteen million Won, building in Korea.
With all these problems and issues before us, now I would like to pursue the
basic reasons behind them. First of all, we, Christians, cannot avoid our
responsibility. The onesided interpretation of the creation story has led us to
misuse nature according to our excessive greed. God created man and nature.
And God asked man to conserve the nature and use it for his need. A. Th. van
Leeuwen in his book, "Christianity in World History," discusses the different
nature between the theocratic and the ontocratic culture. According to him, the
theocratic culture which is Christian has a clear distinction between God and
man and also between man and nature. God is the Creator, transcending both
man and nature. Man and nature are his created beings and not divine beings.
As Max Weber defined in his own way, nature is disenchanted because of the
Christian concept of creation. Now with the blessing of God man started to
cultivate and use the nature for his own need. In this way nature has become the
object of cultivation, domination, and in many cases explOitation. There was no
way to stop it. Man could pursue his material need and wealth in the name of
God. Therefore, many think that Christianity is the mother of modem science
and technology. Van Leeuwen's discussion is true in a sense. Because Christianity in many ways supported and encouraged for the development of modem
science and technology. And it is true that modem science and technology have
brought many good things to human society.
At the same time the Western philosophy also supported the scientific and
technological development by providing with the corresponding concept of
nature. One of the most basic and contrasting aspects between the Western and
the Eastern culture is the philosophy of conflict against that of harmony. Robert
Nisbet in his book, "The Social Philosophers," defined the Western civilization
as "the single most war-ridden, war-dominant, and militaristic civilization in all
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human history." It seems to me that this is the outcome of Western philosophy
basically grounded in the Aristotelian principle of contradiction which advocates
that contradictory statements cannot be same. Thus, white is always white and
black is always black. The same is true with a subject and an object. This
naturally leads to the phenomenon of separation and conflict. In other words the
subject and the object are clearly separated and exist in tension and conflict.
Instead of seeking harmony between the two, the common solution of tension
and conflict is through the subordination of one to the other. Such is the relation
between man and nature. Man is as Johannes Metz puts it, the demiurge in the
hominized world. Man is the subject who has to dominate and conquer nature.
Nature is the object of human domination and conquest.
Of course there are some schools of philosophy which advocate a naturalistic approach. However, man is always the subject and the center even in that
case. In this way the Western philosophy is humanistic and human centered.
One of the illustrating examples can be found in the painting of David during the
Renaissance period. David, a symbol of man, is so powerful and so dominating
that no one, no other creature can compete against him. We also see the
beautiful portrait of Madonna. She is so beautiful that no other beauty in the
world can be compared with her. In this way man occupies and dominates. No
other creatures can stand against him nor beside him. All the creatures in the
world have to come under this powerful man.
The picture in the East is quite different. The predominating theme of
philosophy is harmony and unity. Harmony or harmonious co-existence is the
motto of Eastern philosophy. The ultimate goal of Confucianism is said to be the
establishment of a cosmic harmony between man, nature, and heaven. As van
Leeuwen criticized there is no distinction either between God and man nor
between man and nature. In Weber's word, the nature is not disenchanted. I am
not advocating some magical and superstitious belief by the Oriental people.
What I am trying to say here is that we have to learn the lesson of harmonious
co-existence between man and nature from the Oriental philosophy. In the
Eastern philosophy man is to learn how to live as a part of the nature, adjusting
himself into the cosmic order. The nature is not the object of conquest nor of
exploitation but that of wonder and admiration. If you look at the Oriental
paintings of mountains and lakes, you will find a man on the boat in the comer
of the beautiful lake. If you do not pay much attention you may not be able to
find him at all. F. S. C. Northrop defines the characteristics of Eastern culture as
aesthetic in his book, "The Meeting of East and West." He quotes from the
Confucian poetry in order to show an example of aesthetic and simple life
among the Confucian sages. "Living on coarse rice and water, with bent arm for
pillow, mirth may yet be mine. III gotten wealth and honors are like to floating
clouds." The poetry gives a contrasting picture of harmony and happiness
among the people of simple life in the nature.
There is a story of a Western colonizer and a native in the Pacific Island. The
Westerner landed at one of the islands and saw a native sleeping under the
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coconut tree. He waked him and tried to tell him what he had to do in order to
be civilized and to live a modem and comfortable life. After having heard all the
stories, the native said, ''You are really foolish people. I do not understand why
your people have to work so hard in order to be happy. Look! We are already
happy. We do not need any money, any house, any vehicle, and any cooking.
We have all here in the nature. We have a happy and abundant life. Please go
away. Do not disturb us anymore." From the standpoint of Western activism
they are lazy and hopeless people. But what kind of happy and abundant life
has the Western colonialism brought to them? The concept of happiness and
abundant life is a relative concept. One can be happy in a simple life, even in
poverty, as the Apostle Paul boldly proclaims in Philippians. (Ch. 4:11-12)
"Not that I am referring to being in need; for I have learned to be content
with whatever I have. I know what it is to have little, and I know what it is to have
plenty. In any and all circumstances I have learned the secret of well-fed and of
going hungry, of having plenty and of being in need." It is our own experience
that in many cases the affluent life causes more problems among the modem
people. The unlimited possession of material wealth should have a Christian
justification for the right use of it before God.
Now then what is the Christian responsibility towards the integration of
creation? What is the new direction we, Christians, should take from now on?
In the recent studies on John Wesley some Methodist theologians correctly point
out the wider ethical perspective of John Wesley. The concept of Kingdom of
God is correlated to his concept of creation and consummation, as James C.
Logan points out. The concept of Kingdom of God, according to his interpretation, is not only directed inwardly but also outwardly by Wesley. The Kingdom
of God takes hold of not only "the hearts of human beings," but also has "the
tangible social consequences on earth." According to Logan, the concept of
consummation and that of creation are inseparably joined in Wesley. It is not an
accidental mentioning of the pollution issue in Wesley's sermon, "On the Use of
Money." Wesley started his first sermon with the Kingdom of Heaven and his
last sermons deal with the consummation of the Kingdom of God. This is to say
that we, Methodists, are most responsible for the integrity of creation from the
Wesleyan perspective.
The first thing we have to correct ourselves is to re-read the Creation Story
from the perspective of conservation of nature. We have too much emphasized
the domination aspect of God's commandment according to the prophetic
tradition. It is now commonly acknowledged by many scholars that the priestic
tradition emphasizes the conservation of nature in contrast to that of domination.
We have to see the whole creation as the object of God's love and care. And as
an agent of God we have to carry out our serious responsibility in order to keep
the integration of creation.
The second thing we have to check in our mind is to do away or at least limit
human greed. No one will disagree that modem science and technology have
brought many good things to humankind. But the excessive human greed
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devoured the children of science and technology. It is interesting to point out
three occasions of technology in the Scripture. It seems to me that the first
occasion of technology in the Bible happens when Adam and Eve sewed fig
leaves together and made loincloths in order to hide their bodies. It was the result
of their disobedience to God. In this sense, technology started as a result of
human sin. Therefore, we have to keep it in the right direction so as not to
disobey God again. The second occasion of technology occurs in the Bible
when Noah constructed the ark according to God's command. It was to save
humankind even amid the sin and corruption. Technology in this sense was the
tool for human salvation. The third occasion of technology in the Bible is when
people decided to build a city and the tower of Babel. It was again motivated by
human pride against the will of God. If we try to evaluate science and technology
from the Biblical standpoint, we have to be watchful for the negative aspects of
them. We not only have to humanize it but also globalize it for the integrity of
creation.
Devastating results in science and technology are mainly caused by excessive human greed. Somehow we have to learn how to be content with our
moderate living conditions. The monastic principles of poverty and simply life
should be reinterpreted in the church. In Korea the Christian churches have a
good tradition of temperance movement which prohibits excessive drinking and
smoking. We also have to learn how to eat moderately. There are hundreds and
thousands of people, dying of hunger and malnutrition. So far we have thought
that we should help them from the standpoint of philanthropy. But it has become
now the problem of survival of humankind. Some advocate an ecclogical
asceticism. This is a personal way to cope with the issue. However, we have to
take the worldwide action for the conservation of the earth. The advanced
countries have to stop any more development. They have to learn how to be
content with the present situation. Or they have to redevelop their economy for
the sake of other poor countries. The so-called under-developed countries
should not pursue economic development blindedly. The careful and wellbalanced planning is needed and the welfare of the whole population should be
the standard of economic planning. Otherwise, the partly successful development will only deepen the disparity and unbalance among the people which will
damage the security of the nation.
We must practice the Christian concept of sharing and service in God's
name. If we don't have an uneasy conscience as we look at the poor and afflicted,
we are no longer Christian. If we do not share our affluent possessions with the
poor and sick God will raise another race to carry out his commandment.
The task of integrity of creation is so urgent and serious that no one is
excluded from the heavy responsibility. Let us not evaluate the nation with socalled Gross National Products or GNP. Rather, GNP should mean how God,
nature, and people cooperate for the integrity of creation. Let us keep the
creation as God intended to be. And let us consummate the creation as Wesley
advocated a long time ago. Now let us join in the shouting praise of the Psalmist.
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"The heavens are telling the glory of God; and the firmament proclaims his
handiwork. Day to day pours forth speech, and night to night declares knowledge. There is no speech, nor are there words; their voice is not heard; yet their
voice goes out through all the earth,and their words to the end of the world."
(Psalms 19:1-3)
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OUR CHALLENGE TODAY
By Dr. Joe Hale

Joe Hale became General Secretary of the World Methodist Council in 1976. In this capacity he is
involved in the coordination of Council activities and seeks to develop relationships among the 68
member churches of the Council as well as between the Council and the wider Christian community.
He has served as chairman of the international Conference of Secretaries of Christian World
Communions.
The Report of the Council's General Secretary was augmented by visuals, film and video
segments appearlng on a large screen above the speaker, picturing the events as they
were reported.

In the parable of the steward, Jesus said: "From everyone to whom much
has been given, much will be required; and from the one to whom much has
been entrusted, even more will be demanded." I can find no better way to begin
this report than these strong words.
Much has been entrusted to you and me, and to the World Methodist
Council. We have seen fast-closed doors spring open! Opportunities filled with
unbelievable promise have been suddenly thrust upon us.
One of my privileges is to report what has happened since the 15th World
Methodist Conference met in Nairobi, Kenya, five years ago.
There Bishop Lawi Imathiu and a new Presidium assumed leadership of the
World Methodist Council.
Because of the immediate and pressing need made so real to us by South
African delegates who came to Kenya, the Council voted to send a delegation to
the Republic to meet with Methodists and other Christians there and to let them
and the world know that we stand with them. A second goal was to meet with
the President of South Africa.
In 1987, in Soweto, Capetown, Johannesburg and points in between, we
met with churches and with the people. We also met with the State President,
then P. W. Botha.
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Three years later that delegation returned to South Africa to visit with leaders
in different areas and to meet in Pretoria with a man very different from his
predecessor, President F. W. de Klerk.
These two visits attained the objectives stated for the program and, we
believe, strengthened The Methodist Church of Southern Africa.
The Oxford Institute of Methodist Theological Studies was convened in
England during this quinquennium. Two hundred theologians from all over the
world addressed themselves to the theme "Methodist Teaching and The Apostolic Faith." A Ninth Oxford Institute will be held next year at Sommerville
College, Oxford.
Since 1986, 2,000 young people have attended World Youth Conferences
held in Australia and in Mexico. Allover the world we see emerging leaders who
have been influenced by these global events which bring the challenge of the
world and the mission of the church before young people. The World
Evangelism and Youth Committees of the Council sponsor the International
Christian Youth Conferences which have met every three years since 1980.
At Nairobi we were asked to continue the dialogue between the Council and
the Roman Catholic Church and we have done so. That program has published
five reports since 1967. You have been given a copy of the most recent report.
We will soon enter important new pan-Christian conversations.
Dialogues with the World Alliance of Reformed Churches and the Lutheran
World Federation have been completed, and two meetings held with the
Ecumenical Patriarch in Istanbul have resulted in agreement to hold preliminary
and exploratory talks next year with the Orthodox.
A resolution emanating from the Lambeth Conference directing the start of
international discussions between Anglicans and Methodists has been acted on.
Talks will commence within the coming year.
In addition to the formal one-on-one conversations we have held with other
Christian communions, the Council was invited by Pope John Paul II to
participate in the Day of Prayer for Peace he hosted in Assisi, the city of St.
Francis. We also participated in the Millennium Celebrations that marked the
introduction of Christianity into Russia 1,000 years ago.
We maintain important relations with other secretaries and leaders in the
Conference of Christian World Communions.
Methodists and Council-related United Churches were present in great
numbers in Canberra, Australia, for the Seventh Assembly of the World Council
of Churches. When Bishop Imathiu asked for representatives from those
churches present at the Assembly to meet, about 65 people responded. Fifteen
percent of the total number of delegates present at the Assembly were from
World Methodist Council-related churches.
Historic dates observed since Nairobi have included the 250th Anniversary
of Aldersgate, where in 1738 John Wesley came to know that he did "trust in
Christ, and Christ alone for salvation."
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An anniversary service at St. Paul's Cathedral, attended by Queen Elizabeth
and Prince Phillip, drew 2,500 Methodists from all over the world. Dr. Donald
English, vice-chairperson of the World Methodist Council, preached the sermon
and Bishop Imathiu introduced the lighting of a symbolic Aldersgate flame that
was carried from St. Paul's.
During this year, the year 1991 and the 200th since John Wesley's death,
historic exhibitions were created to mark this bicentennial in Britain and
America. A major exhibit was located at the World Methodist Museum at Lake
Junaluska.
In 1989 World Evangelism installed a new World Director, Dr. H. Eddie
Fox, and launched an innovative program of regionalization in which 15
secretaries carry fOIward indigenous expressions of proclamation and testimony
to the gospel.
The World Methodist Evangelism Institute, a joint program of the Council
and Emory University in Atlanta, will report on its program of regional seminars
and international institutes. Plans for permanent facilities to be built on the
Emory University Campus are underway.
The World Methodist Social Affirmation, approved by the Council at
Nairobi, now is being widely used throughout the churches. This affirmation of
the historic Christian faith calls for Christians to respond to the cries of the world
today. It has been incorporated into hymnbooks and books of worship. Four
million copies of one of them, the United Methodist Hymnal, have now been
printed.
A world Methodist theological statement, also approved at Nairobi, is being
used for teaching. It puts our Methodist theological identity in the context of the
wider Christian tradition and church.
Member churches on two occasions invited the World Methodist Council to
be available as an agent of reconciliation where strife had arisen. The first team
went to Nigeria, almost 15 years ago.
In March, 1989, a friendship team headed by Bishop Imathiu traveled to
and worked in Fiji. Efforts like these are difficult and do not always yield
immediate results. We are grateful for the trust the member churches showed in
us by asking the Council to seek to bring together persons holding different views
and work with them.
During the past five years the Council presented its World Methodist Peace
Award to five persons. They were: Mr. Bert Bissell, a British civil servant known
for the witness of his peace pilgrimages; Woodrow Seals, a U.S. federal judge
who inspired laypersons to be advocates for peace across his denomination;
Gordon Wilson, a clothing store owner in Enniskillen, Northern Ireland, who
stood resolutely against bitterness and retaliation in the face of great personal
tragedy; Mikhail Gorbachev, for his efforts to end the cold war; and, Barbel
Bohley, whose years of struggle contributed to change in the eastern part of
Germany.
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Those receiving the Peace Award have been cited for their specific acts at a
moment in time or for a long period of struggle. For example, the award to
President Gorbachev focused on the late 1980s and 1990. Mrs. Bohley was
cited for a ten-year struggle.
The Peace Award does not assume perfection in the recipient; it is an attempt
by the Council to identify persons who contributed to peace, either on a world
level, a national level or just in their immediate community.
Ralph Young, the Council's Geneva Secretary, is strategically based in the
Ecumenical Center on Lake Geneva. He links persons who visit the World
Council of Churches with the World Methodist Council, relates to the WCC staff,
to ecumenical organizations and to Christian World Communions based in
Geneva. Ralph also maintains close ties with Methodist leaders and churches in
Europe.
Through meetings of the Council's Executive Committee and Officers, correspondence and visits to member churches, the World Methodist Council acts
as a forum for the churches and a vehicle for the mission of the Church universal.
In their presentations to the Conference, Council committees will illustrate
what the Council does, with and through the churches.
Now ... What of our future? Let me identify three needs now before us.
I. First and foremost, we need to tell the story that makes the Christian
Church what it is. It is the story about God and humankind; the unity in creation
and the offer of redemption in Jesus Christ; the possibility of new life and of
victory over death.
Beyond these awesome words, people expect to see something different in
us if Jesus Christ is "God's Living Word" for us!
What is, without question, seen every day is violence, killing, death, the
abuse of sex, the misuse of relationships, with all this made acceptable and
almost appealing by television and films. We see the worth of persons weighed
in terms of what they possess or earn. The models set before us by people, by
nations, and at times, by misguided behavior in the Church, hammer home the
idea that the power to prevail, the ability to defeat,. and the necessity to win at any
cost, is the end we most earnestly seek.
The manger of Bethlehem stands in stark contrast to all this! How moving
the words, and how compelling the thought in Philippians that we are to have
the mind that was in Christ Jesus, who was "in the form of God, yet did not count
equality with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied himself."
This luminous truth of God's self-giving and transforming love made
manifest is the power, the dynamite that can change the world! It is at the heart
of all we are and do.
II. Then, secondly, we need to decide if we shall be the Church of the
culture, or the Church of the Kingdom. Wherever the Christian Church and
believers in Christ are found, we are tom by a struggle. A civil war within us
threatens to pull us apart. We want to be at home in our culture, but through
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God's grace we have been made citizens of another realm, a Divine Kingdom the
foretaste of which we have experienced, the fullness we have yet to see.
Sometimes the culture and the Kingdom run on parallel tracks, and move toward
the same destination. At other times the course taken by the one is contrary to
the other. This struggle within people and churches is real in East and West; in
North and South.
We wish, all of us, for our governments to be supportive of the Church, and
to stand with us in the ministry of reconciliation to which every Christian is called.
We want our nations to live by the great commandment Jesus gave us: "You
shall love the Lord, your God, with all your heart, mind, soul, and strength and
your neighbor as yourself." A state, however, cannot commit that act of
allegiance.
For when Christian faith is identified too closely with any nation, any
political party or system, or any cultural trend that happens to be popular at the
moment, it will assuredly be compromised and ultimately discredited.
What can happen is this: We can make Jesus' great commandment the
guiding principle of our lives. And as a Church we can obey the command of
our Lard.
While you and I live in the USA, in Malaysia or Singapore, in Britain, Brazil,
Korea or South Africa, in Australia) or Fiji or India, we also have the high
privilege to belong to a Kingdom where God's love rules. We decide every day
which matters most -- the culture or the Kingdom.
III. I mention one other concern, the urgent need for Christians to testify to
that which makes a difference in their lives.
One of my friends who is at this Conference poses this arresting question:
"What is there in your life that it takes Jesus Christ to explain?"
A participant in last night's service told me he meets every month with a small
group of Christians and Jews in his city. They invited representatives of the
Muslim community who had recently come to the city to one of their meetings:
"We asked you to come because we want to get to know you, to welcome you
and to know more about the Islamic religion." The Muslim leader warmly
thanked the group for the invitation. Then he respectfully added: "We would
remind you, sir, that for us, Islam is not a religion, it is a way of life."
In the small unit at the World Council of Churches in Canberra we were
talking about inter-faith dialogue. One Christian leader after another from
Southeast Asia and from Africa spoke, challenging the notion that people of
other faiths are sitting back waiting for us to dialogue with them. Instead, they
want to know if, for us, Jesus-Christ is a way of life!
I am not an alarmist, only a realist. I do ask, and want you to ask this
question: If we do not make the case for the Christian faith with our lips and with
our lives, who will?
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The title of that new book says it well: "Let the Redeemed of the Lord Say
So!" We are those people -- the redeemed. We have been redeemed by God's
grace! We are redeemed to reach out to the world by "saying so!"
We have the story of the love of God in Christ to tell; we have a choice for
the Kingdom of God to make; we have a testimony to grace and transformation
to share. And for this, we shall be answerable to God. For "to whom much is
given, much will be required."
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TODAY'S CHRISTIAN PREPARING
FOR TOMORROW'S WORLD
By Mrs. Edith

w. Ming

Edith W. Ming served as President of the World Federation of Methodist Women 1986-1991. She
isa member of the Commission on Worship and Liturgy of the African Methodist Episcopal Church.
Mrs. Ming is an inspired leader who is in demand as a speaker. She is a graduate of Temple
University School of Music and is often called upon to be a conductor or consultant in music and
mission seminars. Her husband, The Rt. Rev. Donald Ming, is Bishop of the Eighth Episcopal
District of the AME Church.

I am aware of the vastness and the challenge of the subject, but from a
perspective, speaking to a world audience, speaking to Methodists who have
come from all segments, and from all places of the world, I am aware we need
to address the issues that affect each of us, individually, and all of collectively.
From the early inception of Methodism, that great "leader of Methodism,"
John Wesley, declared that "the world is my parish," and since I'm a part of the
"Methodist family," I would like to add to these words, "the world is my parish,
and Methodism is my family." To this end, I address you, "my family," fellow
Methodists now preparing for the world of tomorrow.
The world of tomorrow, as spoken of by Earl D. C. Brewer and Scott L.
Thumma in theirresearch report, "World Methodism and World Issues," reflects
on several concerns that are still prevalent in the world today as they were in the
early days of Methodism. For they say in their report, "that in spite of the many
benefits of this century, there is, also, a dark, destructive side to modernity! More
people are starving now than ever before. The world population has grown by
several billions, most of whom live in poverty or below the poverty level. This
has been the bloodiest century in human history -- the arms, conventional and
nuclear -- surpasses imagination and has paved the way for a possible worldwide holocaust. The development of the world community has been marred by
local wars, refugees, racism, poverty, sexism, classism and wide-spread explOitation and much discrimination."
In the light of all of this, what of our tomorrows?
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In James 4: 13 we find "whereas ye know not what shall be on the next day,
what is your life?" What of the challenges, what are Christians today doing as
they prepare for the challenges of tomorrow's world?
It is obvious that this question is the concern of all people in all walks of life.
From my President of the United States to the humblest of citizens that abide
there. From the Pope of Rome to the most unimportant member of the church.
From the Bishops who sit here and Presidents of denominations down to each
one of us, there is a concern about our tomorrows! One only has to look at the
state of affairs of our nations and of the world to get a grasp of the amount of time
and energy that is being used to find solutions to these challenging problems that
confront us in our tomorrows.
The challenge of inflation, recession, unemployment, the crisis in the Gulf
that was played out and still goes on, the Middle East situation, the hostages that
are still there, tension and strife in Central America, the horror of Liberia, and the
point that is not talked about much, the needless killings and violence in
Southern Africa, the "crime wave" in America, in our large cities and in our rural
communities, all point to our restlessness and to the challenges that face each one
of us as we move forward farther into '9l.
In order to face these challenges, I should like to offer you two or three
suggestions that might aid us and strengthen us in our pursuits and goals.
First, and fundamentally, we of the church must examine where we are
before set goals of where we are endeavoring to go. There is no need to "build
castles in the sky" unless first of all we've established foundations on the ground.
There are so many of us, church members and others, who are talking about
what ought to happen, and what might happen, and what could happen, and
what shall happen, but who have not, first of all, gotten ourselves together. Who
have not anchored ourselves on the foundation of our faith which is Christ Jesus!
The scripture says "Other foundation can no one lay except that which is
laid by Christ!" Before we attempt to venture forward further into the nineties,
let us be sure that we are certain that we are suffiCiently anchored, rooted and
grounded in our faith so that whatever wind or storm we may encounter and the
journey, that storm will not tum us around or destroy us. There are too many
of us who are not prepared for our journey because we have not gotten our faith
together. We have not dug our foundations properly. We are not able to
disseminate the good from the bad, the right from the wrong.
If all of us could be as certain of our faith as that hymnodist when he penned
those words "My hope is built on nothing less than Jesus blood and righteousness! I dare not trustthe sweetest frame but wholly lean on Jesus' Name ... for on
Christ the solid rock I stand, all other ground is sinking sand." If we had this
certainty, it would undergird and strengthen us as we progress along life's
highway.
As we accept the challenges of these days of '91 we must determine what
kind of eqUipment or materials we will be using.
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Many a war and battle has been lost because the troops have been
unequipped! The weapons have been obsolete! This is the day of the missile,
the jet, the supersonic Concord planes, the computer, yet, in our religious experience, we seem to be so far behind in equipping ourselves with the necessary
spiritual materials to prepare us for these technological times! Although we've
been talking about "wings of faith - mounting up on wings as eagles," from the
days of Isaiah, we've been crawling on the ground like the caterpillar! Though
we've been talking about "running and not getting weary" we Christians have
been limping and exhausted! Although we've been talking about walking and
not fainting, we've been standing still just continuing to worry about the yesterdays.
Let me challenge you to start using your wings of faith. Take the uncertain
road across the mountains of life and across the valleys, be they ever so broad,
those mountains of inflation, recession and unemployment! Have faith to
believe that our God will bring us through! There's a little song that some of us,
where I come from, sing sometimes, and I quote those words "The road is rough
and the going is tough, and the hills are hard to climb. I've started out a long time
ago, there is no doubt in my mind, I've decided to make Jesus my choice."
Let us equip ourselves with a strong prayer life, so that amidst all of our
anxieties, we can get the real assurance from God that "all things are possible... "
Let us equip ourselves with the knowledge of the Word. Let's make use of
our dusty Bibles! Take them off the shelves and transmit them to our hearts and
minds. How can we teach our children to defend themselves, let alone defend
the Word ourselves, unless we are undergirded with it? The scripture says, "Thy
word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my pathway."
Let us equip ourselves with the tools of worship for this journey. For coming
to church occaSionally will not do -- it must be a constant persistent quest -- a
constant experience not just on Easter and other anniversary days, but it must
be a constant search, a constant desire. That old spiritual intones, "Lord, I want
Jesus to walk with me, I want Jesus to walk with me all along life's pilgrim
journey, I want Jesus to walk with me."
And then to meet the challenges of the 90s not only must we have the
personal spiritual equipment, but we must have some goals. We must have a
map. We must determine the direction in which we must go. We must count the
cost and be ready to pay the price. Too many of us are concerned about what
the other person is doing rather than what I can do as an individual to make this
world, the church, and my community and neighborhood a better place.
Someone has said "A better place, a better world begins with me... "
The words of the late President John Kennedy stand out today as strongly
as they did some thirty years ago when he first quoted them when he said, "Ask
not what your country can do for you, but, ask what you can do for your
country?" I paraphrase that to say, "Ask not what your church, your society,
your community and world, can do for you, but what can you do for it?"
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Just like this vast auditorium, this building, is lighted by many electric lights
and in a very "mass" way they are effective. Yet, each one, individually, has a
power and strength to shine. So must we be, if we are to meet our challenges and
our mission in this new decade.
When we look around at the deprivation and decadence we may be
tempted to wring our hands and say, "What can I do?" "I'm only one!" But,
you are one. Stand up! Be counted! We must never waver from our goals of
involvement, participation, witnessing, everywhere, even to the uttermost parts
of the earth, we must not waver from sharing Christ with all that we do rather than
all that we say.
Each day presents a fresh new opportunity for sharing, for a newborn day
means a newborn you, with a chance to provide what God wants each of us to
do. Each day is a new opportunity. With changed attitudes and with God's help
and grace, resentments can be dissolved ... frustrations resolved ... Lonely hearts
can be filled with new love. Hurts and scars can be washed away like a new wave
washes away the sand out to the sea. No day is lost if we've done our best for
God.
What of our tomorrows? Are we achieving always for freedom? Do we
respond always to what is? Are we creating ways for new relationships? Are we
loving and being loved by others?
You and I sitting here today in this beautiful, brilliant auditorium, what is our
1991 direction? We cannot afford to be amateurs. We must roll up our sleeves,
sharpen our skills, and help to shape the future. Will we take leadership in our
concern about the ozone depletion, the greenhouse effect? What is our role in
the population issue? Will we give voice to the voiceless in obtaining economic
viability in a competitive global economy? Will we continue to drift along,
content, or will we extend development of human rights that are now flowing in
Eastern Europe to the Third World, such as South Africa, Liberia and Namibia,
which really now, is the first world. Will we wage all-out efforts to combat the
social and moral decay in our own communities and neighborhoods from drug
abuse, from poor health care, teenage pregnancies, poor education? We
Methodists must again pick up the outreach ministry that John Wesley himself
carried on.
In the little book entitled "John Wesley" by John Vickers, we find that
Wesley started a school for the children of the poor with two teachers and sixty
scholars. Wesley built an alms house for homeless paupers. Our homeless and
hunger ministry has been in place for a long time. He and his preachers made
their home there whenever they were in London. All the residents at the
"Foundry Hotel" as it was called, ate their meals together as one family. In 1745
Wesley opened a free clinic and dispensary in London. Medical science was
then in the hands of quacks and amateurs. There were very few skilled doctors
and the poor could not afford to go to them. Wesley employed a surgeon so the
poor could come to the Foundry and obtain treatment and medicine.
If Wesley could do all of this in the 18th Century when things were so rough
and difficult, what about us, as we face the twenty-first century? What about
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today's church as it prepares for tomorrow's world? Will it make use of all of the
technology at its hands?
These are days of great change. In the past years of this quinquennium we
have learned that great change has come about and we have found that in our
difference is blessing. From diversity we are able to praise the Giver, the One
Lord of life. We have seen Nelson Mandela freed after twenty-seven years,
surrounded by jubilant crowds in Soweto and Capetown. We've seen the East
and West Germans dancing together on the Berlin Wall, and we saw them
reunited as one country. We saw the horror and tragedy in China at Tienanmen
Square, the civil strife in Liberia, often unnoticed by the media, and the rest of
the world. We've seen a shipyard worker become the president of a country.
These are startling changes! They show images of courage, they usher in a new
era of determination and "people power."
You and I can help if we act, if we become awake rather than asleep. If we
are part of the critics rather than the criticized. If we are triumphant rather than
being timid. We must be the difference that makes the difference. We must
speak out. People of the faith of the nineties are ready for a progressive spiritled agenda. We must be the transformational people called for in this day and
time. We must support new priorities. We must use the resources at hand to help
give development and strength to others in health care, in education, in solving
the substance abuse problems, and rescuing the environment, instilling hope
and wholeness into the hearts and minds of the despairing and the discouraged.
Yes, who are we, who are you, who am I? What of our tomorrows? Let us
in our constant daily striving be more human. Let's be more compassionate and
merciful. Let's work for justice and peace and for solidarity with the hopeless,
the hapless, and the helpless. Let's live each day freely, fully, in celebration and
in joyfulness. For Paul says, "We ought to always be doing those good kind
things which show that we are children of God, for this will bring much praise
and glory to all of us. "
And so, my fellow Methodists, as we prepare for tomorrow's world, let us
continue to dream, to work, to pray and dare boldly and faithfully. Let our world
agenda be one of harmony as we share fellowship and community one with
another.
Let our world agenda be one of melody, the melody being that Christ is the
main tune -- the singable song of our life.
Let our world agenda be one of rhythm as we march energetically forward
in strength, faith and hope -- always.
In conclUSion, I'd like to share the song of life written by an anonymous poet
and it says, "You have written a poem, a song for the world to sing, and chosen
each note with care and ever so powerfully its harmonies ring, in melodies
everywhere. You have written a poem for others to read and wisely selected
each word, and many the care-laden hearts in need, that are cheered when that
poem is heard. The song that you wrote for the world to sing it's own inspiration
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imparts, and the perfect poem continues to bring its courage to wearying hearts.
But what of the song of your life, my friends, the song that you live everyday?
Are its notes as well-chosen as those that you penned, and as perfect in every
way? You watched the rhyme in each written line you wanted the world to see,
but are you as careful what the design, the style of your life's poem will be? The
song of your life is a work of art, not written in letters that dim. But it's theme is
recorded in somebody's heart, like the lines of a lovely hymn. And someone
plays back the record you made, hears over again each word, and ponders each
passing chord that you played in the song of life that he heard. Make the chords
in your life as perfect, my friend, as those you so carefully wrote, for somebody's
heart hears the song never penned, and listens intent to each note."
What of your tomorrows? What of my tomorrows? What are our challenges
as we face the 21st Century? We must go where we go together because there
is no such thing as going alone. Let joyful alleluias ring. Press on!
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A familiar cartoon character is the man with the straggling beard and the
long white robe, holding up the placard, 'The world will end tomorrow.' But this
one is standing in line with people waiting for tickets to the Wimbledon tennis
championships -- and the first game is not for another six weeks! Who takes him
seriously?
So we in the churches hold up our placards, often with biblical texts,
sometimes from Ephesians: "there is one body, one spirit, one hope held out in
God's call; one Lord, one faith, one baptism; one God and Father of all who is
over all and in all." But we also line up in denominational solidarity, in national
enclaves, or in racial, gender, class or language-oriented pressure groups -- not
to appreciate and delight in the diversity which properly belongs to the people
of God, but with attitudes that range from indifference to hostility, even to
hatred. "One Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God over all?" Who takes us
seriously?
The world will not believe that unless they see it in us. They will not believe
the gospel unless we embody it. Our evangelistic mission is doomed to failure
unless the fruits of the evangel are clearly growing within the church that
proclaims it. That is why I have worked for the unity of Christians for as long as
I have been serious about the Christians faith -- not to mimic the world's
obsession with mergers, not to make ourselves an institutional force to be
reckoned with within society, not to huddle together and warm ourselves
against the chill winds of secularism, but simply to be obedient to the will of Jesus
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Christ who prayed that his disciples might be one.
And so ecumenical endeavor is not as it is sometimes portrayed, an
alternative to evangelism, but its indispensable ally. It is an indispensable aspect
of embodying the evangel, the good news that we proclaim.
But what is that unity that God wills for the Church? Unity between
Christians means much more than just tolerating, recognizing and accepting one
another. It means at least that, and in some cases that would be an advance, but
it means much more. It means actively supporting one another in the work that
we do for the sake of the kingdom of God. Decades ago a conference at Lund
put it this way: "Do separately only those things which for conscience sake we
cannot do together."
And in this regard our Dialogues with other communions are doing their
most creative work, as they spell out what more we could be doing now, without
moving mountains at all much less undermining doctrine or violating ecclesiastical consciences, to make real the unity which is already ours. But as well these
dialogues help us acknowledge that conscience itself is not some infallible judge
impervious to change. Conscience must be informed by listening to the Word
of God in company with sisters and brothers of other traditions. And when that
happens, miracles occur; remember what things were like before Vatican II?
So the future of our Dialogue with the Roman Catholic Church is now at its
most promising and exciting, as we seek in the next quinquennium to spell out
the implications for the life of our churches at national and local level of what,
over the past twenty years, we have discovered we hold in common and can
affirm together.
But why the World Methodist Council, some may still ask. Isn't ecumenism
the role of the World Council of Churches of which most of us are member
churches? Yes, most of us in the WMC, but not all, and not the Roman Catholic
Church, a major dialogue partner. And even the most convinced supporter of
the wee, as I am, must acknowledge that it is not the only ecumenical agency;
it never has been, and now perhaps we are seeing that that is just as well, for the
wee does appear to be moving away from its original mandate to foster unity
between the churches as its first priority. A comment from a former member of
the wee Secretariat, now secretary of the Australian Council of Churches:
"Does the wee still understand itself first and foremost as a council of churches,
with the 318 member churches calling the shots, setting the priorities and
determining the ethos? Or is it a network of Christian individuals gathered
around an array of worthy causes, with the churches seen as the primary targets
for their good intentions? The former, say the WCC's basis, constitution and
origins. The latter, proclaim some of its current ways of work." So there is an
increasing ecumenical mandate for the WMC, and a challenge to avoid some
pitfalls along the way. Specifically then, what can the WMC do?
First, pursue with all vigor dialogues with other world partners. I've already
spoken about that.
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Second, help member churches establish relationships on a congregation to
congregation basis locally not just state and national levels. We often neglect
this. We could circulate and commend various fonns of local covenants and
agreements already operating in a number of countries, and I know from
experience how effective these can be.
But finally, I think that some of you may still well believe that it is enough to
work for and affinn the unity between Methodists. That's a big enough task
anyway. Why diminish the effort by widening the scope?
But, what is it that holds us together as Methodists? At the end of the day,
only that we hear and respond to the gospel with a Wesleyan accent! Have you
ever wished you had a recording of Wesley's voice? Was it Oxbridge English,
or BBC neutral? Did it retain echoes of his native Lincolnshire? Did his twentyone visits to Ireland give it an Irish lilt? Or his long sojourns in Bristol impart a
west country burr; Was he long enough in Georgia to sound at all like Bishop
Cannon?
But whatever the accent, we know what he said about the unity of
Christians, of individual Christians, you and me, never more powerfully than in
his "Letter to a Roman Catholic," which concluded:
"In the Name then, and in the strength of God, let us resolve first, not to hurt
one another, to do nothing unkind or unfriendly to each other, nothing which
we would not have done to ourselves.
"Let us resolve secondly, God being our helper, to speak nothing harsh or
unkind of each other. The sure way to avoid this is to say all the good we can,
both of and to one another.
"Let us thirdly resolve to harbor no unkind thought, no unfriendly temper
toward each other. Let us lay the axe to the root of this tree; let us examine all
that arises in our heart and suffer there no disposition which is contrary to tender
affection.
"Let us finally endeavor to help each other on in whatever we are agreed
leads to the Kingdom. So far as we can, let us always rejoice to strengthen each
other's hands in God. Above all, let us each take heed to ourselves that we fall
not short of the religion of love.
"Let you and I, whatever others do, press on to the prize of our high calling
... that the love of God may be shared abroad in our hearts by the Holy Ghost
which is given unto us ... "
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I belong to the Pacific -- or at least I am rooted in the most beautiful part of
it called "Samoa" -- an island nation in the South Pacific. In this place I was born

into a Christian family and brought up as a village boy. Out of this cultural and
Christian context, my spirit and imagination have been nourished and molded
and now help, I believe, to define myself today. May I share with you the voices
of the Pacific people, their joy, and their pains, and their visions as we are
entering the 21st Century. The Pacific is a "liquid continent," so called. The
place is vast and it covers one-third of the earth's surface. Islands and nations
are scattered and its population is just over five million people. But the Pacific
people possess a cultural diversity more varied than any other continent in the
world.
There is also a multiplicity of social, economic and political systems ranging
from island kingdoms, to independent nations, to colonies administered by both
France and the United States of America, right through to our oppressed
aboriginal brothers and sisters in Australia. This diversity of Pacific in all its
aspects must be taken into deep consideration, if any call for understanding of
the true manifestations of the people of the Pacific today is warranted.
In our search for a new Pacific, there are three dimensions of the Pacific
context that I want us to reflect upon: (1) Pacific People and Cultural Reawakening; (2) Pacific People and Environmentalism; (3) Pacific People and Church
Challenges.
I. Cultural Awakening in the Padfic
Today is the first real sign that the Pacific people are breaking away from the
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colonial taints of the past and starting to find and discover our beings. 1believe
if we let this corruption go, cultural recovery can be the source of new found
pride, self respect and wisdom. Colonial corruptions will continue to destroy us
by blinding us to the beauty we are so capable of, as Pacific people in our own
way, as God intended us to be, as individuals with our own cultures and as selfrespecting nations.
To me, the worst evil in our history is racism, the sign of overall repression.
Racism has been institutionalized in Colonialism, was and still is the perpetual
cross of the Pacific people. The effect of this evil upon ourselves is so fearful. It
wounds, transforms and humiliates us and our cultures.
Dependency on a foreign culture, 1 believe, is more soul-destroying than
economic dependency. For such dependency has turned us into a state of
passivity, and undermined the confidence and self-respect which are strong
pillars of selfhood and nationhood. Cultural dependency changes and induces
in us the feeling that only the "foreign" is right, proper and worthwhile.
Understanding of ourselves and our existing cultures will be the first step
towards understanding Colonialism, and what it did and is still doing to us. This
understanding would better equip us to control colonial corruptions, so that we
can be saved from nightmares and dream sweet dreams once again. It is only
through this understanding, in the spirit of Christ, that would heal the wounds
which Colonialism has inflicted on us, and with this healing, pride in ourselves
and in our cultures, will return. Without this understanding, we will continue to
be exploited by the colonizers of all colors, creeds and even worse, by our own
Pacific-grown species in our own respective island nations. Without this
understanding, humiliation and abasement will continue, and we, the Pacific
people will remain colonial victims, as we were thus transformed by Colonialism.
1 believe the time has come, that we must rediscover and reaffirm our faith
in the vitality of our cultures, and be honest enough to admit our so-called
"cultural death" induced by Colonialism. Hence, we may be born anew with
our unique eyes, voices, muscles and visions: Towards a New Pacific! Let me
share with you one aspect of the Pacific cultures which 1 believe is the root of all
Pacific cultures, that is, "communalism." If there is any worthwhile contribution
by the Pacific people to humankind, 1 offer you the "spirit of communalism."
Communalism is sharing. Accumulating therefore of luxuries and wealth is
foreign to the Pacific people. When we save, we save in order to give. When
we give, we give it all, because in return 1will receive more from the community
members. This is the Pacific way of investment. We invest in people (sisters,
brothers, aunts, uncles, etc.), rather than in commercial banks! Sharing is our
life-stream resource. This communal sharing has put overseas "advisers," "consultants" and" experts" in confusion as they work amongst the Pacific people in
the name of development and progress. To be understood, 1 do not advocate
a Pacific cultural conservation, neither do 1advocate a return to the Golden Age
of the "noble savages!" (I think we are phYSically corrupted for such re-entry.)
Let the past be stored in history books! But what 1 am advocating is "freedom"
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from the false goods of racism, colonialism, materialism and individualism which
have destroyed "God's likeness" in humankind.
II. Cultural transformation in the Pacific as an effect of the early arrogant
mistaken assumption based on racism, went hand in hand with political
domination, economical unjust systems and militarization in the Pacific region.
The combination of these historical factors has indeed turned the "ocean of
peace" into a "nuclear lake," and the "tropical Eden" into a "playground of
political games."
Our struggle against environmental degradations of various systems, and
our concerns for unjust developments, currently undertaken in the Pacific, is a
struggle and concern for our survival. It is no more a dream, it is a nightmare!
It must not be taken either as a search for logic statements or scientific proofs,
in order to soothe the pain of the powerless Pacific islanders; but it must be
globally considered as a cry from the Pacific for life!
During the last 20 years or so, the declaration by the military powers
regarding nuclear testing is that "the nuclear tests in the Pacific are without
danger and without risks for the environment and the health of the personneL"
This statement has divided the Pacific on the nuclear issues. However, how can
this declaration be true, when the islanders of French Polynesia have revealed
in their stories that they collected hundreds and hundreds of dead fish on the
shores of Mururoa, after every bomb explosion?
How can such a statement be true, when some Micronesian mothers have
seen with their own eyes "jelly babies" born from their own wombs?
How can the military powers make such a declaration when the islanders on
the nuclear testing bases were forced to sleep beside the toilets because they were
affected by diarrhea caused by eating poisonous fish?
I ask you all. Can such a declaration be true when people are forbidden to
drink a coconut from the "Pacific tree of life," because it is contaminated by
radiation." (Pacific Issues, No.1, 1991, Uniting Church in Australia publication)
Brothers and sisters in humanity, I think the words of one of the Pacific
poets, may convey to you our deep concerns. She says:
"My body is tired, My head aches
I weep for our people, Where are we going, Motherland?
(From "Motherland" by Mildred Sope, Vanuatu)
Or, in the words ofthe Psalmist when he lamented in the exile: " ... How shall
we sing the Lord's song in the hostile land ... ?
III. But history does not have to be the last word in our life. In Christ we "are
born into a living hope." (1 Pet 1:3ff). This promise surpasses the claims ofthe
false gods of our history. Christ sets us free and in His Name we are given an
assurance and a challenge to create a new history with God the Creator. In Jesus
Christ God is revealed to us as the involvement God, the intervening God, the
interfering God, active in human history.
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Let me share with you the "Good News" from the Pacific Churches, and
also the challenges confronting us today.
In Fiji, our sister church, threatened by division amongst its members, has
been reunited by the spirit of reconciliation and brotherhood or sisterhood. A
call for spiritual renewal and inspiration for evangelization captured the hearis
of Methodists in the Pacific, as we prepare to enter the 21st Century.
In Samoa, the church is starting to venture into some of the Methodist
traditions that in the past, have hindered church growth and sensitivity to the
movement of the Holy Spirit. Such questions as ordination of women into the
ministry, active participation of laity in the ministry, administration and mission
of the church, indigenizing of liturgy and church unity are being discussed.
I would like to mention one particular challenge which I believe all churches
in the region are equally confronted with; that is the intrusion of sects into the
region. These sects, as reported from one Pacific Island, are supported by
America and other Western funding groups. They are characterized as "antichurch" and "anti-tradition." Theydeprivethepeopleoftheirculturesand their
collective values by imposing foreign ideology and creating separation and
hatred among the people of a community. More unfortunate is their fight against
anything in their view, that poses a threat to the vested interests of the West.
In their approach, they aim at the individual, for the sects are not interested
in the social cohesion of the society. The salvation they preach is purely individualistic, and village communities and even families are divided because they
do not adhere to any of these sects. Many of our Methodist people in Samoa are
so confused by their preaching which even claims that the year 2000 will see the
end of the world! Only those people "converted" to those sects will survive, the
rest including the Methodist President, will perish!
One thing is certain: There is a new world awaiting as the Church moves
into the 21st Century. Let ourselves therefore, be judged by the Living Word of
God, Jesus Christ, so that our theology, our cultures, our traditions, our history,
our actions, be in accordance with His will; and from which new hopes for
tomorrow be germinated in us all.
What is more assuring than to know that' 'The best of all is, God is with us."
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The World Methodist Council yesterday carried a motion about the dialogue between the Catholic Church and the World Methodist Council. The presentation of the motion had two important features. On the one hand it was
affirmed that the goal of the dialogue continues to be "full communion in faith,
mission, and sacramental life." On the other hand it was recognized that the
attainment of that goal still lies a long way in the future. The acceptance
of the motion was an acceptance of both of these factors together and I want to
draw attention to the importance of this. It represents a very balanced and
committed attitude toward the dialogue process. On the one hand it is in
contrast with the kind of mentality that is only prepared to support
ecumenical dialogue if it promises to yield immediate results in terms of
institutional changes or changes in sacramental practice. Conversely, it contrasts
with an attitude that is threatened by the idea of any eventual real change in
relationship and is happy to support ecumenism provided there is no real
prospect of such a change.
The holding together of the two aspects I mentioned also corresponds with
historical and doctrinal reality. Achieving Christian unity is a long-term enterprise partly because the divisions among Christians -- whether between East and
West or between the Catholic Church and the Churches of the Reformation -have been in existence for many centuries and were themselves the result of
many factors -- social and ethnic as well as doctrinal -- test had been strung out
a long period of time. In the time of separation, different churches and
ecc1esial communities have developed as separate cultures. Bringing the
Christian Communions into dialogue with one another in search of a goal
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that looks beyond anyone communion is inevitably a gradual and painful
process.
On the other hand, we must ultimately expect the ecumenical movement to
produce results since that expectation is consistent with the meaning of our
common baptism. In our baptism we have been incorporated into Christ: we
must look to a time when all the implications of that common baptism are lived
out to the full. The grace of God can not go for nothing.
The World Methodist Council motion, then, endorsed the dialogue between
Catholics and Methodists. Dialogue on doctrinal questions is essential since
doctrinal differences both explain and are explained by the historical and
cultural divisions between Christians to which I have referred. Ecumenical
dialogue, both at the multilateral and bilateral levels is focusing on the crucial
differences between Christian. The Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry process
reveals that, underlying differences on more specific issues, are differences on
certain key questions: sacrament and sacramentality, scripture and tradition;
church. The Catholic-Methodist dialogue is making a contribution to that
process. Our report on the Church and the Apostolic Tradition is a contribution
to the process of articulating together the realities of Christian faith.
A final word: there has been discussion in the Conference of how the
Methodist voice may be better heard in the world. Let me add that the Christian
voice, when it would speak of reconciliation and harmony in the world, will be
listened to most seriously when Christians are visibly continuing to receive
among themselves the gift of reconciliation from God.
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"Man is what he eats." With this statement, the German philosopher Feuerbach thought he had put an end to all "idealistic" speculations about human
nature. Yet, long before, the Bible presents the world as food to a human being
who is hungry, desirous ultimately of God. This image of eating as communion
remains central throughout the New Testament. He is the Bread of Life "until
we eat at the table in His kingdom." Only with the living body and blood of Jesus
Christ as the central plate in life's banquet can one catch a glimpse of reality and
of what really matters in this world.
Love is the basis of all things: if we are here now it is because somewhere,
at sometime, someone loved. From the moment a child is born, the umbilical
cord is broken -- the child is cut away from its parent; and the tragedy is that for
the rest of its life this child may remain alone. Communication is supposed to be
the antidote against our solitude. Never before have people had so many ways
of communication and education, that is to say ways of leading out of oneself
and reaching out to another; but, equally, never before have people been so
separated. True communication must be embodied -- it is an act of incarnation;
it must be shared -- it is an act of communion. Each person is unrepeatable in
all eternity, infinite in possibilities; yet to cut oneself off from others it so
disconnect oneself from dialogue with God, with life itself.
Created in the image and likeness of God, one is, only insofar as one loves.
No one is an island. That is the depth of the doctrine of the Holy Trinity. Now
the strength of God is precisely His weakness, His vulnerability. God loves us
as we are, reaches us where we are, never leaving us, even when we deny or
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betray the divine presence. We are in a sense "condemned" to live with God
inasmuch as God is present in each person. God cannot be relegated or exiled
to some heaven from which He may reach us only through a multitude of
barriers, all of them so human. Jesus Christ has promised to stay with us "to the
end of the ages" (Matt. 28:20). God may therefore be invisible in His essence,
yet He is well known in His actions. God hidden yet revealed, transcendent yet
immanent.
But it is no less natural for God to be lowly than it is to be glorified. The
strength of God's love is shown in the Incarnation of His own Son. Kenosis is
not exceptional but an essential expression of divine love. Divine abasement in
the Incarnation is exultation. This is the paradox of personal existence, that
"kenosis" is "plerosis." This creative love of God and the redemptive love of
Jesus Christ reveal the passionate love of God for the whole world. In the New
Testament, however, God no longer appears as on Mt. Sinai in the form of
lightning and thunder; He no longer comes crushing us but affirming us, not
undermining the value of humanity but underlining it. For in becoming
Incarnate, God manifests the mystery of genuine humanity and lays an ultimate
claim upon human nature. So this scandal of God-become-human and dying
for us becomes also our way of life. And as God's love was manifested on the
cross, so the strength of the Christian is "perfected in weakness" (II Cor. 12:9).
Of course in urban society the struggle takes place on the level of power; you are
assertive when you have rights. In Christ, however, you are powerful when you
surrender your rights, just as it is in any genuine love relationship.
To be an imitator of Christ is to be assimilated to him. Then one walks on
earth as Christ, and in the authority of Christ: "For it is not I who live but Christ
lives in me" (Gal. 2:20). Christ opens up an infinite perspective in Himself and
in us an infinite source of freedom. All that one does is to be done with Christ:
one suffers with Him in order to be glOrified with Him (Rom. 8: 17); one rises with
Him and sits with Him in the kingdom (Eph. 2:6); one is alive with Him (Eph. 2:5)
and reigns with Him (II Tim. 2: 13) ;one lives with Him and dies with Him (II Tim.
2:11). In a word, one is totally "conformed to Christ" (Phil3:10). Thesephrases
of St. Paul are meaningless unless there is a real sharing in the flesh and blood
of Christ. The phrase "in Christ" may be found over one hundred times in
Pauline writings, and it implies not merely association with Christ but mystical
and permanent union with Him, so that He becomes the air that we breath. "Let
the remembrance of Jesus be united to your every breath" writes a seventh
century abbot of Mt. Sinai. Thus with our every move and word, it is Christ that
we seek and Christ that we manifest: when we pray, when we work, when we
walk, when we write, when we speak, when we evangelize, when we serve, it is
Christ who is the beginning, the way and the end (Rev. 1:8). The Christian is no
professional, but a prophet; the Christian is no slave, but a servant at the feet of
Christ. A Christian is one who encounters Christ wherever one looks, and this
gives one joy and to the world life.
And in my tradition, the one who is both prophet and servant, who has lost
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his life in order to find it (Matt. 10:39), is the monk. Drawing upon the rich
monastic spirituality of silence and love, we may decipher the eloquence of the
desert experience which lives on to this day. I have met one such person. He
literally overflows:
"That is an expression which gives some idea of the truth about him. He has
a treasure of inexpressible joy hidden in an earthen vessel, small and fragile. And
this joy overflows and spreads all around him, filling his surroundings with its
fragrance. Light shines from his being. His inner rejoicing sometimes goes
beyond his endurance, breaks his heart, shows itself in tears and cries and
gestures. And whether he speaks or whether he is silent, whether he sleeps or
whether he is awake, whether he is present or whether he is absent, it is always
the same thing that he says, the same thing that he is, the same grace and the
same power. His presence or the [mere] memory of him, the feeling that he is
near, or simply that he exists [or that he once existed], of itself conveys something
other, something un-created, tranquil, penetrating. It is something which
renews, calms nerves, extinguishes anger, enlightens the mind, gives wings to
hope and prepares one for a struggle that gives quiet and peace to a whole
people."
The Gospel of Jesus Christ pronounces the reconciliation of Creator and
creature, of God and humanity, of time and eternity . Yet the living authority of
the Gospel is none other than the power of the cross, where the vertical meets
the horizontal. So when Paul preaches Christ, it always and essentially means
proclaiming Christ crucified. Now for those who want God on the terms of this
world -- victory, power, glory, self-affirmation -- this teaching is a stumblingblock and scandalous, foolishness and unconvincing. To hear the word of the
cross presupposes a radical reversal of values: one must stand silent to communicate in the language of God. The Desert Fathers say, who cannot be silent
should not speak. So much in theology and in church circles is people talking,
theologians convincing, believers acting. And we wonder why our ministry
doesn't work. Well, at least one of the reasons is that we are never quiet for God
to act, never silent for the Word to speak. "It is time to act for the Lord" -- these
words of the Psalmist open the Orthodox Liturgy. But they can just as easily-or more correctly in theological terms -- be rendered "it is time for the Lord to
act."
If one is to be a disciple of the crucified Christ, one must take up one's cross
and follow Him (Matt. 16:24). That's the bad news of the "good news." The
way the "good news" is received is through the cross and no other way. The
cross is the New Testament. "A new commandment I give you, that you love one
another as I have loved you" (John 13:34). Golgatha raises up to heaven the
sensitivity and suffering on earth. And this crucified love, the way of the cross,
begins -- not at Gethsemane but -- in the center of the mystery of God. The lamb
is slain before all ages. The cross is planted at the heart of the Trinitarian mystery.
At the Incarnation what we see is love, and love crucified: the frailty, the
helplessness, the total givenness. Christ offers us His divine love, places Himself
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at our disposal, and allows ·us to do with His love -- ultimately with Himself -whatever we choose, whether wise or unwise. Total abandonment at total cost
of life and death. The eternal enters not only time and space, but sin and
suffering and death. The lamb of God takes on His shoulders the sin of the
world, assumes the loaded weight of destruction and death; He chooses
solidarity to the utmost extent, to the ultimate extreme. He becomes one with us,
and yet remains one with God. The result is firstly rejection by humanity -- He
dies outside the walls, a stranger to the world because He has desired to be God's
own, on God's terms. And secondly, on the cross He bears the mortality of
humanity deprived of God. There can be no cry more terrible than "my God,
my God, why have you forsaken me?" It is a seismic moment when He loses
touch with the Father -- for our sake, for the life of the world -- when He dies as
a human person dies of godlessness. He is prepared to lose everything for the
sake of one lost coin, the stray sheep, the prodigal child, the beloved one, you,
me. And there is as a result no condition, no kind, no tragedy, no experience
outside the embrace of Christ. The atheist and the saint alike are contained
within His experience. To be a Christian is to be one with Christ and to be sent
into the world as a ray of light in darkness, as a sign of hope in despair, as a
revelation of love in hatred. Our Christian vocation is not to be where things are
all right, but to be where things are all wrong. And the worse they are, the more
imperative it is for us to be there. Of course, no human strength is sufficiently
enduring to allow us to bear the cross with joy, to accept suffering with gratitude,
to treat temptation as blessing. Yet through the Holy Spirit we can be what we
are supposed to be, trusting God in everything and doing things His way: and
that is, constant mercy, forgiveness, not yielding in the least way to evil by eviL ..
everything that translates into the Sermon on the Mount. For the Spirit comforts
us, assures us that we are loved, boundlessly and unconditionally, wherever and
whatever we are. Just as the cross tells that evil must be confronted in its reality
and then rejected in order to be destroyed. One does not simply endure it but
assumes responsibility for it. One is no longer indifferent so suffering in the world
but the slightest pain possesses a sense of urgency. Bread for myself is a material
issue; bread for my neighbor is a spiritual matter.
"What is a merciful heart?" asks Abba Isaac the Syrian: "A heart which
bums for all creation, for people and birds and animals and demons, and for
every creature. As one calls them to mind and contemplates them, one's eyes fill
with tears. From the great and powerful feeling and compassion that grips the
heart, and form long endurance, one's heart diminishes, and cannot bear to hear
or see any injury or any sorrow in creation. This is why one constantly offers
prayer with tears for dumb beasts, and for the enemies of truth, and for those
who hurt one, that they may be protected and shown mercy; likewise one prays
for the race of creeping things, through the great compassion which fills one's
heart, immeasurably, after the likeness of God."
The words of this early Syrian mystic affirm a broader, wholistic outlook that
embraces the whole of creation. It is crucial to recognize the Risen Lord, even
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in -- or rather precisely in -- the brokenness and suffering of the immediate
present. Only in the breaking of the bread and the pouring of the wine is the
Body and Blood of Christ realized. Thus is becomes possible to visualize the
living Christ in nature. Otherwise one espouses a philosophical, "transcendent"
God unable to be involved with human hearts and history. There is a
sacramental dimension to creation, visibly betraying the presence of the invisible
God and transcending any gap between created and uncreated. Were Christ not
tangibly present in creation, then He would not be present in heaven either. And
in accepting creation as forming part of our relationship with Jesus Christ, we
admit that we cannot exist apart from God. For "the Word of God assumed
flesh" (John 1: 16). And the church, as body of Christ, is the assembly of people
whose vocation it is to implore for the renewal of the whole polluted cosmos.
Our relationship with this earth determines our relationship with God. Humanity is less than humanity without the rest of creation. Every particle of this
world proclaims the mystery of a Creator at one with the beauty of creation.
Every detail, to the last speck of dust, is called to transfiguration, inasmuch as:
"all things were created through Christ and for Christ. He is before all things, and
in Him all things hold together" (Col. 1: 15-20). The ground then that we tread
can no longer be the object of possession, of uncharitable rights and of
exploitation. The conviction is that both humanity and earth belong to heaven.
Humanity must renew the contract between heaven and earth, but it can do so
only by remaining faithful to the earth. This understanding is also found in
Dostoevsky's Brothers Karamazov, where Fr. Zossima exhorts us to: "love all of
God's creation, the whole of it and every grain of sand. Love every leaf, every
ray of God's light. Love the animals, love the plants, love everything. If you love
everything, you will perceive the divine mystery in things."
This love of creation gives us an enlarged sense of life. The world is a
burning bush of God's energies, drenched with God's presence. Heaven and
earth are full of God's glory. And the failure to recognize this is the source of
pollution. For we react to nature with the same sensitivity, the same tenderness
with which we respond to a person in a relationship. Our "original Sin," if you
like, lies precisely in our refusal to view life and the world as a sacrament of
communion with God. We are inexorably trapped within the stifling circle of our
individual desires, and Jesus Christ is the only way out of this impasse. His life
is the sacramental act uniting the fragments of bread and wine, as well as the
fragmented and alienated parts of creation.
"Man is what he eats." The world hungers and thirsts for life and for the
living Word that is "life in abundance" (John 10: 10). His body must be grafted
into ours, in order for our service to proclaim His power. His blood must seep
into our every pore, in order for our ministry to revive the beauty that will save
the world. In the tenth century, Symeon the Theologia expressed this in poetry:
"We shall be joined in intimacy to Christ, becoming in likeness the body of
Christ, each of us having as our limbs the complete Christ. .. My hand is Christ,
my foot is Christ; and I myself a hand and foot of Christ."
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A quick reading of Paul's letters and the book of Acts introduces us to a world
in motion. The scenes change from one place to the next; Antioch, Jerusalem,
Philippi, Thessalonica, Ephesus, Corinth, Athens, Rome. We are faced with the
important cities in the Greek-Roman universe.
But this world in motion is far from being ideal for Paul. On the contrary,
conflict and pain are present with each step. The apostle, does not stop speaking
about constant tribulations, tiredness, danger, needs, persecutions and struggles.
These conflicts are economic, social and theological. We perceive them both
within and outside the Christian community.
Paul writes to the Christian community of the Philippians -- for whom he felt
a special tenderness (1:8) -- from prison, possibly from Ephesus. He himself
confirms the fact he suffered and was injured in Philippi (I Thes. 2:2) evidently
for preaching the Gospel and following the path of martyrdom of Jesus (Gal.
6:17).
But Paul also suffered because the same Christian communities did not
understand his message. It is here that he exclaims, "My children, with whom
1 am in labor again, until Christ is formed in you." (Gal. 4:19).
And in his letter to the Christian community of the Philippians, racked with
rivalries and internal divisions, Paul uses an ancient Christological hymn and
insistently exhorts "everyone" (1:1,4,7,8,25; 2:17,23; 4:21) to continue taking
on the form of Christ, God's work incarnate in our history.
The dwelling of God in our history is a great biblical theme that cannot be
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reduced to simplicities. The prophets remind us that nothing that can completely
contain God: not mountains, not the ark, not the temple, not one reality, or one
social dimension. There is no one experience or historical act that can limit the
presence of God.
This conviction that there is no place, or historical act that is capable of
containing God, implies the biblical ideal that God cannot be manipulated. That
faith in the God of Jesus should not be tamed.
Although it is true that God dwells in history, the prophet also reminds us
that God's presence is hidden: "It is true. You are the hidden God, the God of
Israel, the savior" (Is. 45:15). The dwelling of God in history is not simple or
obvious. One does not go looking for God's presence and find it quickly, directly
or inequivocably. God is in human history, within its tensions, its successes and
its conflicts, but to find it one must search.
How can faith indicate the way of the resurrected Jesus in the midst of this
enormous complexity of history in which we live?
The vertex of the presence of God in history is in the incarnation of Jesus
-- the Galilean, the poor man from Nazareth, of whom John said "And the world
became flesh and dwelt among us, full of grace and truth; we have beheld God's
glory, glory as of the only Son from the Father (1:14).
It would be wrong to affirm that nothing can contain God, if we refer to
Jesus, the son of God, God himself. The New Testament speaks, in terms of
Christ, of the arrival of the fullness of time, which is to say the moment of God's
total dwelling. But we remember, according to Paul, that Christ prolongs his
presence in history through Christians that are incorporated into his body.
Interestingly, the body of Christ is made up of the communion of bodies. A body
of bodies.
But at the same time the God that is incarnate in Christ is a hidden God.
Although God made man, man will have difficulty in recognizing Him. "He
came into his own home, and his own people received him not" (John 1:11).
Why? What does this tell us about the mysterious presence of God
yesterday and today?
And here is the genius of Paul. It is true that he calls "everyone" to unity,
however he does it from the excluded one, from Jesus, the God that is made
known through those who are absent from history, those who are not dominators, those who are not great, or well dressed, "the wise and prudent," those
whose faces are so disfigured, that they do not appear to be human (Is. 52: 1315).
What today the word call us to, what history calls us to, this generation of
Methodists, of Christians is: continue taking on the form of Christ. And the form
of Christ, in the first place, is the form of a servant, a slave who is ready to serve
his neighbor. John's Gospel shows this concretely when Jesus washes the
disciples' feet. It is worth repeating these key phrases: "If I then, your Lord and
Teacher, have washed your feet, you also ought to wash one another's feet. For
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I have given you an example, that you also should do as I have done to you.
Truly, truly I say to you, a servant is not greater than the master, not is he who
is sent greater than he who sent him. If you know these things, blessed are you
if you do them." (13:14-17)
The reason for this practice is indicated in the passage from Matthew 25:3146, where we find Jesus' words about the final judgement. The Son of Man will
separate the accepted from the rejected, using as criteria the way that they have
recognized and served him -- through the poor, the oppressed and the marginalized of the world. The tension within the text is endless: On the one hand Jesus
takes on the form of a slave to serve. But at the same time, when the very least
are served, Jesus himself is served. It could be that we are not aware that we are
doing this, it doesn't matter: The servant Christ serves the same Christthat suffers
among the poor and the oppressed of the earth. And at the same time, in their
poverty and oppression, they mysteriously express the presence of the Son of
God, the judge.
Societies servants carry Christ within them. He serves through them, but he
also judges through them.
Paul preaches to the one who is condemned to death by the law. He
preaches that one must "obey to the death, the death of the cross." We know
that at this level the death of Christ on the cross shows us the highest expression
of sin in Paul's time. Roman authorities had crucified many innocent slaves.
Jewish law, on the other hand, cursed all of those hung on wood, whether they
were innocent or guilty.
At the center of our Christian faith is the affirmation that Jesus of Nazareth,
the Son of God, was crucified. From the very beginning this marked the
differences between the new faith in Christ and the other religiOUS concepts in the
surrounding world. Paul is aware that the message of a crucified Messiah was
ludicrous for the intellectual Greeks and a scandal for the orthodox Jews.
However and paradoxically, the theological reflection about the cross of
Jesus is not very common. Normally, speaking about a "crucified God" is no
more than a pious consideration. In practice the cross of Jesus is mentioned only
to affirm that through it humanity has been saved. The unreflecting repetition
of this affirmation has brought about a magic conception of redemption, and
eliminates the scandal of the historic cross of Jesus. On the other hand, Paul, in
the epistle insists that we must seek to be the same as Christ and in this way find
him, "in the resurrection of the dead" (Phil. 3:10).
We have also traditionally developed a mystery of the cross that should be
called a "mystery of pain." Christians have been considered followers of a sad
religion that is obsessed with suffering, without the joy of life and without the
responsibility of making a better and more humane world. As a result the
theology of the resurrection that has arisen is triumphalist.
Interestingly in Latin America the cross has traditionally been part of
people's festivals. Especially for campesinos and campesinas the cross is a
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symbol at planting ceremonies. Without the cross the resurrection is idealistic,
the utopia of the Christian resurrection is only made real through the cross.
If we consider the life of Jesus like a road that leads to the cross and at the
same time as a process toward the essential truth of the divinity and power as a
mediation of the divinity, that Jesus proclaims as love, and of which he is a
faithful witness, then the cross of Jesus cannot be understood without this path
and without this conception of God.
First of all, this signifies that the fact that Jesus died was not God's decision
independent of history, but rather was the consequence of a much more
fundamental decision: to be incarnate in a situation. The fundamental, therefore, is not the cross, as the end of the life, but rather Jesus's acceptance of the
situation.
In the second place the situation of the incarnation is conflictive because in
history sin has power in the form of oppression mainly characterized by a
religiOUS and political oppression. The road of the obedience of Jesus is situated
in a world of sin. Jesus has to choose between circling it, evading it or following
the road as it is. In this way, he goes to the cross.
The cross is the consequence of Jesus's road to obedience, therefore, Christian spirituality cannot be reduced to the mystic of the cross, but rather consists
in following the way of Jesus.
The hymn that Paul refers to, speaks to us then of the incarnation of God and
the way that we, as a community of Christians are called to follow.
We need to answer if we are aware of this, if we are real followers of this
Jesus and how we are responding to this way of discipleship today.
Finally in the last three verses of our passage the hymn states the profound
biblical tradition that God exalts the humble and raises them up (Luke 1:52),
God resurrects them for eternal life and gives them a name. Anonymous human
beings, disfigured by death, pass from being servant to being Lord. "Jesus is
Lord," was the first Christian creed in a profoundly idolatrous world.
The New Testament profoundly and clearly calls the church the body of
Christ. The body is the form. Through this way the church is not a religious
community of those who come to Christ, but rather is Christ taking on form
among men and women. But the church can call itself the body of Christ because
the body of Christ is made up of all people.
When Jesus Christ took form in the life of the church, the church could no
longer be the center of its own attention. Instead of a purified church focused on
itself, we have a church that serves on the margins of the world.
The Kingdom that the Gospel announces, in the same way that the message
of Jesus was related to hope and to the inheritance of the desperate and
disinherited ones. To take the form of Christ is to affirm that all of the disinherited
will inherit the Kingdom of God.
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We have gathered here to study, meditate, discuss and discover together as
God's people the relevance of Jesus Christ, God's Living Word for our world
today. One of the striking realities of our world is that the majority of its people
are poor, powerless and deprived of privileges and comforts which the others,
a minority, enjoy. How relevant is Jesus Christ to these people in their situation?
We are told that there are one billion people who are defined as "the
absolute poor," whose existence is characterized by malnutrition, illiteracy and
disease. 250,000 children become permanently blinded in a year for lack of a
Vitamin A capsule or a handful of green vegetables daily. Every year 230,000
children are struck by polio and crippled because they do not receive immunization. Fourteen million children die in a year due to common illnesses and
malnutrition. More than half the world's population lives in poor countries. It
is in this context that we look at God's world. In it we see:

1.

God's Concern Jor the Poor
The "poor" are mentioned many times in the Bible. They are referred to by
five different words in Hebrew in the Old Testament. The word "Ebyan"
(Leviticus 25:35) meaning "dependent" occurs 61 times. The poor are
dependent on others and they beg. The word "Ani" (Deuteronomy 15:11)
meaning "oppressed or manipulated" occurs 80 times. The poor are the
oppressed ones, victims of injustice. The word "Dal" (I Samuel 2:8) meaning
"weak or frail" occurs 5 7 times. The poor are the frail and the weak who cannot
help themselves. The word "Chaser" (Job 30:3) meaning "lacking or inadequate" occurs 30 times. The poor lack the basic necessities of life. The word
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"Yarah" (Proverbs 13:23) meaning "deprived or dispossessed" occurs 31
times. The poor are the ones who are exploited and deprived of their rights.
These words tell us who the poor are and what their condition is. They are not
only economically and materially poor but also spiritually poor.
God identified himself with the poor, the needy and the oppressed. The
oppression they suffer dishonors him. What is done to the poor is done to him.
"The Lord is a refuge for the oppressed" (Psalm 9:9). "He who oppresses the
poor shows contempt for their Maker, but whoever is kind to the needy honors
God." (Proverbs 14:31)
God made special provisions in the law for the poor.
Otherwise they
might have been neglected and forgotten. "If you lend money to one of my
people among you who is needy, do not be like a money lender; charge him no
interest" (Exodus 22:25). "Do not deny justice to your poor people in their
lawsuits" (Exodus 23:6). "If one of your countrymen becomes poor and is
unable to support himself among you, help him as you would an alien or a
temporary resident, so that he can continue to live among you" (Leviticus
25:35). "There will always be poor people in the land. Therefore I command
you to be open-handed towards your brothers and towards the poor and needy
in your land" (Deuteronomy 15:11). "When you are harvesting in your field
and you overlook a sheaf, do not go back to get it. Leave it for the alien, the
fatherless and the widow, so that the Lord your God may bless you in all the work
of your hands" (Deuteronomy 24:19).
God listens to the cry of the poor and the needy (Exodus 3: 7, Psalm 69:33).
God acts on behalf of the poor and the oppressed (Psalm 109:31, Isaiah
3: 13-15). God is drawn to the poor because of his justice and mercy. He loves
them because he is God, not because they are good but because he is good.
Christ identified himself with the poor. Old Testament prophecies foretold
that the Messiah would come for the poor, the needy and the oppressed and
identify with them. "He has not despised or disdained the suffering of the
afflicted one; he has not hidden his face from him but has listened to his cry for
help" (Psalm 22:24). "A bruised reed he will not break, and a smoldering wick
he will not snuff out. In faithfulness he will bring forth justice" (Isaiah 42:3).
"He was despised and rejected by men, a man of sorrows, and familiar with
suffering" (Isaiah 53:3). Jesus was born in a stable. He grew up in the humble
home of a carpenter. He had no home of his own. Jesus left heaven's glory and
became the Suffering Servant identifying himself with human need and suffering
(Philippians 2:6-8). In II Corinthians8:9we read, "He became poor." Hechose
to be born in a poor family which could not afford to offer the sacrifice of a lamb
for his dedication (Luke 2:22-24, Leviticus 12:6-8). His disciples were ordinary
men, some of them fishermen. His manifesto stated that his ministry would be
mainly among the poor (Luke 4: 18, 19). It was the common people who heard
him and followed him everywhere. He mentioned his ministry among the poor
and the marginalized as the sign of his Messiahship (Matthew 11:5)
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God's Command Concerning the Poor
God warned his people that oppression or neglect of the poor would lead
to judgment but solidarity with them would lead to blessing. "He who gives to
the poor will lack nothing, but he who closes his eyes to them receives many
curses" (Proverbs 28:27).
"I will come near to you for judgment. I will be qUick to testify against
sorcerers, adulterers and perjurers, against those who defraud laborers of their
wages, who oppress the widows and the fatherless, and deprive aliens of justice,
but do not fear me," says the Lord Almighty (Malachi 3:5).
The sin of Sodom was not only that of immorality and homosexuality. God
said, "This was the sin of your sister Sodom. She and her daughters were
arrogant, overfed and unconcerned; they did not help the poor and needy"
(Ezekiel 16:49}.
The person who oppresses or neglects the poor cannot call himself a child
of God. If he claims to be so, it is either a lie or a self-delusion. True righteousness
is concerned with the well-being of the poor and is not content only with religious
rites and pious platitudes.
"Blessed is he who has regard for the weak (poor), the Lord delivers him in
times of trouble" (Psalm 41:1).
"Is not this the kind of fasting I have chosen, to lose the chains of injustice
and untie the cords of the yoke, to set the oppressed free and break every yoke?
Is it not to share your food with the hungry and to provide the poor wanderer
with shelter -- when you see the naked, to clothe him, and not to tum away from
your own flesh and blood?" (Isaiah 58:6,7).
"I hate, I despise your religious feasts; I cannot stand your assemblies. Even
though you bring me burnt offerings and grain offerings, I will not accept them.
Though you bring choice fellowship offerings, I will have no regard for them ...
But let justice roll on like a river, righteousness like a never-failing stream!"
(Amos 5:21-24).
In his teachings Jesus said, "Blessed are you who are poor, for yours is the
kingdom of God. Blessed are you who hunger now, for you will be satisfied.
Blessed are you who weep now, for you will laugh" (Luke 6:20,21). If we
compare this with the similar passage in Matthew we see that the poor are the
poor in spirit. So the reference is not merely to those who are economically and
materially poor but also spiritually poor with a sense of need and dependence
on God. Poverty is nota virtue, nor does it automatically qualify a person for the
kingdom of God. The poor as well as the rich, the oppressed as well as the
oppressor are sinners by nature and need to be saved by the atoning work of
Christ on the cross.
In the Parable of the Good Samaritan (Luke 10:25-37) Jesus taught that we
must love and serve the person in need irrespective of his race or creed as he is
our neighbor. In the Parable ofthe Sheep and the Goats (Matthew 25:31-46),
he taught that if we help those who are in need, we are serving him.

II.
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Ill.

God's Community for the Poor
New Testarnent models. The early church accepted its responsibility to the
poor and needy as a part of its discipleship and witness. In the Jerusalem Church
they sold "their possessions and goods and gave to anyone as he had need"
(Acts 2:45). They took care of their widows (Acts 6: 1). When a severe famine
over the entire Roman world was predicted, the Christians in Antioch sent help
to the Christians in Judea knowing that they were poor. In this project all the
Christians shared "each according to his ability" (Acts 11:28,29). Paul exhorted
and encouraged the churches to share their resources with other churches in
need (ll Corinthians 8:3,9:12).
The early church gave priority to caring for the poor. Paul wrote, "All they
asked was that we should continue to remember the poor, the very thing I was
eager to do" (Galatians 2:10). The writer to the Hebrews wrote, "And do not
forget to do good and to share with others for with such sacrifices God is
pleased" (Hebrews 13: 16). James wrote, "Religion that God our Father accepts
as pure and faultless is this: to look after orphans and widows in their distress and
to keep oneself from being polluted by the world" (James 1:27). John wrote, "If
anyone has material possessions and sees his brother in need but has not pity on
him, how can the love of God be in Him?" (I John 3: 17)
Biblical Principles for Involvement. In our analysis of the context of the poor
and the oppressed, we use the Biblical framework. We may use insights provided
by the social sciences and other ideologies but the ultimate point of reference is
God's revelation in his inspired word. Though we believe in a functional
theology in dialogue with concrete reality, we believe in the objective revelation
of our transcendent God which stands outside the human context and judges
that context.
We do not idealize the poor to the point of making them sinless, perfect
beings. The poor and the rich are both sinners in need of being reconciled to
God. They do not automatically qualify for the kingdom of God.
While we must do all we can to see that the poor find liberation from
oppression, poverty, hunger and sin, we must remember that we cannot bring
in the Utopia of perfect justice and peace. Though we believe in the present
reality of the kingdom of God in our midst, we also believe in its future realization
when there will be perfect justice and peace and there will be no poverty, hunger
and oppression. The Bible teaches, "There will always be poor people in the
land" (Deuteronomy 15:11). Jesus our Lord also said, "You will always have
the poor among you" (John 12:8).
IV. In our solidarity with the poor and the suffering we identify with our Lord
Jesus Christ. Our horizontal involvement with the poor is born out of our vertical
relationship with our Lord. The early Methodists were pioneers of Christian
Solidarity with the poor and the suffering and they were known for their
emphasis on Christian holiness and intense personal piety. The Wesleyan
movement which left a permanent mark on the British Trade Union movement
saving it from Marxist control emphasized prayer and personal devotion.
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A church that is not living in vital relationship with her lord has no spiritual
basis for involvement with the poor and the suffering. The concern for the poor
and for justice is the concern of God's Kingdom Community. It is an obligation
born out of their covenant relationship. We must know the God of justice if we
are to be concerned about the justice of God.
Our Lord with whom we identify in our solidarity with the poor and the
suffering is the Lord from heaven and not just a human liberator. Also, his death
on the cross is to reconcile men and women to God from their alienation due to
sin. It is not the martyrdom of a human liberator who died in the cause of
liberating the poor and the oppressed. Those who are reconciled to God
through his death and live in personal fellowship with him identify with him in
his solidarity with the poor and the suffering. By the power of his Spirit they
allow him to use them among the poor and the suffering.
Some Guidelines for Involvement
The style of our involvement must be incarnational and that of the servant.
This is the model that we receive from our Lord Jesus Christ. He said, "As the
Father has sent me, I am sending you" (John 20:21). We cannot express our
solidarity with the poor and suffering from a distance in an impersonal manner.
The tendency is always to institutionalize our concern and delegate responsibility. We build hospitals to express our concern for the sick, orphanages to
express our concern for the orphans, homes for widows to express our concern
for the widows and hand over our responsibility to these institutions absolving
ourselves of costly personal involvement. These institutions have grown
independently from the church and have lost the original sense of mission. In
many places they have become institutions for the elite and do not cater to the
poor. In the hands of a few power mongers they have often become centers of
injustice and explOitation. The church must demonstrate her preference and
compassion for the poor and justice in her lifestyle and practice. Paul wrote, "If
I give all I possess to the poor and surrender my body to the flames, but have not
love, I gain nothing" (I Corinthians 13:3). Our involvement with the poor is not
like those of philanthropists handing out charities. The concern should be
personal and expressed in servanthood. This will lead to sacrifice and suffering.
There can be no Christian solidarity with the poor and the suffering without the
cross. Such an incarnational identification will mean powerlessness, servanthood and suffering. It is not coming out with money power to start institutions
and dole out help from a position of affluence and power. A costly identification
alone will give us the moral authority to speak out against oppressive structures
which cause poverty and suffering.
With increasing urbanization in our world, poverty in our cities, specially in
the two-thirds world, is increaSing. Shanty towns, squatter areas and slums are
increasing in our cities. In India we will have 20 cities with more than 10 million
people by the year 2000. At least 50 percent of these urban populations will live
in slums. In Bangalore where I live there are 400 slums. If each local church will
adopt two slums and get involved with the poor living there, we can effectively
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meet this challenge. When I was pastor of Richmond Town Methodist Church
in Bangalore, we used to read about a slum where the rains played havoc during
the monsoon time. Houses collapsed, streets were flooded, diseases spread and
people suffered. We sent a group of men to look into this and survey the needs.
Thus began the long-standing involvement of our Methodist Men's Fellowship
in this slum. Human needs were met at different levels and the whole church got
involved. Today there is a growing congregation, a Christian school and a
weekly medical clinic in this slum.
Our involvement is a holistic one. ~ Dr. Stanley Jones said, "We should
not treat people as bodiless souls or soulless bodies." We must cater to the whole
person. Not only should we help them physically, materially and socially, but
also spiritually. The prodigal son needed to return to the father and not just be
made comfortable in the pig pen. Alienation from God is the basic malady of
man. If we do not attend to this, our solidarity with the poor and the suffering
will be incomplete.
Our concern is transforming the poor and empowering the poor. The poor
need to be transformed and not merely liberated from poverty and oppression.
According to scripture, poverty may be caused by personal sin. Fraudulent ways
of earning wealth can bring about retribution leading to poverty. "A fortune
made by a lying tongue is a fleeting vapor and a deadly snare" (Proverbs 21:6).
Addiction to liquor, drugs, gambling and sensuality can cause poverty. Poverty
may be caused by laziness. "A little sleep, a little slumber, a little folding of the
hands to rest -- and poverty will come on you like a bandit and scarcity like an
anned man." (Proverbs 24:33,34). Poverty may be caused by calamity, sudden
misfortune. Poverty may also be forced on people by oppressive people and
structures. This is what we find in Ezekiel 22:25-29. The princes, the priests, the
officials, the prophets and the people were all part of this evil system.
It is not enough to liberate the poor from their bondage. Their attitudes and
their perspective of the world, of life, of work and of themselves must be
transfonned. This is the essence of the Good News to the poor. Christ
transfonns. Such a transformation is possible for the oppressors also. A correct
attitude to the poor, a correct view of their stewardship and accountability to
God can be brought into their lives by the power of the Gospel.
There is also the empowering of the poor so they find liberation from
exploiting and oppressive structures. From continuous dependency they must
be led to take their place in society as God's children with dignity and confidence.
In such an involvement with the poor confrontation with evil structures that hold
them in bondage cannot be avoided. On such occasions we must remember that
the weapons of our warfare are spiritual and not worldly or carnal. There is no
place for violence. We are the people of God and not a guerilla movement.
Our involvement is a spiritual one. We have already seen that solidarity with
the poor may bring us into confrontation with oppressive structures. These are
referred to as "rulers, authorities, powers of this dark world and spiritual forces
of evil in the heavenly realms" (Ephesians 6: 12). Structures created by evil and
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selfish men can become demonized. Apart from structures human beings can
also be controlled and possessed by evil spirits. We see this in our villages and
slums. Viv Grigg who has served the poor in the slums of Manila and Calcutta
writes, "As workers in the slums seeking to bring justice, we are in direct
confrontation with powerful demonic forces. How do we best confront such
demons? Through love and reconciliation." Viv also mentions the need of
prevailing prayer as we confront evil in the slums.
Such an involvement with the poor and the needy is a spiritual battle.
Toyohikop Kagawa who labored in the slums of Tokyo wrote, "I came to bring
God to the slum: but 1 am dumb, dismayed, betrayed by those whom 1 would
aid ... One month in the slums and 1 am sad. So sad, seem devil-possessed or
mad." How can anyone face this without the power of the Holy Spirit?
The early Methodists were set aflame with the fire of the Holy Spirit and they
went among the poor and the oppressed with the love of Christ and the life
changing gospel. But now our churches have become churches of the elite, the
sleek middle class and we have left the slums and the ghettos to others. May we
discover the passion of old-fashioned Methodism in this new age.
May the Holy Spirit empower us who are gathered here to commit ourselves
to this costly involvement with the poor and the suffering in the world today so
that they come to know "Jesus Christ God's Living Word."
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BIBLE STUDY: "JESUS CHRIST,
GOD'S PROPHETIC WORD"
By Rev. Rosanna Panizo

Jesus began his ministry announcing the good news of the kingdom of God.
The kingdom offers nothing less than a full life in which everyone can participate.
Nevertheless, the generic contents of the passage about the kingdom of God do
not sufficiently explain what we understand as the God of life. It also fails to fully
explain that Jesus, the one who announced the "good" news, would encounter
such harsh difficulties in his mission.
The reason is that then as now "the kingdom of God" can be a symbol of
fullness, but a fullness understood in a variety of ways. If this fullness directly
emphasized the universality of God, then Jesus would not have encountered so
many difficulties and we also would not fully understood the central message of
the coming of the kingdom.
Jesus announced the kingdom of God to the poor, announced life to those
who did not have life. In order that God be the God life, God has to confront
an historical verification, which is nothing more than giving life to those who are
deprived of it. As a corollary, with the announcing of the coming of the kingdom
of God (Mark 1: 15; Mt. 4:17) the poor appear as the privileged beneficiaries (Mt.
5:3; Luke 6:20).
The passage that inspires us today is of the utmost importance to verify this
mysterious partiality of God. Luke places this passage at the beginning of Jesus'
public activity and follows Mark's structure from 8:22 to 9:9 showing the
importance that this passage has for him.
Here we find the prophetic character of Jesus (v. 18a), the determination of
his mission in evangelization (v.18, 43), the content of this mission as the good
news of the kingdom (v. 43) , the urgency to complete it (v. 43) and its fulfillment
today (v.21).
In this scene Jesus the mediator, the mediations that he has to carry out and
those who are affected by them. The central part of the scene is in v.18: "He has
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sent me to proclaim the good news to the poor." There are two important points
in this passage. The content of the good news is similar to what has been said
about the kingdom of God (compare to 4: 18 and 4:43). The importance of the
word evangelize is, as seen through a parallel with Is. 61:1 "not only the
proclamation but also the realization of the proclaimed message" and "it will
only be the good news if the liberation of the oppressed is achieved."
Who are the poor and oppressed referred to in Is. 61: 1 and 58:6 and
mentioned in Luke 4: 18. In Isaiah the poor are all those who wail, bent heavy
under the yoke, and for whom the mission of the one anointed by Yahweh is a
complete liberation that specifically includes liberation from material poverty.
When Luke cites Isaiah in these passages he makes some changes that help
us to better understand his own text. He leaves out the expression "bind up the
brokenhearted" (Is. 61: 1) and substitutes it with "let the oppressed go free" (Is.
58:6). Using this substitution, Luke impedes the possibility of an ethereal
interpretation and underlines that there needs to be a complete liberation from
poverty. On the other hand, as we mentioned earlier, he leaves out the second
part of Is. 61:2, "the day of vengeance of our God," and ends with the
proclamation of a year of grace; presenting the salvation in Jesus as a year of
rejoicing in which the slaves are freed.
The poor, prisoners, the blind and oppressed are those who do not have a
place in our daily lives. There is no room for them. They remain on the outskirts
of society. And lately there are those who have tried to eliminate them. The
system in which we live tries to clean our cities of the poor and oppressed. "In
some Latin American countries there are death SQuads that roam the streets at
night to kill street children, vagrants, beggars, prostitutes, homosexuals, homeless people, etc. In other countries they clean the cities of the poor and bring
them to remote areas or hidden places, behind the hills. These people are
considered dangerous, a threat, a breeding ground for thieves and the origin of
contagious diseases (cholera, leprosy, tuberculosis, AIDS, etc ... ) The death of
the poor is a silent death, unimportant and at times desired. This new form of
poverty is especially harsh for children, adolescents and women, and even
doubly so if they are indigenous people or Afro-American." (Pablo Ricard,
Pieces, pg.4).
Nevertheless these same people have preference in the kingdom of God,
which Jesus offered them first. Do we fully understand what this Signifies? What
its meaning is?
According to Luke 3:3-6, John the Baptist made the prophetic words of
Isaiah 40:3-5, which announced the salvation of "all men and women," his own.
One of the demands of the repentance of baptism preached by John was that the
person first accept humility as a way to prepare to receive the Messiah who was
to come. Only the meek, the poor, the marginalized, who existentially experienced the pain of death, will receive the "servant of Yahweh." This is what
happened when John sent messengers from his jail cell to Jesus to find out if
Jesus was "the one who was to come." The response is the description of the
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acts that confinned him as the Son of God. "The blind receive their sight and
the dead are raised up, and the poor have good news preached to them. And
blessed is he who takes no offense at me," (Mt. 11:5). The poor have come back
to life.
Jesus' vision of God obligates him to preach and act not only in defense of
life, but in the fullness of it. In the passages he proclaims the demand for the
fullness of life and not only for life in itself. He considered the absoluteness of
life as the foundation of the fullness of life. For this consideration to be real for
Jesus, as with the prophets, he found himself in places where life was precarious,
threatened or non-existent. And for this reason his mission is biased and he
announces a God of life who is partial to those who have almost nothing. This
is the central point to announce the God of life, any other form would be
idealistic.
It is this bias produces the scandal (Matthew 11 :6; 7:23). That life could be
offered to the poor from the son of the carpenter, from "someone who also is
poor." It is what produced admiration on one hand (v.22) and later anger (v .28)
enough that they wanted to kill him (v.29).
Up until now we have heard the prophetic voice of God. But for the
prophetic voice of God to be complete we need to hear the voice of accusation
that accompanies the voice of salvation. For this it is necessary that we look at
additional passages in Luke or the other synoptic Gospels.
Jesus verified that the absence of life and its destruction, in addition to the
obvious natural limitations, is the fruit of the sins of people, given that such
profound inequality does not have it source in God but rather wealth, power,
science, etc.
In v.6:24 the absolute rejection of wealth is affinned. "But woe to you who
are rich, for you have received your consolation," nothing will help you on
judgement day (v.12: 13-21). But overall the intrinsic evil as the root of wealth
is condemned. It is relational: wealth equals injustice. Wealth is not only the
possession of material goods that impedes the opening of our hearts to God
(Matthew 19: 13-26; 10:23-27) but the accumulation of those things which
deprive others of what they have a right to. For this the rich are oppressors
according to Luke. The conversion of Zachaeus is not held up only as an
example of the distribution of wealth, but for its just distribution to others
(v.19:8).
If we examine v.l1:39-44 we have Jesus' condemnation of the pharisees for
their hypocrisy: they cleanse the outside of the cup but on the inside they are full
of extortion and wickedness: they pay the tithe in mint and abandon justice; they
are like graves that are not seen (Matthew says that they are white on the outside
but inside they are filled with death and impurity (23:27). Unmasking the
hypocrisy of the pharisees shows that their hearts are full of extortion and
wickedness, casting aside justice and the love of God. The solution is not only
an interior change but also exterior consequences, "But give for alms those
things that you hold; and behold, everything will be clean" (v .11: 41).
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Jesus immediately directs himself to the evil scribes (v. 11 :46-52) who force
people to do intolerable jobs, without they themselves lifting a finger; they build
the tombs of the prophets who they and their fathers killed and continue to kill;
they have taken the key of knowledge and keep others from achieving it. The
scribes cause suffering. Scribes, pharisees and priests deprive their neighbors of
life in the different areas of their existence.
At the base of Jesus' condemnation of these sectors is his notion of the God
of life. These people dehumanize their neighbors, thereby dehumanizing
themselves. To deprive people of life in the name of the God of life is a double
evil. And Jesus was not afraid to condemn it. He was killed by the forces of evil,
these powerful forces of earth that run throughout our societies.
These same forces continue to kill millions of people, people with faces and
names, that are reflected in the following cold statistics. In the third world we are
75 percent of the world population, but we have access to only 6.5 percent of
world income; we produce 80 percent of primary material, but we only consume
7 percent of world production.
"There are 250 million people living in communities of shacks, 250 million
children lack education, 300 million people are permanently unemployed, 550
million are illiterate, 700 million are severely malnourished, 800 million make a
daily wage of $0.30, 1.2 billion do not have access to water or hygiene, our debt
is$400billion (Ezekiel, Ander-Egg, "The Holocaust of Hunger," p.30). Interms
of Latin America, infant mortality is 67 per 1,000 live births and 1 million
children die each year of hunger (UNICEF 1982).
What will be our prophetic voice in response to this reality, in response to
this world that waits for the action of the children of God?
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A NEW WORLD PENTECOST
By Dr. H. Eddie Fox

Eddie Fox works closely with 15 regional secretaries In developing indigenous evangelism on every
continent. He has been a pastor and Board of Discipleship staff executive for evangelism in the
United Methodist Church. With the Board he created the Key Event program, directed the New Life
Mission and New World Mission programs, and helped establish the Offering Christ Today national
schools of evangelism. He has written a number of books, the most recent co-authored with Dr.
George MOrris, "Let the Redeemed of the Lord Say So".

Bishop Irnathiu, Officers, and Brothers and Sisters, I greet you in Christ's
name!
There is a strange fascination about coming to the end of a millennium. It
seems as if there is a magnet or a large beacon light turning around and around
on the top of 2000. It draws people to it like insects to a light. Even the business
and secular world takes note of it. You hear them speaking of Global 2000. You
can hardly read a secular magazine without someone commenting on the year
2000. The power of 2000 is unique. The only other date like it, is 1000. In the
decade of 1000 people were frightened. There were predictions of the end of
time. Now we come to the dawning of this millennium. It looms before us on the
horizon of our history, and indeed the church feels and must feel this epochal
event.
Currently according to David Barrett, Anglican missiologist, there are more
than 700 plans for world evangelization of various churches and groups around
the world. Pope John Paul II, in January of this year, in the encyclical "Mission
of the Redeemer," said, "I see the dawning of a new missionary age." In this
dawning millennium, could it be, COULD IT BE that God has raised up a
movement called "Methodist and Wesleyan" not as an end in ourselves? Could
it be that God has raised us up for a moment such as this? That decision taken
at Denver twenty years ago (1971) was an historic one. It was decided by the
World Methodist Council and Conference that Methodist people are called to go
on world mission and evangelization together. And so there were a few crazy
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dreamers, like the Davidsons and the Ensleys, and especially Sir Alan Walker
who has given himself to make evangelism credible in this last decade in this
Methodist movement.
Now we come to the dawning of this millennium. Could it be that God
would raise us up for such a moment, an hour as this? Or, are we intimidated,
or have we gone inside? Do we, like Lazarus, need to be raised from the dead?
Leander Keck, formerly the president of Yale Divinity School, has written a
book called "The Bible and the Pulpit," and he says we have just gotten too
many Lazaruses in the pulpit, dead, wrapped up from head to toe.
I was speaking at a church in Indiana, waxing eloquent about the fact that
God is calling us in the same manner Jesus called Lazarus to corne forth. Can
you hear him? He got there late. That always gives me comfort when they fuss
at him a little. "Lazarus." "Lazarus." "Lazarus." "lAZARUS." I did that in the
church in Indiana and from way down in the basement, a voice carne back, "I'M
COMING." And whatI did not know was thatthe janitor's name was "Lazarus."
I want you to know that church was over! I had not planned for it to be over
at that moment, but it was over!
But listen. Can you hear it? It sounds like linen stretching, gauze popping.
Lazarus comes forth. "Unloose him and let him go."
Could it be that for such a moment as this that God would call us -- the Lord
himself -- to be raised up to corne forth for this Dawning Millennium of World
Evangelization? It is for such an hour that we have been raised. How can it be?
You have heard some of it, but simply let me say we who are recipients of
a heritage that flows from Pentecost through Aldersgate come now to Singapore
needing, expecting and anticipating a world Pentecost. It is a world Pentecost
that makes possible a Dawning Millennium of World Evangelization. Something
happened 2000 years ago and it is happening now. When the day of Pentecost
came, the church began the unfinished business that Christ has given to the
church.
I must qUickly add that if the church had called in an outside consultant to
analyze its situation, they would never have left the room. The situation was
intimidating. They did not have very well equipped ecclesiastical machinery;
they had drawn lots to fill out the apostles rank; their organization was shaky;
their polity was hazy and as Albert Outler writes, their theologians were in typical
disagreement. Their lay leadership was inconsistent, but something happened.
Pentecost! It was the birth of the indigenous congregation. When the Spirit
comes, something happens. When the Spirit comes -- it came to them and comes
to us to give us a new vitality of faith. When the Spirit comes, he enables the
community of faith to point toward Jesus.
listen to Simon Peter. Bold Simon Peter declaring on the day of Pentecost,
"This Jesus, God has raised up. This Jesus has become the comer stone. This
Jesus, there is salvation in no one else for there is no other name under heaven
given among mortals by which we must be saved." Emilio Castro is right when
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he reminds us that a finger pointing clearly toward Jesus is the greatest service
the church can do for the world today. The call is to proclaim the evangel. It is
the evangel that makes evangelism evangelical. It is no time for us to be about
trivial pursuit. We cannot walk around the exotic. We are called to be centered
and to proclaim the essential, indeed the basic.
Methodism has lost its voice. Methodism has lost its voice in so many places
around this earth. Listen to what you said in Nairobi -- this very Council-- "the
good the Methodists do, appear to some as more obvious than the faith they
profess. And yet, they proclaim the good they do proceeds out of the faith they
profess. Methodism appears to many as a collection of various opinions for a
person that is free to believe almost anything that a person chooses. What is
needed?" This is this Council speaking in Nairobi, "what is needed is a clear,
fresh, vital vision of the saving truth which is Christ Jesus!"
It is Jesus Christ -- this is this Council speaking -- it is Jesus Christ who
transforms human life and gives meaning and hope to human existence. There
is a content of the gospel. It has been given. There is no one in this room but
who has received it from another. It has been given and has passed on to us from
indigenous congregations of that first century through Nicea and on to us. Dr.
Outler once remarked to me, "Eddie, our tragedy is that our message is neither
biblical nor Wesleyan." The Spirit comes. When the Spirit comes, he comes to
glorify Christ. And so there is a call to this Council and to this Conference that
Methodist people will recover their voice. It is time for us to say so, and therefore
we are asking Methodist people all over the world in 1993 to study, "Let the
Redeemed of the Lord SAY SO!"
So often we have been more willing to do the deed. Let us not lessen the
deed, but let us not be so intimidated that we are afraid to name the Name. The
Spirit comes to point to Jesus and the Spirit comes to fashion us in the name of
Christ. Friends, so long we, the church, have said to the world, "Repent and
believe the gospel," but today the world is saying to us in the church, "Repent
and practice the gospel."
The Spirit comes to fashion us in the image of Christ. Aci we visited our
church in Czechoslovakia last December, we had a marvelous experience
among our people there! Friends, let us remember in our haste to rush to help
Eastern Europe, there have been Christians there who have been faithful for
more than 70, 75, and many more years. We must never go except as we go in
allegiance and alongside of those people who have paid the price. I remember
visiting there with all the ministers of Czechoslovakia and one of those dear
brothers, Pavel, is here at this Conference. What a great day it was as we
received from them! One of the stories they shared was that for more than 45
years every church in Czechoslovakia was forced inside. No church bells could
even ring. Imagine that! You couldn't even ring your own church bell! No
advertisement in the paper, no sign on the outside. It was intended that only
those who knew about it could find it.
You know what happened in November 1989. They decided that on
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November 27 every church bell would ring and every Czechoslovakian would
walk into the street in the open air of Czechoslovakia. At twelve noon the bells
that had been silent in the churches began to ring in the countryside, in the city
and in towns all across that land. Think of it. Sometime in my imagination (and
this is hard for a Fox but I tried to imagine it) what it would be like to be a pigeon.
Can't you just see Mr. Pigeon and Mrs. Pigeon -- they have been sitting on this
bell for 45 years -- they are Methodist pigeons. They have been sitting on this
bell for 45 years and now this bell is moving and Mr. Pigeon says, "What's
happening?" Oh, that that would happen and shake up Methodist pigeons, so
that our bells would ring and the song would drift out to the world. It is a song
which needs to be heard. And I shall never forget one of our dear pastors there
in Prague, Dr. Schneeberger, who has been to this Conference a number of
times. He said, "Eddie, we put our first sign out that day, and you know what
we put on our sign?" What would you do? Your first sign in 45 years! The little
Methodist Church in Prague, Czechoslovakia, put this sign in front of their
church -- just this: "The Lamb Wins."
"The Lamb Wins," not the bear, the Lamb, not the lion, not the tiger, the
Lamb. Do we believe it? Do we? Are we confident that it is Jesus Christ who
can transform this world? Too long our bells have been silent. Too long our signs
have been inside. Too long our candles have been extinguished. Do we
recognize the urgency in this Dawning Millennium? We know the way forward
is not violence and war and might. Are we confident the way is the way of Jesus?
Oh, friends, how can we parade our weapons and glory in their might?
We've a song to be sung to the nations that shall tum our hearts to the right, a
song that shall conquer evil and shatter the spear and sword. We dream of a day
that we shall be able to mobilize resources and deliver them far more precisely
than dropping bombs down chimneys.
E. Stanley Jones asks, "What does Christianity have that no other religion
has?" I tell you what it has. It has Christ. And friends, tell me what is more noble
than a mission that will shape people and this world in the image of Christ.
The Spirit comes and Jesus Christ does become God's prophetic word. The
prophetic word, both forth teller and foreteller. He incarnates the Kingdom and
points to its reality and he points to the future fulfillment the realization of God's
Kingdom on earth as it is in heaven. The Spirit comes and the people see the
whole world. The Spirit gives a new vision! Jesus Christ is God's word for
Beijing and Birmingham. It is God's word for Chile and Chattanooga. It is God's
word for Singapore and Seoul. It is God's word for Nairobi and Nashville. Jesus
Christ, God's word for this world!
So easily we tum away from this world. It may be, that we have not loved
this world enough. For God so loved the world that God gave God's son.
One of the significant ministries of World Evangelism is the World Methodist
Evangelism Institute. Recently we had a tremendous regional seminar for Africa
South. Eighteen of the twenty-one Methodist bishops from the entire region
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were present for the ten-day seminar! At the end of the seminar, the bishops
issued a vision statement in which they said not a word about their institutions,
but instead they focused their statement on the 70 million people in Africa South
who have yet to believe in Jesus. In this world are 2.5 billion people who have
yet to believe in Christ. Does it matter to us? Does it matter to us as a Methodist
movement whether people know Jesus or not?
When the Spirit comes, we are given a new vigor and power. This is why
we are calling Methodist people in 1992 to a year of prayer and fasting. Like
Wesley, we are asking Methodist people from Lent through the remainder of
1992 to prayer and fasting each Thursday evening after the evening meal until
mid-afternoon on Friday. The world desperately needs Methodist people all
over this world to pray for this world and to pray for world evangelization.
I must tell you I have a new power in my life since January 20 of this year.
It has been my privilege to visit in the Kingdom of Tonga on three occasions. I
remember the people taking me 150 miles north of the capital. But they said,
''You are not going to Naiafu, you are going to 'Utui." I had never heard of 'Utui
before this. We came to a beautiful village of about 300 people and there they
showed me a marker: "July 3, 1834. To this village came the visit of the Holy
Spirit." That's the only marker I have ever seen in the world to the Holy Spirit.
And the next year, one year later, Tongans climbed into the sea-going
canoes and pushed 500 miles to the west to share the gospel with Fiji neighbors.
And one year later climbed into sea-going canoes and pushed 150 miles to the
north to share the gospel with Samoan neighbors. Within a decade of their life,
they became a sending church.
Therefore, this year we asked Manase (our Regional Secretary) to arrange
a service at 'Utui. We gathered there on a beautiful Sunday, January 20, 1991.
We spoke about the meaning of Pentecost in Jerusalem, Aldersgate and the
Tongan Pentecost. I simply said to the people of that village, "We normally give
an invitation when we preach, but today's invitation is different. We've come
here to ask you to pray for us." So Dr. George Morris, the Dn'ector of our
Institute, and I walked side by side in front of that marker where every time the
annual conference meets in Vava'u they have a day of prayer and fasting. I
remember Dr. Morris and I kneeling down and my feeling the weight of Manase's
hand on my head, and George feeling the weight of the hand of the pastor of
'Utui. We had said, "We have come here for you to pray for us." Wejustmeant
that, and here was Manase and the pastor, but the people misunderstood.
Suddenly we were surrounded by people of the village who were praying out
loud. And I could not help but look. The people from that village were not on
their knees, but they were prostrate on their stomachs and they were praying.
The only word I could hear and understand was something about Fox and
Morris. But I have known a new power and a new energy in my life since about
a quarter before six on January 20 of this year!
And those people Mve joined with us. Perhaps we could erect a marker in
Singapore. Perhaps a marker will be erected in Singapore and we will write:
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"Here in 1991 on the people called Methodist came the visit of the Holy Spirit."
It is the Dawning Millennium for World Evangelization.
The darkness shall tum to dawning
And the dawning to noonday bright
And Christ's great Kingdom shall come on earth,
The Kingdom of love and light.

It is the Dawning Millennium! For God's sake, for Christ's sake, and the
world's sake, for the people's sake, in the power of the Holy Spirit, in the name
of Christ,
Let the Redeemed of the Lord, SAY SO!
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"Unto us a child is bom ... and his name shall be called the mighty God."
(Isaiah 9:6)
"In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God and the Word
was God ...
"In him was life and the life was the light of men ... But as many as received
him to them gave He power to become the sons of God, even to them that
believed on his name." (John 1:12)
The majestic sufficiency of Jesus the Christ rests in the fact that Jesus Christ
is God's living Word. Therefore, everybody needs to know who Jesus is.
It is not enough to read about him or to hear others expound upon his divine
nature.
Salvation is made possible only when the individual enters into a personal
relationship with Christ, the Living Word of God. This is made possible by grace
through faith.
This saving faith is more than intellectual assent to the teaching of Christian
doctrine. It is both intellectual assent and volitional activity. It must be an act of
both the mind and the will. It is the holistic response to the redemptive love of
God in Christ Jesus.
Jesus answered them and said, "My doctrine is not mine, but his that sent
me. If any man will do his will he shall know of the doctrine whether it be of God
or whether I speak of myself." (John 7:17)
We are saved by grace through faith. Christian faith is more the act of the
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will than an activity of the mind. Our faith grows as our love for God unfolds.
Faith without love is empty speculation. Faith born of divine love is eternal truth.
Because of human sin mankind is estranged, separated from that "Salvific"
relationship with divine love. Only through Christ, the Living Word, can there
be a living relationship with the living God. Therefore, the majestic sufficiency
of Jesus, the Christ, is revealed in his divinity and his humanity. Jesus Christ is
majestically sufficient in his humanity. Christ manifested his majestic sufficiency
by choosing the humble path to human salvation. He refused to be born in
Caesar's palace or Herod's mansion, or in the courts of the high priest.
If Christ had been born amidst the trappings of human luxury, the poor, the
out-cast, the dispossessed, the disinherited, and the downtrodden could not
have accepted him. Therefore, he chose to be born in a lowly manger. His birth
was not only revealed to the wise men, but also to the shepherds abiding in the
field keeping watch over their flock by night.
Upon his arrival as a helpless baby, he was not placed in a golden crib
among royalty ... but in a lowly manger.
1. There was majestic sufficiency in his humility. He was born in a stable that
none might feel that they cannot identify with him.
The prophet Isaiah piCks up the telescope of faith, looked down the
corridors of time and describes his coming when he writes: "Who hath believed
our report? And to whom is the arm of the Lord revealed? For he shall grow up
before him as a tender plant and as root out of a dry ground; he hath no form
nor comeliness and when we shall see him, there is no beauty that we should
desire.
He is despised and rejected of men, a man of sorrow, and acquainted with
grief. And we hid as it were our faces from him he was despised and we esteemed
him not." (Isaiah 53:1-3)
Jesus was fully man. He was flesh and blood as we are. He was no doscetic
expression of some transcendent deity. Jesus was fully man. He experienced
hunger, fatigue, anger, pain, and fear. He had his struggles with temptation. He
was tempted in all points as we are tempted yet he sinned not. This, my friends,
is the majesty of his humanity.
Although he was God he willingly humbled himself and became fully man.
He overcame the world in order to secure our victory over death, hell, and the
grave. ~ a man, Jesus teaches us how to live a God-centered life. The majestic
sufficiency of his humanity was in his God-consciousness. No human adversity,
no evil temptation could destroy his unbroken God-consciousness. Because of
his oneness with God he could declare "He that hath seen me hath seen the
father ... Believeth thou that I am in the Father and the Father in me. The word
that I speak unto you I speak not of myself, but the Father that dwellest in me he
deeth the work."
Jesus, because of his unbroken God-consciousness, was able to climb the
tallest mountain peak of spiritual reality. ~ he stood with his head pierCing the
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morning rays of divine existence he split time into B.C. and AD. Jesus stands
today at the crossroads of human despair and divine salvation saying to each of
us, "Come unto me all ye that labor and are heavily laden and I will give you
rest." Jesus is the way to human salvation.
Everybody needs to know who Jesus is. He is fully man and fully God. If
we will accept him in faith and obey him in love the Holy Spirit will come unto
our hearts and make Christ real in our lives.
For those who believe, Christ is no longer some elusive shadow on the pages
of history. He is real in every experience of life. Everybody ought to know who
Jesus is. Do you know who Jesus is? Can you face this arrogant, atheistic, and
skeptical world and declare, I know in whom I believe?
II. Jesus Christ is majestically sufficient in his divinity. He is God's living word.
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word
was God.
Jesus Christ is the Logos who has become flesh.
Paul Tillich writes, "The Logos doctrine as the doctrine of the identity of the
absolutely concrete with the absolutely universal is not one theological doctrine
among others; It is the only possible foundation of a Christian theology which
claims to be the theology." (Paul Tillich, Vol. 1, p. 17)
Jesus is majestically sufficient in his divinity. Because he is the mighty God.
Because Jesus Christ is God our salvation is secure. No mere human being is
good enough to secure our salvation. While it is necessary for us to remember
that Jesus is human, it is even more important that we remember that Jesus is
divine.
Jesus Christ is the mighty God. God is in Christ reconciling the world unto
himself.
In this truth lies the dynamics of the New Testament church.
This is the very foundation of our faith. Doubt it, if you dare, and your faith
becomes wistful thinking. Trust it if you will and your faith will move mountains.
The history of the church is irrefutable proof that Jesus Christ is the mighty
God. The eternal miracle of the Incarnation is that this mighty God became man.
This Lord of eternity became the creature of time for the purpose of saving
humanity and redeeming all times.
This living Word has cosmic meaning and universal significance. "All things
were made by him and without him was not anything made that was made. In
him was life and the life was the light of men." (John 1:1-4)
This cosmic meaning cannot be arrived at by means of the detached
objectivity of the philosopher, nor by the logical investigation of the scientist, but
by the involved faith of the Christian believer.
Only when the repentant sinner is involved in the meaning of his own
reality, and his own salvation, can one know Jesus Christ as God's living Word.
Mankind can be reconciled to God only through a living faith in Christ, the
living Word of God.
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It is only through faith in Christ that we are able to understand the true and
ultimate meaning of human reality.
Because Christ is the living Word of God, he alone is the mediator and
reconciler of man to God. Paul Tillich says "Mediating in Christianity means
bridging the infinite gap between the infinite and the finite" Mediation is
reunion. The Mediator has a saving function. He is the Savior. Of course, he
is the Savior not on his own account, but by divine destiny. Salvation and
mediation really come from God.
The Savior does not save God from the necessity of condemning mankind.
Every mediating and saving activity comes from God. God is the subject not the
object of mediation and salvation. He does not need to be reconciled to us. But
we need to be reconciled to him.
Therefore, if the Christ is expected as a Mediator and Savior he is not
expected as a third reality between God and man, but as him who represents
God to man. He does not represent man to God, but shows what God wants
man to be. (Paul Tillich, Systematic Theology, Vol. III, P. 93)
Jesus Christ is not a half-man, half-god creature. He is fully God and fully
man. Therefore, the hymn writer was inspired to sing:
Come thou long expected Jesus
Born to set thy people free
From our fears and sins relieve us
Let us find our rest in thee.
By thine own eternal spirit
Rule in all our hearts alone
By thine all sufficient merit
Raise us to thy gloriOUS throne.
Jesus is a person, and Jesus is God. He is the God who incarnated himself
in a human personality. The Logos became flesh. Jesus is the supreme and
perfect expression of the divine self-revelation of God. Therefore, Christian
teaching has received a foundation which transcends the foundation of any
other religious theology.
It is a foundation that is also eternal. Jesus said, "Upon this rock I will build
my church and the very gates of hell will not prevail against it."
The Christian religion has received something which is absolutely universal
and concrete. It is founded upon the personal life of Jesus." No myth, no
mystical vision, no metaphysical prinCiple, no sacred law has the concreteness of
a personal life. Paul Tillich writes, "In comparison with a personal life everything
else is relatively abstract. And none of these relatively abstract foundations of
theology has the universality of the Logos, which itself is the principle of
universality." (Paul Tillich, Systematic Theology, p. 16)
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Jesus Christ is majestically sufficient in his power to save.
Jesus Christ the living word is majestically sufficient in his power to redeem
and to save. His voice is still ringing down the corridors of history saying, "I am
the way, the truth and the life."
He is saying to a lukewarm church, and to a corrupt age: an age that has
invented new ways of sinning, and new forms of idolatry; an age that worships
the creature instead of the Creator; an age that put its trust in atomic bombs, germ
warfare, guided missiles, race supremacy, national pride and material possessions ... He is saying, "You must be born again."
Born until racism is no longer a factor in human relatiOns; born until
materialism has been eradicated by spirituality ... Yes, born until men beat their
swords into plowshares and their spears into pruning hooks to study war no
more ... Only then will justice run down like water and righteousness like a mighty
stream. Only then can man become reconciled to God and to his fellowman.
Only Jesus Christ the living word of God can give us that peace that passes all
human understanding. Our restless world needs this peace that only Christ can
give.
There is no other name under heaven by which mankind can be saved.
If you will accept Jesus as Lord of your life, he will give you a peace that the
world cannot give and the world can't take away. This peace is made possible
through the power of redemptive love. The love that redeems is a seeking love.
Just as the good shepherd leaves the ninety and nine to seek the one sheep that
is lost, so God seeks the lost soul. "God so loved the world that he gave his only
begotten son that whosoever believeth on him shall not perish, but have
everlasting life." Our God is a God of love. My friends, this is the greatest truth
that has ever been revealed to mankind. This is the greatest source of comfort
that humanity has discovered. The God we serve is a God oflove. Not only does
he love the world, but he loves you and me.
Oh, it is comforting to know that the God who created the vast universe loves
me. The God who caught the sun as it traveled from oblivion to oblivion and set
it ablazing in the heavens has a place in his heart for me. The God who hung
the moon as a chandelier in the halls of night has prepared a place for me.
The God who adorned the heavens with countless twinkling stars has
prepared for me a crown of eternal life. The God who is all powerful and
unspeakably holy is concerned about a weak creature like me. The God in
whose presence the angels and the archangels veil their faces will take time to
care for me. Although I am not worthy of his divine fellowship, yet he walks with
me, and he talks with me, and he tells me that I am his own.
The God who made the majestic mountains and the deep dark valleys will
walk with me through the valley and the shadows of life and death.
Or, you who are discouraged, don't lose hope, for on the throne of the
universe sits a God of love.
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If you are being crushed beneath the load of life, remember that the hand
that guides the destiny of the stars is the hand of love. You who are in need,
hungry, without food, without shelter, and clothes; you who are afraid and alone
as you face the vicissitudes of this uncertain world ... Remember that the God
who created you is a God of love. This same God is concerned about your wellbeing. He stands ready to help you solve your problems; if you are lost he will
help you find your way; if you are sad he will bring you joy. If you are weak his
love will provide strength.
He is saying to the dope addict, to the gambler, the criminal, the prostitute,
and the destitute; to the oppressor and to the oppressed, God's love is seeking
you. He will deliver you from your sins. If you are discouraged, dejected,
despised, tum to God. He will comfort, counsel, and save.
Jesus is majestically sufficient in his redemptive love. His love has the power
to redeem and restore. And you will be able to declare to the world the love of
Christ has lifted me.
I was sinking deep in sin; far from the peaceful shore
Very deeply stained within; sinking to rise no more;
But the master of the sea heard my despairing cry;
From the waters lifted me, now safe am I.
Souls in danger, look above. Jesus completely saves;
He will lift you by His love out of the angry waves;
He's the master of the sea; billows his will obey;
He your Savior wants to be, be saved today.
Love lifted me; Love lifted me
When nothing else could help, Love lifted me
Love lifted me; Love lifted me
When nothing else could help, Love lifted me.
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WITNESS
By Ms. Febe Cavazzutti Rossi
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"OUR Father." Probably it is only in recent years, since ordinary people
have become familiar with the idea that life is organized in ecologic systems, that
we have started grasping the inner sense of this word: "OUR." Not a mere
addition: mine, united with yours; not an addition of single and separated units,
each having God as Father. He is OUR Father because He covers the whole of
the universe, where the principle of life is one, and where we are but small
portions depending on and interacting with one another, all living of the same
spirit of God. And deep into the heart of ages and generations is Christ, the gift
of God for the salvation of humanity and for the redemption from the bondage
of corruption of all the things of nature (Romans 8:21-22).
And now, as I have the privilege of speaking with you, Methodist people
from all parts of the world, I ask you to follow me and visualize with the eyes of
your minds and hearts the experience I went through less than one year ago, in
a dry African winter. It will not be difficult, I am sure, since most of you must have
lived similar experiences either directly or indirectly. So imagine groups of
refugees: a multitude, all together, sheltered in huts made of pieces of paper and
cardboard pinned together, under rare trees, with no water, no food, no hope
whatsoever, standing in extreme deprivation. "OUR Father," they pray. "OUR
Father," pray the local people who surround them on a land that was theirs and
no longer is, who suffered forced relocations and spoilation and are just a little
less poor than these miserable ones: "OUR Father," they pray when they claim
their right on the distant water resources to quench the thirst of their children
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before the newcomers do. "OUR Father," pray the satiated land owners a few
miles away, safe and secure in their untouchable rights. Thus God's paternity
is captured by few and His being Father to all is cruelly denied.
We Methodists are one people. We have experienced through past and
recent history that we are not the mere sum of individuals who were called and
saved in Christ Jesus by the infinite grace of God, but we can testify that when
we actually are one people, persevering with one accord (Acts 1:14), we are
turned into a dynamic eco-system, such as all Christianity should be: then society
is permeated, it is called to responsibility in freedom, is renewed, and history is
affected. We know that this happens when we faithfully proclaim God's passionate love for His creatures, as He has disclosed it in Jesus, by serving the least.
"Our Father, give US our daily bread." You and I know that there are not
just some women and men scattered here and there suffering from want of as
little daily bread as is sufficient for their bodies and souls to survive. It is a
phenomenon of our times that entire populations are oppressed and starved in
all continents, and any of you who have happened to be involved in but a
fragment of such situations can tell what a searing experience it is. It makes me
remember our dear Lord Jesus, how he had pity on a vast crowd, as they
appeared to him like sheep without a shepherd, how He broke the bread of His
word with them, and then said to His disciples: "YOU feed them!" (Mark 6:37)
I know, and thank God for it, that the Methodist people do make an effort
and are engaged in sharing whatever riches they have. Still I am bound to
wonder what is the bread that we break for others to eat: whether it is made of
the same evil and devastating elements the world is rich in, kneaded with the
tears and blood of the very least we say we serve. Different is the bread of God
we pray for: it is kneaded with loving concern, and justice; the surrendering
generosity of that certain king who was filled with pity for one of his debtors who
owed him a fortune, a fortune as big as the debt of the third world, and with one
word forgave the whole debt. (Matthew 18:23-27)
I am sure we, Methodist people, long for God's justice. So I thought that
going round the world I would see signs of this yearning desire. I thought, in
South Africa, I would see congregations representing the oppressors and the
oppressed hopefully and joyfully mingling together, the white hands taking the
blessings of the Father from the black hands and giving them all they have. But,
alas, it was not so. Yes, I have seen individuals doing so, but very few. "Well,
well!" they tell me, "the church can't move fast, it has its own time. Remember
Habukkuk!" In fact, I remember the message of Habakkuk being preached on
the same day to two congregations: one located in the area of the dominant
population, the other in the area of the oppressed people. The first conveyed the
trust that, if you are just patient and firmly believe, one day or other, sooner or
later (but probably rather later than sooner), the Lord will answer. As everybody
knows, one thousand years are like one day to him, so it is a matter of time. The
second preaching, with choral participation just cried out: ''Today, is the day of
salvation!"
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Yes, Lord, I do believe: today is your day for our salvation.
Let me act and live in the awareness that you have already prepared
everything. And feed us with the bread of your justice, so that we may break it
and share it with the whole of humanity.
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MASS RALLY SERMON
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Matthew 4: 17-22; 10: 1-8. "And He said to them, 'Follow me.' " Matthew
4:19a
The invitation of Jesus Christ to his church everywhere in the world is -"Follow me!" With those two words Jesus began the Christian movement.
Along a pebbled shore of the Sea of Galilee two brothers were mending nets.
Their hands are rough and calloused. They smell of fish. Jesus calls Andrew and
Peter, "Follow me." (Matthew 4:19a)
He walks along that lakeshore a little further and two brothers, James and
John, are in their boat with their father, Zebedee, mending their nets. They
operate that boat in partnership. They are very successful. They've earned the
nickname, "The Sons of Thunder." They're always shouting, taunting, rumbling about something. They are ambitious. They've been brought up to believe
"if you want anything -- go get it," Their mother taught them, "If you want to
get on in the world, you have to push."
Jesus calls James and John, "Follow me." At once, we are told by Matthew,
they leave the boat and their father and follow Jesus.
Jesus comes upon a man who is a tax collector for the Roman government.
He has sold out to the enemy. Among the most unpopular people in any country
is the tax collector. This fellow is running his own racket. He has a computer
mind. He has counted money all his life. Can you imagine Jesus wanting such
a man -- a man who had made a god of money -- a statistician -- to walk with
Him? Matthew left his seat of customs and followed Jesus.
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When we look at the twelve disciples Jesus chose -- the twelve he invited to
"follow me" -- we ask ourselves, "Why?" They were ordinary men. Most of us
would not have voted for anyone of them. They quarreled, They were jealous
of each other. But here they are -- Andrew and Peter, James and John -- the
Bethsaida Boys working the best money crop of their day -- not from the land,
but from the sea.
--Matthew -- the hated tax collector
--Thomas -- the doubter, the cautious one -- demanding proof -- taking
nothing on faith
--Judas -- the leader of the underground. A fanatic. His blood boils every
time he sees a Roman soldier occupying his homeland. He dreams of the
Messiah who will drive the hated Romans out and restore the kingdom.
--There is Bartholomew, Thaddeus, Phillip and another James (we know
him as James the Less) and the Canaanite called Simon.
--FOLLOW ME!" They walked with Jesus. They lived with Jesus. They
listened to his sermons. They saw him perform his miracles. Blind people
received their sight. Crippled people threw away their crutches. Dead people
were raised to life again.
These dozen men had more influence on the course of human history than
any twelve men who ever lived.
Throughout his three-year ministry Jesus was constantly inviting people to
follow him:
--to a rich young ruler: "Go and sell what you have and give to the poor and
come and follow me."
--to the balking inquirer: "Let the dead bury the dead. You come and follow
me. "
--to all persons in every generation: "If anyone would come after me, you
must deny yourself, take up your cross and follow me."
Jesus is calling the church today, "Follow me." Jesus is asking the church
to invite the people throughout the world, people who are lost, people who are
empty, people who are confused ... "Follow me."
Above all the voices clamoring for our attention, all the gods seeking our
allegiance is the one Voice and the one God who says, "Follow me."
They followed Jesus from that Galilean shore through months of teaching
and preaching and healing. He sent the twelve out on pilot missions. They
found themselves amazingly successful in their preaching and healing. They
weathered the horrors of the cross and the excitement of the resurrection.
E. Stanley Jones, one of the 20th century's greatest missionaries, reminds
us the disciples had given up everything but themselves. They gave up the fish
business; they gave up the tax business; they gave up their families and friends.
But it wasn't until they gave themselves up after days of prayer in the Upper
Room that the Holy Spirit empowered them to go out and change the world.
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The risen Jesus said, "You shall receive power when the Holy Spirit is come
upon you. And you shall be my witnesses in Jerusalem and in all Judea and in
Samaria until the end ofthe earth."
Jesus walked among the people where they were. The shepherdless masses
were touched by Jesus and the twelve. Jesus took to the open road, to the streets,
to the people.
Methodists must never forget how in the 18th century the Church of
England lost touch with the common people. There was a man sent from God
whose name was John Wesley. Wesley went on the open road, down the streets
of the great population centers of England. He encountered the mobs. He went
to the mines. He preached in the fields. Why? Because that was where the
people were.
It's time for Methodists to leave the safe sanctuary of our churches and once
again take Christ to the people. The call is no longer, "Come to church." The
call is, "Get out of the church building and take the gospel to the people." Within
a stone's throw of every church in every city. and town in the world are vast
numbers of people who have no interest nor conscious concern for faith.
Brothers and sisters I am grateful for our Sunday Schools, our youth clubs,
our men's and women's groups. But in far too many places the church has
become ingrown, schizophrenic and we talk only to ourselves.
Jesus has said, "Follow me." Mr. Wesley has instructed us: "Offer them
Christ.' ,
The early church's most renowned missionary, Paul of Tarsus, preached all
around the Mediterranean world. He preached to the high priest. He preached
to the Sanhedrin. He preached to governors Felix and Festus. He preached to
King Agrippa. He preached to the centurions. He witnessed and preached the
good news on land and on sea.
In the 28th chapter of Acts Paul is in a storm at sea and he witnesses to the
sailors. When the ship was wrecked he witnesses to the natives on the island. In
a prison cell in Rome he preached to many who came to him. He wrote letters
which changed lives.
In a prison cell he seized the opportunity to win a jailer and his family. (Acts
16) The very church he persecuted and sought to destroy before his conversion
-- the church at Antioch (Acts 11) -- he served as pastor after his conversion.
God is still calling us and will use us in the unexpected places, in the tough
places. He calls each one of us to be an evangelist. The greatest Methodist lay
evangelist in the 20th century, Harry Denman often said, "Either you are an
evangelist or you need an evangelist. You are a miSSionary or you need a
missionary." God calls us to tell the Good News -- to offer Christ -- to extend the
gracious invitation of Jesus: "Follow Me." But to accept his invitation and to
follow Him is but the first step.
People who follow Jesus are to do the work of the kingdom. They witness
and work with people at the point of their need. They are ordinary people doing
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the work of God in the world. There is nothing exceptional about any of them.
They held ordinary jobs. They had ordinary talents. Some of them are only
names in the record. Whatever they did for Jesus was so ordinary none of the
gospel writers mentioned it or remembered it. They were a very mixed bag of
people who had only one thing in common: a desire to follow Christ.
They didn't wait to grow into saints without any assurance they'd become
potential prophets and martyrs. Jesus told a bunch of fishermen, farmers, businessmen and politicians to follow him and they'd become "the salt to the earth."
They all were earning their living in routine occupations of the day -- mixed as
any cross-section of humanity -- like any twelve persons chosen for jury duty
today. They were credulous and skeptical... mystical and practical... bold and
timid ... optimists and pessimists ... right-wing and left-wing.
There wasn't a preacher or a doctor or a lawyer or a general or a senator in
the whole lot. But it was these "twelve" whom Jesus entrusted with the Good
News.
The need of the church today is for the ordinary people to declare the power
which God in Christ has brought to the world. "God was in Christ reconciling
the world to himself." II Corinthians 5:18.
More and more I fear that the greatest unused power of the church-- its laity
-- is laid waste. The plight of the church is not membership but the lack of
discipleship. Oh, how the church needs to make disciples. Mr. George Gallup,
a devout Episcopal layman and pollster, tells us that 94 percent of the people in
the United States profess to believe in God. Remember, even the demons
believe ... and tremble. We don't need any more people in the United States to
believe in God. We need those who already profess belief to live out their
discipleship.
The gospel has come down to us from those who were what we call
"disciples." The word simply means followers, or students of a particular
teacher. From it we get our word "discipline" -- not always an attractive word
in our ears, but it's high time we were reminded that from the beginning the
followers of Jesus were under a discipline and not just sentimental enthusiasts.
His message today is not simply one of confirming our best instincts but a
summons to accept an exacting and costly way of life.
The New Testament is a book written by disciples of Jesus in order to make
disciples of Jesus. It is from them that we hear who he is and what following him
really means. One of the writers, St. John, is quite explicit about this. At the end
of his book he notes: "Jesus gave a great many other signs in the presence of his
disciples which are not recorded in this book. But these have been written so that
you may believe that Jesus is Christ, the Son of God, and that in faith you may
have life as his disciples."
The gospels are not fragments of biography collected for the use of scholars,
or to satisfy idle curiosity about the character of Jesus. They are stories about
Jesus that circulated from the beginning of the church to elicit faith in him and
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to make disciples. And more than once what began as a casual inquiry within
these pages has ended as a discovery and a commitment to the life of vital
discipleship.
If you feel, as I do, that being a disciple of Jesus, following his way, reflecting
his love to God and one's neighbors, is a task beyond our powers; if you are
conscious, as I am, of constant failure to be a consistent Christian in word and
deed; then we might all take comfort from the fact that these first disciples who
gave us the New Testament were very far from ideal followers and failed their
Master time after time.
It's an amazing thing that those whose witness launched the Christian
Church in the world and made it possible for us who gather in this stadium in
1991 to hear the gospel and live by its power, were themselves faltering,
stumbling, confused, and inconsistent people. One of the strongest arguments
for the authenticity of their reports in the gospels is just that they pictured
themselves as such dumb disciples, always misunderstanding, seldom totally
loyal, and in the end cowards who deserted the Master in his hour of greatest
need. I think that they would have been surprised to find themselves depicted
in stained glass with haloes around their heads drinking in the words of Jesus.
Many of us claim to be disciples of this same Jesus. We have heard the same
teaching. We have been told the story of the cross. We have sworn allegiance
to the risen Christ. We need to be reminded that one of the rules of the kingdom
is that the great among us is the servant of all.
On January 19, 1976, the eve of the inauguration of the newly-elected
American President, Jimmy Carter of Georgia, I was in Washington along with
thousands of other supporters of the new president. Mr. Carter, a devout
Christian and Sunday School teacher and his family were staying at the Blair
House across the street from 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue -- his new address for
the next four years. I carried with me a leather-bound copy of the Good News
translation of the Bible, a contemporary English translation published by the
Ameri<;an Bible SoCiety.
I knew that the new president was a man of the word. On the flyleaf of that
Bible I had inscribed, "He would be great among you must be servant of all."
Jimmy Carter was not returned to the presidency by the American people. As
president he was humiliated by the Iranian captivity of American hostages
imprisoned for 444 days. Moments after his successor, Mr. Reagan, became
president it was announced that the prisoners were out of Iranian airspace and
on their way to freedom. Mr. Carter was on his way back to Plains, Georgia, a
failure in the eyes of a majority of his countrymen. Yet, in the ensuing years he
has demonstrated what it means to "follow Jesus." He has lived out his
servanthood to the Master. He has been a peacemaker between troubled people
in troubled nations. President and Mrs. Carter have spearheaded a national
effort called Habitat for Humanity which seeks to provide housing for homeless
and needy people. He has literally given himself away.
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It is when we give ourselves away that we find ourselves in his kingdom. In
following Jesus remember his admonition to "Deny yourself, take up your cross
and follow me."
Let us never forget the work of the kingdom is always done by ordinary
people who have taken up the cross and who have followed Jesus.
That work I need to remind you always starts small. Jesus chose twelve -not an anny. Not all of the twelve turned out as he thought. Yet it was these
disciples who turned that ancient world upside down. The work of the kingdom
always begins small-- with a few people in a few places. Jesus himself compared
it once to a mustard plant which grows from a very small seed into a very large
shrub (Mark 4:3O-32). It always begins with little deeds done in small places.
In Alaska there is the village of Unalakleek. The first church in that village
was a Methodist church. In the church graveyard is a tombstone which marks
the final resting place of the first Methodist pastor in that mission. On a
tombstone is an epitaph which bears witness to how God can take the total
dedication of one person and change a whole community. This is that epitaph:
"Rev. Axel C. Karlson; Born in Sweden, September 15, 1856; Arrived in
Unalakleek, 1888; Died January 15, 1910; When he arrived in this village,
There was no Christian; When he died, There was no heathen."
Axel Karlson began with little deeds in a small outpost frontier village. Every
person who listens to my voice just now will one day have a tombstone with an
epitaph. What will it say? Will it bear witness that you were a disciple of Jesus
Christ? That you -- an ordinary man, an ordinary woman -- accepted the Son
of God's invitation to "take up your cross and follow me?"
One of my heroes in the faith is a man who began his ministry as a Methodist
preacher in England. When the Methodist Conference refused to set him free to
live out his calling by serving the poor in the East End of London, William and
Catherine Booth walked out of that Methodist Conference in liverpool and
founded what we know as The Salvation Army. For the remainder of his days,
William Booth spent himself in service to the poorest of the poor. Towards the
end of his life he lost his eyesight. On his deathbed a reporter from a London
newspaper asked his son, Bramwell, if he might visit his father for one last
interview.
Bramwell ushered him into his father's sick room and among the questions
the reporter asked was, "What is the secret of your life, Mr. Booth?" Bramwell
reported that his father, with tears streaming down the cheeks of that old soldier
of the cross replied, "If there is any secret to William Booth's life it is 'God had
all there was of William Booth.' "
I want to close with a reminder to us Methodists. The original setting of
Methodism was twofold. In the religiOUS experience of John Wesley and in the
vast spiritual destitution of Eighteenth Century England, the depth and apathy
and shame to which organized religion had sunk begs my description. England
was a gin-soaked, disolate country. It was full of destitution and depravity; full
of people without hope and without help. It was a time of greed and lust and
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unbridled passion. The power of the Christian religion was largely broken.
England was a dying civilization and the state church was in a time of torpor. The
church had reduced God to the status quo. It was no longer a threat to the
tyranny, the corruption, the injustice of the sin of the day. It was inacapable of
religious fervor. It had, in short, forgotten the people. The Church of England
had a kept clergy who either out of laziness or indifference ceased to proclaim the
word of God.
But God had a surprise in store for England. God encountered an Anglican
priest, John Wesley, on the night of May 24, 1738, in a little room on a
cobblestone street named Aldersgate. The drift of England and the tide of history
was radically altered. Historians have generally agreed that England had hit
bottom, at least religiously and SOCially when the Wesleys began that Methodist
movement, but England was riding a new crest when they finished. John and
Charles Wesley owed much to their antecedents just as we do. They had a godly
mother named Susanna. We know a lot about her. But equally important, they
had a faithful father. Samuel Wesley labored in a remote comer of Lincolnshire
in the village of Epworth. For parishioners he had perhaps as ignorant and
brutal a set of half-heathens as would be found. They despised his piety. They
mocked his learning. They made life as difficult as they could for him. They killed
his pigs and cows. They cut off his dog's legs. They set fire to the gardens. And
finally, they set fire to the rectory over his family'S heads. But he never went to
the bishop or the president of conference and said, "Get me out of here." He
never grew sour or bitter. For almost forty years you can mark his ways in
Epworth: visiting the sick, reproving the sinners, exhorting the saints, baptizing
and confirming, administering communion, marrying and burying. By his
faithfulness he brought many in that neighborhood to faithfulness, but the times
showed no change. When he lay dying, Charles and John were with him and
Samuel Wesley said to John, "The inner witness, my son, the inner witness.
That's the strongest proof of Christianity." And then to Charles, "Be steady, my
son, the Christian faith will surely revive in these kingdoms. You shall see it,
though I shall not. " His sons came to regard his words as a prophesy, and so may
we.
May I say to those of us of the Western world who are here. In our
discouragement and in the decline of Methodism in the West, let us be intentional
about following Jesus. Let us be faithful to the rules Mr. Wesley laid down. Let
us tend to our duties. Let us be loyal to the best. Let us be faithful to the
understanding God has given us. And God will give new life and direction to His
people called Methodist. And we shall under the gUidance of the Holy Spirit
move Methodism from maintence to mission again. The call of Christ is "Follow
me, Follow me." (Let us pray)
Teach us, Good Lord, to serve Thee as Thou deservest. To give and not to
count the cost. To fight and not heed the wounds. To toil and not to seek for
rest. To labor and not ask for any reward, save that of knowing we do Thy will.
And the people said, AMEN.
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Methodism in Mexico was born in 1873. Dr. William Buttler, a missionary
sent by the Episcopal Methodist Church and Bishop John C. Keener a missionary from the Southern Episcopal Methodist Church, arrived in Mexico in
January and February 1873, without one knowing about the other. In 1930
both Methodist movements united and The Methodist Church of Mexico was
born as an autonomous national church.
Right now we are approximately 150,000 Methodists which meet in 362
churches across the nation. We have six episcopal areas and five bishops and
350 pastors. The Methodist Church of Mexico has established one university,
15 schools, one hospital, five clinics, two homes for the elderly, three social
centers.
Where God wants us to go. Our mission in the future.
We are now raising the following questions: What has been the results of
Methodism after 118 years of presence in Mexico? Are we a movement or a
monument? What was Jesus' intention when he told us "Go into all the world
and proclaim the good news to the whole creation ... " Mark 16: 15 and "Go and
make disciples of all nations ... " Matthew 28: 18. "You will receive power when
the Holy Spirit will come upon you and you will be my witnesses here, there and
beyond, to the end of the earth." Acts 1:8.
We in Mexico, and I hope that in all parts of the world where Methodism is,
believe we are called to be a movement of the spirit that goes on and not a
monument which is stagnant, never moves unless it is carried, that goes nowhere
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and sometimes obstructs the way. Monuments are to be left behind but we
Methodists should, as pilgrims, move forward. It is not how far we have come
that matters, but how far yet we have to go.
lf we analyze how the Christian movement began, we can find that the Holy
Spirit came upon them moving them to have a spirit of togetherness (oneness)
in prayer, in anticipation, in readiness and in obedience. At the upper room they
were changed befor~ going out to change their world. They were moved from
passivity to activity, from cowardice to courage, from sitting back to standing
forth, from fear to faith and from paralysis to power! The coming of the Holy
Spirit transformed the disciples. This is our vision now in Mexico: that we, like
them, may be filled with the Holy Spirit, endued with power from on high, and
changed inside out so that we may tum our world upside down.
Prayer can do anything that God can do! The greatest thing we can do in
the course of our time toge:ther and thereafter is to give ourselves totally to
ceaseless prayer for our mission. We see that in this last decade of the millennium
and as we enter the new millennium, we require a heavy dose of prayer. We say
this because of the scenario we see unfolding which brings great challenges to
the Christian church all over th~ world.
Let's take a glimpse to the context and challenges we face today as
Christians, as Methodists:
1. World political leaders who fail to the truth and pretending to be gods
they send their nations to "just" or "holy" wars. No war has brought justice or
holiness to any nation especially when we recognize that today the struggle has
been to obtain armies and political power forgetting all universal values like
freedom, justice, peace, love. We have to remember what the Lord tells us "Not
by might (sword in Spanish) nor by power (armies in Spanish), but by my Spirit,
says the Lord of hosts." (Zachariah 4:6) We Methodists should be aware that
God is making us responsible to face our nations' presidents and leaders with
"Jesus Christ, and him crucified," so that they repent and stop wasting the
world's precious resources for killing.
j

2. "Christian Monuments" that have lost the vision and the Spirit of Jesus
Christ and pretend to be the political power of a nation, condemning those who
do not do or believe as they do. Jesus said, "By this everyone will know that you
are my disciples, if you have love for one another." (John 13:34) Please help
us pray for the high heirarchy of the Roman Catholic Church in Mexico
so they stop their constant aggression against anything that is not Roman
Catholic and become faithful to Jesus Christ the only owner, Redeemer and
Savior of the Church. May the Lord prevent us from making his church become
a monument.
3. Economic and financial hardship with massive unemployment and
chronic poverty. The lack of love makes nations spend trillions for war and just
millions for food, education, health, hOUSing, etc.
4.

An epidemic of the killer HIV disease called AIDS. The Bible has the real
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solution, we have it: Unmarried people abstain, keep pure, keep clean the temple
of the Holy Spirit; married people, be faithful.
5. Unprecedented organization with inadequate infrastructural support
and collapse of rural life. Pollution, crime, etc.
6. Unavoidable ideological shifts in the political arenas which produce uncertainty and instability.
7. Secular modernity with a corollary of materialism destroying spiritual
values on people.
8. A cooling down of evangelistic passion due to lack of conviction in the
power of Jesus, the risen Lord, who can change the life, thinking, value
structures of individuals and nations.
Challenges to the movement of the Holy Spirit. We see some key areas
where the Methodist Church as a movement is challenged:
(1) Authenticity -- which raises the question of unity, holiness and universality in form; and solidarity with the world in function without compromise.
(2) Credibility -- which speaks of how the church stands before the world.
Is the church believable and trustworthy? Is it true that Christ is the answer? Is
there power in the blood of Jesus Christ?
(3) Integrity -- which poses the question of how the church stands before the
Lord. Biblical standards of ethics and morality in such areas as justice, sex,
honesty, and hard work will come under severe trial.
(4) Relevance -- which asks: are we scratching where the people are itching?
Are we answering their questions? Are real and felt needs being met? Are we
reaching people in their context? Are we facing people with Jesus so they are
convicted of their sin, repent and be saved?
(5) Fidelity -- which asks, Can the Methodist Church of MexiCO, can
Methodism in the world, remain loyal, faithful and true to the Word and the Lord
Jesus Christ?
These challenges are tremendous and many Christians may feel that these
challenges could never be overcome, yet, the Lord tells us the following in order
to be His movement: "If my people who are called by my name will humble
themselves, pray, seek my face, and tum from their wicked ways, then I will hear
from heaven, and will forgive their sin and heal their land." (II Chronicles 7: 14)
Yes, my sisters and brothers, the Risen Lord, our Savior, Jesus Christ, is with
us today, giving his power so that we may be his movement for the world.
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I'm honored to join Dr. Panizo and Bishop Nacpil in this task. If nothing else
can be said of us, this much is obvious: You have a variety of personalities, a
trinity of national backgrounds, and different styles of communication. You
have a bishop of the church, a professor, and a journeyman preacher.
I took comfort in the fact that at least in our persons we demonstrate some
degree of the vast scope of the constituency of the Methodist movement.
Knowing that communication is hardly an exact science and that I would be
speaking to persons with numerous language backgrounds, I've worked in fear
and trembling. I have prayed that the Holy Spirit would do a Pentecostal work
and enable us to hear and understand in our own tongues.
As I began preparation, I came across a story David Halberstam, a journalist
told. It was about a friend of his who was visiting Japan. Reminded that taxi
drivers often did not speak English, and that it was therefore a good idea to carry
with him something bearing the imprint of his hotel in Japanese, the friend
picked up a small box of matches as he left the hotel.
Later, he climbed into a taxi and produced the box for the driver, animatedly
pointing to the address printed on it. The driver's face lit up as if he had just got
the point, and he quickly sped away. Half an hour later, he brought the car to
a screeching halt, turned and beamed to his passenger, and pointed out the
window -- to a match factory! (John Killinger, "What God Was Saying on the
Cross," Preaching, July-August, 1988, p. 16).
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Well, that didn't help my inferior feelings about communication, but it did
get me emotionally involved in the text and theme for this fourth session: "Jesus
Christ: God's Saving Word."
God has had a difficult time communicating with us humans, but God finally
did it, speaking the clearest word possible in Jesus Christ. This is the way Paul
said it in verse 6 of Romans 5: "For while we were still weak, at the right time
Christ died for the ungodly."
It's hard to miss the meaning of that, isn't it? Rather direct speech. Not mere
words, and not a message easy to misinterpret. God has shown his love to us in
the death of his son.
In Jesus Christ, God's saving word is spoken. Let's read the first 11 verses
of Romans 5: "Therefore, since we are justified by faith, we have peace with
God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom we have obtained access to
this grace in which we stand; and we boast in our hope of sharing the glory of
God. And not only that, but we also boast in our sufferings, knowing that
suffering produces endurance, and endurance produces character, and character produces hope, and hope does not disappoint us, because God's love has
been poured into our hearts through the Holy Spirit that has been given to us.
"For while we were still weak, at the right time Christ died for the ungodly.
Indeed, rarely will anyone die for a righteous person -- though perhaps for a
good person someone might actually dare to die. But God proves his love for
us in that while we were sinners Christ died for us. Much more surely then, now
that we have been justified by his blood, will we be saved through him from the
wrath of God. For if while we were enemies, we were reconciled to God through
the death of his Son, much more surely, having been reconciled, will we be saved
by his life. But more than that, we even boast in God through our Lord Jesus
Christ, through whom we have now received reconciliation."
Concentrate for a moment on two of the first three words. "Therefore, since
we ... "
I'm sure you have been told that when you come to a "therefore" in reading
the Bible, you should give more than casual attention to it. You are not likely to
understand completely what follows the "therefore" unless you know what has
preceded it.
This is certainly true of this beginning word of Chapter 5. This is a transition
word, a kind of hinge on a door that swings both ways -- in one direction to the
past, the condition of our life without Christ and his justification; the other
direction, into our glorious present and wonderful future with Christ. This
"therefore" refers to all that has been revealed earlier in this epistle. We will
come back to that in a moment.
"Therefore since we." In the very beginning, Paul puts himself into the
picture. Paul does not stand on some hill of superiority, not even a little molehill and look down on these Roman Christians. He does not imply any hint that
they have needs which he doesn't. We are all in the picture.
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Somewhere I read of an art show with a unique introduction. The entry area
of the gallery featured what appeared at first to be four paintings. Actually, the
paintings were on mirrors. As you looked at them your mirrored image was what
became dominant. The arrangement was an imaginative statement about the
nature of art; it was an invitation to enter the paintings -- not to remain aloof as
an indifferent observer, but to identify.
That says something about the gospel and about our study of scripture. It
says that the gospel is about us and for us. It also says that unless we put
ourselves into the picture -- into the Bible, we miss the message.
Therefore, since we. It was this passage, Romans 5: 1-11, that became
pivotal to Martin Luther and thus the Reformation. Striving in every way to make
himself acceptable to God, he wrote, " ... although an impeccable monk, I stood
before God as a sinner, troubled in conscience, and had not confidence my merit
would assuage God ... Night and day I pondered this ... then I grasped (and here
I paraphrase) that the love God offers us depends not upon our works or our
strivings, for God's love cannot be earned; we find ourselves reconciled to our
neighbor and to God, the ground of our creation, through grace and sheer mercy
alone.
"Therefore," Luther continues, "I felt myself to be reborn and to have gone
through open doors into paradise. The whole of scriptures took on new
meaning. This passage in Romans (5: 1-11) became to me a gate of Heaven."
(James W. Crawford, "Blueprint for Reformation", Pulpit Digest, SeptemberOctober, 1985, (329-25).
Luther recovered the depths of the riches of the Gospel of Christ. "Therefore, since we are justified." Now that's what Paul has been talking about in the
previous four chapters -- justification. And that is the pivotal saving word God
speaks in Jesus Christ. Listen again to the entire first verse: ''Therefore, since
we are justified by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus
Christ."
In the first two and one-half chapters of this Epistle to the Romans, Paul
shows us our complete ruin in sin because of our estrangement from the God of
all righteousness. The latter part of Chapter 3 and all of Chapter 4 show us that
our redemption is in the work of God, accomplished in Jesus Christ in his death
on the cross as atonement for our sin.
But Paul doesn't leave it there. Throughout the balance of the epistle he
continues to refer to it, talk about it, affirm it, never letting us forget that Jesus
Christ is God's saving word.
He restates it succinctly, but with vivid power in the particular passage at
which we are looking in this study. Look at verse 6: "For while we were still weak,
at the right time Christ died for us."
What a poignant way to state our predicament. Another translation has it,
"While we were yet helpless."
I come from Memphis, Tennessee, the home of "blues" music. Though all
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of you from the United States and many of you form other countries know
Memphis' most famous music citizen, Elvis Presley, not many of you know the
name Charles Gatemouth Brown, unless you know and appreciate "blues"
music.
He was one of America's foremost composers and singers of "blues." He
is the recipient of a Grammy and won the W. T. Handy Blues Award in 1983.
In an interview on ABC News, he said, "Anyone who has brains gets the blues."
That's universal, isn't it? And that's what Paul would say about the universal
compass of sin: "Anyone who is human is a sinner."
In Romans 3:9, Paul contends that everyone, "Both Jews and Greeks, are
under the power of sin." That's the predicament of all of us. He summed it up
in Roman 3: 22-23: "For there is no distinction since all have sinned and fall
short of the glory of God."
In his biographical classic, "Confessions," Augustine, one of the premier
theologians of all time, told the story of his youthful escapades of stealing pears
from a neighbor's trees. He recorded that late one night a group of youngsters
went out "to shake down and rob this tree" ... They took great loads of fruit from
it "not for our own eating," he said, "but rather to throw to the pigs." He went
on to berate himself for the depth of sin this revealed. This is what he said: "The
fruit gathered, I threw away, devouring in it only iniquity. There was no other
reason, but foul was the evil, and I loved it."
Now why would one harmless prank such as this loom so large in Augustine's mind. By his own admission, he has taken a mistress, fathered a child
out of wedlock, and indulged in every fleshly passion. Surely any of these was
more serious than stealing pears.
Yet, Augustine saw in the pear incident his true nature and the nature of all
humankind. "Foul was the evil and I loved it," he said. In each of us there is sin.
Paul was dramatic in describing it. Listen to Romans 3: 10-18: "as it is
written:
"There is no one who is righteous, not even one; there is no one who has
understanding, there is no one who seeks God. All have turned aside, together
they have become worthless; there is no one who shows kindness, there is not
even one.
"Their throats are opened graves; they use their tongues to deceive.
"The venom of vipers is under their lips ... their mouths are full of cursing and
bitterness ... their feet are swift to shed blood; ruin and misery are in their paths,
and the way of peace they have not known ... there is no fear of God before their
eyes." (vs. 10-18 NRSV)
That word includes quotations from 5 Psalms and one verse from Isaiah. Is
the description too terrible? Do you have problems believing the universality of
sin?
Did you see the television report of the effort on the part of the United States
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to provide food, clothing, and medical supplies for the Kurds in Northern Iraq a
few weeks after that war? Thousands of homeless, starving people -- a terrible
fallout of a so-called "clean, efficient war." The goods that were dropped to
some of these people in order to save their lives landed on them, stamping out
their lives. An ironic twist, I thought -- a kind of prophetic commentary on sin
in a super-technological age.
Do you have difficulty believing in the universality of sin? How many
abortions are there in your country? Last year there were over a million in the
U.S. Is that too far removed from you? If modem war and abortion and Paul's
picture of glaring sin such as adultery, killing, and stealing don't touch you, then
answer these questions: Do you sometimes think more highly of yourself than
you ought to think? Is there any person of whom you are jealous? Do you
occasionally look at a person of the opposite sex and feel lust in your heart? Do
you sometimes hate people of other races or nations? Do you get anxious about
the future because you feel you don't have enough financial security? Do you
judge others by what they have, by their station in life, whether they are cultured
or not, the level of their educational achievement?
Most of us would answer yes to a number of these questions. Do you know
what that means? It means that we are among those Paul was describing: "All
have sinned and fallen short of the glory of God."
"While we were yet helpless" (that's all of us) .... "while we were yet
helpless, at the right time, Christ died for us."
That's Paul next big point. His first looming conviction is that we are all
sinners. And now this word that he wants to flash in bright lights in our minds
and hearts -- Christ died for us. Now that's something! Here is something new
under the sun. You could hardly find someone dying for a righteous man,
someone who deserves concern and pity, he says in verse 7. You may find
someone died for a good man, but listen to this: "God proves his love for us in
that while we still were sinners Christ died for us" (vs. 8).
And that is what justifies us .... Jesus' death. "We are now justified by his
blood," he says in verse 8. Here is the centerpiece of the Gospel: the Cross of
Jesus Christ.
Allen Wheelis is a practicing psychoanalyst in San Francisco. He also has
written a number of books. In one of his books, "On Not Knowing How to Live,"
he tells about developing a philosophy of life, using the big top of a circus as an
analogy. Listen to him:
"Stay with the main show, do not be drawn off into side shows, diversions,
entertainments. Do only what you are most solemnly charged to do ... there in the
Big Top, a man is hanging by his teeth, twisting, spinning, spotlights playing over
him, the drums beginning to roll. He's going to fall and nothing can be done. No
net. But in the moments remaining, he may yet achieve something remarkable,
some glittering stunt, a movement perhaps of breathtaking beauty .... any turning
away to watch the dancing bears is a betrayal of the dangling man ... hold fast
... stay with him."
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Using that image, Mark Trotter makes the point that Wheelis' advice "can be
adapted to the Christian faith. There are religious sideshows being offered with
enticing attractions and claims to fabulous feats of supernatural power and miraculous cures. Things you just wouldn't believe -- the religious versions of
dancing bears, strip-teases and peep shows. These are the sideshows. They
come and they go.
"And then there's the main show. The main show features not an aerialist
now, but a man on a cross. Stay with Him. Focus on the meaning of what He
is doing for your life. Do not be drawn into the shadows of religion, the
diversions and the entertainments. Any turning away from his sacrifice is a
betrayal of the man on the cross. If you want to make the most of the time given
you, before the tent comes down, stay with the main show. Stay with the man
on the cross.
"Paul sent similar advice to the church at Rome. From the beginning,
Christians have been tempted to the sideshows, to those preachers who claim all
kinds of things for the Christian faith -- from material prosperity to spiritual
ecstasy. Just step right up -- buy a ticket and all this will be yours.
"To the hawkers of all these sideshows, the cross was an embarrassment.
They didn't know what to do with it. They felt the cross was something they had
to explain. Paul says it is something we are given to proclaim. The cross is the
main show. Everything else is a sideshow." (Mark Trotter, "Grace All The Way
Home," The Upper Room, 1982, pp. 16-17)
Now I know the cross continues to gather dialogue and debate. And that will
never cease. We will keep talking about the why and the how of the cross, but
sooner or later -- orthodox evangelical Christians come to the point that the great
truths of the Incarnation and the atonement are not points in a mere speculative
theology. They are the pulsating center of vital Christianity. Jesus Christ is
God's saving word, and the cross is God's saving activity. "While we were yet
helpless, at the right time Christ died for the ungodly."
That word implies two things. One, he died of his own accord, and two, he
died for us. To the Roman Christians who had never seen Jesus, and to us, Paul
is saying, "this is your salvation." This is what justifies us to God and God to us.
So this is no ordinary death, no martyr giving himself for a cause, no good
person sacrificing herself as a means to an end.
I'm not a demonstrating person. I have marched in only two public demonstrations. One of them was in California where we were living at the time. I
marched in a big demonstration when Martin Luther King was killed in the city
where I now live.
When we first moved to Memphis, I wanted to see two things. I wanted to
see the Lorraine Motel where Martin Luther King was staying when he died and
where he was shot on the balcony of that motel, and I wanted to see the sculpture
in downtown Memphis in honor of Dr. King -- a monument entitled "I've Been
to the Mountain".
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I must say that the Lorraine Motel was a more moving experience than the
monument. The monument is a modem design -- and I'm not sophisticated
enough to understand modem art -- it's a modem design with straight lines and
smooth surfaces. There is something about it that suggests the mountain and the
sharp edges of it do suggest suffering. But the Lorraine Motel forsaken a long
time ago -- closed up and in grave disrepair -- was a more vivid picture of what
Martin Luther King had stood for. And every time I visited that motel, with outof-town guests, I have rehearsed and have been moved in the depths of my soul
by all that King did for that portion of our population in the United States that has
been so oppressed and marginalized from the mainstream of life. Even so,
King's death, and countless others who have given themselves sacrifiCially and
died as martyrs, do not touch the hem of the garment of meaning in terms of the
benefits, the significance of Christ's death. The difference is in the scriptural
description of the Cross: "He bore our sins in His body on the tree."
I know that some of you here may not take that view. But how do we do
justice to scripture unless we view the cross from this perspective.
I know that theologians and Bible commentators who agree that Christ's
death was an atoning work diverge in their interpretation about how the cross
became our atonement. Certainly scripture presents different models. But for
me, all these divergent interpretations are channels of light coming together to
flood with illumination the fact that Jesus Christ is God's saving word. In his
death, our sins are taken away and we are justified.
There are those who make a lot of the fact that Jesus didn't emphasize this
aspect of his work in the Gospels -- not nearly as much as did his disciples in the
epistles. To be sure, the fully developed teaching of the meaning of the cross
followed the fact -- but what's wrong with that?
And certainly we can't say thatthe cross and its atoning meaning was foreign
to Jesus. He spoke the words himself: "The Son of Man came not to ministered
unto, but to minister" -- that is only half his purpose -- listen to him as he
completes that sentence, "and to give his life a ransom for many."
''You cannot strike the atoning aspect of his death out of that expression by
any fair handling of the words.
"And what does the Lord's Supper mean? Why did Jesus select that one
point of his life as the point to be remembered? Why did he institute the double
memorial, the body parted from the blood being a sign of a violent death. I know
of no explanation that makes the Lord's Supper an intelligible rite except the
explanation which says that he came, "to live indeed, and in that life to be a
sacrifice, but to make the sacrifice by himself bearing the consequences of
transgression and making atonement for the sins of the world." (Alexander
Maclaren, Expositions of Holy Scripture, Baker Book House, 1982, p. 99)
So Paul keeps on saying it, "But God proves his love for us in that while we
still were sinners Christ died for us."
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This is the classic text on the oneness of God's love and Christ's cross.
"Christ's action is God's action. Christ's love is God's love." (Dr. Anders
Nygren)
There is a classic story of a little boy in Sunday School looking at a picture
of the crucifixion and saying, "If God had been there, he wouldn't have let them
do it."
If Paul is sure of anything, it is that God was there. "God was in Christ
reconciling the world to himself." Jesus Christ is God's saving word.
In cloSing, let me suggest some implications of this understanding and experience of Jesus Christ as God's saving word, explicit in Paul's teaching about
justification is universal and original sin. It has been a surprise to me in recent
years to discover that for Paul, original sin is a doctrine in behalf of man, not
against him. "It forms one important element in the biblical teaching on the
inescapable solidarity of persons; it sweeps away every pretense of the superiority of one person over or against another. Think of the doctrine in these terms.
It is like three ship passengers who happen to get washed overboard in midAtlantic. The reason for slipping off the deck vary from individual to individual
(vs. 14). Each individual retains his distinctiveness in the water as on the deck
(vs. 12). But as each one discovers his own plight and finds his companions also
in the same cold water, it is meaningless to discuss or debate degrees of fault,
status of privileges (one is first-class, the other economy), individual swimming
skill (those with skill in the law and tradition versus those without). But the point
is that the realization of the immensity of the crisis has established new priorities
and has created a new solidarity in that each of the three now knows the meaning
of tota! need, for which (in the words of Karl Barth) "the only hope is total help."
(Earl F. Palmer, "Salvation by Surprise," Word Books, 1975, pp. 62-63)
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I.

What is the Gospel of Grace?
We Methodists know all about the gospel of grace, don't we? It means we
are offered forgiveness, cleanSing, healing, life, joy, peace, hope, salvation, all
free, gratis and for nothing, out of God's immense, overflowing, universal love.
To use our tradition formulation: all need to be saved, all can be saved, all can
know that they are saved.
This last Easter I had the privilege of being shown yet again what grace is all
about, how the story of Christ throws light on our story, so that our eyes may be
opened to that graceful love. A5 the parent of a severely mentally handicapped
son, I was invited to join a pilgrimage to Lourdes, with 20,0CX> people from 64
countries connected with Jean Vanier's Faith and Light community.
On the afternoon of Good Friday, I followed the Stations of the Cross, great
tableaux of life-size bronze figures, placed on a steep hill with the crucifixion
scene right at the top. A5 I climbed, I found myself re-treading my own Calvary,
bringing my child to the suffering, struggling Christ and begging a blessing: in
identity with Mary, meeting my innocent, suffering son and feeling the pain of
the sword piercing the mother's heart. Tears streamed.
When I reached the top of the hill, I couldn't look at the scene of Calvary.
For the afternoon sun was directly in my eyes, dazzling and blinding. Lining up
the cross to cut the glare, all I could see were dark silhouettes. It was as though
I were literally experiencing the paradox of Christ's exposure to the darkness of
the world's sin and suffering which John's Gospel calls the hour of glory.
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But then I followed the path round behind, and was amazed how looking the
other way, having passed behind the cross, the Calvary scene became illuminated, bright and clear -- the tears were dried and the sound of cowbells floated
up from the meadow below. My eyes were opened to the grace which by
entering our darkness, has taken it away. But that was not all.
That night, at a testimony and prayer session, I was led to another
dimension. Until a man with down's syndrome spoke of his wonderful Mum, I
had not fully realized how deep was the sense of having let my son, Arthur,
down, of not having been a good Mum. Tears returned. Next to me was
someone called FranCiS, my namesake. He is a chap in his late twenties, a severe
epileptic with learning difficulties. He held my hand, and aftelWards I went with
him to the grotto. He washed my face in the holy water. My tears were purified.
The gospel of grace is about the dissolving of pain and fear, about
purification from guilt and stigma ... And as we Methodists also know so well, it
is enabled by community, by fellowship, by ministering to one another. It is also
formative of community.
I begin here because I believe we need to reclaim our evangelical core and
foster each person's personal grasp of and testimony to that fundamental
liberation. And yet Methodism has never been content with a privatized religion.
What gospel liberation does is to free people for community, for fellowship -- not
just with the likeminded, but across the boundaries and frontiers that human
beings erect against one another.
II. Is this Gospel out-dated in our present world?
The test is whether this gospel has anything to say in our technological and
scientific world, and if so, what. That is the theme I've been asked to tackle -- not
an easy one!
Some theologies (e.g. of liberation) challenge the old individualistic gospel
of grace. They tell us that in a world of politics, it is irrelevant -- in fact corrupting,
because it tends to further the status quo. It colludes with the politically
conservative view that religion is a private matter which should not affect public
life. So for some, the gospel is to be identified with radical political action, even
a counter-culture -- Christians against capitalism, multi-nationals, technology,
success, exploitation, development, western medicine, etc. Such theologies
imply that withdrawal from or resistance to current cultural tendencies deriving
from the West is both possible and appropriate to the gospel.
One cannot help feeling sympathetic to these movements. Much in the
Biblical tradition coheres with the option for the poor, and the Biblical tradition
coheres with the option for the poor, and the promise of a new regime of justice
and peace -- the Kingdom of God. Much in Western culture deserves criticism,
not least the tendency to foster personal fulfillment or self-gratification at the
expense of the common good. A religion purely of the heart does indeed
conspire with this distortion, ultimately selling a product which is supposed to
satisfy the needs, desires or aspirations of individuals, and having no recourse
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against a relativistic "supermarket" in which people have the right to choose
what suits them best, and change if fashions change. So a theology which insists
that the gospel is a public and political matter necessarily demands our attention,
But three caveats remain: (1) To polarize the personal and the communal is
to be caught in a kind of dualism which hampers understanding -- it is not a case
of either/or since the global and individual dimensions reflect and interact upon
one another. (2) To espouse a simple anti-science position is not only to deny
the once-heralded benefits of science and technology, but also to be blind to the
continued necessity of appropriate technological developments for our global
future, as well as to overlook the fact that the roots of modem culture lie within
Christianity itself. And (3) to focus simply on the socio-political issues and not
on basic philosophical questions about truth-claims is to miss the fundamental
weakness of religion in modernized societies -- namely that a religious account
of the way things are appears no longer plausible within the kind of scientific
rationality that increasingly dominates our world.
What we need, I suggest, is a theological renewal which reclaims the
distinctive and characteristic features of Christian belief concerning the world
and its relationship with its Creator. Only thus will we find a theology of grace
big enough to liberate us from the narrow focus of the particular options and
alternatives which most clamor for our attention.
III. The 'World' in Christian Theology.
From the beginning, Christian theology has taken an ambivalent attitude to
the world. There is a balance between two poles, world-affirmation and worldrejection, which in Christian history has often got out of tune. When we discern
that ambiguity aright, we will see clearly how it continues to reveal to us our
situation and how the gospel of grace remains as vital as ever.
"The earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof." This principle, inherited
from the Hebrew Bible which we share with Jews, lies at the very basis of science.
Until nature was de-mystified and people ceased to worship the creature rather
than the creator, true empirical science could not develop. Once God was
distinguished from the universe, and the universe was seen as the expression of
God's creative mind, then the way was open to "think God's thoughts after
him," to investigate the workings of the universe in the faith that it was a UNIverse, a single coherent system that followed logical -- indeed mathematical -patterns, and had a built-in regularity guaranteed by the reason or word of God.
Science and technology are rooted in the Christian belief that God made the
world and it is good, that human minds are made in the image of God's mind,
and that therefore human beings may be co-creators.
Some working scientists find that such belief still provides their fundamental framework. For others it survives in certain, perhaps unrecognized, assumptions without which their research would collapse: e.g. that an intellectual
construct such as mathematics fits the empirical world so well that it can cause
things to work (an amazing miracle when you think about it); and that despite the
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ever-increasing complexity of scientific analysis, there is a fundamental unifying
order and explanation at the simple heart of everything.
Of course, Greek philosophy and enquiry as well as the Bible contributed to
the picture built up in Christian theology. The specific notion of creation out of
nothing which lies at the basis of what has just been said, was a novel
development caused by the impact of those two cultures on one another within
developing Christianity. From those twin roots there also emerged the assumption that what is true, is also good, and also beautiful. Truth, beauty and
goodness are one; the universe, this single coherent reality created by the one
and only God who alone is uncreated, is constituted so that there is no split
between morality, artistic values and scientific truths.
It remains the case that genuine curiosity about the way things are has a
moral and aesthetic dimension. One criterion of a mathematical equation or an
empirical theory is its neatness, its simplicity, its beauty, its proportionality -- we
could say its "grace." And science involves not just mastery and potential
exploitation, but integrity, the moral quality of not telling lies or seeking to
deceive, not to mention respect for, indeed humility before the reality revealed.
Such a positive and creative attitude towards the world was one of the first
features to emerge in Christian thought. For there was a long battle with a group
of heretics, who can already be discerned in New Testament times, called
gnostics. They were sure they knew, and what they knew was that this world was
the creation of the devil and salvation was escape from the material world to a
purely spiritual world elsewhere. This being the sole privilege of those in the
know was the ultimate privatization of religion. Christianity slowly but firmly
refused to take that position.
''The earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof." But the world is clearly
not perfect. "The earth is the Lord's," indeed it is. But from the beginning
Christian theology opposed all forms of fatalism. The world is not a robotic
machine, working perfectly according to a pre-programmed sequence. It has a
measure of independence and autonomy, of freedom and openness.
There is a sense in which directly to "create" a free being is inherently
impossible -- for whatever characteristics the Creator built in would inevitably
work out in the way prepared. The only way to produce mature free persons is
to let go while remaining in relationship, as parents know only too well in their
own limited way. Maybe we need the long process of evolution uncovered by
scientific enquiry to demonstrate to our own theological tradition how freedom
was worked into God's plan. God had in a sense to let the creation go and risk
how it worked out. The concepts of chance and aCcident, the patterning of
statistical averages out of random particularities, all these perhaps help us to
grasp the amazing complexity of systems which seem to manifest an overall
pattern and direction, and yet in detail seem totally haphazard. Such systems are
found both in the natural world and in the social world. "Go to the ant, thou
sluggard; consider her ways and be wise," said the old proverb: but in many
parts of the world the industry of a multitude of ants is mysteriously taken up into
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producing the most extraordinary structures which no individual ant could have
conceived, let alone created.
The Christian insistence upon the notion of freedom coheres with scientific
research in pointing to the fact that complexity and scientific research in pointing
to the fact that complexity and ambiguity are written into the structure of what
is nevertheless a UNIverse -- ambiguity as well as complexity since whether the
world seems good or not depends to some extent on how you are placed. A nice
parable of this is provided by snow: for most busy people, and especially for the
elderly, it is inconvenient if not dangerous, but if you were a child from a tropical
country, could you imagine discovering anything novel which is more wonderful, exciting, magical, beautifuL ..
But we need to go even further. For the deepest insight of the Christian
tradition is that, though this be God's good creation, yet it has been corrupted
-- it has' 'gone-wrong." The worse thing is the corruption of the best, as the old
tag has it (corruptio optimi pessima). Many moral examples could be cited: the
corruption of "charity-meaning love" to "charity-meaning-patronage," or the
corruption of righteousness to the moral superiority of the judgmental dogooder. But it also applies in more general ways.
If the Christian tradition provided the context in which science and technology could develop and bring benefits to the world, it also took away the awe
evoked by sacred sites and laid the world open to grasping exploitation. We
might well ask whether it is now possible to disengage the counter-productive
effects of science from its benefits, or to disentangle the kind of scientific virtues
outlined earlier from the corrupted mastery which produces weapons of extermination. All too easily science becomes subservient to utilitarian or corrupted
ends, rather than "thinking God's thought after him."
And that is why truth has been reduced to discreet facts, to information in
bites, and divorced from beauty and goodness. Perhaps the worst thing about
our scientific and technological world is the divorce between so-called facts
regarded as indisputable public knowledge, and values treated as private
options in a pluralist society. So science appears amoral, even immoral, and
technology destroys rather than enhances the beauty of God's creation. This
breakdown in the coherence between truth, beauty and goodness will eventually
mean the compromising of truth: for moral integrity is required even for facts to
be reliable.
Hence, the deep sense of ambiguity: science and technology are good, but
they've been corrupted. Christians should never have been surprised at this: for
the world itself is baSically good, yet complex and ambiguous, and even gone
wrong -- these are the fundamental traditional insights of Christian theology.
Not only do they cohere with the world we know, but they encourage a proper
perspective upon this passing age, which, though passing, though penultimate,
is nevertheless fundamentally a good creation for which we have responsibility
along with God, its Creator.
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N.

The Gospel of Grace
Throughout what we Christians call the Old Testament, God struggles with
the chaos of sin and darkness to bring light and redemption to the world.
Redemption is not at odds with creation; for creation is a gracious process of
letting things be what they are, while offering a gracious presence in judgment
and restoration, destruction and renewal, so as to make new things possible.
This re-creative process is particularly focused for Christians in the cross.
The cross reveals the profound depths of corruption and darkness which
exclude God from God's own world. It is the judgment of this world, exposing
the fact that the world's systems produce the destruction of what is good and
beautiful and true -- for all their necessity, indeed their benefits (Let's not forget
the celebrated fact of the Pax Romana, possibly one of the longest periods of
peace in world history.) If we imagine that somehow everything will be right in
the morning when we've got the right solution, we only have to contemplate the
cross to know that there is no magic trick that will put things right in a trice. That
is not God's way.
And yet having passed behind the cross (as I did at Lourdes), we see it
illuminated, as the glory of God's presence, as the affirmation of truth, beauty
and goodness in the midst of all the "gonewrongness," as the fulfillment and yet
strange reversal of the world's values.
Suppose we put this in a symbolic narrative: in the ancient world, the serpent
or snake represented wisdom and knowledge. It was something people wanted
-- naturally. It is good to be wise, to understand things, to know the difference
between good and evil, to be like God. But growing to maturity and learning
about these things inevitably destroys innocence. There is more ambigUity and
realism in the story of Adam and Eve than is often recognized.
As they journeyed through the wilderness, the chosen people found life
pretty tough. They started to complain, to think that the better part of wisdom,
the commonsense thing to do, was to go back to the flesh-pots of Egypt. They
might not be free, but at least they'd survive. In other words, they suffered from
snake-bite -- an attack of worldly wisdom! Moses lifted up a serpent on a pole,
a symbol of true wisdom, and God promised that everyone poisoned by the
snake of worldly wisdom who then looked at true wisdom, would live.
In the Gospel of John we read, "As Moses lifted up the serpent in the
wilderness, so must the Son of Man be lifted up (meaning, lifted up on the cross),
that whoever believes in him may have eternal life."
In France one summer, I saw a simple beautiful crucifix: the body of Christ
was sinuous like a serpent.
In Paul's first letter to the Corinthians we read, "the word of the cross is folly.
Since the world did not know God through wisdom, it pleased God through the
folly of what we preach to save those who believe. We preach Christ cruCified,
folly to the Gentiles, but to those who are called, Christ the wisdom of God. For
the foolishness of God is wiser than men. Yet among the mature we do impart
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wisdom, although it is not a wisdom of this world ... "
Grace exposes. Grace reveals. Grace offers change, anticipations of a new
created order, here in the midst of this good but complex, ambiguous and
corrupted world. We have a foretaste of that new creation when we receive from
one another, share the broken body of Christ, serving one another in a network
of communities which break down the barriers between people, and affirm the
wholeness of a created universe in which truth, beauty and goodness belong
together, and even science and technology can be redeemed. For whether we
like it or not, it is science and technology which have made possible a vision of
unity and community far more vast than anyone has ever dreamed of in the past
-- and enabled gatherings such as this.
But if that possibility is to be realized, the gospel of grace has to free us from
our self-orientation, the prison of guilt and fear and isolation, so as to create
community wherever we happen to be in this fragmented, individualistic,
success-driven world. Salvation is not self-fulfillment in its own right -- it is the
discovery that true self-fulfillment is found in self-emptying. Grace has to enable
us personally to receive from, and so accord respect and honor to the excluded,
the stigmatized and the marginalized. And within the impersonal, soul-destroying systems which our mass populations necessarily produce, it has to transform
us into persons capable of humanizing efficiency, and being creatively critical.
The new community depends upon the individuals' experience of grace and
transformation.
So how are we to work out our obligations in response to this revelation of
grace? I suggest that we need to reclaim the notion of being a priestly people.
According to the Bible, it was to a priestly vocation that God's chosen people
were called, to express in social reality the gracious purpose of God, his kingdom
of justice and peace, but not just for themselves, for the nations. Their story is
of an on-going process of adaptation to new conditions: there is no point at
which utopia is achieved, rather journeys into exile and return, new challenges,
dynamic struggle rather than static perfection. And the story emerges through
a kind of "checks-and-balances" interaction between persons called to exercise
different roles: kings, prophets, priests, psalmist and poets, even secretaries with
education and access to international wisdom and knowledge. The body is
made up of many members whose diverse roles all make a contribution.
I Peter tells Christians that they have been adopted into this inheritance. We
could learn much from this epistle about the ambivalence of the church towards
the powers that be, being submissive yet free, maintaining common human
decency, with obedience, integrity and goodness, yet being prepared to stand up
for Christ when the chips are down. And it is in this epistle that we find the words,
"You are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, God's own people." Election is not
for privilege but for responsibility, being the go-between between God and his
world, declaring the wonderful deeds of the one who has called you out of
darkness into his marvelous light.
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More than ever before in world history, and largely because of the modernization we find so ambiguous, the church is dispersed throughout the international body politic. We might use a modem parable, seeing the church as a kind
of nelVOUS system, a world-wide ecumenical network called to transmit messages, both vertically and horizontally -- feeling the pain and the judgment,
charged with the often hidden duty of intercession and selVice, potentially the
secret channel of God's involvement in the world, the priestly "go-between."
The central nelVOUS system, however, is crowned by the "brain" which conSCiously endeavors to make sense of things, to understand and discern what is
happening. We need the head not just the heart. Some of us need to love God
with our minds and be committed to the discovery and articulation of a theology
which makes public sense, which coheres with the universal values of common
human wisdom, yet affirms that the world is both good and imperfect, and insists
that it is accountable to One who transcends all, indeed subject to God's ongoing attention, a fact that is the only true ground of hope.
In exercising our priestly function, however, we will evidence the compassion of the priest for the people: for we are ourselves far from perfect -- indeed
I sometimes think that the tone of internal criticism and moral exhortation within
the churches has become not merely a bit strident, but potentially destructive.
Churches need to have compassion on themselves. It is only as we know
ourselves forgiven, as used in spite of our unworthiness that we can deal gently
with the ignorant and wayward, and presume to make prophetic comment on
the world ...
And that is why the gospel of grace for the individual is inseparable from the
gospel of grace for the church and for our scientific and technological age.
Conclusion
At Lourdes, I found myself fascinated by the river, a river full of the spring
melt coming down from the mountains, but with its deeps flushing over the
hidden rocks and haphazard boulders scattered on its bed, so that its whirlpools
and eddies, hurtling into one another, appeared to create a movement so
complex no computer could ever simulate it. At the time it seemed a parable of
my days there, when my personal pilgrimage was taken up into something much
bigger than myself, days in which I seemed carried along by forces beyond my
control which demanded a kind of emptiness and obedience.
The climax came when a woman with learning difficulties dressed as Mary
Magdalene brought four church representatives to a downs syndrome Jesus
who told the cardinal from Rome, the Catholic bishop from Canada, the
Anglican bishop from England and me, a woman Methodist minister, to love one
another. We embraced cheek to cheek, shared the peace and together blessed
the crowd. It was a powerful symbol of the fact that so often the weak and the
excluded of the world lead us to the wisdom of Christ, and show us where true
value lies. Even ecclesiastical structures have to melt into insignificance beside
the fruit of the Spirit, which is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness and self-control.
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But latterly the river has become a parable in other ways, a parable of life,
the universe and everything.
For traveling down that river in a canoe would be a complex interaction
between the constraints and forces of its flow, apparently accidental occurrences, and the decisions made and actions taken by someone holding the
paddle. Neither our individual lives nor the course of history is pre-determined:
we are free to direct our course up to a point, but only within constraints and with
accidental happenings outside our control -- we are swept along by what seems
like a river of global trends and chance eventualities, in which the effects of our
actions are unpredictable, yet by hindsight often explicable in terms of traceable
cause and effect. According to chaos-theory, the complexities of natural
phenomena like the weather are such they truly defy prediction, various different
outcomes are entirely possible, yet once the outcome is clear, the process can be
precisely explained. Perhaps scientific theory permits a deeper insight into the
old conundrum of chance and destiny, providence and freewill. For if we are
Christian we would want to add that our lives are both free and held in an overall
purposive flow between the river banks, which despite all that goes against
expectation, and despite the open unpredictability of the future, nevertheless
may be experienced as providential grace.
And why should not the Creator of the river occaSionally sit in a canoe and
hold a paddle, not to intervene in a dramatic or noticeable way, like changing the
river's course or making it flow backwards, but in his own hidden way decisively
to modify the complex sequence made even more wonderfully complex by the
new factors introd uced by the partially self-directing activity of the human canoe
club?
God's grace is for all and over all, and who are we to say where it is
operating? But we can give testimony to what we have discerned in our own
story, in the story of God's people, above all in the story of Jesus Christ.
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''Ye shall receive power, after that the Holy Spirit is come upon you: and ye
shall be witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and in Samaria,
and unto the uttermost part of the earth. For we witness not against flesh and
blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the
darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places."
In one of our large drug-infested cities, a young lady was walking alone on
her way to school. A car suddenly pulled over to the curb and a man jumped out
of the car and made attempts to force her into the car. She pulled out her Bible
from among her books and pointed it toward the man. She rebuked him in the
name of Jesus. The man jumped back into the car and drove away as fast as he
could.
In Dr. Billy Graham's book entitled, "Angels," he tells of a Chinese woman
who went up into the foothills of a small town in China to cut grass. She was accompanied by her two small children. The baby was strapped to her back and
the other child walked beside her. In her hand she carried a sickle. After reaching
the top of the hill, she heard the roar of a tiger. Before she could determine what
to do, the tiger attacked her. She remembered what a missionary had told her
about Jesus Christ. She cried out, "Oh Jesus, help me!" The tiger turned and
ran away.
Would you call these incidents luck? Do you believe those two ladies were
spared by the power of God? Do you think they would have received help
without calling upon Jesus Christ?
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The Bible teaches us that every word of God is true, and he is a shield unto
them that put their trust in him. Those ladies were spared by the power of God.
All Christians are called to be witnesses. Witnessing is the character of all
who place their trust in Jesus. You must witness to the fact that Jesus Christ is
Lord, simply by accepting the title of being a Christian. You cannot be a
Christian without being a witness.
The character of a Christian witness must be consistent. When we want to
share the good news with our family and our friends, we must demonstrate a
reputable character by being a trusted friend at all times and in all circumstances.
If we demonstrate good character consistently, our family and friends will know
that our testimony is reliable.
A Christian witness must testify about his or her personal experience with
Christ. Our good reputation is not enough. We must live and practice what we
preach.
Jesus said, "No one comes to me unless the Father who sent me draws him,
and I will raise him up at the last day." In all of our witnessing, we must never
forget that God the Father is the supreme ruler of the universe.
Thus, salvation stems from God and his work of grace in Jesus Christ. It
does not stem from man, our works, or our efforts. Therefore, accepting the
process of salvation makes Christianity unique among the religions of the world,
which emphasizes what people must do rather than what God has done. You
see, salvation cannot be achieved, it can only be received.
But Christians have a role to play in this process of salvation. The Christian
part is described in Romans 10: 13-15, "Everyone who calls on the Name of the
Lord will be saved." How then can we call on the One whom they have not
heard? And how can they hear without someone preaching to them? And how
can they preach unless they are sent?
God has always wanted it this way. He created all of mankind in his image
that he might be pleased in our fellowship. Do we realize that the Holy Spirit is
now in our life and will control our total being when our faith accepts Christ as
Lord of our life. But one must be willing to follow this way totally, by completely
surrendering your will to God.
Much of the confusion in Christian witnessing comes at the point where it is
not always clear. You cannot hear nor receive God's spiritual gUidance when
you are determined to have your own way. Only when you offer yourself as a
living sacrifice and maintain that dedication by renewing your mind, can you
prove what is good and acceptable and the perfect will of God. Our testimony
must not be regarded as the basic message. Our purpose for witnessing is still
to witness to the world what Jesus Christ has done for us and for the whole world
-- born and unborn generations -- by dying on the cross at Calvary. Our
testimony will be much more effective when we can witness to people how our
lives and attitudes have changed since we found and now fully trust in God. It
will be such a joy when Christians can truly witness to others and tell them how
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much it has meant and is meaning to our whole life, our everyday livelihood,
since we accepted Christ as our Savior.
"And you shall be my witnesses." What encouragement it must have been
to the disciples when they heard Jesus say, "You are already clean because of
the word I have spoken to you." Just as a farmer prunes his fruit trees to produce
more fruit, Jesus taught his disciples by precepts and examples, how to be more
effective in their witnessing.
Christians must share what God has done in their lives -- this can and will
be an effective way of witnessing.
Has it ever dawned on you that the essence of witnessing is just plain
honesty. You are a light -- God has changed your life and will continue to make
changes in your life after you fully accept his ways. Don't you try to shine, just
let the light from the lighthouse shine through your works. Witnessing is not
trying to be someone whom you are not. If you give false witness, people will
find you out and lose confidence in your testimony. Just be honest and let the
Holy Spirit use and direct your every involvement.
The gospel -- the good news -- has to be told; but if your attitude, your life
does not reflect the character of the messenger, the message will not be accepted
(your sins will find you out). God does not want us to try to act like someone else,
he wants us to be ourselves.
Christians know that every person needs Christ as their Savior. But before
we confront people with this very important message, we need to know,what is
the greatest need for them at this time in their lives.
Once we have moved through the mazes of confusion to determine what
their present needs are, then and only then, can we begin to effectively lead them
step-by-step from where they are into the marvelous light of life. When Jesus
spoke to Nicodemus, He said, "You must be born again." He spoke to the
women at the well about "living water." When the rich young ruler came to
Jesus, Jesus did not say you must be born again or I will give living water. Jesus
knew that' 'money" was the rich man's' 'god." He confronted him with the need
to sell all of his goods because worldly possessions were his chief interest.
Zacchaeus needed friendship. Jesus approached him at that level. Jesus said,
"Zacchaeus make haste and come down. I must stay at your house today."
When witnessing to your family and friends you should ask yourself this
question, "How close am I to this person and how well do I know or understand
his needs?" You see, a Christian can witness to others at a high level about being
saved and entering into God's life saving grace. However, if that person is
groping with personal problems, you will not be able to share a faith sharing
commitment with him until the Holy Spirit and you reach him and then with the
full power of the Holy Spirit give a true eye-to-eye testimony.
Christians must know that after Christ comes into their hearts, we need a
further encounter with the Holy Spirit in order to become effective and continue
witnessing for Christ.
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Perhaps the greatest difficulty we have in reaching the unchurched is not
theological, but the social and cultural barriers. Our many friends' lifestyles are
so far apart from the lifestyle of Christians -- but we must convince them that the
matchless grace of God is for everyone.
We must also remind ourselves that we can witness, pray and encourage
them to make a Christian commitment, but the final decision to make a
commitment is theirs and theirs alone, and must be made by them.
In one of our West African Conferences, a gentleman attended the service
every day for a few minutes in the morning, a few minutes in the evening, and
would get up and walk out qUietly (without making a sound or any emotion).
One evening, instead of leaving, as he usually did, he walked to the front of the
church and asked the Bishop if he could witness for Christ. Of course, the Bishop
said "yes." This man said he had a very serious skin disorder and since he
worked for the city, could afford to go to New York for treatment. However, the
treatments in New York were to no avail and on his way back to Africa he stopped
in London and received treatment there, which was also to no avail. He left
London on his way back to his compound to die. On arriving at the compound,
his daughter-in-law confronted him and asked, "Why not go to the church and
let the preacher pray for you. (You see, God works in mysterious ways.) In the
African culture, a daughter-in-law would never approach her father-in-law about
anything. If she did, she could be ostracized from the compound. He accepted
what she had said. Moreover, the daughter-in-law had already talked to the
pastor of the church and arranged for some young men to take him to the church.
After arriving at the church, they placed him in a small area with a thatch roof.
The pastor arrived and said, "We will be praying for you." He was a little upset
because the pastor did not pray for him. He could not lay in one position too long
because the sores would stick to the mat and would cause much pain to move.
He went to sleep and slept for a long time. When he woke up he was upset with
himself for laying in one position so long. He moved a little and did not feel the
usual pain. He moved some more and felt no pain. He looked down at his legs
and did not see any welts. Then he stood up and began to feel all over his body
and found that there was nothing but smooth skin -- and the pastor came in and
said, "We have been praying for you." At that very moment, the man raised his
hands and began to sing -- He's alive. Amen. Jesus is alive. Amen. And for the
next few minutes the whole church danced while they sang -- He's alive. Amen.
Jesus is alive. Amen.
In July 1990, I injured my leg. It was sore and a little stiff. I soaked my leg
in hot water and rubbed it. I flew from Oakland to Los Angeles, from Los Angeles
to Washington, from Washington to Denver, from Denver to Florida, and from
Florida to Louisiana. All this time my leg was still sore and stiff. The group that
met me in Washington saw that I was limping very badly and they asked me if I
wanted to go see a doctor or go to the hotel. I told them if my leg was not better
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in the morning, I would go to the doctor. The next day my leg was better, but
it was still a little sore. I flew from Louisiana to California so that I could have my
doctor check it out. I did not have much time to stay in California because I was
enroute to the Kentucky Conference to be the speaker for Lay Day.
Upon arriving at the hospital early Monday morning, with the intent of
leaving for Kentucky that afternoon, my doctor told me I had a blood clot. The
diagnosis was confirmed by x-ray. My doctor said, "Don't you know the worst
thing you could have done was to fly with a blood dot? You must have had
angels watching over you. Do you know how serious this is -- flying with a blood
clot?" I said I did not know I had a blood clot. From that point on, they would
not let me move. They removed my shoes, my clothing, and for three days I was
on an intravenous. The fourth day they let me walk and the fifth day they
released me and placed me on medication. Every week I had to return to get my
blood checked. The first week they reduced my medication, the second week
they reduced it more; and on my visit to the doctor for a checkup, he said I was
doing fine and to return in six weeks, but to continue to take the oral medication.
In October (three months later), I flew to Indianapolis for a church meeting.
A registered nurse, attending the meeting, saw me in the hotel lobby and said,
"Carlton, aren't you under treatment for a blood clot?" I said "yes." She sat me
down in the hotel lobby chair and rolled up my pant leg and examined my leg.
By this time, a large crowd had gathered. She said, I do not feel anything in your
leg. She said, "Carlton, how can this be?" You see, Jesus is alive. Amen.
Christians who witness for Christ in their daily lives are direct fulfillment of
the words of Jesus. As my Father sent me, even so send I you. The Father sent
the Son into the world to live, to work and to show others the way to Him as
Christians witness. We must let Him continue the good work through us.
He is alive. Amen. Jesus is alive. Amen.
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WORLD METHODIST YOUTH
WORSHIP AND WITNESS
Coordinated by Ms. Patricia Trumble

Ms. Trumble is a member of the WMC Executive and Youth Committees. Now in her senior year
at William Woods College in Fulton, Missouri, her major is earth science and sociology and her minor
is education. This year she was a short-term practice teacher with behaviorally disturbed children.
Patricia plans to teach in a high school setting after graduation in 1992. Reared on a farm near
Springfield, Nebraska, her interests include animals and photography.

The welcome to World Methodist Conference youth service was brought by
The Reverend Charles Boayue, WMC Youth Presidium Member for 19861991:
"We like to welcome you to the Youth Night at the Sixteenth World
Methodist Conference meeting in Singapore, Asia. To make our welcome
complete I would like Tom and Siv Sundar to come over with their daughter
Ida." (Tom is the chairperson of the WMC Youth Committee, Siv his wife, and
Ida their small daughter.)
"It's been a wonderful week and wonderful things still lie ahead. Tonight
young people have gathered in your midst from various countries around the
world and you are about to see them in action. We gather from the Sahara
Desert of Africa to the small islands of the Caribbean; from Southeast Asia to the
industries of Europe; from the vast lands of America and the great lands of Latin
America; from the Pacific Islands, the great continent of Australia, to tiny
countries in Africa and Asia. We gather as one people in Christ in order to lift the
name of Jesus above every other name. Tonight there will be various selections
presented by young people in groups and individually. As we go through this
presentation I hope that God's spirit will bless each one of us so tonight may be
another night of rejoicing and glory in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, God's
Living Word. Welcome!"
Ms. Alka Edwards, newly-elected member of the World Methodist Council
Presidium, and outgoing vice-chairperson of the Youth Committee, recognized
youth from different parts of the world, indicating it was impossible to name
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every person from every country. She called the names of each country
represented and asked a representative from that country to come to the stage
and introduce the other youth from their country. The following countries were
represented: Brazil, Central Europe, Germany, Ghana, Great Britain, India,
Indonesia, Italy, Korea, Liberia, Malaysia, MexiCO, Nigeria, Norway, Peru,
Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, South Africa, Uganda, Uruguay, United
States of America.
Announcements were made by the former Tamil Conference Youth President, Elan Chelian. On behalf of the Singapore Methodist Youth he invited the
Conference youth to meet with them at a nearby Methodist Church at 8 p.m.,
and gave instructions on meeting place and location of the church.
Mr. Boayue introduced Mr. Tom Sundar, from Norway, Chairperson of the
WMCYouth Committee, Mrs. Cathy Bird, Secretary, and the Reverend George
McKain. Mr. Sundar expressed the hope that he might have had the opportunity
to introduce the new Youth Committee, but the nomination process had not
been finalized. He introduced the outgoing committee: Ms. Alka Edwards,
India, vice-chairperson; Mrs. Cathy Cooper-Bird, Britain, secretary; the Rev.
George McKain, a pastor in the AME Zion Church, Summerville, SC; Ms. Patricia
Trumble, Nebraska, USA; the Rev. Charles Boayue, who has been on the youth
committee for 10 years, from Liberia, but has lived 8 years in the USA; Tarrence
Lasher, Saratoga Springs, NY; the Rev. Myun Joo Lee, a pastor in Korea. Mr.
Sundar thanked the group for the privilege of working with the Youth Committee for the past five years.
Mrs. Cathy Cooper-Bird mentioned the 1990 Fourth International Christian
Youth Conference in Mexico. From that meeting came the publication of
writings, prayers, from the ICYC, which are available from Dr. H. Eddie Fox.
She shared a prayer written by a participant in the ICYC contained in the
resource pack: "Lord, we thank you for the diversity of your world and your
people; for the individuality of each of us, for the variety of culture, our music,
our dress, our dance, our personalities; we thank you Lord, for those cultures in
our world in which people are free to worship you and we pray for those whose
cultures deny this freedom. We thank you for those aspects of our culture which
help us to share our Christian faith, for tolerance and understanding, for
openness and patience; we pray for those things in our culture which make
things difficult, the cynicism and stereotypes, ignorance and arrogance. We
thank you for everything in our culture which brings you to our lives, for fun and
fellowship, for security, belonging, and unity, and we lift up to you the things
which contradict our Christian faith, greed and selfishness, injustice and oppression, materialism and racism. We pray that within the celebration of our cultures
we will let you into our lives, that we will let you shape our thinking and not the
dictates of our society, and that just as the individuality of each color blends to
form the beauty of the rainbow, the diversity of our cultures may in harmony
build a united world. Amen."
The Rev. George McKain then spoke: "Today's theme, 'Jesus Christ: God's
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Saving Word,' enlightens the Youth Committee with our sub-theme for this
evening's worship, 'Youth in Ministry of the Word.' hi Paul challenged young
Timothy, so we feel challenged by the power of God and through the World
Methodist Council to command and teach that we should 'let no man despise our
youth, but be thou an example of the believers in word and deed, in conversation, in charity and spirit, in faith and purity. Till I come,' he said, 'give
attendance to reading exhortation and doctrine.' All of us with childlike faith
need to take a retrospective glance into the future daily to assure our witness is
viable, vibrant and victorious. hi heirs of God and joint heirs with Christ, we
must hear Christ's mandate as our marching orders to tell the world, as he shared
with Nicodemus, 'you must be born again.' hi we sit tonight, a family, many as
John Wesley, very unwillingly here tonight, as our hearts, like his heart, was
strangely warmed at Aldersgate in that experience, may we in like fashion find
and catch a fire that through Jesus Christ, God's living and saving Word, we will
find a new way." Mr. McKain then read from Romans 10:1-21 RSV. He
expressed the hope that "we be not disobedient, nor contrary, but may we go
now as a new people of a provocative witness, giving reason to our rhetoriC,
restoring a method to the world's madness, remembering that what you have is
what the world needs, Jesus Christ, God's living and God's saving Word.' Go
now in his love, his peace, and may the power of Jesus, the Word, go with you."
The Rev. Jon-Erik Brathen, Norway, a youth witness, introduced himself.
"hi I come from a small country where the Methodist Church is a minority
church, it is great to participate in such a world conference. It is good to
experience that I am a part of a worldwide church. What I have appreciated most
at this Conference so far was the 'Festival of Methodism in hiia' on Saturday
night. It was great to see the different contributions from various countries in
hiia. For me, the best was one of the first presentations where a lot of children
partiCipated. They were enthusiastic, and their songs were excellent. They were
cute and funny. I have to admit that I melted. But, first of all, I was pleased to
see them because they were the first group which represented all the children and
young people in the world whom God actually loves, whom he works through
and whom he takes seriously. God does not do this because of what the children
and young people do, contribute to the church, but because of who they are in
themselves. This has been so important to me because this is something I have
experienced in my life. God has been with me and showed his love to me
through many times in my life.
"When I was younger it sometimes was a nightmare to go to bed in the
evenings, especially if it was dark in the room. When I went to the bed, I carefully
opened the door, crept into the room and jumped into the bed from about two
meters away. hi soon as possible I got under my blankets and made sure that
nothing but my head looked out from the covers. You see, I was afraid of the
trolls which I believed were under my bed. In case you are not familiar with the
trolls, they are fairy tale figures which live in the woods and in the mountains in
Norway. Some of them are big, some small; some are good, and some are not
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so good; some even dangerous. I especially remember a night I might have been
eight or nine years old when I couldn't fall asleep because I was so afraid of the
trolls. I shouted at my mom and asked her to come to my room. She hesitated
as I had misbehaved before I went to bed. A5 soon as she understood why I
wanted her to come, she took me seriously. She prayed with me, and I soon
discovered that God, too, took me seriously. After my mom had left the room,
I had more problems with falling asleep, not because I was afraid, but because
I was so glad that God is stronger than all the trolls together. Just to demonstrate
this, I put my toe out of the blankets just to show I knew God was with me.
"This is a small and funny story in afterthought, but then it was a serious
matter for me, and God responded the way I needed him in that situation. I have
been told that when I was three years old I asked my grandmother, 'Do I have
to be a minister?' I don't know why I asked, but my grandmother answered, 'If
you become a minister, then do not do so because of me or someone else, but
because God wants you to be a minister.' When I was seventeen years old, I had
a calling. I struggled with my calling for five years. When I was twenty-two years
old I started at the Methodist Theological Seminar in Bergen, Norway. Four
weeks ago I was ordained as a Methodist minister. Next Monday I will have my
first day of work as a minister, and my future starts.
"The children who performed Saturday represent all children -- we who are
regarded as young people, you who are adults, and you who have retired. They
reminded me because of what we do or what we contribute to the fellowship,
God loves us all, takes us seriously and is with us wherever we are in our lives.
"There is neither Jew nor Greek, neither slave nor free, there is neither male
nor female, neither child nor adult, neither young or old, for we are all one in
Christ Jesus. Amen."
Tarrence Lasher introduced the Virginia Conference ChOir, which was
made up of youth from all over the state of Virginia, USA, plus single youth from
Mexico, Uganda, and Malaysia. Their purpose was to learn what it means to be
involved in mission of our church and to excite others about this mission. They
are high school age.
The Voices of Youth Choir sang three songs: "Many Gifts, One Spirit," "I
Am His," "One Church, One Faith, One Lord."
Mr. Boayue then introduced the second youth witness, Ms. Nancy Herron
from South Africa, who works in the Christian Citizenship Department of the
Methodist Church in Southern Africa. She is an incoming member of the World
Methodist Council Executive Committee and Youth Committee.
Nancy Herron brought greetings to the Conference from the young people
in South Africa. "The theme of the South African Council of Churches for its
1990-1991 Annual Conference was 'From Egypt into the Wilderness'. Personally, I believe no other theme can more appropriately express the situation in
Southern Africa at present. For us, Egypt represents many years of intense
suffering under the apartheid regime, as the slaves suffered under cruel taskmas-
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ters. The turning point, we believe, was truly the hand of a living God who was
moved by the oppression of the people in Egypt and said, 'I have indeed seen
the misery of my people in Egypt, I've heard them crying because of the slave
drivers, and I am concerned about their suffering. I've come to rescue them from
the hands of the Egyptians and I've come to rescue them from the hands of the
Egyptians and to bring them out of the land into a good and spacious land, a land
flowing with milk and honey.' Indeed God has kept his promise and we are now
in the wilderness, which was exciting, but now has become the agony.
In Israel the Egyptians knew what their situation was. They were unhappy,
but yet they could cope. When God led them out of Egypt, they were freed from
Pharaoh, but not from the problems. They were freed from bondage, but yet the
bondage seemed to be something comfortable more than freedom. Moses had
a difficult time in leading them forward into the promised land. It was a case of
ecstasy and agony.
Our experience is no different. At present we are caught up in violence,
constitutional and reciprocal violence which has resulted in fear, anger, frustration and hopelessness. Even in this situation of darkness we can say with
confidence, 'Jesus is God's living Word' for we experience the hand of God
within the situation working through men and women and through the Christian
church. May I share with you who I am and the position from which I am
speaking. I am employed by the Methodist Church in Southern Africa as its
national coordinator of the Scriptural Justice Program, a program designed to
help Christians live out their faith in their daily lives. The program challenges
Christians to be involved in working toward God-pleasing social, economic and
political transformation through a process of social analysis and contextual Bible
study. For instance, in the wide community the program challenges Christians
to acknowledge our responsibility towards one another as God's people in a
situation torn by years of separation and hatred. Within the black community it
has served to affirm the majority of South Africa's citizens in their struggle for
liberation. During the exile and detention of our leaders the church became the
voice of the voiceless, and in the present power struggle between the state and
the liberation movement, the churches are now still maintaining the prophetic
and reconciliatory roles by being the hope of the hopeless.
Let me share with you the words of our national anthem which represents
the aspirations of South Africans for the promised land: "God bless Africa, let her
be praised, let your love come, hear our prayer, bless your children."
Bishop Mogoba from South Africa, was introduced along with the delegation from Southern Africa and they brought the national anthem in song. They
invited others from African countries to come sing with them.
An Indonesian youth group was introduced and they sang three songs: "His
Beautiful Love," "My Heart's Song," and "He is the King."
A group of all the Conference youth was then invited to come and sing.
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Bishop Imathiu, Chairperson of the World Methodist Council, addressed
the group: "Many great things are done by the young people under 35 years of
age. The church without young people has no present nor future. The young
people show what the church is.
"In my own church, I became a Christian through the young people who
came from another part of the world, who risked their lives. Young people bring
changes to the world, so the young people can bring their changes now, not just
in the future. I thank the young people. I always count myself a young person,
because I'm beginning to grow my hair now. It is not what you are in the body,
the heart must learn to be young. We forget that. Young people are not selfish.
It's only the people who are not selfish who can shake the foundations.
''Young people, we give you our support and thank you for the committee
of young people who have worked tirelessly for the betterment of this place. The
World Methodist Council depends now in the future on you. We thank you for
showing us you are ready to do it! Thank you."
Mr. Boayue then introduced Ms. Patricia Trumble (USA) who planned this
night, and did most of the work to pull the young people together from all the
places from which they've come. "She deserves your welcome and your gratitude." She is the only person on the youth committee who is staying because
she is still indeed young. She will be one of the leaders on the new Executive.
Ms. Trumble announced the benediction and instructed the group, "Instead
of bowing your heads like we usually do as Christians who go through life with
our heads bowed and our eyes not opened to what is around us, let us open our
eyes and smile and hold the hands of the one next to us and show the love we
have inside.
"Our God of love who uses all to profess your word, a young boy named
David, an old woman named Sarah, a stuttering man called Moses, a doubting
man named Thomas and a hospitable woman named Lydia; Lord, please send
us forth to show your love to others with the innocence of a child, the energy of
youth, and the knowledge and perseverance of age. This is our desire and our
yearning. Amen."
The Virginia Youth Choir sang as the group prepared to leave the auditorium.
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BIBLE STUDY: "JESUS CHRIST,
GOD'S LIVING WORD"
By Dr. Maxie D. Dunnam

In the four previous Bible studies we've talked about God's creative Word,
incarnate Word, prophetic Word, and saving Word. Tomorrow, Dr. Laney will
teach about God's ultimate Word, addressing the issue of Jesus as the Lord of
history and the one who will triumphantly bring history to a close and establish
in fullness, the Kingdom of God.
Today our theme is "Jesus Christ: God's Living Word."
I want us to look at two passages from the Epistle to the Ephesians.
Ephesians has been called the "Epistle of the Ascension," and that it is,
because here we meet the exalted Christ of power. In the modem church, we
make too little of the ascension of Christ. How much thought do you yourself
give it? Does the ascension explicitly impact your life? The early Christians were
post-resurrection, post-ascension Christians. They knew the gospel story: a
Jesus who was once a baby in his mother's arms--but not that now; a Jesus who
was a carpenter, teacher, companion and friend..:-but not that now; one whose
healing love mercifully blessed all he touched, all he could see and hear and
speak to--but he is not limited by time and space now; a self-giving Suffering
Servant who hung on a cross, pouring out his life and love on our behalf--but
he is not hanging there now. God raised him from the dead!
But more: This Jesus ascended, and the curtain went up on a new act in the
drama. Pentecost has happened. The Spirit of this ascended one was poured
out on his followers, and the church was born. The ascended one is "far above
all rule and authority and power and dominion." His name is exalted "above
every name that is named, not only in this age but also in the age to come."
Everything has been put under his feet. He is the head, the authority. He has
been given dominion. And the church is his Body--the fullness of him who fills
all in all.
Do you stir with excitement as I do when you think of that? We -- the church
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-- we are His Body! So Ephesians is not only the Epistle of the Ascension, it is
the Epistle of the Church.
That's the theme of our study today -- "Jesus Christ: God's Living Word."
Let's read Ephesians 1:17-23:
"I pray that the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give you
a spirit of wisdom and revelation as you come to know him, so that, with the eyes
of your heart enlightened, you may know what is the hope to which he has called
you, what are the riches of his glorious inheritance among the saints and what
is the immeasurable greatness of his power for us who believe, according to the
working of his great power. God put this power to work in Christ when he raised
him from the dead and seated him at his right hand in the heavenly places, far
above all rule and authority and power and dominion, and above every name
that is named, not only in this age but also in the age to come. And he has put
all things under his feet and has made him the head over all things for the church,
which is his body, the fullness of him who fills all in all." (Eph. 1:17-23 NRSV)
I'm sure you note readily that this passage is a prayer. In fact, the first three
chapters of this letter is an almost continuous prayer.
Though writing from prison, Paul's spirit is ecstatic. This is a different kind
of letter from his others. The first three chapters are doctrine set to music, truth
that sings, theology from the knees and heart of prayer. Paul is not debating or
answering ugly charges hurled against him; he's not using all of his intellectual
powers to make reasoned arguments. Rather, he prays -- and he shares his
prayer. He breaks out into joyful praise, then moves into deep intercession.
I don't know how it is with you but some of my most meaningful times have
come in small groups where I have prayed and shared with others. To be in a
fellowship where people know you thoroughly and love you unconditionally is
a great gift. To have such people surround you with concern -- to pray for you
is a life strengthening, life changing experience. Almost as meaningful as that,
and certainly the channel of the same power, is to have persons who call your
name daily in prayer even though they're not personally present with you. With
what energizing power did this word of Paul come to those new Christians to
whom he was writing: "I do not cease to give thanks for you, making mention
of you· in my prayers."
Paul had a pastoral heart. He was not only a man of thought, of action, of
vision, of eloquence -- he was a man of prayer. His shepherd heart goes out to
the churches of whom he is writing and he prays as he writes. In his prayer we
have a dramatic picture of God's redemptive power.
Listen again beginning in the middle of verse 18: " ... that...you may know
what is the hope to which he has called you, what are the riches of his glorious
inheritance among the saints, and what is the immeasurable greatness of his
power for us who believe, according to the working of his great power. God put
this power to work in Christ when he raised him from the dead ... "
What a phenomenal affirmation. Do you get it? Paul wants the Ephesians
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and us Christians to know that the same power God used in raising Christ from
the dead is available to us. That power is available to us because we are "in Him"
-- in Christ. Because Christ is risen and we are "in Him," infinite power is
available to us.
Now this is no isolated word of Paul. It is the common stock of his
vocabulary of Christian experience. Listen to him, still praying in Chapter 3,
verses 14-19, and let me read it from the New English Bible:
"With this in mind, then, I kneel in prayer to the Father, from whom every
family in heaven and on earth takes its name, that out of the treasures of his glory
he may grant you strength and power through his Spirit in your inner being, that
through faith Christ may dwell in your hearts in love. With deep roots and firm
foundations, may you be strong to grasp, with all God's people, what is the
breadth and length and height and depth of the love of Christ, and to know it,
though it is beyond knowledge. So may you attain to fullness of being, the
fullness of God himself."
Wow! -- "fullness of being -- the fullness of God himself." That's the
awesome possibility of every Christian.
Almost every day, for four or five years now, my morning ritual has included
a word to myself. Sometimes I speak it aloud, sometimes I simply register it in
my awareness. Sometimes I make it a liturgy, repeating it over and over again to
a breathing-in-and -out exercise, "[Maxie] the secret is simply this: Christ in you!
Yes, Christ in you bringing with him the hope of all the gloriOUS things to come."
This is Phillips' translation of the Colossians 1:27, addressed to me personally. If there is a growing edge in my life, and I pray God there is, it is at this point:
I'm seeking and discovering the experience of the indwelling Christ. I have come
to believe that this is the key to Christian experience, certainly the key to
authentic Christian piety and spirituality -- to be alive in Christ.
"In Christ" was a recurring theme for Paul, the great apostle of Jesus and the
writer of this letter to the Colossians. His understanding of the Christian life
revolved around two basic concepts. One, justification by faith which was the
theme of our study yesterday; and two, a person in Christ. We become Christian
by being justified by grace through faith. Living the Christian life means being
in Christ. These two experiential concepts were Paul's understanding of the core
Christian experience. These were the virgin springs out of which all other
experiences and expressions of the Christian life flowed.
Jesus Christ is God's living word in us. In us, personally. It is interesting that
Paul does not tell about his Damascus Road experience in descriptive detail.
Luke records that dramatic event in the Acts of the Apostles. Paul doesn't
recount an outward description of the experience -- being struck down by a
blinding light and hearing the voice of Christ. Rather, he talks about the meaning
of that experience and almost sings about it in exulting joy: "I have been
crucified with Christ; it is no longer I who live but Christ lives in me; and the life
I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave
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himself for me" (Gal. 2:20, RSV).
Paul's two great concepts -- justification by grace through faith and Christ
indwelling us -- are brought together in this one-line biography.
That was Paul. Look now at Jesus. In his challenging image of the vine and
the branches, he tells us who he is in relation to God, and who we are in relation
to him.
"I am the real vine; my Father is the vinedresser. He removes any of my
branches which are not bearing fruit and he prunes every branch that does bear
fruit to increase its yield. Now, you have already been pruned by my words. You
must go on growing in me and I will grow in you. For just as the branch cannot
bear any fruit unless it shares the life of the vine, so you can produce nothing
unless you go on growing in me. I am the vine itself; you are the branches. It
is the man who shares my life and whose life I share who proves fruitful. For the
plain fact is that apart from me you can do nothing at alL" (John 15: 1-5,
Phillips).
Extravagant -- but reality! Simple, but not simplistic! Jesus came for one
purpose and one purpose alone -- to bring himself to us and in bringing himself
to bring God. Not only does he justify us by providing full pardon for our sin,
he indwells us to give us the power to be and do all those things God requires us
to be and do.
Jesus Christ is God's living word in us. In us personally. But that's only a
part of the story. Jesus Christ is God's living word in and as the church.
Nowhere in the New Testament is there a more glorious portrayal of the
exalted Christ and His incarnation in the church. Listen to Paul: the church "is
His Body, the fullness of Him who fills all in all."
Somewhere along the way -- I think, I got it from one of my heroes, Bishop
Gerald Kennedy -- I connected a drama critic's definition of the theater with an
understanding of the church. "The theater," said the critic, "is the dwelling place
of wonder." Isn'tthat marvelous? "The theater is the dwelling place of wonder."
But it's really a better definition of the church than it 'is of the theater. Think about
it. The church is the dwelling place of wonder. I wish we had time to play that
out. .. the church is the dwelling place of wonder.
The dwelling place of the wonder of the gospel. The founder of our
Methodist movement, John Wesley, defined the visible church as a congregation
of faithful people "in which the pure word of God is preached." We need to keep
reminding ourselves of that. The church is the dwelling place of the wonder of
the gospel, where the faith once delivered to the saints -~ the faith that has come
to us primarily through scripture -- is proclaimed, responded to, and lived out in
the world.
But not only the dwelling place of the gospel, the church is the dwelling place
of Christian fellowship. Wesley had an exceedingly strong doctrine of the
church. His commitment to the church was unquestioned. He remained a priest
in the church of England, he resisted the idea of the Methodist movement
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becoming a church, and he urged all the members of Methodist societies to stay
in communion with and receive the sacraments of the Anglican church -- all this
and his total life demonstrated his love and commitment to the established
church.
Yet Wesley knew that it took more than hearing the word and participating
in the sacraments for Christian growth and discipleship. A deep fellowship for
mutual encouragement, examination, accountability, and service was essential.
Wesley talked about one loving heart setting another heart on fire. And that's a
powerful image.
There is an apocryphal story of how Tallulah Bankhead went into St. Mary
the Virgin Episcopal Church -- I think that's in New York City. The church is so
"high" liturgically that Roman Catholics go there to see what it was like before
all the reform of the Second Vatican Council.
The procession came in and it was something! It included a retired bishop
who wore a gem-studded robe, and was aided by a little altar boy. The old
bishop also waved a censor that emitted a cloud of incense. Tallulah, so the story
goes, reached over and touched the old gentleman. Getting his attention, she
said in her gravelly voice, "Darling! your gown is divine, but your purse is on
fire."
Now that's not the kind of fire we need in the church. We need the fire of
Christian fellowship shaped and empowered by the Holy Spirit -- the kind of
fellowship John Wesley talked about when he talked about one loving heart
setting another heart on fire. And that's a powerful image.
That kind of fellowship would not only draw people to us, it would be
redemptive for all who came our way.
This past Christmas I received a note from a fellow in our congregation
name Don Green. He is a part of our Singles Ministry. I heard him play the flute
at our Singles Talent Show and urged our Director of Music Ministries to have
him play in worship. He had played in one of our Christmas services and I wrote
him a note of thanks. This stimulated his note to me.
"Dear Maxie: In my adult life, I've experience events that I didn't think
possible. My first wife married my best friend, my second wife killed herself, and
I've been left with enormous debts. However, I discovered Christ United
Methodist and Positive Christian Singles. (That's our Singles Ministry.) The
unconditional acceptance and true Christian love of PCS Social Singles has
changed my life forever. There's no way to describe how, for the first time in my
life, I am truly happy and at peace with God and myself. I may not ever have
much money, but there's no one in this church any richer! Yours in Christ.. .... "
Don has experienced a fellowship that is redemptive within itself.
The church is the dwelling place of the wonder of the gospel and the wonder
of Christian fellowship -- but it is that because first and foremost it is the dwelling
place of Christ.
Now that's a bold word, but the church is a bold dream of God. Paul could
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not have made it clearer. Listen to Ephesians 1: 20 - 23: When Jesus was raised
from the dead, God "seated him at his right hand in the heavenly places, far
above all rule and authority and power and dominion, and above every name
that is named, not only in this age but also in the age to come. He has put all
things under his feet and has made him the head over all things for the church,
which is his body, the fullness of him who fills all in all." (Eph 1: 20-23)
Isn't that something! He has put all things under his feet. It is a vivid picture
of the church as the Body of Christ confirming the powerful image of the church
as the dwelling place of wonder, the wonder of the Living Christ, present in the
world through his people.
Wouldn't it be something if the presence of Christ became so real in our
congregations that people would know we are the body of Christ!
Our own Donald English tells a quaint, but poignant English story that
underscores this truth.
"In Birmingham, England, there is a store called Lewis'. It's a great chain
store in one of the main streets, and it wanted to expand. Right in the way of the
extension was a little chapel of the Quakers, a Friends' meeting house. Lewis'
sent a letter to the leaders of the Friends' meeting house saying, 'Dear Sirs, We
wish to extend our premises. We see that your building is right in the way. We
wish therefore to buy your building and demolish it so that we might expand our
store. We will pay you any price you care to name. If you'll name a price we will
settle the matter as qUickly as possible. Yours Sincerely.'
"They got a letter back by reply which said, 'Dear Sirs: We in the Friends'
meeting house note the desire of Lewis' to extend. We observe that our building
is right in your way. We would point out, however, that we have been on our
site somewhat longer than you have been on yours, and we are so determined
to stay where we are that we will happily buy Lewis's. If therefore you would like
to name a suitable price we will settle the matter as qUickly as possible. Signed,
Cadbury.' Here is the clincher: the Cadburys are the great chocolate-making
candy-making people in England. They have an enormous spread of business
all over the country and the Cadburys are Quakers. They could very well have
bought Lewis' many times over."
The point is that it is not the size of the building that counts, but who signs
the letter. One thinks of Paul's word to the church at Corinth: "You are a letter
from Christ. .. written not with ink but with the Spirit of the Living God" (2 Cor.
3:3 RSV).
The marvelous, wonderful model of Christan commitment, Alan Peyton tells
the story in his 1981 novel, "But Your Land Is Beautiful." The story takes place
in the Holy Church of Zion on Maundy Thursday where the ritual of foot
washing is practiced preceeding the Holy Communion.
The black pastor has invited Judge Oliver, a white man, to come to the
church to wash the feet of Martha Fortuin, a black woman who has raised and
cared for the children of Judge Oliver. Judge Oliver is known as a white man of
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character, willing to stand against his fellow jurists on issues where principle is
involved.
The judge accepts the invitation, but no one is prepared for what happens.
After he washes the feet of this black woman, he remembers that through the
years, as she cared for her babies and children, over and over again he would
see her kissing their feet. So after washing the feet of this black woman, he
stooped over as tears washed his face, and he kissed her feet, and tears washed
the face of every person in the congregation.
Somehow the press got hold of that and the next day the story was spread.
All of the political possibilities of Judge Oliver, especially the possibility of his
becoming the Chief Justice, were killed. The black pastor went to him to
apologize for having invited him to participate in something that was going to
detroy him politically, but the Judge said to him, "Don't worry about it. What
happened last night is the most important that that ever happened to me, and will
ever happen to me. Don't worry about it at all." That's the reason the Holy
Church of Zion decided to change it's name. The named their congregation
"The Church of the Washing of Feet."
Wouldn't it be something if the presence of Christ became so real in the
church that we would be servants to one another in that fashion, washing each
other's feet, living as people who demonstrated by our life together that there is
a Kingdom reality that transcends all earthly systems and programs. Wouldn't
it be really something if we became so self-consciously aware that we are the
body of Christ that the basin and the towel of servanthood would be the gifts that
we offer to the world. Press the image -- the church is the body of Christ. Ac; the
body of Christ, we must see with Christ's eyes.
Ac; the body of Christ, we must speak with Christ's voice, and we must fulfill
in our life as Jesus fulfilled in His life that ancient prophesy, which the good
doctor talked about in her last lecture to us on the prophetic word, the spirit of
the Lord is upon me, for He has annointed me to preach the Gospel to the poor.
He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives and the recovering of sight to
the blind and to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord. Ac; the body of Christ,
we must see with the eyes of Christ, we must speak with the voice of Christ, and
we must heal with the hands of Christ. We could talk about that in a lot of
different ways and each of us would talk about it in our own way, because it's
always particular, because Jesus is the indigenous Christ. I can only talk about
it out of my own experience.
The most vivid way I see it is a person in our congregation named Pauline
Hord. We just celebrated Pauline's 85th birthday. What a celebration! Pauline
is a remarkable woman. She is the most unique blending of prayer and personal
piety, with servant ministry and social concern, I know. When grave needs arise
in my life, Pauline is one of the first persons I call, inviting her to pray with me.
Pauline is always going to someone or some group to give herself in prayer.
Hardly a week passes that I do not receive a call from Pauline, telling me
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about some particular need in our congregation or in our city -- a need that may
call for emergency housing, or transportation, or medical attention. I don't know
how she is in touch with all of this -- but she is.
Pauline's current passion is literacy and prison ministry. Our state, Tennessee, has a tremendous literacy problem. Thousands of people in our city can't
read and write enough to function in an adequate way in society. Pauline is
working with our public schools, training teachers in a new literacy method. She
gives three days a week, four or five hours a day, to teaching this new method
of literacy in model programs.
But, also, once a week she drives over a hundred miles one way to
Parchman State Prison down in Mississippi, to teach prisoners how to read and
write, but also, to minister to them in a more encompassing way as she shares her
love and faith and witnesses to the power of the gospel. Now, remember she is
85 years old.
Sometime ago, President George Bush started a program in the United
States called "Points of Light. " He was calling for citizens to exercise positive
and creative influence and service in the areas ·where they lived. In the different
cities and communities of America, people were recognized for being "points of
light." I nominated Pauline Hard for that honor, and she was written up in our
daily newspaper.
A few months ago, President Bush came to Memphis. He wanted to honor
the seven most outstanding "points of light" in our city -- the people who had
done the most for the sake of humankind. Pauline Hard was one of those
selected. The President invited them to have lunch with him when he came for
his visit to Memphis.
But, he made a mistake. He set the luncheon on a Wednesday. That's the
day that Pauline spends at Parchman Prison in Mississippi, teaching prisoners to
read and write and witnessing to them of the love of Christ. She would not give
up that ministry merely to have lunch with the President of the United States.
That says it, doesn't it? "Jesus Christ, God's Living Word" in the world
through his people. Amen.
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I would like to begin my presentation with a story that is very precious and
meaningful to me. This is not the first time that I am telling this story. Those of
you who might have already heard it, please allow the repetition. It happened
in my home city of Leipzig on the 9th of October 1989 --less than two years ago.
It was the time when dissatisfaction was growing among the people in East
Germany. Therefore thousands left the country to seek a more comfortable life
in West Germany. Others, in more and more growing numbers, declared that
they would not leave the country and they demanded changes and reforms. A
civil rights movement sprung up, highly suspicious to the government and party
officials. They denounced it as being counter revolutionary and destabilizing.
Those officials were at the same time celebrating 40 years of the East German
Communist government. But they had to use the force of the police, the army,
and the state security troops to "protect" these celebrations against the protests
and demonstrations of the people. Demonstrators had been rounded up,
arrested, humiliated, and beaten. Tensions were high, it was a time of
confrontation.
Leipzig especially had already seen growing violence by the police for
several weeks. Most people knew that something decisive should happen this
very afternoon -- shootings, a blood bath? Thousands were gathered in St.
Nicholas Church, the largest church of the city, for a peace vigil. Christians and
non-believers, among them even members of the Communist party. They
fervently prayed for peace in the streets of Leipzig, for freedom and reforms, for
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the members of the security forces, who probably had the order to use their
weapons. They heard the words of Jesus, the prince of peace, to tum the other
cheek. There were those among them who had literally done this the weeks
before in the encounters with the security forces. And there were their friends
who were still arrested, some of them even tortured.
They had all this in mind, as they went to the streets, immediately joined by
tens of thousands of others, who had not been praying but were following the
same commandment and shouting the same slogan: No Violence! And so they
went, together in the same spirit, not arguing about their different opinions, their
different dreams and desires for their society. They felt they were called to
freedom, and they were prepared to suffer for it. Down the road the security
forces were lined up with shields and helmets. How would they react? Would
they try to stop this with all possible means?
A5 the demonstrators reached the security lines they stopped. Then they
presented these men flowers and candles. And the miracle happened. The
security forces laid down their helmets and their shields, and both groups started
talking. This was one of the first steps to tum confrontation into cooperation, and
a hopeful sign of the birth of a new society.
When I reflect upon this event in the light of our theme today, St. Paul's letter
to the Ephesians comes to my mind, especially some verses from the second
chapter, words from verses 14 through 16: "Christ is our peace; in his flesh he
has made both groups into one and has broken down the dividing wall, that is,
the hostility between us ... that he might create in himself one new humanity in
place of the two, thus making peace, and might reconcile both groups to God in
one body through the cross, thus putting to death that hostility through it." This
is, what it means to be the body of Christ, his church today: that he might
reconcile the hostile groups to God and to each other in one body, his body,
through the cross.
To be quite clear: it was not the strength of the East German churches who
were providing the room and serving as a safe haven and catalyst for the groups
that turned the society. The churches have neither been the makers nor the
winners of the revolution. But it was the power of the word of Christ, that in this
high moment, was understood by many as the liberating truth. Nor were the
churches put on the cross, although they had suffered quite some hardships
through the last few decades. But the truth was convincing that one may learn
from Jesus suffering: violence and hatred are no means to build a new society.
Where people are prepared to suffer for change, there is a sign of a new
humanity -- because in Christ's suffering the new humanity was created.
When Barbel Bohley, a key leader of the civil rights movement and a
symbolic figure of the peaceful East German revolution in the fall of 1989, was
awarded the 1991 World Methodist Peace Award in the United Methodist
Church of the Holy Cross in the same city of Leipzig a few weeks ago, she was
stressing exactly this point when she said: "We could have taken revenge, but we
did not, since we were looking for a new, nonviolent society."
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Tne story of Leipzig in the fall of 1989 is but one story. There are more
stories that could be told from all over Eastern Europe, and South Africa, and
Latin America, and Asia, and many other places of the world. 1would ask you
to share those stories, as you are visiting with each other through the days of this
conference. Stories that tell us, what it means to be the body of Christ today. It
basically means: (1) that the gospel of Jesus Christ is not only words, but
becomes visible again and again in a community, the community of believers;
(2) that there is a place in the world, where different groups find reconciliation
and can live and work together, as the members of one body; and (3) that there
is a sign and already a first beginning of the new humanity in Christ, God's new
world, that brings hope to the world, God's alternative.
I. The Community of Believers
When Jesus started teaching he found hearers who very soon formed a
community, a group of adherents, followers, believers. It was his word, that
called this group into being. We know some of the names of these people,
especially of the men. And we know, there were many more, especially women,
whose names we do not know. Jesus' preaching was not a set of ideas, of
theories that could be thought through in the retirement of a study, that only
could be written about in books and tracts. His preaching demanded hearers
who were physically present, standing, sitting, lying side by side. This seems to
be a truism, but it is not. Think of the electronic preachers, who never have their
hearers present, only their checks. 1 cannot believe, that Martin Luther might
have thought of such a kind of church when he said: "The church is invisible,
and the saints are hidden. " Yes, we are not able to tell who is a Christian in his!
her heart, because only God sees what is in the heart. We have known many
persons who did not fit into our categories but were true Christians in their
hearts, and we have known among and in ourselves much hypocrisy of the
heart, and therefore we are not able to count the souls of true believers -- for this
is the meaning of Martin Luther's teaching about the invisible church. But it is
a part of the church's very nature that it is visible on earth, as the group of Jesus'
followers was visible.
They were a movement, but very early it became an institution, there is no
antagonism between the two of them. This is also owed to the fact, that the Jesus
community was not springing up from nothing. Jesus himself was a member of
the Jewish people, the people of God. He worshipped in the Synagogue, he
prayed the psalms, he shared the hope of his people. He was a Jew, not a
Christian. He never renounced his ancestry. And if later his church is called the
"people of God," this is only possible in relationship to God's chosen people,
Israel. It is important to keep in mind, that the Bible both in the Hebrew and in
the Greek languages has two words for people. One is solely reserved for the
chosen ones, the other is used for the nations. Sometimes it seems to me, that
there is a certain tendency to mix up the two of them, speaking of the "church
of the people" as the "people of God." The nations are by themselves "not a
people" (I Peter 2:10). There is only one true "people," all others are "aliens
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from the commonwealth of Israel, and strangers to the covenants of promise,
have no hope and are without God in the world" (Ephesians 2: 12). It is only in
Jesus, that there is continuity between the two, that those from the other nations
become partakers with the people of God: "Now in Christ Jesus you who orice
were far off have been brought near by the blood of Christ" (v. 13). Some of
us might, perhaps, feel uneasy about such an "only Jesus" talk. Nevertheless,
friends, we are dealing with the inclusiveness of the church. But what makes the
church inclusive?
I come from a country, where about 100 years ago everybody was a "Christian", a baptized member of the church. This was the very condition of a
person's existence. The baptismal records were the only official record of the
population -- a non baptized person did not exist! A young Methodist minister
escaped with his family to another country, because the police had shown up,
to bring the new born child to the state church to be baptized! But this is our
experience, where everybody is a Christian, almost nobody is a Christian. In
West Germany the churches still claim more than 80 percent of the population,
but the churches are empty. The same would be true if we would call everybody
a member of the people of God, just because he/she belongs to a people,
whichever people we might be thinking of. We should never forget, why those
from the nations belong to the people of God. Because Jesus has brought the
two together in his flesh, even more, he gave his life for us to bring us into the
community of the people of God.
The same is said in the text of our Bible study this morning, Ephesians 4:6.
Four times the word "all" is used: "One God and Father of all, who is above all
and through all and in all." This is true inclusiveness. But again, this "all" would
not be possible without the sevenfold "one" in verses 4 through 6: "There is one
body and one spirit, just as you were called to the one hope of your calling, one
Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and Father." And the most important
among them is the "one Lord." The inclusiveness is exclusively bound to Jesus,
and all our endeavors to provide equal access to all groups by setting quotas and
other means, would make the church more representative, which is important,
but only through Jesus it is including all, even us.
Wherever the word of Jesus is proclaimed, this happens. Persons become
included into the community of his believers. It is his creative word that builds
up this community. And what is true for those from the nations is also true for
those from Israel, the people of God. But at the same time it separates them to
a certain degree from their own kinship in the old people of God. The continuity
is not without discontinuity, and the sign of both is the cross. Because Israel
rejected Jesus, as it had rejected and persecuted the prophets before him, there
is this discontinuity. But they are still God's chosen people. However, now the
way is open for all from all nations to become partakers of the community of
believers. Therefore, this remains to be the first and most important task of the
church, to proclaim the word and to do the will of its Lord Jesus Christ that the
world may believe. It does not matter whether there are many or few. The peace
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vigils in Leipzig had been held for years. Sometimes only five people were there.
And several times they were thinking of canceling them indefinitely. But in this
historic time God has used them to be one of the instruments to change a society.
II. The members of one body
By the word of Christ different people are called together in one community.
How do they function with each other? This is a basic part of the concept of the
body of Christ -- our theme today in particular -- that we find in the New
Testament in St. Paul's writings. Interestingly enough, he has not got this motive
from the Old Testament or Jewish thinking, where other illustrations for the
church are taken from: people of God, Israel, holy temple, heavenly building. To
call the church a "body" comes from Greek and Roman thinking, is of pagan
origin. There it has been used as a concept of the society. Best known is an event
in the ancient Roman history, where a social conflict, a "class struggle" had been
settled. The plebeians, the lower class, had revolted against the patricians, the
ruling class. They felt like an old Irishman I met years ago in Belfast, who told
me: the Irish and the Scottish are doing the work and the fighting, the British
always do only the talking. Therefore the plebeians had decided to go on strike.
Menenius Agrippa, a representative of the nobility, went into negotiations with
them and told them a tale: the members of the body had revolted against the
stomach and refused to serve it. The result was, that the whole body became
weak. I should admit that I am feeling some reservations with this kind of stories.
They settle problems at the expense of the lower and weaker partners. That is
as it usually is in this world. Those in power know to use the other members.
Even in societies that originally were designed to bring justice to the lower classes
the results are quite the opposite -- I speak from experience.
Is St. Paul's use of this motive following the same pattern? Let us read from
I Corinthians 12: 14-19: "Indeed the body does not consist of one member but
of many. If the foot would say, 'Because I am not a hand, I do not belong to the
body,' that would not make it any less a part of the body. And if the ear would
say, 'Because I am not an eye, I do not belong to the body,' that would not make
it any less a part of the body. If the whole body were an eye, where would the
hearing be? If the whole body were hearing, where would the sense of smell be?
But as it is, God arranged the members in the body, each one of them, as he
chose. If all were a single member, where would the body be?"
I hear from these words primarily the mutual responsibility of the members.
In the Roman tale there was the smell of envy, here clearly each member is
honored for its functionality. Or, to say it in a different way, there was an
aristocratic undertone in the Roman Story, St. Paul's is much more democratic.
All members are of equal rights and equally needed for the well being of the
body. Each one should use its gifts for the common good. The church is not the
place for competition but for cooperation. I think this is true for the individual
persons as well as for groups in the church. It is very important, that we accept
each other. Quite often I meet people who are fine Christian persons, well gifted.
But because others do not have the same gifts as they have, they refuse to
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recognize them as sisters or brothers. The church is not a company of spiritual
specialists but a body of persons who know that they are accepted by Jesus
Christ and therefore accept each other. It is not high gifts but Christian love that
makes the church the body of Christ. For Christians "solidarity" is not the name
of a trade union but a basic requirement of their fellowship. Today this is not only
important for the church's inner life, but also for its role in the world. There is
growing competition, national hatred, multinational countries are falling into
pieces, there is dispute about borderlines. How could the church be helpful, how
could it give advice, if it has not learned itself to live in mutual fellowship and
peace?
But St. Paul's story is going on in verses 20-26: "As it is, there are many
members, yet one body. The eye cannot say to the hand, 'I have no need of you,'
nor again the head to the feet, 'I have no need of you.' On the contrary, the
members of the body that seem to be weaker are indispensable, and those
members of the body that we think less honorable we clothe with greater honor,
and our less respectable members are treated with greater respect; whereas our
more respectable members do not need this. But God has so arranged the body,
giving the greater honor to the inferior member, that there may be no dissension
within the body, but the members may have the same care for another. If one
member suffers, all suffer together with it; if one member is honored, all rejoice
together with it."
Somehow I feel that St. Paul is turning the Roman story upside down, since
St. Paul is dealing with hierarchy in the body as the old Roman nobleman was.
But St. Paul's hierarchy is one from the underside. Our less respectable members
are treated with greater respect. This is a totally new definition of who is
important in a group of people. It is truly following Jesus' example, who told his
disciples: I have been among you as a servant, and who taught his disciples:
"Whoever wishes to be great among you, must be your servant, and whoever
wishes to be first among you, must be your slave" (Matthew 20:26s). Ido hope,
my dear sisters and brothers who are leaders in the church, that the word
"servant leadership" is more than but a nice word for us. And although I am
sometimes angry with them, I am thankful to some of my younger sisters and
brothers who are questioning power structures in the church. I hope that we all
together from bishops, and presidents, and pastors, and deacons up to the rank
and file lay membership are watching over each other and helping each other to
live in the church as in a servant community.
All this is not only important for the inner life of the church, that we may live
nicely together in one body. We shall not forget, it is the body of Christ. In the
same chapter verse 12, St. Paul says: "For just as the body is one and has many
members, and all the members of the body, though many, are one body, so it is
with Christ." Christ himself has chosen the church to be his body in the world.
This is the manner how he is present. If the body of Christ is weakened, Christ's
presence in the world is weakened. If there are factions, Christ's presence in the
world is divided. If it does not function, Christ's presence in the world could
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become meaningless. Perhaps we would look for better representation, but
Jesus Christ is using this weak, this divided, this malfunctioning church, that is
far from perfection, to do his work in the world. Because it is he who uses it, and
his is the strength and the power, and "he is able to write straight even on
crooked lines."

III. God's alternative
Christ's presence in the world. Does the church help it or hinder it? What
is the role of the church in the world today? There are in some places high
expectations, both in the world as in the church. In my region it has something
to do with our experiences from the last few decades. In my country the churches
have been for quite a number of people the place to breathe freely, to think
freely, to speak freely. Even the arts and political skills had more freedom of
development in the church than in society. I remember how we as students in
the Students' Christian Movement were electing our speakers for the term. There
were people really campaigning for the different candidates, there were sophisticated rules for the election. These were the only free elections we were able to
do. In the so-called "elections" in the communist system, the result was
prefabricated, and the only thrill was, whether there would be 99.7 or 99.8
percent in favor of the one and only one voting-paper. We were "playing
democracy" in the church. Therefore one should not be surprised that so many
church people went into politiCS after the changes in society. They were the only
ones trained in democratic procedures in the country. The central "round table"
in East Germany was led by three church ministers, a Lutheran, a Roman
Catholic, and a United Methodist. The church was not only a spiritual center of
salvation. Although it was suffering hardships too, it was the place of freedom.
We learned that there is a freedom, that is not to be destroyed, could not be
arrested, for it had its origin at the deepest point of history, the cross of Jesus
Christ. Was this the beginning of a better world?
Today some people are disappointed about the church, because other
forces have taken the leadership. But would it be the task of the church to be a
better world? To teach the world about its affairs? Sometimes we are tempted
to do so. But the examples from history as well as our own experiences should
be a caveat against such desires. In many cases the church as an institution is
suffering from the same problems as worldly institutions. And the church is not
in possession of the answers for all the problems of humanity. It could and
should do its best, but this will always be far from perfection. What the church
really could bring to the world are not better methods for worldly affairs, but the
basic truth of Christ's gift of forgiveness that creates new human beings. In the
world today people are looking for a new beginning. This is true for Eastern
Europe, for South Africa, for East Asia, and for many more places. Reforms are
badly needed that bring freedom, and justice, and efficiency, and new structures
of society. There is, however, the danger, that this will be only tinkering -- sewing
somepieces of unshrunk cloth on an old cloak (Matthew9:16). Thechurch's
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contribution is to remind the world of the new beginning of humanity at the cross
of Jesus Christ. That would mean that the church is willing to confess and repent
for its own guilt -- its conformity to the world in whatever system. And that it
accepts and lives out the forgiveness -- forgiving and being forgiven. This would
be a balm for the wounds from revenge and hatred. And that the church -- far
from self sought martyrdom -- would freely and willingly accept its place under
the cross, the place of ultimate solidarity, freedom, and acceptance.
Let me close with a stanza from a great hymn of the church: " 'Mid toil and
tribulation, and tumult of her war, She waits the consummation of peace for
evermore." I stop here, since we are not yet the' 'church victorious." Hopefully,
we are not, because, this is "the church at rest." But we -- Praise the Lord! -- are
"yet alive!"
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WITNESS
By Mrs. Annette Poitier

Mrs. Poitier is principal of St. Paul's Methodist College, Freeport, an all-age school which
has students from pre-school years to those finishing secondary school. Adults also attend
evening classes at St. Paul's. Mrs. Poitier has been a teacher with the Bahamas Ministry
of Education and is adive in local church adivities as well as responsibilities in the
Methodist Church in the Caribbean and Americas, and the World Federation of
Methodist Women. She has just completed seven years as a member of the Central
Committee of the World Council of Churches.

On October 12, 1492, Christopher Columbus landed in the Bahamas on the
Island of Guanahani, which he named Sal Salvador. He found on this island a
tribe of Lucayan Indians, whom he described as a "peaceful" people, a people
who knew their own God, and who cherished their freedom.
These peace-loving people, the Lucayans, did not survive Columbus nor
did they survive the process of discovery, but as we in the Bahamas today
prepare for commemorating the quincentennial of this event, we realize that we
as a people have not moved far from the noble principles of the Lucayans, for
we still cherish our freedom and still worship a God of peace.
And so, I feel it most fitting that I could share with all of you at this
momentous time in our history, what we as the people of God, the people called
Methodist, have built up, and continue to build upon, for the cause of freedom
-- religious freedom, economic freedom, political freedom -- through our
churches, church schools and our day schools.
I am most pleased to have been invited to participate in this Conference and
congratulate the organizers for providing such a forum, which promotes our
understanding of one another, and provides for exchange of ideas for our
mutual well-being.
I would also like to thank our hosts, the people of Singapore, for the warm
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and gracious hospitality which they have bestowed on all of us in this dynamic
and beautiful city.
Methodism planted its first roots in the Bahamas in 1790, when an African
slave, Joseph Paul, sought help from Britain for setting up a Methodist fellowship. It was one hundred years later that the church set up its first school,
Queen's College, in the capital city, Nassau, and from that time -- January 1890,
that institution has offered a high standard of education to young people of the
Bahamas.
I entered this school in January, 1953 when I was ten years old. I was
offered a scholarship by the Synod of the Methodist Church, whose aim was to
bring into the school Methodist children from all walks of life. At that time, school
fees were prohibitive to the working class. The decision of that Synod was a wise
decision, the scholarships began and the challenges of educating the children of
the Bahamas brought vast and meaningful changes to the whole church.
Just a year ago, 1990, I celebrated the 25th anniversary of our second
Methodist School, St. Paul's Methodist College which is situated in the Island of
Grand Bahama.
Serving as Principal of this school, I often reflect on my own school days and
the involvement of the church in the process of my education. What difference
has this made in my life, and how has it prepared me for my service to my church
and country? How does my work help the church to fulfill its mission?
Well, picture 800 faces ranging in age from 3 to 17 years, representing
almost every island in the Bahamas and the Caribbean, and almost every
continent in the world, all gazing to the front of the school auditorium and all
joining in the singing of the hymn to begin the school day:
"Your word, much greater than gold, Lord
Never grows old Lord, to me
Your word, far sweeter than honey
More precious than money, to me."
This is followed by prayers, scripture readings, and then a message.
In our 25th anniversary year -- 200 years after Joseph Paul and our first
church -- these messages came from Methodists around the world. Bishops,
ministers, laypersons, leaders in themselves, reflecting "God's Living Word"
through the example of their own lives, work and sharing.
Let me cite a few examples of these for you:
Rev. Claude Cadogan, Past President of the Conference of the Methodist
Church in the Caribbean and the Americas left our students with the thought:
"To every man there openeth a way, and ways, and The Way." He shared the
way of his life, his call to the ministry of God's word.
Rev. Barbel von Wattenburg Potter of Germany shared the difficulties she
faced as a woman entering the ministry of the church.
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Dr. Cain Hope Felder of the Theological Seminary of Howard University in
Washington gave us a slogan, "Yesterday's impossibility, Today's possibility,
Tomorrow's probability."
And Dr. Joe Hale, General Secretary of the World Methodist Council, gave
our students sound advice in a speech entitled, "Pass It On -- But Be Careful
What It Is You Pass On."
Our own Chairman, Dr. Emmette Weir, constantly reminds us that "the
purpose of our schools is to send out persons who in their daily lives reflect the
influence of Christ. He reminds us that we are called to serve and to devote more
of our time and financial resources to the building of persons rather than the
bUilding of impressive structures."
The Methodist Church has a sacred trust to satisfy the physical, mental,
moral and spiritual well-being of those in our charge. In fulfilling this trust we are
admonished by Jesus Christ to " .. .teach them to observe all that I have
commanded you and be assured, I am with you always, to the end of time."
(Matthew 28:20)
Teaching children was the call that I realized even at the age of ten, and
through my own education in a Methodist school and in the Methodist church,
have been able to bring to children for the past thirty years the wider scope of
education -- the all-round development of each one that I meet.
In pursuing this call, I served in government schools, then in the Ministry of
Education administration, in school broadcasting and worked with student
teachers. Now, as principal of a Methodist school, this experience, together with
the experience of the church, through all its various committees, I realize that the
call of the church, the call to serve fully my God is to continue to teach, to build
up, to save souls and to spread the good news.
In this we are exhorted by John Wesley, who, addressing the Wesleyan
Conference in Liverpool, England said: "You have nothing to do but to save
souls, to bring as many souls as you possibly can to repentance and to build them
up in holiness without which they cannot see the Lord." Building up is what
education is about. Building up is the goal of teaching.
Paul, in his letter to the Romans writes, "How could they invoke one in
whom they had no faith? And how could they have faith in one they had never
heard of? And how could they hear without someone to spread the news? And
how could anyone spread the news without the commission to do so?" (Romans
10: 14-15). Spreading the news -- making people to hear -- surely that involves
teaching.
Teaching is a non-negotiable part of the church, teaching boys and girls,
men and women who bear the image and likeness of God.
My dear sisters and brothers, I began my witness by highlighting the fact that
the Bahamas was the first landfall of Columbus. It is fitting then that I should
conclude by highlighting our intention to establish a Center for World Peace
where world leaders and people of great minds may meet and "ruminate over
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the elusive solution to war and the elimination of the sufferings of humanity."
The teaching church must seek to engage our people as they are, where they
are, in the light of God's word.
''Your Word
Much greater than gold Lord
Never grows old Lord to me.
Your Word
Far sweeter than honey
More precious than money
To me."
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ADDRESS BY THE COUNCIL TREASURER
Mr. John R. Harper

Mr. John R. Harper, Treasurer of the World Methodist Council 1971-1991, joined The Pardee
Company of Philadelphia just out of high school. He became a Managing Partner in the firm, and
in 1971, was made President and Chief Administrative Officer of the Pardee Land Company. John
has been a Director of the Presbyterian Ministers Fund, one of the oldest and most respected
insurance companies in America. He has served as Conference Lay Leader and a delegate to many
General and Jurisdictional Conferences. In 1968 he was presented the coveted St. George'sAward.
John andAnne Harper now live in Langhorne, Pennsylvania. His remarkable service to the Council
was recognized the closing afternoon of the Singapore Conference.

The time has come to say adieu
To Lawi, Don, Joe and to you
For twenty years I've kept your fund
And calmed your fears -- when moneys run.
I've watched this Council grow these years
With growing pains -- we shed some tears
Till now we stand up straight and tall
Welcoming new members -- one and all.
I kept your pounds, dollars, marks and francs
And been encouraged by your thanks
So now I have some words for you
Before I say my sad adieu.
Almost twenty-five years ago, I found myself appointed to the Council
primarily through the good offices of Bishop Corson and Secretary Lee Tuttle.
Shortly I attended my first meeting which was held in Geneva, Switzerland, for
it was one place where the churches from both East and West could meet and
where we had the fine facility of the offices of the World Council of Churches to
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hold such meetings. In fact, my first three meetings were held in Geneva, but
attendance of the Executive Committee was very small and the meetings were
mostly conversations.
Bishop Odd Hagen was our president and I found myself on a committee
to establish a small office in Geneva, where we had been represented for some
years on a volunteer basis by Bishop Wunderlich and Bishop Garber. The
committee had decided to offer the post to a young pastor named Ole Borgen,
and financing the project became simple when one of the members of the
committee, Mr. Charles C. Parlin, offered to underwrite the expenses of one-half
of the cost of salary and expenses for a period of five years. We were blessed by
the services rendered by Dr. Borgen, but who shortly left us to become Bishop
Borgen, succeeding our President Bishop Hagen who had suddenly been called
to his Heavenly Home. Bishop Borgen was succeeded by Dr. Hugh Sherlock,
later by the late Mr. Frank Northam, and during the past ten years by Mr. Ralph
Young, a Canadian Swiss who serves with distinction in that office today, and
has indeed been a most valuable officer of this Council.
My failing memory tells me that Charles C. Parlin, a good friend and leader
in this Council entrusted to me more than a quarter million dollars for the Geneva
office, Epworth Rectory, the Restoration of Wesley's Chapel and many travel
grants to churches who needed representation on this Council. Mrs. Parlin
continues as she can in the establishment of a scholarship to a foreign student to
serve as host or hostess at our Museum at Lake Junaluska, and in other programs
of this Council.
How thrilled I was to send on to Dr. Allen Birtwhistle at Wesley's Chapel in
London, more than one million dollars to complete the restoration of the Chapel,
and to share in its reopening. This has been a benediction to all of us who shared
this project. What a privilege after the dedication to be presented to Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip.
Some months later Anne and I again journeyed to Wesley's Chapel to share
in the dedication of a completely renovated organ given by a cousin of our
General Secretary in memory of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Perkins of Texas, who had
long been dedicated to the many programs and activities of the World Methodist
Council. Later this same day Mrs. Margaret Thatcher, then Prime Minister of
Great Britain, cut a ribbon dedicating a completely renovated Wesley House.
Funds for this project were primarily raised by the Council of Bishops of the
United Methodist Church, and Bishop Ellis Finger, then President of the Council
partiCipated in this dedication along with the Speaker of the House of Commons,
Mr. George Thomas, and the pastor of the Chapel, the Reverend Ron Gibbins.
Here again, Anne and I were privileged to have dinner following the ceremony
with Mrs. Thatcher, Mr. Speaker, our General Secretary and the donors of the
new organ.
Some years later another dream came true as we dedicated a first class
Methodist Museum at Lake Junaluska -- a great tribute to Dr. Joe Hale, our
incomparable General Secretary. A comparatively few friends contributed funds
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and museum pieces. When I closed our books it revealed a property and
contents valued at more than a half million dollars at a cost to the World
Methodist Council of less than ten thousand dollars. We owe a great debt of
gratitude to Mrs. Rachel Cochran for her tireless efforts in raising funds and
expending large blocks of time to see this project to completion. Come and visit
the Museum -- you will be thrilled by all you see.
More recently we purchased the property located next to our headquarters.
Our American Section Officers met in Charlotte, North Carolina last year, and
after much discussion, decided the property was worth the asking price from the
Junaluska Association of $112,500 and on the spot we pledged immediately to
raise the down payment of $27,500 which was accomplished. Since the first
floor of this building is rented to the Foundation for Evangelism, the carrying
costs will be minimal and we soon will be in possession of a very valuable asset.
The "Second Mile" giving was viewed by many with misgivings, but it
became a souce of great financial strength, for without this help from a relatively
small group of Council members, we would be meeting here in Singapore in dire
stress. It is my hope we will establish a third mile giving, and Anne and I will be
the first to enlist in such a program for we know what it means.
No one knows better than I of the many sacrifices of time, energy and
resources spent on our behalf by Joe Hale. The support staff of Edna, Linda and
Evelyn do not punch time clocks at the Lake, but often spend long hours to keep
all of us fully informed as to the affairs of the Council.
The financial report presented several days ago, shows this body contributed only $40,000 each year toward the expenses of our General Secretary and
his staff, office supplies, building costs, insurance and the many other costs of
keeping our headquarters alive and well. This fact must definitely be explored
in the five years that lie ahead.
No organization, to my knowledge ever operated on a budget for twenty
years of approximately four million dollars, yet expended during this same
period more than ten million dollars.
I also want to express great appreciation for the encouragement given me
first by Dr. Tuttle and for these past fifteen years by Dr. Joe Hale. To Linda and
the staff I say thank you, and a great debt of appreciation to Mrs. Kenneth
Alsdurf, our Assistant Treasurer, without whose assistance it would have been
very difficult for me to operate. I also say "thank you" to Mr. Thompson and Mr.
MCCalman, and those who served with them on the Council Finance Committee.
Lastly, I am an eternal optimist -- better days lie ahead -- funds will produce
program -- so give and give again under the new leadership of Mr. Werlein. I am
sure God will richly bless each of us who claim to be partners in this great
organization which we love and is known as the World Methodist Council.
Thank you each one -- God richly bless you.
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WITNESS
By Dr. James W. Holsinger, Jr.

Dr. Holsinger, lay leader of the Virginia Conference of the United Methodist Church, is Chief
Medical Director of the United States Department of Veterans' Affairs. Prior to his appointment and
confirmation he was professor at the Medical College of Virginia, a medical consultant to the
Surgeon General of the United States Army, and head of the McGuire Medical Center in Richmond,
Virginia. He is co-author of "Awakening the Giant," a book pointing to renewal in the church.

God calls each of us in a very special way. Some are called by God to be
set aside as ordained ministers, responsible for word and sacrament. Others are

called to ministry as laypeople. Whatever call of God we answer, we are called
to be his servants. How we respond to the call is of crucial importance as we
serve the Risen Lord. My friend Gus Gustafson from the State of Georgia in the
United States who once wrote a book entitled, "I Was ... Called to be a Layman,"
spoke for many of us. I, too, have been called to be a layman. And God expects
me to serve him in all aspects of my life. For if indeed, Jesus Christ is God's living
word, if I have been called to serve him, I have no choice but to serve him in all
of life.
When we have been called to a life of discipleship and answer that call
obediently, we serve this call, this new life at a cost. For some of you, the cost
may be death, imprisonment, loss of employment. But for those of us from the
United States the cost is more subtle than the loss of our lives. We can only salute
those of you who serve the Risen Lord at such a cost! For us being a disciple
comes with a different cost though -- the loss of the freedom to slide off the high
road of life when the going gets tough. You see, my friends, once we are publicly
committed to a life of discipleship, we must not only walk the high road of life but
we cannot slide off its crest!
As the director, the administrator, of a large hospital in Richmond, Virginia,
I distinctly remember a particularly difficult situation at the hospital. An
employee simply would not accept a decision which I had made. He used every
possible means both fair and foul to force a change in the decision. At first I
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simply ignored these antics but as life sometimes would have it, I began to
consider the ways in which I could retaliate. Fortunately, a dear friend with
whom I worked closely came to me with this statement: "Jim," he said, "you
simply cannot slide off the high road." How right he was and still is. For his
comment comes back to me over and over again when the temptation to slide off
the high road of discipleship rears its ugly head. Being a disciple comes to each
of us no matter where we live with a distinct cost. We are always being observed
and clearly never know for whom we have become a role model.
At Christmas a few years ago, an employee sent me a Christmas card. I often
received cards from groups of people within the hospital, but I did not receive
many from individuals. This one intrigued me because it was from a young
woman whom I did not know very well. Receiving it really touched me. After
Christmas I met her in the hall and we stopped to talk. "Oh, Dr. HolSinger," she
said, "I hope you weren't offended that I sent you a Christmas card!" "Oh no,"
I said, "I was deeply touched." "Oh, Dr. Holsinger," she replied, "you just don't
know how nice it is to work for a Christian!" No, my friends, we don't know who
is watching us. Even in the United States, a life of discipleship comes to us at a
cost! That cost is losing the freedom of being anything other than the person God
has called us to be!
For years in my life I was a closet or hidden disciple of Jesus Christ. I
attended worship services regularly; I taught Sunday School; I served on
committees and boards; I did all those things that we take for granted that appear
to demonstrate discipleship. But I didn't serve God with my whole life. I divided
my life into different parts. I served God in the church part of my life and to some
extent in the home part. But God wasn't very real in my work life! Then one
weekend I had the opportunity to attend a "Walk To Emmaus" weekend, a
Cursillo, a short course in Christianity, in Cincinnati, Ohio. And my life has never
been quite the same again. That weekend I made a decision to live as a disciple
of the Risen Lord in all parts of my life. But strange as it sounds, I don't find it
difficult to live as a disciple of Jesus Christ in Washington, D.C. I have found
literally scores of people who also live their lives as disciples as they serve in the
government of the United States. They can be found anywhere, from the
President of the United States, who attends worship services regularly outside
the White House, to senior military officers in the Pentagon. Oh, I don't mean
to make it sound as though everyone in Washington is a disciple of Jesus Christ!
But there are enough that I don't feel lonely there! You see, the Risen Lord has
called each of us to this time and this place to serve him, even in government,
even in Washington, D.C.!
Several years ago, Dr. Evelyn Laycock and I had the opportunity to write
"Awaken the Giant" together, a book about the United Methodist Church. We
close that book with a story which has become a favorite of mine. The story is
told of an American soldJer who was killed while serving in France during World
War II. On a hill, they saw a small cemetery near a little church and they wanted
to bury him there. They approached the pastor of the church and requested
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permission to bury their comrade. They were told that only church members
were allowed to be buried in the little cemetery. Bowing to the rules that forbade
them to bury their friend in the cemetery, they dug his grave just outside the
cemetery fence. Caught by nightfall, they camped near the French village that
night. Early the next morning as they were preparing to depart, they went one
last time to visit the grave of their comrade, only to find that during the night the
caretaker had moved the fence to include the grave of their friend within the little
cemetery.
Today all across the world John Wesley's people are called to live as
disciples in all aspects of their lives -- lives that move fences.
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JESUS CHRIST, THE LIVING WORD
By Bishop Denis C. Dutton

Head of the Methodist Church in Malaysia, Bishop Dutton holds degrees from Ohio Wesleyan
University, Duke University, New York Theological Seminary, and Trinity Theological College,
Singapore. He is President of the Council of Churches in Malaysia, and has served on the Central
Committee of the World Council of Churches and on the Executive Committee of the Christian
Conference of Asia. Bishop Dutton is known and respected throughout Asia and in international
settings.

May I take this opportunity to salute you in the name of our Lord Jesus
Christ and be permitted to take this opportunity to bring you the felicitations and
prayers of fellow Methodists from Malaysia.
Whenever I am out to preach, I am gUided by three of my own beatitudes.
The first says, "Blessed are those who preach short sermons ... for they shall be
invited again." Since I am not expecting to be invited again, you know how long
you're going to be here. The second beatitude is, "Blessed are those who after
a sermon is delivered are wary of those who tell them that they are model
preachers ... for the definition of that word is 'a small imitation of the real thing' ."
The third beatitude, "Blessed are those who never assume that everyone
listening is fully aware of the fundamentals of the gospel. Therefore, let us pray."
Lord take away from me all pride and malice and fill us all with your Holy
Spirit. May your grace abound in spite of us, in the name of the Father, the Son
and the Holy Spirit.
There was a man whom I'm told was very fond of going to sleep when the
preacher was preaching. The wife of the minister said to her husband, "You
must put a stop to this because sleeping can be contagious." But she said, "My
dear, he's an older man, let's be tolerant." One day in the midst of the sermon,
the man got up and walked out and the minister was very upset. After the service
while shaking hands with those people who came out, he met the wife of the man
who walked out and he said kindly to her, "Was there something wrong with
your husband?" and she said, "No, why do you ask." He said, "In the midst
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ofthe sermon I saw him get up and leave." "Oh, pastor, that's all right -- he walks
in his sleep sometimes." So if any of you get up and walk out, I'll know what's
happening.
Jesus Christ, the Living Word. Jesus came to live, and we sometimes forget
this. This truth can be crowded out by the other truth that Jesus came to die. But
before he died a sacrificial atoning death on the cross, Jesus lived in this world.
The Word became flesh and dwelt among us. He entered human life. He lived
as a human being. Jesus lived a full life. For almost 30 years he lived in the real
world of human beings, experiencing thirst and hunger, pain and joy, labor and
rest. He knew the joy and heartache of human relationships, he had brothers
and sisters. His mother made demands on him. He knew the betrayal of friends.
He worked, he took up a trade. He experienced the inconvenience of the
transport system of his day. He had to walk great distances. Dust covered his
feet and body. He traveled by boat. He rode on a donkey. He was harassed
by public and religious officials. He was called names. He had his share of
supporters and detractors. He had to prove himself.
In the midst of this, Jesus lived an exemplary life. He was a living example
to human beings. He demonstrated the life of God in human terms, in the human
arena. Whatever the situation, his wisdom, compassion, kindness and grace
shone through. His attitude was always good. He met the needs of human
beings who came to him. When we read the gospel records of his life, we realize
the kind of life God had intended for human beings. He was often called Good
Teacher, for he taught not just by his lips, but by his life. And in participating fully
in every aspect of human life, he gave dignity, meaning, and significance to
human life.
We believe that Jesus lived a sinless life. He was good in the midst of evil.
His exemplary life was against all odds. The sin and darkness of this world was
not to him an excuse for careless and unethical living. He maintained his godly
standards despite the uncondusive climate of this world. People who came face
to face with him were perplexed by his perfection. Isn't this a carpenter's son,
they said, amazed at his teachings, his acts and his miracles. His betrayer, Judas,
was seized with remorse and returned the 30 pieces of silver to the chief priest
saying, "I have sinned, for I have betrayed innocent blood." Pilate's wife
warned him, "Don't have anything to do with this innocent man, because I have
suffered a great deal today in a dream on account of him.
The amazing thing about our Lord's life is not only that it was perfect, but
it was perfect in this real world of human sin and wickedness. "The light shines
in the darkness of the world and the darkness has never overcome it." This Jesus
came to give life. Through him all things were made. Without him nothing was
made that has been made. In him was life and that life was a light of men. He
not only came to live a full, real, and sinless life, but he came to offer life to us
human creatures. It was said of Midas that he had the golden touch, turning
everything he touched into gold. Jesus has the touch of life -- bringing life to
every person and every thing he touched. He is the living word in two senses:
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he was incarnated and lived on earth; but more than that, he is the life itself and
enlivens every person he meets and gives life to every institution and structure
he touches.
What, then, is our response? The task of the Christian Church is to accept
this touch of life from Jesus. The Methodist Church goes back a long way. We
can be proud of our traditions, our open air meetings, social conscience rallies,
the hymns we have given to the Christian world. We can be proud of John
Wesley's spiritual discipline.
But we must remember that what we owe to that man is fundamentally due
to the experience he had undergone of having his heart strangely warmed in the
Aldersgate Street. He received the touch of life from the Lord Jesus Christ, the
head of the Christian Church. The so-called Aldersgate experience is not the
starting point, nor the only significant event in the birth of the Methodist Church.
Nor was John Wesley the principal player. But like John Wesley, we who are
part of the Methodist Church also need this touch of life from the Lord Jesus
Christ.
Our pastoral work, our preaching, our evangelism, our methodology, our
church institutions and our rising to points of order, our leadership, our
congregations, our own selves, need to be given the touch of life from Jesus so
that we in our structures may come alive. Our church needs renewal and
revitalization. Only the Living Word can accomplish this.
The task of the Christian Church, the Methodist Church, is to follow the
example of our blessed Lord, who lived a godly life in the midst of the crosscurrents of the real human world. fu we all know, to be living in this world is not
an easy task. God knowingly calls us to be in the real world and to face the
challenges of life, of service, in such a world. We have to become involved in this
world no matter how inconvenient or costly it may be. Jesus came to live, so we
must. This world is a big place as reflected by this world assembly. Every part
of this world has its own peculiar problems and special ethos.
I can only speak authentically of my own comer of the world, the country
I call Malaysia. fu I speak of my country I want to say at the outset, or make a
confession at the outset, I do not see myself as a theologian/scholar in comparative religion, therefore the thoughts and the reflections that I share with you are
my own struggles of a Malaysian Methodist Christian, living and working in one
of the most mixed-up countries in the world. By that I mean perhaps we are one
of the most multi-racial, multi-religious, and multi-cultural nations in the world.
To be a Christian in this context, one has to be willing to be a practicing one.
There are no privileges, but a lot of responsibilities. We cannot say that we live
in a totally hostile environment. Neither can we say that the society in which we
live is totally friendly toward Christians. Those who will to be Christians do so
because they believe that Jesus Christ is the living Lord and that this same Jesus
Christ is their Lord. By so asserting they must choose to live by the highest ethical
principles.
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It is most important for us to have more than a general knowledge and
appreciation of the history, teachings, and the practice of other religions.
Incidentally, there are many aspects to the difficulties we face. It is difficult
enough for us to try and live as a community of Christians but to live it in the
context of our society makes it very complicated. In dealing with the subject of
proclaiming Jesus Christ as the Lord of life in a multi-religious, multi-racial and
multi-cultural situation, the question of unity of the entire population of 17
million people is a basic consideration. Here I speak not only of the unity of
Methodists but all the people in the country, and I call this the unity factor.
Doing theology and living the gospel within the context of so many other
religions and cultures takes considerable concentration. People of one faith
quite naturally believe that their religion is of great importance and perhaps the
only way to the fullest understanding of who God is. If they did not feel that way
they would not, and should not, belong to it. If this is to be the case, then right
from the beginning there is already cause for tension. This factor of unity must
not be dismissed too qUickly. It is important for us to have more than a general
knowledge and appreciation of the history, teachings, and practice of other
religions that others believe in and practice.
Incidentally, there are many aspects to authentic unity. Please don't get me
wrong. I am not advocating that there should be some kind of collaboration
among religions and people of different religions. The unity that I am speaking
of is more than the mere collaboration of religions. As a matter of fact, religions
cannot collaborate for the sake of unity, nor can religions unite people. It is the
people of various religions holding an attitude of openness and a willingness to
understand and appreciate and possessing the freedom to change one's religious beliefs. That is the key to the kind of unity that I am speaking of that we
need in our country. In any given situation, especially in a country like Malaysia,
it is to my mind, an essential ingredient to peace and harmony. Therefore, it may
be proper to say that our people should try to strive for unity through understanding and tolerance of people of different faiths.
There must have always been the problem of unity in countries like ours.
Therefore, the founders of our nation, in their attempt to insure that there is
harmony among our people, enacted laws to accomplish this objective. Allow
me, then, to point out a few salient points that may help us with our thinking
along the lines of our desired goal.
Our nation is a signatory to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, of
the United Nations, and Article 10 of that document declares that everyone has
the right to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion. This right includes
freedom to change his religion or belief and freedom either in public or private
to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance.
As referred to earlier, the founders of our nation were concerned about the unity
and harmony of this multi-mix of races and religion.
In their concern to preserve the religiOUS harmony of this cosmopolitan
nation, statutory provisions have been enacted by our government to provide
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the ground rules or framework for the respective religious adherents to operate
and live by.
Here I would like to cite just a few of these provisions. Article 3 of the Federal
Constitution declares as follows: "Islam is the religion of the federation but other
religions may be practiced in peace and harmony in any part of the federation."
Article 11 provides as follows: "Every person has the rightto profess and practice
his religion and subjectto clause 4 to propagate it. No person shall be compelled
to pay any tax, the proceeds of which are specially allocated in whole or in part
for the purpose of religion other than his own. Every religiOUS group has the right
to manage its own religiOUS affairs, to establish and maintain institutions for
religiOUS or charitable purposes and to acquire and own property and hold and
administer it in accordance with law." Article 4 which I referred to reads thus:
"State law and in respect of the federal territories of I<uala Lumpur and Labwan,
federal law may control or restrict the propagation of any religiOUS doctrine
among persons professing the religion of Islam."
The other piece of relevant legislation is Chapter 15 of the Penal Code which
deals with offenses relating to religion. Under the mentioned chapter it is a
criminal offense to injure or defile a place of worship with intent to insult the
religion or any class or disturb a religiOUS assembly or trespass on burial places
or utter words or make gestures with deliberate intention to wound the religiOUS
feelings of any person." In 1983 a new section was introduced to prohibit the
creation of disharmony, disunity, or feelings of enmity, hatred or ill-will, or
prejudice in the maintenance of harmony and unity on the grounds of religion.
How then, can we as Christians, who believe in Jesus Christ as the Living
Lord help to translate the legislative intent as embodied in the federal constitution
into a living reality? Let us for a moment step back from our present situation and
take a look at the scriptures. The Holy Bible envisages a time when the kingdom
of God shall be established and when human beings will abide by God's will.
The time will come, it says, when there shall be real peace. This will happen only
when he shall judge between the nations and will settle disputes for many people.
"They shall beat their swords into plowshares and their spears into pruninghooks. Nation shall not take up sword against nation, nor will they train for war
anymore." (Isaiah 2:4) "The wolf will live with the lamb; the leopard will lie
down with the goat; the calf, the lion and the yearling together, and a little child
will lead them. The cow will feed with the bear, the young will lie down together
and the lion will eat straw like the ox. The infant will play near the hole of a cobra
and the young child put his hand into the viper's nest, they will neither harm nor
destroy on all my holy mountain for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of
the Lord as the waters cover the seas." (Isaiah 11:6-9)
St. Paul correctly describes the religion of Christ in these terms. "You are all
sons of God through faith in Christ Jesus. For all of you were baptized into
Christ, have clothes yourselves with Christ. There is neither Jew nor Greek, slave
nor free, male nor female, for you are all one in Christ." (Galatians 3:28)
Before the rest of the world can believe in the new commonwealth of Jesus
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Christ, it is important that the Christians in our land are united in the bond of love
and hannony first. In the gospel of John 17:21 Jesus prayed that aU of them may
be one so that the world may believe. This call for unity and brotherhood
reverberates throughout the Christian scripture. Psalm 133: 1 says' 'How good
and pleasant it is when brothers live together in unity." In II Corinthians 13: 11
it exhorts us Christians to "be of one mind and live in peace and the God of love
and peace will be with you." Again in Ephesians 4:3 we are told, "Make every
effort to keep the unity of the Spirit through the bond of peace." In Philippians
1 :27 Christians are reminded to "stand finn in one spirit."
Christian theologians throughout the centuries have wrestled with the issue
of the relationship between Christianity and other religions. In a book entitled
"Dialogue and Syncretism" we have these words: "He, Jesus gave dignity and
respect to sincere believers whose views differed from his own. By focusing on
Jesus' behavior and teaching and on his interaction with other religions, a basis
does exist for Christian openness to people of other faiths." According to the
same author, within the Roman Catholic Church, some of the pronouncements
of the Second Vatican Council have opened the way for a more positive attitude
toward people of other religions.
Now you will note that I deliberately used the tenn "peoples of other faiths."
The attitude of Christians then is essentially that of trying to be positive, humble
and yet unashamed to make witness to Jesus Christ. The Christian always
points to the Lord Jesus Christ as Lord of all people. The church does not
apologize for the fact that it wants all people to know Jesus Christ and to follow
him. Its very calling is to proclaim the gospel to the ends of the earth. It cannot
make any restriction on other religions. It just has to do its own work of
proclaiming Jesus Christ as the Lord, the living Word.
The people who belong to other religions believe that their religion has
sublime ideas. Sometimes these ideals are lost because they themselves do not
live out of those ideals. But if you look at the teachings of the other religions, you
may understand why these people belong to them. But I would like say this, in
the final analysis, to express that Jesus is the Living Word, is to become as closely
akin to the kind of life Jesus lived. It is that belief that makes me sensitive, on the
one part, to those who have to struggle under tyrannical situations or in
situations that they don't believe need to be addressed. On the other hand, it
calls for me to express the kind of humility, the kind of lowliness, the kind of
willingness to be in service to those who may not belong to the faith, or who may
not articulate their belief in the same tenns that I would.
When Jesus was in this world, as I understand it, his teachings and his own
life revolutionalized the social mentality of his day. People were scandalized by
his propensity in breaking down the social barriers and conventions. In his
desire to meet the needs of the social outcast, the prostitute, the people who were
afflicted with leprosy, the slaves, the woman accused of adultery, the widow, the
poor, the tax collector, the Samaritan, the Roman centurion, he broke down the
walls of hostility and moved toward them.
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In our context the Christian church, and the Christian, must learn to move
toward other people. There are many things that have to be done in our nation,
but the Christian community is so small they cannot do too much. They must
learn to be locked hand in hand with others to do that which the Lord would want
the church to do. Christians cannot afford to isolate themselves. Christians
cannot become so proud that they think they are better than everybody else.
Christians must believe that they have a Lord who is the Lord of all life. He is
the Lord of Lords and the King of Kings. This must be a burning belief inside our
being. Sometimes it doesn't need to be articulated. It must be lived. When
there's a fire and a whole village is wiped out, the tendency for us is to shrink back
and say, "Well that area is not a Christian area, and therefore we will let the other
people go first. We will see what they will do before we will go forward." That's
not the way I see our Lord. The Lord says, "That's where you are needed, and
that's where I am. Come and join me."
There are many obstructions to the propagation of our faith in a country like
ours. We can all sit back and mope about these obstructions. On the other hand,
we can stand up and say, "The Lord is with me. He has anointed me to preach
the good news to the people." And then find ways to go beyond these obstacles
to preach that gospel which we feel in our bones. Unless the Christians feel that
in their bones, they will not be able to more. Sometimes we feel the people of
other religions simply out of ignorance, ignorance of their ways of living,
ignorance of their methods of worshiping, ignorance of the teachings that they
imbibe. The closer I get to them the closer I appreciate my Lord Jesus Christ. The
closer I get to them the closer I believe that they can be brought to the Lord Jesus
Christ. The better I understand their beliefs, the better it is for me, because I will
be able to tell them that my Christ provides a better way, indeed, the best way.
We are here to proclaim Jesus Christ as the Living Word. For us it is not simply
a proclamation by word of mouth, it is a proclamation of our lives.
At the beginning of this year some of us were called in by the authorities of
the government and we were told there was a seditious document circulating in
our midst. That seditious document apparently came from the Vatican and in a
write-up of that document "The New York Times" had evidently said that even
where there were laws restricting the preaching of the gospel to Muslims, Roman
Catholics were urged to break the law. Of course, our authorities saw red. We
were then told "Is this what you want? Is this what you believe?" We kept silent
because we knew there was something else coming. Then it came. Have you
so soon forgotten how much blood had been shed because of a few careless
people who went into areas they were not supposed to go with great pride and
pomp, and declared that the people who lived there were practicing a religion of
the devil? Those who did lost their lives. But in many situations in our country
and in the neighboring areas, this is the kind of milieu that we have to be in and
witness to.
Our response to that was simply this, "Instead of defending what 'The New
York Times' had said, we said, 'Will you read the document itself,' for in the
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document something else was said. "Besides, sir, we are unable to do what you
want us to do ... not because we deliberately want to break the law, but there are
people from other faiths who come to us, and because they come to us and
because we believe in a Lord who is a Lord for all, we have to share our faith.
Ironically enough, if we kept our faith, that is the surest way of losing it. Only
when we share it, do we actually have it. So, help us through this dilemma." He
made one or two statements but never really answered our question. But my
friends, my brothers and sisters, let me say to you, there is a tendency, as I see
it, for ideology and politics sometimes to divide people. So does theology. Only
love can bind everything in perfect harmony. St. Paul says, "Over all these
virtues put on love which binds them all together in perfect harmony." (Colossians 3:14)
Let me share with you this closing thought in the words of Martin Goldsmith:
"The love of Christ overrides all denominational and national boundaries,
binding us together in loving unity whatever our background."
May Almighty God forgive us for our sins of blindness and stubbornness
and may he bless us with his everlasting grace and mercy. To him be all glory
and praise for ever and ever, amen!
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I want to thank my colleague for the kind words he showered on me and I
want to thank the World Methodists for the part they have played in the history
of our church. I want, particularly, to thank Dr. Joe Hale and Bishop Lawi
Imathiu for consenting to send Bishop Lawi Imathiu to share with us in our
service of reunification. He also preached the sermon. For your prayers and all
that you did to bring us together, I believe glory will be given to God and God
will bless all of you.
Today I want to give a little bit of the story of my life and the story of the
church. The heading I want to use is "Jesus Christ is, indeed, the Living Word
in my experience and my church."
When Christianity was brought to Nigeria by the early missionaries, there
was something they did. I am sure they did it, not with an ulterior motive, but
that brought certain problems later. What they did was to declare that the
culture, the way of life, and the original religion of the people were all primitive.
They had a blanket word for all these -- paganism. Of course, I do not know what
that word means. All those they met were pagans.
What they did not realize was that the way of life, the religion and the culture,
brought stability to the people. It was the foundation of their life. The traditional
religion of the African people, and especially Nigeria, is a family religion. The
head of the family was also the chief priest of the religion, so that life developed
within the family and within the religion.
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When the missionaries came and brought their new religion, without their
families and their religion, they were planting Christianity on nothing. I don't
know how many of you have had this same experience.
They also brought education, which was very good, but education came in
Western dress, so that the products of the schools lived in two worlds -- the
Western world, and the African world. Sometimes they were African, and
sometimes they were English people. You know, whenever they were in
difficulty, they ran to soothsayers, to African cults, and when the prophets and
prophetesses came, these were the areas they went to. There was something
about the religion they brought which I am sure they were not aware. The
religion was mechanical. It was a Sunday, Sunday, thing. Sunday was the holy
day. Nobody was expected to do anything on Sunday.
I had a father who was so funny. If you offended on Sunday, my father
would refuse to punish you on Sunday and would postpone this punishment
until Monday morning. I don't know how many of you have had that
experience. I normally had the stick every Monday morning for the offense I
committed on Sunday. The other six days of the week you could do what you
liked, you could commit any crime, nobody cared for it; but on Sunday, a holy
day, nobody was supposed to commit any crime.
The Roman Catholics had something they did on Sunday called "confession." So, you committed all the crimes on Monday through Friday. What you
needed to do was go to a Roman Catholic father and tell him a few stories and
then he would lift up his hand and proclaim that you were free, then on Sunday
you entered the holy day, then Monday through Friday you went about doing
your business the same way.
The African religion was a religion that catered for every day, every minute,
every hour of life, everything anybody did. The African god was interested. I
was a product of this kind of atmosphere.
The difference between me and others was that I had a very stem father, a
great disciplinarian. Once I thought this father was a very bad father, but as I
grew older in life, I believe what my father was doing to me was useful. On the
other hand, I have a very loving and simple mother. When I said I had a father
who was a disciplinarian, one day my father wanted to take me to his station. He
was a pastor. My grandmother advised me not to go with him. I decided not to
go with him. My father's laws were never to be disobeyed. Do you know what
my father did? He took his bicycle and tied me to it and made sure that I followed
him to his station. My mother shouted, my grandmother shouted, and my father
was busy tying me to his bicycle. As I've said, these things helped me. I don't
think other Christians were as lucky as I.
There were things I saw in my father that helped me in life: my father was
a very disciplined person; he was a man of prayer; he read his Bibles every day.
Although he was a great disciplinarian, he was a very loving father. Above all,
he loved everybody, no matter whether you were green, yellow, small, big, he
joked and played with everybody.
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My mother was always the other side of my father. When my father was too
strict on us, my mother would not challenge him. She would go to a comer and
get all of us and tell us, "Look, what your father is doing to you, he is trying to
make you all right. Don't hate your father." I still can hear him speak to me in
that same fashion.
I went to school when we had a lot of discipline. When I came from school
something happened to me in 1957 that changed my very life. It was my first
year in the teacher training. One day as I sat in the school I received a telegram.
I was told that the sister that I loved best in my family died unexpectedly. I rushed
home, and the way I left, led the principle of the school, who was an English
person, to send members of the school to go home with me. I arrived home and
week after that my father died. I felt that was the end of the road for me. I had
no person to look after me. My poor mother was the only one and she was not
walking.
I like to preach from Psalms 23. Verse four says, "Even though I walk
through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for Thou art with
me. Thy staff and thy rod, they comfort me." I know that once you are in trouble,
Jesus Christ, God's Living Word is always there.
I don't want to say more about my education because I discovered that
because my father was not alive I went to the best schools. I went to the
University of Ibadan, the best in Nigeria. I've been to the Hebrew University in
Jerusalem. I believe that's the best in Israel. I've been to Harvard University, and
I think that's a good one, too. I did all this without my father. You can see that
Jesus Christ is always around. Believe me, I went through these schools without
any difficulty. There was always a friend coming out to assist me.
That is how I live my Christian life, friends. When my father died, I watched
him. I was around when he died. It was on my father's deathbed I heard a voice
speaking to me saying, "Your father has not finished his work. You must take
up that work." I resisted it. I thought that was just something childish to me. I
believed what I had heard before was true. I was in the Conference of the
Christian Student Movement and as someone was doing a Bible study, I heard
a voice, not allowing me rest, telling me "This is the time. You must get into the
ministry. "
Immediately I wrote a letter from that Conference to the Conference of our
church that was meeting at that time. What amazes me is that I wrote the letter
not taking into account all the conditions that had been laid down for anyone
who wants to go into the ministry. You know the way God does these things. I
later went and was accepted into the ministry immediately. That's the way I
started my ministry.
Throughout my ministry, I believe in reading my Bible. I believe so much
in my Bible; I read it every day; I go with it everywhere; I live with it every day.
I believe in prayer. I'm not saying I'm a perfect man. (My wife will not like this.)
Sometimes when I move along the road, I see a beautiful woman, I admire here,
even though I don't go to her. I know a lot of bishops who are here, unless they
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want to tell lies, would say the same thing. I know a lot of you women who are
here, you would also say the same thing, wouldn't you? I believe in prayer. I
believe in the word of God.
I came back from America and I went to teach in the university. Then they
elected me bishop from the university. I would like to tell you the story of when
I became a bishop. A few years after that when there was so much turmoil in
our church, it was so much, I was elected the head of the church. I went with my
wife to that conference. When I was elected my wife was so disappointed she
wept bitterly. It took many people to bring her back to reality. Whether she liked
it or not, I was elected head of the church.
It took me a very long time to accept that election. There was a time when
I went to Frankfurt for the World Methodist Council. I returned from Frankfurt,
then I was in Britain for twelve days, asking God why. Why have you done this
to me? Why have you decided to disgrace me? When, finally, I was face to face
with the reality of what I was being asked to do, this was the prayer I prayed to
God. "0 God. I never wanted this office and you gave it to me. If I fail, you
have failed, not me. Through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen." That was an
insulting prayer.
This reminded me that when Job was in difficulty, he did the same thing.
Believe me or not, last year, God answered my prayers. The Methodist Church,
Nigeria, became one. What I prayed for, God did for me. I did not elect myself,
God elected me, and he decided he would not disgrace himself, so the church is
one.
We inherited a church that was mechanical, a church that sometimes looked
like it was dead, a church which was not African. It was a foreign church. I want
to give praise to my predecessor for he led the foundation of the Nigerian
Church. When I go to the church today, I see people danCing, I see people
rejoicing, I see people living their lives knowing that God is there.
Just a few weeks ago I went to a church and they taught me a lesson which
I've never known. I want to tell the Lagos people, I don't think they know this.
You know what they do in that church? Before they begin any service, because
Africans love to greet, everybody said "good morning." They took the time to
greet each other. They took the time to make everyone realize they were
members of the same family. Do you do that in your churches? There was
another thing I noticed in that church. Some people may say it is uncivilization.
They asked everybody to pray his own prayer for God to hear. They didn't only
ask the pastor to pray, everybody in the church was given the opportunity
together to pray for God to hear their prayers, and they did. It was like the Tower
of Babel. I enjoyed it. I had some fresh air in me through the prayer. I have said
we believe in prayers!
You know another thing we believe in, we believe in healing. I know the
Methodist Church has lost the healing ministry to pentecostal churches. Yet,
God commanded us to heal. I know you say "You have hospitals." Yes, but
what about praying and healing? Jesus Christ himself prayed and healed. And
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I know in Nigeria there are healing homes where sick people go and both the
doctors and people meet regularly both to pray and to administer medicine. God
hears their prayers.
I had an experience last December. Someone invited me to dedicate an
electronic organ. I went to dedicate an electronic organ. We were all in a joyful
mood. As they were singing a song that should have led me to the pulpit to
preach, a letter was delivered to me. There was this lady who was shot by a gang
of armed robbers, and this lady was in a state of coma in a military hospital. For
two days the doctors had struggled to cure this lady -- to bring her back to life.
The mother thought there was no hope from the hospital angle. I opened the
letter after I had finished my prayer and I was just about to go into the pulpit. I
opened it, I read it. The letter said, "My daughter is dying in the hospital. You
are the only hope. If you don't pray for my daughter, she will die." I stopped
everyone from singing, we all went on our knees. We prayed. We all asked God
to go to the hospital and bring her back to life. We prayed. We stopped the
singing. We stopped the prayer. We sang and we danced and we shouted
hallelujah and we knew God had done it. Do you know, at the end of the service,
a number of people from that service decided to go to the hospital to continue
to pray. When they arrived, that child was alive. She was no more in a state of
coma. The doctors saw them and said, "Do you know what you've done?
You've performed a miracle in my hospital. For two days we've been struggling
about this woman. You've come, and she's alive." Everybody shout Hallelujah!
If you believe that God does it, shout Hallelujah! So this woman was alive, and
in three days this woman was out of the hospital, and she's still alive today.
I believe in prayers. I believe because the Bible tells us, that if you have faith,
you pray, you can move mountains. I know that even in the Old Testament the
walls of Jericho, because of what they believed, came down. John Wesley did
the same. Why are we afraid of praying for God to answer our prayers?
That is the story of my life, and that is the story of the church that I preside
over. We believe in God, we believe in Bible reading, we believe in caring, we
believe in loving. We are not perfect. There are so many of my people who still
need to be converted. What we have done is to talk in terms of re-Christianizing
Christians. We are setting our task to re-Christianize those who say they are
Christians so they can go and Christianize others. Do you know why we are
failing? It is because people who say they are Christians are not Christians. It
is a question of the blind leading the blind. That's why we are not succeeding.
I pray God almighty to continue to be with me and with the church. May God
bless you all. Thank you.
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BIBLE STUDY: "JESUS CHRIST,
GOD'S ULTIMATE WORD"
By Bishop Emerita P. Nacpil

Jesus Christ, God's Ultimate Word. The text given for us to study is
Revelation 21: 1-7.
How can one claim with conviction and passion that Jesus Christ is God's
ultimate Word in a situation of pluralism, relativity and secularity? That seems
to be the question we are to think about in the Bible study this morning. The
planners of our program seem to believe the answer is found in the text assigned
for our reflection.
The Revelation of John was written toward the end of the first century. It
was addressed to the churches in the Roman province named Asia on the
western coast of what is now Turkey.
What was the situation of the churches at this time? They were a minority
in urban centers. Their location in great centers of population accentuated their
very smallness in numbers. Their context was one not only of religiOUS pluralism
but of conflict. Before the fall of Jerusalem in 70 A.D. Jewish Christians were
regarded as part of the Jewish establishment. After 70 AD. the security provided
by being part of the establishment was no longer available. On the other hand
Gentile Christians did not fare any better in their Gentile communities than their
fellow Christians. Neither Jew nor Gentile, and caught in the conflict between
Jew and Gentile, Christians became an outcast community. There are, of
course, a few names used to denote them. They were a third race, they were a
new humanity, or as you would like to call today, they were an alternative
community, but all of that boils down to the fact that they were an outcast
community.
Moreover, the Christians were faced with a threat they felt was peculiarly
directed to them from the political authority reigning at the time. It was at this
time that emperor worship was offiCially introduced by Emperor Domitian.
Although emperor worship was something new and alien in the West, it already
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had a long established pennanence in the East and the provinces in the Eastern
part of the empire vied with one another in erecting temples in honor of the
divine Caesar. Of the seven churches in the book of Revelation, at least three
had temples to Caesar's worship Ephesus, Smyrna and Pergamun. To refuse to
honor the emperor of God could mean disloyalty to the state and so an act of
treason. But for the faithful Christians, to do so would be an act of unfaithfulness
to God and so the Christian was caught between the horns of a dilemma which
cannot be resolved logically, but only existentially, and at the costly price of a dishonored life or a martyred death. They were therefore faced with the possibility
of persecution which John felt was near and inevitable.
Furthennore, as a community the Christians were without social privilege
and political power. They were a small weak minority outside of the sociopolitical establishment with no political power to influence imperial decisions. In
the face of the power of Rome, what could they do? They were outcast, sociallyrefused, with no future within the establishment.
Moreover, one must realize that this period was a time of transition for the
Christian community. It was a time when Christians were not quite sure as to
who they were and how they were to behave. They were neither Jew nor Gentile
nor free nor slave, neither Greek nor Barbarian. Who were they? Who were
they in the eyes of the pluralistic society and in the eyes of the imperial state? Is
it enough to claim identity and community in Christ who was crucified, a scandal
to the Jew and folly to the Greek? Could they have claimed ultimacy to Christ
in a situation like this? Would this not be a sign of megalomania, a fonn of
lunacy, and yet to claim ultimacy for Christ in such a situation was precisely the
message of John to the churches in Roman Asia. What is the basis of this
audacious claim?
It doesn't take much imagination and effort to draw parallels or similarities
between the churches in Roman Asia and the churches in today's Asia. They,
too, are a small minority in great urban centers. They, too, are caught in religiOUS
and cultural pluralism. They, too, are regarded as an alien religious community,
a "johnny-come-Iately" in the midst of religious cultures with long established
and dominant histories and traditions. They, too, are powerless in the face of the
state and government. They can be expelled. Within the view of the requirements of development, national security and peace and order in a multi-racial
society, have assumed more and more powers to the point of being almost
imperial and dynastic. They, too, are faced with the problems of identity and
behavior and unity in the context of rapid social change.
It is notthe same in the global situation of the church, also? With the collapse
of Christendom, the renaissance and militancy of the world religions, the rise of
a scientific technological world culture, the emergence of world powers that
combine in themselves military, political, economic and technological power,
and the dominance, the pervasiveness of a relativistic mentality, what status and
power can the Christian community have? Can it claim ultimacy for its message?
There are those who say one cannot and one must not. What one can do
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is to be reasonable and to be reasonable means one must not claim uniqueness,
superiority and ultimacy for the Christ. One must "reconsider" the role and
nature of evangelism, which means, one must not evangelize. One must only
study and engage in dialogue with other religions and one must accommodate
through indigenization or contextualization or inculturation, whatever term you
may use, to the dominant culture. You know these people who have their
parallels with the Nicolaitans in the book of Revelation, for this is exactly what
they advocated. If one cannot claim ultimacy in the face of pluralism by being
reasonable. Is there another way?
Let us look at the way of John. The way of John was not of reason. He was
not a reasonable theologian, but a visionary seer. Moreover, he was an
apocalyptic visionary. He cast his message in apocalyptic style, both in thought
and language, and assumed that his readers would understand it by writing it to
them as a letter to be read in the churches as they gathered for worship. Did he
have other options besides the apocalyptic style? He had quite a few. He could
have used the priestly style of writing, but he didn't. The priestly style recalls, reenacts and celebrates the mighty acts of God in the midst of the world. It is a
rehearsal of the past in the present, presupposing a stable world. But what if the
world itself, what if creation itself is collapsing, together with its foundation and
its past glories? After all, creation is from chaos, and it can return to chaos. After
all, the Lord can, to use words from the prophet Isaiah, "Lay waste the earth and
make it desolate." He can twist its surface and scatter its inhabitants. The Lord
can utterly bre..ak the earth, tear it asunder, and shake it violently. In such a
cosmic upheaval, can one celebrate ultimacy?
Or John could have used the prophetic style of thought, but he didn't.
Prophetic thought is reformist. It critiques the present in view of possible
repentance and renewal. It uses political authority and moral agency to effect
change. It appeals to a common tradition for its resources of renewal. But what
if the traditions are many and in conflict, and are collapsing? What if the
imagination is evil and the will is corrupt? What if the structures of society are
themselves chaotic and cannot provide order? What if the center cannot hold
and things fall apart on a cosmic scale? Can one still appeal for reform? Is there
ultimacy in reform, even if it were prophetic reform?
John of Patmos could have used the wisdom style of thought, but he didn't.
Wisdom thought represents the crystallization in poetic form of the lessons of life
learned from experience and observation. It is used for the instruction of understanding and the formation of moral agency. It is prudential in character,
providing guidance toward a successful and happy life. But what if there is no
necessary connection between prudence and success? What if the righteous
suffer and the wicked prosper? What if the faithful are rewarded with persecution and martyrdom? What if the sources of meaning in life have dried up? And
what does wisdom finally know? It knows that the search for wisdom is but a
chaSing after the wind, for in much wisdom is much vexation and those who
increase knowledge increase sorrow. Is there ultimacy in wisdom, then?
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John of Patrnos could have used the style of apostolic preaching. In the style
of the early preachers, he would have framed his message in the form of a literary
genre that was spawned by the story of Jesus, namely the Gospel, but he didn't.
The Gospel story retells the story of God's dealings with his people in the light
of its climax and fulfillment in the story of Jesus and it tells the story of Jesus in
such a way that it awakens faith in God's saving activity and leads to the
formation of congregations of faith. But if, in the end the destiny of this
congregation is to suffer humiliation and death and is to be crushed by a mighty
power that is satanic in its fury and madness, what is the point of it all? Is there
an ultimate reality beyond all relative appearances? Is there light at all beyond
the tunnel of darkness? If so, how does one get a glimpse of it? How does one
peer through to it in a way that would enable one to carry on, to stand fast, and
to endure to the end and so conquer?
John wanted to sustain and inspire the churches in Asia Minor with a sense
of hope in a situation that appears to be hopeless. He wanted them to endure
to the end and so conquer. For this, nothing less than word with the bearings of
ultimacy will suffice. Is there such a word? If there is such a word, what style and
medium would best convey it?
For John of Patrnos, apocalyptic vision is both the message and the medium
of the Ultimate. What was there in apocalyptic thought that led John of Patrnos
to choose it as the vehicle of his message? We cannot go here into a detailed
discussion of apocalypticism. Suffice it to point out a few essential pictures
before we look at the text more closely. The first thing to note is that the message
of John as he puts it is itself a revelation of Jesus Christ from God. The ultimate
source of Revelation is from God. It is from God and of God. What is reckoned
with in it is nothing less than God himself. However, what one encounters is the
God as revealed by Jesus Christ. God is not known on some basis or to some
medium other than his self-revelation in and through Jesus Christ. God is none
other than the God and Father of the Lord Jesus Christ. Now what Jesus Christ
reveals of God is made known to John through an angel a messenger sent by
God himself. And John has seen and heard what has been revealed to him and
he testifies to it as the word of God. This means that what has been revealed to
John, which John himself has seen and to which he now testifies, has the bearing
and substance of the ultimate. Ultimacy is revealed. It is seen as a vision. It is
never simply assumed as the premise of an argument, nor the logical conclusion
of a demonstration.
The next thing to note is that what is seen in an apocalyptic vision about the
God of Jesus Christ is that he reigns supremely. If there is anyone message that
runs as a red thread in all apocalyptic thought, it is that God reigns. In the
beginnings of apostolic thought in Isaiah 24:27, this is already the message that
is heard in the midst of universal judgment and social collapse. "The Lord of
Hosts reigns on Mt. Zion and in Jerusalem and before his elders he will manifest
his glory." In its developed form in the book of Daniel it is certainly the
centerpiece of the whole vision. "To the one presented to the antichrist to the
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ancient one was given dominion and glOly and kingship that all peoples, nations
and language should serve him. His dominion is an everlasting dominion that
shall not pass away and his kingship is one that shall never be destroyed." And
in the book of Revelation, is there a refrain more repeated than this, "Hallelujah,
for the Lord our God the Almighty reigns!" The message of the apocalyptic is
"God reigns." Is there something more ultimate than that?
Another thing to note about apocalyptic thought is that the vision that God
reigns supremely is seen precisely in a situation of deep darkness by the very
people who suffer grievously from this darkness and who cannot do anything
about it because they have been marginalized and cast out by injustice and
oppression and impoverishment. After a long litany of evil deeds, the prophet
of early apocalyptic ism cries out "Justice is far from us and righteousness does
not reach us. We wait for light, and 10, there is darkness, and for brightness, but
we walk in gloom." Who will then bring justice to a society that has collapsed
because of injustice and oppression? Apocalyptic thought believes no human
agency can. The Lord saw it and it displeased him that there was no justice,
writes Isaiah. He saw that there was no one and was appalled that there was no
one to intervene. But if no human agency can bring justice, then God shall. And
he shall because he reigns and he reigns preCisely for this purpose, to bring
justice.
And who can see this and testify to it? Isaiah 9:2 puts it to the point. "The
people who walk in darkness have seen a great light. Those who live in a land
of deep darkness on them, light has shined." Is it any wonder than that the
people who saw light and hope in Jesus were the outcasts and the sinners and
the poor and the oppressed? Is it any wonder that it was John exiled in Patmos
and suffering persecution and marginalization with his people who saw a vision
of the collapse of mighty Rome because God reigns to bring in a new heaven and
a new earth. Is it any wonder that what gives apocalyptic proportions to
liberation theology is that it is born out of the crisis of oppression and poverty and
suffering, something that is contrary to the will of God and is morally evil?
Ultimacy reveals itself precisely in a situation of social disintegration and
cosmic collapse, and is seen as a vision by the very people who are the helpless
victims of such an upheaval. So, if you do not see any ultimacy in our time, you
better reconsider where you stand.
The next thing to note about the apocalyptic vision is that God is seen as
about ready to bring his purposes in human and cosmic history to their final
fulfillment and conclusion. The end is soon to take place. To make this clear, I
am borrowing M. Eugene Boring's suggestion that apocalyptic is best understood against the background of providence. Belief in providence is the
condition that God is guiding history. Biblical thought, however, does not stop
here. It goes on to assert that God is guiding history to its final goal. At this point,
providence becomes eschatological. Not all providential thinking is eschatological, says Boring, because while providential thought asserts that history has a
Lord, it does not necessarily affirm that history has an end.
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To add that history has an end, a goal and a conclusion is to make
providential thought, eschatological. Eschatology asserts that creation and
history have an end, a finish, just as the doctrine of creation asserts that creation
has a beginning. God begins and he ends. But now, to say that God himself will
act and intervene and bring about the goal of history by both ending it and
realizing its purposes in the near future, is to make eschatological thought
apocalyptic. The essence of apocalyptic thought is that the end is near. It is
about to happen and it is God who will bring it about.
Apocalyptic is God's gracious response to the cry of his people, "How long,
Oh Lord, how long?" God shortens the time of waiting for the end in order to
save his people from further and prolonged suffering. Ultimacy here breaks into
temporality and relativizes it by both finishing it and realizing its purpose, and so
endowing it with meaning.
The text we are considering in the book of Revelation is the last part of a
sevenfold vision of the coming of the end. The final events of the end of history
as seen by John include the return of Christ, the last battle, the binding of Satan,
the thousand-year reign, the defeat of Gog and Magog, the last judgment and
finally, the descent of the new Jerusalem. Several points are worth noting about
this text. I will only mention them without further development. The first has to
do with John's seeing. This is not the sight of literal seeing, but of vision, the
visioning of faith. It's standpoint is on earth and from the earth, and in the case
of John, from exile in Patmos. It's perspective, therefore, is from earthly
relativity, and yet, what John sees has to do with God's activity in the heavenly
sphere. The drama that unfolds before his eyes is a heavenly drama, God's
revealing the meaning of history through the Lamb and his judging of the great
city of Babylon and defeating the powers of evil that reigned in it, and his
eliminating from his presence the old earth and the old heaven, and the coming
to be of the new heaven and the new earth with the holy city, Jerusalem, coming
down from heaven.
God's ultimate activity, his last and most important, unfolds before the
relativity of a limited vision expressed in symbolic language, precisely because
of the incommensurability of the seeing with what is seen. What made the seeing
possible? It is because God opened the door of heaven and invited John to come
up so that God may show him what must take place, and John came up in the
Spirit, the Spirit who reveals the depths of God. What John sees is a new heaven
and a new earth. He does not see the old earth and the old heaven because they
are no longer there. They are no longer there because they had passed away.
Did they pass away naturally in the way of all flesh? We find the answer in
Chapter 20, verse 11, ''The earth and the heaven fled from his presence and no
place was found for them. No, the old earth and the old heaven did not go the
way of all flesh. They were swept away from God's presence. They could no
longer be seen and affirmed as good by God, and so they disappeared from his
sight. The beginning of creation is not by itself, but by God. The ending of
creation is not also by itself, but by God. And so within creation it is with God
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that we have to deal. And in dealing with creation we also have to deal with God.
We deal with the Ultimate within the relative.
The new heaven and the new earth that John saw is still heaven and it is still
earth and it is still creation and the whole of it, but now it is seen as new. It is seen
as the new creation. Did the old creation transform itself into the new? Was the
transformation effected by human agency? In the tradition of apocalyptic vision,
it is God who creates the new heavens and the new earth. Moreover the coming
of the new heaven and the new earth is by an act of creation. This is a new act
of creation, a second act of creation, as it were. As a new act of creation it does
not repeat or restore or reform the old creation. It transforms it. That is to say
it gives it a new form and elevates it to a new mold and order of being and of life
-- eternal life. Did the new in the new creation come from the old creation? The
answer is "no," for the new creation is not a possibility of the old. Did it come
from nothing? The answer is also "no." Whereas the old creation came from
nothing from which God created it, the new in the new creation comes from God,
from the heart and bosom of God, from his beloved Son.
In John's vision he saw one like the Son of Man and John fell at his feet as
though he were dead, but the one like the Son of Man placed his right hand on
John and said, "Do not be afraid, I am the first and the last, and the living one.
I was dead, and see, I am alive for ever and ever. I have the keys of death and
hades." That is the source of the new in the new creation.
There is another thing that John saw was no longer there. He saw that the
sea was no more. In the first act of creation the raging waters of the deep were
there, placed by God in the act of creation. In the new act of creation the raging
waters of chaos, the nothing that resisted creation and so the symbol of the nonpossibility of creation is no more. In the first act of creation these waters were
pushed aside and put in place, but they were still around threatening to undo
what God has done in creation. They are put at bay by God's providential
activity. But now in the new creation the sea is no more. There is no threat
anymore and so God reigns. He reigns fully and completely.
What else did John see? He saw the Holy City, the new Jerusalem, coming
down out of heaven from God, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband.
The symbolism here is so rich we can hardly do justice to it. It is enough to sketch
the main lines of thought.
First, what John saw is a city, not distinct individuals in their separate lives
and distinct identities. He saw people in community and a community of people.
Our friend from Samoa might say "a communal city," a community of caring
and sharing in everything. Next, John saw the city as holy, the whole of the city
as holy. The cities of the old creation demarcated the holy from the profane. In
the city of the new creation there is no such demarkation. The whole city is holy.
It belongs to God and is consecrated to him. The cities of the old creation are
made by human hands. They can claim autonomy from God. They can become
secular cities. In the new creation the city is made by divine hands and
incorporates into it what human hands have made. The city is a holy city.
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Next, the city that John saw is the new Jerusalem. What is the identity of this
new Jerusalem? Is it the seat of power from which the king ruled? But in the new
creation there is no need for a seat of power because God reigns fully and
completely. He is all in all. Is it the place of the temple where God's name dwells
and where people come to worship him? But there is no temple in the new city,
for its temple is himself, the Lord God Almighty and the Lamb. What, then, is the
new Jerusalem? Could it be the church, the new people of God and the old
people of God together as one people? And since the new people of God is
composed of all peoples, the new Jerusalem is none other than that all peoples
have become God's people. The new Jerusalem is the dwelling place of God
with all his peoples.
Next, John saw the holy city, the new Jerusalem as coming down out of
heaven from God. This means that the holy city of the new creation is of the
heavenly sphere where God dwells, and so is from God. It's possibility is from
heaven, not from earth. It is of a new creation and not of the old. It's coming
to be is by divine agency, not by human doing, but now, what is surprising about
it is that it comes down. In the old creation the holy city is on a mountain and
people go up to it. But now, it is the city together with its mountain that is coming
down. This means the holy city is not only made by a new divine act, but as an
act of grace, and so a divine gift that is given.
Finally, John saw the holy city coming down prepared as a bride adorned
for her husband. The image is that of a wedding and that is the image used to
portray the readiness of the church to unite with her Lord. Not only is the bride
ready for the wedding, she also comes to the wedding lovely and beautiful. She
brings to the bridegroom all that makes her lovely and beautiful. Nothing that
makes the peoples of the world lovely and beautiful is lost when they come to be
God's people.
But John did not only see, he also heard. The combination of seeing and
hearing makes the reception of Revelation complete and so the testimony of
John made out of both seeing and hearing is true and trustworthy. What did
John hear? Let me read it, so that you may also hear: "And I heard a loud voice
from the throne saying, 'see, the home of God is among mortals; he will dwell
with them as their God and they will be his peoples'. And God himself will be
with them. He will wipe every tear from their eyes, and death will be no more.
Mourning and crying and pain will be no more for the first things have passed
away." The voice from the throne means the voice of God. It is God who is
speaking. This means that what is said comes from ultimate authority and what
is said happens because it is done with ultimate power and what did John hear
that God said?
First, he heard God say that his home is among mortals. This is a reversal
of traditional thought and so comes as a surprise. We normally think, when we
are thinking at our best, that we mortals may come to God and dwell with him,
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and so to enjoy him and hopefully enjoy him forever. We now see this is only
a half and secondary truth. The primary and more fundamental truth is that
God's home is among mortals and so he comes to dwell with them. The immortal
eternal God making his home among mortal beings. Can you imagine what that
might mean?
Second, John heard God say that he will dwell with them as their God and
they will be his peoples. This, of course is the fulfillment of the covenant promise
made to Israel "I will be your God and you will be my people." There is,
however, a difference. In Ezekiel from which this verse is quoted, the word
people is in the Singular. John changed this and made it plural and thus it
becomes inclusive of all peoples. God will be their God. There will only be this
one God, the God and father of the Lord Jesus Christ, and no other God will be
their God. There will be no more idolatry. God shall be all in all. But that means
also that all of the beneficial day will be theirs, and theirs as God's peoples.
Third, John heard God say he will wipe every tear from their eyes, death will
be no more, mourning and crying and pain will be no more. That is what it
means to be God's people with whom he dwells. He himself will wipe every tear
from their eyes. What a tender way of portraying the loving care of God for his
peoples. We may not understand some of the more bizarre symbols that John
employs, but surely this one we can understand. And if we understand this, is
there a need to understand all the rest, if God wipes away every tear from our
eyes, as a loving mother would? Surely that means he will remove every cause
of our crying including death. And so there will be no more mourning and crying
and pain. The causes of our crying belong to the old creation and the old
creation has passed away, for John heard God say directly to him, "It is done.
I am the alpha and the omega, the beginning and the end."
Ah, what a fitting end. God does not only begin beginning, he is the
beginning. God does not only bring the end, he is the end. It is with him as God,
not with things that begin and end, that we have to do. Is there anything more
ultimate than that? And even if we have to do with things that begin and end,
as we must as creaturely beings, it is still with God that we have to do. There is
no escaping the ultimate, for that is why it is ultimate.
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History is the arena of power and consequence. It is the realm of what
counts in the struggle for justice. It is the forum in which we assert what will
endure in the memory of humankind, what will be celebrated or lamented, and
why. History is the vindication of worldly powers, the justification of human
motive and will. History is one of the ways we have of keeping score.
It is often said that history is written by the winners. Over the centuries we
have devised elaborate ways to tally up who is ahead in the quest for historical
significance. Every age has its way of reckoning. We estimate the financial
worth of the world's richest people and compare ourselves to them. We keep
track of which country has more missiles or the highest Gross National Product.
We measure people's political influence by their proximity to the centers of
power, which simply means the authority to make one's decisions stick. We prize
social class, educational attainment, and cultural achievement. Yet for all of that,
we are very much aware that much of what we value depends on forces and fates
beyond our control. The rise and fall of great empires and great people
throughout history testifies to this truth. And so, the less certain we are about the
deep meaning and the longer-range purposes of life, the more we rely on
knowing who's in and who's out as a way of measuring our own proximity to
worth. "History" is thus a way of making sense of the seeming adventitiousness
of good and evil -- what Martha Nussbaum has referred to as "the fragility of
goodness. "
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To speak of the Lordship of Jesus over history puts that world of power and
consequence, of accidents and uncertainty, into an altogether new perspective.
The clue to history now is seen in terms of the life and mission, the death and
resurrection of Jesus Christ -- someone who did not appear at all "lordly" in his
own life. Someone who taught and embodied the importance of the life of
service, who refused power and glory.
Jesus on his way to Calvary appears as the total opposite of what history
seems to prize. To all appearances his mission is that of someone who was cut
short in the prime of life by the arbitrary will of the powers that be. The historians
of his day barely acknowledged the existence of Jesus. Almost all we know about
Jesus we know from the testimony of that little band of disciples that formed
around him before his death.
Yet, in Ephesians, Paul is bold to say that God made Christ sit at God's right
hand, far above all rule and authority, power and dominion. In Philippians, in
that beautiful hymn, Paul says that "every knee shall bow and every tongue
confess that Jesus Christ is Lord." All principalities and powers have been
disarmed by Jesus Christ.
The earliest disciples, after they got over the shock of the crucifixion and
were empowered by the resurrection spirit, confessed that Jesus was not only
their master and their lord but also lord of all. And from that moment on began
the redefinition of true authority, of enduring influence, of embodied righteousness -- yes, even of the meaning and purpose of history. For Jesus in his life and
death revealed what God was about and what we are to be about. Jesus
revealed to us the nature of God, the power that comes into life here and now
when we are no longer beholden to the status-mongers of the world.
The religious authorities and the temporal authorities of his day, no less than
our day, had their system of rewards for playing the right game. It was an
intricate weapon of tit-far-tat, who's in and who's out, who's ahead and who's
behind. History is made up of this kind of calculation.
Jesus set it all aside. He claimed only the authority of God, and he wanted
to share that authority by empowering us to live in the same way; no longer preoccupied or glancing behind to see who is catching up with us; no longer
obsessed with who will come in ahead, or who has the right to dominate or to
rule. To confess Jesus Christ as Lord of our lives means to follow him in keeping
company with the hungry, the sick, the oppressed, the naked, and those with no
place to lay their heads. In short, Jesus directs our attention toward that other
side of the world that often is not a part of secular history. He says, "In them you
will find your purpose and meaning, and it is there that the prinCipalities and
powers will find their impotence and their end." Jesus broke the earthly powers,
not by retaliation or arrogance or a kind of vicious retribution, but by an
embodied love.
That love calls us to forgiveness and reconciliation and seeks to break the
cycle of payment and repayment, of injury and retaliation, of debt and foreclo-
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sure, of punishment and reward. The Lord of history sets us free to look with new
eyes beyond our institutions and our normal definition of success and meaning
and importance. He calls us to look for the enduring meaning and the enduring
value of every person's life. Jesus calls us to a life without sentimentality and
without the anxiety and fretful activity that lacks heart and feeling. He calls us
to put heart and action together in service to those who do not seem to count.
To confess that Christ is Lord of history is to embolden his people, you and
me, with a new sense of courage and purpose. No longer timid before the
powers of the world, whatever they may be, we are summoned to the great task
of identifying and living under the Reign of God here. That is a glorious and
noble task worthy of every one of us.
Fifteen years ago Jimmy Carter went to Washington to be President of the
United States, and he announced that the cornerstone of his foreign policy was
going to be human rights. He was a born-again Christian, but not highly
regarded by many of the conservative Christians in his country. People really
mocked the idea that human rights could be a major part of any nation's foreign
policy, especially the foreign policy of the most powerful nation of the world.
Real politics, the understanding that nations deal with each other from positions
of military and economic might alone, they said, was the basis for foreign policy.
Punish, reward, threaten, intimidate, make them do your will. From time
immemorial nations have lived according to that law. As we all know, Carter was
defeated soundly by Ronald Reagan and sent back to Georgia.
In his first year back home -- which was one of the low points of his life -we invited him to teach at my university. One of those early days he and I were
walking across the campus and happened to run into a very distinguished
professor of international relations who had spent all his life at Harvard
University before coming to Emory. He was a genial, kindly, wise old man
named Karl Deutsch. When we encountered each other on the Sidewalk, I
introduced them. Professor Deutsch took President Carter's hand in both of his
to say how delighted he was to meet him. He said, "President Carter, I have
longed to have the opportunity to tell you this: that as a student of history and
international relations, I want to say that a thousand years from now, when most
of the names of the presidents of the United States will be forgotten, just as most
of the emperors of Rome are already forgotten, your name will live. And it will
live for one reason: Because you connected human rights with foreign policy."
When President Carter heard those words his eyes welled up. At the time,
I thought maybe Professor Deutsch was being overly generous, or possibly kind
to him in his defeat. But who would say that today? The peoples of South Africa,
Eastern Europe, and the Soviet Union have cried out for their rights and have
been heard. As the United States and the Soviet Union prepare to beat some of
their swords into plowshares, the fear of nuclear annihilation has been bracketed. And around the world the clarion call has gone forth, "It is not by my might
but by my spirit, saith the Lord!" To speak of human rights is not sentimentality.
It is the warp and woof of history as God conceives it.
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When Jesus talks about the little ones, he is talking about those whom God
loves and for whom he died. Such faithfulness to the least of these is a calling
of the church when we believe that Jesus Christ is Lord of history. It means that
we can break out of the constricting arms of institutional bureaucracy and do
fresh things. Local churches can send missions to other parts of the world for two
or three weeks; not that they are going to accomplish so much, but that by doing
so they break out of that web of the old, dying world and see the new world, the
glOriOUS world, and come into contact with the heartbeat of the world -- there
possibly to encounter the Christ in a new form, a new face, and a new language.
Why is the missionary movement, for all of its faults in the past, the great
glory of the church? Because missionaries embody the freedom from being
beholden to things as the world has ordered them. Missionaries are as close to
the Christian life as you can come -- commitment in life and in action. It is not
that they are saints, but that at some point they have felt the hand of the Lord
upon them, to break them loose and send them forth. And every church around
the world now has that great and glorious opportunity to send forth. Every
church has the great and glorious opportunity to honor and reward, through
prayer and supplication-and love and support, those who go forth in their name
and in their behalf.
To speak of the Lordship of Christ over history is also to say that we will have
that missionary courage at times -- not because we want power or glory, but
because we are constrained by the spirit of the Lord to speak to worldly power
and glory. And we need to speak today. The church should never be ashamed
of its message, no matter where it cuts or what it hurts. All we have to do is to
look at the way in which Paul wrestled his way free from the constrictions of the
law, which was his own way of keeping score. Once he was free of that, the Spirit
moved him around the Mediterranean. The early monasteries broke free from
the same kind of game, from the rewards of the institutional church of their day.
Luther broke with the church of his day in order to give the scriptures to the
people and to free them from the shackles of calculating profit and loss. Wesley
walked outside of the established church of his day. He went out into the fields
of the common people, the little people, the forgotten people. Every one of those
moments was an explosion of power in the world.
Now we ask, "Will the church be up to this moment?" Here we are in a time
of virtual global peace, even though there are local wars. There is opportunity
for the church to move out and take advantage of this peace in times of
enormous urban decay and racial discord and the crying voices of hungry
children. So much of the need of the world can be heard. What will be our
response? If Jesus Christ is Lord of history, it cannot be "business as usual."
The problem is not that the world will not listen to our message that Jesus
Christ is Lord. The world may not believe it, but it will at least listen. The problem
is that so often we do not really believe it ourselves. Jacques Ellul, the great lay
Christian of France, some years ago said the church's great problem is mediocrity. Now mediocrity does not have anything at all to do with the level of one's
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ability. Not a bit. Ellul is pointing to mediocrity of the spirit. Mediocrity is what
Revelation calls "lukewarmness." Mediocrity is the tepidness of one's heart, the
lackluster effort one puts into the work of God. We can make the church into a
lukewarm game, and we do it all the time. This is not an indictment. It is an
acknowledgement that this is the human condition.
But Jesus Christ is Lord of the church and of history. It is possible for us to
move beyond mediocrity, to hear our call, to see the need, to address God's
cause. The glory of saying this is that faith is the kind of power that can come
forth from this vision. It happens not only on the larger canvas of the world and
of history, it happens, maybe most importantly, on a one-to-one basis.
I am sure there is no one in this great hall who would not say that the reason
they are here, and the reason they are in the church, and the reason they love
the Lord, is because some unsung person touched their lives. It was most likely
not a person of great power and consequence. I doubt if those who have been
most important to you as a Christian were a huge success in the world. But they
brought the power of God into your life. What greater blessing can there be?
How important that role is. How many of us labor in the vineyards, unsung,
unheralded, I'm sure often discouraged and feeling forgotten.
To believe that Jesus Christ is Lord of history is to take heart from the fact
that we do not have to count the consequences, we do not have to see the fruit.
We have faith that that reckoning will happen. How important it is to be faithful
in that sense, and not hanker after false rewards. To see the need, to say the right
word, to be people of prayer, and people of courage, and people of power.
Methodism with its tens of millions people around the world can shake up
the world and address its ills: cities do not have to decay; race does not have to
be the last word; children do not have to starve and suffer from disease. To say
that Jesus Christ is Lord of history is to say that those things do not have to
happen, and that we ask the Lord to give us the strength, the courage, the will,
and the love to address those things thoughtfully, competently, faithfully, and
well. It is to tum our universities and corporations fr9m being bastions of the elite
to places where people understand the responsibilities of privilege, appreciate
the fact that they are given some of the greatest opportunities in the world, and
have a corresponding obligation.
Some while back I had an opportunity to go on grand rounds with one of
the professors in our medical school in our great city hospital. In the wards we
stopped at the bedside of a wasting person, a man. I do not know what his
disease was; but he was listless, and when the doctor asked him how he felt, there
was no response, not even in his eyes. Here were the residents all around with
their clipboards trying to figure out what the doctor was getting at. No response.
The patient's feet were sheathed in white stockings. The doctor asked, "May I
look at your feet?" He got a grunt of assent. Very gently and carefully, he rolled
down those elastic stockings until he revealed the suppurating, decaying flesh of
the man's feet. All of us were sucking in our breath and trying to maintain our
composure. The doctor, with great, great care and gentleness, manipulated
several of the patient's toes and began to talk to him. He had the man's attention,
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now. He gently rolled the stockings back up. He went up and laid his hands on
the man's forehead and began to talk to him. The man responded, and it was
a real conversation.
Afterwards we were out in the hall, and the young residents were somewhat
overcome with what they had just witnessed. The professor just turned to them,
and he said these words only: "Always touch the patient." Those young
residents will never forget that moment as long as they live. Neither willI.
The church has to touch the world. It is not always the thing we most want
to do. We can not talk to the world until we have earned the right to touch the
world. There is no communication until there is love. When there is love, there
is community; when there is community, there is healing; when there is
community and healing, we make history. History is something new. It is not just
the endless repetition of the rise and fall of great empires and great people.
To say that Jesus Christ is Lord of history is to say that we have a whole new
way of reckoning history. You and I know that secret. All the rest of the world's
games may have their place, but this is where the action is. This alone can touch
a heart and change a life.
So we affirm that Jesus Christ is Lord of history, exultantly, not complacently. With praise on our lips, a song in our heart, we know who has touched
our lives and emboldened us to say that the kingdoms of this world shall become
the kingdom of our God, and of his Christ, and he shall reign forever and ever.
Hallelujah. Amen.
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CLOSING ADDRESS
By Dr. Donald English

Donald English is General Secretary of the Home Mission Division of the British Methodist
Conference, and has served two terms as President of Conference. He taught at Wesley College,
Bristol. Bertha English is also a teacher. Dr. English has presented Bible Studies at two World
Methodist Conferences, and is internationally known as a speaker and author. Dr. and Mrs. English
have two sons.

I want to say, first of all, how very humbled I am by standing here to be doing
this, and I do want to thank all who were responsible for my becoming
Chairperson for the trust they put in me. I want to say on behalf of myself and
the new Presidium that we will serve wholeheartedly the cause of world
Methodism in this next quinquennium. I want to say, on a very personal note
too, how relieved I am that my wife, Bertha, was able to come to a World
Methodist Council. I had begun to fear that world Methodists would think I really
didn't have a wife, but just talked about one. I am particularly grateful that she
is here now.
This is called a "covenant service." If I were preaching to ask you to
covenant money, you would be thinking during the rest of what I have to say,
about .how much you would give. I am asking you to covenant yourself and I
invite you to be just as precise as you would if you were working out what to write
on the check or what to put in a plate. I want to suggest, if I may, some responses
to the question "What are we covenanting?"
First, we will celebrate the Triune God. If the world can be made a better
place by a succession of excellent talks, with an increasing number of standing
ovations, and a flood of papers distributed, then the world would be a better
place next week. If the world can be made a better place by 3,000 people
accepting total responsibility for all its wrongs and then committing themselves
to put it all right, if possible within the next qUinquennium, then the world would
be a better place next week.Actually that isn't what we're about.
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The reason for our existence is not our existence. The reason for our
existence is God: Father, Son and Holy Spirit. There is no meaning to our
activity except God exists. All the activities of our worship depend on life being
lived under God. God isn't the name we give to our highest aspirations. God
isn't the necessary reason for our ceaseless activity, God isn't the chairperson of
our mission board with two votes to our one. God is, whether we worship God
or not. God is not an object with whom we negotiate, to whom we give
ourselves, and then from whom we expect life to go better. Life is subject. God
is the reason for all of life. You and I in the midst of this plethora of talks and
papers and conversations and resolutions do well to remember this prime point.
The future of the Kingdom of God depends on God. And the God whom we
worship is not capable of our accurate description or definition, still less of our
control. Let us remember that the enterprise is not in our hands, but in God's
hands -- and He will constantly surprise us.
At the Evangelism Convocation, Dr. Timothy Walker in a very moving
sermon talked about God as the one who comes in through the back door when
the front door can't be opened because so much trash and garbage is packed up
behind it and there's no way to open it. One day later Olav Parnamets from
Estonia told us of the son of the communist mayor of a particular town who got
into trouble with alcohol, broke into the church, stole the Holy Bible, and when
he recovered from his alcohol, read it, and is now applying for theological
seminary to train for the ordained ministry. Let us never forget, as we try to
grapple with all the problems we face, in the end it is God who is God, and we
serve God. We covenant to celebrate the Triune God and in celebrating God,
we become free.
Secondly, may we covenant ourselves to understand the faith more deeply.
Our subject this week has been the gospel. If our subject this week had been the
context or culture in which we proclaim the gospel, we would have had to admit
in all honesty that often the message we present is inadequate for the challenge
it faces. It is often too narrow, too shallow, too unimpressive, to make the impact
on the culture or the civilization to which we belong.
It is said of Michelangelo that one day while he was working one of his
students came over and presented him a sketch which he had done. Michelangelo just glanced up from his own work, took a crayon and wrote right across
the painting, amplious, broader, wider. I believe that may be God's judgment
on much of the gospel that we proclaim.
We heard this week about the true gospel. Jesus Christ, God's creative,
incarnate, prophetic, saving, living, ultimate word. That's broad enough -enough for our preachers until Christmas, anyway. Now, that's a very different
vision of Jesus Christ from the one which we so very often communicate. For
we truncate the gospel. We cut it down to our size so that we want to talk only
about personal piety, or only about the social struggle, or only about the battle
for justice, or only about whatever our thing is. This week's theme has burst all
those boundaries and walls, and we see in Jesus Christ, as we've heard again
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and again, the one in whom we perceive the purpose of the entire created
universe. The one to whom, as Leslie Newbiggen put it, "the whole alphabet of
history points." The one in whom we perceive the power which is the secret of
the heart of all life. That means that our gospel must relate to every part of life.
It must be about politics. It must be about economics. It must be about our social
relationships. It must be about family. It must be about education. It must be
about health. It must about medicine. Because Jesus Christ is God's living word,
from beginning to end.
The challenge for this week is that you and I should learn to understand
more deeply what that means. Not as an intellectual exercise, but as an
experience which challenges all that we have or are, because our narrowness in
understanding the gospel is what keeps many people out of the gospel. There
are so many people outside the church who are seriously searching for meaning,
but the narrowness of our concept of the gospel prevents them from ever seeing
a chink of light in what we are saying to lead them to Christ.
My wife and I went to Nigeria as missionaries. We traveled out on a boat
(that's how old we are). A5 we stood on the deck at night (we were newly married
also) with the moon shining brightly, we marveled at the fact that however the
boat moved fOlWard, there was always a line of light from the moon right across
the water, right to where we were. I said to my wife, "I feel as though I could dive
into the sea and swim up that line and find the moon." The reason was because
the moon has enough light for all, it has enough light for each. When we grasp
what it means that Jesus Christ is God's living word from beginning to end, we
begin to understand that the light that comes through Christ reaches to everyone.
They need to know that our gospel is as broad as that. Let us covenant to
understand the gospel more deeply.
Thirdly, I hope we may covenant to live the gospel more fully. God's way
of establishing his kingdom, remarkable though it may seem, is through the lives
of his kingdom people. The most significant thing about the establishing of the
kingdom is not the world shattering events like the knocking down of the Berlin
Wall, or as it would be if there were, please God; the signing of a Middle East
peace treaty. Those things delight us and thrill us and excite us, but that isn't
primarily how God builds the kingdom. God builds the kingdom in the millions
of decisions and attitudes and actions every day of the people who belong to the
kingdom. The kingdom is built as people like you and me day by day live out
our discipleship.
Rev. Ronald Hoar, the president of the British Conference, who is with us
in our Conference, spoke to us in Britain about his model for the church -- not
a pyramid, this way up, with the hierarchy at the top, nor a pyramid, that way
up, which would soon fall over, but a wheel, an old wheel, with a hub at the
center who is Christ, and spokes going out from Christ, which is all the organizations and systems and churches, and at the circumference the people of God.
Our President inspired us with the vision that the real life of the church is where,
as I believe our American brothers and sisters say, "where the rubber hits the
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road." It's the wheel, the circumference, through whom God builds his
kingdom. That means that you and I have the inestimable privilege in going
away from here: not to be simply a member of the church; not to be simply better
educated in what world Methodism is about, if you are; not to be more inspired
about world Methodism, if you are. But it is about being part of God's building
of his kingdom wherever he has put us.
We have a minister in Britain who has had to retire early because he has
been getting pains in the chest they seem very difficult to understand. I went to
see him and he said he'd had what he called an "angiogram." An angiogram,
as I understand it, is when the medical profession inserts into your blood system
a series of what I, as a non-medic, would describe as wires which then go around
your system, around your heart, exploring veins and arteries. The fun thing
about it is you can watch it on television! And as these wires move around every
now and again there's a little explosion of colored liquid just testing out the way.
The aim is to discover where the blockages are ... what has broken down ... where
the thickening is ... why the blood system can't work properly.
As he told me, I thought, "what a good model of the church!" God's
angiogram! Wherever life is breaking down, wherever things can't get through,
wherever love hasn't made its way, wherever lives are destroyed, wherever
systems are oppressive, wherever people can't get free, wherever folks are being
legislated against because of their condition, whatever it be, God's angiogram,
as it were! The people of God in the love of God, in the image of Christ of lowly
service, working away for the kingdom. Let us covenant ourselves to live the
gospel that we've heard about this week.
Fourthly, I hope we will covenant ourselves to articulate the gospel. Acts
Two, I think, provides a very good model for our speaking for Christ. In Acts
Chapter Two, God does something remarkable amongst the lives of his people
which causes others to wonder why this is happening, and to try to offer an
explanation and Peter gets up and preaches. That, I believe, to be the model for
our articulation of the faith. It is as people see in us that which God is doing and
wonder that we are given the opportunity to speak for God.
Lamin Sanneh, professor of missiology at Harvard and Yale, spoke to the
regional evangelism secretaries two years ago now. He remarked on the fact that
Christianity is the only world faith that has almost totally neglected its geographical beginnings, that it has wholly neglected the language which its master spoke,
and has allowed itself to be phased into almost every culture it has met, because,
he said, "God speaks to us in our own language." That's why, he said, the
missionaries were wise all over the world to translate the scriptures into the
language of the people so that whether or not they were impressed by the
missionaries they had God's word in their own language. And, says Lamin
Sanneh, "That's the secret of mission." How will people hear the word of God
in their own language except through those whose lives they watch, in whom
they see something unusual, because of the presence of God, and from whom
they deserve an explanation. The things we do are impressive. What people
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need to hear from us is why we do them. And that it is not because we are
Methodists or socially conscious people, or nice people by nature, but because
God calls us to be the vehicles of his activity and those who hesitatingly explain
why.
When I lectured to some of our forces chaplains in Germany, as a memento
of the occasion, they kindly gave me a painting. I knew the painting because I'd
seen the original in the headquarters of the chaplains in Britain. It's a remarkable
painting of a remarkable person. His name is T. Bailey Hardy. He persuaded
the authorities against all the rules in the first World War to allow him to become
a chaplain in his early fifties. Against all further rules, he persuaded them to let
him go to the front in France, and in a period of eleven months, he won three
medals -- the Distinguished Service Order, the Military Cross, and the highest
military award for bravery -- the Victorian Cross. In eleven months he won all
three. Not surprisingly, he died of wounds before the age of fifty-five. The
painting is the painting of the moment when King George V presented T. Bailey
Hardy with His Victorian Cross. I also happen to know there is a black and white
photograph of that occasion in the Museum. The difference between the
photograph and the painting is very significant. In the photograph Hardy is
wearing his service cap with the polished peak -- the dress cap -- because the
King is there. In the painting, he's wearing the battered old helmet, spattered
with mud. In the photograph his boots are so bright the king could have seen
his face in them. We know this because his daughter who is also in the painting
spent all day before polishing those boots! But in the painting the boots are
spattered with mud and blood, as though straight out of the trenches. In the
photograph, the farmhouse behind is pristine in its cleanliness. It has been
polished from top to bottom for the coming of the king. In the painting, it's half
broken down with a shell that has landed and exploded in the farmyard. In the
painting there's a little mouse sitting in the farmyard. Now, what's the different?
The photograph tells you how medals are presented by kings. The paintings
tells you how medals are won in wars. The photograph is a picture of a particular
occasion, the painting tells you how these things happened to T. Bailey Hardy
and the mouse is the message that it was painted by a particular painter who
always puts a mouse in his painting!
Now, what the world wants to see and hear is not our telling the stories of
Jesus, though they need that. What the world wants to see and hear is how the
painting looks when the picture is transposed into our lives. How is it when my
loved one dies? How is it when I lose my job? How is it when my children call
me and cause me anxiety? How is it when people hurt me and how is it when
I do well and succeed? What people want to see is the stories of Jesus, they want
to see the stories of Jesus transposed into your life and mine and then they want
to hear us tell the story of the mouse. How did it become our picture? I hope
we will commit ourselves to articulate the faith.
Lastly, I hope we will commit ourselves to defend the faith. The problem
with the parable of the sower was not the quality of the seed, nor the skill of the
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farmer. As far as Jesus is concerned, there is no criticism of either. The problem
was the state of the soil. We in the Christian Church are excellent at seed
preservation. We've kept the gospel for centuries. We're wonderfully, highly
trained in the skills of evangelism. You can get a dozen courses almost anywhere
in the world. The question is, "How good are we at soil preparation?" The soil
preparation is what I want to call apologetics. I Peter 3: 15 describes as "be
always ready to give a reason for the hope that is in you, with fear and
trembling." Apologetics is the art of answering the questions people bring and
the reasons people give for not believing. Many of these questions and many of
these reasons are not put up to defend themselves against something they don't
want, they are genuine problems.
How do you handle a God of love who allows starvation and natural
disasters to happen? How can you say "God is gUiding your life" when you look
at the thousand and one chance happenings that take place? How do you know
God answers prayer? What is our response to genetic engineering? What do we
Ll-:iink about war and peace? How are we handling the problem of racism in the
world? So the questions tumble on and on and in answer to those questions, it
will not do to shout the gospel a little louder. People need to hear how the
Christian gospel engages with such questions. That requires the use of reason
as well as faith. It requires the ability to give answers as well as to preach
messages. It requires the openness to be able to say "I don't know" as well as
to be able to say "Thus saith the Lord." Sometimes it requires us to sit in
profound silence when we would love to be speaking. Unless the Christian
church will engage in the work of apologetics, unless we will answer the
questions coming out of science and social sciences, the questions coming out of
education and health and politiCS and economics: unless we are willing to deal
with those questions, we will often be preaching the gospel to ears that cannot
hear or begin to understand what we are saying. We will be throwing seed onto
rocky ground and however good the seed is, the rock will not produce fruit.
I challenge us all to be willing to engage in the task of listening to the reasons
people give for not believing and facing the question for ourselves, "What is my
answer to that?" "How do I make sense of being a Christian in the modem
world?" "How may I communicate that to others?"
Professor Douglas Meeks, one of our ministers in the American Church, has
written a wonderful example of how this work should be done in a book called,
"God, the Economist." He faces world economic systems with the biblical
understanding of the world as God's house economos from which we get the
word economy. It is really a remarkable feat of scholarship, for example,
showing that whereas the world's economic systems are built on the assumption
of scarcity, God has built his provision for the world on the provision of plenty.
From there the confrontation and the engagement begins.
You and I are invited, each at her and his own level, to listen to the reasons
people give for not believing and to provide, by the grace of God, a reason for
the hope that is in us and as Peter says, "Do it with fear and trembling." So I
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invite you to make these covenants today, as we come to the promises:
We will celebrate the Triune God.
We will seek to understand the faith more deeply in the light of what we have
learned this week.
We will practice the faith, God's angiogram, wherever we are. We will
articulate the faith, explaining to others that which by the grace of God makes us
different, and we will defend the faith, answering the questions with patience and
humility.
It must be obvious that if we are to do this, we all need each other. For many
of us this will have been a week of considerable frustration; for some of us not
being able to understand all that is said; for others of us, finding that things move
much too fast for us to be part of them; for many of us, listening day after day
with no public opportunity of response; for many of us trying to discover why
other people think as they think, why they keep on talking about the things they
keep on talking about; why they can't see the best way to do it (I'm not a
nationalist, but I do think the British do things best!), and your response to that
statement will show exactly where you stand! The frustration is part of the
privilege of belonging to what Dr. Wainwright called the symphony with which
we praise God. If you want to belong to a group that is all violins, don't come
back. Still better, if you want to only play your own violin, you needn't be with
anybody, and you'll always be right. If you want to play the symphony in the
orchestra of the Lord, you need the rest of us.
One of my greatest prayers for this next quinquennium is this: We went to
Africa to affinn the continent of Africa; we've come to Asia to affirm this vast and
wonderful part of the world; let these be signals that all Methodists are meant
equally to belong and equally to playa leading part in the World Methodist
Council. We all need one another.
Let us by the grace of God commit ourselves to one another today to these
five tasks which are the responsibilities of all of us, and may Christ God's living
word give us grace so to do, as we solemnly covenant ourselves now. May God
bless us all.
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Council Presentations
To Conference

The Sixteenth World Methodist Conference
Council Presentations to Conference

JULY 24, 1991

I.

THE CONFERENCE CONVENES

The Sixteenth World Methodist Conference opened with the sounding of the
ceremonial gong by two Singaporean children, Gloria Phua and Jiang Kejig. Singapore
Methodists presented a pageant of welcome and a Boys Brigade Pipe and Brass Band
played. Bishop Ho Chee Sin, Chairperson of the Singapore Host Committee gave the
welcome address (see page 23) which was followed by a brass fanfare, the roll call of
nations and a procession of banners was narrated by Dr. John C. A. Barrett, of England,
Secretary of the Conference Program Committee. Banners of the Council's member
churches were carried into the hall by designated representatives.

II.

OPENING COMMUNION SERVICE

Leading the Communion Service were Bishop L. Bevel Jones, III, United Methodist,
and Bishop Herman L. Anderson, African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church.
Bishop William M. Smith, Senior Bishop in the African Methodist Episcopal Zion
Church, scheduled to preside, was unable to be present. The sermon was brought by
Executive Committee Chairperson, Bishop Lawi Imathiu (see page 25).
Other participants included: Bishop Jun Tae Kwak, President of the Council of
Bishops, Korea; and Ms. Nelly Ibarra, Peru. Intercessions were led by Bishop Vinton R.
Anderson, African Methodist Episcopal Church and Presidium of the World Council of
Churches; Rev. Olav Pamamets, Superintendent of the Methodist Church of Estonia,
Baltic Republic; Mrs. Frances M. Alguire, President of the World Methodist Council North
American Section; Bishop Emilio de Carvalho, President of the United Methodist Council
of Bishops, Angola; Dr. 0' Arcy Wood, Moderator, Uniting Church in Australia; and, Dr.
Ronald Hoar, President of Conference, British Methodist Church.
The Wesley Church Choir, Singapore, conduded by Mr. Urn Swee Hong, sang.
Rev. Brian Hoare led the congregational singing, with Dr. Albin Whitworth, conference
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organist, and Mrs. Beth Beathard, oboe, instrumentalist.
Communion was served from nineteen communion tables surrounding the 3,200
delegates seated in the Raffles Ballroom. Four celebrants representing different countries
or areas of the world stood at each table.

The Sixteenth World Methodist Conference
Council Presentations to Conference
JULY 25, 1991

The session was called to order at 3:00 p.m. by Dr. Donald English, ViceChairperson of the World Methodist Council, London, England. Dr. Joe Hale, the
Council General Secretary, presented members of the World Methodist Council staff and
addressed the Conference (see page SO). Mrs. Edith Ming, Outgoing President of the
World Federation of Methodist Women also addressed this session (see page 56).
III. ECUMENICAL CONSULTATIONS

Dr. Geoffrey Wainwright, Chairperson of the Committee on Ecumenics and
Dialogue, introduced the report by evaluating the multiform ecumenical movement of
the twentieth century as an attempt to be obedient to the Lord who prayed that his Church
"be one"; that to "live in harmony with one another in Christ Jesus" was necessary if we
were "with one mind and one mouth to glorify God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ"
(Romans 15:5-6); and render a symphonic praise and not a cacophony that risks
wearying God's ears. Dr. Wainwright said Christian unity was necessary if the world was
to have the best chance to believe in the divine mission of the Son (John 17:21-23), and
the credibility of a gospel of reconciliation was weakened by divisions among those who
profess to have accepted it. "Thus doxology and evangelism lie at the heart of
ecumenism, even while the search for appropriate forms of unity continues."
Dr. Wainwright reported on Methodist relations with five Christian World Communions in which the Council has been or will be in dialogue: Lutherans, Reformed,
Anglicans, Orthodox, Roman Catholics (see Appendix).
Bishop Walter Klaiber enlarged on the developments in Germany, particularly since
the reunification of the country.
Bishop William Cannon sketched the historical background to the conversations
about to begin with the Orthodox Churches.
Monsignor Kevin McDonald from the Pontifical Council for Christian Unity, The
Vatican, saw the report on "The Apostolic Tradition" as a real achievement of the joint
commission between the Roman Catholic Church and the WMC, taking its place in the
slow but feasible process of overcoming long-standing and deep-rooted differences.
Dr. Wainwright also welcomed the presence at the Council and Conference of the
Rev. Dr. John Chryssavgis, official representative of the Ecumenical Patriarchate of
Constantinople, indicating he would preach the sermon in the ecumenical worship later
in the aftemoon.
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Dr. Norman Young of the Uniting Church of Australia and a member of the Council's
joint commission for dialogue with the Roman Catholic Church, then addressed the
Conference (see page 62).

IV. ECUMENICAL WORSHIP SERVICE
Presiding in the Ecumenical Service was Bishop Ben Oliphint, WMC presidium
member from Houston, Texas. The Scripture (from John 6) was read by Ms. Prasanna
K Samuel, a Lutheran teacher of New Testament from Madras, India. The sermon was
preached by the Rev. Dr. John Chryssavgis of St. George's Greek Orthodox Theological
College, Sydney, Australia, designated representative to the World Methodist Conference of His All Holiness Dimitrios, the Ecumenical Patriarch (see page 71).
Dr. Geoffrey Wainwright introduced ecumenical representatives who were present
from: The Anglican Consultative Council (Rt. Rev. Moses Tay, Bishop of Singapore); The
Baptist World Alliance (Rev. John Chang Jen Yen, Singapore); The Ecumenical
Patriarchate (Rev. Dr. John Chryssavgis); The Friends World Committee (Ms. Lau Wai
Har, Singapore); The Lutheran World Federation (Ms. Prasanna K. Samuel, India); The
Roman Catholic Church (Msgr. Kevin McDonald, Vatican City); The Seventh-day
Adventists General Conference (Pastor Minoru Inada, Singapore); The Salvation Army
(Lt. Col. James Lau Man Kin, Singapore); The Church of South India (Rt. Rev. V. P.
Dandin, Bishop of Karnataka Northern Diocese and Vice-Moderator of the C.S.I., and
the Rev. Mrs. Ananda Rajan); The World Alliance of Reformed Churches (Rev. Dr.
Stephen C. K. Tan, Singapore); The World Evangelical Fellowship (Dr. David M.
Howard, General Secretary, Singapore); The United Bible Societies (Dr. Daniel C.
Arichea, Jr.). Messages of greeting from the Mennonite World Conference and from the
World Convention of Churches of Christ were reported.
Ms. Lau Wai Har responded on behalf of the ecumenical guests and Dr. Wainwright
led the Conference in closing prayers for the unity and mission of the Church.
Music for the ecumenical service included congregational singing led by Mrs. Janie
Speaks and the Korean Ministers' Choir.

The Sixteenth World Methodist Conference
Council Presentations to Conference
JULY 27,1991
V. WORLD EVANGELISM
Following the morning Bible Study Bishop Lawi lmathiu, introduced Dr. Maxie D.
Dunnam, Chairperson of the World Evangelism Committee, to present the World
Evangelism report.
He called attention to the Evangelism newsletter "Flame" in which the Evangelism
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report had been printed (see Appendix). Reporting on the pre-Conference Evangelism
Convocation, he said " ... the lectures were profoundly thoughtfu~ the presentations and
planning were rooted in the Wesleyan tradition of knowledge and vital piety; and that
there was keen awareness in the group that evangelism around the world has to be done
in the context of the specific situation." Regional secretaries from Latin America, Asia,
the Pacific, Africa, Eastern Europe made presentations. The Convocation affirmed that
anything less than indigenous evangelism and anything that fails to address the whole of
life and the whole of creation is incomplete and out of character with the call of Christ and
the Wesleyan spirit. The convocation closed with a spontaneous five-hour prayer and
fasting period.
Attention was called to the International Christian Youth Conferences planned in
cooperation with the WMC Youth Committee and the World Methodist Evangelism
Institute which is a joint venture of the Council and Emory University. Dr. George Morris,
director of the Institute, was not present due to a family illness. Dr. James Laney, president
of Emory University was recognized. It was noted that nineteen regional seminars and
four international seminars had been conducted in almost every section of the world over
the past eight years.
Dr. Dunnam reported two International Christian Youth Conferences had been held
since the Nairobi Conference. 1,300 young people attended the ICYC in Australia and
over 600 youth attended the ICYC in Oaxtepec, Mexico.
Dr. Dunnam said the four youth conferences since 1980 had resulted in over 100
young people giving themselves to ordained ministry, with hundreds of others making
commitments to other Christian vocations.
A video report on World Evangelism and the World Methodist Evangelism Institute
followed (see Appendix for text).
Dr. Dunnam then introduced Dr. H. Eddie Fox, installed as Director of World
Evangelism in 1989. Through video presentation on the large screen, the Conference
saw and heard from some of the regional secretaries of World Evangelism.
Dr. Fox then brought a major address on World Evangelism (see page 91).
Dr. Dunnam led the Conference in a liturgical response to the address. Bishop
Imathiu thanked the Evangelism Committee for its report and asked support from the
delegates for the World Evangelism program.
VI. SPECIAL GREETING FROM
THE WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
Following a short mid-morning break, Bishop Imathiu called the Conference to
order welcoming to the platform Bishop Vinton R. Anderson, who earlier in the year at
the WCC Assembly in Canberra Australia, was elected as one of the Presidents of the
World Council of Churches. Bishop Anderson brought the greeting from the World
Council of Churches, first speaking about his association with the World Methodist
Council over the past 30 years; that during this period he had attended all but one of the
world Conferences. He told of a traumatic experience of collapse and emergency open
heart surgery on the way home from the Honolulu Conference in 1992, saying he was
speaking first of all as a Methodist who had been deeply involved in the life of the Council.
He then spoke in his representative capacity on behalf of the World Council of
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Churches. Bishop Anderson expressed his regret that there was not a full delegation
present from the World Council of Churches, noting this delegation was not in Singapore
because of the desire to express solidarity in protesting the action of the Singapore
Government in the expulsion of the Christian Conference of Asia. He brought good
wishes from Dr. Emilio Castro and the World Council of Churches to the Conference,
praying God's blessing on the deliberations of the Council. The Bishop concluded, "May
your presence here encourage the ministries of the churches in Singapore for freedom,
for democracy and for the gospel of Jesus Christ."
VII. SOCIAL AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS/
YOUTH CONSULTATION

Dr. Norman E. Dewire, Chairperson of the Social and International Affairs Committee was invited to introduce the report. Dr. Dewire noted that the SIAC report would
reflect what happened at the Social and International Affairs/Youth Consultation prior to
the beginning of the Council and Conference. He remarked the SIAC committee over
the past five years had kept in mind" ... that the content of the good news to the poor has
to do with the reign of God: that the Gospel message becomes good news when the poor
are liberated in a world marked by injustice, violence and the degradation of the
environment. "
Dr. Dewire reported on the SIAC Committee's participation in the planning of the
"Justice, Peace and Integrity of Creation" world convocation held in March, 1990 in
Seoul, Korea. That convocation had helped focus the idea that we "live between the
flood and the rainbow ... between the threat to life and God's promise of a new earth and
a new heaven."
Mr. Tom Sundar, Chairperson of the Council Youth Committee, brought the report
on the pre-Conference consultation attended by 165 persons and held July 20-22 in
Singapore, with the theme "Stewards in God's Creation." The report was given in the
form of a dialogue between the SIAC and Youth Committees, the joint sponsors.
The consultation addressed the urgent question of the survival of humankind, of
"Justice, Peace and the Integrity of Creation." From the youth point of view, the
presenters spoke of growing awareness on the part of young people around the world that
Christian consciousness and witness must apply to social and economic structures and
political and cultural realities that defeat justice, peace and the integrity of creation.
A letter from Latin American youth leaders to the WMCYouth Committee was cited
as the impetus in the consultation that led to the joint consultation with SIAC. The theme,
"Stewards in God's Creation" emerged from the planners' wish to focus upon Christian
responsibility towards the creation. Sub-themes of the Consultation included: "Justice
and Economy," "Militarization and Security," "Ufe and Environment," "Pluralism and
Witness."
Mr. Sundar outlined the schedule of the consultation, the speakers, the Bible studies,
indicating that resolutions had been developed to be presented to the World Methodist
Council.
Dr. Dewire spoke of the interconnection of "Justice, Peace, and Integrity of
Creation," quoting from Bishop Dale White's address to the Consultation: " ... the
economy is related to the hunger-making systems; peace is related to the war-making
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systems; and environment is related to the desert-making systems." Ms. Alka Edwards,
Youth Committee member from India, and Bishop Stanley Mogoba from South Africa,
spoke about the theological basis and Biblical imperatives underlying the Consultation.
Ms. Edwards listed the issues considered: justice, economy, militarization, pluralism,
witness, life, environment. Bishop Mogoba brought the Bible studies helping the group
to see the Biblical message related to the issues. Themes emerging from the studies were:
that "the earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof' that humankind has an exalted
position in God's plan of creation, not as ruler, but as steward with social responsibility
and accountability rather than mindless domination.
It was affirmed that humans can mold and shape the environment in ways no other
living creatures can; that we have the potential to destroy the world in nuclear war; that
our activities can affect the upper reaches of the upper atmosphere or pollute the deepest
ocean. We can leave the land rich in species, or barren desert.
In the studies, one problem cited concerned self-understanding of the role of man
in the creative order, which arose from our interpretation of Genesis 1, which speaks of
man having dominion over the fish of the sea, the birds of the air, and over every living
creature. Genesis 2 makes no mention of man's dominion over the rest of creation. It
emphasizes companionship, stewardship and relationship of Adam with God, with
created beings, with Eve. It became clear that the dominant theme is not man's dominion
over nature, but God's total Lordship over the entire cosmos. The earth is not ours to
abuse and destroy, not ours to poison and plunder, not ours to live in and abandon, but
God's to care for and cherish.
Bishop M. S. Mogoba continued the report relating how the consultation examined
humankind's obsession with war and militarism. He cited the prophet Micah saying that
those who ignore the law of God and despise justice, distort what is right and build nations
on bloodshed and corruption, courting disaster.
When the word of God is ignored situations like the Gulf War arise. A nuclear
apocalypse can be brought about by sin and wickedness and through accidents like
Chernobyl. A vision of Armageddon replaces the vision of the hope for life, freedom and
justice. It was agreed in the Consultation that war has no place in a Christian world or
in a so-called civilized age; the Church should make a clear choice for peace; young
people should refuse to die for old slogans, and conscription should be challenged.
The consultation also examined possibilities for new economic order in the world
which will bring about a just sharing of resources.
Concerning pluralism in our world, the Consultation viewed ethnicity, tribalism,
racism, nationalism as the alarming evils of our day. Intolerance was seen to contradict
the plan of God. Pluralistic nations discover that racial diversity is part of God's plan and
repentance and costly reconciliation are needed for survival. Racism, hatred, fear,
violence, vengeance spell disaster. Our Christian faith has a unique contribution to make
to the world, love and reconciliation. Bishop Mogoba implored the audience to "be
reconciled to God".
Ms. Cathy Bird, secretary of the WMC Youth Committee, London, and Rev. Ireneu
Cunha, Portugal, were chosen to present the issue of "Justice and the Economy." Ms.
Bird reported there was consensus in the Consultation regarding the interrelatedness of
a large proportion of the world's problems. Militarization, war, poor housing, education
and medical provision, exploitation in the labor force, especially of women and young
people, environmental degradation, hunger and poverty were seen to result from
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exploitative political and economic systems.
Participants identified factors instrumental to the social injustice and environmental
crises which face humanity: the inequitable distribution of global and national reserves;
third world countries being forced to repay massive loans on which they can barely meet
the interest; the immense power of trans-national corporations. Concern was expressed
that the world bank system results in unpayable debts, creating insecurity, poverty,
economic and social disaster -- that a new economic order needs to be developed in order
to redress the balance. Consultation participants were encouraged to speak out and
"name the demons," exposing sources of oppression and injustice, in the attempt to
discern the root problem.
The Rev. Ireneu Cunha said the idea of this interrelatedness represents a new
approach among Christians. He cited a meeting in 1989 in Switzerland that for the first
time Catholics, Protestants and Orthodox considered these same issues from this new
point of view. In the 1990 World Council of Churches conference in Seoul, the same
issues were addressed with greater emphasis on the integrity of creation. Methodists
should rejoice in the fact that the work of the Social and International Affairs Committee
has been along the same lines. "We like to quote Wesley, 'The world is my parish.' We
must look at the whole world as our home, where we want the spirit of fellowship, of
sharing, of peace and harmony to reign. We want all people to become one family under
God's rule." Citing the tremendous cost of weapons, Dr. Cunha envisioned the good that
could be done if the resources could be used to build hospitals, housing, provide
education. He said as a European there was rejoicing as the wall in Germany fell, but he
reminded the group not to forget that an invisible wall between the north and the south
still stands.
David Bailey of India and Margaret Mburugu, Kenya, presented a summary of
"Militarization and Security," saying it was agreed during the Consultation that peace,
security, economic and social development are indivisible, and that it was time to do
something about it -- to seek security. Humankind's greed for power and money have
led to militarization and insecurity. High tech countries assure the flow of resources from
poor countries to richer countries, regional imbalances. The group studied the justification for the use of force, the tactics used by the powerful over the weak; the manipulation
of the rich over the poor; suppression of the people who struggle; violation of human
rights; war results in problems, including manmade famine, in which the sufferers are
women, and young people, with men killed, captured, and detained. They mentioned
that funds spend on militarization could be used to provide food, clean water. The
Consultation felt it was important to document, monitor and evaluate the growth of
military strength around the world; to prepare educational materials on the effect of
militarism for local congregations; and to develop a strategy for response in the churches,
with all these problems requiring the changing of attitudes.
Mr. Ken Barnes of Ghana, addressed the Conference on "Ufe and Environment."
Mr. Barnes reported on environmental issues including: the use of pesticides and
insecticides in agriculture, especially in developing countries; recycling and the use of
natural fertilizers; and the effect of chemicals that cause harm to life, environment and
render the land barren. It was pointed out that every person has the right to food, medical
care and housing but that this has not happened, especially in developing countries. On
education the committee saw that all must have the right to read, but some people do not
have access to it, even at the very basic level. The group noted with pain the exploitation
of women and children for economic reasons by way of child labor, child abuse, child
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slavery, prostitution, etc. They pointed to environmental exploitation, including the
destruction of rain forests due to economic reasons, had resulted in drought, hunger and
the destruction of the culture of the people and nations. The practice of multinationals
contracting with businessmen and governments of developing countries to dump toxic
wastes in their countries was condemned.
Dr. Thom W. W. Fassett, General Secretary of the United Methodist Board of
Church and Society, continued the report. Through the SIAC and Youth Committees,
he said "the tribes and the nations of Methodism joined together to consider the tribes and
the nations of God's living creatures and things, and whether they can find relief and care
in the arms of the disciples of Jesus Christ." He spoke of reclaiming a theology of creation
belonging to the Judeo-Christian tradition, understanding that all creation belongs to
God and that people are responsible for the ways they use and abuse it. The church must
address the ethics of ecology and the contradictions of development and the elusiveness
of terms such as "sustainable development," call for a rejection of wasteful lifestyles, and
promote systemic changes in society that will bring about a more environmentally and
spiritually just world where the quality of life is improved and preserved for all of creation
and where we live in one world, "no more first world, second world, third world, no more
fourth world -- but one world, which belongs to and is blessed by God."
Dr. Fassett spoke of social policies that allow God's world and environment to be
destroyed while we neglect issues associated with the spread of deserts, protection of
plants and animal life, reforestation, the need to forge international agreements which
recognize all as being equal; holding all life to be God's and therefore sacred; which
declares that the church of Christ must be at the very center of the new world order, relying
on the transformative dynamics of peace, justice and the integrity of creation."
Ms. Lorna Smith, Great Britain, and Mr. Ajai Kunnath, India, spoke on "Pluralism
and Witness." Mr. Kunnath observed that pluralism may be defined as a co-existence of
different religions and cultures in society. In the Indian context, India is predominately
Hindu country, but Islam, Christianity, Buddhism create a significant and diverse mix.
"As a Christian in India, we have to find a balancing issue between trying to be part of
a majority mainstream, while maintaining our distinct Christian culture."
Ms. Smith addressed the issue of pluralism and witness in Britain where East has
come into the West, bringing the diverse religious culture Mr. Kunnath described. More
recently migrant workers and political refugees have gravitated toward the cities and
industrial towns. She said British leadership, which is known for its class system in politics,
and in other institutions including the church, remains white and male-dominated. The
church is changing to include women, people of color, and other minority groups, but
the issue concerning persons of different cultures and different religions is not so easily
and readily tackled.
Mr. Kunnath and Ms. Smith discussed the church's treatment of women, and the
issue of sexuality, commenting that the church should include more inclusive language
for worship, printed material and in dialogue; that they felt the church should not alienate
or discriminate but show love, care and concern toward those who do not show the basic
heterosexual tendencies. The unity of the Christian churches was seen as a prerequisite
for the Church to be effective in witness. Spiritualism was seen to be more important than
materialism. Ms. Smith noted the importance of being sensitive, having clear objectives,
and sharing our belief in God, while celebrating the richness of our differences.
Dr. Dewire concluded the overall report saying the Consultation had representatives
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present from every part of the world except the Middle East; that it had provided the
opportunity for persons to be together across generational lines; and, it had been a
learning experience. The Consultation recommended a joint consultation be sponsored
by the two committees again in the next quinquennium. The theme "Stewards in God's
Creation" reminded the Conference that "enough exists for everyone's need, butnotfor
everyone's greed."

The Sixteenth World Methodist Conference
Council Presentations to Conference
JULY 29. 1991
The Conference was called to order by Bishop Prince A Taylor, Jr., Past Chairperson of the World Methodist Council. After the witness by Dr. I. Carlton Faulk (see page
133), brief reports were made by leaders of Council Committees.
Bishop Taylor explained that the committees bring their work first to the Council,
and then report to the Conference. (Committee reports appear in the Appendix.)

VIII.

FAMILY LIFE COMMITIEE

Mrs. Navamani Peter of India, Chairperson of the Family Ufe Committee brought
the segment of the report conceming "perspectives on families." She told of 2,000
widows, a majority of those abandoned, who came to a holy town in India, they are given
one frugal meal a day in return for eight hours of chanting prayers. One said, "My only
desire is to have enough to eat. Death would be better than this miserable life."
In another instance in Latin America the husband went to work and hoped to return
with the day's earnings to feed the family. One day there was a strike in the factory, he
was arrested and never returned home. His family waited and waited and finally went
to bed hungry. Plenty of appetite but no food.
In an affluent country, the husband went to the office, said he had to go to the club
for the evening, and did not come home to eat. His family sat down to eat, got into an
argument, and left the table. Plenty of food but no appetite.
This is the paradox of families today. We must no longer have the illusion that the
family, even the Christian family is all right. Families continue to provide the basic life
experience of responsibility and values such as loving, caring and sharing. This goal
needs to be emphasized and projected.
She then turned to marriage, and the fact that persons do not live happily ever after.
The couple is challenged to bring the family to the basic values of the Scriptures. The
present structure is a threat to the family's stability. There is a move to change the basic
concept and meaning of marriage, revealing the biological principles of marriage such as
homosexuality. Consumerism and materialism -- economic goals have altered the
family's lifestyle creating stress and resulting in emotional and physical violence. Spouses
and children are abused. Divorce and separation leaves a permanent wound in the lives
of children.
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Challenges and goa1s can be met. Mrs. Peter said the Family Ufe Committee seeks
to promote the family's well being, improve methods of family support; families need to
participate in structuring social, economic and cultural conditions which affect their wellbeing. Christian families should witness to the values of the Christian home, to love, to
care and to share. The United Nations has designated 1994 as the International Year of
the Family with the theme "Family Resources and Responsibilities in a Changing World. "
She concluded that "Jesus Christ is God's Uving Word for the family."
Rev. Paula Niukula, vice-chairperson, spoke briefly on Biblical and theological
perspectives on the family, indicating George Maldonado, Secretary of World Council of
Churches Family Ufe Office in Geneva had led in the Bible Study. Rev. Niukula
continued, saying while we may be familiar with Biblical characters, we need to see them
as humans, their experiences of joy and pain, conflict and love, trust and mistrust. "As
a result of this way of studying the Bible we learned insights in the dynamics of the family
system, how members in their various roles influence one another." He gave examples
of how Jesus was lost at the temple and that it was Mary who talked to him about his
causing their concern; in the family of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, there was deceit in the
three generations; about the younger brother leaving home looking for excitement,
freedom, but that enjoying life and privilege was not permitted for the firstborn. There
was no record of the mother of the prodigal son, and no record of whether the older
brother did eventually become happy. We should allow Jesus Christ, the Uving Word
to become flesh in our families.
Dr. Orion Hutchinson, secretary of the Family Ufe Committee, presented the
recommendations that emerged from the Family Ufe Conference held prior to the World
Methodist Conference and attended by 90 persons from 21 countries.
Recommendations were made around the "Year of the Family" setfor 1994: (1) The
Committee hopes that the church will raise the family to a high priority in programming
through all the facets of the local congregation. Areas of concern identified were: poverty,
street and latchkey children, child labor practices, mass media influences, drug and
alcohol threats, gambling practices. (2) The committee hopes by 1994 the church at all
leve1s would organize a focus on marriage and family concerns within the life of the
church and lead others to participate in addressing these concerns. They wish to see
increased marriage education, sex education, family planning, parenting guidance and
support, supportive outreach ministries to singles including widows and widowers. (3)
The committee desires in every possible way to seek to b~ng about between now and
1994 that the word might become flesh, God's Uving Word in families.

IX. WORLD FEDERATION OF METHODIST WOMEN
Bishop Taylor introduced Dr. Edith Loane, newly-elected President of the WFMW,
and noted that in her presidential capacity she a1so serves as a World Methodist Council
Officer.
Dr. Loane expressed thanks for acknowledgement of her election and introduced
officers elected to work with her: Vice-president, Emmy Lou John, USA; Treasurer,
Martha Riegraff, Germany; Secretary, Aurora Cudal, Philippines. She a1so thanked Mrs.
Edith Ming and outgoing WFMW officers for their hard work since the Nairobi Conference.
Dr. Loane told of the pre-Conference WFMW Assembly with the theme: "Jesus
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Christ, Strength for Today and Hope for Tomorrow." This was the largest Assembly ever
with over 600 women registered. In worship, plenary, personal contact, creative Bible
study and issue workshops, resolutions came which will be the thrust of their program
for the next five years: women and health, AIDS, literacy, racism, integrity of creation,
aging, rights of the child with the focus on the girl child; family life, personal theology,
human rights, and prostitution.
"We understand John Wesley's gospel as being a social gospel; women are working
as individuals and in groups. We have a commitment to the United Nations as a nongovernmental organization with consultative status with other Christian women's organizations and have opportunity to witness to our Christian faith and be involved in issues
affecting women and children. If we are to be involved in women's issues, we need to
be strong in the faith."
She expressed her encouragement that so many women were attending the
sessions, were members of the Council, and noted that the Nominating Committee had
shown sensitivity in nominating five women among the twelve officers. She thanked
bishops and church leaders who have encouraged women.
Her vision for the quinquennium encompasses growth of the WFMW at all levels.
The Assembly is the high point, but the real work of outreach, creating a network with
each other, is in the areas, in the units, in local churches, and the building up of local
base, making women aware that they are a part of what the WFMW can do to encourage
women to know Christ and make Him known. The WFMW plans to strengthen
involvement with the United Nations. Mrs. Loane " ... has a dream that we may create
around the world a chain of women, grounded in the Christian faith of many creeds and
nations, and that chain will be unbroken in the face of the world in which we live today."
She concluded with the words from the President of Ireland at her election a few
months ago -- their first woman president. As she prayed for God's help in the task ahead
of her she said: "As president, Icannot change lives, butI can stand beside you to highlight
the struggle and the pain. Each of us has a space we can step into, open to each other
where we can venture out, and others in." Dr. Loane concluded: "To our Methodist
family, I say, let us find that space, venture out, and call others in, and I believe we will
find that Christ is already there. Jesus Christ, God's UvingWord, is our strength for today,
our hope for tomorrow."

x.

WORSHIP AND LITURGY

Dr. Katheryn Brown, Chairperson of the Committee on Worship and Uturgy,
expressed her excitement coming from the pre-Conference Consultation on Worship.
She said their consultation has been challenged by the statement "most of the illiterates
attending our churches come as spectators and not as participants, that they are not being
reached by our form of worship nor by our preaching." This indictment stimulated the
committee "to see what we could do to see if this is true and how we may remedy it."
Dr. Brown reported the Consultation had spent time in the study of denominational
hymnals, the songs and music we use; and various differences in Methodist practice, such
as the use of "Amen," at the end. There were 46 persons registered for the Consultation,
with approximately 85 in attendance for some of the sessions. Copies of hymnals
provided for study to participants came from: the AME Zion Church, the Uniting Church
in Australia, Great Britain, Singapore, United Methodist Church, Indonesia, Zimbabwe.
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The Consultation became a smorgasbord of music from around the world in which
there was study, participation, and joy in singing.
The meeting was multi-cultural and participants learned hymns in five different
languages. Recommendations from the Consultation were: to explore development of
inter-generational, inter-cultural services; to have youth serve on the Worship and Uturgy
Committee; to increasingly develop litanies using words that reflect our respective
cultures.

XI. WORLD METHODIST HISTORICAL SOCIElY
The report from the World Methodist Historical Society was brought by Dr. James
Udy, President of the Society. He quoted from the Bible: "Remember the days of old,
consider the years long past." (Deut. 32: 7) These words were spoken by Moses who was
preparing God's people for an exciting future in a totally new situation. Through the
centuries that followed, the Jewish people have been nourished in faith as they recall the
common story in weekly worship and in great religious festivals. The Christian church
inherited this Jewish community of memory, adding to it the story of Jesus Christ "the
pioneer and perfecter of our faith."
The goal of the World Methodist Historical Society is to affirm that "We are
surrounded by so great a cloud of witnesses." He alluded to his report to the Council (see
Appendix). The WMHS has designed a new banner and he explained the significance
of the logo.
Dr. Charles Yrigoyen, General Secretary of the Society, continued the report:
"History can be entertaining, it is an opportunity for us to learn of men and women of
the past. History is inspirational. History is a way of helping us understand who we are.
As churches, we need to know who we are, were we have come from, and how we have
arrived at the present. A major purpose of the WMHS is to help us remember who we
are. We met in regional conferences, during the past five years in New Zealand, twice in
Great Britain, Canada, Europe and the United States. Between the quinquennial WMHS
meetings, this is a major means to hold us together. We sponsor a union catalog of World
Methodist manuscript collections to help us identify the sources of our Methodist history. "
Dr. Yrigoyen introduced Dr. Faith Richardson, the newly-elected editor of the
WMHS publication, "Historical Bulletin." Dr. Richardson observed that 1991 is the 20th
year the WMHS has published the "Historical Bulletin." Published quarterly, it is a way
world Methodists can be informed about WMHS around the world. The only way to get
a copy is to join the WMHS.
Dr. Udy presented Rev. Lorna Khoo who worked with a committee in Singapore for
two years in preparation for the WMHS meeting, and Mrs. Febe Rossi, Italian secretary
for the World Methodist Historical Conference which will be held with the Benedictines
in Rome in 1994. She commented, "If we pray for this project the Lord will certainly know
what to do with it. It may be a milestone." The WMHS will meet in Tonga in 1992,
Denmark, supported by European Historical Commission in 1993, in 1995 either in
South America, Africa or USSR, and in 19% wherever the next world Conference is held.
In conclusion, Dr. Udy told of 11 letters discovered some months ago in an old bag
underneath an old lady's bed in Dublin. All are letters from John Wesley, datedjust before
his death. He closed with a quote from one of the letters: "I am greatly scandalized at this,
that a preacher 50 years old is commonly not even half a preacher. I wonder that this
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preacher does not take up the prayer 'Lord let me not live to be useless.' A gradual work
of grace constantly precedes the instantaneous work both of justification and sanctification, but the work itself of sanctification as well as justification is undoubtedly instantaneous, as after a gradual conviction of the guilt and power of sin, you were justified in a
moment. So after a gradually increasing conviction of inborn sin, you will be sanctified
in a moment and who knows how soon. Why not today? May the whole blessing of the
gospel be upon you and sister Keen. I am, dear Arthur, your affectionate brother, John
Wesley."

The Sixteenth World Methodist Conference
Council Presentations to Conference
JULY 30,1991
Past WMC Chairperson, Bishop William R. Cannon, the presiding officer for this
session, opened the meeting with prayer at 4:30 p.m. Following the witness given by Mrs.
Annette Poitier (page 160) and by Dr. James Holsinger (page 167) presentations from
Council committees were brought. It was noted that official reports had been previously
presented and received by the Council. (Committee reports appear in the Appendix.)

XII.

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION

The Theological Education report was given by Dr. Donald Treese, Associate
General Secretary for the Department of Ordained Ministry and Theological Education,
General Board of Higher Education and Ministry of the United Methodist Church.
Prior to the World Methodist Conference, seventy laity and clergy representing
sixteen countries gathered in Singapore for a two-day pre-Conference meeting on
Theological Education with the theme "Methodist Theological Education, Partners With
Congregations in Mission." Dr. Treese gave the background of planning and theme, told
of a survey that was made among theological schools, and announced that an updated
directory of theological schools now available and had been presented to the participants.
The Consultation keynote address was given by Bishop Emerito Nacpil of the
Philippines and two responses were made, one from the perspective of congregations,
and one from the seminary perspective. Most of the nations represented at the event had
participants on the program. Common concerns that emerged: (1) Training leadership
for the church in mission. When there is a lack of denominational clarity around the
definition and demands of mission globally and locally, there is the challenge of educating
persons who bring to seminary a diminished sense of history, limited experience in the
church and less Biblical knowledge than in the past. (2) There is the growing challenge
of preparing persons to preach and teach the gospel in multi-cultural settings, while at the
same time, enabling them to creatively deal with the tension that results with such
preaching and teaching. (3) There was concern expressed over the question "How
much and what kind of theological education is needed for representative ministry and
how does that education relate to ministerial effectiveness?" (4) The Consultation
experienced consensus in affirming that the local congregation as the primary base for
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mission with more resources to offer theological schools than the schools have tapped
in the past. Increasingly theological schools need to take initiative in renewing relationships with congregations.
Over the next five years, with modest financial resources at their disposa~ new
Theological Education Committee members will assume leadership in the development
of regional programs and networks to further the partnership between seminaries and
congregations which was so strongly affirmed in Singapore.

XIII.

OXFORD INSTITUTE OF METHODIST THEOLOGICAL STUDIES

Dr. Brian Beck, Co-Chairperson, explained that the Oxford Institute is a ten-day
conference held under the auspices of the World Methodist Council every five years. It
meets in Oxford, England, the city where John Wesley was a university student and
teacher. Membership of the Institute is made up mostly of professional theologians from
various parts of the world together with some pastors and laypeople with an interest in
history and theological study. Its proceedings are usually published. Ecumenically the
Institute is regarded as one of the most important things we do together as we try to unfold
the meaning of what it is to be Methodist and an heir of the Wesleyan tradition.
The next meeting is scheduled for Somerville College, Oxford, July 27 to August 7,
1992. The theme, "Good News for the Poor in the Wesleyan Tradition," will be discussed
in prepared lectures by invited speakers and in a series of working groups concentrating
on Biblical, historical and theological aspects and the implications for evangelism today.
Information will be mailed to member churches. Membership is limited because of space
limitations, but more members are encouraged to attend from the "two-thirds" world. In
the long term, an endowment has been set up, which will help make a difference in the
balance of membership. In 1992 a special orientation session is planned for those who
come from the "two-thirds" world from July 25-27. Information may be obtained from
Dr. Brian Beck, (1 Central Buildings, Westminster, London SW1H 9NH, England), or in
the USA, from Prof. Douglas Meeks, Dean of Wesley Theological Seminary, Washington,

DC.

XIV.

WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL TREASURER'S REPORT

Mr. John R. Harper, the Treasurer of the World Methodist Council was introduced.
In his opening remarks, Mr. Harper said he was open to receiving contributions to help
the Singapore Church pay for the overtime expenses incurred in the Conference Rally.
(Note: During the Conference sufficient funds were received to cover all these costs.)
He then presented an address referring to his many years of service as treasurer of
the World Methodist Council (see page 164). The Financial Report appears in the
Appendix.

xv.

INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHING

Mr. Brian Thornton, head of the Methodist Publishing House in Great Britain and
Vice-Chairperson of the International Publishing Committee reported that during its first
five years the committee has laid a sound foundation. During this period two major
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surveys of worldwide Methodist publishing were undertaken. The first 1987-1988
identified needs: (1) The desire for a greater cooperation within the worldwide family for
all publishing activities. (2) A plea for more sharing of personnel and for the interchange
of expertise. (3) The need for a full exchange by the different agencies of their publishing
plans and products. In this way it was hoped to eliminate the duplication of similar titles,
arising from different parts of the same family at the same time. (4) The need, sometimes
quite desperately expressed, to replace obsolete equipment and technologies alongside
the inability to fund such developments.
The committee mounted for the first time a Methodist publications display in the
world's largest bookfair -- in 1989 at the Frankfurt bookfair -- where there were 130 titles
from 116 different houses exhibited. Provision was made for the daily newspaper at the
Singapore Conference. The Directory of Methodist Publishing was republished and was
included in the Conference packet. A seminar on desktop publishing, which took place
at the Conference, was organized.
Mr. Thornton expressed appreciation to the other officers of the International
Publishing Committee, and to the Board of Global Ministries in New York and the United
Methodist Publishing House in Nashville, Dr. Robert K. Feaster, President, for funding
which led to the establishment of a travel fund for committee members who otherwise
would be unable to attend. Dr. Feaster is also Vice-Chairperson of the International
Publishing Committee.
The committee has met in Dresden, Germany, twice in Frankfurt, Germany,
Peterborough in England, and Nashville, Tennessee. During the next year they plan to
return to the Frankfurt bookfair, and meet during that time, with meetings in Nashville in
1992. Mr. Thornton mentioned countries represented on the incoming committee, and
outlined general plans for the next five years. He expressed the hope that regional
committees might be established and that exchange of theological works between
different parts of the worldwide communion may be implemented. He reported that a
concern had been expressed at this conference regarding the unavailability of the new
Wesley Works in some parts of the world and the request from Asia that this be reprinted
in India and be made more readily available and more affordable in the Asian area.
The exchange of information will be a high priority in International Publishing for
the next five years. Mr. Thornton concluded his report by requesting prayers for the work
of the committee, and suggested the Directory of World Methodist Publishing be used as
a prayer manual for the next five years, lifting the concern for Methodist Publishing
everywhere.

XVI.

WORLD EXCHANGE PROGRAM

Mrs. Edna Alsdurf, Director of the World Exchange Program, began her presentation
by introducing her British colleague, the Rev. Wilfred Tooley. Mrs. Alsdurf described the
program, "World Exchange and How It Works" as follows:
"The World Methodist Council, representing the worldwide fellowship of Methodists, each year provides a limited number of persons the opportunity to be ambassadors
for the advancement of the Kingdom of God in a land other than their own; sharing with
persons across cultural lines for better global understanding; forging links between the
Church each represents and the Church visited in another country, interpreting the wider
Christian Body upon return home.
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"The Council's World Exchange Program includes the Ministerial Exchange
Program (now in the 44th year), the Youth Volunteer Scheme, and Exchange of Laity.
It is open to participation by Ministers, Youth or Lay persons who desire a "World
Exchange" experience and who receive the endorsement of their Church and denominational official (Bishop, District Superintendent or President).
"Briefly, let me describe guidelines for each segment of the Program.
"The Ministerial Exchange Program began in 1947 between ministers in England
and the United States, has been expanded to include other countries. The basic program
involves a 'swap' of pulpits, parsonages, automobiles and utilities. Exchanges usually
take place during the summer months for a period of six weeks. Most exchanges are
between U.S. and British pastors with 40 to 60 exchanges being arranged each year.
Exchanges in other areas of Europe or Scandinavia require the use of another language
which somewhat reduces the number of exchange options but the interest in bilingual
exchanges continues to grow.
"Unsynchronized and one-way exchanges have been developed for ministers living
in countries where language barriers, racial or visa restrictions, cultural differences or
financial limitations will not allow a regular 'swap-type' exchange.
"In an unsynchronized exchange, the U.S. church receives the overseas exchange
minister for a period of eight to ten weeks, where the overseas minister serves with the
minister and staff of the receiving church, sharing fully in the life and work of the church.
At a later date, U.S. pastors go to the overseas church (usually for a shorter period of five
to six weeks) where they serve in the same capacity. The U.S. church provides the
overseas minister hospitality (lodging and meals), transportation and a minimal allowance for out-of-pocket expenses. When the U.S. minister (and family if desired) goes to
the overseas church, living quarters and hospitality are provided but no financial
supplement.
"A one-way exchange -- designed especially for those minsters serving in countries
where neither synchronized or unsynchronized exchanges are possible -- simply requires
that the participating Church invites the overseas minister for a period of service from
\
eight weeks to three months, where he serves as needed also with the Senior Minister in
an associate capacity or individually. In such an exchange the host church provides the
exchange minister food, lodging, transportation and a small allowance for out-of-pocket
expenses.
"The Youth Volunteer Scheme adopted in 1977 as an official program of World
Exchange offers opportunity for youth to give eight or nine months of christian service
to an overseas church where they not only give of themselves but also learn and grow in
Christ.
"The Exchange of Laity Program basically operates like the Ministerial Exchange
Program with change of places between participants. Clergy/Lay exchanges are also
included which works well for retired ministers with no pulpit to exchange.
"Because of the increasing number of applicants each year, all applications must be
received by August 1, preceding the year of the exchange, to allow ample time to process.
Any persons whom we are not able to pair for the year of their choice are placed on a
"Priority" List for the following year.
"It takes many dedicated persons to make any program successful. Dedicated
Exchange Program colleagues around the world -- Rev. Wilfred Tooley of England,
Associate Director of World Exchange, Donald Cragg of South Africa, Norman Brookes
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of New Zealand, and many other Conference Bishops and Presidents work to make
World Exchange a reality.
"The need for world exchange -- people to people -- in dialogue, around the world
is greater than ever before. We ask your prayers and guidance as we work to broaden
the scope of exchange."

XVII.

WORLD METHODIST HISTORICAL
SOCIETY PRESENTATION

Dr. James Udy, chairperson of the WMHS, presented to the World Methodist
Council and World Federation of Methodist Women officials the specially designed
WMHS Conference satchel. He announced a world biographical dictionary is being
printed and the WMHS needs the names those from all countries who are interested in
studying Wesley heritage, and that the WMHS needs to know those interested in the
conference being arranged with the Benedictines in Rome, July 1994 on the theme
"Sanctification in Wesleyan and Benedictine Traditions." Attendance is by invitation,
and space is limited.

Closing Ceremonies
JULY 31, 1991
The closing session of the Conference was called to order at 2:00 by Bishop Lawi
Imathiu, 1986-1991 Chairperson. After scripture reading and a song, Bishop Imathiu
paid tribute to Dr. Joe Hale and the World Methodist Council staff who had worked
behind the scenes to operate the Conference. Volunteers from Singapore were heartily
thanked, along with officers and members of the WMC Program Committee and the
Singapore Church Host Committee led by Bishop Ho Chee Sin. He thanked the
Methodist Churches in Asia for their support. He thanked the Council and Conference
members for their undergirding prayers for him during the five-year term and especially
thanked his wife, Florence, his family, and his church in Kenya for their strong support.

XVIII. APPRECIATION TO BISHOP IMATHIU
On behalf of the officers Dr. Kenneth Greet expressed sincere appreciation to Bishop
Imathiu for his leadership: " ... the relaxed way in which you conducted our affairs, your
inexhaustible patience, your smile, which has dissolved any trace of animosity, your
openness to everyone. You have taught us not to be ashamed of being white or black,
or any other color... you believe as we all do, that God is not colorblind, but he loves the
great kaleidoscope of color which he created; we are so grateful that on the great public
occasions you have represented the global Methodist family with such distinction,
particularly the wonderful ministry you exercised and the difficult interview with the
President of South Africa. You have a wonderful way of speaking with great firmness
where Christian principle is involved, but also with understanding and charity, finding
just the right word for the occasion. Finally, we are so grateful that our leader for the past
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five years, like our leader for the coming five years, is a man who puts evangelism at the
very heart of his own personal mission to men and women. You have taught us to believe
there is nothing more important than bringing men and women to acknowledge and
accept the saving love of God in Christ."

XIX.

SPECIAL RECOGNITION OF MR. JOHN R. HARPER

Bishop Imathiu then invited Mr. John Harper and his wife, Anne, to the podium. In
recognition of his service as Council Treasurer, Bishop Imathiu, on behalf of the World
Methodist Counci~ presented the following tribute, reading the formal citation:
The World Methodist Council, the international organization of sixty-four
Methodist and related United Churches, found in ninety-three nations of the
world, recognizes the lasting contribution to world Methodism of John R.
Harper. Mr. Harper is a devoted Christian layman whose competent and
gracious endeavor has contributed to the lives of hundreds of persons throughout the world.
John Harper, we salute you for your long and distinguished service as
Treasurer of the World Methodist Council.
• For the service you have rendered on a volunteer basis to the finances of
the Council personally giving many hours every week from 1971 to the present
hour;
• For the priority you have given in your own life to the well-being of the
World Methodist Council and its financial health;
• For contributing cheerfully and generously of yourself and your personal
resources to every significant program undertaken by the Council;
• For the exemplary lives you and Anne live and the vital faith and the joy
of true discipleship you radiate.
On this thirty-first day of July, nineteen hundred ninety-one, at this
Sixteenth World Methodist Conference in Singapore, we present this Citation,
Book of Letters, and Appreciation Gift from 'the people called Methodist' who
from every part of the world wished to recognize the singular contribution you
have made to the World Methodist Council and express, in this way, their
profound gratitude and heartfelt thanks.
The Harpers received a standing ovation from the Conference.

xx.

INSTALLATION OF COUNCIL OFFICERS

Bishop Imathiu led the ceremony of installation. The General Secretary read the
names of those persons elected to serve as Officers for the 1992-19% period:
Chairperson: Dr. Donald English, England
Vice-Chairperson: Mrs. Betty Davis, Australia
Honorary President: Bishop Lawi Imathiu, Kenya
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Presidium:

Mrs, Frances M. Alguire, USA
Bishop Heinrich Bolleter, Switzerland
Ms. Alka Edwards, India
Bishop Ho Chee-Sin, Singapore
Bishop Nathaniel linsey, USA and West Africa
His Eminence S. C. Mbang, Nigeria
Bishop Raul Ruiz, Mexico
Ms. Mary Urn, Korea
Mrs. Edith Loane, Ireland, President, WFMW
Treasurer:
Mr. Ewing Werlein
Each outgoing Council officer passed on to the corresponding incoming officer his
or her Badge of Office, and Bishop Imathiu inducted the new officers.
Other officers who were re-elected :
General Secretary:
Dr. Joe Hale
Geneva Secretary:
Mr. Ralph Young
Assistant Treasurer:
Mrs. Edna Alsdurf
Officers who continue as Past Chairpersons or General Secretary Emeritus are:
Past Chairpersons:
Bishop William R. Cannon
Dr. Kenneth G. Greet
Bishop Prince A Taylor, Jr.
General Secretary Emeritus: Dr. Lee F. Tuttle

XXI.

CONFERENCE COVENANT SERVICE

Led by the Council Chairperson, Bishop Imathiu, delegates shared in the Covenant
Service John Wesley prepared in the year 1747, to be a part of Methodist worship.

XXII.

CLOSING CEREMONIES AND ADDRESS BY DR. ENGLISH

Music for the closing ceremonies included the Conference Choir comprised of
Conference delegates directed by Dr. Whitworth, Mrs. Beathard, oboe, and singing led
by Rev. Brian Hoare.
Following the reading of the Scripture, Dr. Donald English, was introduced by
Bishop Imathiu, as a writer, an evangelist, and one of our best Bible teachers. He
expressed his humble thanks to all, recognized his wife, Bertha, and voiced his desire to
serve the Council wholeheartedly. He then brought the Chairperson's Address which
closed the Conference (see page 198).
Bishop Imathiu led the closing prayer and the Sixteenth World Methodist Conference was adjourned.
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World Methodist Council
SINGAPORE
JULY 24, 1991

I.

OPENING

Bishop Lawi Imathiu, Council Chairperson, welcomed the group and led in an
opening devotional. He challenged the members, asking how many have brought
another person to Christ in the last twelve months, or if we have just been good leaders
of the people we already had. He welcomed the incoming Council Members and thanked
those who had been on the Council for the past five years.

II. ROLL CALL
The roll call was taken by cards. The following persons registered their attendance.
(Others who arrived later may not be listed.)
Dolly Abayomi-Cole (Sierra Leone)
Solomon J. Abellera, Jr. (Philippines)
Merlin Ackerson (USA)
Justice S. D. Adebiyi (Nigeria)
Ely J. Acles (USA)
Regina Eva Adu (Ghana)
Theodore L. Agnew (USA)
Abner Alaniz R. (Mexico)
Anthony M. Alford, Sr. (USA)
Frances M. Alguire (USA)
Edna Alsdurf (USA)
Gershon F. H. Anderson (Sierra Leone)
Herman L. Anderson (USA)
Vinton R. Anderson (USA)
David H. Andrews (USA)
William Ellis (Buddy) Arnold (USA)
Samuel Azariah (Pakistan)
Khushnud S. Azariah (Pakistan)
C. Evans Bailey (Jamaica)
Mary Bailey (England)
Albert Baltron Archer (Bahamas)

Ken Barnes (Ghana)
Vernie T. Barnett (USA)
John C. A Barrett (England)
Richard O. Bass, Sr. (USA)
Rosa McCloud-Baxter (USA)
Brian E. Beck (England)
Babatunde o. Benson (Nigeria)
Peter Keith Bentley (Australia)
Keith T. Berry (USA)
Gessel Berry, Jr. (USA)
Marvin Mouzon Biggs, Sr. (USA)
Cathy Bird (England)
Marcus J. Blaising (USA)
Charles Boayue, Jr. (Uberia)
Heinrich Bolleter (Switzerland)
Carolina Bonilla (Uruguay)
Ole E. Borgen (Switzerland)
Ethel W. Born (USA)
James D. Bozard (USA)
Hal Brady (USA)
Jon-Eric Brathen (Norway)
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J. Melvin Brawn (USA)
Ireneu da Silva Cunha (Portugal)
Stella Bristow (England)
Hamilton M. Dandala (South Africa)
Wylene A Broomfield (USA)
Wesley Daniel (England)
Susanne Brose (Germany)
Frank Brooks Davies (Sierra Leone)
Katheryn M. Brown (USA)
Barbara R. Davis (USA)
Thomas B. Brown (USA)
Betty Davis (Australia)
Ellen A Brubaker (USA)
Vergil L. Daughtery, Jr. (USA)
John Richard Bryant (USA)
David G. Deeks (England)
Mary Ellen Bullard (USA)
Norman E. Dewire (USA)
Joseph H. (Joe) Bullington, Jr. (USA)
Jean C. Dickinson (USA)
John Paul Burlew (USA)
Kwesi A Dickson (Ghana)
Peter Frank Butler (Australia)
Anthony G. Dioh (Ivory Coast)
R. Randle Butler (USA)
Ruth F. Dion (USA)
Vernon R. Byrd (USA)
Henry R. Dreistadt (USA)
Sydney Callaghan (N. Ireland)
R. Sheldon Duecker (USA)
William R. Cannon (USA)
Thelma J. Dudley (USA)
Enrique Capo (Spain)
Johanna Dunn (England)
Keith S. Carlile (USA)
Maxie D. Dunnam (USA)
Jennifer Mary Carpenter (England)
Spurgeon M. Dunnam III (USA)
Denis C. Dutton (Malaysia)
Augusta Carruth (USA)
Evelyn C. Dwyer (USA)
Nancy M. Carruth (USA)
Atka Edwards (India)
Earl B. Carter (USA)
Chuka Ekeman, Sr. (Nigeria)
Emilio J. M. de Carvalho (Angola)
Charles R. Ellinwood (USA)
George F. Castro (Philippines)
Stephen Elliott (England)
Ratu Isireli M. Caucau (Fiji)
Donald English (England)
Carroll R. Chambliss (USA)
Robert E. Fannin (USA)
Richard Allen Chappelle (USA)
Raymond C. T. Chen (Hong Kong)
Onema Fama (Zaire)
Thorn White Wolf Fassett (USA)
Peter S. C. Chio (Malaysia)
I. Carlton Faulk (USA)
Charles J. Chipman (USA)
Julius A Faulk (USA)
Farai J. Chirisa (Zimbabwe)
Brian Fennell (South Africa)
Alyce H. Christian (USA)
James W. Ferree (USA)
Hilary Rose Christie-Johnson (Australia)
Jorge Figueroa (Peru)
Geoffrey L. Clark (England)
Betty J. Finn (USA)
James C. Clarke (USA)
Roy Foulds (England)
Henry C. Clay, Jr. (USA)
H. Eddie Fox (USA)
Daryll W. Coleman (USA)
Burton L. French (USA)
John W. P. Collier, Jr. (USA)
Johansen Frede (Denmark)
Betty Collier-Hill (USA)
Diego Frisch (Uruguay)
Americo Conde (Peru)
Rob Frost (England)
Celedonia Nina Cordero (Bolivia)
Chiquita A. Fye (USA)
Merlin Dean Conoway (USA)
Ira Gallaway (USA)
Cyril Cornelius (India)
Elias Galvan (USA)
William B. Cook, Jr. (USA)
Marie W. Copher (USA)
Ernst Gisler (Switzerland)
Philip R. Cousin (USA)
Hellmut Gnadt (Chile)
Donald George Lynn Cragg (South Africa) Robert Say-Hong Goh (Singapore)
Gordon C. Goodgame (USA)
William C. Crouch (USA)
Frank Curtis Cummings (USA)
Janice T. Grana (USA)
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William H. Graves (USA)
Johanna N. Green (USA)
Kenneth G. Greet (England)
James Gribble (South Africa)
Johnnie-Marie Grimes (USA)
Wycherley Gumbs (USVI)
Isaias Gutierrez (Chile)
Joe Hale (USA)
Ralph E. Hale (USA)
Sarah Elisabeth Hall (England)
Leon C. Hamrick (USA)
John N. Hanchinmani (India)
Doris M. Handy (USA)
W. T. Handy, Jr. (USA)
Daniel D. Hankey (USA)
Joe A Harding (USA)
Robert J. Harman (USA)
John R. Harper (USA)
James A Harrell, Sr. (USA)
Vivian W. Harris (South Africa)
John Wesley Hardt (USA)
Sione Amanaki Havea (Tonga)
Cecil A Hawley (Australia
Dwight Seavey Haynes (USA)
Undsay Ann Hayward (South Africa)
Anne C. Hearn (USA)
A Lee Henderson (USA)
Cornelius L. Henderson (USA)
Gregor Henderson (Australia)
Ludwig Herrmann (Germany)
Nancy Herron (South Africa)
Harry Y. Henry (Benin)
David L. Hilton (USA)
William H. Hinson (USA)
Ho Chee-Sin (Singapore)
Ronald W. C. Hoar (England)
Brian R. Hoare (England)
Leroy C. Hodapp (USA)
J. Clinton Hoggard (USA)
James W. Holsinger, Jr. (USA)
Margaret Homer (England)
H. Hasbrouck Hughes, Jr. (USA)
George G. Hunter, ill (USA)
Orion N. Hutchinson, Jr. (USA)
Nelly Ibarra (Peru)
Aorence Imathiu (Kenya)
Lawi Imathiu (Kenya)
Frederick T. Ingold (Indonesia)
Roger W. Ireson (USA)

Neil L. Irons (USA)
George Irvine (South Africa)
Mance Jackson (USA)
Zandile Matthew Jakavula (South Africa)
Edgar L. James (USA)
Frederick Calhoun James (USA)
Rhoda Ada James (Nigeria)
Pinkesh John (India)
Ezra Earl Jones (USA)
J. William Jones (USA)
L. Bevel Jones, III (USA)
J. S. Justice (USA)
Mary Kaimuri Kaaria (Kenya)
J. Ellsworth Kalas (USA)
Byoung Hoon Kang (Korea)
Gloria Kauls (USA)
Christine Dean Keels (USA)
Arleon L. Kelley (USA)
Harry R. Kent (USA)
Woodrow Keown, Sr. (USA)
Chan Kouk Kim (Korea)
Choon Young Kim (Korea)
Eunice (Y00 Sock) Kim (Korea)
Min Ok Kim (Korea)
Sundo Kim (Korea)
Tom Kingston (Ireland)
Walter Klaiber (Germany)
Jekook Ko (Korea)
Ronald Y. Koo (USA)
Tiong-Ling Koo (Malaysia)
Leon R. Kneebone (USA)
James Uoyd Knox (USA)
Robert A Krause (USA)
Sieweck Kriemhild (Germany)
Enoch C. H. Kuey (Republic of China)
Arthur F. Kulah (Liberia)
Jun Tae Kwak (Korea)
Bertina E. Lampkin (USA)
Terrence Lasher (USA)
William A Lasher (USA)
David J. Lawson (USA)
Myun-Joo Lee (Korea)
Wilhelmina S. Lee (USA)
Chai-Eun Lee (Korea)
Hae-Suk Lee (Korea)
Karen Lensie (USA)
Richard Allen Leonard (USA)
Mrs. Leuluaialii (West Samoa)
Siatua Leuluaialii (West Samoa)
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KG. Leverton (South Africa)
U Ping Kwong (Hong Kong)
Norman E. Udke (USA)
Isaac T. P. Urn (Singapore)
Joanne Montgomery Unk (USA)
Nathaniel Unsey (USNNigeria)
Edith Loane (Ireland)
Alice Lockmiller (USA)
Jack Milton Loflin (USA)
Richard C. Looney (USA)
Basil H. Lorch, Jr. (USA)
Uonel R. Louw (South Africa)
June Elizabeth Lunn (England)
J. D. Mahlalela (Mozambique)
Feliza Pajaro Mariano (Philippines)
Carolyn M. Marshall (USA)
Claudio H. Martelli (Italy)
Sarah Nkele Matlhare (USA)
c. C. G. Mazobere (Zimbabwe)
Sunday Mbang (Nigeria)
Margaret Mwerri Mbur,ugu (Kenya)
Kenneth B. Mcintosh (USA)
George E. McKain II (USA)
Calvin D. McConnell (USA)
Gerald A McCormick (USA)
Marvin D. McReynolds (USA)
Marshall L. Meadors, Jr. (USA)
Juanita H. S. Mei (Republic of China)
Donna Meinhard (USA)
Bridget Jennifer Van Der Merwe
(South Africa)
Donald E. Messer (USA)
Raj Kumar Miehael (India)
W. Douglas Mills (USA)
Donald G. Ming (USA)
Edith W. Ming (USA)
c. P. Minnick, Jr. (USA)
Ruediger R. Minor (Germany)
Scorsonelli Mirelia (Italy)
Solomon Mirza (Pakistan)
Secundino Morales (Panama)
Susan M. Morrison (USA)
M. Stanley Mogoba (South Africa)
Robert B. Montgomery (USA)
Hester A Munden (USA)
Kingsley T. Muttiah (Sri Lanka)
Abel T. Muzorewa (Zimbabwe)
Gideon K Mwobobia (Kenya)
Won Yong Na (Korea)

Nina R. Nailling (USA)
Maimunah Natasha (Indonesia)
Joseph C. Neal, Jr. (USA)
K P. Nemapare (Zimbabwe)
Ee Un Ng (Malaysia)
Paula N. Niukula (Fiji)
Julia Davis Nolen (USA)
Alfred L. Norris (USA)
Zablon Nthamburi (Kenya)
William B. Oden (USA)
Robert A Oetjen (USA)
Gary L. Olin (USA)
Ben Oliphint (USA)
Ray Owen (USA)
Demetris Palos (South Africa)
Hamonagan Panggabean (Indonesia)
Sung Ro Park (Korea)
Pong Bae Park (Korea)
Woo Seung Park (Korea)
Kaye Parlin (USA)
Shirley Parris (USA)
Eliezer M. Pascua (Philippines)
Vijay Paul (Australia)
Toomas Pajusoo (Estonia)
A S. Parmar (India)
S. K Parmar (India)
Olav Pamamets (Estonia)
Aelian P. G. Peiris (Sri Lanka)
M. Elia Peter (india)
Navamani Peter (India)
M. D. Phetlhu (South Africa)
Lothar Poll (Austria)
James P (Polly) Poole (USA)
Howard D. Preston (USA)
William Edward Privette (USA)
Edward Puslecki (Poland)
William Kellon Quick (USA)
Edwin F. Rawat (India)
Christopher Reynolds (Australia)
Delores F. Richardson (USA)
c. Faith Richardson (USA)
Sheila Richardson (South Africa)
Joetta RInehart (USA)
Mary Jane Ripley (USA)
Edmund W. Robb, Jr. (USA)
Vivian U. Robinson (USA)
Thelma Joy Rodriguez (USA)
John Roulston (Australia)
Raul Ruiz (Mexico)
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Barbara A Ryder (England)
Hernaltha Samuel (India)
Karriappa Samuel (India)
Roy I. Sano (USA)
Basanti Sarkar (India)
William E. Savage (USA)
Charles A Sayre (USA)
Harold B. Senatle (South Africa)
David Wesley Schmuck (USA)
Brian John Sharp (England)
Herchel Hoover Sheets (USA)
Nombulelo Shongwe (South Africa)
Janest H. Schrader (USVI)
Emmett Garnett Shufflebarger (USA)
Ralph K Shunk (USA)
Alexander Siatwinda (Zambia)
M. A Sibeko (South Africa)
Ana Paula Da Silva (Brazil)
G. M. Sikazwe (Zambia)
R. Paul Sims (USA)
Sinta Sitorus (Indonesia)
Leonard D. Slutz (USA)
William Hiram Smith, Jr. (USA)
Howard Smith (England)
Lorna Geneva Smith (England)
Lorraine Ellen Solomon (South Africa)
Ruben L. Speaks (USA)
Hermann L. Sticher (Germany)
Lycurgus Monroe Starkey, Jr. (USA)
K James Stein (USA)
Pamela Margaret Stenson (England)
Mollie M. Stewart (USA)
Betty V. Stith (USA)
Forrest C. Stith (USA)
Thomas B. Stockton (USA)
D. Joan Stott (AuStralia)
Kenneth E. Street (England)
Plyna G. Strong (USA)
Su Chung-Jen (Hong Kong)
James L. Swenson (USA)
Melvin G. Talbert (USA)
Cindy Beard Tappan (USA)
Frederick Hilborn Talbot (USVI)
John B. Taylor (England)
Prince A Taylor, Jr. (USA)
Melitta Tenner (Germany)
Willie S. Teague (USA)
Tallon Tindit (Malaysia
Samuel R. Thomas (India)

John Ross Thompson (USA)
Novette Sonia Thompson (USA)
Robert T obing (USA)
Wilfred Tooley (England)
Lee F. Tuttle (USA)
Finau Tu'uholoaki (Fiji)
James Stuart Udy (Australia)
Mary Urn (Korea)
Fern Underwood (USA)
LaRayne Wahlstrom (USA)
Geoffrey Wainwright (England)
Alan Walker (Australia)
Eva Walker (USA)
Harriette Katherine Walker (USA)
William O. Walker (USA)
Ted H. Walter (USA)
Rosemary Wass (England)
Harold A Waters (USA)
Mara L. Watson (USA)
Ivan Weekes (England)
H. Alden Welch (USA)
Ewing Werlein, Jr. (USA)
Ruth M. Wherry (USA)
Alfred Edward White (USA)
Woodie W. White (USA)
c. Dale White (USA)
Richard B. Wilke (USA)
David M. Wilkins (USA)
Howell O. Wilkins (USA)
Milton A Williams (USA)
Aileen Williams (USA)
Joe A Wilson (USA)
Antonia Wladar (Hungary)
D' Arcy Wood (Australia)
DeWayne S. Woodring (USA)
Richard Frank Wootton (Australia)
Werner Wydler (Switzerland)
Byung 20 Yoon (Korea)
Norman Young (Australia)
Ralph C. Young (Switzerland)
Yung Kok-Kwong (Hong Kong)
Charles Yrigoyen, Jr. (USA)
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III.

ORDER OF BUSINESS. RULES OF DEBATE

The Council agreed on the proposed order of business which had been distributed,
and the Rules of Debate as they appear in the Singapore Program Book.

IV.

COORDINATING COMMITIEE

A Coordinating Committee through which individual resolutions from other than
Council Committees might pass, composed of persons nominated by the Officers and
approved by the Executive Committee, was brought to the Council for approval. This
list was VOTED and AGREED by the Council:
Bishop Ben Oliphint, Chairperson
Dr. Zablon Nthamburi
Dr. Brian Beck
Bishop Denis Dutton

V.

Bishop Raul Ruiz
Ms. Joan Stott
Ms. Betty Stith

REPORT OF GENERAL SECRETARY

Dr. Joe Hale, General Secretary, addressed the Council, speaking to the purposes
of the World Methodist Council, the point of entry member churches have into the world
body, and calling for commitment to the work of the Council. (See Appendix I.)
VI.

REPORT OF THE GENEVA SECRETARY

Mr. Ralph C. Young, the Geneva Secretary, brought a written report, which he
addressed in an abbreviated form, describing the work of the Geneva Secretary,
relationships developed through his work at the Ecumenical Center, and recent developments in the World Council of Churches. (See Appendix II.)

VII.

REPORTS FROM MEMBER CHURCHES

The Chairperson gave opportunity for reports from the Council Member churches.
Several persons brought impromptu reports of church growth, reconciliation, unification,
mission and evangelism work, and progress in women's issues; some spoke of turmoil
and extreme hardship. Those speaking were: His Eminence Sunday Mbang, Nigeria;
Bishop Arthur Kulah, Uberia; Bishop Walter Klaiber, Germany; Bishop M. Stanley
Mogoba, South Africa; Dr. Choon Young Kim, Korea; Mr. Solomon J. Abellera, Jr.,
Philippines; Dr. Frank Davies, Sierra Leone; Bishop Samuel Azariah, Pakistan; Dr.
Gregor Henderson, Australia; Bishop Harry Y. Henry, Benin; Dr. Sydney Callaghan,
Northern Ireland; Rev. Siatua Leuluaialii, Samoa; Bishop Farai J. Chirisa, Zimbabwe;
Mrs. Anne Hearn, United States; Dr. Aelian P. G. Peiris, Sri Lanka; Dr. KwesiA. Dickson,
Ghana; Rev. Claudio H. Martelli, Italy.
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VIII.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP

Two Applications for Council Membership from the West African Methodist Church
and the Comunidad Evangelica Metodista de Paraguay had been previously received
and considered by the Officers.The Officers moved that the World Methodist Council
approve the application of the West African Methodist Church of Sierra Leone and
receive this church into membership of the Council. This was VOTED and Approved.
The application from the Comunidad Evangelica Metodista de Paraguay was
noted, but because of its recent formation (1988) and time for development to further
establish the church, no recommendation for action was brought to the Council at this
time.

IX.

ECUMENICS AND DIALOGUE REPORT

Dr. Geoffrey Wainwright, chairperson of the Committee on Ecumenics and Dialogue, presented the report from that area. He spoke of the relations between the World
Methodist Council and five other Christian World Communions, bringing a resolution
concerning each of the five sets of relationships.
First, Dr. Wainwright recalled the dialogue with the Lutheran World Federation. He
announced that, in line with the recommendations of the dialogue report that had been
approved by the LWF at Budapest in 1984 and by the WMC at Nairobi in 1986, the
Methodist Churches in West (1987) and East (1990) Germany and Austria (1990) had
entered into full fellowship of word and sacrament with the Evangelical Churches
(Lutheran, Reformed, United) in those countries. The Council then passed unanimously
the following resolution:
"The Council rejoices in the full fellowship of word and sacrament
established between the Methodist Churches and the Evangelical Churches in
Germany and Austria and encourages member churches in other parts of the
world to follow the same recommendation made by the joint report of1984 with
the Lutheran World Federation: "The Church: Community of .Grace."
Second, Dr. Wainwright recounted the conversations of 1986 and 1987 with the
World Alliance of Reformed Churches, the report from which had been approved by the
respective Executive Committees of the WMC and the WARC in 1987. He then brought
the following resolution:
"The Council welcomes the joint report of 1987 made with the World
Alliance of Reformed Churches, "Together in God's Grace," and, accepting
the judgment that there are no doctrinal 'obstacles to unity between Methodists and Reformed,' encourages member churches to seek closer relations with
Reformed churches in their own regions."
Two South African members of the Council raised questions concerning the
Reformed doctrine of predestination. In reply, Dr. Wainwright indicated that the report
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drew on Wesley's self-avowed closeness to Calvin ("to the very edge of Calvinism") and
at the same time acknowledged that "both traditions have gone wrong when they have
claimed to know too much about this mystery of God's electing grace and of human
response." Remaining differences could, the report judged, be contained within a
"common gospel" and so were "not of sufficient weight to divide us." Dr. Norman
Young spoke of the achieved union among Methodists, Presbyterians and Congregationalists in the Uniting Church of Australia. The Council then passed unanimously the
resolution as presented.
Third, Dr. Wainwright reported that he and Bishop William Cannon had served as
WMC observers at the Lambeth Conference of bishops of the worldwide Anglican
communion in 1988. The Lambeth Conference had noted "with regret that there is no
international theological dialogue between the Anglican communion and the World
Methodist Council" and requested "the Anglican Consultative Council to initiate
conversations with the WMC with a view to the beginning of such a dialogue." The
Executive Committee of the WMC had in 1989 authorized the General Secretary and the
Chairperson of the Committee on Ecumenics and Dialogue to respond to this initiative.
An exploratory meeting with representatives of the ACC had produced a plan for a
dialogue between 1992 and 1995 that should aim at a report to be presented to the WMC
in 1996 and to the next Lambeth Conference in 1998. Mission and evangelism should
be a main theme, and the goal should be a formalization of closer relations in cooperation
and sacramental life. The Council then passed unanimously the following resolution:
"The Council welcomes the initiative of the 1988 Lambeth Conference for
a dialogue between Anglicans and Methodists and approves the steps taken by
the WMC's ecumenical officers in conjunction with those of the Anglican
Consultative Council to prepare such a dialogue."
Fourth, Dr. Wainwright recalled that the WMC had in 1976 and 1986 expressed its
desire for closer relations with the Orthodox Churches. In the late 1970s, exploratory visits
had been made to Constantinople and Moscow by Dr. Hale, Bishop Cannon, Mr. Frank
Northam, and Dr. Kenneth Greet. In 1990, a small delegation of WMC leaders in
ecumenism and evangelism had been received by the Ecumenical Patriarch Dimitrios in
the context of a pilgrimage by some 200 Methodists to the sites of the apostolic church
and the venues of the ancient councils. His All-Holiness had agreed with the proposal
made by the Chairperson of the WMC Committee on Ecumenics and Dialogue that the
time was now ripe for preliminary conversations to begin. Consequently, a first meeting
has been arranged for 1992 between a small group of officially representative theologians
from each side, the initial topic being the doctrine of the Church in a Holy Spirit
perspective. The Council then passed unanimously the following resolution:
"The Council rejoices at the agreement of the Ecumenical Patriarchate to
create a preliminary joint theological group with a view to an eventual full
dialogue between the WMC and the Orthodox Churches."
Fifth, Dr. Wainwright, on behalf of the Joint Commission between the Roman
Catholic Church and the WMC introduced the report on "The Apostolic Tradition," the
text of which had been circulated to members of the Council. During the past
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quinquennium the commission had begun work on closing the "gap" perceptible in the
Nairobi Report of 1986 ("Towards A Statement on the Church") between a general
description of the Church, which could be largely agreed on a New Testament basis, and
the doctrinal and practical division between Methodists and Catholics concretized in the
papacy. Closer agreement on the apostolic tradition, both as content and as process,
would, if attainable, provide a promising context in which to examine the controversial
questions of episcopal succession and a petrine office. Guided by the theme of "Koinonia
in time," the commission had sought to find, in a Church confessed to be constituted by
the Word and Sustained by the Spirit, the largest possible agreement concerning a historic
pattern of Christian faith, Christian life, and Christian community. The report concludes
that "a large measure of common faith has been brought to light, so that the increase in
shared life that has begun may confidently be expected io continue. The need now is to
consolidate the measure of agreement so far attained and to press forward with work on
those areas in which agreement is still lacking. Continuing doctrinal progress should both
encourage and reflect the growth in mutual recognition and in sharing in the life of the
Triune God." Dr. WainWright stressed that, at this stage, it was not a matter of line-byline, or even paragraph-by-paragraph approval of a text; it was rather a matter of
endorsing the general approach and perspective adopted by the joint commission. The
Council then passed unanimously the following resolution:
"The Council received with gratitude the report on 'The Apostolic
Tradition' made by the joint commission with the Roman Catholic Church and
renews the commission's mandate with 'the goal of full communion in faith,
mission and sacramental life'."

x.

TREASURER'S REPORT

Mr. John R. Harper, the Council Treasurer, first brought a motion from the Officers
to receive two offerings at the Conference, one at the Sunday Service of the Conference
(to be used for Conference costs), and a second to be received at the Mass Rally (to go
in its entirety to the Singapore Church for expenses incurred in the rally). This was
AGREED.
Mr. Harper then reviewed the written Treasurer's Report, underscoring key items.
The Council VOTED to accept the report. (See Appendix IV.)
Bishop Mogoba of the Methodist Church of Southern Africa rose to thank the
Council for the offering received in Nairobi and for the significant funds sent as a result
of the Council appeal for South Africa. He said because of this The Methodist Church
of Southern Africa and the African Methodist Episcopal Church there had been helped
to work together in new ways.

XI. NOMINATING COMMITTEE REPORT
The report of the Council Nominating Committee was brought and the list of Officers
was VOTED and approved:
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OFFICERS
Chairperson, Executive Committee: The Reverend Dr. Donald English, Britain
Vice-Chairperson, Executive Committee: Mrs. Betty Davis, Australia
Honorary President, WMC: Bishop Lawi Imathiu, Kenya
Presidium:
Ms. Mary Urn, Korea
His Eminence S. C. Mbang, Nigeria
Bishop Heinrich Bolleter, Switzerland
Bishop Nathaniel Unsey, Christian Methodist Episcopal Church, US and W. Africa
Mrs. Frances M. Alguire, United States
Bishop Ho Chee-Sin, Singapore
Miss Alka Edwards, India
Bishop Raul Ruiz M., Mexico
Dr. Edith Loane, Ireland (By virtue of office as President of the
World Federation of Methodist Women)
Treasurer: Mr. Ewing Werlein
Assistant Treasurer: Mrs. Edna Alsdurf

General Secretary: Dr. Joe Hale
Geneva Secretary: Mr. Ralph C. Young
The follOWing officers are not elected but serve in their capacity as:
Past Chairpersons: Bishop William R. Cannon
Dr. Kenneth G. Greet
Bishop Prince A Taylor, Jr.
General Secretary Emeritus: Dr. Lee F. Tuttle

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITIEE
AFRICA CENTRAL CONFERENCE (United Methodist Central Conference Churches in
Angola, Burundi, Mozambique, Zaire, Zimbabwe)
Bishop Emilio J. M. de Carvalho, Angola
Bishop Onema Fama, Zaire
Ms. Beatrice Mutasa, Zimbabwe
ARGENTINA
Dr. Jose Miguez Bonino
Bishop Aldo M. Etchegoyen
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AUSTRAUA
Dr. 0' Arcy Wood
Ms. Hilary Christie-Johnston
Rev. J V K (Vijay) Paul
BELGIUM
Dr. Hugh Robert Boudin
BENIN AND TOGO
Dr. Harry Y. Henry
BOUVIA
(name in process)

BRAZIL
Mr. Renato Soares Fleischner
BRITAIN
John C. A Barrett
Brian E. Beck
Cathy Cooper Bird
David G. Deeks
Stephen Elliott
Brian R. Hoare
Geoffrey Wainwright, Associate Member

June Lunn
Barbara Ryder
John B. Taylor
Novette Thompson
Wilfred Tooley
Rosemary Wass

CANADA, UNITED CHURCH
Dr. Brian Thorpe
CARIBBEAN AND THE AMERICAS (President of Conference)
Dr. Eric St. C. Clarke
CENTRAL AND SOUlliERN AFRICA, AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL
Bishop Richard Allen Chappelle
CENTRAL AND SOUlliERN EUROPE CENTRAL CONFERENCE,
(United Methodist Central Conference Churches in
Algeria, Austria, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
France, Hungary, Poland, Switzerland, Yugoslavia)
Bishop Heinrich Bolleter
CHILE
Bishop Helmut Gnadt

CHINA, mE CHURCH OF CHRIST IN (Hong Kong)
Rev. Yung Kok-Kwong
COSTA RICA
Dr. Roberto Kenneth Vargas
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CUBA
(presiding bishop)

DOMINICAN REPUBUC
(name in process)
ECUADOR
(name in process)
ESTONIA
Rev. Olav Parnamets

FIJI
Rev. Isireli Caucau
GERMANY
Bishop Walter Klaiber
Bishop Ruediger Minor
GHANA
Rt. Rev. KwesiA. Dickson

HONG KONG
Rev. U Ping-Kwong
INDIA
Bishop Samuel R. Thomas
INDONESIA
Bishop Hamonagan Panggabean
IRELAND
Dr. Edmund Mawhinney
ITALY
Rev. Claudio Martelli

IVORY COAST
Rev. Emmanuel Yando

KENYA
Dr. Zablon Nthamburi
Mrs. Margaret Mburugu
KOREA
Bishop Jun Tae Kwak
Dr. Pong Bae Park
Dr. Choon Young Kim
Dr. Byoung Hoon Kang

Dr. Hae Suk Lee
Dr. Chai Eun Lee
Mrs. Eunice Kim
Dr. Woo Sung Park (Alternate)
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UBERIA CENTRAL CONFERENCE
Bishop Arthur Kulah
MALAYSIA
Bishop Denis C. Dutton
MEXICO
Ms. Susanna Contreras
MYANMAR, UPPER
Rev. Fambuaia
MYANMAR, LOWER
Bishop U Mya Thaung

NEW ZEALAND
Rev. Stan J. West
NIGERIA
Chief Babatunde Olusola Benson
NOR1HINDIA
Bishop J. E. Ghose
NORTI-iERN EUROPE CENTRAL CONFERENCE
(United Methodist Central Conference Churches in
Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden)
Bishop Hans Vaxby
PAKISTAN
Bishop Samuel Azariah
PANAMA
Bishop Secundino Morales
PERU

Ms. Nelly C. Ibarra
PHILIPPINES CENTRAL CONFERENCE (United Methodist)
Bishop Emerito Nacpil
PHIUPPINES, 1HE EVANGEUCAL METIiODIST CHURCH
Bishop George Castro
PHIUPPINES, 1HE UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
(name in process)
PORTUGAL
Rev. Ireneu Cunha
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REPUBUC OF CHINA
Bishop Enoch C. H. Kuey
SAMOA
Rev. Siatua Leuluaialii
SIERRA LEONE, METIiODIST CHURCH
Bishop Gershon Anderson
SIERRA LEONE, UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
(name in process)
SIERRA LEONE, WEST AFRICAN METIiODIST CHURCH
Rev. Moshopeh Pratt
SINGAPORE
Mr. Goh Say Hong
SOUTH AFRICA, AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL
Bishop Harold B. Senatle
Bishop Robert Thomas
SOUTHERN AFRICA
Bishop M. Stanley Mogoba
Dr. D. G. L. Cragg
Dr. H. Mvume Dandala

Miss Nancy Herron
Mrs. Lorraine Solomon

SPAIN
Rev. Enrique Capo
SRI LANKA
Rev. K T. Muttiah
TONGA
Dr. Sione Havea
UNITED STATES (Six separate and distinct denominations)
Daryll Coleman, TX (CME)
Karen Collier, TN (UM)
William "Buddy" Arnold, AR (UM)
Merlin Conoway, MS (UM)
Richard O. Bass, Sr.. AL (CME)
Philip Robert Cousin, FL (AME)
Keith Berry, MO (UM)
Frank Curtis Cummings, PA (AME)
Cecil Bishop, MD (AMEl)
Norman Dewire, OH (UM)
David Bradley, MI (UM)
Jean Clegg Dickinson, OH (UM)
Hal Brady, TX (UM)
Maxie D. Dunnam, TN (UM)
Kathryn Middleton Brown, GA (AME)
Spurgeon Dunnam, TX (UM)
Ellen Brubaker, MI (UM)
S. Chuka Ekemam, Nigeria (AMEl)
Mary Ellen Bullard, AL (UM)
Robert Fannin, FL (UM)
Nancy Carruth, LA (UM)
Sylvia Faulk (CME)

Ely J. Ades, NV (UM)
Herman L. Anderson, NC (AMEl)
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Dr. Robert K. Feaster, Agency (UM)
Betty J. Finn, CA (UM)
William H. Graves (youth) (CME)
Dan Hankey, GA (UM)
Robert Harman, Agency (UM)
John R. Harper, PA (UM)
Woodrow Hearn, NE (UM)
Kirby Hickey, PA (UM)
David Hilton, KY (UM)
Marlin Hines, (AME)
Bill Hinson, TX (UM)
James W. Holsinger, VA (UM)
Orion Hutchinson, Jr., NC (UM)
Roger Ireson, Agency (UM»
Neil Irons, NJ (UM)
Mance Jackson, GA (CME)
Edgar James, DC (AME)
Frederick Calhoun James, SC (AME)
Ezra Earl Jones, Agency (UM)
L. Bevel Jones, m, NC (UM)
William Jones, IL (UM)
Harry Ross Kent, SC (UM)
David Lawson, WI (UM)
Alice Lockmiller, FL (UM)
Carolyn Marshall, IN (UM)
David L. McKenna, KY (Free Methodist~ fraternal)
Joseph C. McKinney, DC (AME)

Marvin McReynolds, KS (UM)
Donald George Ming, LA (AME)
Edith Ming, LA (AME)
c. P. Minnick, NC (UM)
Decatur Ward Nichols, NY (Honorary)
Bill Oden, LA (UM)
Ray Owen, OK (UM)
Kaye Parlin, NY (UM)
William K. Quick, MI (UM)
Bruce Robbins, Agency (UM)
David Schmuck, PA (UM)
Janest Schrader, St. Croix, (AME)
William M. Smith, AL (AMEl)
Ruben L. Speaks, NC (AMEl)
Forrest Stith, NY (UM)
Melvin Talbert, CA (UM)
Frederick Hilborn Talbot, St. Croix, (AME)
Cindy Tappan, OH (UM)
John Ross Thompson, PA (UM)
Patricia Trumble, NE (UM)
George W. Walker, 11 (AMEl)
William Owen Walker, OR (UM)
Alfred E. White, cr (AMEl)
Woodie White, IL (UM)
Milton A. Wiliams, NC (AMEl)
Earle Wilson (Wesleyan)
DeWayne Woodring, Agency (UM)
Charles Yrigoyen, Agency (UM)

URUGUAY,
Sra. Marta Gomez de Sprechman
WEST AFRICA, AFRICAN METIiODIST EPISCOPAL
Bishop John R. Bryant

ZAMBIA

Rev. G. M. Sikazwe
ZIMBABWE, METIiODIST CHURCH
Dr. Crispen C. G. Mazobere
ZIMBABWE, AFRICAN METIiODIST CHURCH
Mr. Khurnbuyani Peter Nemapare
AT-LARGE YOUTH
Ana Paula da Silva, Brazil
Dorninador Dodge R. Peralta, Jr., Philippines
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Amy Valdes, USA
Ken Barnes, Ghana

DIRECfOR, WORlD EVANGEUSM
Dr. H. Eddie Fox
DIRECfOR, WORlD METI-IODIST EVANGEUSM INS1TI1ITE
Dr. George E. Morris
PRESIDENT, WORlD METI-IODIST HISTORICAL SOCIElY
Dr. James S. Udy
The meeting closed in a prayer led by Bishop Ben OUphint.

World Methodist Council
SINGAPORE
JULY 26, 1991
Bishop Imathiu called the meeting to order at 2:30 p.m. and Mrs. Siatua Sitorus
opened the meeting with prayer.

XII.

FAMILY LIFE REPORT

Chairperson Mrs. Navamani Peter brought the Family Ufe Report covering activities of the past five years, and the Family Ufe Conference held before the beginning of
the Sixteenth World Methodist Conference. The Council VOTED to receive the report
and ACCEPT the committee recommendations. (See Appendix V.)

XIII.

WORSHIP AND LITURGY

Dr. Kathryn M. Brown, Worship and Uturgy Chairperson, summarized her written
report (See Appendix VI.) and thanked the Council and the Worship and Uturgy
Committee for aU their hard work. She enthusiastically reported on the Worship
Consultation held prior to the Conference, showing the Council an impressive assortment
of new hymnbooks from a number of WMC member churches that had been distributed
at the Consultation. The Council ACCEPTED her report.

XIV.

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION

Bishop Emerito Nacpil reported on the Theological Education Convocation in
Singapore stating that in their committee they had tried to develop "Partners in Mission"
to bring congregations into partnership in mission, and has sought to find ways churches
and theological institutions might work together in mission. He spoke of interest in
building the committee, the valuable volunteer work made possible by interested
agencies and staff and the need for financial help from the Council and elsewhere.
The Council ACCEPTED the report.
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xv.

WORLD EXCHANGE PROGRAM

Mrs. Edna Alsdurf, Director, read her report (See Appendix VII.), calling attention to
the Reverend Wilfred Tooley and his work as Associate Director of the Exchange
Program. It was reported that more than 400 ministers, their families and churches have
participated in the Ministerial Exchange Program during the past quinquennium. A
limited number of lay exchanges were a part of the program of World Exchange.
The Council ACCEPTED her report.

XVI.

OXFORD INSTITUTE REPORT

Dr. Brian Beck reported on the Oxford Institute Committee. (See Appendix VIII.)
The quinquennial Institute next meets in Oxford, England, July 27 to August 7, 1992 with
the theme "Good News to the Poor in the Wesleyan Tradition." Dr. Beck spoke of
present limitations in membership, but the desire on the part of the committee to expand.
He announced the formation of an endowment for the "two-thirds" world in order to
involve persons from a number of countries who otherwise would be unable to attend.
A preliminary orientation meeting is set prior to the Institute for new members coming
from the developing world. Dr. Beck, Bishop Emilio de Carvalho, or Dr. Donald Treese
were named as contact persons for information. The Council ACCEPTED the report.
XVII.

WORLD METHODIST HISTORICAL SOCIETY

Dr. James Udy brought the report as President of the World Methodist Historical
Society (See Appendix IX.) He told of the outstanding pre-Conference meeting of the
Society at St. Frances Xavier Seminary. As a result of this meeting delegates from Japan
and India are making plans to develop World Methodist Historical Societies. Dr. Udy
indicated the understanding of heritage has the potential of greatly enriching uniting
churches.
He referred to the WMHS Conference in Reuti-Hasliberg, reported that the Historical
Society hopes to publish a dictionary on roots of churches and asked for assistance in
gathering information. He also told of the recent discovery of eleven copies of Wesley
letters in England.
The Council ACCEPTED the report.
XVIII.

WORLD FEDERATION OF METHODIST WOMEN

Mrs. Edith Ming, 1986-1991 President of the WFMW, announced the election of a
new President of the World Federation of Methodist Women, Mrs. Edith Loane of
Ireland. She told of the very successful WFMW Assembly which was held July 15-22 at
Wesley Methodist Church, with the theme "Jesus Christ: Hope for Today, Strength for
Tomorrow." She thanked the participants and presented a Program Book to Dr. Hale
for the World Methodist archives. Among the issues the WFMW has agreed to address
and advocate are: children's rights; environment and earth protection issues; aging; the
International Year of the Family; and to help people realize "we have to begin with
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ourselves" in helping women be as effective as possible in the valuable contributions they
have to make in both church and society.
The report was ACCEPTED by the Council

XIX.

WORLD METHODISM AND WORLD ISSUES STUDY

Dr. Mance Jackson co-author with Dr. Earl Brewer of the world-wide study book,
"Wesleyan Transformations," brought the report. When the Council last met in Nairobi
the study was not yet complete. Dr. Jackson, in this final report, outlined the process that
had been used to gather information. He thanked all who had responded from across
the world. Copies of the study report were distributed to Council Members.

xx.

UNITED BIBLE SOCIETIES

Dr. Daniel Arichea of Hong Kong was invited to bring greetings from the United Bible
Societies which is an umbrella organization organized in 18 countries from which
delegates had traveled to the Conference.

XXI.

EPWORTH OLD RECTORY REPORT

Dr. Kenneth G. Greet, speaking for the Epworth Trustees, recounted the history of
the Old Rectory. Built in 1709 by Samuel Wesley, the Old Rectory is currently owned by
the World Methodist Council and is supported by Friends of the Old Rectory. Dr. Greet
reported that Mrs. Rachel Cochran, one of the international trustees, has been instrumental in establishing the American Friends of the Old Rectory as a new source of support and
also referred to Mrs. Alice Lockmiller's generous assistance with recent renovations. He
appealed to Council Members to become Friends of Epworth Old Rectory, noting that
because of the war and recession in recent months the number of visitors has dropped.
The Chairperson thanked Dr. Greet for his report.

XXII.

OTHER BUSINESS

The Chairperson opened the floor for Council Members to speak regarding other
matters.
The concern was voiced that youth of the United Methodist, African Methodist
Episcopa~ African Methodist Episcopal Zion are not adequately represented on the new
Executive Committee. Dr. English responded on behalf of the Nominating Committee
pointing out that the nomination of Executive members is brought by the member
churches. (Subsequently adjustments were made in the youth representation of the
churches in question.)
A question was raised regarding increased giving to enable committees to function
more effectively. Mr. Harper indicated that standing committees and the Oxford Institute
now receive funding from the Council.
Dr. Mance Jackson thanked the Council for the follow-up in South Africa and
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expressed the need for the Council to continue to press for the abolition of apartheid.
Dr. William K. Quick thanked the General Secretary for his voice in the public press
on the Palestinian issue.
Mer announcements the meeting was adjourned.

World Methodist Council
SINGAPORE
JULY 29. 1991
The 5OO-member World Methodist Council was called to order by Bishop Imathiu
at 2:30 p.m. in the Stamford Ballroom.

XXIII. YOUTH COMMITIEE REPORT
Mr. Tom Sundar, Chair of the Youth Committee, was invited to bring the Youth
Committee report. He told of the very successful International Christian Youth Conference jointly sponsored by the WMC Youth and World Evangelism Committees held in
Orodepec, Mexico in 1989 with 500 young people from 40 countries participating. He
also reported on the Social and International Affairs/Youth Consultation held prior to the
Sixteenth World Methodist Conference with the theme, "Stewards in God's Creation."
Because of the success of this joint meeting, Mr. Sundar moved that the World
Methodist Council authorize one, and if funding is available, two, Social and International
Affairs and Youth Committee joint consultations during the next five years. This was
VOTED and approved.
Sundar was commended for his work in leading the WMCYouth Committee for the
past five years.

XXIV.

SOCIAL AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS COMMITIEE REPORT

The Chairperson, Bishop Imathiu, told the Council the Executive Committee had
met at length concerning the expulsion of the Christian Conference of Asia from
Singapore, that this was an extremely sensitive matter, and that the press report
announcing what the Executive would be bringing to the Council had heightened the
tension on this issue and created some difficulties for our hosts. He then called on Dr.
Norman E. Dewire, Chairperson of the Social and International Affairs Committee for his
report.
Dr. Dewire explained that the SIAC Committee this quinquennium had two ViceChairpersons, Bishop M. Stanley Mogoba of South Africa and Dr. Alan Woodley, from
New Zealand. Dr. Dewire said he regretted Alan Woodley had been prohibited from
attending the Council by his church.
He then outlined work of the Social and International Affairs Committee beginning
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with the adoption of the World Methodist Social Affirmation five years ago in Nairobi. He
thanked member churches for including it in so many hymnals and books of worship.
The committee has sought to work with the concept of solidarity with the poor.
When the World Council of Churches began their emphasis on Justice, Peace and
the Integrity of Creation, the Social and International Affairs Committee represented
world Methodism. As staff officers began to prepare position papers, they were sent to
Methodist leaders who were to participate in the convocation. Thus the World Methodist
Council was represented in a World Council of Churches convocation on Justice, Peace
and the Integrity of Creation held in Korea in 1990.
The committee spent time implementing the Nairobi action in regard to South
Africa. Dr. Dewire asked Bishop M. S. Mogoha to speak on this. Bishop Mogoha reported
on World Methodist Council leaders making two trips to South Africa where the first met
with P. W. Botha, and later F. W. de Klerk. On this later trip he felt the leaders listened,
and there was some movement. He also stressed that these two programs were not just
visits to the two presidents, but to the country of South Africa, its people, and church
leaders.
Dr. Dewire reported that SIAC had worked with the World Evangelism Committee
in planning a convocation on "Solidarity with the Poor" but had found it necessary to
postpone the convocation until adequate funds were secured.
The SIAC committee worked with Theological Education on a South/North
dialogue. At each of the Executive Committee meetings in the quinquenium SIAC had
systematically brought resolutions on pertinent world concerns.
A pre-Conference Consultation held prior to the Sixteenth World Methodist Conference under the joint sponsorship of the Social and International Affairs and Youth
Committees was attended by 165 persons.
The SIAC leaders were commended for the initiative they had taken in proposing
the delegations go to South Africa and in encouraging Mr. Mandela in his struggle for
human dignity.
XXV.

SIAC/YOUTH STATEMENTS/RESOLUTIONS

The SIAC committee then brought a document containing 16 resolutions that had
been prepared in the pre-Conference SIAC/Youth Consultation. It was moved:
" ... that the statements be RECENED by the Council as concerns of world
Methodism, that these statements be commended to the member churches for
study and appropriate actions; that these statements be published in the
Proceedings of this Council and summarized in "World Parish;" and that the
issues represented in these statements be referred to the Youth and Social and
International Affairs Committees for further study, follow up; and regular
reporting to the Executive."
There was discussion on the Council "receiving" the resolutions, with many
speaking about various points of disagreement. Some concern was expressed that the
resolutions did not speak for the World Methodist "Council." The Council VOTED to
send the document back to the SIAC/Youth group for refinement.
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Discussion then turned back to the press release picked up by the Singapore press
and other international press services. Bishop Ho stated he was concerned he had been
misquoted and that what had been agreed in the Executive Committee meeting was
released prematurely. Visitors were being given the impression there is no religious
freedom in Singapore and this is not true. It was suggested the Council disassociate itself
with the news report.
Dr. Kenneth Greet stated that the press had every right to be present, but that the
Council has a right to conduct meetings in private where proceedings would be
confidential He further suggested the Council should decide what would be released to
the press.
Dr. Donald English stated to the Singapore church leaders it had not been the
intention for the Executive Committee action to be released, as it was being prepared for
presentation to the full Council and its action. He apologized to Bishop Ho for this.
It was then VOTED that the Council go into closed session.

XXVI.

CLOSED SESSION OF THE WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL

Dr. English explained the paper in question: the first part being a historical
background of the expulsion of the CCA (Christian Conference of Asia) from Singapore
and the later passage of the Religious Harmony Act. The first part of the resolution had
to do with the expulsion of the CCA from Singapore and the second part had to do with
the Religious Harmony Act. He further explained that the second section had been
revised and that Singapore leaders were in agreement with the revision.
Dr. English went on to say that the Methodists in Singapore could suffer as the result
of Council action. He told the Council that the resolutions had been through hours of
discussion about the right balance and that we want the Singapore leaders to see how the
world body views the situation, what this looks like to us, but also to stand with them as
they struggle with the same concerns, living in Singapore.
There was intense discussion along the lines of outsiders coming in and creating a
difficult situation for the Singapore Church, and what is necessary in making a faithful
witness.
Singapore leaders told the group that the Singapore Church agrees with the
government action in regard to the CCA, and if the Council passes the resolution, the
Singapore Church would have to come out against it.
It was also stated that some of the Council's member churches had come to the
Conference with the understanding the issue would be discussed, and that members of
the CCA were afraid similar acts could be repeated in other Asian countries. Understanding for the pain the Singapore Church is experiencing was expressed, but also that
Christians are called to take stands and that the CCAissue is not merely a Singapore issue,
but an Asian issue.
After a long and intense debate, it was moved to keep the historical background
portion of the resolution, but to substitute a new section for the balance of the resolution.
The resolution was ADOPTED by the Council as follows:

We take note of the following:
1. The Executive decided, in 1987, to accept the invitation to hold the
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Sixteenth Conference in Singapore; arrangements were set in motion and
contracts were signed;
2. The Christian Conference of ~ia was subsequently expelled from
Singapore;
3. Parties within the ecumenical movement called upon church bodies not
to hold meetings in Singapore;
4. The Executive debated the issue in 1989, regretted the expulsion of the
CCA but decided to confonn the previous decision;
5. It was understood that concerns about the expulsion of CCA could be
raised by representatives of the churches at the time of the Sixteenth Conference in Singapore.
The World Methodist Council directs its officers to stay in contact with the
leadership of the Methodist Church in Singapore, Member Churches of the
World Methodist Council in ~ia, and the Christian Conference of ~ia concerning the expulsion of CCA and with the Methodist Church in Singapore regarding the Maintenance of Religious Hannony Act. Further, that the Officers
and the Executive Committee be prepared to work with the leadership of the
Methodist Church in Singapore to do all that it can to promote religious liberty.
~ a follow-up, the Chairperson directed the General Secretary to write
a press release on the action.
It was also proposed and ACCEPTED that:
The World Methodist Council in session regrets the dissemination of infonnation not approved by the Council and apologizes to members of the
Singapore Methodist Church and its leaders for any grief, pain, or embarrassment which this release has caused.
The meeting was adjourned by Bishop Imathiu.

World Methodist Council
SINGAPORE
JULY 30, 1991

Bishop Lawi Imathiu declared the Council in order at 1:30 p.m. and asked Bishop
William R. Cannon to lead in prayer.

It was moved to have a closed session, but the motion was defeated.
Bishop Ho Chee-Sin made a statement to the members of the Council expressing
appreciation for their understanding of the problem with the Singapore resolution, and
thanking them for their sensitivity to the situation. He said the pledge of support and
holding the Conference in Singapore was an encouragement. He said the Singapore
church respects the Council and does not expect apologies. That they stand with and
accept responsibility for the actions of the Council.
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The Chairperson responded, on behalf of the Council, that people throughout the
world pray for the Singapore church and its leaders.
Dr. Orion Hutchinson asked for a special privilege - to present copies of the New
Revised Standard Version of the Bible to Bishop Imathiu, Dr. English, Mrs. Davis, and Mr.
Harper.

XXVII.

WORLD EVANGELISM REPORT

Dr. Maxie Dunnam briefly outlined the program of Evangelism, which had been
reported more fully in an earlier Conference session. (See Appendix XII.)
The 1991-1996 Program of World Evangelism includes: (1) a call to prayer and
fasting; (2) "Kingdom Missions" planned for ten days of Pentecost (May 21-30, 1993);
(3) worldwide study "Let the Redeemed of the Lord Say So" planned for Lent 1993; (4)
the World Methodist Evangelism Institute which is developing seminars for the next few
years, and an Institute building project in the planning stage; (5) an International Christian
Youth Conference planned for 1994 and negotiations underway to have the ICYC in
Germany.
The Council VOTED to adopt the World Evangelism report.

XXVIII.

INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHING REPORT

Mr. Brian Thornton, Chairperson of the committee, brought the report. He
mentioned that the International Publishing Committee was re-organized in 1986 in
Nairobi for the purpose of supporting the life and work of the church as a communications
exchange. The committee has established a travel aid fund to help people attend
meetings; have two publications; and are working with member churches on graphic arts,
marketing, and financial aid for equipment.
The committee was involved in planning for the Singapore Conference including
the Daily Newspaper, exhibition of publications, a workshop on desktop publishing, and
book exchange program. He thanked the United Methodist Board of Global Ministries
for financial assistance for meetings.
He called attention to the Directory of Methodist Publishing which every delegate to
the Conference had received and asked for any additions or corrections. He told of
meetings being planned for the next five years.
The Council VOTED to receive the International Publishing Report.
Dr. Udy of the World Methodist Historical Society mentioned that the matter of
publications had come up in the WMHS meeting and asked if the committee could
negotiate with Abingdon and other major presses to print in Asia in order to make
materials available at lower cost to many pastors who cannot afford expensive publications. Dr. Thornton agreed to check into this.

XXIX.

SIACIYOUTH CONSULTATION RESOLUTIONS

Dr. Dewire brought the document of resolutions which had been referred back to
their committee, pointing out changes: references to the "World Methodist Council" now
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changed to "Joint Consultation. " After consultation with Indonesian representatives, the
joint committee had decided not to put forward motions on East Tunor and Papua.
He then brought the motion presented before,
" ... that the statements be received by the Council as concerns of world
Methodism, that these statements be commended to the member churches for
study and appropriate actions; that these statements be published in the
Proceedings of this Council and summarized in "World Parish'· and that the
issues represented in these statements be referred to the Youth and Social and
International Affairs Committee for further study, follow up; and regular reporting to the Executive."
A discussion ensued that pointed out many differences of opinion on individual
resolutions. The discussion then turned to procedure, the Rules of Debate, "British" or
"American" interpretations of the rules, which took much of the time allocated for the
Council Meeting. At length the Council VOTED to take the resolutions in the document
item by item. After each was discussed and amendations brought actions were taken:

ENVIRONMENT
The World Methodist Council views the growing pollution and environmental destruction with deep concern. In order to preserve the integrity of
God's creation, the Joint Consultation urges WMC member communities to
provide leadership, calling upon member churches, business enterprises,
governments and international agencies to:
1. Sponsor comprehensive educational programs focusing on the caring for
the environment;
2. Urge church members to encourage their own governments to participate
in such international meetings as the United Nations "Eco Consultation" in
Brazil, 1992;
3. Exhort those living in the so-called developed world to reject wasteful life
styles which are a major factor in depleting the limited resources of the world;
4. Support and promote environmentally sound industries, and boycott
business concerns that pollute the environment and contribute to the deforestation of the planet;
5. Provide the type of assistance to poorer nations which will enable them to
develop programs that will both enhance God's creation, and improve their
quality of life.

ADOPTED
HUMAN RIGHTS
Our allegiance to God takes precedence over our allegiance to any state.
However, we acknowledge the functions of government as a means of ordering
society. Because we are responsible to God for social and political life, the Joint
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Consultation declares its concern for and its intention to monitor the condition
of human rights as exercised by various nations specifically related to the
following concerns:
1. access to education by all peoples
2. freedom of religion and speech
3. political and economic freedom
4. the treatment of indigenous peoples
5. the right of so-called third world peoples to determine the use of their
own natural resources
6. advocacy for children's rights
Further as a body of the church of Christ we hold ourselves accountable
for addressing grievous circumstances of injustice for which we have direct
responsibility as we conduct the ministries of the church. Among these
concerns we number the following as requiring immediate attention:
1. equality in terms and condition of employment or appointment
within the church and its agencies
2. to eliminate discrimination toward women in all forms of employment and ministry within the church and its agencies
3. to work toward the elimination of institutional racism
ADOPTED
MILITARIZA1l0N

The Joint Consultation condemns the militarization of culture, society and
international relations. As a people of faith we call for:
1. The rapid and increasing conversion of the weapons industry to
peacetime production of civilian consumerism.
2. The cessation of trade and transfer of conventional and nuclear arms.
3. Resistance to all national security doctrines that disguise and falsely
legitimize vast expenditure on arms.
4. Condemnation of French nuclear testing in the Polynesia/Pacific
region.
5. The withdrawal of all foreign military installations from the AsiaPacific region, especially from the Philippines, Japan and Vietnam.
6. A new international treaty that prohibits the research and development of Anti-Ballistic Missile technology.
7. A Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty that will prohibit all forms of
testing of nuclear arms.
8. We commend the Soviet and U.S. governments for the signing of the
START treaty and urge them to continue negotiations for further reduction of
weapons of destruction.
9. The World Methodist Council appeals to the World Council of
Churches in their non-government relationship with the United Nations to work
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for the establishment in the Polynesia/Pacific region for a nuclear-free zone.
Finally, the Joint Consultation requests that the Social and International
Affairs Committee: (1) Document, monitor and evaluate the growth of militarism around the world; (2) Prepare educational material on the issues of
militarism for local congregations; (3) Develop a strategy concerning the
response of member churches; and, (4) Bring regular reports to the meetings of
the Executive Committee.

ADOPTED
WORlD ECONOMY
The Joint Consultation recognizes that social injustice and the global
environmental crisis are among the most serious problems confronting humanity. The Joint Consultation also acknowledges the relationship of these crises
to the international economic system.
Therefore we urge that:
1. Social and International Affairs Committee work in collaboration
with groups and organizations who are:
(a) Working towards the development of a new international economic
order which gives priority to the equitable distribution of national and global
resources.
(b) Working to end the international debt crisis.
(c) Working to control the immense power of trans-national corporations.
2. WMC member churches be encouraged to study and understand the
economic systems of their countries in relationship to the international economy.
3. The World Methodist Council purchase goods and services from
firms reflecting fair labor practices, equitable wages, good working conditions,
and the workers' rights to organize. The Joint Consultation urges member
churches to join in this witness.

ADOPTED
PALESTINE
In recognizing the increased suffering of many in the Middle East this year,
the Joint Consultation notes with alarm the extremely difficult situation of
Palestinian refugees in Jordan and the Occupied Territories. Restrictions on
trave~ the division of families and the loss of jobs continues to cause great
suffering for those who live on the West Bank, Gaza and in Jerusalem.
Particular concern is expressed for those who have been wounded and killed
by Israeli Defense Forces or the Palestinian nationals.
Therefore, the World Methodist Council resolves to:
(a) Pray for all Christian Churches and Muslim people in the Middle East
as they seek to help and support Palestinians in this crisis.
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(b) Send a message to the Secretary of State of the USA and the
Secretary General of the U. N. requesting that a Palestinian State be established
promptly while ensuring that the State of Israel lives in security and peace.
(c)
Request the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees to
intercede with Israel to allow Palestinian refugees in Jordan to reside in their
own land.

ADOPTED
REUNIFICATION OF KOREA

In recognition of the desire for reunification by the peoples of North and
South Korea, especially by the Christian churches on both sides, as well as the
work by the World Council of Churches in recent years toward this reunification, the Joint Consultation recommends that the World Methodist Council call
on its member churches to be in prayer for the reunification of Korea and to
work to support this endeavor through the churches in the North and South and
also recommend member churches to ask their respective governments to
support it.
ADOPTED
UBERIA
Uberia, a small West African State with a 2.5 million population has, since
December of 1989, suffered the effects of a brutal civil war. This war has caused
the deaths of about 10 percent of the population, leaving the remaining 90
percent homeless and displaced. The value of lost and destroyed properties is
in the millions.
Whereas, Uberia is now divided between the forces of the interim
government and the forces of the National Patriotic Front, and
Whereas, a five-member international committee was established to
ensure a proper environment for the holding of free and fair elections before the
end of 1991;
1. The World Methodist Council encourages awareness and articulation of the Uberian problem in statements distributed to member churches, government and international agencies.
2. That the World Methodist Council recommends moral support and
humanitarian aid to the Uberian Churches in their struggle for a peaceful, just
and lasting solution to the Uberian crisis.
3. We commend member churches who have shared in the relief effort
and urge member churches to join in encouraging programs to help find
resources from governments and other sources to aid in the reconstruction of
Uberia.

ADOPTED
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DRUGS AND 1HE DRUG TRADE
The abuse, sale and distribution of drugs is an international phenomenon.
With net sales greater than that of the oil industry, nations entangled in the drug
web deal with money laundering, international arms smuggling, racism and
economic oppression; all of which fuel such trafficking.
The Joint Consultation notes that the program of the Council of Bishops
of The United Methodist Church has raised the level of consciousness within
the Church, has made an impact on persons whose lives are affected by drugs
and has brought the concerns of the church into the area of public policy. This
program can be a model for other member churches.
The Joint Consultation calls on WMC member churches to confront this
issue and to act as agents of healing, liberation, reconciliation and hope by
developing comprehensive programs to address this critical issue.

ADOPTED
After debate, a resolution on Pluralism and Witness was referred to the Executive
Committee for discussion.
Resolutions on the Pacific Region, 'One Europe' Community, Concerns on Poverty,
Concerns on Peace and Economic Conversion, and Concerns from Africa, were not read
or debated in the Council because of time limitations. The Council did accept them as
the work of the Joint Social and International Affairs/Youth Consultation, but not as
World Methodist Council actions.
The meeting was adjourned until 9 p.m. to continue Council business.

World Methodist Council
SINGAPORE
JULY 30, 1991

Bishop Imathiu called the World Methodist Council to order at 9 p.m. and Bishop
Gutierrez led in prayer. Bishop Imathiu explained that the WMC Constitution does not
present the Council as a legislative body. It cannot legislate for the member churches or
invade their autonomy. It does provide a focus for unity and witness.

xxx.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP

The General Secretary presented the application for membership from the Iglesia
Metodista en Guinea Ecuatorial. After discussion and comments by church leaders from
the area who would be aware of this church, it was VOTED to refer this back to the Officers
for further study.
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An application from the Missionary Methodist Church, an association of churches
and fellowships, some of which are Wesleyan or Methodist in character, was received and
studied by the subcommittee on new member churches. The committee did not bring
a recommendation for action to the Council.

XXXI. RESOLUTION ON CURRENT ACTIVITY OF THE STATE OF ISRAEL
REGARDING THE DISPLACEMENT OF INDIGENOUS PALESTINIANS
A resolution previously VOTED in the WMC Executive Committee was brought to
the full Council for consideration, with the instruction that if adopted, it would be
presented to the Prime Minister of the State of Israel, to the heads of Jewish organizations
who are contributing to the building of the settlements, and to be released to the press.
The Resolution was VOTED and approved as follows:
The Settlement of New Immigrants and the Displacement of
Indigenous Palestinians in Israel and the Occupied West Bank

The World Methodist Council meeting in Singapore, July 24-31,1991
expresses deep concern about the following actions now being taken by the
State of Israel:
1. The claim that East Jerusalem now belongs to Israel and the increased
confiscation of land in the West Bank in order to accommodate tens of
thousands of Jewish immigrants.
2. The consequent restrictions of movement imposed on Palestinian Arabs
and the cancellation of their work permits which effectively takes away their
jobs, and their ability to survive.
The Council calls upon the government of Israel to remedy these disturbing injustices. It wishes to identify with people of goodwill in Israel who, remembering their own sufferings, are courageously using their influence to remove
the causes of suffering and anxiety afflicting the 1.8 million Palestinians living
in the West Bank, East Jerusalem and Gaza. At the same time the Council
affirms its total commitment to the right of people of Israel to live within secure
boundaries.

XXXII. EDUCATION COMMITIEE
Dr. John C. A Barrett was asked to bring the proposal to establish a World Methodist
Council Education Committee. Dr. Barrett said he realized the committee will have to
operate on a shoestring, but hoped the Council would approve the Education Committee
as a "standing committee" of the Executive.
The resolution was VOTED and approved as follows:
That the Council set up an Education Committee as an additional
Standing Committee of the World Methodist Council with the following terms
of reference:
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1. To enable the World Methodist Council to be more effectively involved
in the world-wide debate about the role of education in society and, in
particular, issues relating to Christian value-centered education.
2. To enable the sharing within the World Methodist Council and the
world-wide Methodist family of experiences and insights in both the philosophy
and practice of Christian education both as a whole church activity and through
primary, secondary and tertiary institutions.
3. To encourage the formation of a world-wide association of Methodist
schools, colleges and universities for mutual encouragement and support.
4. To encourage reflection on what it means to be a Methodist churchrelated institution.
5. To sponsor, arrange or cooperate in the organization of occasional
conferences and consultations.
6. To consider encouraging relevant research projects and, where
appropriate, setting up or establishing special relationships with specific institutions to support its work.
7. To consider ways of non-formal education.
There was further discussion on funding, the involvement of seminaries, and student
involvement. It was understood the Education Committee would meet at the time of the
Executive.

XXIII. ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, AND UNIVERSITIES
Dr. Roger Ireson reported a meeting of college presidents, held at the time of the
Singapore Conference, had developed a draft proposal to form an international
association of Methodist-related educational institutions and those with Methodist
tradition. They intend to seek outside funding for this organization.

Proposal for International Association
Of Educational Institutions
Proposal: To form an international association of Methodist-related
educational institutions and those with Methodist tradition.
Rationale: Education is an important mission of Methodists around the
world. In some countries Methodist education is quite mature involving over
200 years of development and experience whereas in other countries the quest
for education is just beginning. We share many common goals and ideals. We
know that it is desirable to pool our wisdom and to learn from one another. It
is within this diversity of experience and heritage of common roots that we seek
to develop closer cooperative and supportive institutions among the Methodistrelated educational institutions and those with a Methodist tradition for our
mutual benefit.
Name: International Association of Methodist-related Schools,Colleges,
and Universities (IAMSCU)
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Association Members: Methodist-related schools, colleges and universities
and those with a Methodist tradition from throughout the world.
Association Representatives: Methodist-related schools, colleges and
universities and those with a Methodist tradition from throughout the world.
Mission Statement: To promote the development of quality and valuecentered education thereby providing better life for people.
Goals: (1) To increase the availability of education opportunities throughout the world, (2) To improve the quality of education, and (3) To enable Methodist-related educational institutions and those with a Methodist tradition to
cooperate through the development of common understandings.
Strategy: To develop an informal, flexible and highly functional association to accomplish Significant goals for education. The Association will
convene its own work as well as make suggestions and recommendations to
other bodies including the Standing Committee on Education of the World
Methodist Council.
The representatives may involve others from their institutions and may
contribute resources when the work provides for a high degree of mutual
benefit.
Organization and Officers: At each World Methodist Conference, the
Association will hold meetings to select a convener and a steering committee
to guide the Association representatives in their work including plans for
programs for subsequent meetings, conferences and consultations. The need
for by-laws or other working guides will be addressed by the Association as
needed. The convener shall be a member (if invited) of the proposed WMC
Standing Committee on Education.
Association Programs: The Association programs will be defined by the
member institutions. At present, the following types of "institutional" and
"association" level activities are envisioned:
Institutional Level Programs: Exchanges of staff, information, and educational resources. Provision of management and technical assistance. Discussion of common issues, problems and opportunities for improving education.
Association Level Programs: Association directory and newsletter. Sponsor conferences and consultations. Form informal working groups for crucial
research and development projects or programs. Facilitate the awareness and
use of advanced educational methods and resources. Create dialogue on such
issues as curriculum development and standards, staff development, financial
planning and development, etc.
Coordination and Support: The Steering Committee will provide the
coordination and support. The Board of Higher Education and Ministry of The
United Methodist Church, Division of Higher Education will provide some
assistance to facilitate the work of the Association.
The Council VOTED to receive this proposal.
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ADDmONAL RESOLUTIONS
The report of the Coordinating Committee established by the Council to review
resolutions brought to the Council in Singapore was presented by Dr. Brian Beck.

XXXIV. DENIAL OF VISA TO REV. ALEX AWAD
A resolution expressing dismay that the Rev. Alex Awad, a missionary appointed to serve in East Jerusalem under the Board of Global Ministries of the United
Methodist Church has been denied permission to enter Israel. Rev. Awad was commissioned a missionary of the United Methodist Church in April 1989, but his application for
a resident visa required to resume his ministry in Israel is still classified by the government
as "under review." Despite efforts of the United Methodist and World Methodist Council
officials, friends and supporters in the US and in Israel, the Israeli government has refused
to expedite this case.
It was AGREED to refer this concern to the WMC Officers.

XXXV. METHODIST MEN INTERNATIONAL
A resolution was brought that a worldwide organization of Methodist Men be
constituted under the auspices of the World Methodist Council with the suggested name
"Methodist Men International." The purpose of the organization would be "to promote
the gospel of Jesus Christ among men, brotherhood, world order, and the alleviation of
world hunger."
It was AGREED to refer the proposal to the WMC Officers.

XXXVI. APPLICATION THAT THREE AREAS OF
THE AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
IN AFRICA BE RECEIVED INTO COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP
A resolution was brought that three areas of the African Methodist Episcopal Church
in Africa be received into Council membership, as the Central Conferences of the United
Methodist Church, are members. The Areas are: West Africa (Liberia, Nigeria, Ghana,
Sierra Leone, Ivory Coast); Central Africa (Zambia, Zimbabwe, Malawi and Zaire); and,
South Africa (Republic of South Africa, Botswana, Namibia, Swaziland, Lesotho and
Mozambique).
It was first suggested that this go to the membership committee, but after further
discussion it was agreed to consider it in the Council.
Several Council members spoke about the work of the African Methodist Episcopal
Church in Africa; Bishops serving in these areas were identified; it was pointed out
that organizationally their work is comparable to other internationaVworld churches with
areas in Africa. The text of the resolution calling for membership in the Council
follows:
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Membership of West Africa: AME Church; Central Africa: AME Church;
and South Africa: AME Church in the World Methodist Council:
Whereas, the AM.E. Church, like other Methodist bodies has varied and
diversified membership based on nationalities, cultures and geography, and
Whereas the African Methodist Episcopal Church has had a Christian
witness and minisby on the continent of Africa for nearly one hundred (100)
years, and
Whereas, the Church has grown to the extent that there are now five (5)
Episcopal Areas, (Oistricts) in the continent of Africa, exceeding well over
300,000 members and growing rapidly, and
Whereas these Episcopal Districts are semi-autonomous, and
Whereas they seek to have a stronger voice in the life of our Methodist
Family by participating in the geographical areas/regions in which they are
located, and
Whereas their participation will enable the African Methodist Episcopal
Church to become sharers in the mission of the World Methodist Council, as
well as helping them to gain a greater knowledge and understanding of other
churches who are part of the "Wesley tradition,"
Be it resolved
That the World Methodist Council will give full membership status, with
representation, to the African Methodist Episcopal Church of West Africa,
embracing the countries of Uberia, Nigeria, Ghana, Sierra Leone and Ivory
Coast, theAM.E. Church of Central Africa, embracing the countries of Zambia,
Zimbabwe, MalaWi, and Zaire with a membership of fifty-five (55,000) thousand, and the AM.E. Church of Southern Africa, embracing the Republic of
South Africa, Botswana, Namibia, Swaziland, Lesotho, and Mozambique.

It was VOTED to accept the West Africa, Central Africa and South Africa areas of the
AME Church as new member churches.
Council Members from the AME Zion Church asked that their churches with work
in Africa also be considered, and they were advised to consult with the AME Zion Church
on this matter and bring a formal request from the denomination.

XXXVII.

RESOLUTION FROM PONDOK 88

A resolution was read from Pondok 88 that the WMC send a representative to the
United Nations Ecology Conference to be held in June 1992, promote worldwide
Methodist participation, and submit proposals to the conference on behalf of Methodists
of the world.
This was referred to the Officers because of cost, and because another resolution on
the same subject was coming from the Coordinating Committee.
Dr. Beck then brought other resolutions which had been distributed. These were
handled as follows:
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XXXVIII.

IRELAND

The World Methodist Council sends greetings to the Methodist Church in
Ireland:
Rejoices in the election of Dr. Edith Loane as the President of the World
Federation of Methodist Women;
Relates to the people called Methodist in Northern Ireland in the on-going
conflict and commends the prophetic voices which speak continuously and
courageously to the situation;
Requests the governments of the United Kingdom and the Republic of
Ireland to act with in creating sensitivity in all their dealing with local political
leadership;
Further requests the whole community in Northern Ireland to have an
openness to any processes which could produce an accommodation to
different political aspirations and the continuing creation of a society in which
justice and peace prevai~
Pleads with those who perpetuate violence as a means of achieving
political goals to desist from such activities, which undermine the process of reconciliation by the denial of basic civil rights of life and employment.
ADOPTED

XXXIX. UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONMENT
AND DEVELOPMENT
A resolution was brought in support of the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) ("The "Earth Summit"). Dates, goals and plans were
presented for this meeting set for 1992, with a day of worldwide fasting, meditation,
prayer and decision making to save ourplanet set for June 1, 1992.
It was VOTED to refer this to the Officers.

XL.

WFMW RESOLUTIONS

Resolutions from the Assembly of the World Federation of MethoClist Women were
brought. The issues covered pertained to The Rights of the Child, Women and
Prostitution, Churches in Solidarity with Women, and Apartheid and Racism. It was
VOTED that "the World Methodist Council takes note of the following resolutions
adopted by the World Federation of Methodist Women, commends them to the attention
of member churches, and urges them to implement them.

The Rights of the Child
Whereas, the plight of children around the world is well documented, with
clear indication that they are in need of legal protection, insured by their
governments, and
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Whereas, the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and the Plan of
Action from the World Summit for Children provide the vehicle by which
children can be protected from malnutrition, parental neglect, violence, abuse
(physical and mental), exploitation, apartheid, trauma resulting from war,
preventable diseases, and other problems which prevent normal development,
and
Whereas, Jesus Christ loved and accepted children, and put them first in
the Kingdom of God, and how he taught us to do the same.
Be it resolved that:
1. The World Federation of Methodist Women learn about children's
rights as contained in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, and the
World Declaration and Plan of Action from the World Summit for Children.
2. The World Federation of Methodist Women find outif our governments
have signed and ratified the UN Convention without conditions, and what
progress has been made on the Declaration and Plan of Action from The World
Summit for Children.
3. Where governments have not signed or ratified the UN Convention,
initiate a campaign to pressure them into action.
4. Gather and document information on violation of Children's Rights in
our neighbourhoods, and bring these to the attention of public officials, and to
our UN representatives.
5. Disseminate the information to all our churches and community
organizations at the local, national and world levels, inviting their cooperation.
6. Prepare programs, including advocacy training programs for workshops to be used at Area Seminars and to be incorporated in Unit program
Women and Prostitution

We request that the Area Seminars include a session on Women and Prostitution in the program of each and that opportunities be provided to
-- share information about specific situations
-- explore the global context and the economic interconnections
-- develop potential strategies
We further request that the World Federation of Methodist Women
Executive Committee, working through the Area Presidents, develop a global
network of units addressing the issue of prostitution for the purpose of sharing
information, identifying services and sharing strategies.
Churches in Solidarity With Women

The women members of the World Federation of Methodist Women
assembled in Singapore for their 8th World Assembly stand in solidarity with
women worldwide. Therefore, we affirm the decade 1988-1998 as the
Ecumenical Decade: Churches in Solidarity with Women.
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We recognize that God has created women equal to men and should be
given equal opportunities to serve from the lowest office in the organization of
the church to the highest without restriction; to work towards removing barriers
that restrict serving, i.e. sexist language, discrimination, male domination,
limited biblical interpretation, societal mores, demoralizing attitudes from both
men and women, and negative connotations;
We urge that in the family and church, children be taught about the equal
opportunities that exist in the church for women, and encourage whole-hearted
support for this resolution.
Apartheid and Racism

Because racism has penetrated the fabric of life in communities and
individual citizens, in many countries, and has influenced the thinking of
people particularly in South Africa; the World Federation of Methodist Women
through its Area work and United Nations participation is challenged to engage
in programs to fashion new attitudes for the advancement of the process of
change and reconciliation. These programs should include challenging
governmental and other non-governmental bodies in all countries to engage in
similar programs of building trust among its populations.
The World Federation of Methodist Women, through its relationship with
the United Nations is called to put pressure on the South African government
to dismantle its own affairs governing system, which keep apartheid in place
despite the scrapping of the laws that upheld racism in that country.
We believe that the lifting of sanctions against South Africa by the United
States government was premature and will be detrimental to the struggle for
justice and equality by black South Africans. Therefore, we call on the World
Federation of Methodist Women to send a letter to President Bush expressing
our concern and dismay.

XLI.

AD HOC PETITION REGARDING THE
NEXT WORLD METHODIST CONFERENCE

A petition signed by 56 Conference delegates, accredited visitors, Council members,
and observers on global feminist concerns was distributed to the Council. As the four
points in the resolution pertained to the venue and suggestions for the next conference,
its program and organization, and, since these decisions are yet to be made, the petition
was REFERRED to the Executive Committee.

XLII. WMC RULES OF DEBATE
Dr. Beck brought a recommendation from the Coordinating Committee concerning
the WMC Rules of Debate.
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The Council directs the Executive:
1. To revise the rules of debate so as to avoid ambiguity and employ
straightfoIWard English;
2. To ensure that at future meetings of the Council all resolutions be in the
hands of members of the Council at least 24 hours before debate;
3. To ensure that at future meetings of the Council all committee reports
be presented in writing without introductory speeches so as to give adequate
time for discussion of resolutions.
Dr. Beck urged the Council to take these steps to insure "we ... not have another day
like today ... with much time spent in parliamentary procedure." He MOVED to refer this
recommendation to the Executive Committee for study, and to report its recommendations to the Council.
It was VOTED to refer to the Executive Committee.

XLIII. EAST TIMOR
The issue of East Tunor previously introduced by the Social and International Affairs/
Youth Consultation was again brought to the Council and the following resolution
proposed:
The General Secretary and/or the Chairperson be asked to make a
pastoral visit to the National Council of Churches in Southeast Asia to inquire
into human rights in the region, report to the next meeting of the Executive.
The Council VOTED to accept the resolution.

XLIV.

NOMINATIONS REPORT: COUNCIL COMMITIEES

The report of the Nominating Committee, though still incomplete, was distributed,
listing those nominated for committee membership with the understanding that adjustments must yet be made. The membership of committees basically comes from those
elected to the Executive Committee, the reason being that Council committees are
expected to meet at the time of Executive Committee meetings.
The naming of trustees to Epworth Old Rectory was explained and it was according
to constitutional guidelines.
Concerns for geographical representation and an appeal for the inclusion of more
women was voiced. It was suggested member churches, in naming members to the
Council include more women in their delegations, as the Nominating Committee only
has the names of the persons appointed by the member churches and cannot deal with
this representation.
It was then VOTED to adopt the report (as is) with amendments still in process. (The
committees listed below reflect amendments made by member churches.)
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World Methodist l,;ouncll L:ommltteea
Ecumenlcs and Dialogue Committee
Chairperson
Dr. Geoffrey Wainwright
Vice-Chairperson Bishop Walter Klaiber
Vice-Chairperson Dr. Pong Bae Park
Bishop Denis C. Dutton
Rev. Brian Beck
Professor Kwesi Dickson
Rev. Ireneu Cunha
Dr. Spurgeon M. Dunnam III
Bishop William Oden
Mrs. Carolyn Marshall
Ms. Hilary Christie.Johnston
Bishop Richard O. Bass

Dr. Bruce Robbins
Bishop Helmut Gnadt
Dr. Earle Wilson
Bishop Frederick Talbot
Dr. Kathryn Brown
Mrs. Lorraine Solomon
Bishop Cecil Bishop
BishopJ. E. Ghose

Education Committee
Chairperson
Dr. John C. A Barrett
Vice-Chairperson Dr. Roger Ireson
Dr. Ely Eser Cesar
Dr. Nancy Carruth
Dr. Ezra Earl Jones
Ms. Beatrice Mutasa
Bishop Ho Chee-Sin
Consultant Members :
Dr. Ken Yamada
Dr. Kenneth Wilson

Rev. Wilfred Tooley
Bishop Emilio J. M. de Carvalho
Dr. Sylvia M. Faulk
Bishop S. Chuka Ekemam

Dr. Robert Davis
Mrs. Angelina Parmar

World Evangelism Committee
Chairperson
Vice-Chairperson
Vice-Chairperson
Vice-Chairperson

Dr. Maxie D. Dunnam
Bishop Lawi Imathiu
Mrs. Rosemary Wass
Mr. James "Polly" Poole

Dr. Sundo Kim
Bishop L. Bevel Jones, III
Dr. William Jones
Rev. Brian Hoare
Mrs. Mary Ellen Bullard
Dr. Dan Hankey
Mr. Phillip Connolly

Bishop Nathaniel Unsey
Bishop Ruben L. Speaks
Bishop Woodie White
Dr. William K Quick
Dr. Mwme Dandala
Dr. Bill Hinson
Dr. Hal Brady
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World Evangelism Committee (Cont'd.)
Mrs. Betty Davis

Mr. William "Buddy" Arnold
Bishop Won Yon Na
Dr. Byoung Hoon Kang

Dr. Ray Owen

Mrs. Jean Dickinson
Director, World Evangelism, Dr. H. Eddie Fox
Director, World Methodist Evangelism Institute, Dr. George E. Morris
Consultant Members :
Mrs. Kenris Carey
Dr. John Mavor
Mrs. Barbara Holsinger

FamUy Life Committee
Chairperson
Mrs. June Lunn
Vice-Chairperson Bishop Neil Irons
Vice-Chairperson Ms. Margaret Mburugu

Dr. Orion N. Hutchinson

Ms. Nelly Ibarra
Rev. J. C. Humper
Rev. Daryll H. Coleman (CME)
Mrs. Janest Schraeder (AME)
Miss Novette Thompson
Ms. Betty Stith (AMEZ)

Bishop Heinrich Bolleter
Rev. Siatua Leuluaialli
Mrs. Eunice Kim
Mr. Abner Alanis
Dr. Stan J. West
Chief Babatunde OlusoJa Benson
Consultant Members:
Mrs. Navamani Peter
Rev. Charles Boayue, Jr.
Dr. Terence Rose
Dr. Vera Mace

Dr. Jorge Maldonado
Mrs. Daisy Nemapare
Ms. Cornelia Nel
Mr. Toomas Pajusoo

Social and International Affairs
Chairperson
Bishop M. Stanley Mogoba
Vice-Chairperson Bishop Donald Ming
Vice-Chairperson Mrs. Cathy Bird
Bishop Herman Anderson
Rev. J. V. K Paul
Dr. Karen Collier
Dr. David G. Deeks
Ms. A1ka Edwards
Dr. Robert Harman
Dr. Choon YoungKim
Dr. Donald Cragg
Consultant Members:
Dr. Norman E. Dewire
Mr. Aelian Peiris
Dr. Gessel Berry

Bishop Melvin G. Talbert
Ms. Mary Urn
Bishop Hamonogan Panggabean
Rev. Edmund Mawhinney
Rev. U Ping-kwong
Bishop Hans Vaxby
Bishop Samuel Azariah, Pakistan
Bishop Mance Jackson (CME)

Dr. Thorn W. W. Fassett
Rev. Eric Uncoln
Dr. Myun.Joo Lee
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Dr. Demetrios Jimmy Paulos
Rev. Richard Wooten
Rev. Schuyler Rhodes
Atty. Bertina Lampkin

Worship and Liturgy Committee
Chairperson
Dr. 0'Arey Wood
Vice-Chairperson Mrs. Edith Ming
Mrs. Frances M. Alguire
Bishop Samuel Thomas
Rev. Cindy Tappan
Bishop George Castro
Rev. Ellen Brubaker
Dr. David McKenna
Dr. Chai Eun Lee
Consultant Members:
Dr. Andy Langford

Bishop Harry Y. Henry
Rev. G. M. Sikazwe
Bishop Alfred E. White
Rev. Kenneth Vargas
Rev. Ratu Isireli Caucau
Bishop Raul Ruiz Avila
Bishop Onema Fama
Dr. Vivian Robinson

Youth Committee
Chairperson
Mr. Stephen Elliott
Vice-Chairperson Ms. Patricia Trumble
Vice-Chairperson Rev. Ken Barnes
Mr. David M. Bradley, Jr.
Ms. Ana Paula Da Silva
Ms. Alka Edwards
Mr. William Graves
Ms. Nancy Herron
Consultant Members :
Mr. Kyung Soo Kim

Mr. Marlin Hines
Mr. Dominador Dodge R. Peralta, Jr.
Ms. Amy Valdez
Rev. George Walker, Jr.

Miss Morus Maxine Sianipar

Ms. Joy Rodriguez

Theological Education Committee (Special Committee)
Chairperson
Bishop David Lawson
Vice-Chairperson Dr. Norman E. Dewire
Vice-Chairperson Bishop Ruediger Minor
Bishop Emerito Nacpil, Special Consultant

Dr. Hae Suk Lee
Bishop Arthur Kulah
Dr. John Ross Thomspon
Dr. Eric St. C. Clarke (or President, MCCA)
Dr. Donald Treese, Staff Coordinator
Dr. John Taylor, Staff Coordinator
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Bishop Secundino Morales
Dr. Sione Havea
Bishop Milton G. Williams

International Publishing Committee (Special Committee)
Mr. Brian Thornton, General Manager
Methodist Publishing House, Britain
Vice-Chairperson Dr. A Lee Henderson, President/Publisher
Sunday School Union, AME Church, USA
Exec. Secretary
Dr. Thomas K Potter, Jr., Consultant to
Publisher, United Methodist Publishing House

Chairperson

Dr. Robert K Feaster, President and Publisher, United Methodist Publishing House
Mr. Nathan Birky, General Publisher, Wesley Press, Indianapolis, USA
Dr. R. L. Naylor, General Secretary, Division of Communication, United Church of
Canada, Toronto
Dr. Walter A Siering, Managing Director, Christliches Verlagshaus Gmbll, Germany
Dr. Moises Valderrama Gomez, Executive Director, Centro de Com. Cultural CUPSA,
Mexico
Mr. S. O. Achamfuo-Yueboah, Managing Director, Methodist Book Department, Ghana
Mr. Ratu Seru Verebalavu, Manager, Lotu Pasifika Productions, Fiji
Mr. Monique Robourt, Methodist Church of Haiti, Port-au-Prince, Haiti
Rev. Morgan Tann, African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church, Charlotte, NC
Epworth Old Rectory Trustees (Related Organization)
The following are newly-elected Epworth Old Rectory Trustees:
Bishop Ruediger Minor
Mr. Philip Race
Bishop Heinrich Bolleter
Dr. Oknah Kim Lah
Dr. Sundo Kim
Dr. James Udy, President, World Methodist Historical Society
The Epworth Old Rectory World Trustees representing the World Methodist
Council are as follows:
Bishop Heinrich Bolleter
Mrs. Charles Cochran, Jr.
Dr. Joe Hale
Mr. John R. Harper
Dr. Sundo Kim
Mrs. Oknah Kim Lah

Dr. Oknah Kim Lah
Mrs. Alice Lockmiller
Bishop Ruediger Minor
Dr. Alejandro Ruiz
Dr. James Udy
Mr. Ralph C. Young

The British Section is as follows:
Miss Barbara Dickinson
The Rev. Gordon J. Gatward
Dr. Kenneth G. Greet
Mr. Philip H. Race

The Rev. John C. A Barrett
Mr. G. C. Bone
Mr. Phillip N. Capper
The Rev. Alan J. Davies
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XLV.

RESOLUTION ON WESLEYAN WORLD MISSION
FROM KOREAN METHODIST CHURCH

A resolution entitled: "Wesleyan World Mission: A Program of The Korean
Methodist Church" was brought and the Council VOTED to accept the resolution:
The Council encourages the Methodist Church in Korea to continue
developrnent of the "Wesleyan World Mission Group" program among young
adults and agrees to place on the agenda of the 1992 Council Executive
Committee time for a presentation of this prograrn, and discussion of how the
"Wesleyan World Mission" might be supported by the Council.
XLVI.

PRESS REPORTING

Dr. English, following up on the action taken with regard to the Singapore staternent,
and the instruction that a press release be written by the Council said WMC leaders invited
representatives of the press to rneet with thern irnrnediately following the closed session,
explaining the relationship of the Executive Committee and the Council, and presenting
thern with copies of the resolution passed by the Council and the staternent of apology
voted by the Council. The officers in expressing their appreciation for the work of the
press in Singapore, indicated they wished to provide the fullest report to thern, including
the actions voted, rather than have the Council prepare a news release on their behalf.
Council officers then responded to a nurnber of questions raised.
XLVII. RESOLUTION ON AIDS
A rnotion was brought:
That the World Methodist Council recognize the health crisis that AIDS
presents to the world, and that the Executive Cornrnittee assign an appropriate
committee to study the issue and present a course of action at the 17th World
Methodist Conference.
It was discussed that in a nurnber of rnernber churches work is being done on the
subject of AIDS, that rnore needs to be done than "study" the AIDS problern.
The resolution was VOTED and accepted.
XLVIII. RESOLUTION ON THE 1992 COMMON EUROPE ACT
A resolution was proposed welcorning the united Europe which becornes effective
in 1992, but expressed concern about what this will rnean for ethnic rninority persons,
migrant workers, (Kanaks in New Caledonia and Maori people of French Polynesia, for
exarnple). The resolution urged rnernber churches to keep this issue on their agendas and
to rnake representation to authorities where discrirnination and institution racisrn occurs.
The Council VOTED to refer to WMC Officers for appropriate action.
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XLIX.

RESOLUTION ON SOUTH AFRICA

A resolution on South Africa was VOTED and approved as follows:
We direct the Officers to continue to pursue the CouncU's commibnent to
solidarity with Methodists in South Africa involved in the freedom movement,
during the next quinquennium.

L.

BISHOPS INITIATIVE ON DRUGS AND VIOLENCE (USA)

The United Methodist Bishops initiative on drugs and violence in the United States
was cited as significantly addressing the insidious nature of substance abuse. For this
program Bishop Felton E. May was placed on special assignment by his denomination
to direct the initiative.
The World Methodist Council in Singapore strongly AFFIRMED the commibnent of
the United Methodist CouncU of Bishops to confront this issue and to act as agents of
healing, liberation, reconciliation and hope, and urged other churches to consider
making a similar commibnent to this urgent concern that threatens the fabric of global
society.
U. EXPRESSION OF APPRECIATION FOR BISHOP IMATHIU
Bishop Donald Ming thanked Bishop Imathiu for his leadership as Chairperson and
his love in handling the business of the Counci~ and that he prays God's blessings upon
his life and work.

The CouncU was Adjourned.
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World Methodist Council
Executive Committee
SINGAPORE

JULY 23, 1991
The World Methodist Council Executive Committee was called to order by Bishop
Imathiu, Chairperson, at 7 p.m., July 23, in the Bras Basah Room of the Westin
Conference Center, Singapore. Dr. Donald English, Vice-Chairperson of the Executive,
led in an opening prayer.

I.

ATIENDANCE

Roll call was taken on a printed form and the .following persons recorded their
attendance: Frances Alguire, Edna Alsdurf, Vinton R. Anderson, A. Baltron Archer, B. E.
Beck, Cathy Bird, Charles Boayue, Jr., Ole E. Borgen, Katheryn M. Brown, William R.
Cannon, Nancy M. Carruth, Emilio J. M. de Carvalho, Farai J. Chirisa, Ireneu da Silva
Cunha, Bertha S. de Coronado, Norman E. Dewire, Maxie D. Dunnam, Spurgeon M.
Dunnam ill, Denis e. Dutton, Alka Edwards, Chuka Ekemam, Donald English, Ezra Earl
Jones, H. Eddie Fox, Ira Gallaway, Joe Hale, Daniel D. Hankey, Joe A. Harding, Heinrich
Bolleter, J. Clinton Hoggard, J. W. Holsinger, Orion N. Hutchinson, Jr., Lawi Imathiu
L. Bevel Jones, J. Ellsworth Kalas, Choon-Young Kim, T. M. Kingston, Walter
Klaiber, David J. Lawson, Chai-Eun Lee, Alice W. Lockmiller, June Elizabeth Lunn,
Claudio H. Martelli, Sunday Mbang, Melitta Tenner, Donald G. K. Ming, Edith W. Ming,
e. P. Minnick, Jr., Kingsley T. Muttiah, Zablon Nthamburi, Ray Owen, Pong Bae Park,
William K. Quick, e. Faith Richardson, Barbara A. Ryder, G. M. Sikazwe, HO Chee-Sin,
Sinta Sitorus, Lorna Geneve Smith, James S. Udy, Mary Urn, Geoffrey Wainwright,
Ewing Werlein, Jr., Woodie W. White, DeWayne Woodring, Ralph e. Young, Charles
Yrigoyen, Jr.
Bishop Imathiu welcomed the group and indicated the purpose of the meeting was
to see if there was business to be discussed in the Council and Conference so nothing
would be forgotten.

II. COORDINATING COMMITIEE
In Nairobi it was agreed all resolutions be prepared before the first meeting of the
Council by a Coordinating Committee. The WMC Officers brought the following names
for the Coordinating Committee to the Executive Committee:
Bishop Ben Oliphint, UM
Rev. Zablon Nthamburi, Kenya
Dr. Brian Beck, England
Bishop Denis Dutton, Malaysia

Bishop Raul Ruiz, Mexico
Mrs. Joan Stott, Australia
Ms. Betth Stith, AMEZ

Bishop Donald Ming moved to approve the list, it was seconded, and APPROVED.
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III. CONSTITUTION
The Chairperson then indicated that the group must look and be guided by the
WMC Constitution as it states the purposes of the Council.
IV. EXECUTIVE COMMITIEE NOMINATIONS
It was announced that nominations for the WMC Executive not yet received should
be given to the General Secretary. Names of the member churches not yet submitting
nominations were requested to be given to Dr. Hale immediately after the meeting.
V.

OTHER BUSINESS

Dr. Norman Dewire, Chairman of the Social and International Affairs Committee
brought the matter of a resolution from the committee concerning expulsion of the
Christian Conference of ~ia by the Singapore government and the Religious Harmony
Bill which was later passed by the Singapore government, and asked if it should be
considered in Ex~cutive or Council. It was pointed out that the Executive was familiar
with the matter and should consider the resolution to be brought to the Council
There was a lengthy discussion concerning the reasons for discussing the issue. It
was stated that several member churches had come to Singapore with the understanding
that it would be discussed. Executive members from ~ian churches, Australia, South
Africa, and others, spoke to the issue, and asked that a written copy of the resolution the
Social and International Affairs Committee had prepared by distributed.
The resolution was passed out, amendments were suggested, and it was VOTED
that the SIAC Committee, having a feel for the Executive response, to re-writ~ the
resolution, taking into consideration the Executive discussion.
The group also asked Bishop HO Chee-Sin if copies of the Religious Harmony Bill
could be made available to the Executive Committee, and he promised to check on this.
The Chairman suggested that a time be found for the Executive to meet to consider
the re-written resolution.
The meeting was dismissed in prayer.

World Methodist Council
Executive Committee
JULY 25, 1991
VI. FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF CCA RESOLUTION
Bishop Imathiu called the WMC Executive Committee to order in the Bras Basah
Room of the Westin Conference Center at 9 p.m. on July 25. He explained that the new
Executive Committeejust elected would not know the background of this called meeting,
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which was for the purpose of discussing the resolution brought by the Social and
International Affairs Committee in the opening Executive Committee meeting concerning the expulsion of the Christian Conference of Asia by the Singapore Government and
the Religious Harmony Act which was later passed by Singapore officials.

Dr. Kenneth Greetled in prayer, then some information on the situation was handed
out. Bishop Ho had asked the Executive to allow him to explain the position of the
Singapore Church. It was moved and AGREED to allow Bishop Ho to bring the
explanation.
Bishop Ho then introduced the attorney for the Methodist Church of Singapore who
had worked with them in their response to the government. He explained that there were
situations in which churches, such as the Catholic church, had had conflicts with the
Singapore government, and that the Religious Harmony Bill was an attempt by the
government to restore harmony among churches, and between churches and the
government. He said that as a result of protests by the Singapore Methodist Church and
others, parts of the Act were changed, and that in its present form, it was useless, and the
Singapore Methodists did not see it as a threat.
It was noted that the Singapore church was not informed of the problems of the CCA
and the government at the beginning of the trouble, and that the Methodist Church had
historic ties, and had been invited to meetings, but that they had distanced themselves
from the CCA after learning of the problems.
There was further discussion with Executive Members asking Bishop Ho how he felt
about the resolution before the Executive, and would it hurt or help the Methodist Church
in Singapore.
It was fmally AGREED that the resolution on the expulsion of the CCA from
Singapore and the Religious Harmony Act be referred back to the committee.
The Chairperson declared the meeting adjourned at 11:15 p.m.

World Methodist Council
Executive Committee
JULY 27,1991

VII. FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF CCA RESOLUTION
A special meeting for the purpose of further consideration of the resolution
concerning the expulsion of the Christian Conference of Asia from Singapore and the
Religious Harmony Act was called to order by the Chairperson Bishop Imathiu, who
opened with prayer.
Dr. Norman De\Alire read the revised motion and moved its adoption which was
seconded.
The discussion then resumed on how the Singapore church leaders felt about the
resolution, and Dr. De\Alire explaining revisions made in the resolution.
It was further discussed how those who stayed away from the meeting would feel
about this revised resolution.
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One amendment was made and the resolution was VOTED as follows to be brought
to the Council:
It is MOVED that the Executive commends the Methodist Church in
Singapore for its stand taken in respect to the Maintenance of Religious
Harmony Act.
The Executive expresses its own objection to those provisions of the Act
which permit the state to impose restrictions upon officials or members of any
religious group without recourse to the courts.
The Executive RESOLVES to instruct the officers of the Council to keep
in close contact with the Methodist Church in Singapore about consequences
of the Act on religious freedom, and if following discussion between the Officers
and the Methodist Church in Singapore, to take any action they may deem
necessary.

VIII.

RESOLUTION ON DISPLACEMENT OF PALESTINIANS

Bishop Ben Oliphint then read a resolution on the building of new settlements in
Israel and it was VOTED to send to the Council:

The Settlement of New Immigrants and
The Displacement of Indigenous Palestinians in Israel
And the Occupied West Bank
The World Methodist Council meeting in Singapore, July 24-31, 1991
expresses deep concern about the following actions now being taken by the
State of Israel:
1. The claim that East Jerusalem now belongs to Israel and the increased
confiscation of land in the West Bank in order to accommodate tens of
thousands of Jewish immigrants.
2. The consequent restrictions of movement imposed on Palestinian Arabs
and the cancellation of their work permits which effectively takes away their
jobs, and their ability to survive.
The Council calls upon the government of Israel to remedy these disturbing injustices. It wishes to identify with people of goodwill in Israel who,
remembering their own sufferings, are courageously using their influence to
remove the causes of suffering and anxiety afflicting the 1.8 million Palestinians
living in the West Bank, East Jerusalem and Gaza.
This resolution, if adopted, to be presented to the Prime Minister of the
State of Israel, to the heads of Jewish organizations who are contributing to the
building of the settlements, and to be released to the press.
The meeting was adjourned.
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World Methodist Council
1991-1996 Executive Committee
SINGAPORE
JULY 31, 1991
Bishop Imathiu, outgoing chairperson, called the meeting to order at 8 a.m. and led
the group in prayer. He then asked the president-elect, Dr. Donald English, to conduct
the meeting.
Dr. English explained there would be no business in this meeting, but that the group
needed to consider how often and where to meet, and to try to set some dates for
Executive meetings. He asked Joe Hale, General Secretary, to give information as to how
meeting dates and locations are determined. It was noted that either the Officers or
Executive meets each year. It was then decided the Officers would meet in 1991, the
Executive in 1992, Officers, 1993, Executive 1994, and Officers 1995. There was
discussion about dates, taking into account denominational responsibilities of members
especially the presidents and bishops.
Mer further discussion, the group VOTED that the 1992 Executive Committee meet
the week of September 21-27; and the 1994 meeting be held September 26-0ctober 2.
Mr. John Harper, treasurer, explained that churches pay for their Executive
members to attend meetings provided funds are available and that effort is made to assist
members. He emphasized the Council's limited budget. Mr. Harper then made the
motion that in addition to the offering received, the Council make up the additional
amount necessary to reimburse the Singapore Church for overtime at the rally in Kallang
Stadium. It was VOTED to reimburse the church, and several members made additional
contributions at this time.
Dr. English also emphasized the importance of Council finances and asked each
Executive Committee member to remind their churches of World Methodist Council
needs.
Discussion on committee assignments followed and members not already named to
committees were asked to contact the General Secretary indicating the committees they
would be most interested in being assigned to at the time of Executive Committee
meetings.
Rev. Wilfred Tooley expressed the hope that the World Exchange Program might
be extended into Europe and "two-thirds" world and asked interested members from
other countries to contact him.
Bishop William R. Cannon expressed regret that he must leave the Conference
before the closing service because of health.
It was announced Mrs. Betty Davis would be responsible for collecting information,
suggestions, comments on the Conference.
Dr. English closed the meeting with a brief word of encouragement in which he
compared the Executive Committee to "those in the Upper Room. They were all in one
accord. We are to look out for one another." He suggested the group take the list of
Executive Committee members and "pray for one another." He reminded the group that
"in Christ there is one circle" and that "we are now responsible for world Methodism. "
He then closed the meeting in prayer.
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World Methodist Council
North American Section
SINGAPORE

JULY 26, 1991
Mrs. Frances Alguire called the meeting to order at 4:00 p.m., welcomed the group
and led in an opening prayer.
She reported briefly on the work of the North American Section during the past five
years: the quinquennial meeting at Lake Junaluska with the theme "For Such A Tune As
This;" the 1988 Aldersgate Celebration in which North American Section Members
traveled to England to be a part of the event; the North American Section-sponsored
itineration for Bishop M. S. Mogoba of South Africa to visit in American Methodist
churches; and that the North American Section had made the decision to purchase a
house next to the Lake Junaluska Headquarters, raising funds for a substantial down
payment. She introduced the 1986-1991 Officers of the North American Section. It was
noted that Bishop VJ'illiam M. Smith was absent due to his health.
Mr. John R. Harper brought the treasurer's report, briefly outlining his record of
North American Section finances.
The North American Nominating Committee Report was read by Bishop Vinton
Anderson, voted and approved as follows:
North American Section Officers
President:
Bishop L. Bevel Jones, III (UM)
First Vice President: Bishop Herman L. Anderson (AMEl)
Vice Presidents:
Pbro. Abner Alaniz Rangel (Mexico)
Bishop Richard A. Hildebrand (AME)
Bishop Richard o. Bass (CME)
Dr. Earle Wilson (Wesleyan)
Dr. Brian Thorpe (United Church of Canada)
Dr. David McKenna (Free Methodist Church)
Treasurer:
Mr. Ewing Werlein
Assistant Treasurer: Mrs. Edna Alsdurf
Designated World Officers: Bishop Nathaniel Unsey (CME)
Mrs. Frances Alguire (UM)
Bishop Raul Ruiz (Mexico)
Dr. Joe Hale (WMC General Secretary)
Bishop Woodie White thanked Mrs. Alguire for her work.
Mrs. Alguire then formally introduced the newly-elected president, Bishop L. Bevel
Jones, who brought brief remarks focusing on keeping the network in place for
Covenanting Churches for World Evangelism, and asked for continued support for the
World Methodist Council.
The meeting was dismissed in prayer.
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Appendix

Appendix I.

REPORT OF THE GENERAL SECRETARY
TO THE WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL
It is a great joy to see you face to face after corresponding with you over the past
months. We have joined our prayers that what we say and do here will strengthen the
church, be of help to people, and bring glory to God.
Five years ago in the opening session of the Council, one of the Council members
stood and asked "Why are we here?" I would like to address that question and speak for
a few minutes about our purpose, our point of entry to the wider world and the larger
Church, and what it is in the Council that evokes commitment from us.
Purpose
The purposes of the Council are clear, they are specific, and they are comprehensive.
I wish to briefly state them.
The Council seeks to strengthen the love of its members for Jesus Christ as Lord, and
for each other as brothers and sisters in the faith.
It seeks to increase the awareness whereby this love finds expression in keeping with
the life and ministry of John Wesley serving Christ and His world.
It is committed to deepen the fellowship of Methodist people over the barriers of race,
nationality, color and language and, in particular, seeks: to advance unity of theological
and moral standards in the Methodist churches of the world; to suggest priorities in
Methodist activity; to promote the most effective use of Methodist resources in the
Christian mission throughout the world; to encourage evangelism in every land; to
promote Christian education and the Church's care for youth; to uphold and relieve
persecuted and needy Christian minorities; to encourage the search for contemporary
and contextual forms of worship and liturgy; and to assist in coordinating the work
around the world of Methodist publishing.
This statement of purpose is sweeping. It includes theologicalevangelistic, social
and programmatic goals we can identify with, pray for, adapt and achieve.
"Why are we here?" Certainly we have a higher purpose than to perpetuate an
organization. We rather seek to be a living organism that has life because it is related to
the Uving God, and the Body of all those who endeavor to do the will of Christ on earth.
In this forum, we voice aspirations, we recount struggles, we share learnings, we find
strength and renewal linked in partnership throughout the world. This is our purpose.
Point of Entry
The Council also provides WMC related churches their best opportunity to see that
large numbers of persons have some entry into a wider world and those issues of faith,
of life and of death being faced at this time in the whole Christian community as it exists
in every place.
Very few persons will ever attend an ~mbly of the World Council of Churches,
as the one recently held in Canberra, Australia. With more than 300 member churches
belonging to the WCC, the number of official delegates numbers less than a thousand,
meeting every seven years.
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Over the next days in Singapore a window to the world will be thrown open. The
World Methodist Conference will enable large numbers of Korean Methodists, Indonesians, Malaysians, persons from India, from Kenya, South Africa and other places to meet
with fellow Christians from countries and situations very different from their own. It will
open the eyes and increase the sensitivities of those of us who are western Christians.
Because of the window the World Methodist Council and Conference affords we will all
learn, and more deeply care.
But it is more than a global window. It is an opening through which we look beyond
our own Churches, to other Christian World Communions, with whom we share a
common faith. We will hear from other Christians and look at the work of our formal
dialogues as a representative world organization.
The report of the Joint Commission between the World Methodist Council and the
Roman Catholic Church says our differences within the world Christian community will
be overcome when there is a "new and fresh creative act" or reconciliation.
It is not clear what this act will be, when it might come, or the future steps we may
need to take together. One day there will be that "moment of recognition" when
longstanding walls and barriers separating Christians fot centuries will fall, with each
recognizing in the other the love of God in Christ that makes us one. The dialogues
between Christian World Communions are instruments of God to hasten that day.
Our point of entry, with Lutherans, with Reformed Christians, with the Roman
Catholic Church and soon with the Anglicans and the Orthodox, through dialogue, is
important to the witness of the Church Universal.
Commitment
Before his death, I spent a wonderful afternoon with Dr. Visser 't Hooft in Geneva.
He was then an old man, but his mind was as sharp as ever, and his ecumenical vision
bright and compelling. He was distressed that so many seemed to have adopted as their
rule of life: "I do not want to be committed."
Kenneth Callahan, who is known to many of you as a consultant to churches and
church staffs, observes that of the five motivational resources in the church -- compassion,
community, challenge, reasonability and commitment, the two that most move people
are: compassion and community.
Compassion, which has to do with sharing, caring, giving of one's self and
supporting; and, Community with roots, place and belonging. He says people are more
moved by human need and the call to service than by the call to become committed.
What he says greatly encourages me. The purposes we have in the World Methodist
Council first and foremost have to do with compassion and community; to strengthen the
love of people for one another; to deepen relationships across all the barriers that separate
people; to seek to use those resources we have as a world family to the best advantage
in Christian mission; to encourage evangelism, promote the education of young and old,
to uphold the persecuted and relieve the needy, to stand up with suffering minorities ...
When such overpowering realities are before us, we respond with commitment
because we cannot stand idly by and do nothing!
I think of you sitting in this room: one is a church moderator, another a bishop,
another head of a university, a public school teacher, and another engaged in community
social service. One is a doctor, another a politician. Isee men and women who are pastors
of significant and demanding local churches, lawyers, newspaper editors,judges, mayors
of towns and distinguished officials in their countries. There are accountants,
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homemakers, farmers, mechanics, brokers, businessmen and women, students, theologians and deans and presidents of theological schools. There are university students.
One young person here has been in medical school for the past five years. Another is
entering the minisby.
All have one thing in common: they already have more to do than they have the time
to accompUsh, but they always find the time to give themselves.
They carry the burden of the Council's work. With aU else they are doing, they
respond to the call, and by giving themselves, they make the Council what it is. This
combination of purpose and committed response is the hallmark of the Council.
Dr. Mance Jackson will report to us here on a five-year study commissioned by the
Council and several world mission agencies, titled, Wesleyan Transformations. A book
based on this study, World Methodism and World Issues, concludes by addressing the
question with which I began: "Why are we here?" Those closing sentences state the
challenge that confronts us today:
"If present trends continue, in most parts of the world there is a pessimistic view of
the future of persons, nations, societies, churches and earth.
"If God's transformations occur, there is an optimistic view of the same future. In
the Wesleyan tradition, we see God's vision for us and covenant with God that God's will
be done on earth as in heaven."

-Joe Hale
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Appendix II.

REPORT OF THE GENEVA SECRETARY
TO THE WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL
I count it a great privilege to seNe as your Geneva Secretary. The fact that I am alone
in that office means that I have the pleasure of personally welcoming, as friends, large
numbers of Methodist and United Church people who come to the Ecumenical Centre
for a great variety of meetings. I am only sorry to have missed some of you who came
when I was away from the office, and you may have found a note on my door -"returning August 19!" Friendship is so important in the Wesleyan Connexion. Who
could forget the signature of that great Methodist layman evangelist who signed
thousands of letters: "Sincerely, your friend, Harry Denman."
This SOO-member Council is firmly rooted in our more than fifty member churches.
You are here because your church has named you to seNe for the coming five-year
period. It is extremely important, therefore, that you make decisions with care, and that
you be ready to follow up by helping implement those decisions in your own jurisdiction
and wherever else you travel during the coming five years.
To facilitate your work between meetings of this Council you are required, by
constitution, to elect an Executive Committee and charge it: "to exercise all the functions
of the Council between its meetings. " You will name many committees and assign to
them specific areas of work, expecting them to report regularly to the Executive
Committee and to you, and you will elect Officers and a tiny Secretariat. While many of
you will be called to to give many hours of voluntary service on some of the above
mentioned committees, all of you are called to help fulfill the Purpose of the WMC as
stated on pages 19-20 of the WMC Handbook.
During the past six months I have read your names many times, especially when I
helped arrange assignments to the Pondok Groups for the Conference. I must say that
I am profoundly impressed by the tremendous experience represented in this new
Council. I am confident that you will be worthy ambassadors helping implement the
multiple activities of the WMC, of its committees and related organizations. Your role is
all the more important because you make provision for such a small staff team: a General
Secretary and four full-time colleagues for our World Headquarters at Lake Junaluska!
As many of you are new members of the Council, I have listed here some of the main
"duties and activities" assigned to your part-time Geneva Secretary: (1) assist in the
implementation of the total program of the World Methodist Council; (2) provide linkage
with Methodist churches, in Africa and in Europe; (3) a Methodist presence at the World
Council of Churches and shall relate by both giving and receiving with the WCC and with
other Christian Communions; (4) to meet with official representatives and Methodist
visitors coming to the Ecumenical Centre; (5) representation at conferences, committees,
assemblies; (6) evaluate the work of the WMC in its fields of work; (7) regular correspondence, creative writing and publication, distribution of printed resources; (8) manage
budget and report quarterly.
While I could report at length on involvements in anyone of the above as I have done
regularly in Reports to the Officers and of the Executive Committee, let me here present
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only two illustrations: related to Methodism in a changing Europe; and to the World
Council of Churches moving into the future.
I served as your observer during the triennial meeting of the Council of Central
Conferences of the United Methodist Church in September 1990. There was major
discussion of the following resolution of the British Conference, June, 1990:
B.3 "The Conference Affirms its desire to seek formal links with the four
Central Conferences in Europe of the United Methodist Church, and directs the
Secretary of the Conference to begin negotiations to that end and to take such
steps as may be considered appropriate to encourage other Methodist Churches
in Europe, including United Churches within which there is significant Methodist participation, to develop similar links, reporting progress through the
President's Council."
The Council of the UMC responded positively and took similar action, agreeing,
with official representatives of the British church to hold a meeting early in 1991. That
meeting was held, and the following recommendations were formulated:
Recommendations of a meeting of the Bishops of the four Central Conferences
of the United Methodist with the Secretary and Assistant Secretary of the British
Conference, Frankfurt, 7 January 1991, concerning closer Methodist relations
in Europe
1 We believe the goal should be one Council for Methodism in Europe,
in order that the Methodist Churches may take counsel and enable each other
to work together. Its main emphasis will be strategic thinking and promoting a
stronger Methodist presence in, and responsibility for, the new uniting Europe.
2 It will have a number of committees to deal with shared work as
required. One of these will be a committee for UMC affairs. Other committees
could continue the work at present done by such bodies as EMYC, ECOM, the
JPIC group, etc.
3 If such a body is to be set up, it will be necessary to explore the details,
and to consult other bodies involved.
4 As an interim step, we propose setting up a committee of church representatives, three from Great Britain, three (if they wish) from Ireland, three
each from the Central Conferences (counting Germany as one), and one each
from other Methodist churches or union churches with Methodist origins
(including the Portugal District), with the Geneva secretary of the WMC as an
observer, to meet annually over the next three years 1991-3.
5 Its task, in collaboration with the existing European Council of the
UMC will be: (a) to begin the consultative work of the proposed new Council,
as set out above; (b) to prepare for the coming into being the new Council; (c)
to keep closely in touch with EMYC, ECOM and other existing joint Methodist
ventures -- it is our strong desire to strengthen the already existing channels of
co-operation; (d)to consider what further working groups may be required in
the light of the Council's aims.
6 The European Council of the UMC is invited to consider its own
committee structure and tasks in the light of these proposals.
Rudiger Minor
Walter Klaiber
Hans Vaxby
Brian E. Beck
Heinrich Bolleter
David F. Willie
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Just as the rapid changes in Europe have stimulated consideration of changes in the
Methodist connection, a series of factors, many of which came into focus at the Canberra
Assembly of the WCC have led to a process of re-formation of the World CouncU of
Churches. The newly elected Central Committee asked its Executive and an Advisory
Group to prepare recommendations for the next meeting of the Central Committee which
will be held in Geneva in September 1991. Here is their proposal, released to the press
on July 11:
"The advisory group, together with the Executive Committee of the WCC, brought
over 50 representatives from different parts of the world to the Ecumenical Centre in
Geneva, 5-9 July. The advisory group consisted of experts representing main concern
areas of the work of the WCe.
"As a commanding perspective for the future work of the WCC, the group
highlighted the statement on unity that was adopted at the assembly. The advisory group
observed that the fellowship already shared and the tasks still ahead are expressed in that
statement -- "The Unity of the Church as Koinonia: Gift and Calling".
"In describing the meaning of an ecumenical vision arising from the assembly, the
group emphasised the need to nurture a worldwide, reconciling, holistic and prophetic
nature of the vision.
"The proposed new structure groups the emerging concerns in four units, which
would add one more unit to the existing number. The units are called Unity and Renewal;
Mission, Education and Witness; Justice, Peace and Creation; and Sharing and Service.

" Unity and Renewal brings together the concerns of the search for visible unity, for
inclusive community, renewal through worship and spirituality, ecumenical formation
and theological education, theological reflection and inter-faith dialogue and reflection
on Justice, Peace and the Integrity of Creation.
"Programmatic priorities in Mission, Education and Witness focus on unity in
mission, mission to challenge unjust structures, gospel and culture, evangelism, dialogue,
healing and transformation and education for all, with special emphasis on education in
mission.

" Justice, Peace and Creation is seen as a base for concern relating to JPIC as a
conciliar process, for theological ethical, socio-economic and ecological analysis, for
economic justice, peace ministries and conflict resolution; human rights, communication
as power and for issues of indigenous peoples, land rights and racism. Issues of women
and youth, and the churches' response to international affairs are also lodged in this unit.
" Sharing and Service is to carry out the following programmatic priorities: solidarity
by sharing resources, service of human need, comprehensive diakonia, development of
human resources, search for new models for sharing and service, and biblical and
theological analysis of the work.
"The proposal advocates larger programme groupings, fewer decision-making
centres, more collaboration and attempts to project a coherent picture of the vocation of
the Council. Each unit will be responsible for planning within the unit and for cross-unit
coordination as well as theological reflection.
"In addition to the four units, it is proposed that the general secretariat have the
functions of management and finance, church and ecumenical relations, interreligious
relations, communications and programme unit coordination.

"wcc assemblies take place every seven years.
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They determine the policies and set

guidelines for future work of the Council. A proposal for programmatic reorganization
was discussed by Central Committee in Geneva in 1990. It was then referred to the new
Central Committee that was elected in Canberra and is now starting its work."
In addition to the above mentioned "involvements" there have been many other
interesting opportunities to serve on behalf of the WMC: evaluating scholarship applications for the WCC Scholarship Department and for Bossey, many conversations about
plans for meetings here in Singapore, discussions with specialists about the church's role
in education, welcoming visitors almost daily, watching developments towards the
Seventh Assembly of the WCC -- of the 859 official delegates about 15% were from
member churches of the WMC -- rejoicing with others that our bilateral dialogues are
stimulating action at the local level in some countries, -- while needing more stimulation
in others. All this and much more have made my daily work exciting and very rewarding.

-Ralph C. Young
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Appendix III.
REPORT OF THE JOINT COMMISSION
BE1WEEN THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND THE WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL

"THE APOSTOLIC TRADITION"
Preface
The theological dialogue between the Roman Catholic Church and the World Methodist
Council has now been going on for twenty-five years. The early years of this dialogue
dealt with a wide range of issues, doctrinal, ethical and pastoral. In the last fifteen years,
the dialogue has focussed on a series of interrelated doctrinal issues which have also been
the subject of attention in other ecumenical dialogues. In 1981 we produced a report on
The Holy Spirit and in 1986 Towards a Statement on the Church. To these
documents we now add our text on The Apostolic Tradition. In it we seek to address
some of the questions that are outstanding, following on previous studies.
It is important to note that this report has deliberately not addressed all the differences
of doctrine or practice that exist between us in respect of the questions it deals with. For
example, there is no detailed examination of the question of Apostolic Succession; we do
not investigate the different ways in which Catholics and Methodists actually teach and
hand on the faith. Nor do we evaluate the ecclesiological self-understanding that is
specific to either Catholics or Methodists. Our concern, rather, has been to set out
theological perspectives within which such more specific questions may be viewed. We
propose these perspectives as consistent with the doctrinal positions of both churches but
not as full expositions of them. What we hope is that a careful reading of this report may
enable Catholics and Methodists to see their own and each other's doctrine and practice
in a wide theological and historical perspective, and to discern convergences between
them.
This approach is consistent with our conviction that we already share a certain
though, as yet, imperfect communion. It is a staging post at which we are aware of much
that we hold in common and respect the gifts that have been bestowed on one another
in our time of separation. But we are also "committed to a vision that includes the goal
of full communion in faith, mission and sacramental life" (Towards a Statement on the
Church, 21). The gradual realisation of that vision requires us to explore critically and
constructively the theological bases which underpin our present positions. This report is
a contribution to that process.
This document was completed at a plenary meeting of the Commission which took
place at the house of the "Filles du Coeur de Marie" at the Rue Notre Dame des Champs
in Paris. The members of the Commission wish to express their appreciation of the
hospitality they received from the Sisters there.
Co-Chairmen

Dr. Geoffrey Wainwright
World Methodist Council

Bishop James W. Malone
Roman Catholic Church
15 April 1991
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PARTICIPANTS IN THE DIALOGUE
Roman Catholics
Rt Revd James W. MALONE, Bishop of Youngstown, USA (Co-Chairman)
Rt Revd John BATHERSBY, Bishop of Cairns, Australia
Sister Mary CHARLES MURRAY, University of Nottingham, England
Revd Professor Francis FROST, Ecumenical Institute, celigny, Switzerland
Rt Revd John ONAlYEKAN, Coadjutor Bishop of Abuja, Nigeria
Canon Michael RICHARDS, London, England
Fr George H. TAVARD, Brighton Massachusetts, USA
Very Rev Msgr Kevin McDONAlD, Pontifical Council for Christian Unity, Vatican City
(Secretary)
Methodists
Revd Professor Geoffrey WAINWRIGHT, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina,
USA (Co-Chairman)
Revd David BUllER, The Queen's College, Birmingham, England
Bishop William R. CANNON, Atlanta, Georgia, USA
Revd Ireneu CUNHA, Oporto, Portugal (1988 meeting)
Revd Dr Ira GAl..LAWAY, Pagosa Springs, Colorado, USA
Mrs Gillian KINGSTON, Roscrea, Ireland
Revd Dr Luis F. PALOMO, San Jose, Costa Rica
Revd Professor Norman YOUNG, Queen's College, Melbourne, Australia
Revd Dr Joe HALE, World Methodist Council, Lake Junaluska, North Carolina, USA
(Secretary)
Staff
Mrs Unda GREENE, World Methodist Council
Miss Josette KERSTERS, Vatican City

THE APOSTOLIC TRADITION
"Because God so loved the world, he sent his Son and the Holy Spirit to draw
us into communion with himself. This sharing in God's life which resulted from
the mission of the Son and the Holy Spirit, found expression in a visible
koinonia [communion, community] of Christ's disciples, the Church" (Report
of the Joint Commission between the Roman Catholic Church and World
Methodist Counci~ 1982-1986, Fourth Series).
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Introduction
[1]

Jesus Christ was sent among us by God the Father to make known and to bring
to completion the divine purpose of salvation, the "mystery of Christ" hitherto
hidden and "now revealed in the Spirit" (Col. 1:26 and Eph. 3:5). In the power
of the Holy Spirit, this mission continues in and through the Church, the family
Christ gathers together in common obedience to the Father's will. As Christ's
selVant, the Church proclaims to the world the message of his victory over sin
and death, provides a living sign of that victory, and summons everyone to
repent and believe the gospel and so receive the promised Spirit.

[2]

It is Christ's will that his disciples should live at peace with one another; he binds
them together through the gift of divine grace. The New Testament documents
do not present us with an unattainable ideal but describe the actual life of a real
society brought into being by Christ. This society is not a closed fellowship of
perfect observance: its members have not already attained all that God intends,
and it is open to all the world. It acknowledges that by his grace true followers
of Christ may be found everywhere and welcomes them into its company as
they affirm their Christian discipleship.

[3]

This Roman Catholic-Methodist dialogue, and the whole movement for unity
in the faith, follows the path Christ set for his Church in obedience to the mission
he himself received from God the Father and transmitted to us (Matt. 28: 18-20).
It is a movement that breaks down the barriers sin has set up between Christians,
drawing all believers into a single fellowship of praise and turning life-long
enemies into friends for eternity. Today as Catholics and Methodists we both
face the urgent task of evangelizing a world deeply affected by superstition and
secularism, by indifference and injustice; we must look together to the one Lord
who sends the Spirit upon us all that we may go out and witness in his name.
Doing this with credibility entails a common understanding of the Gospel and
the ability to recognize in each other's lives and confessions an authentic
witness to the faith.

[4]

In order to build on previous work in the dialogue, the Commission pursued a
theme which has proved increasingly important throughout the whole ecumenical movement, namely the Apostolic Tradition, understood as the
teaching, transmission and reception of the apostolic faith. It is hoped that this
approach may set the difficult problem of ministry in a new light, since this topic
has hitherto been predominantly considered in its relationship to the administrative and sacramental life of the Church rather than in relation to its teaching.

[5]

In the overall title of this report, The Apostolic Tradition, the word 'Tradition'
signifies the living transmission of the Gospel of Christ, by manifold means, for
the constant renewal of every generation. Christians do not order the life of the
Church by the fixed repetition of rigid routine laid down in the past. Rather, by
recalling and holding fast to the treasured memory of the events of our
salvation, we receive light and strength for our present faith as, under God, we
seek to meet the needs of our own time. It is Christian hope that makes possible
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our wholehearted and active contribution to the continued handing-on of the
transforming power contained in the Gospel.
[6]

Our knowledge of the past life of the people of God, witnessing to their
experience of God's action among them, enables us to recognize and to
comprehend the risen Christ as he speaks to us today. We learn to express
ourselves in his language in the midst of the people he has made; he sends the
Spirit to us to open our understanding and to guide our words and actions in
the service of his loving purpose for the extension and completion of God's
kingdom. We enter into his loving purpose as, by God's grace, we receive in
faith the benefits of Christ's saving death on the Cross and with him, dying to
self, are raised to new life (Rom. 6:3-4). This is the mystery that constitutes the
true life of every believer and gives meaning and effect to all preaching and
teaching of the Church, to every practice, ministry and ordinance.

Part One: The Apostolic Faith Its Teaching, Transmission and Reception
[7]

In the New Testament description of the birth of the Church, a role is attributed
to each of the three Persons of the Trinity, which is both distinct and inseparable
from the role of the other two. To the Father is attributed the gracious purpose
by which we were chosen for filial adoption in union with the Eternal Word
before the foundation of the world. The actual work of founding the Church
is attributed to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. The Son founds the Church by
his act of Redemption. The Spirit is co-founder of the Church with the Son, by
being the Church's principle of sanctification. The two divine missions -- the
sending of the Son and of the Spirit by the Father -- are extensions in our world
of time of the two eternal processions in the Trinity. The new relationship, both
individual and corporate, which they bring about in human beings towards
God, is none other than what the New Testament calls the Church.

[8]

The indivisible relationship between these two divine missions is everywhere
present in the patterns which govern every aspect of the life~ of the Church: its
confession of faith, the discipleship of its members and their communion with
one another. It is the Holy Spirit who enables us to confess the truth revealed
in the Son, to be united to him in a relationship as adopted children of the Father
and to live in charity in the one Body of Christ.

I. Word and Church
[9]

"In many and various ways God spoke of old to our ancestors by the prophets;
but in these last days he has spoken to us by the Son, whom he appointed the
heir of all things, through whom also he created the world" (Heb. 1:1-2). The
Church of God has been brought into being by the same creative and selfrevealing activity of God. In the Son, God has spoken definitively to us: the Son
who is so completely the expression of his heavenly Father that he is called
God's Word (In. 1:1-18). He makes known God's purpose and carries it out.
For the Word of God, now made flesh, speech and action are intrinsically
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connected; his words take effect and his deeds have meaning.
[10]

It is the Cross and Resurrection of Christ that supremely reveal him to us,
achieving his purpose and making him our Saviour. When the apostles
preached Christ, they proclaimed Christ crucified and risen. When the Church
preaches Christ today, it is the same proclamation that is made. Christ, the
Word of God incarnate, still has the same message for us and the same gifts of
grace by which he saves us.

[11]

The apostolic mission, the charge laid on the apostles to transmit the message
of Jesus Christ to their own and to all successive generations, is precisely the
service of the Word. The person of Christ, his teaching and his work for us: it
was to all this that the apostles bore witness, for all this is God's Word.

[12]

As the Gospel was preached by the apostles, the Church was called together
and built up. Service of the Word was their overriding responsibility (Acts 6:24) a service of Christ himself and of the community that by faith came to be
identified with him (Acts 6:7, 12:24, 19:20).

[13]

A profound understanding of the Church must begin with a reflection on the
Word of God, who brings the Church into being and continues to make the
Church what it is. The Word spoken to us in Christ calls forth our response.
Thus, the Church is sustained by a conversation, initiated by the Lord. God,
who called all worlds into being by the power of his Word, speaks to us kindly
and with sternness, gently and with thunderous warnings, with laws and with
love, in proclamation to his people and heart-to-heart to each and every one.
By calling together a messianic community in which the promises were fulfilled,
Christ made himself known as Messiah. As he called his flock to follow him, he
showed himself to be the Good Shepherd.

[14]

That which the Church was to become as a consequence of the apostolic
mission is discernible in its first coming to birth, and to discern that coming to
birth, one must be aware of the extent to which Christ by deed and by word
engaged his followers in communication with himself.

[15]

Christ was content to speak with other audiences and with later generations
through those who became his first disciples. Only this degree of confidence
invested by Christ in his followers could match the free self-communication of
God to the world and to those whom he had made in his own image. To draw
all to himself, the Son died upon the Cross. He gave us his words and his very
self, and waits patiently for us to understand. Any other way would have
frustrated his own purpose: to draw us to love him. In order to fulfil this saving
purpose, he called into being the Church where the Word's recreating power
is evident, remaking people into a community that could share his life and live
in harmonious relationships with one another. Thus the Church is the place
where the Word of God is spoken, heard, responded to, and confessed (Rom.
10:8-17). The Law of God, so the prophets said, was to become a law not
written externally on tablets of stone, but written on our hearts, taken in and
made heart-knowledge: it was to be our second nature (Jeremiah 31:31-34).
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[16]

The Tradition received by the apostles itself continues an unbroken process of
communication between God and human beings. Every possible human
resource is employed to sustain and deepen this process: linguistic, ritual,
artistic, social and constitutional. The written word of Scripture is its permanent
norm. Through the sacraments of baptism and the eucharist the memory of the
events whereby the Church came into being is preserved. The living Word has
made a living community in which men and women converse with God and
speak theirfaith to one another. Guided by its pastors and teachers, the Church
continues to communicate with all generations, preserves its own identity and
message, and is daily renewed in its obedience.

[17]

Through the living Word, recalling and renewing the acts of Christ's life for us,
his history becomes our history. We celebrate our new birth, we are forgiven,
strengthened and healed, we are united with one another, we find our vocation
for ministry, and we give thanks to God through the power of Christ's death and
living victory. In his life on earth, the Word confirmed his words by his actions
for us; the same is true today.

[18]

The growth of the Church comes about through a continued hearing and
assimilation of the Word of God. To be sure that we are hearing the Word, we
maintain communion with those who have heard and obeyed the Word before
us. But we will not be saved simply by repeating what other generations have
said and done. We must express for ourselves, act for ourselves and ourselves
be transformed through the renewal of our minds and hearts, if the living
Tradition of Christ and his apostles is to be continued. The faith must be handed
on.

[19]

In every time and in every place, the Church lives and moves by calling to mind
all that it has seen and heard of the marvels of God's Word in his created world
and in the history he is making with us. But we do not live in the past. Memory
enables us to recognise the Lord as he comes to us today. His presence in the
events of our lives proves to us that his words are true. His deeds for us today
make possible our own words of praise and our own acts of service by which
God is glorified.

[20]

But the Word of God, with us today, does not tell us, any more than the apostles
were told, what comes next in our story. Since the Gospel Tradition looks to
the future, we live in hope. And Christian hope is the strength that enables us,
claiming his promises, to be totally committed to the present. We know that we
are traveling towards the One whose memory we cherish and whose presence
we know. By confessing our faith in living words, we learn how to die with
Christ, to hide our life in him, so that when he appears we too will be made
known in glory.

[21]

In conclusion, we recall that the search for ecumenical reconciliation has
revealed only too clearly the difficulty of reuniting Scripture and Tradition once
they have been notionally separated. Scripture was written within Tradition,
yet Scripture is normative for Tradition. The one is only intelligible in terms of
the other. We do not claim to have resolved here all the ecumenical problems
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that arise in relation to this issue. What we have sought to do is to ask ourselves
how the Christian of today can confess with Christians of all time the one true
faith in Jesus Christ, the same yesterday, today and for ever.

II. Spirit and Church
[22]

In the New Testament the action of the sovereign and life-giving Spirit is closely
related to the action of the Word. What God does through the Word is done
in the Spirit, so that the same effect can often be attributed to the Word, or to
the Spirit, or to both. It is God's action that is perceived in all cases.

[23]

Thus the Spirit appears in the New Testament narrative as early as the
Annunciation: the angel assures Mary that "the Holy Spirit will come" upon her
and "the power of the Most High will overshadow" her (Lk. 1:35). Therefore
her Son will be called Son of the Most High and will be recognized by the
prophet Simeon, inspired by the Holy Spirit, as the one through whom God has
prepared his salvation (2:30).

[24]

As Jesus's ministry begins at his baptism by John, the Spirit descends upon him
in the form of a dove, and leads him to the desert where he rejects the temptation
from the Evil one to carry out this ministry in ways disobedient to the will of the
Father (Mk. 1:10, Mt. 3:16). At Nazareth, Jesus affirms that the prophecy of
Isaiah 61: 1-2 ("The Spirit of the Lord is upon me ... ") is now fulfilled in him (Lk.
4:18-21). At the heart of Jesus's ministry Luke places the promise of an
outpouring of the Spirit (Lk. 11:13).

[25]

The Gospel of John emphasizes particularly the promise and presence of the
Spirit. The Baptist identifies Jesus as one who "baptizes in the Holy Spirit" (In.
1:33). True worship will be "in Spirit and in truth" (In. 4:23). The promised
Spirit is the Paraclete (Advocate), and the Spirit of truth (14: 15-17, 15:26). This
promise is fulfilled when Jesus is glorified on the Cross (7:37-39).

[26]

The outpouring of the Spirit is presented in several ways in the New Testament.
For John, the Spirit is given by the risen Christ on the evening of the
Resurrection and empowers the disciples to forgive and to retain sins (20:2223). For Luke in Acts (2:1-11), the Spirit is given on the day of Pentecost, and
the Spirit's presence is manifested in extraordinary ways. In Acts, the manifestation of the Spirit is seen as a proof that baptism has been received: those who
have been baptized must receive the Spirit (the sealing). The Spirit is received
by all those who "hear the Word", both Jews and gentiles (Acts 10:45). The
Spirit leads Paul in his missionary journeys (Acts 13:2-5).

[27]

The Spirit distributes gifts to all for the good of the koinonia (I Cor. 12: I-II). The
Spirit is the inner power of the new life in Christ. Because the faithful are in
Christ and with Christ, they receive the Spirit and are in the Spirit. There is a
diversity of gifts, yet these are united in their source, the one Spirit, and in their
purpose, the koinonia, Yet the Spirit "blows where it wills", and the faithful
cannot put limits to the Spirit's action in humankind.
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[28]

The Holy Spirit, the Third Person of the Trinity, acts, not as an impersonalforce,
but personally inspires and guides those who come to believe. The Spirit seeks
the unbelievers and reaches them in ways that are often mysterious, transforming their hearts. The Holy Spirit prepares the way for the preaching of the Word
to those who do not believe, enabling them to respond in faith and to know the
saving grace of God. The Spirit thus creates and maintains the oneness of the
Church, bringing the many into unity and joining to their Head the members
of the Body of Christ. Believers recognize one another as members of the Body,
share in one ministry of word and sacrament, and partake of the eucharistic
meal, where, through and with Christ, in the Spirit, they offer a sacrifice of praise
and thanksgiving to the Father.

[29]

As the Spirit abides in the community where the faith is confessed in fidelity to
Christ, the Spirit makes the faithful aware of the presence among them and
within them of Christ and of the Father. God dwells in the faithful, and they
dwell in God, in whom they "live and move and have their being". This
spiritual presence is pure, unmerited gift. It calls the faithful to holiness, brings
them to and keeps them in the justice that is of Christ, sets them on the way to
perfection and empowers them to act through the Spirit's many gifts. As the
faithful use their gifts of the Spirit for the good of the community and the spread
of the gospel, they also receive the fruits of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22-23), which build
up the life of the Church in peace and joy.

[30]

Yet the gifts can be neglected and abused. In their sinfulness, the believers can
resist and grieve the Spirit. But the Holy Spirit is also the Paraclete or Advocate,
who pleads for them, and brings about repentance, forgiveness, and reconciliation.

[31]

The Holy Spirit reminds the disciples of the message and words of the Lord, and
enables them to participate in the saving events of the life, death and rising of
Christ. The Holy Spirit is invoked in the Supper of the Lord; and, in preaching
and proclamation, it is the Spirit, moving the hearts and minds of the hearers,
who leads them into the fullness of truth. The Spirit's abiding presence in the
Church through the ages is enlivened by moments of abundant outpouring,
times when the faithful have the impression of living through "a new Pentecost". Thus the Spirit guides the Church in recognizing the Word in the
Scriptures, so that they become the document and charter of its life. The Spirit
enables the people of God and their ministers to understand and interpret the
Word in the Scriptures, to transmit and explain it verbally, to hear it and receive
it with faith. When it becomes necessary, the same Spirit leads the Church to
self-criticism and so to reform and renewal, in greater fidelity to its memory of
Christ. The Spirit thus writes the gospel in the hearts of the faithful, and this
gospel in the heart inspires the members of the koinonia to let the Word which
they believe give form to their prayer of praise and thanksgiving. In all these
ways the Spirit continues to shape and enrich the memory of the community.

[32]

The power and presence of the Spirit lead the faithful from grace to grace. As
the Holy Spirit leads them to reflect on their memory of Christ, to partake of his
memorial, and to experience Christ as a present reality, they are opened to
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God's purpose both for th~mselves and for the whole of creation. The Spirit
inspires them to pray and strive for the welfare of aU of God's creatures, and so
to protect and promote the habitat that God has given them. In ways that are
known to God alone, the Spirit is also present and active among those who
have not heard the gospel or have not believed it. The Christian believers trust
in God's hidden action transforming the world according to God's ultimate
purpose. They seek to discern God's saving power at work. The Spirit makes
them eager to see the fulfillment of aU of God's promises and to pray for the
coming of God's Kingdom. The same Spirit gives them the certainty that the
obstacles and evils that are symbolized in "the world, the flesh, and the Devil"
will be overcome by God's power in God's own time. But the Christian hope,
that is nurtured by the Spirit, also looks further than this earth and the present
life. It looks forward to the eternal Kingdom, where God reigns among the saints
of all ages and nations and tongues. In this final transformation the Spirit will
bring to an end the trials of the Church on earth, the sufferings of the saints, and
will bring the elect into the glory that the Father has reserved for those who love
him. (I Cor. 2:9).

III. The Pattern of Christian Faith
[33]

In John's gospe~ Jesus says "I am the way, the truth and the life", and goes on
to affirm that though he is to go away, he leaves his Spirit who will witness to
him. The Spirit will convince us of sin and lead us into the truth. Since the truth
is always Christ's, there is a continuum of faith with the past. Thus the Holy
Spirit has enabled the faithful to confess Christ in every generation, and the
Church continues in this communion of saints. It is this permanence in Christ
and in the Spirit which gives the Church its identity and self-understanding and
keeps it in the gospel which it has to proclaim to the world.

[34]

In each generation the Church inherits a history in which earlier Christians have
sought to express the truth of God in their own time and place, and in that
history an important place is given to those theologians who provided the
earliest elucidations of the faith. The Church also knows that God will provide
witnesses to the faith in the future, but the present Church has its own particular
responsibility to the Word and the Spirit now.

[35]

We know from past history and present experience that Christ's Spirit of truth
works in a dynamic of continuity and change. The Holy Spirit brings home to
us the truth of the Gospel in a variety of ways. For while the Spirit never
changes, the manner of the Spirit's operation may vary with each group of
believers. The Spirit moves in a gracious and positive manner, even when
demanding costly discipleship. And we have the injunction laid on us not to
grieve the Spirit; rather, we must cooperate with the Spirit.

[36]

What co-operation is thus demanded? Referring to the Holy Spirit's role in
binding us to Christ, St. Irenaeus maintained that through God alone can God
be known. Developing the same theme, St. Athanasius asserts that the divine
Word became human so that we, in some sense, might become divine. Thus
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we cooperate with the Spirit as we take to ourselves this self-giving of God in
the mystery of the incarnation. This, according to biblical witness, is the way
God has chosen from all eternity for the salvation of humankind. Therefore
every ordered expression of the Gospel is an attempt to proclaim this mystery
-- the love of God who saves in Christ -- and all our efforts to discern and
describe Christian belief must find their focus here. Since the heart of the Gospel
and the core of the faith is the love of God revealed in redemption, then all our
credal statements must derive from faith in Christ who is our salvation and the
foundation of our faith. Thus, as Vatican II recognized, "there exists an order
or 'heirarchy' of truths since they vary in their relation to the foundation of the
Christian faith" (Unitatis redintegratio, II). Ukewise Methodists, following
Wesley, recognize an "analogy of faith" among the major doctrines of the
Church.
[37]

The faith which is believed is believed within particular settings. The expression
of the faith has been shaped by cultures before us, and we in tum seek to speak
it in the language of our time and place. Inculturation conveys the faith
authentically only when what is contextual, be it language or any other form of
cultural expression, is itself transformed by the transcendent truth of the Gospel.
It then in tum becomes an effective means of transforming the lives of those who
belong to this culture. Affirmations about God made by the believing community are active symbols, calling for realization in the lives of its members.
Therefore, when Christians recite the Creed within a liturgical setting, they do
more than list a set of beliefs -- they identify themselves with that great company
"whose lives are hid with Christ in God" (Col. 3:4). BecausetheSpiritprovides
in the Church such abundant gifts of perception and understanding, the
recitation of the Creed engenders in every age a great diversity and richness of
faith. We say "we believe" and the life of the Church is deepened and renewed.

[38]

The Nicene Creed, used by both Catholics and Methodists in their liturgy and
teaching, is a comprehensive and authoritative statement of Christian faith. It
was the text upon which John Wesley based his explication when, in his Letter
to a Roman Catholic, he summarized "the f~ith of a true Protestant". We
include the text of the Creed, known as the Nicene Creed, since it constrains us
to take very seriously the degree of communion that Catholics and Methodists
already share. In a world deeply affected by superstition and by unbelief, our
proclamation of this common faith must be an occasion for giving thanks and
a stimulus to deepen our unity in Christ:
We believe in one God, the Father, the Almighty, maker of heaven
and earth, of all that is, seen and unseen.
We believe in one Lord, Jesus Christ, the only Son of God, eternally
begotten of the Father, God from God, Ught from Ught, true God from
true God, begotten, not made, of one Being with the Father. Through him
all things were made. For us men and for our salvation he came down from
heaven: by the power of the Holy Spirit he became incarnate from the
Virgin Mary, and was made man. For our sake he was crucified under
Pontius Pilate; he suffered death and was buried. On the third day he rose
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again in accordance with the Scriptures; he ascended into heaven, and is
seated at the right hand of the Father. He will come again in glory to judge
the living and the dead, and his kingdom will have no end.
We believe in the Holy Spirit, the Lord, the giver of life, who proceeds
from the Father and the Son. With the Father and Son he is worshipped
and glorified. He has spoken through the prophets.
We believe in one holy catholic and apostolic Church. We acknowledge one baptism for the forgiveness of sins. We look for the resurrection
of the dead, and the life of the world to come.
Amen.

IV. The Pattern of Christian Life

[39]

[40]

[41]

1. The Gift of New Life
Faith in Jesus Christ involves assent to th~ truths of the Gospel. In confessing
these truths we likewise confess our new identity as sons and daughters of God.
As our minds are filled with the truths of the Gospel, they are transformed, and
that transformation brings about a new life. st. Paul tells his converts to be
"transformed by the renewing of their minds" (Rom. 12:2). Through the
hearing of and response to the Gospel a crucial change of both heart and mind
takes place. So it is that Paul prays to God for his new converts "that you may
be filled with knowledge of God's will in all spiritual wisdom and understanding,
so that you may lead lives worthy of the Lord, fully pleasing to him, as you bear
fruit in every good work and as you grow in knowledge of God" (Col. 1:9-10).
Through Christ's death and resurrection the way is opened for reconciliation
to the Father in the Holy Spirit. Baptism, the sacrament of faith, is the sign of
that new life which the Father gives us through Christ in the Spirit. Christ's death
has put to death sin in our lives; it has freed us from the bondage of sin and
death. The new life that replaces the old is a life of love: it is a sharing in the inner
life of God that is communicated to us by the Holy Spirit: "God's love has been
poured into our hearts through the Holy Spirit that has been given to us" (Rom.
5:5). This love is pure gift, and in virtue of it we are drawn ever more deeply
into the inner life of God and are able to cry "Abba, Father" (Gal. 4:6). It is
other-centered and boundless in its range and scope, directed to the whole
world. In particular, it pushes us out to the poor, the weak and the unloved. It
is love without preference and without distinction since, because of the work of
Christ, there is no longer Jew or Greek, slave or free, male or female (Gal. 3:28).
2. The Challenge of New Life
This gift is also call and responsibility. Paul tells the Colossians that it is precisely
because they have died and been raised to new life that they must put to death
those features of their old way of life which still persist. They must put away their
old garments and "put on the garment of God's chosen people" (d. Col. 3: 12).
The obligation of Christians to change their lives is rooted and grounded in
what God has done for them. For a few, the transformation comes quickly, as
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John Wesley noted in his "Plain Account of Christian Perfection". Butfor most
the putting-to-death of the old way of life and the taking on of the new involves
Christians in a long and painful process of maturing in love. It is a costly journey
and inevitably involves suffering since the pattern of Christian life will reflect the
pattern of Christ's dying and rising. It was the constant concern of Paul to foster
and nurture this growth. Individuals, then, are changed by the saving action
of God in Christ that is appropriated through the power of the Holy Spirit. But
the bestowal of the gift of new life on individuals constitutes a new principle of
unity. The baptised share together in the life of love and this sharing is a vital
dimension of the koinonia which is the Church.

[42]

3. The Communion of New Ufe
By allegiance to Christ the believer becomes part of the community in which
Christ is remembered (anamnesis). Christ's words to his disciples are relevant
here. The Christian is brother, sister, mother to Christ in community with others.
(Mk. 3:31-35, Matt. 12:46-60; Luke 8:19-21).

[43]

The early Christian believers were part of a community where life was lived in
common with others, the disunity of Babel being reversed by the events of and
after Pentecost (Acts 2:44; 4:32). In Acts 2:42 we read of the four fundamental
elements in their life together: hearing the teaching of the apostles; communion (koinonia); breaking of bread; and the prayers.

[44]

In their worship on the Lord's day they experienced his presence and renewing
grace as they celebrated the Eucharist together. In the service itself the profound
nature of their relation to each other was manifested in the giving of the peace
and, pre-eminently, in the Holy Communion: "The bread which we break, is
it not a sharing in the body of Christ? Because there is one bread, we who are
many are one body, for we all partake of the one bread" (I Cor. 10: 16-17). The
Eucharist remains the focus where the pattern of life specific to Christians is
shown forth.

[45]

It has been customary to state that Methodists regard the preaching of the Word
as the central act of worship, while for Catholics the Eucharist is "the centre and
culmination" of Christian life (Vatican II, Presbyterium ordinis, 5). This
contrast should not be put too strongly. In the beginnings of Methodism, the
Wesleys encouraged and practised a much more frequent observance of the
Lord's Supper than was customary in the Anglican Church of the time, and in
recent decades Methodists are increasingly appreciating the centrality of the
Eucharist and Catholics the fundamental importance of the preaching of the
Word.

[46]

4. The Source of New Ufe
By baptism we are received into the community of belief and are nurtured there
as the faith is passed on to us {"traditioned" to us} through the family and the
Church. Unless this "traditioning" takes place, we receive little of the Christian
faith. Each generation and each person must claim for themselves the life of
faith. We receive the faith in more explicit terms through hearing the preached
Word, Sunday schools, catechism classes, first communion classes, confirma-
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tion classes, and Church-sponsored schools. Sustained growth in the Christian
faith requires time spent in study of the Scriptures and in prayer based on the
Scriptures. The faith is nourished in both our traditions by devotional life that
plays a significant part in its growth. There are also many ways in which the
spiritual life has been nurtured among us, e.g., Christian family life, Methodist
class meetings, various lay apostolates and renewal movements in the Catholic
Church, the practice of retreats, ecumenical house groups and marriage
enrichment courses. In all these situations "heart speaks to heart" (cor ad cor
loquitur).

[47]

[48]

5. The Practice of New Ufe
The Christian hope is that humanity will one day be gathered into Christ when
the Gospel has been preached to all nations (Matt. 24: 14; 28: 19). In the widest
sense of the mission of the Church, there is the mandate to feed the hungry,
clothe the naked, visit the sick and the prisoners, welcome the stranger (Matt.
25:31-46). These "works of mercy" belong to the Christian mission in the
widest sense and Catholic-Methodist cooperation has often been most successful in this area. In particular, both churches have tried to promote true Christian
community without respect of race, sex or class. In places that are hostile to
Christianity, missionary endeavour has been difficult, and fidelity to the Gospel
has proved very costly. The picture in Hebrews of the saints who watch from
heaven and encourage us is pertinent here (Heb. 12:1).
The proclamation of the Gospel by words is an essential task for each
generation of believers. Christians also bear witness when they seek to let their
light shine before others so that their conduct as well as their words may bring
others to glorify God (Matt. 5:15); I Peter 2:12). Personal evangelism contributes to the corporate mission and is vitally important in making new believers.

V. The Pattern of Christian Community
[49]

The real relationships existing within the Godhead, Father, Son and Holy
Spirit, are reflected within the ordered life of creation and, still more clearly
revealed to the eye of faith, in the pattern they establish and make possible for
the community life of God's people.

[SO]

Whenever the Word of God is truly heard, the Church shapes its life in due
obedience; the pattern thus brought into being becomes in its tum a means of
showing forth the Word. As individuals are healed and remade by Christ, so
also are the relationships within which their life is brought to fulfillment. When,
for example, the community of Christians at Philippi was told to have the mind
of Christ, who emptied himself and took the form of a servant, this was not just
un instruction to private individuals, but an exhortation for the benefit of their
common life. Further still, it was not just for their own health and happiness as
a community, but for a making known the Word to the world: it was a setting
forth of the Word through an effective embodiment of the servanthood of the
Incarnate One. One passage in the New Testament -- I John 1:1-3 -- dares to
suggest that the life of the Christian community is a reflection of the life of the
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Godhead: thus the communal life of Christians has a vertical as well as a
horizontal dimension. They do not merely enjoy fellowship with each other;
their life together is a sharing in the life of the Father and his Son Jesus Christ.
[51]

The Saviour rescues us from loneliness and sets us within the infinitely diverse
security of his friends. The images used in the Gospels and in the apostolic
preaching give indications relating to the ordered life brought into being by
Christ. The images are corporate as well as individual. They evoke the
Bridegroom as well as the Bride, the Good Shepherd's care, the growth and
pruning of the Vine, the manifold activities and talents of the Body, family life
in the Home, good stewardship, the tender care of the Samaritan, the touch of
the Healer, the watchful love of the Father. In the light of the Lord's Supper,
the image of the Body has inspired profound insights and reflections on the
Church as the Body of Christ.

[52]

It must also be remembered that in the New Testament, the actions that allow
the Church to grow in strength and ordered life -- the setting-apart of new
ministers, or corporate decisions and teaching, for example -- are always
accompanied by the action of the Holy Spirit, who makes it possible for us to
live in communion and harmony with one another (Acts 13:2; 15:28; 16:6-7;
II Tim. 1: 14). The Spirit is the invisible thread running through the work of the
Church in the world, enabling our minds to hear and receive the Word,
enlightening them to understand the Word, and giving us tongues to speak the
Word (In.14:26; 16:13-14; Acts 4:31). Relating us to one another and to Christ
our Head, the Holy Spirit gives coherent shape and variety to the people of
God. Within that people as they are, and for that people as they shall be, the
Holy Spirit invites us all to share in the service of the One who came to serve.

Part Two: Ministry and Ministries: Serving Within
The Apostolic Tradition
[53]

The life of the Church, of the human race as it is gathered together and renewed
by Christ, is a life of worship, by which believers share in the exchange of love
that is the life of the blessed Trinity, Father, Son and Holy Spirit. With Christ
our Head and in the power of his Spirit, we serve God in a variety of ways for
God's glory and for making known God's loving purpose.

I. Service of the Word
[54]

As the Apostle sent by God (Heb. 3:1), Christ shared his carrying-out of the
Father's will with others. These he sent into the world to serve the Gospel, just
as he himself had been sent into the world to serve (John 20:21-23). They were
given the formal title of apostle. Theirs was a ministry of ministries: they were
sent out to make him known and to care for his people. The apostles, already
joined together in the public ministry of Christ, continued after the Ascension
to be his friends and servants, fully aware of their appointed responsibility to tell
everyone of what God had done for them in Christ.
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[55]

In the Book of Acts, the apostles are described as 'servants of the Word' (Acts
6:4; d. Luke 1:2). This phrase holds a rich meaning, conveying all that is said
in Scripture about God's action through his Word in creation and in his saving
purpose in history. What he says, he does. What he does, makes him known
to us. There is a solidarity between word and deed. This complete interdependence of word and deed in God's action for us culminates in the coming of the
Person who, in his entire being, is the Word of God. 'Service of the Word'
implies the service of a living Person, whose words are always fruitful and whose
deeds make him known. Supremely in Christ, words and actions are one.
Through the Spirit these deeds and words culminate in the living presence of
Jesus in us. It is in this context that the sermon and the sacrament must be
understood. In preaching, the Word of God himself addresses us through the
preacher: "Whoever hears you hears me" (Luke 10:16). In the Eucharist, our
Lord's words, 'This is My Body', 'This is My Blood', convey both his meaning
and the actual giving of himself.

[56]

The 'servants of the Word' are therefore those who bring the whole of this divine
life into the world, enabling all of us, in our tum, to become servants, each one
unique and different, but all gathered together in perfect harmony.

[57]

The present disharmony among Christians is crucially reflected in divisions of
doctrine and practice concerning this service of the Word. An arrival at a
common mind over Christ's purpose for ministry would therefore have a farreaching effect in the promotion of unity throughout the Christian Churches.

II. Gifts of the Spirit
[58]

The entire Christian community has the responsibility of spreading the Gospel
and witnessing to the Lord's work of salvation until he comes. This task has "its
origins in the mission of the Son and that of the Holy Spirit according to the
purpose of God the Father" (Vatican II, Ad Gentes, 2).

[59]

Throughout the ages the Holy Spirit has poured out gifts on those who have
been baptized in the name of Christ. These gifts are for the building up of the
Church, which is charged with proclaiming the Good News for the salvation of
the world, so that all people may come to faith and share in the worship of the
Triune God. (d. Rom. 15:7-16); 2 Cor. 4:13-15}. Thus, each charism that is
given elicits a response that must be lived out in ministry and in service: "And
his gifts were that some should be apostles, some prophets, some evangelists,
some pastors and teachers, to equip the saints for the work of ministry for the
building up of the body of Christ until we all attain to the unity of the faith and
of the knowledge of the Son of God" (Eph. 4:11-13). The gifts of the Spirit
therefore, are for communion (koinonia): for the drawing of humanity into
communion with the Father and the Son, and for the building up and
strengthening of communion among those who believe.

[60]

Among the gifts bestowed by the Spirit there is the specific charism received by
those who are called to the ordained ministry. This charism is directed toward
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the ordering and harmony which must prevail in the exercise of all the gifts.
Properly to understand the relationship between the ministries of the ordained
and the non-ordained it is vital to see in both of them the activity of the Spirit
who enlivens and unifies the Church through the gifts: "Now there are a variety
of gifts but the same Spirit; and there are varieties of service, the same Lord; and
there are varieties of working, but it is the same God who activates them all in
everyone" (I Cor. 12:4-7). The same Spirit operates among all the baptized and
across all the generations.
[61]

The New Testament describes the Spirit-filled life in the early Christian
communities. The origins of the ordained ministry are found in the commission
that Christ gave to his apostles (Matt. 28: 18-20). While there was at the
beginning no single pattern, the ordained ministry was a gift to the Church for
leadership in its corporate and worshipping life, for the maintenance and
deepening of its order and structure, for the organization of its missionary
witness and for discernment in understanding and applying the Gospel. As time
passed, the Church was led by the Spirit to recognize the threefold ministry of
bishop, presbyter and deacon as normative; some other patterns of ministry
that may be discerned in the New Testament became assimilated to the
threefold one. While not all the many gifts of the Spirit for ministry have figured
equally throughout the history of the Church, all have been bestowed afresh at
times of crisis and opportunity. Yet the testimony of the New Testament must
continue to throw light on the ways in which the ordained ministry has
developed and to challenge the ways it functions in our different communions.

III. The Church, A Living Body
[62]

The community of the faithful is brought into existence by the Holy Spirit. The
Spirit relates the faithful to one another, distributing gifts among them. Thus the
community receives a living structure. Some of the New Testament images -a body, a household, a people, a vineyard -- point to dynamics of growth and
to a reality with many aspects and dimensions. Others -- the bride, the flock -imply also that it has its own definite identity and is the centre of God's attention,
called to share the divine love, and opened to the Holy Spirit in whom the
faithful experience God's love. As it spreads abroad the good news, the
community calls all people to conversion and new life. Led by the Spirit, it
extends throughout the many and varied cultures of the world, and is sustained
through time from year to year, generation after generation. Through the
centuries it is rejuvenated as the Gospel strikes the imagination and the Spirit
stirs up the love of new and younger members. Like the sap of the vine that
brings greenness to all branches and twigs, the Church is an overflowing source
of life. From the human environment it receives new riches that nurture it and
which it in tum transforms, opening up the many cultures of the world to
intimations of the kingdom of God. The Holy Spirit directs the course of the
Christian community by bringing to it the harvest of love, joy, peace, patience,
kindness, goodness, fidelity, gentleness and self-control (Gal. 5:22-25). The
community is a living organism, not a collection of individuals; it is a place pf
meeting where people exchange things old and new, not a museum where
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things are looked at. What is handed on by its Tradition in the form of memory
acts as a leaven among those who receive it, who then enrich it as they cherish
it and pass it on again to their successors. There are time, of course, when
Christians do not respond as they ought to the Spirit's guidance. They lack
fidelity to Christ, they are lukewarm in the worship of God, they do not show
love toward one another, they fail in missionary outreach. So, like all living
organisms, Christian communities go through periods of dormancy and
decline. But even then hope is held out for vigorous and healthy life because
the Church is sustained by the Spirit of God who never leaves himself without
witnesses.

[63]

1. The Community of Faith and Baptism
The Spirit calls people to this new life, as those who have heard the Word come
to Christ, the only Saviour and Mediator. Baptism is given in the midst of the
community to new Christians who, at their baptism, confess the faith they have
received. Symbolically they are plunged in the cleansing waters where they
receive the Holy Spirit and are given the garment of faith "in the name of the
Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit". United to Christ in his dying and his rising,
they bear witness that they are reborn in him. In the administration of baptism,
the community testifies to its faith with the words of the traditional creed. For
example, the Apostles' Creed had its origin in the candidates' confession of
faith. Methodists and Catholics agree that Christians are baptized into the faith
that has been received from the apostles and obediently preached by the
community and its members. In both our traditions it has been the normal
practice for the pastors of the community to preside over the entire process of
Christian initiation. Both the Methodist and the Catholic Churches consider it
right to baptize the infants born to believers. They encourage their members to
take the opportunities presented to them to renew the vows that they made, or
that were made for them, in baptism.

[64]

Those who confess their faith, endorsed by the community, are brought
through the baptismal waters into the life of God that is communicated through
Christ in the Holy Spirit. This life, being the very life of the divine Persons, is
itself a life of communion and involves participating in the bond of love
established by the Spirit between God and creation. The baptized become
sisters and brothers in Christ. They are constituted as the family of God, sharing
in its privileges and responsibilities.

[65]

By baptism, the community of the believers shares in the holiness of God, a
holiness that is manifested in the Christian life of the faithful. The community
feeds on the memory of the Lord, celebrates his abiding presence, and looks
forward in hope to the continuing service of God and of neighbor until the end
of time, thus affirming its trust in the ultimate victory of Christ over the power
of evil. It is itself a sign and instrument of God's kingdom.

[66]

Thus the baptized and believing community is a communion. Holding in
common the faith in which they are baptized and all the holy things that are
God's gifts, they grow into a communion of the people who are made holy by
God's grace and power. While all the baptized thus make up "the communion
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of saints", they also recognize the conspicuous presence of divine grace in
specific persons -- the Saints -- whose lives and example testify, even to the
shedding of their blood for Jesus, to the transforming action of the Spirit of God
in every generation. The "cloud of witnesses" transcends denominational
barriers.

[67]

2. The Community of Worship
The Christian community continues to flourish by virtue of the common
baptism and faith of its members. But it is also sustained and nurtured by the
celebration of the memorial of the Lord, the service of thanksgiving in which it
experiences, as the Spirit is invoked, the presence of the risen Christ. There the
Word of God is heard in the Scriptures and the proclamation of the Gospel.
Through the holy meal of the community, the faithful share "a foretaste of the
heavenly banquet prepared for all mankind" (British Methodist Service
Book 1975). As they receive the sacrament of his body and blood offered for
them, they become the body through which the risen Lord is present on earth
in the Holy Spirit (I Cor. 10: 16-17). As they share his body and blood that have
brought to the sinful world salvation and reconciliation, they proclaim today the
past events of the Lord's death and resurrection, and as they do so they present
to the world their confidence and hope that Christ who "has died and is risen"
will also "come again".

[68]

This experience of the presence of the Lord in the setting of worship attunes the
hearts and minds of the faithful to all other aspects of his presence. They return
to him the love they have received from him, when they serve the poor and
when they struggle for social justice. In the sick and suffering they see the
sufferings of Christ. In their own pains and sorrows endured for the sake of the
gospel they share in the passion of Christ. In all this the faithful experience the
wonderful exchange by which, in Christ and the Holy Spirit, all is common to
all. And they present to God all that they have and all that they are as their own
sacrifice of praise.

[69]

In the worshipping fellowship the community confesses Jesus Christ as Lord,
shares the peace which Christ gives, and so anticipates the heavenly kingdom
where the risen Christ fills all things to the glory of God the Father. The
community of the faithful is thus the proclaiming, celebrating and serving
community which gives glory to God in the name of all creatures. By its
gatherings on the Lord's Day the community shapes the life of its members,
helping them to make their weekly and daily tasks expressions of the royal
priesthood of the believers gathered together under the high priesthood of the
risen Lord. Thus the community provides for its members a pattern of life
consecrated to God and directed towards fulfillment in the final manifestation
of Christ.

[70]

3. The Ordained Minister in the Community
Ever since the time of the apostles, ministers have led the community in the
worship of God, in proclaiming Christ and receiving him, in organizing the
community's life of service in the Spirit. Worship, witness and service join
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hands in word and sacrament: this has served as the central model for what
Christian ministers must both be and do.
[71]

Chosen from among the people, the ordained ministers represent the people
before God as they bring together the prayers of the community. Entrusted with
the pastoral care of the community, they act in Christ's name and person as they
lead the people in prayer, proclaim and explain the Word, and administer the
sacraments of faith.

[72]

In each place the pastor gathers the faithful into one, and as all the ministers
relate to one another and transmit the same gospel, they ensure a universality
of conviction and communion among all the faithful. They transmit what they
have received: the good news as taught from apostolic times, the sacraments
as signs and instruments of the Lord's saving presence and action, the call to
holiness that the Holy Spirit addresses to all.

[73]

United around their minister in worship and in witness, and in the carrying out
of their vocational tasks, the faithful know themselves to be gathered in Christ
by the Holy Spirit. In the pastoral care that "is extended to them the faithful
perceive themselves to be led by the Good Shepherd who gave his life for the
sheep.

[74]

As the community is renewed from one Lord's Day to the next, it is nourished
by the Tradition it has received, and responsibility for this is especially entrusted
to those ministers who inherit the apostolic function of oversight in the
community. The function of oversight entails on the part of the ministers a
solicitude for all the churches: they are charged to ensure that the community
remain one, that it grow in holiness, that it preserve its catholicity, and that it be
faithful to apostolic teaching and to the commission of evangelisation given by
Christ himself.

[75]

These four "marks" of the Christian community should be exemplified at each
moment of its existence. They should also be effectively transmitted from one
generation to the next. The saints who have passed into the fulness of the
mystery of God's grace are forever part of the community: the witness and
examples of the past continue to be cherished; the saints in heaven are held as
instances of Christ's "closest love" and as present tokens of the ultimate
fulfillment of all God's promises.

[76]

The transmission of the Gospel is the work of the whole assembly of the faithful
under the guidance and with the encouragement of their pastors. The living
presence of the Lord among his people is the source of the Christian life. The
pastors of the community are his servants as he provides grace and spiritual
strength to his people and leads them to the goal of their earthly pilgrimage.

[77]

The transmission of the Gospel in word and sacraments is itself the work of the
Spirit. As they urge the faithful to Christian perfection, the ordained ministers
obey the call of Christ, and they help the community in its search for the forms
of Christian holiness that are appropriate to different periods, ages and
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conditions of life. Catholics and Methodists are at one in seeing in a divinely
empowered ministry the guidance of the Holy Spirit and are moving in the
direction of greater shared understanding of the nature of ordination and of the
structure of the ministry in regard to the responsibility to teach and to formulate
the faith.

IV. The Ordained Ministry: Call and Empowerment
[78]

[79]

[80]

We consider now the call to the ordained ministry, ordination to the ministry,
and continuance in it.

1. Call
Both Methodists and Catholics recognize the power of God in the enabling of
all ministry. During his earthly ministry the Lord Jesus himself in his sovereign
freedom appointed twelve. The experience of Paul, who according to his own
words received the call to be an apostle direct from the risen Christ, attests to
the freedom and movement of the Holy Spirit to call persons at will into
ministry. This call may be experienced in several ways: as an internal
compulsion that we feel bound to obey; through the convergence of several
exten:tal factors all of which indicate its possibility; through the influence of the
Church and its people which exercises a claim upon us; or through the
indication of a need and the ability under God to fulfill that need. Whichever
way the call is experienced, it does not remain an inward compulsion but is
tested by the Church and finally confirmed before the candidate is ordained.
The different ways in which this judgment is made in the Catholic and
Methodist contexts reflect the different understanding and experience of being
churches that have developed during centuries of independent growth.
2. Ordination
Both our traditions retain the practice, attested in the New Testament documents, of setting apart for ministry by the laying on of hands with prayer, prayer
is made for the gift of the Holy Spirit appropriate to the particular form of
ministry. Ordination takes place in an assembly of the Church in which the
people give their assent to the candidates, appropriate scriptures are read, and
candidates profess their adherence to the faith of the Church. Through the
laying on of hands ordinands are incorporated into the existing body of
ministers.

[81]

In the Catholic understanding and practice of apostolic succession, the bishops
through the act of ordination share ministerially the high priesthood of Christ,
in one degree or another, with other ministers (bishops, presbyters and
deacons), who are their fellow workers in carrying out the apostolic duties
entrusted to them (d. Vatican II, Presbyterorum ordinis, 2),

[82]

In Methodist understanding and practice, including those Methodist churches
that are episcopally ordered, candidates for ordination are accepted by the
Conference after examination as to the genuineness of their call, their spiritual
fitness and their capacity for ministry. They are then ordained by prayer and
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the imposition of hands by the Bishop, or by the President of the Conference,
and given the tasks of declaring the Gospel, celebrating the sacraments and
caring pastorally for Christ's flock.

[83]

3. Continuance in the Ministry
Within the community of the people of God, under the guidance of the Holy
Spirit, an authentic ministry, of the ordained as of all the people of God,
communicates Christ to persons, edifies them and builds them up in the faith.In
one way or another it is shown by its fruits.

[84]

All ministry continues to depend entirely upon God's grace for its exercise. The
God who calls crowns his call with gifts for ministry. It is not only the use of the
personal gifts of the minister which is at issue here. The minister lives constantly
in the grace of God by means of prayer, study of the Scripture, and participation in the sacraments. As an instrument in God's hands, the ordained minister
imparts the Word of God to God's people, both by speech and by the
sacraments of the Church. Both Methodists and Catholics maintain the
principle that while the preached Word and the acted Word call for holiness in
the minister, it is not the ministers' worthiness that makes them effective, but the
transfonning power of the Holy Spirit.

[85]

The call of God is seen to be a stable and pennanent one by both Catholics and
Methodists. The ordained person is committed to a lifelong ministry; therefore,
just as baptism and confirmation are not repeated, neither is ordination. Both
communions are here faithful to the constant practice of the Church.

V. Convergencies and Divergences
[86]

Previous paragraphs make it clear that Methodists and Catholics share a fundamentally important perspective on ministry, affinning that the ordained
ministry is essentially pastoral in nature. Ordained ministers have the special
responsibility of exercising and holding together the functions of proclaiming
the Gospel, calling people to faith, feeding the flock with word and sacrament
and making Christ known through the ministry of servanthood to the world.
The ordained ministry is a representative one, in the sense expounded in
paragraph 71 above.

[87]

Within this perspective there remain several unresolved issues related to
ordained ministry which call for further examination.

[88]

[89]

1. Sacra mentality
For Catholics, ordination is a sacrament. Methodists are accustomed to reserve
the tenn sacrament for baptism and the Lord's Supper. They do, however, with
Catholics, look upon ordination as an effective sign by which the grace of God
is given to the recipient for the ministry of word and sacrament.
A way forward may lie in deeper common reflection on the nature of sacrament.
Christ, "the image of the invisible God" (Col. 1:15), may be thought of as the
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primary sacrament, revealing God's nature and purpose and enabling us to
know and serve him. We may also discern within his action on our behalf
certain gifts by which our lives are ordered, nourished and sustained. These
have traditionally been classified by Catholics as sacraments in a more specific
use of the word.
[90]

Both Methodists and Catholics see the Holy Spirit as the One who empowers
all ministry, both ordained and lay. Further, both Methodists and Catholics
would agree that all the people of God must be a sign of Christ in a real sense
and that all ministry must be exemplary of Christ and the Gospel. Thus a life
clearly in consonance with Christ is a vocation for all Christians.

[91]

At Vatican IT the Roman Catholic Church referred to the Church in terms of a
"sacrament of salvation" (Ad gentes, 5; d. Lumen gentium, 1). Methodists
would prefer the word "sign" to sacrament, but the meaning in each case is
essentially the same, because the Church obeys the mandate of its Founder to
preach to all nations the gospel of salvation it has received.

[92]

[93]

2. Episcope
Methodists and Catholics can acknowledge together the reality of episcope
(oversight) in the New Testament and can agree that an ordained ministry
which exercises episcope is vital for the life of the Church. Without the exercise
of this gift of oversight, disorder and therefore disunity are inevitable. Koinonia
and episcope imply one another. In a Catholic perspective this mutual
implication reaches its culmination when the bishop presides over liturgical
worship, in which the preaching of the Gospel and the celebration of the Lord's
Supper weld together into unity the members of Christ's Body.
Central to the exercise of episcope is the task of maintaining unity in the Truth.
Thus teaching is the principal part of the task of episcope. In a Catholic
understanding the Church is united through its unity in faith and sacramental
communion. The teaching of a common faith by the college of bishops in
union with the successor of Peter together ensures unity in the Truth. The
succession of bishops through the generations serves the continued unity of the
Church in the faith handed on from the Apostles. In the Methodist tradition,
Wesley accepted and believed in the reality of episcope within the Church of
England of which he was a minister. In relation to the Methodist societies he
exercised episcope over the whole; all his followers were bound to be in
connexion with him. He expounded the main teachings of the Church by
means of his Sermons, Notes on the New Testament and Conference Minutes,
and made available to his people authorized abridgements of doctrinal and
spiritual work. His appointment of Francis Asbury and Thomas Coke to the
superintendency in America was rooted in his belief that the Holy Spirit wished
to bestow the gift of episcope at that time and in that place for the sake of
maintaining unity of faith with the Church of all ages. It was part of a fresh and
extraordinary outpouring of the gift of the Spirit who never ceases to enliven
and unify the Church.
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[94]

As we continue to consider remaining differences over the sacramental nature
of ordination and the forms of succession and oversight, we rejoice in the work
of the Spirit who has already brought us this far together, recognizing that the
ecumenical movement of which we are part is itself a grace of the Holy Spirit
for the unity of Christians. When the time comes that Methodists and Catholics
declare their readiness for that "full communion in faith, mission and sacramental life" towarci which they are working (Towards A Statement on the
Church, 20), the mutual recognition of ministry will be achieved not only by
their having reached doctrinal consensus but it will also depend upon a fresh
creative act of reconciliation which acknowledges the manifold yet unified
activity of the Holy Spirit throughout the ages. It will involve a joint act of
obedience to the sovereign Word of God.

[95]

3. Who May Be Ordained
In the New Testament record there is strong evidence that the pastoral ministry
was exercised by both married and unmarried people. By long-standing
tradition the Latin rite Catholic Church, seeing a positive congruence between
celebacyand the ordained priesthood, requires that priests remain unmarried,
although exceptions to this practice have been allowed. Methodists, in
common with other Protestant churches, ordain both married and unmarried
people, but no ultimate doctrinal obstacle divides Methodists and Catholics
here.

[96]

Methodists ordain women because they believe that women also receive the
call, evidenced by inward conviction and outward manifestation of the gifts and
graces and confirmed by the gathering of the faithful.

[97]

Catholics do not ordain women, believing that they have no authority to
change a practice that belongs to the sacrament of order as received in the
Tradition of the Church.

[98]

Our general reflections on the nature of ordained ministry and our treatment of
this particular question will need to be mutually illuminating. Further thought
will be of benefit to both traditions.

Conclusion
[99]

Together Catholics and Methodists confess the Church as part of the Triune
God's eternal purpose for the salvation of humankind. The Church is the
communion of those who have received, receive and will receive through faith
the benefits of the redemptive work of God accomplished in the life, death and
resurrection of the Word made flesh. In the Holy Spirit they acknowledge the
lordship of Christ to the glory of the Father. Thus constituted and sustained by
the Word and the Spirit, the Church is both a sign and an instrument of the
Father's good pleasure for the world: it is a sign, because it is the firstfruits of
God's gracious purpose and work; it is an instrument because it has the task of
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further proclaiming the Gospel and doing the works that belong to God's
kingdom. By its own communal life it bears witness to that society of love in
which the city of God will consist.
[1(0)

Historically, Catholic and Methodist formularies differ over the concrete
location of the Church which they both confess. While Wesley and the early
Methodists could recognize the presence of Christian faith in the lives of
individual Roman Catholics, it is only more recently that Methodists have
become more willing to recognize the Roman Catholic Church as an institution
for the divine good of its members. For its part, the Roman Catholic Church
since Vatican II certainly includes Methodists among those who, by baptism
and faith in Christ, enjoy "a certain though imperfect communion with the
Catholic Church"; and it envisages Methodism among those ecclesial communities which are "not devoid of meaning and importance in the mystery of
salvation" (Unitatis redintegratio, 3).

[101)

In the quarter-century since its inception, the Joint Commission between the
Roman Catholic Church and the World Methodist Council has contributed to
the degree of mutual recognition which now exists. It has done so by the
clarification o~ Methodist and Catholic positions and traditions, especially as
these impinge on each other. A large measure of common faith has been
brought to light, so that the increase in shared life that has begun may
confidently be expected to continue. The need now is to consolidate the
measure of agreement so far attained and to press forward with work on those
areas in which agreement is still lacking. Continuing doctrinal progress should
both encourage and reflect the growth in mutual recognition and in sharing in
the life of the Triune God.

§
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Appendix IV.

REPORT OF THE TREASURER
WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL
January 1. 1986 - July 1. 1991
(Includes 136,359 Non Cash Thru Journal)

Receipts

136,359

Credits to Committees thru Journal
Contributions Member Churches
Interest
Second Mile Giving
Nairobi Conference Gain
Nairobi Conference
Hurricane Offering
Offering South Africa
Wesley Chapel
Epworth Rectory
Oxford Institute
Travel Members
Travel Chairman
Travel Gen. Secy.
Geneva Office
Expenses Lake Junaluska
Peace Awards
World Parish
Consultations
Center Religious Research
Handbook
Miscellaneous
Officers Meeting
So. Africa Consultations
Evangelism Committee
Social & Inti. Affairs Committee
Worship & Uturgy Committee
Youth Committee
Family Ufe Committee
World Exchange
Audits
Stationery Printing
Singapore Conference
Bal. 1-1-76

Expenses

843,1%
38,255
75,517
444,312
773
9,861
425
42,385
28,337

659,275
75,397
22,662
29,829
21,695
13,303

321,128
72,659
2,699,009
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13,495
430,817
773
9,861
425
42,385
19,337
140,330 Net
16,592 Net
29,774 Net
160,000
211,000
10,875
210,054
32,439
2,500
6,585
11,106
16,116
9,257
591,889
56,084
9,245
17,357
21,695
9,944
2,570
3,944
260,625

2,483,433

9,000

67,386 *Incl6,914 Kalas Fund
19,313*Incl2,150 Reg Fees
13,417
12,472
3,359

60,503
30,126 Bal. 7-1-91
215,576

WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL
CONTRIBUTIONS BY MEMBER CHURCHES

Member Church

w

~

~

Africa Central Conference
Angola
Burundi
Mozambique
Zaire
Zimbabwe
African Methodist Episcopal
African Methodist Episcopal Zion
Argentina Evangelical Methodist
Australian Uniting Church
Belgium United Protestant
Benin and Togo Protestant Methodist
Bolivia Evangelical Methodist
Brazil, Methodist Church
Canada United Church
Caribbean and Americas Meth. Ch.
Central and Southern Europe
(Algeria, Austria, Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, France, Hungary,
Poland, Switzerland, Yugoslavia)
Chile Methodist Church
China, Church of Christ
Christian Methodist Episcopal

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991
To 7-1-91

1,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

Reed
Since
Report

600

6,500
4,000
400
3,363
213
217
100
1,500
1,812
400
600

400
500
2,100

6,500
4,000

5,000

3,924
238
505

4,722.
22.0
272

1,500
1,981
400
1,000

1,500
2,126
400
1,000

13,000
5,000
1,000
5,000
218
250
400
1,500
2,000
400
1,000

600
4,000

300
600
3,500

300
500

5,000

13,000
5,000

3,951
294
302

2,291

1,500
1,665
400
1,000

1,500

600

300

600
2,500

2,500

267

600

Member Church

w
~
w

Costa Rica
Cuba, Methodist Church
Ecuador Evangelical United Church
Estonia Methodist Church
Fiji Methodist Church
Free Methodist Church
German Oem. Rep. Cent. Conf.
German Fed. Rep. Cent. Conf.
Ghana Methodist Church
Great Britain Methodist Church
Hong Kong Methodist Church
India Methodist Church
Indonesia Methodist Church
Ireland Methodist Church
Italy Methodist Church
Ivory Coast Protestant Methodist
Kenya Methodist Church
Korea Methodist Church
Uberia Central Conference
Malaysia Methodist Church
Mexico Methodist Church
Myanmar, Lower
Myanmar, Upper
New Zealand Methodist Church
Nigeria Methodist Church
North India

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

148

200

200
200

100

200
600
100

325

194

400

400

165
1,500
1,000
12,444

270
2,000

400
400

217
2,000
458
13,696
500
500

239

324

500
600
317

270
2,000
387
14,800
500
500
300
309
600

300
2,000

2,000

8,685

1991
To 7-1-91

800
270
2,000
500
26,037
1,000
500

270
2,000
500

300

300

500
500

351
200

280
2,000
500
500

150
463
1,463
500

500
1,000
100
282
1,500

500
500
800

1,500

1,200
2,000

1,200

500
500

500
550

200
345
1,500

600
700
1,500

2,500
500
550
200

1,500

Reed
Since
Report

Member Church

w

~

~

Northern Europe Central Conference
(Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden)
Pakistan, Church of
Panama, EvangeUcal Methodist
Peru Methodist Church
PhiUppines, United Methodist
PhiUppines, EvangeUcal Methodist
PhiUppines, United Church of Christ
Portuga~ EvangeUcal Methodist
RepubUc of China, Methodist
Samoa Methodist Church
Sierra Leone Methodist Church
Sierra Leone United Methodist
Singapore Methodist Church
Southern Africa Methodist Church
Spain EvangeUcal Church
Sri Lanka Methodist Church
Tonga Free Wesleyan Church
United Methodist Church
Uruguay EvangeUcal Methodist
Wesleyan Church, The
Zambia, United Church
Zimbabwe, Methodist Church
Zimbabwe, African Methodist Church
TOTALS

1986
650

1987
650

1988
700

700

200

300
237
500
800
5,225
301

600
2,958
307

400
90,000
500
300

500
90,000
600
300

1,500

600

100
600
200
300
700
200
100
500
300
191
500
600
2,340
308
1,100
500
90,000
500
300
400
600

146,080

137,577

164,418

400

300

200
200
200
800
106

270

100,000
400

147,740

1989

400

100
500
300

1990
700

200

1991

Recd
Since
Report

To 7-1-91
700

200
400

300
400

200

500
300

500

200
85

600

600

2,544
405
79
400
90,000

2,522
400
400
50,000

500
500

500

600

600

152,248

95,133

329

400

=843,196

Appendix

v.

REPORT OF THE FAMILY LIFE COMMITTEE
TO THE WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL
The Family Ufe Committee of the World Methodist Council comes to Singapore
with a mixture of high celebration and intense concern.
Our most immediate cause for celebration is the highly valuable and enjoyable
World Methodist Family Ufe Conference held at International House YMCA at Singapore
from July 19 to 23. Eighty-six participants from 21 countries, the vast majority from
developing nations, shared issues, experiences, frustrations and achievements as they
talked together, sang and prayed together, and studied scriptural families and their
relevance to circumstances today. Leading in this unique form of Bible studies was Dr.
Jorge Maldonado, Director of the Office of Family Education of the World Council of
Churches in Geneva. Our conference theme, coordinated with the World Methodist
Conference theme, was "The World Becoming Flesh in Families." This theme was
explored through major addresses by Mrs. Navamani Peter of India, Dr. Nalla Tan of
Singapore, and Dr. Orion N. Hutchinson, Jr., of the United States. Participants shared
in developing this report through input from reflection groups.
Another source of gratification is during this quinquennium our committee has been
able to establish a network of contact persons carrying responsibility for family ministries
in the member churches of the Council. We see increasing interest in giving more priority
to the development of such ministries by these member bodies.
Our committee provided assistance in the planning and promotion of Families
2,000, an event focusing on re-appraising trends in family life today and assisting
churches to plan for effective ministries in this area in the near future. This ecumenical
event for North America was arranged by the National Council of the Churches of Christ.
Our committee hosted a luncheon consultation for Methodists in attendance.
The committee has encouraged the planning of regional structures and seminars in
ministry to families and has provided leadership on occasion to such groups and
gatherings worthy of special note has been the creation under the initiation of the All-India
Family Ufe Committee in the Methodist Church in India which has developed training
events and publication of two volumes on Family Ufe concerns and possibilities.
Umited funds have limited the projects which might be carried out by our
Committee. We are grateful to the Council for some increase in our annual appropriation
and special grants received, primarily to assist with costs and attendance of our Family
We Conference, from the World Council of Churches, the United Methodist Board of
Global Ministries and Memorial United Methodist Church in Thomasville, North Carolina, USA. In this regard, let us announce the creation by our committee of a Memorial
Fund. This fund is being initiated to offer memorial tribute to Dr. David Mace, worldrenowned pioneering leader in marriage and family counseling and enrichment from
Great Britain, and Mrs. Agnes Wharton, former Committee Treasurer and leader in the
African Methodist Episcopal Church from Detroit, Michigan, USA. Both of these died
within the past year. The first contributions to this Memorial Fund were offered by
participants in the World Methodist Family Ufe Conference. Other contributions are
invited and urged, and the family will be notified of such gifts.
We come now to recommendations to the Council and Member Churches of our
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Family We Conference as follows:
(1) That it be noted by all member bodies that 1994 has been designated by the
United Nations as the Year of the Family. Attention should be given now to beginning
a planning process which will result in the creation of Family Ufe Committees and creative
educational and advocacy and endeavors in every nation.
(2) That this year of emphasis become a time for the Member Churches to affirm the
importance of Christian Family Ufe and, in particular, the role of parents in the home.
(3) That our pastors be urged to address Family Ufe issues from the pulpit and to offer
supportive pastoral ministry to unmarried couples and single parents.
(4) That Methodist laity and pastors work through the local Council of Churches to
address public concerns related to family life requiring broad-scale attention. This would
include poverty, street and latch-key children, child labor practices, mass media influence
such as pornography and violence, drug and alcohol threats, and gambling practices.
(5) That we continue to urge member churches and their local congregations to
create Family Ufe Committees which can give attention to encouraging or providing
marriage education, sex education and family planning, parenting guidance and
support, supportive outreach ministries to singles including widows and widowers.
(6) That until a Family Ufe Committee be established, existing church structures be
urged to give attention to these needs. This would include men's, women's and youth
groups and Social Concerns Committees. There is a need for broader participation in and
shared responsibility for ministries in these areas of need.
The proposal for the Year of the Family places an important calling upon our Family
Ufe Committee during the next quinquennium. We pray we shall be equal to the task
and the possibility that God's Uving Word might become flesh again -- in families.

Navamani Peter, Chair
Paula Niukula, Vice-Chair
Orion Hutchinson, Secretary
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Appendix VI.

REPORT OF THE WORSHIP AND LITURGY COMMITIEE
TO THE WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL
Our first meeting held in Kingston, Jamaica was attended by twenty three persons,
ten committee members and other interested Methodists. At that meeting we were
introduced to the Bicentennial Edition of the African Methodist Episcopal Church
Hymnal and Book of Worship. The book of worship, which is sequential to the hymnal,
is an historical document because it is the first such compendium developed by the
African Methodist Church to provide both lay person and clergy with a meaningful guide
in the task of nurturing the community of faith and calling Christ to the attention of the
unbelievers.
The revised hymnal was presented and studied. It was reported that other member
churches were in the process of revising their hymnals and it was decided that a study of
our hymnals would be one of the tasks of the committee. Our next meeting in Reuti
Hasliberg, Switzerland, we decided that we would have a consultation centered around
the "Music" in our worship. This decision was the result of a statement made by the
Executive Secretary in his report to the executive when he stated: "the poor and illiterate
who are in our churches are not being communicated to, and, not being reached by our
style of worship and preaching. Many questions were raised as to how we can attract the
unsaved to Methodism, reclaim those who have wandered into other commissions; and,
how can we have gospel on proclamation of the Word presented so that the message will
give one the feeling of being a participant rather than a spectator. So -- "Come Let Us
Sing."
The purposes of this consultation were: (1) To provide a comprehensive view of
global worship through music. (2) To ascertain the effects of music on worship. (3) To
poll Methodist liturgists on the liturgical and/or biblical use of "A-men" at the end of
hymns. (4) To ascertain how the A-mens as used in the hymnals parallel the A-mens
found in scripture.
This consultation, held July 19-21, 1991 just prior to the Singapore Conference, accomplished the following:
Each participant received copies of the following books: The African Methodist
Episcopal Church Hymnal, USA; The African Methodist Episcopal Church Book of
Worship, USA; (3) The United Methodist Hymnal, USA; (4) Hymns from the Four Winds,
USA; (5) Hymns and Psalms, Great Britain; Uniting in Worship -- People's Book,
Australia; (7) Uniting in Worship -- Leader's Book, Australia.
Global worship through music was made evident through the use of a Smorgasbord.
Noting that a smorgasbord is a buffet meal of various hot and cold hor d' oeuvres, salads,
casserole dishes, meats, cheese, etc., it created a liturgical smorgasbord interweaving and
integrating a variety of hymns from around the world which climaxed in experiencing our
exciting and vital worship service. The maitre de or pianist was Mary Yoke Gam,
Singapore.
The consultation continued with presentations of and singing from the following
hymnals: The African Methodist Episcopal Church Book of Worship, USA, Katheryn M.
Brown; Uniting in Worship -- People's and Leader's edition, Australia, Robert Gribben;
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African Methodist Episcopal Church Hymnal, USA, Katheryn M. Brown; Hymns and
Psalms, Great Britain, Brian Hoare; Asian Church Music Heritage, Singapore, Um Swee
Hong; The United Methodist Hymnal, USA, T. Andy Langford; Songs of Praise,
Methodist Church of Indonesia, Medan, Eunice Sitampul; Music Music Music, Zimbabwe, Bishop Chirisa.
The theme of the smorgasbord was evidenced throughout all presentations beginning with the prayer by His Eminence Sunday Mbang. The worship leaders, composers,
choir, and singers from seven differentregions of the world or denominations, shared with
us how their hymnbooks and sourcebooks were produced. Each presenter taught and
demonstrated how indigenous hymns that have grown out of his own culture should be
sung.
Yes, our worship service can be enhanced through singing because Music given one
the experience of being a participant rather than a spectator at Worship.
"Come Let us Sing A-men." Responses received to answer purposes three and four
gave us the uses of A-men from a historical perspective to modem day usage can be
summarized thusly:
A current liturgical practice among some people of faith is the use of spontaneous,
firm and loudly vocal A-mens during worship. This is especially evident among
worshipers in African American denominations and some African American congregations in majority Euro-American denominations. While the traditional uses of A-men
prevail, worshipers also respond out of their unique and varied existential situation as a
people of faith in an alien oppressive society. Even amidst the struggles and "troubles
of the world," worshippers can respond affirmatively to the presence and power of God
in the preached word and sacraments in prayer offered by lay and clergy, and in singing.
The earliest evidence of congregational singing of A-men at the end of hymns has
been attributed to the ancient Latin hymns of St. Ambrose, Bishop of Milan (AD.333397). According to historical accounts, Ambrose compose~ songs for orthodox Christians to sing as a retaliating response to certain songs composed and sung by Asians who
denied the divinity of Christ, and were in open conflict with the orthodox. The Ambrosian
hymns were sung antiphonally by the monks with all persons present singing the A-men.
From this background has come the use of A-mens at the end of doxologies (Lesser
Doxology - Gloria Patri, and Greater Doxology - Gloria in Excelsia) as an affirmation of
the triune nature of God.
The Church of England in the 1559 Prayer book did not include hymns, but rubrics
allowed for hymns to be sung. During the time ofIsaac Watts, John and Charles Wesley
thousand of hymns were published without A-men.
One earlier hymnal (Congregational Hymn and Tune Book, 1857 by R. R. Chope)
printed A-men after every hymn. Hymns Ancient and Modem published in 1861, was
the most widely used hymnbook from the Oxford movement. This hymnal included Amen for every hymn with the exception of plainsong tunes which have A-mens in more
florid musical forms. For nearly fifty years printing A-men at the ends of hymns become
"fashionable" -- even for Methodists.
The A-men is also used in music such as the Messiah and Judus Maccabens,
Frederick Handel's, better known oratories. The power of the A-men here is unmistakable.
Uke Adelaide A. Proctor in the poem "The Last Cord," the grand A-men is an
exhilarating experience. Proctor heard the grand "A-men" through one chord of music.
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We too will hear it when we remember the words from the Episcopal Address of an African
Methodist Episcopal Bishop in 1876.
. .. But beloved, forget not that hymns, spiritual songs, lyrics of the most elevated
poetry, breathing the noblest sentiments -- avail us nothing, unless we sing with
the spirit and the understanding: therefore, in the language of the apostle, we
exhort you to be filled with the spirit, speaking to yourselves in Psalms and
hymns and spiritual songs, singing and making melody in your hearts to the
Lord ... and, "The People Sang A-men."

-Kathryn M. Brown, Chairperson
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Appendix VII.

WORLD EXCHANGE PROGRAM
REPORT TO THE WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL
In 1986 at the World Methodist Conference in Nairobi, The Reverend WiHred
Tooley, newly appointed Exchange Secretary for the British Committee was welcomed
on board as Associate Director of World Methodist Council World Exchange Program.
Though I am privileged to make these reports to the Council, it is indeed "our" report for
Wilf and I have worked together as a team in this vital program for the past five years. It
has been a joy to work with Wilf and I look forward to our continuing association during
the next quinquennium.
I am pleased to report that more than 400 ministers, their families and churches have
participated in the Ministerial Exchange Program this quinquennium. Participating
ministers have come from Australia, England, Northern Ireland, Eire, Wales, Canada,
Scotland, Trinidad, New Zealand, India, Hong Kong, Sweden, Germany, South Africa,
Channel Islands, Zimbabwe and 37 United States.
A limited number of Lay exchanges have also been included in the program and
reports are most positive.
Reports indicate that at least 75 percent of those who exchange maintain contact
with their exchange partners which include follow-up exchanges among themselves or
members of their congregations. This truly attests to the scope and on-going nature of
the program.
The number of clergywomen participating in the Program has increased annually
and is an encouragement to us all.
Applications for bi-Iingual exchanges have also increased. This summer The
Reverend Mitch Arnold, Lucasville, Ohio and The Reverend Thomas Hildebrandt of
Loffernau, Germany are changing places and we are grateful to Bishop Klaiber for
helping to make this exchange possible.
A first this year is a three-month exchange between The Reverend Lewis Carlson of
Washington, Illinois and The Reverend Gift Machinga of Zimbabwe. Interest in this
exchange was stimulated by the new African University in Zimbabwe and we thank
Bishop Muzorewa for his grant help in implementing the exchange. Early reports
indicated the exchange was going well and we will be eager to receive a more complete
evaluation soon.
During the next quinquennium, unsynchronized or one-way exchanges for ministers from undeveloped countries were on our priority list and a number of applications
have been received for 1992 exchanges.
In closing, I would like to record appreciation to members of the Council and
Executive Committee for their encouragement and support during the past five years and
to Mrs Kaye Parlin for her generous contribution to our work. I ask your prayers and
guidance as we enter into the new quinquennium together.
This report is respectfully submitted to the Council for endorsement.
. Edna Alsdurf, Director
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Appendix VIII.

OXFORD INSTITUTE OF
METHODIST THEOLOGICAL STUDIES
The Oxford Institute is a ten-day conference held under the auspices of the World
Methodist Council every five years. It meets in Oxford, England, the City where John
Wesley was a university student and teacher. The membership of the Institute is made
up mostly of professional theologians from various parts of the world, together with some
pastors and lay people with an interest in historical and theological study. Its proceedings
are usually published. Ecumenically, the Institute is regarded as one of the most important
things we do together, as we try to unfold the meaning of what it is to be Methodist and
an heir of the Wesleyan tradition.
The next meeting is at Somerville College, Oxford, from 27 July to 7 August 1992.
The theme is: "Good News for the Poor in the Wesleyan Tradition", and will be discussed
in prepared lectures by invited speakers and in a series of working groups concentrating
on biblical, historical and theological aspects and the implications for practice and
evangelism today.
There will be mailing with information to member churches in the next few weeks.
There are two particular aspects to mention. Membership is limited because of the
limits of available space, but we are always keen to encourage more members from the
"two-thirds world." Two steps have been taken to encourage this:
1. In the long term, we have set up an endowment appeal to help people with
bursaries. It will take time for the funds to build up, but it will make a difference to the
balance of membership in the Institute.
2. In 1992 special orientation session is being planned for those who came from the
"two-thirds world," just before the Institute begins, from 25 to 27 July.
If anyone here would like further information, there are three ways to get it: (1 ) You
can give me their names and address on a piece of paper here at the Conference; (2) You
can write to me, Brian Beck, at the address in the Handbook; or (3) If you live in the United
States, you can write to Professor Douglas Meeks, Dean of Wesley Theological Seminary
in Washington D.C. We will send you information.
-Brian Beck
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Appendix IX.

WORLD METHODIST HISTORICAL SOCIElY REPORT
The Bible says: "Remember the days of old, consider the years long past." (Deut.
32:7) These words were not written by a backward-looking ambiguianian afraid to face
the sheer realities of the present. Rather they were spoken by the forward-looking commander-in-chief, Moses, as he prepared God's people for their exciting future in a totally
new situation. And through the long centuries that have followed the Jewish people have
been nourished in faith as they have recalled their common story in weekly worship and
at great religious festivals.
The Christian Church inherited this Jewish community of memory and, adding to
it the story of Jesus Christ "the pioneer and perfecter of our faith," affirmed "since we are
surrounded by so great a cloud of witnesses ... " and you know the rest of Hebrews 12.
This is the clear goal that brought the World Methodist Historical Society to birth
an association with the World Methodist Council fifty years ago -- to affirm that we are
surrounded by so great a cloud of witnesses.
Over the past five years the WMHS has been involved with significant conferences
on our heritage in ¢e USA, Great Britain, New Zealand, Switzerland and Singapore. In
Singapore we have had a fantastic local committed headed by Rev. Lorna Khoo, who
is a most efficient administrator, a committed Singapore pastor and a sensitive librarian.
The recent five-day WMHS Conference featured leading Methodist historians and
theologians such as Professors Geoffrey Wainwright, Richard Heitzenrater, Roberta
Bondi, Ted Campbell, Principal Sione Latukefu, Dr. Theodore Doraisamy, Dr. Yap Kim
Hao and others. The medium of building the network of Methodist scholars is the
"Historical Bulletin." The new editor is Dr. Faith Richardson.
Looking forward to the next five years, in addition to conferences in USA, Canada
and Great Britain, the following are scheduled: 1992, Tonga; 1993, Denmark, a multilingual conference; 1994, Rome, with Benedictines on the theme of "Sanctification in
Methodist and Benedictine Traditions;" 1995 to a location in South America, Africa or
USSR; and 1996 the location of the World Methodist Conference.
At the meeting in Rome the group has been promised entry to the Vatican archives
and library, generally closed to the public. Attendance at this conference will be by
invitation and there will be required intensive homework so that Methodists will be able
to talk intelligently with Benedictine scholars who will come from around the world.
We close with a theological diamond from John Wesley. This comes from a letter
written to Arthur Kane in Dublin from Burlington on June 21, 1784, at the point where
Wesley wrote "Every preacher should pray 'Lord let me not live to be useless'."
"A gradual work of grace constantly proceeds the instantaneous work of both of justificationand sanctification. But the work itself (of sanctification as well as justification) is
undoubtedly instantaneous. As after a gradual conviction of the guilt and power of sin,
you were justified in a moment, so after a gradually increasing conviction of inborn sin
you will be sanctified in a moment and who knows how soon? May the whole blessing
of the gospel be on you and sister Keene. I am, Dear Arthur, Your Affectionate Brother,
J. Wesley."
-Dr. James S. Udy
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Appendix x.

REPORT OF THE WORLD EVANGELISM COMMITTEE
TO THE WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL
The Dawning Millennium for World Evangelism
The darkness is turning to dawning, the dawning to noonday bright. And, world
Methodism is fulfilling its commitment to the evangelization of the gospel to the whole
world during this dawning millennium. The Methodist movement is part of a larger
commitment of many denominations to witness in the world to the good news of the
kingdom of God.
Many member churches in the Wesleyan tradition are already envisioning specific
strategies to reach out in their region with the good news of Jesus. These churches are
working under many banners such as the Decade of Evangelism, Witness 2000, Vision
2000, Evangelization 2,000. As the Holy Spirit leads and empowers us, we are linked
together in a great worldwide thrust in evangelizing the message of hope in Christ Jesus.
The ministry of World Evangelism is to advance an evangelical witness in each
country in order that the whole creation hears the good news of the gospel of Jesus Christ.
Together we hold each other accountable, and most importantly, we encourage
each other. This ministry focuses in three major areas in relation to indigenous
congregations: the content of the gospel, the context for evangelism, and leadership for
evangelization.
As we enter "The Dawning Millennium for World Evangelism," we are led by a
vision for the transformation and restoration of the world as God intends it -- as new
creations in Christ Jesus. "For in Christ Jesus the fullness of God was pleased to dwell,
and through him God was pleased to reconcile to himself all things, whether on earth or
in heaven, by making peace through the blood of his cross." (Col. 1:19-20)
A Call to Prayer and Fasting
Beginning in Lent 1992 and continuing through the year, World Evangelism will call
on Methodists to join in a regular time of prayer and fasting in preparation for the ministry
of offering Christ in "The Dawning Millennium for World Evangelism."
Around the globe, Methodist people will pray and fast after each Thursday evening
meal until each following Friday after noon. This regularfast of John Wesley will be reborn
as a means of preparing the Methodists of the world for involvement in the dawning
millennium. The focus of "The Call to Prayer and Fasting" will be on intercessory prayer
for the world and for the church in its task of preaching and testifying to the gospel of the
kingdom.
Kingdom Missions: Simultaneous World Events of Preaching and Testifying
In early 1993, two thousand MethodistlWesleyan congregations in ninety-three
countries willjoin together for worldwide "Kingdom Missions". This simultaneous world
event of renewal of the power of the Holy Spirit will focus on the renewal of preaching
and testifying to the transforming power of the gospel. As the two thousand congregations link together around the globe, the sun will not set on this powerful movement of
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worldwide Methodist preaching and testifying -- a highly visible launch of "The Dawning
Millennium for World Evangelism."
Let the Redeemed of the Lord Say Sol
A1so in Lent, 1993, Methodists around the world will be urged to become involved
in a major emphasis on preaching and testifying. An exciting new study, "Let the
Redeemed of the Lord SAY SO!" by H. Eddie Fox and George E. Morris, has been
written especially for this worldwide emphasis on preaching and testifying.
Congregations will be encouraged to study the theme in groups, class meetings,
societies, fellowships, leaders' meetings, Sunday schools, and other settings. It is
envisioned that, through this worldwide study, the people called Methodists will dare to
speak up and out of their faith in Jesus Christ during the dawning millennium.
The study, designed for clergy and laity calls for a renewed emphasis on verbalizing
the gospel. Without diminishing the social dimension of the gospel, Methodists will be
challenged to name the name of Christ Jesus as the one who makes possible our deeds
of compassion. Emilio Castro, a fellow Methodist, states it forthrightly: " ... a finger
pointing clearly to Jesus, the Lamb of God, is the best service we can render to the world
today."
Training World Leaders
The World Methodist Evangelism Institute will hold International and Regional
Seminars in keeping with the thrust of "The Dawning Millennium for World Evangelism". The Institute's purpose will be to train leaders to implement this movement in
Methodist congregations around the world. Upcoming seminars already scheduled for
the Institute include: Appalachia Regional Seminar, Jackson's Mill, West Virginia,
January 3-9, 1992; Regional Seminar for Germany/Eastern Europe, Hermhut, Germany, May 25-June 5,1992; Fifth International Seminar, England, January 4-15, 1993;
Scandinavia Regional Seminar, Denmark, August 2-6, 1993; Baltic Regional Seminar,
Estonia, August 9-13, 1993; Sixth International Seminar, Atlanta, June 26-July 7,1995;
other Regional Seminars will be scheduled in 1994 and in 1996.
Multiplying Young Witnesses
In July or August 1994, the Fifth International Christian Youth Conference will be
held continuing the thrust of this major movement. The site and hosting church for this
tremendous event of World Methodism will be announced in the near future. The
conference is sponsored each three or four years by the World Evangelism Committee
in cooperation with the WMC Youth Committee and the hosting church.
Celebrating Pentecost
World Methodist congregations will be urged to continue the practice of celebrating
Pentecost with the baptism and reception of new members specifically focused on the
power for preaching and testifying. It is recommended that congregations utilize the
period of Easter to Pentecost for training their people how to share their faith as a part
of "The Dawning Millennium for World Evangelism."
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Cooperating with Indigenous Leaders
World Evangelism will be working closely with national, denominational, regional,
and indigenous leaders to develop strategies and models for implementing this vision of
the dawning millennium.

Supporting World Evangelism
It is expected that hundreds of indigenous congregations throughout the world will
link with this movement as covenanting congregations which will offer vision, prayer and
financial support. Congregations and people throughout the world are invited to join
with a number of covenanting congregations and committed Christians in providing the
means of support for this movement.
All programs, staff, resource development and ministries of World Methodist
Evangelism are supported entirely by gifts from individuals and congregations. All are
committed to the vision of preaching and testifying to the good news of the kingdom in
"The Dawning Millennium for World Evangelism."
World Evangelism Leaders
As World Evangelism mobilizes for its third decade, the Regional Secretaries have
become a key ingredient in challenging and leading the churches of the Wesleyan
tradition to offer Christ with greater commitment and compassion. As we move into "The
Dawning Millennium for World Evangelism," the work of these world evangelism leaders
will become more and more significant.
The Regional Secretaries form a world team which meets every eighteen months to
envision, pray, strategize, and encourage one another in the work of world evangelization. Their key responsibilities include: taking initiative for doing what is right in
evangelism in their areas in cooperation with leaders in evangelism; relating to the World
Director of Evangelism to promote the work of World Methodist Evangelism; implementing international, local and regional events and seminars as planned by World Evangelism, by the Institute, and by local judicatories; developing resources and models for
evangelism in their areas; being available for specific program contributions such as
training, teaching, preaching, and consulting.
The World Evangelism Committee of the World Methodist Council provides
continuing inspiration, encouragement, and guidance for the work and ministry of World
Evangelism.

World Evangelism 1986-1991
World Methodist Evangelism -- an organization with a huge vision -- carries out a
global program through its regional secretaries and member churches. Through the
support of many persons, several important global events have taken place during these
past five years.
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International Christian Youth Conferences

ICYC-III, Mt. Tamborine, Australia. More than 1,000 youth gathered June 3O~uly
7, 1987, near Brisbane, Australia for the Third International Youth Conference. The
Conference, hosted by the Uniting Church of Australia, was a microcosm of the world
with over 40 countries present, including over 200 from Papua, New Guinea. The
conference climaxed as the delegates stood together to pledge allegiance to Jesus Christ
-- the world's hope.
ICYC-IV, Oaxtepec, Mexico. This conference, August 7-14, 1990, hosted by the
Methodist Church in Mexico, was one of the most colorful and fully participatory of all
the youth conferences. Among the 600 delegates were, for the first time, young people
from Chile, Argentina, Peru, Bolivia, Panama, Belize, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Finland,
and Ivory Coast. A high moment of the conference was when the youth brought
ceremonial water from the various countries of the world and poured it over a globe at
the conference's worship center -- a powerful symbol of their commitment to serve Christ
in the world.
The International Christian Youth Conferences are sponsored by World Evangelism
in cooperation with the World Youth Committee and the host churches. Through this
ministry, hundreds of young people from around the world have been strengthened in
Christian discipleship in the context of a global experience.
Congregational Celebrations

1988: 250th Anniversary of Aldersgate. Hundreds of congregations around the
globe celebrated Aldersgate '88 by participating in a worldwide study, "The Meaning of
the Warmed Heart," by Donald English. This small group study focusing on Christian
conversion was translated in numerous languages which enabled thousands of laity and
clergy to study together in many nations. Many congregations utilized the special
resource during Easter tide, 1988 climaxing in a special Pentecost service which linked
Methodist congregations around the world in a time of renewal.
New World Missions. These exciting preaching missions continued to be held in
various countries around the world. This exciting concept in Christian outreach has been
utilized in many regions including Tonga, England, Australia, United States, Fiji, Korea,
Kenya, and Uberia. Hundreds of missioners and congregations have participated in this
ministry which openly seeks allegiance to Jesus and the kingdom of God. In South Africa
the "Malihambre Mission" is a creative, dynamic, indigenous expression of the New
World Mission.
Regional Events

During these five years, regional events and development have included the
Christian Apologetic Experience which concentrated on the essentials of the faith as
expressed in the confession of the early church. In addition, the Pacific College of
Evangelism was launched in the Australia region.
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Resources

Resource development is a vital ministry of World Evangelism. During this period
many World Evangelism resources have been continued - such as the Bible studies by
Sir Alan Walker and the ten booklets in the popular "Pass-It-On" series - and several
resources have been encouraged for regional development. In addition, the global study,
"The Meaning of the Warmed Heart" by Donald English, was published.
A new publication in the World Evangelism Ubrary is "Faith-Sharing" by George
E. Morris and H. Eddie Fox. Also, a major "Faith-Sharing" video was developed.
Video productions of ICYC-III and ICYC-IV and audio tapes of the Christian
Apologetic Lectures have been developed and are in wide circulation. "Flame", the
regular journal of World Evangelism, has been produced quarterly throughout the fiveyear period.
World Methodist Evangelism Institute
The launching of the World Methodist Evangelism Institute at Emory University
continues to be one of the most significant developments of World Methodist Evangelism. Emphasizing the tremendous impact of the Institute, Donald English, Vice-Chair of
World Evangelism said, "The International and Regional Seminars around the world
have enabled lay and clergy to share in the commitment to evangelism and the
development of skills for cross-cultural and intra-cultural communication."
Since its beginning in 1982, the Institute, under the leadership of Director George
Morris, has conducted four International and eighteen Regional Seminars, which have
included delegates from almost all of the countries of the World Methodist Council.
During 1986-91, regional seminars were held in Finland, Ghana, Brazil, England,
Antigua, Mexico, Korea, India, Tonga, and South Africa as well as two international
seminars.
Each Regional Seminar is structured indigenously with its own unique characteristics and emphases. Each seminar includes plenaries, Wesley Class Meetings, practical
workshops, and indigenous worship.
The most recent Regional Seminar, under the creative leadership of the Rev.
Mvume Dandala, Regional Secretary for Southern Africa, was held for Africa-South, May
13-22, 1991, in Broederstroom. "Unprecedented," "a benchmark for Africa-South,"
"the best of things for the worst of times," -- these are but a few of the words and phrases
used to describe the seminar. Among the 186 delegates from eight nations, were 18 of
the 21 Methodist bishops of Africa-South. "Exploring Indigenous Evangelism for AfricaSouth," was the theme which brought delegates from Namibia, Zaire, Botswana,
Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Malawi, and North America.
All the delegates were involved in fashioning a vision and call, strategies and models
for Methodist evangelism in the Africa-South sub-continent. None of the critical issues
were dodged as the participants struggled to understand how the communication of the
gospel relates to the evils of racism and apartheid and the resulting violence, poverty and
oppression.
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Regional Secretaries/Leaders in World Methodist EvangeUsm
One of the key elements of World Evangelism in this quinquennium has been the
expanded emphasis on developing indigenous evangelism leaders in the various regions
and around the world. These leaders have formed a world team which meets every
eighteen months to envision, pray, strategize, and encourage one another in the work of
World Evangelization.
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From the Chairperson

More than twenty years ago, a small group met in Bermuda and felt that God was
calling the Methodist Movement to go on world mission and evangelism together. It was
an exciting idea that caught fire. Later, at a gathering in Frankfurt, the vision was
enhanced and given shape. Under the leadership of Bishop Gerald Ensley, Leslie
Davidson, Harry Young and others, the World Methodist Conference in Denver, 1971,
passed a resolution calling for the Methodist people to go on world mission and
evangelism.
During the past twenty years, many persons have made great contributions to this
movement, including Bishop Gerald Ensley, the Reverend George Sails, Bishop McFerrin Stowe, Bishop Dwight Loder. These persons have all served as Chair or Vice Chair
of Evangelism for the World Methodist Council.
In 1978, a bold step was taken. The Reverend Sir Alan Walker was named as World
Director of Evangelism. For more than a decade, he led this movement in making
"Evangelism credible again around the world." Preaching on every continent, traveling
to every corner of the world, he carried the Gospel and inspired others to be responsible
in sharing the Gospel.
Very few people have impacted the church in as many sections of the world with a
fervent commibnent to evangelism as did Sir Alan. His contagious spirit and tireless labor
gave evangelism the highest profile in all the work of World Methodism. Certainly, his
work is to be celebrated.
With Sir Alan's retirement in 1988, Dr. H. Eddie Fox was named Director. He has
built on the firm foundation that was laid, and has facilitated a new structure involving
Regional Secretaries, which we believe offers the greatest possibility to multiply our
witness and raise up a core of persons who will have as their singular purpose to reach
out to our world with the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Dr. Fox has continued the tradition of
traveling and carrying the Gospel to every comer, preaching in mass rallies, but working
behind the scene as well, in encouraging and strengthening indigenous leadership.
The focus of the work of World Evangelism now is indigenous evangelism -- raising
up and training and resourcing people in every section of the world to be responsible for
the Gospel's proclamation and presence in that setting.
Through the work of Dr. Fox, our Regional Secretaries, and the World Evangelism
Institute and its Director, Dr. George Morris, this old idea is taking flesh.
We are looking forward to this next decade and our movement into the next century
as being a glorious chapter in the story of the whole Church. We thank God for what has
taken place, and we praise Him for what is going to be accomplished in the future by the
power of His Spirit. We come to Singapore with great joy and anticipation that the Spirit
will work among us, especially in World Evangelism, and that our commibnent will be
deepened and our vision will be expanded to the point that we will be worthy of
continuing that tradition of "The world is our parish."
-Maxie D. Dunnam
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Appendix XI.
WORLD METHODIST EVANGELISM INSTITUTE
REPORT 1986-1991
Introduction
Dr. Daniel D. Hankey, a physician, teacher of medicine, and prominent United
Methodist layman has been an integral part of the World Methodist Evangelism Institute
since its inception. His introdudion to the video presenting the Institute follows:
I bring you greetings from the World Methodist Evangelism Institute Committee and
from the Director of the Institute, Dr. George E. Morris. Dr. Morris sends along his regrets
and is sorry to miss the fellowship and the learning experience.
Since our first seminar in 1982 the Institute has trained 1,760 delegates in indigenous
evangelism ministries. These lay and clergy delegations form a network worldwide
carrying on the work of World Methodist Evangelization.
Since I last reported to you in Nairobi in 1986, the Institute has sponsored two
international seminars and ten regional seminars in various parts of the world. Six
regional and international seminars are planned for the next several years.
Our previous audio-visual programs described the Institute and its function. Our
new video tape program, which you will now see, describes some of our learnings from
past seminars and some of our visions and dreams for the next quinquennium and
beyond.
I advise you to watch this program carefully because you may see yourself on the
screen. Thank you.

Dr. Daniel Hankey, M.D.
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(Editor's Note: The World Methodist Evangelism Institute
report consisted of a video presentation to the plenary of the
Conference. The script follows.)

In less than a decade we will find ourselves at a dramatic turning point in history. We
will move out of the shadows of an epoch of a thousand years and into the dawning of
a new millennium. Growing numbers of Methodist clergy and laity believe that God is
leading the World Methodist movement into the dawning light of a new evangelical age.
"Behold, I make all things new." (Rev. 21:5)
Bishop Peter Story: ''You and I, my friends, are privileged to be living through one
of the seminal moments of God's providence. I wonder if we're aware of that. That we
are surrounded by evidence that our God is an intervening God. That our God is an
interfering God. That our God is not a passive spectator over human history. But that
there are moments when that God comes into history in a very powerful way. And so
in this incredible sort of rhythm, our God breaks into history and then almost withdraws
and says there you are, now I trust you with what I have done. I entrust you with the
possibility of newness. Behold I am doing a new thing. Before it breaks from the bud,
I declare it to you. Now, for goodness sake, do something useful with it."
The World Methodist Evangelism Institute was founded by the World Methodist
Council to respond to the challenges of this new age and to engender a new evangelical
fire in the global church. Since its founding in 1981, the Institute has provided an
opportunity for laity and clergy from every continent to learn about evangelism from one
another. Reverend Mvume Dandala reminds us that this learning requires stopping and
listening to the poor and oppressed.
Rev. Mvurne Danda/a: "If we want to make the good news alive and meaningful to
the poor, to the oppressed, to the down trodden, we have to know the significance of
stopping our regular business. We have to learn the art of stopping. Evangelization
cannot be done by people who are bent in pursuing their own program."
In an amazingly short period of time a new global strategy for World Methodist
Evangelization has taken shape. Through the ministry of the Institute a worldwide
network of trained laity and clergy has caught the vision and taken up the challenge.
Hence, we dare to believe that we are in the dawning' of a new evangelical age.
Because we have been willing to listen to one another and learn from one another,
it is now possible to delineate some of the marks of this new evangelical age.
The Power of Indigenous Churches. The Institute has witnessed the tremendous
power and relevance of the indigenous church. We have seen how evangelism models
must grow up out of indigenous attempts to biblically and theologically frame the Gospel
message and the church's mandate. Every church for the sake of the Gospel and its own
health must become both a sending and receiving church. This is true whether a church
be younger or older, stronger or weaker, richer or poorer. It is no longer sufficient to think
of local congregations as having missions because, by their very nature, these congregations are in mission. This means that every church is a center for worldwide evangelization and every region of the world is mission territory.
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Gospel of the Kingdom for the Whole Person. We have learned that it is the
Good News of the Kingdom of God that is desperately needed in today's world.
Delegates to both International and Regional seminars discover in the Gospel of the
Kingdom a total Gospel which speaks to the whole person, the whole of human society
and the whole of creation. The Gospel of the Kingdom offers structures for learning that
transcend and absorb differences created by race, nationality, sex, and socio-econornic
class. It not only calls us to offer Christ as personal Savior, it calls us to cooperate with
God in the renewing of creation.
ReverendNoreen Towers: "Jesus came to bring a whole Gospel for the whole world.
And, so, he ministered to the needs of the people. He ministered to their spiritual needs
but he also went out and he ministered to their physical needs, to their emotional needs,
to their mental needs. Jesus came to bring wholeness to every part of our being; body,
mind and spirit.
Infusion of New Converts. Evangelism leaders from around the world have
convinced us that the very spiritual and moral health of the church requires the constant
infusion of new converts. Churches which suffer from a shortage of first generation
Christians tend to lose a vital element necessary for health and wholeness. First
generation Christians being a vitality which is essential. They challenge the church to
move beyond its maintenance mentality because they confront the church with different
assumptions and questions.
Gospel Alongside the Poor and the Oppressed. We have learned that a mark
of this new evangelical age features Jesus Christ as a friend of the poor. Methodists are
awakening to the realization that God throughout history has accomplished the task of
evangelization by employing the poor and the oppressed. John Wesley went to the poor
and working, classes of England, and God involved these same people to evangelize the
Gospel in England. In this new evangelical age churches are finding new ways of standing
alongside the poor and the oppressed.
Responsibility with Worldwide Mission. Seminar delegates constantly witness
to the fact that healthy congregations are those which have learned to balance local responsibility with worldwide mission. An imbalance occurs when a local congregation
embraces one of these demands at the exclusion of the other. Healthy churches have
learned how to affirm and implement both aspects of the Gospel.
Normal Day-to-Day Expression of the Church's Authentic Life. In this new
evangelical age there is an exciting new commitment that views evangelization as the
normal day-to-day expression of the church's authentic life. Authentic following of Jesus
Christ must be embodied in a local community of faith. Before we invite people to join
a local church it behooves us to be a church worth joining.
Transforming Power of the Holy Spirit. Finally, this new evangelical age
features the power, ministry, and gifts of the Holy Spirit. In our seminars held all over the
world we are constantly reminded that all our strategies, programs and models for
evangelization are bound to fail without the vivifying power of the Holy Spirit. The Spirit
is the breath of the body and witout the spirit the church is breathless, lifeless and
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powerless. It is after the Holy Spirit is upon us that we are empowered for witness. There
is no alternative for this sequence. When the Holy Spirit takes charge we are transformed
from timid believers to irresistible evangelists.
It was the Holy Spirit who made an innovator of John Wesley enabling him to face
the challenges of his new age. In our new evangelical age the Holy Spirit is quickening
more and more Christians to carry forth the Gospel of the Kingdom.

From the Director, Dr. George E. Morris
"It is my prayer and hope that the World Methodist Evangelism Institute will continue
to playa major role in this new evangelical age. I pray that the Institute will be used of
God to create a larger and larger network of persons whose sense of mission and vision
are touched at a deep level and baptized in the Holy Spirit. It is my prayer that this Institute
will help to extend the effectiveness of Methodist evangelical witness throughout the
world by embodying within indigenous churches a proper motive and mandate for
evangelization. I pray that God will use the World Methodist Evangelism Institute to help
all Methodist churches to once again become a great spiritual movement that makes a
difference in our vast global civilization. I pray that God will use us as heralds in this new
evangelical age."
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WHO'S WHO
SIXTEENTH WORLD METHODIST CONFERENCE
We have endeavored to secure a complete and accurate record of all persons officially registered for the
Sixteenth World Methodist Conference. For any errors or omissions, we offer our sincere apologies. This list
does not include several hundred persons accredited through the Singapore Host Committee whose names we
do not have. -Edna Alsdurf, Registrar
OFFICIAL DESIGNATIONS
AV - Accredited Visitor
E - Ecumenical Delegate

C - Council Member
D - Delegate
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ABRAMS, Uoyd George (D) Research, UM 10424 - 99th St., SW Tacoma, WA 98498-1816
ACKERSON, Helen Irish (D) Reg Nurse, UM 64 Circle Ter. Mason City, IA 50401-1711
ACKERSON, Merlin James (C) Pastor, Dist Supt, UM 64 Circle Ter. Mason City, IA 50401-1711
ACOY, Seanor D. (AV) Oerk, AME PO Box 1392 Christiansted, St. Croix 00821
ADAMS, Charles Patrick (D) DMin, Pastor, Chrp Conf COM, UM 111 Deerwood Cir. Warner Robins, GA

31088
ADAMS, Dolly Desselle (AV) Educator, Supvr, AME 2200 High Point Trail Adanta, GA 30331
ADAMS, John Hurst (C) Bishop, AME 220 High Point Trail Atlanta, GA 30331
ADAMS, Millie (Mildred) Mclane (AV) Tchr, VChrp Conf Family Council, UM 111 Deerwood Circle Warner
Robins, GA 31088
ADEBM, Mabel Adebisi (AV) PO Box 5436 Lagos Nigeria
ADEBM, Samuel Durojaiye (C) Justice, Law, Sr. Circuit Steward PO Box 5436 Lagos Nigeria
ADES, ByJ. (C) Mining Eng., AdrninBd, MissComm, ConfCongDevBd, UM PO Box 430 LasVegas,NV

89125-0430
ADES, Jacob Joseph (AV) Student, UM 3661 Seneca Cir. Las Vegas, NV 89109
ADES, Marsha E. (AV) MD, ObGyn, Mission Chrp, UM 3661 Seneca Circle Las Vegas, NV 89109
ADKINS, Bonnie Totten (AV) Church Vol, Mission Interpreter, Africa Ch Growth/Dev, GBGM, UM 831
Jamaica Rd. Schnectady, NY 12309
ADKINS, Leon M., Jr. (D) Pastor, UM 831 Jamaica Rd. Schenectady, NY 12309
ADU, Regina Eva (C) BA, BL, Dir Women's Div, Minister Methodist Church, Ghana PO Box 403 Accra
Ghana
AGNEW, Jeanne L. (AV) Prof OSU, UMW Treas, UM 1216 North Lincoln St. Stillwater, OK 74075
AGNEW, Theodore Lee (C) Univ Prof, Laity, UM 1216 North Lincoln St. Stillwater, OK 74075
AGUILAR, Clifford (D) BA, MBA, CEO, Trustee, UM 5910 Belice St. Long Beach, CA 90815
AGUILAR, Rebecca (AV) AA, Jury Mgmt Consult, Conf Nomin Comm, UM 5910 Belice St. Long Beach,
CA 90815
AINU, Anthony (D) Pres Sder, AME PO Box 179 Sekondi Ghana
ALANIZ R, Abner (C) Colegio Salesiano #20 Col. Anahuac c.P. 11320 Mexico
ALANIZ, Sra Miriam Reyes de (D) Colegio Salesiano #20 Col. Anahuac. C.P. 11320 D.F. Mexico
ALBIN, Maryle K (AV) RN, Reg Nurse, UM 1925 Carter Rd. Dubuque, IA 52001
ALBIN, Thomas R (D) Asst Prof Christian Formation, Seminary Prof, UM 1925 Carter Rd. Dubuque, IA

52001
ALDERFER, Lois A. (AV) Tchr, UM R R #2, Box 131 Fannland, IN 47340
ALDERFER, Monte W. (D) Farm Mgr, Lcl Lay Ldr, UM RR #2, Box 131 Fannland, IN 47340
ALEXANDER, Emma Julia (AV) 1079 1/2 Leighton Ave. Los Angeles, CA 90037
ALEXANDER, Boyd W. (C) DD, Oergy, SeclTreas Pensions, AME 615 Summerwind Circle Nashville, TN
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ALEXANDER, SaraM. Thomas (AV) MA, Tchr, Trustee,AME 615SummerwindCircle Nashville, TN 37215
ALFORD, Anthony M., Sr. (C) MOiv, Pastor, CME 3296 Bellefonte Drive Lexington, KY 40502
ALFORD, Debra G. (D) BS, MBA, Finance, Bus, Min Spouse, UM 3296 Bellefonte Drive Lexington, KY
40502
ALGUIRE, Donald E. (D) UM 16592 Westway Dr. New Buffalo, MI 49117-9278
ALGUIRE, Frances M. (C) RN, Consultant, Pres UMW, Pres N Amer Sec WMC, UM 16592 Westway Dr.
New Buffalo, MI 49117-9278
ALMEIDA, Jana Lynn (D) Lay Ldr, UM 4363 W. Harrison Alma, MI 48801
ALMOND, Araceli Ganan (D) MO, Youth Ldr, UMC 48 S. Kanawha St. Buckhannon, WV 26201
ALMOND, Greenbrier David (D) MO, Medicine, Youth Ldr, UMC 48 S. Kanawha St. Buckhannon, WV
26201
ALMOND, Maria Luisa (AV) Student, Mbr UMYF, UM 48 S. Kanawha St. Buckhannon, WV 26201
ALMOND, Roncevert David (AV) Student, Mbr UMYF, UM 48 S. Kanawha St. Buckhannon, WV 26201
ALSDURF, Edna Atkinson (C) WMC Asst Treas, Dir World Exch, Admin, Chrp Admin Bd, UM 405 Auburn
Rd. Waynesville, NC 28786
ALSDURF, Kenneth Gordon (D) BS, MEd, PsychoVAdmin, Usher Chrp, UM 405 Auburn Rd. Waynesville,
NC 28786
ALVORD, Alexander M. (D) BS, MDiv, ThM, Dist Supt, UM 501 Mountain St. Marion, NC 28752
ALVORD, Dorothy S. (AV) BA, MA, Sch Tchr, Conf UMW Off, UM 501 Mountain St. Marion, NC 28752
ALVORD, Veranita Grace (AV) Student, Pres Wesley/Luther House, UNC Greensboro, UM 501 Mountain
St. Marion, NC 28752
AMON, Darlene V. (D) Pres Conf UMW, UM 5128 Stratford Drive Suffolk, VA 23435
AMPING, Bangau (D) LTh, Pastor, Theo Sch Tchr Methodist Iban Church, PO Box 518 Sarikei, Sarawak
Malaysia
AN, Heang Rae (D) Pastor 31 Oryu-1 dong Kuro-Ku (Oryudong Church) Seoul Korea
ANDERS, Christine Jane (D) MS, Ed Consult, Miss Chrp, UM 7800
Dr. H-77 Urbandale, IA 50322
ANDERSON, Etta M. (0) 56 Parkvale Ave. #11 Allston, MA 02134
ANDERSON, Gershon Freddie (C) Minister, Pres of Conf c/o 4 George St., PO Box 64 Freetown Sierra Leone
ANDERSON, HerrnanL. (C) BS,BD,DD,Bishop,VPNAmerSec,WMC,AMEZ 7013 Toby Court Charlotte,
NC 28213
ANDERSON, Ruth R. (AV) BS, Secy, Missionary Supvr, AMEZ 7013 Toby Court Charlotte, NC 28213
ANDERSON, Vinton Randolph (C) Bishop, First VP N Amer Sec WMC, Presidium WCC, AME 7748
Peachtree Lane St. Louis, MO 63130
ANDERSON, Vivienne (C) BS, MA, Hum Resource Dev, Supvr Womens Miss Soc, AME 7748 Peachtree
Lane St. Louis,'MO 63130
ANDRE, Elisa Joao Mateus (D) Student, UM C. P. 68 Luanda Angola
ANDREWS, David H. (C) MDiv, STM, DMin, Exec Dir, Staff Coord, Appalachian Devel Com, UM PO Box
2231 Hagerstown, MD 21741-2231
ANG, Kim Kiat (D) Public Sch Tchr, CEd Wrkr (Ret), Librarian, Arch/Hist c/o Methodist Archives in
Singapore, Meth Centre 10 Mount Sophia Singapore 0922 Singapore
ANG, Lasmini (AV) Pastor GMI Jamaat Wesley, Jalan Aman No. 4-6B Bagan Siapi-api, Riau Indonesia
ANN, Su Chii (D) Mth, Pastor, Elder PO Box 78 96007 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
ANNAN, Joseph Samuel (C) PO Box 403 Accra Ghana
ANONOO, JererniaM. (D) Bishop, MDiv KaagaSynod, Methodist Church in Kenya PO Box 269 Meru Kenya
ANSON, Ajeet Naresh (D) BA, Business, Choir Dir, Chrp Music Comm 8/56A Arya Nagar Kanpur 208004
U.P- India
APETZ, Mary N. (AV) MA, CounselorlPsychologist, UM 137 S. Lakeshore Drive Lake Junaluska, NC 28745
APETZ, William L. (D) LittD, HumD, Ret College Pres, UM 137 S. Lakeshore Drive Lake Junaluska, NC
28745
ARCHER, Albert Baltron (C) (Ret) Steward, WMC Presidium PO Box N313 Nassau Bahamas
ARCHER, Patricia (AV) PO Box N313 Nassau Bahamas
ARICHEA, Daniel Arichea (D) PhD, Translation Consultant A-2 6/F Summit Court 146 Tm Hau Tample Rd.
Hong Kong Hong Kong
ARICHEA, Ruth Mandac (D) BRe, MRe, BMus, Choir Dir A-2 6/F Summit-Court 146 Tm Hau Temple Rd.
Hong Kong Hong Kong
ARMSTRONG, E. Arlyene (0) 1800 Mountain Laurel Lane Birmingham, AL 35244
ARNOLD, Mary Joyce (AV) BSE, Homemaker, UM 3712 Pope Ave. North Little Rock, AR 72116
ARNOLD, William Ellis "Buddy", Jr. (C) BS, Prof Engineer, ConfLay Ldr, UM 3712PopeAve. Northlittle
Rock, AR 72116
ARNOTT, Robert J. (0) 33646 Walkabout Lane Dana Point, CA 92629
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ARPUTI-IARAJ, Noel (C) Min, Conf Pres Tamil Ann Conf Wisma TAC Tmgkat Satu 42-1, Jalan Tun
Sambanthan 3 50470 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
ARULANDU, S (D) Pastor Tamil Methodist Church Jalan Factory 85400 Cha'ah Johore Malaysia
ASHFORD, Dora Davidson (D) OEd, Coil Prof, Mbr Conf Bd of Laity, UM PO Box 432 Athens, AL 35611
ASTLE, Cynthia B. (D) Journalist, UM United Methodist Reporter PO Box 660275 Dallas, TX 75266-0275
ATKINSON, Donna L. (D) Dist Supt, UM 2424 Eastwood Evanston, IL 60201
AVERY, Donald R. (D) MTh, JD, Pastor, UM 9238 Staring Court Baton Rouge, LA 70810
AVERY, Judy Black (AV) PhD, Clinical Psychologist, Youth Dir, UM 9238 Staring Court Baton Rouge, LA
70810
AVILA, Raul Ruiz (C) Pastor, Bishop Fray Bartolome de Olmedo No. 149 Quintas del Marques 76050
Queretaro, Qro. Mexico
AYE, U San (D) Methodist Headquarters 22, Alanpya Pagoda Rd. Yangon Myanmar (Burma)
AZARIAH, Samuel (C) Bishop of Raiwind, 17, Warris Rd. Lahore Pakistan
AZARIAH, Samuel (C) Bishop of Raiwind 17 Warris Rd. Lahore Pakistan

BABBm, James J. (D) STD, Pastor, UM PO Box 9 Syracuse, IN 46567
BABBm, Joan F. (AV) UM RR #6, Box 52B Syracuse, IN 46567
BABBY, Barbara Marybel (C) Tchr, Wesleyan 1345 Skyline Dr. Lemon Grove, CA 92045
BABBY, Stephen Frank (C) Dist Supt, Wesleyan 1345 Skyline Dr. Lemon Grove, CA 92045
BAE, Dong Yoon (D) Pastor The Methodist Church, Korea K.P.O. Box 285 Seoul Korea
BAE, Jung Gil (D) Pastor 68 ChangRi YeoJuUp YeoJuGun KyungGi-Do Korea
BAE, Sang Kil (D) Pastor 208-5 Daechidong Gangnam-Ku Seoul Korea
BAERT, Simon (D) Ret, UM 7416 Pin Tail Ct. Dallas, TX 75232
BAGWELL, Marilyn Ann (AV) Dist Sec, UM 5284 Croeus Cr. Stevens Point, WI 54481
BAILEY, Barbara Evelyn (D) PhD, Lecturer, Nat'l Pres Women's League, MCCA 2 B Braemar Ave. Kingston
10, Jamaica W.I.
BAILEY, Cyril Evans (C) 00, BD, STM, Minister, Dist Chrp, MCCA Methodist Church Office 2 B Braemar
Ave. Kingston 10, Jamaica W.I.
BAILEY, Davidian (0) Student, Youth Wrkr Resd. of the NursingSupt. Hindu Rao Hospital Delhi 110007
India
BAILEY, Evelyn Lucille (AV) 4315 Meadowglen Dickinson, TX 77539
BAILEY, Paul C. (D) BA, MOiv, ThM, Dist Supt, UM 5016 Dogwood Trail Portsmouth, VA 23703
BAILEY, Rosalie Gibbs (D) Sec, UM 5016 Dogwood Trail Portsmouth, VA 23703
BAIN, M. Stanley (D) Pastor, UM 20 S. Vineyard Blvd., #1 Honolulu, HI 96813
BAKER, Carolyn Reinoehl (AV) Tchr, aergy Spouse, UM 36 Newton Blvd. Lake Ronkonkoma, NY 11779
BAKER, Janet B. (AV) MA, Eng Inst, Youth Coun Mbr, UM 4900 Logan Ave., NW Canton,OH 44709
BAKER, Kimberly Allison (AV) UM 331 S. Armistead Ave. Hampton, VA 23669
BAKER, Roger E. (D) MO, Ob-Gynecologist, Co-Chr COM, UM 4900 Logan N.W. Canton, OH 44709
BAKER, Ruth G. (0) Ret, Treas, UM 2009 2nd Ave. SW Bremerton, WA 98312
BAKER, Stuart Luther (D) Pastor, UM 36 Newton Blvd. Lake Ronkonkoma, NY 11779
BAll.., Lee (D) Homemaker, Volunteer, UM 439 Leicester Duluth, MN 55803
BAll.., Robert E. (D) Ret, UM 439 Leicester Duluth, MN 55803
BANGURA, Regina Leah (AV) UM 31 Ughtfoot Boston St. Freetown Sierra Leone
BANGURA, Thomas Syla (C) Bishop, UM 31 Ughtfoot Boston St. Freetown Sierra Leone
BANKURUNAZE, Lazare (D) c/o United Methodist Church of Burundi B.P. 97 Gitega Burundi
BARBOUR, Johnny, Jr. (D) Minister, AME 219 Qaibome St. Jackson, MS 39209
BARK, Alice C. (0) 546 Mattakeesett St. Pembroke, MA 02359
BARK, Charles Albert, Jr. (0) Pastor 546 Mattakeesett St. Pembroke, MA 02359
BARKER, Horace Newton (D) BA, BD< MA, DO, Min, Pres Hiwassee Coil (Ret), UM Rt. 1, Box 13882
Madisonville, TN 37354
BARKER, Kathaleen Batchelor (D) BA, Tchr, aergy Spouse, Mbr Admin Bd, UM Rt. 1, Box 13882
Madisonville, TN 37354
BARNES, Ken (C) Finan Analyst, Pres Ghana Meth Student Union c/o Youth Dir. PO Box 403 Accra Ghana
BARNES, Louise Trigg (AV) Educ (Ret), ConfTreas WMS, AME 471 HugerSt. Charleston, SC 29403
BARNETT, Beverly C. (D) 85, MS Ed, Tchr, UM 215 Bay Shore Drive Decatur,IL 62521
BARNETT, Vemie T. (C) BA, MA, ThM, DO, aergy, Ex Sec Preachers' Aid Soc, UM 215 Bay Shore Drive
Decatur, IL 62521
BARRANT, Denise (D) 85, Mgmt, Finance/Investments, Chrp Finance Comm, Mbr UMW, UM 9 Court St.,
Place #2 Arlington, MA 02174
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BARRETT, John C. A. (C) MA, Minister, Sec Conf Prog Comm, Headmaster The Leys School Cambridge,
CB2 2AD England
BARRETT, Sally E. (0) Cert Ed, Tchr The Leys School Cambridge CB2 2AD England
BARSS, Jane Witherite (D) DEd, Ed Consult Lmg Disab Emo Dis, UM 1012 Turkey Paint Rd. Edgewater,
IN 20137
BARTON, Patsy Anne (D) Dist Pres UMW, UM 5412 Old Crain Highway Upper Marlboro, MD 20772
BASS, Richard 0., Sr. (C) MDiv, DD, DHL, Bishop, CME 7328 Westmorland Drive Fairfield, AL 35064
BAUMGARDNER, E. Emogene (D) OM Rt. 1, Box 283 Lauderdale, MS 39335
BEAL, E. Maynard (D) Clergy, UM 221 S. Hickory Lane Oregon, IL 61061
BEAL, Jean T. (D) UM 221 South Hickory Lane Oregon, IL 61061
BEAL, Kathleen K. (0) Missionary, UM 619 Appletree Drive Holland, MI 49423
BEAL, Patricia (D) BS, BA, MBA, Accountant, Ann Conf Lay Del, UM 13 Cygnet Court Hilton Head, SC
29926
BEAL, Philip E. (0) Missionary, UM 619 Appletree Drive Holland, MI 49423
BEALL, Helen D., Jr. (AV) Tchr, UM PO Box 401 Glen Alpine, NC 28628
BEALL, Thomas M., Jr. (D) MDiv, Pastor, UM PO Box 576 Glen Alpine, NC 28628
BEAN, Aneta Jean (AV) Med Transcriber, Oergy Spouse, UM 1412 E. North St. Tampa, FL 33604
BEAN, Elmo (AV) BSc, MDiv, Pastor, AME 1035 East Blvd. Oeveland,OH 44108
BEAN, Norma (AV) Evangelist, AME 1035 East Blvd. Oeveland, OH 44108
BEAN, Robbie Lee (D) Educator, Chrp Rel and Race, UM 3034 Leyden Denver, CO 80207
BEAN, Russell Irvin, Sr. (D) MDiv, Pastor 1412 E. North St. Tampa, FL 33604
BEATHARD, Beth (D) Oboist, Dental Hyg, UM 6629 Hillwood Ln. Dallas, TX 75248
BEATHARD, Gary Oyde (D) UM 6629 Hillwood Dallas, TX 75248
BECK, Brian E. (C) MA, Minister, Sec of Conf, Co-Chrp WMC Oxford Inst Cmte 1 Central Buildings,
Westminster London, SW1H 9NH England
BEGBIE, Cecil Willie (D) Methodist Church, Comet Rd Surrey Estates Cape Town South Africa
BENEFIEL, Elma Elizabeth (AV) BA, Oergy Spouse, Art Therapist, Church Hostess, UM 6725 SW Juniper
Terrace Beaverton, OR 97005
BENEFIEL, Robert Lewis (D) BA, StB, Pastor (Ret), UM 6725 SW Juniper Terrace Beaverton, OR 97005
BENNETT, Margie B. (AV) BSHE, Home Economist (Ret), UM PO Box 97-A Harlem, GA 30814
BENNETT, Stephanie M. (D) PhD, College Pres, UM 400 Jefferson St. Hackettstown, NJ 07840
BENSON, Babatunde Olusola (C) BL, ACI.Arb., Legal Practitioner, Ch Lay Pres B. O. Benson Law Office,
50 Ogunland Drive Surulere, Lagos Nigeria
BENSON, Judy Jo (C) UM 1000 Wall Frederick, OK 73542
BENSON, Loyd L. (D) UM 1000 Wall Frederick, OK 73542
BENSON, Olabisi (AV) B. O. Benson Law Office 50 Ogunland Drive Surulere, Lagos Nigeria
BENTELY, Donna Rochelle (D) MS, BA, MA, Educ-Tchr, Pres NS Curry Oub, Miss Sec, CME 3763 6th Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90018
BENTLEY, Peter Keith (C) PO Box 34 Glebe NSW 2037 Australia
BERKELEY, Faye Williams (0) MEarly Child, Tchr, Oergy Spouse, UM PO Box 661 Cordele, GA 31015
BERKELEY, S. Carter (D) MDiv, Dist Supt, UM PO Box 661 Cordele, GA 31015
BERRY, Gessel (C) DMin, Sr Pastor, UM 1200 Davis St. Evanston, IL 60201
BERRY, Keith Thomas (C) AB, STB, ThO, Conf Counc Dir, UM 1512 Van Brunt Blvd. Kansas City, MO
64127
BERRY, Marcia (D) BMus, MRE, Rel Ed, UM 3800 N.E. Shady Lane Gladstone, MO 64119
BEST, Virginia Fox (D) UM 1513 Sunset Drive New Albany, IN 47150
BETIiEL, Carolyn L. (D) MEd, Tchr, UM 638 Oneida Rd. Chillicothe,OH 45601
BETTENHAUSEN, Elizabeth D. (D) Homemaker, Chr Dist COM, UM 13854 South Mandarin Court
Plainfield, IL 60544
BEVINS, C. Rex (C) Dr, Sr Min, UM 1144 M St. Lincoln, NE 68508
BlAU, Baker ak. (D) Health Wrkr, Ch Wrkr Chempro Office, PO Box 13, 96807 Kapit Sarawak Malaysia
BICKERSTAFF, F. F. (D) Exec (Ret) Dist Lay Ldr, UM Box 335 Sylva, NC 28779
BICKERSTAFF, Lorene A. (AV) Chrp Rel & Race, UM PO Box 335 Sylva, NC 28779
BIGELOW, Judy L. (D) BS, MBA, Hotel Consult, UM 401 Hunters Ridge Coppell, TX 75019
BIGGS, Marvin Mouzon, Sr. (C) Ret, Conf Pres UMM, UM Rt. 3, Box 307-1A Carthage, TX 75633
BIGGS, Tula Lillian (D) Ret, UM Rt. 3, Box 307-1A Carthage, TX 75633
BIGHAM, Carmen (AV) 3835 Marquette Houston, TX 77089
BIGHAM, Kenneth N. (D) Hazardous Waste Mgt. UM 3835 Marquette Houston, TX 77005
BIN, Urn Kee (D) Pastor, DS c/o Methodist CAC Office, Wisma Methodist, 8th Roor Lorong Hang Jebat
50150 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
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BING, Koh Gie (D) BDH, Pastor Chinese Methodist Church N-l64 Jalan Besar 3200 Ayer Tawar Perak
Malaysia
BIRD, Cathy Cooper (C) BSc, MSc, Social Scientist, Sec WMCYouthCrnte 16 Woodlands Ave. Wanstead,
London Ell 3QZ England
BISHOP, Cecil (C) Pres Bishop 8th Dist, AMEZ 5401 Broadwater St. Temple Hills, MD 20748
BISHOP, Marlene Yvette (AV) JD/Atty, Miss Supvr, AMEZ 5401 BroadwaterSt. Temple Hills, MD 20748
BLACK, Aaron D., Sr. (D) SA, MTh, MPA, DMin, DistSupt, UM 207 No. Pine #106 Grand Island, NE 68801
BLACK, Janet E. (D) SA, Community Dev Coord, UM 207 N. Pine #106 Grand Island, NE 68801
BLACKMAN, Marilyn S. (D) UM 18 Pine Level Drive Hawkinsville, GA 31036
BLACKWEll., George Uncoln (D) BA, MDiv, MRe, DO, Sec-Treas Christ Ed Dept, AMEZ 128 East 58th St.
Chicago,IL 60637
BLACKWEll., Philip Lee (AV) DMin, Sr Pastor, UM 1024 Lake Ave. Wilmette, IL 60091
BLAISING, Marcus J. (C) aergy, Exec Asst to Bishop, UM 8633 Fox Ridge Lane Indianapolis, IN 46256
BLAISING, Naomi (Nona) (AV) Educator, UM 8633 Fox Ridge Lane Indianapolis, IN 46256
BLAKE, Alvin J. (AV) Pastor, AME 2958 Old Pond Rd. John's Island, SC 29455
BLAKE, Ernestine Dent (AV) Housewife, AME 2958 Old Pond Rd. Charleston, SC 29455
BLANCHARD, David Hayes (0) 2027 Shadowbrook Way Las Vegas, NV 89014
BLANCHARD, Lucius (D) UM 2044 East Charleston Blvd. Las Vegas, NV 89104
BLANCHARD, Sarah Katherine (0) 2027 Shadowbrook Way Las Vegas, NV 89014
BLANKENSHIP, Marilyn Kay (D) Bus Admin, UM 8523 Tanbark San Antonio, TX 78240
BLEVINS, Barbara J. (D) MS Christ Ed, Deaconess, ChiComm Wrkr, UM PO Box 205 Webster Springs, WV
26288
BUSS, Curtis H. (0) UM 1307 Troon Way Rockledge, FL 32955
BUSS, Emily (0) UM 1307 Troon Way Rockledge, FL 32955
BLOEM, Renate (D) UM Route Thonon 103 bis 1222 Vesenaz-Geneve Switzerland
BLOSE, William Hahn (D) Pastor, UM 6950 Castor Ave. Philadelphia, PA 19149
BOAYUE, CharlesS. G., Jr. (C) BSc, MBA, MDiv, Assoc Pastor, UM SOOOWoodwardAve. Detroit, MI 48202
BODDIE, Wilbum L. (AV) 3701 So. Dakota Ave., NE Washington, DC 20018
BOGUSCH, Ethel M. (0) 101 N. Upper Broadway, No 1302 Corpus Christi, TX 78401
BOH, Che Suan (D) BTh, Pastor, Elder Chinese Methodist Church Kepong Baru 90, Jalan 56, Kepong Baru
52100 Kepong, KL. Malaysia
BOLLETER, Heinrich (C) Bishop, UM Badenerstrasse 69, PO Box 469 8026 Zurich Switzerland
BONDS, Anita D. (0) Consultant/Legal, UM 202 Bates St., NW Washington, DC 20001
BONE, Ani Indriani (D) Wrkg on MTh, Tchr c/o Mrs. Dj. Napiun, Jl Kenmenyan Raya 44 Perumnas
Simalingkar Medan Indonesia
BONE, Pandu Wiguna (D) MMin, Tchr/Minister, Seminary Tchr c/o Mrs. Dj. Napiun, Jl Kamanyan Raya 44
Perumnas Simalingkar Medan Indonesia
BONILLA RICHERO, Carolina (C) Urquiza 2878/102 Montevideo 11600 Uruguay
BONNER, Harrison D. (AV) BA, MA, Presiding Elder, Pastor, AMEZ 12 Eldridge St. Waterbury, CT 06704
BONNER, Margie Jean (C) AS, BS, Sr Ctr Dir, Dist Pres, AMEZ 12 Eldridge St. Waterbury, CT 06704
BOONE, Martha M. (D) AME 12623 Mansfield Rd. Keithville, LA 71047
BOOZER, Asa (D) DO, Minister, DistSupt, UM 2252 Allendale Rd. Montgomery, AL 36111
BOOZER, Jane M. (D) Housewife, UM 2252 Allendale Rd. Montgomery, AL 36111
BORGEN, Martha (D) Housewife, UM Asbury Theological Seminary Wilmore, KY 43090-1199
BORGEN, Ole E. (C) Bishop (Ret), UM Asbury Theological Seminary Wilmore, KY 43090-1199
BORGESON, Patricia Claire (AV) Exec Sec Ret, Conf UMW Bd, Conf COM, UM 6401 5th Ave. South
Richfield, MN 55423
BORGESON, Wesley Oifton (D) BSME, Prof Engnr Ret, UM 6401 5th Ave. South Richfield, MN 55423
BORN, Ethel W. (C) Pres NA Area WFMW, UM 6995 Malinda Rd. Salem, VA 24153
BOUDIN, Hugh Robert (C) Dr, Rector Theological Faculty 76 rue Saint Bernard boite 11 B-1060 Brussels
Belgium
BOUTWELL, Frank A. (D) Dist Supt, UM #6 Knightsbridge Place Texarkana, TX 75503
BOUTWELL, Glennis Forrester (AV) UM #6 Knightsbridge Place Texarkana, TX 75503
BOWDAN, Jean Beck (AV) College Prof, UM 2236 Clear Creek Pike Nicholasville, KY 40356-9754
BOWDAN, Melvin R., Jr. (AV) (Ret), College Admin, Lay Spkr, UM 2236 Gear Creek Pike Nicholasville,
KY 40356-9754
BOWERSOX, Joyce Annette (0) AB, Tchr, UM 1103 Hill Crest Ave. Lewisburg, PA 17837-9548
BOWERSOX, RonaldErb (0) AB, MOiv, Pastor, OistSupt, UM 1103 Hill Crest Ave. Lewisburg, PA 178379548
BOWKER, Jean (0) The Rowans, 83 Markton Lane Kettering Great Britain
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BOZARD, Jacqueline Johnson (AV) AS, Homemaker, Tchr, Admin Bd, UM 2774 Boquette Ave.
Jacksonville,FL 32217
BOZARD, James D. (C) SA, Salesman-Railroad Ret, Chrp CCOM, UM 2774 Boquette Jacksonville, FL
32217
BRADFIELD, Annette Catherine (D) Sec, lei Ch Ldr PO Box 1175 Welkom 9460 South Africa
BRADFORD Frederick D. (0) Pastor 11110 Revere Ave. aeveland,OH 44105
BRADFORD, Bessie P. (0) Soc Wrkr 11110 Revere Ave. aeveland, OH 44105
BRADLEY, David Michael, Jr. (D) Student, Youth Ldr, UM 15540 Prevost Detroit, MI 48227
BRADY, Hal N. (C) Sr Min, UM 1928 Ross Ave. Dallas, TX 75205
BRADY, Myron (AV) Sch Tchr, UM 17 Grovenor Court Dallas, TX 75225
BRATHEN, Joh-Erik (C) MOW, Minister, UM Vestlundveien 19 N-5033 Fyllingsdalen Norway
BRAWN, ArleJean (AV) Learning Spec, Tchr,SpecEd, ConfUMWOff, UM 1747 Dolores Drive SanJose,
CA 95125
BRAWN, J. Melvin (C) BA, BS, MS, Consult, UM 1747 Dolores San Jose, CA 95125
BRAZELTON, David L. (D) MA, DMin, aergy, Evang, UM PO Box 840 Nashville, TN 37211
BREDBENNER, Novella D. (D) BA, MA, Tchr (Ret), Pres UMW, Admin Counc, Ch Hist, UM 112 S. 2ndSt.
Klemme, IA 50449
BRENCHLEY, David L. (D) Pastorrrutor, Faculty of Meth Tmg Ctr PO Box 2277 Meru Kenya
BRENCHLEY, Marylin (D) Minister, Tutor/Pastor PO Box 2277 Meru Kenya
BRIDGEWATER, Herbert Grant (D) EdD, Pastor, UM 701 South Olive, PO Box 696 Shattuck, OK 73858
BRIDGEWATER, Leora W. (AV) Homemaker, UM 721 S. Olive, PO Box 696 Shattuck, OK 73858
BRIGGS, Dorothy W. (D) Education (Ret), Chrp Dist COM, UM 2014 Canterbury Square Anniston, AL
36201
BRISCOE, Carolyn (C) Educator, Chrp Conf COM, UM PO Box 1825 Clemson, SC 29633
BRISTOW, Stella Georgina (C) 29 Woodfield Drive, Charlbury Oxford OX7 3SG England
BRITTAIN, Jean (D) UM 3921 Camellia Drive Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
BRITTAIN, ThomasN. (D) Min, VPEpworthChildHome, UM 3921 Camellia Drive Myrtle Beach,SC 29577
BROOKS, Philip Douglas (D) Sr Min, UM 6735 Camaridge Lane Cincinnati, OH 45243
BROOMFIELD, Wylene A. (C) BA, MA, Former Tchr, Bishop's Spouse, CME 6524 16th St., NW
Washington, DC 20012
BROSE, Reinhard (D) Dijonstrasse 10 D-2800 Bremen 1 Germany
BROSE, Susanne (C) VP WFMW (Europe), UM Dijonstrasse 10 0-2800 Bremen 1 Germany
BROTHERS, Duane E. (D) MD, Physician, Conf Bd Trustees, UM 3941 South Evanston Tulsa, OK 74105
BROTHERS, Sue P.(AV) BA, Housewife, VP leI Ch UMW, UM 3941 S. Evanston Tulsa, OK 74105
BROWDER, Michael H. (D) PhD, ThM, MDiv, BA, UM 110 East Queen St. Hampton, VA 23669
BROWN, Andrew D. (0) PO Box 325 Garland, TX 75040
BROWN, Christina M. (AV) Student, UM 103 Northwestern Dr. Bozeman, MT 59715
BROWN, ElsieM. (0) Homemaker,FormerPresConfUMW, UM 815 South 216thSt. #1 Des Moines, WA
98198
BROWN, Aorence S. (0) Pastor, AMEZ PO Box 7214 Wilmington, NC 28406
BROWN, Frank E. (D) BA, MDiv, DO, Ret leI Pastor, UM 815 S. 216th St., #1 Des Moines, WA 98198
BROWN, Geneva Norma (0) BS, MS, Educator, Pres Miss Soc, AMEZ 1500 Noble Ave., #7 -E Bronx, NY
10460
BROWN, Gladys D. (AV) CME 5577 W. 63 St. Los Angeles, CA 90056
BROWN, Helen (D) Hudson Girls School 14118 Civil Lines Kanpur 208001 U.P. India
BROWN, HerbertL. (D) Manager, AnnConfDistLayLdr, CME 3430BarbwoodDrive Memphis, TN 381185112
BROWN, J. Lamar (D) Dist Supt, UM PO Box 2044 Selma, AL 36702
BROWN, Kathryn Middleton (C) Pres Lay Org, Chrp WMC Worship Cmte, AME 287 Barfield Ave., SW
Atlanta, GA 30310
BROWN, Marian W. (AV) BS Elem Ed, Tchr (Ret), Dist Miss Advisor, AME 363 President St. Charleston,
SC 29403
BROWN, Michael George (AV) UM 98 Boxwood Point Rd. Hampton, VA 23669
BROWN, Ode Matthews (D) BS, MA, MDiv, DO, Pres Elder, AMEZ Route 2, Box 113 Staley, NC 27355
BROWN, Ruth Rosamond (D) Nurse, Steward, MCCA 3 West Pine Way Kingston 6 Jamaica, W.1.
BROWN, Susan Elizabeth (D) UM 4215 Shepler Church Ave., S.W. Canton,OH 44706
BROWN, Thomas B. (D) Pastor, AME 2321 Thalia St. New Orleans, LA 70113
BROWNING, Guston H. (D) DO, Exec Div, Texas Conf Foundation, UM 10309 Briar Forest Dr. Houston,
TX 77042-2401
BROWNING, Jacquelyn O. (D) Homemaker, UM 10309 Briar Forest Dr. Houston, TX 77042-2401
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BRUBAKER, Anne Elizabeth (AV) A203 Cornell Cts. Ypsilanti, MI 48197
BRUBAKER, Ellen A. (C) UM 1903 Sheldon Grand Haven, MI 49417
BRUCE, Y. Benjamin (D) Dir of Evang AME Ch, AME 8128 Banyan St. Orlando, FL 32811
BRUNI, Kathy Dianne (AV) Computer Mktg, UM 20503 Filbert Drive Bothell, WA 98012
BRYAN, Monk (D) ThM, DD, LHD, DHum, Council of Bps, Bishop, UM PO Box 758 Lake Junaluska, NC
28745
BRYAN, R. Lawson (D) UM 15 Wisteria Ave. Mobile, AL 36607
BRYANT, John Richard (C) Bishop, AME 1626 Bar Harbor Drive Dallas, TX 75232
BRYANT, Penny H (AV) CPA, Accountant, AME 13500 N.E. 3rd Ct. #212 Miami, FL 33161
BUCHANAN, Marian K (AV) Hunger Activist, UM Route 1, Box 867 Big Island, VA 24526
BUCHANAN, Ray A. (D) Min, UM Rt. 1, Box 867 Big Island, VA 24526
BUCKLES, Joseph A. (0) BA, MA, BD, Pastor, UM 640 Lexington Chicago Heights, IL 60411
BUCKNER, Gigi Amour Loresco (AV) Student, UM 24512 Marbella Ave. Carson, CA 90745
BULLARD, JohnC. (D) BSinCE, Contractor,PresCCFA, UM 3359 Warrenton Rd. Montgornery,AL 36111
BULLARD, Mary Ellen (C) BS, MA, US Dir Bib Res Stdy Ctr Jerusalem, Lay Mbr Ann Conf COM, UM 3359
Warrenton Rd. Montgomery, AL 36111
BUUJNGTON, Joseph H, Jr. (C) Sr Min, UM 2606 W. Main St. Dothan, AL 36301
BUUJNGTON, Marilyn (AV) UM 2505 W. Main St. Dothan, AL 36301
BULLOCK, Vidette K (D) Dir Corp Rel&Soc SConc, Gen Bd of Pensions, UM 1800 Crain st. Evanston,
IL 60202
BUN, Lim (AV) Lay Ldr Jalan Hang TUM 8 Medan 20 1 Indonesia
BURLEW, John Paul (C) BS Mech Engr, TooI&Die Shop Ownr, Conf Pres UMM, UM 4873 Candy Lane
Manlius, NY 13104
BURTON, Amanda Smelley (D) BS Ed, Ret Sch Tchr, Admin Bd Chrp, UM Route 3, Box 312 Eutaw, AL

35462
BUTLER, Peter Frank (C) Christian Ed Officer PO Box 45 Kooringal NSW 2650 Australia
BUTLER, Phyllis P. (AV) Homemaker, Vol, Conf Lay Ldr, UM Route 6, Box 130 Martinsburg, WV 25401
BUTLER, R. Randle (C) Diac Min, UM 2867 Burning Rock San Antonio, TX 78247
BUXTON, John Douglas (D) MA, Min, Supt Min 1 Emanuel Rd., Langdon Hills Basildon, Essex SS16 6EX
England
BUXTON, Maureen (D) Sch Tchr 1 Emanuel Rd., Langdon Hills Basildon, Essex SS16 6EX England
BYERS, CarlJ. (D) BA, MA, LTh, Pastor, UM Box603 Nassau, NY 12123
BYERS, Shirley Drake (D) MS Speech Pathology, Spch/Lang Path, Conf Lay Ldr, UM Box 603 Nassau, NY
12123
BYRD, Evelyn Godfrey (D) Ch&Soc, UM 3580 Colonial Ave., SW Roanoke, VA 24018
BYRD, Stanford Troulinger (AV) Lay Ldr, UM 3580 Colonial Ave., SW Roanoke, VA 24018
BYRD, Theora Lindsey (D) BS, Tchr, Miss Supvr, AME 131 Ashford Rd. Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
BYRD, Vernon Randolph (C) Bishop, AME 131 Ashford Rd. Cherry Hill, NJ 08003

CABAl.l..ERO, Mary Calderon (D) BA, Psychology, Dir DMDC, Pres MAC UMWSCS, UM Davao Mission
Development Ctr. 104 C.M. Recto St. Davao City 8000 Philippines
CAIN, Lee Clark (AV) 109 Christie Lane Statesboro, GA 30458
CAIN, Martha Tootle (D) 109 Christie Lane Statesboro, GA 30458
CAlDWELL, Gilbert H (D) MDiv, PhD, Dist Supt, UM 1316 Sonnet Lane West Chester, PA 19380
CAlDWELL, Grace D. (D) MS, TchrlLibrarian, UM 1316 Sonnet Lane West Chester, PA 19380
CALHOUN, Edith L. (AV) Tchr, UM 1105 Hoover Ave. Fort Lupton, CO 80621
CALHOUN, Richard (D) Pastor, UM 1105 Hoover Ave. Fort Lupton, CO 80621
CAl.l.AGHAN, E. Brenda (AV) BA, DipEd, Tchr 7 Eileen Gardens Belfast BT9 6FW N. Ireland
CAl.l.AGHAN, W. Sydney (C) Dr. OBE, BA, DipEd, Minister, Ex. Pres MC Ireland 7 Eileen Gardens, Windsor
Park Belfast BT9 6FW Ireland
CALVIN, George W. C. ,Sr. (D) BA, MDiv, MA, DD, Minister, Dist Supt, UM 2947 Saratoga Drive Baton
Rouge, LA 70808
CALVIN, Mae E. (AV) RN, Psychiatric Nurse, Oergy Spouse, UM 2947 Saratoga Drive Baton Rouge, LA
70808
CANADY, Lillie M. (D) Conf Dir, aass Ldr, AMEZ 3214 College Ave. Kansas City, MO 64128
CANNON, William R. (C) Bishop, Hon Pres WMC, UM The Plaza Towers 12F, 2575 Peachtree Rd, NE
Atlanta, GA 30305
CAPO, Enrique (C) Pastor, Gen Sec Iglesia Evang Espanola QTaIlers,26 08001 Barcelona Spain
CARAWAY, Carol Z. (AV) Homemaker, UM 527 North Blvd. Baton Rouge, LA 70802-5720
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CARAWAY, Eleanor D. (AV) Oergy Spouse, UM 401 we Ollk Lafayette,LA 70503
CARAWAY, James J. (D) DO, Minister, Conf Dir Fin Aff, UM 527 North Blvd. Baton Rouge, LA 708025720
CARAWAY, Stone W. (D) Sr Minister, UM 401 Uve Ollk Lafayette, LA 70503
CAREY, Kenris L. (C) Managres, Lay Preacher, VChrp WMC Evang Cmte, MCCA PO Box N4642 Nassau
Bahamas
CAREY, William T. (AV) Business, Ch Ldr, MCCA PO Box N-4642 Nassau Bahamas
CARULE, Joyce E. (D) Homemllker, UM 834 Sheridan Drive Bloomington, IN 47401
CARULE, Keith S. (C) AB, MDiv, MA, Dist Supt, UM PO Box 1227 Bloomington, IN 47402
CARLSON, Muriel P. (0) Sch Psychologist 167 Russett Rd. West Roxbury, MA 02132
CARPENTER, Jennifer Mary (C) BA, Mrtpl, Ecu Field Off, Past VP 106 Upperthorpe Sheffield, 56 3NE
England
CARPENTER, Vemessa J. (AV) Usher, Comm Higher Ed, UM 115 Glenwood Ave. Somerdale, NJ 08083
CARR, Barbara S. (AV) Mstr, Techr, Home Miss Pres, AMEZ 8015 Stanford Ave. St. Louis, MO 63130
CARR, Oarence (D) MDiv, DO, Pastor, AMEZ 8015 Stanford St. Louis, MO 63130
CARRISON, Dale K. (0) Ubrarian, UM 104 Ullian Drive Mankato, MN 56001
CARRISON, Marion J. (D) Ubrarian, Pres UMW, UM 104 Ullian Drive Mankato, MN 56001
CARROll., B. F. Hank (D) UM 3821 Wharton Drive Fort Worth, TX 76133
CARROll., Elaine J. (D) UM 3821 Wharton Dr. Fort Worth, TX 76133
CARRUTH, Augusta S. (C) BS, Homemllker, Pres Lei UMW, UM 700 Island View Drive Brunswick, GA
31520
CARRUTH, Edward H. (AV) BSE, BD, MD, Pastor, UM 205 Country Club Rd. Dublin, GA 31021
CARRUTH, Margaret S. (0) Miss Chrp, UM 205 Country Club Rd. Dublin, GA 31021
CARRUTH, Nancy M. (C) Businesswoman, Mbr GCFA, UM PO Box 267 Bunkie, LA 71322
CARRUTH, Wade Carlton (AV) BS, BD, Minister Ret, UM 700 Island View Drive Brunswick, GA 31520
CARSON, William F., Jr. (D) LabAsst, ChrpConfArch&Hist, UM 822S.AllisonSt. Philadelphia, PA 191432820
CARTER, Earl B. (C) Exec Dir SCJ, UM 810 Grosvenor Sherwood, AR 72116
CARTER, Emma S. (AV) Educator, UM 810 Grosvenor Sherwood, AR 72116
CARTER, June O. (D) UMW Chrp Dist Nom Cmte, Bd Mbr, CC SNEC Comm on Ch Unity and Interreligious
Concerns, UM 329A Summit Ave. Brighton, MA 02146
CARTER, Kenneth W. (D) Pastor, CME 119 Ash St. Greenwood, MS 38930
CARTWRIGHT, John (0) PhD, MLKing Prof Christian Ethics, Sem Prof 75 Cardinal Court Braintree, MA
02184
CARVALHO, Emilio J. M. de (C) Bishop, Pres Council of Bps, UM c.P. 68 Luanda Angola
CARVALHO, Marilina Figueiredo de (AV) Tchr, Dir Child Prog, UM C.P.68 Luanda Angola
CASAD, Dede W. (D) UM 4210 Shady Hill Drive Dallas, TX 75229
CASE, Karen E. (0) Student, UM 1307 Westbrook Drive Kokomo, IN 46902
CASE, Riley B. (D) Sr Min, UM 1307 Westbrook Dr. Kokomo, IN 46902
CASE, Ruth E. (AV) Homemllker, UM 1307 Westbrook Dr. Kokomo, IN 46902
CASTOR, H. Paul (D) Missionary to Singapore, UM 10 Mount Sophia Singapore 0922 Singapore
CASTOR, Lee-Lee (D) Missionary Pastor to Singapore, UM 10 Mount Sophia #0102 Singapore 0922
Singapore
CASTRO, George (C) Bishop, Gen Supt, Evang MC The Evangelical Methodist Church in the Philippines
1240 General Luna St., Errnita Manila Philippines
CASTRO, Ruth Oca (AV) 1240 Gen. Luna Manila Philippines
CAUCAU, Ratu Isireli Mocelllkolllko (C) Min, Pres MC Fiji c/o Methodist Ch in Fiji PO Box 357 Suva Fiji
CESAR, Ely Eser Barreto (C) Dr, Theologian, Pastor R. do Rosario 532, Apto 81 13.400 Piracicaba-SP Brazil
CHAMBERS, Alex A. (D) CME 1224 N. Highland Ave. Jackson, TN 38301
CHAMBERS, Rilla G. (AV) CME 1224 N. Highland Ave. Jackson, TN 38301
CHAMBERS, Twan Alexis (0) CME 1224 N. Highland Ave. Jackson, TN 38301
CHAMBUSS, Carroll R. (C) MTh, Us Navy Chaplain (Ret), Exec Asst, AME 200 N. Pickett St. #708
Alexandria, VA 22304
CHAMBUSS, Christene H. (AV) MS, Operational Mgt, Train Spec (Ret), 2nd VP WMS, AME 200 N. Pickett
St. #708 Alexandria, VA 22304
CHAN, Ronald H. T. (D) Min, Pastor 16 Jalan Masjid Negeri 11600 Penang Malaysia
CHAN, TlIk-cheong (D) Conf Parish Wrkr IfF 290 Castle Pellk Rd. Kowloon Hong Kong
CHANDLER, Harold R. (D) Chaplain, Pastor, CME 109 N. Mid-America Mall #905 Memphis, TN 38103
CHANG, John J. Y. (E) Exec Dir Singapore Baptist Convention Blk. 7 Tiong Bahru Rd. #03-90 Singapore
0316 Singapore
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CHANG, Jonah J. (D) Miss, Min, UM 1792 Manor Circle El Cerrito, CA 94530
CHANG, Seung Uk (D) Pastor's Wife 338 DongMyung~ong SokCho-City KangWon-Do Korea
CHANG, Tae Bong (D) Pastor 5-9 2ga Songwoldong Jung-Ku Incheon Seoul Korea
CHAPHOLE, Nomsa Eleanor (D) Sch Prin 182 Monaheng Section P.O. Katlehong 1832 South Africa
CHAPHOLE, Solomon Rampasane (D) Univ Prof, Circ Steward 182 Monaheng Section P.O. Kadehong
1832 South Africa
CHAPPELLE, Barbara Jeanne (AV) BA, MA, Education, Supvr 17th/18th Dist Africa, AME 6753 Ryan Crest
Drive Aorissant, MO 63033
CHAPPELLE, Richard Allen, Sr. (C) BA, MS, PhD, Education, Theology, Bishop 17th/18th DistAfrica, AME
6753 Ryan Crest Drive Aorissant, MO 63033
CHARLES, Samuel (C) MA (Psychol), MA (Socio), BEd, MCI Wrkr (Ret), Asst Exec Sec MCI Third F-112
Nehru Nagar Ghaziabad, U.P. 201001 India
CHEE, Chen Sao (D) aergy Spouse PKMI, Jalan Sutomo No. 241 Pematang Siantar, N. Sumatra Indonesia
CHEE, Chin-Seang (D) MBBS, DPH, Med Dr, Lay Ldr, Trin Ann Conf Pusat Kawalan Kusta Negarau 47000
Sungai Buloh, Selangor Malaysia
CHEERS, Arlynne L. (D) Dr, Educator, CME 918 Pruitt St. Bolivar, TN 38008
CHEERS, Willie L. (D) Minister, CME 918 Pruitt St. Bolivar, TN 38008
CHEUANR., Elan (D) ComputerProg, ConfMYFPres Block 605, #06-313, YishunSt. 61 Singapore2776
Singapore
CHEllAPPAH, Kenneth Jeyanathan (AV) UCA GPO Box X2222 Perth, Western Australia
CHElllAH, Paul David (D) Exec Off 911 Jalan Sukacita, Taman Gembira 58200 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
CHEN CHUNG-I, Raymond (C) MBBS(HK), MHP(NSW)AHA, MedAdmin, Frmr Hon Treas, V Pres MCHK
A12 Hong Kong Garden 8 Seymour Rd. Hong Kong
CHENG, Yeuh-ying (D) Minister 1st/F, Yen Men Bldg. 98-108 Jaffe Rd. Wan Chai Hong Kong
CHERRY, J. M. (0) BSE, BD, Ord Elder, Pastor, AME 155-1157 CapitalSt. Laurel, MS 39440
CHESNUTT, Evelyn R. (AV) Guidance Counselor, aergy Spouse, UM 3315 Delpha Ct. Baltimore, MD
21234
CHESNUTT, Lon B. (D) Pastor, UM 3315 Delpha Ct. Baltimore, MD 21234
CHEUNG, Hsi-Chun (D) Minister Hong Kong
CHEUNG, Mei-chun (D) Minister Shatin Methodist College, Sun Tin Wai Estate Shatin, N.T. Hong Kong
CHIAM, Teng Poh (D) BTh, Pastor, Deacon Chinese Methodist Chapel, 28-30, Jalan Mahsuri 11950 Bayan
Baru, Penang Malaysia
CHIANG, Tan Boon (D) Ind Court Judge (Ret),Conf Lay Ldr 31 Balmoral Park #17-33 Singapore 1025
Singapore
CHIEN, Chei-Lan Yin (D) MC Rep of China
CHIEN, Hung-Chi (D) ExecComm,ChrpOffBd,MCROC 92F,No.151,HeinviRd.Sec.4 Taipei Taiwan,
ROC
CHIEN, Hwa (D) Pastor, Dist Supt Wesley Methodist Church c/o Methodist High School Kampong Koh,
32000 Sitiawn, Perak Malaysia
CHIENG, Henry Uk Ngiong (D) BTh, MDiv, ThM, Pastor, Dist Supt PO Box 56, Kapit Sarawak Malaysia
CHIENG, You Uk (D) PO Box 13515 88839 Kota Kinabalu, Sabah Malaysia
CHILO, Kenrdick H. (0) Dr, Dir of Devel, aergy, Episcopal Boston University School of Theology 745
Commonwealth Ave. Boston, MA 02215
CHILO, Pamela Thompson (0) Secy, Episcopal 145 Warner Hill Rd. Derry, NH 03038
CHIN, Guet (D) Home Minister 77, Rd. 5/4, J. Tanjong 46000 P. J. Malaysia
CHIO, Peter (C) DMin, Pastor, Conf Pres 18 Island Rd., PO Box 155 96007 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
CHIONG, John Nguong Siong (D) Pastor, Dist Supt PO Box 381 96007 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
CHIPMAN, Charles J. (C) MDiv, Pastor, UM 1356 N. Broadway Wichita, KS 67214
CHIRISA, Farai J. (C) 1106 aare Rd. Avondale West, Harare Zimbabwe
CHISM, Kay E. (D) Insurance aerk, LeI Ch COM, UM 140 Rockingham Rd. Derry, NH 03038
CHO, Myung Ho (C) Bishop 60-4 Tongbok~ong Pyungtaeksi Kyungki Korea
CHO, Won Shik (D) Pastor #20-19 JukDo-dong FoHang KyungBuk Korea
CHOI, Jong Jung (D) Pastor 279-6 ChungHak1-dong YoungDo-Ku BuSan-City Korea
CHOI, Ki Tae (D) Pastor 19 WooDuk-Ri MePo-Up DangYang-Kun ChoongPuk Seoul Korea
CHOI, Ta Kwon (D) Pastor #1-401 SeoKwangApt. 11-94 YangDuk~ong ManSan-City Korea
CHON, Yong Whan (D) Pastor 22-4 HywHwa~ong Chongro-Ku Seoul Korea
CHONG, Kok Sing (D) BDH, Pastor, Dir Bd on Evang Chin Hock Methodist Church, Kampong China, 9
32000 Sitiawan, Perak Malaysia
CHOPP, Rebecca Sue (D) PhD, MDiv, Seminary Prof, UM 3447-P N. Druid Hills Rd. Decatur, GA 30033
CHOUNG, Ting Daik (D) BTh, Minister, Dist Supt PO Box 560 96007 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
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CHOW, Amy (AV) (Ret), Prog Comm Mbr, UM 7545 SW Downs Post Rd. Wilsonville, OR 97070
CHOW, John (D) (Ret), Mbr Admin Councd, UM 7545 SW Downs Post Rd. Wilsonville, OR 97070
CHOY, WUbur W. Y. (D) Bishop, UM E. 919 Hartson Ave. Spokane, WA 99202
CHRISTIAN, Alyce (C) 85, MS Biology, Ret Tchr, UMW Christ Global Cone, UM 2606 Oakdale Houston,
TX 77004
CHRISTIAN, Melva D. (D) JD, Lawyer, UM 2606 Oakdale Houston, TX 77004
CHRISllE-JOHNSTON, Hilary Rose (C) SA, OipEd, OipUb, Tchr, Exec Secy, Comm Ecum Affairs 7
Dunstan St. Frankston Vic 3199 Austr.
CHRISTIE, Neal (AV) MDiv, Pastor, UM 335 Maple St. Neshanic Station, NJ 08853
CHRISTOPHER, Hazel R. (D) aericai, Ch TreM, UM 2918 Dantzler Moss Point, MS 39563
CHRISlY, JoanC. (AV) Homemaker, UM 9351stSt. NE Hickory, NC 28601
CHRISlY, John Holmes, Jr. (D) Pastor, UM 935 lst St., NE Hickory, NC 28601
CHRYSSAVGIS, John (E) BD, DPh, aergyffheo, Protodeacon, Greek Orthodox 242 aeveland St. Redfern,
N.S.W. 2016 Austr.
CHU, Leng Chek (D) Pastor, Deacon Trinity Meth Ch, 185, Pekan Gurney 32010, Sitiawan Perak Malaysia
CHUN, Byung Sook (D) Pastor's Wife 110-8 Nsesudong Chongro-Ku Seoul Korea
CHUNDI, Charles Ayai (D) LTh, Pastor Methodist Iban Center 96108 Sarikei, Sarawak Malaysia
CHUNG, Hae Ahn (C) Lay Elder, Gen Sec c/o KP.O. Box 285 Seoul Korea
CHUNG, Mee Sook (D) Pastor's Wife c/o K PO Box 285 Seoul Korea
CHURCH, David Ernest (D) DMin, Pastor, UM 36500 Ann Arbor Trail Uvonia, MI 48150
CHURCH, Winona E. (AV) MSW, Sch Soc Wrkr, UM 36500 Ann Arbor Trail Uvonia, MI 48150
CISNEROS, George, Jr. (0) Sr Pastor, UM 1402 W. Civic Center Drive Santa Ana, CA 92703
CLARK, Geoffrey L. (C) Minister, District Chr 37 Sutton Passeys Crescent Wollaton Park Nottingham, NG8
1BY England
CLARK, Hazel E. (0) Ann Conf Del, UM 1628 North Medford Indianapolis, IN 46222
CLARK, John R. (0) 512 aeannount Dr. Youngstown,OH 44511
CLARK, Mary Byrd (0) 512 aeannount Dr. Youngstown, OH 44511
CLARK, Richard D. (D) UM 5001 Dixie Bee Rd. Terre Haute, IN 47802
CLARKE, Eric St. C. (C) Minister, President MCCA Methodist Conference, Belmont PO Box 9 St. Johns
Antigua, W.I.
CLARKE, James C. (C) Pastor, Educator, AME c/o 1626 Bar Harbor Dr. Dallas, TX 75232
CLARKE, LynnFry (AV) 85, MLS,SchooIUbrarian, UM 21 East 87thSt. (110) NewYorkCity,NY 10128
CLARKE, Phillip AC. (D) Minister, UM 21 East 87th St. (110) New York, NY 10128
CLAY, Effie Jean (D) MS/Ed Tchr, UM 6658 Roosevelt Drive Jackson, MS 39213
CLAY, Henry c., Jr. (C) AB, MDiv, DO, Minister, Adm Asst to Bp, UM PO Box 931 Jackson, MS 392050931
CLEVELAND, Joan G. (D) BS, MBA, Ret Accountant, Dir GBGM, UM 1210 Cossey Drive Tuscumbia, AL
35674
COBB, Tracy (AV) 211 Mowbray Arch Danville, VA 24541
COCHRAN, Rachel Nall (D) DH, AL, Homemaker, Adm. Bd., UM 3533 Bluff Point Drive Knoxville, TN
37920
COLE, Uoyd E., Jr.,Esq., (D) Esq., Attorney, Chrp Admin Bd, Chrp Conf Youth/Family Serv, UM West
Division Stilwell, OK 74960
COLE, Patty L. (AV) UM 120 Division St. Stilwell, OK 74960
COLEMAN, Daryll Henry (C) Pastor, CME 3811 Keist Meadow Drive Dallas, TX 75233
COLEMAN, David Cyrus, Jr. (C) Minister, Pres Elder, AME PO Box 53444 Chicago, IL 60653
COLEMAN, Geneva B. (AV) Miss Pres Chicago Conf, AME 7941 South Prairie St. Chicago, IL 60619
COLEMAN, Robbie D. (AV) CME 3811 Kiest Meadow Dallas, TX 75233
COlliER, John W. P., Jr. (C) BS, BD, MDiv, Miss Exec (Ret), AME 1181 Main St. (2E) Rahway, NJ 07065
COlliER, Karen Y. (D) UM 1116 First Ave., South Nashville, TN 37210
COlliER, Mary Louise (AV) BA, MA, Tchr, WMS Off, AME 1181 Main St. (2E) Rahway, NJ 07065
COlliNS, Anne (D) Homemaker, Chrp HealthlWeifare Bd, UM 1200 Manchester Drive Raleigh, NC 27609
COLLINS, Dorothy Jean (D) Pres Conf UMW, UM 238 Monte Cristo Blvd. Tierra Verde, FL 33715
COLLINS, Jack Laurence (D) (Ret) UM R. R. 2, Box 14 Murphysboro, IL 62966
COLLINS, Patricia Anne (D) (Ret), UM R. R. 2, Box 14 Murphysboro, IL 62966
COlliNS, Robert E. (D) (Ret), Ad Bd Chrp, UM 20 East Canal St. Dover, PA 17315
COlliNS, Thomas A (D) BA, BD, MDiv, DO, Minister, Asst to Cabinet for Ch Ext, UM 1200 Manchester
Drive Raleigh, NC 27609
COLLIVER, FemW. (D) Ret,DistOrgSecy,ChExtTreas, FinChrnn,UM 3374N.KeyDrive,E-5 Fort Myers,
FL 33903
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COUlVER, ForrestW. (D) Ret, Choir, PPC,AuditChrp, UM 3374N. Key Drive, E-5 Fort Myers, FL 33903
CONNELL, F. Gladwin (D) Dist Supt, UM 484 Elaine Ave., N.W. Camden, AR 71701
CONOWAY, MaIY Frances (D) M Elern, Tchr, UM 212 Union St. Grenada, MS 38901
CONOWAY, Merlin Dean (C) DO, Assoc Dir CCOM, UM PO Box 1607 Grenana, MS 38901
CONRAD, Emma Alice Hairston (AV) AMEZ 809 West Thomas St. Salisbury, NC 28144
CONRAD, William Madison (D) Pastor, Asst Sect. AMEZ 809 West Thomas St. Salisbury, NC 28144
CONSEDINE, James Francis , II (D) MPH, Bus, LdCh TchrIFinance, UM 4501 East31St. Tulsa, OK 74135
COOK, Beatrice D. (AV) Dist Pres UMW, UM 15220 NW Oak Hills Drive Beaverton, OR 97006
COOK, Kathleen R. (AV) RR3O, 18568 Geraniam Rd. SE Ft. Myers, FL 33912
COOK, Polly Anne (D) BS Soc Welfare, Lay Vol, UM 9000 S.W. 62nd Court Miami, FL 33156
COOK, Wiliam B., Jr. (C) Consultant, Conf Lay Ldr, UM 15220 NW Oak Hills Dr. Beaverton, OR 97006
COOKE, Laurie Lee (AV) UM 11588 Hicks Court Manassas, VA 22111
COOKE, Lucille Ingram (AV) Student, UM 11588 Hicks Ct. Manassas, VA 22111
COOKSEY, John Charles (D) MO, Ophthalmologist, UM 2110 Maywood Drive Monroe, LA 71201
COOPER, Charles L. (D) SA, DMin, Elder Under Appt, UM 1450 Fern Ridge Rd. Stayton, OR 97383
COOPER, Jennifer Lee (AV) UM Rt. 1, Box 950 Evington, VA 24550
COPHER, Marie W. (C) EdM, MSW, Soc Wrkr, UM 3340 Lake Valley Rd., NW Atlanta, GA 30331
CORDES, Charles F. (D) Dist Supt, UM 910 East North St. Manteca, CA 95336
CORDES, Stella R. (D) School Couns, UM 243 Denslowe Drive San Francisco, CA 94134
CORNEUUS, Cyril Satyan (C) BA, BD, MTh, Priest, Exec Secy Christian Council Lodge, Post Box No. 105
Civil Lines, Nagpur 400 oolMS India
CORNEUUS, Elizabeth (0) Tchr, Youth Counselor Jalan Sultan Agung No.9 Medan 20112 Indonesia
CORNEUUS, Sonny (0) Student, MC Indonesia Indonesia Methodist Church Jalan Hang TUM 8 Medan
20152, North Sumatra Indonesia
CORONADO, Bertha S. (C) VP N Amer Sec WMC, Homemaker, Sec Penn Comm of Revise Disc IMM
Basques de Cuemavaca 508 Col. Bosques del Valle Garza Garcia, N.L. 66250 Mexico
CORREA, Yamil (C) MTh, Pastor, TreasBus MA, UM 2G-34ElodeaSt. Lomas Verdes Bayamon, PR 00619
CORSON, John E. (D) Dist Supt, UM 729 Morse St. San Jose, CA 95126
CORSON, Sylvia Bradbury (D) MA, Uc Family Therapist, Marriage, Family, Child Couns, UM 2763 Cheryl
Ann Court San Jose, CA 95124
CORY, Carol L. (0) MA, MOiv, Chaplain, North Central College 9744 S. Mason Oak Lawn, IL 60453
COSTELLO, Matjorie Annette (AV) Tchr, UM PO Box 597 Somers Point, NJ 08244
COSTELLO, Robert Edward (D) Juris Dr, Min, Reg Dir Ed Opp, UM PO Box 597 Somers Point, NJ 08244
COTERA, Jorge Figueroa (C) Elder (Pastor), Dist Supt Apartado 45 Huancayo Peru
COTTRILL, Donald Charles (D) Minister, Dir Conf COM, UM 527 North Blvd. Baton Rouge, LA 708025720
COULTER, Shady Bedford (D) CME 2417 East 13th St. Texarkana, AR 75502
COUNCIT.-AUSTIN, Mary (D) MOiv, College Chaplain (ABLC), UM 9085 Blamey Stone Dr. Springfield, VA
22152
COURSEY, Elizabeth (AV) Data Process, UM 10900 Sunflower Court Mitchellville, MD 20721
COURSEY, John Henry (D) BA, MDiv, MSW, aergy, UM 10900 Sunflower Court Mitchellville, MD 20721
COURTNEY, Tom L. (C) Ind Ins Agent, Conf Pres UMM, UM 7804 - S. 68th East Ave. Tulsa, OK 74133
COUSIN, Margaret Joan (D) BA, Supvr WMS, AME 1187 Honey Locust Drive Jacksonville, FL 32223
COUSIN, Philip Robert (C) BA, MDiv, DMin, Bishop, AME 11857 Honey Locust Drive Jacksonville, FL
32223
COVINGTON, BenjaminHarrison (0) DO, Bp!Pres Missionary Meth Ch PO Box 1761 Columbia, SC 29202
COVINGTON, Judieth K (0) Bible Col Grad, Dir of EdNPres Missionary Meth Ch PO Box 1761 Columbia,
SC 29202

COWAN, Fred Betcher (D) PhD, Prof Pharmacology, Dist Lay Ldr, UM 15909 SE Ondo Rivera Dr.
Damascus, OR 97009-9203
COWAN, Phyllis Cromwell (AV) Homemaker, Epis VChrp, UM 15090 SE Ondo Rivera Dr. Damascus, OR
97009-9203
COx, Sederia Patton (D) CME 105 W. South Ave. Forrest City, AR 72335
Maurizio (AV) Via Firenze 38 00184 Roma Italy
CRABB, Joe Fred (D) BA, JD, MTh, DMin, Minister, UM PO Box 218983 Houston, TX 77218-8983
CRABB, Nancy LaMotta (AV) BA, MSSW, Educ, Vol, UM 20319 Arrow Cove Drive Humble, TX 77346
CRABILL, Frances Benson (0) Budget/Prog Analyst, Bd Mbr, UM 26397 Johnson Drive Damascus, MD
20872
CRABTREE, Arlene M. (D) RN, Pres UMW, UM 49 Bridal Path Andover, MA 01845
CRABTREE, Donald V. (0) Realtor, UM 49 Bridle Path North Andover, MA 01845
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CRABTREE, Margaret Eileen (AV) 7606 Crescent Drive Raytown, MO 64138
CRAGG, Donald George Lynn (C) MA, DPhil, Minister, Sec Ecumenical Affairs MCSA PO Box 990508 Kibler
Park 2053 South Africa
CRAWFORD, David Lewis (D) Pastor, UM 450 Bass Lake Rd. Traverse City, MI 49684
CRAWFORD, Kathryn Grace (D) Conf Sec Global Min, UM 450 Bass Lake Rd. Traverse City, MI 49684
CREVEUNG, Cornelia R. (AV) SA, Musician, Dir Music Min, UM 4516 Amherst Lane Bethesda, MO 20814
CREVEUNG, Cyrus R. (D) PhD, Scientist, Ann Conf Del, UM 4516 Amhurst Lane Bethesda, MO 20814
CRIST, Dollie Watkins (D) Ch Volunteer, Mbr NCC-, UM 4 Paddock Circle Tequesta, FL 33469
CROCKETT, Johanna (D) Housewife, Ch Ldr PO Box 193 Sasolburg, 9570 South Africa
CROCKETT, Michael Thomas (C) BTH (Honours), Bishop MCSA PO Box 193 Sasolburg 9570 South Africa
CROSSE, James Ernest Winston (D) MD, BS, Urologist, Chrp Admin Bd, UM 6758 Beaver Court Midland,
GA 31820
CROUCH, Colleta (AV) Acct (Ret), Finance Comm, UM 607 Boyd Ave., Box 548 McMinnville, TN 37110
CROUCH, Deborah A (D) Tchr, UM P. o. Box 8127 Dallas, TX 75205
CROUCH, Ernest (D) DPh,ScD, Pharmacist, GenConfDel, UM 607 Boyd Ave., Box 548 McMinnville, TN
37110
CROUCH, William C. (C) DMin, Pastor, UM P. O. Box 8127 Dallas, TX 75205
CROWTHER, Mary W. (AV) BA, School Nurse, UM 301 42nd St. Avalon, NJ 08202
CROWTHER, Robert W. (D) DMin, ThM, MDiv, Pastor, UM 301 42nd St. Avalon, NJ 08202
CRUISE, DavidStanbury (C) Minister Methodist Church Overseas Division 25 Marylebone Rd. LondonNW1
SJR England
CRUMUN, James A (D) JD, l1..B, Atty/Minister, Pastor, AMFZ 608 W. Muhammad Ali Blvd, #S03
Louisville,KY 40203
CRUMUN, Jewell A (AV) BS,MEd, AMFZ 4306 Winnrose Way Louisville, KY 40211
CRUMP, Anita Hoover (AV) EdD, Ret Principal, Chrp WA on Ed, UM 7321 Dalewood New Orleans, LA
70126
CRUMP, Leroy (D) Ret Bus Mgr, Adm Bd, Finance, UM 7321 Dalewood New Orleans, LA 70126
CRUZ, Lourdita B. Dela (D) Deaconess, Exec Sec, UM 900 United Nations Ave. Ermita, Manila Philippines
CUDAL, Aurora S. (D) Prof, Pres Bd of Women's Wrk, UM 12 Investment St. GSIS Village, Project 8 Quezon
City Philippines
CULBRETH, Charles A, Jr. (D) Min, Supt Epworth-By-The-Sea, UM 101 Arthur Moore Dr. St. Simons
Island, GA 31522
CULBRETH, Ruth W. (AV) aergy Spouse, UM 101 Arthur Moore Dr. St. Simons Island, GA 31522
CULPEPPER, Wright Adams (AV) MDiv, Minister, UM 122 Worthing Rd. St. Simons Island, GA 31522
CUMMINGS, Anita Ladelle (AV) BA, Sociology, Soc Wrkr, UM 941 Redway Ave. Cincinnati,OH 45229
CUMMINGS, Frank Curtis (C) Bishop, AME 5921 Overbrook Ave. Philadelphia, PA 19131
CUMMINGS, Kenneth Wayne, Sr. (D) Minister, UM 941 Redway Ave. Cincinnati, OH 45229
CUMMINGS, Martha C. (AV) BS, RN, Nurse, WMS Supvr, AME 5921 Overbrook Ave. Philadelphia, PA
19131
CUMMINGS, Norma J. (0) 1SOl Point View Los Angeles, CA 90035
CUNHA, IreneudaSilva (C) GenSupt, Minister IgrejaMetodistaPortugesa PracaCoronelPacheco23 4000
Porto Portugal
CUNHA, Maria Teresa Guedes Coelho (AV) Educator, Ch Wrkr Igreja Metodista Portugesa Praca Coronel
Pacheco, 23 4000 Porto Portugal
CURRY, Ben Willard (0) Dr, Campus Min, Dir 4901 Biltmore Dr. Coral Gables, FL 33146-1723
DABHI, Mariam S. (D) Advocate, Leading Laywoman 34 Middle aass Society Fatehganj, Vadodara 390
002 (Gujarat) India
DADE, Carolyn Ford (AV) (Ret), Nurture Mbrshp, UM 1906 Porter Ave. Suitland, MD 20746
DADE, Earl Wesley (0) (Ret), Lay Spkr, UM 1906 Porter Ave. Suitland, MD 20746
DALTON, Billie R. (D) BA, MDiv, Pastor, Correspondent, UM 240 S. Main, PO Box 456 Lawton, MI 49056
DAMANIK, A C. (D) Minister, Dist Supt Jalan Panglima Polem No. 1-3 Kisaran 21216 Indonesia
DANCEL, Reggie Marquez, Jr. (D) CSW, MOiv, Sr Min, UM 12310 Fairmeadow Drive Houston, TX 77071
DANDALA, Hamilton Mvumelwano (C) Minister, Gen Mission Sec Central Methodist Church 79 Pritchard
St., PO Box 10376 Johannesburg 2000 South Africa
DANDIN, V. P. (E) ChofSouth India All Saints' Church Compound Haliyal Rd., Dharwad 580 008 Kamataka
India
DANIEL, Christopher J. (D) aergy, Mbr 80M, UM 2300 Fillmore Ave. Ames, IA S0010
DANIEL, Diamond R. (D) Principal (Ret) 3, Jalan 11/6-A 46200 Petaling Jaya Malaysia
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Doris (D) Tchr (Ret) 3 Jalan 11/6A 46200 PeUding Jaya Malaysia
Hepzibah S. (D) Homemaker, Chrp Race and Religion, UM 2300 Fillmore Ave. Ames, 1A 50010
Jseudian (D) ETAC Pres, Pastor No.7 Boon Leat Terrace Singapore 0511 Singapore
Kurt (AV) UM 15717 Edgewood Dr. Dumfries, VA 22026
Mary (D) Conf WSCS Pres No. 7 Boon Leat Terrace Singapore 0511 Singapore
Mercy (D) Tchr, VP WSCS 84, Jalan Kemboja, Taman Seri 42700 Banting Selangor Malaysia
Ruth (D) Methodist Headquarters 22, Alanpya Pagoda Rd. Yangon Myanmar (Burma)
Wesley (C) Minister 24 Higham Station Ave., Chingford London, E4, 9AZ England
Wesley SK (D) BA, MOiv, ThM, DMin, Qergy, Dir Evang and Cong Dev, UM 1019 Chestnut St.
Oes Moines, 1A 50309
DANNER, Gunther (AV) Mgr, Lay Preacher, UM Wengertsteige 26 7031 Holzgerlingen Germany
DANNER, Hedwig (AV) Wengertsteige 26 7031 Holzgerlingen Germany
DARRAH, Carolina B. (AV) 1429 SE Hamed Drive Bartlesville, OK 74006
DARRAH, Dwight D. (D) Pastor, UM 820 SE Madison Blvd. Bartlesville, OK 74006
DASS, Christopher Samuel (D) Min, Evangelist c/o Methodist Church in Fiji G.P.O. Box 357 Suva Fiji
DAUGHERTY, Morris, Sr. (D) Minister, UM 4701 Carsonhill Austin, TX 78723
DAUGHTERY, CatherineT. (AV) BS,MCE, Tchr, VPConfUMW, UM 806 Millpond Rd. Valdosta,GA 31602
DAUGHTERY, Vergil L., Jr. (C) BA, MDiv, Dist Supt, UM 806 Millpond Rd. Valdosta, GA 31602
DAULAY, P. R. (D) Ch Admin, Exec Finance Dept Jalan Hang TUM 8 Medan 20152 Indonesia
DAULAY, Richard (D) Minister, Sch Prin Jalanjos Sudarso 166-A Medan, N. Sumatra Indonesia
DAUNER, Reiner (D) Dir Ch Growth, UM Sonnenuhrweg 40 0-7000 Stuttgart 31 Germany
DAVID, Nirmal (D) Pastor Centenary Methodist Church 24 Lodi Rd. New Delhi 110003 India
DAVIDSON, RuthC. (AV) CRNA, Anesthetist, MissComm, UM 142928thSt. S.W. Rochester, MN 55902
DAVIDSON, T. Warner (D) Qergy, Hospital Chaplain, UM 1429 28th St. S.W. Rochester, MN 55902
DAVIES, Frank Brooks (C) Med Dr, Minister, Pastor-in-Charge, UM 29 Rawden St., PO Box 940 Freetown
Sierra Leone
DAVIS-REYNOLDS, Sade (D) Pastor, UM MPO Box 0026-302 N. Prospect St. Oberlin,OH 44074
DAVIS, Arelis (AV) AME 1421 Miami Circle Birmingham, AL 35214
DAVIS, Barbara L. (AV) CFP, Financial Planner, AME 2 Cardigan Court Columbia, SC 29210
DAVIS, Barbara R (C) BMusEd, Music Educator, VChrp OCOM, Handbell Choir Dir, UM 2508 Valkar Lane
Champaign, IL 61821
DAVIS, Betty Isobel (C) Admin, Lay Preacher UCA 39 Barnstaple Rd., Five Dock NSW 2046 Australia
DAVIS, Charlotte J. (AV) UM RD. #2, Hewitt Rd. West Middlesex, PA 16159
DAVIS, David C. (D) AB, MDiv, STM, Minister/Chaplain, OCOM Mbr, UM 2508 Valkar Lane Champaign,
IL 61821
DAVIS, DavidRandall (AV) MOiv,PhD,Minister, UM UvingstonFirstUnitedMethodistChurch I09Roberts
St. Livingston, TN 38570
DAVIS, James Levert (C) AME 1421 Miami Circle Birrnngham, AL 35214
DAVIS, Louis A. C. (D) Presiding Elder, AME PO Box 1887 Kingshill, St. Croix, VI 00851
DAVIS, Lydia Paula (AV) AME PO Box 1887 Kingshill, St. Croix; VI 00851
DAVIS, Miriam S. (D) Adm Counc, UM 3305 SW First Ave. Miami, FL 33145
DAVIS, Pauline (AV) 19235 Scottsdale Rd. Shaker Heights, OH 44122
DAVIS, Peter Keith (AV) LTh, Circuit Minister (on loan) Fiji c/o Wesley Church, P o. Box 862 Suva Fiji
DAVIS, Phyllis (AV) UM Rorida Southern College Lakeland, FL 33801
DAVIS, Phyllis Ann (D) Minister/Legal Secy, AME 4811 Silver St. Dallas, TX 75223
DAVIS, Robert A. (D) Educator, College Pres, UM President, Rorida Southern College Lakeland, FL 33801
DAVIS, Thomas W. (D) UM RD. #2, Hewitt Rd. West Middlesex, PA 16159
DAY, Greg R (AV) 207 Main St. Ridgefield, CT 06877
DAY, J. Wesley (0) MA, MDiv, Qergy, Miss to Indonesua (Ret), UM PO Box 127 2113 Westside Dr.
Allenwood, NJ 08720
DAY, Kenneth Wayne (D) BA, MDiv, Sr Min, UM 5501 South Main Houston, TX 77004
DAY, Marta Jorensen (AV) BS, MA, Prof Nursing, UM 2135 Tangley Houston, TX 77005
DAY, R. Randy (D) Jesse Lee Memorial United Methodist Church 207 Main St. Ridgefield, CT 06877
DAYTON, Donald W. (D) PhD, Prof of Theology, Wesleyan Northern Baptist Seminary 660 East Butterfield
Rd. Lombard, IL 60148
DE KLERK, Ronald Daniel (D) Minister, Supt 570 Riekert Ave. Eloffsdal, Pretoria 0084 South Africa
DE PANO, Raquelita Parian (AV) 72-A Bayugo, Meycauayan Bulacan Philippines
DE PANO, Rosalina Parian (D) Businesswoman, UM 72-A Bayugo, Meycauayan Bulacan Philippines
DECEll., Hattie Pearl (D) Admin Sec to Bp Morgan, UM 4827 Windermere Terrace Jackson, MS 39206
DEEKS, David G. (C) MA, Sec Desig Div of Soc Resp 38 Northumbria Dr. Bristol, BL9 4HP England
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DEES, David P. (D) PhB, MDiv, Sr Pastor, UM 1401 Spear Drive Nonnal,
61761
DEES, Elizabeth W. (D) BSN, RN, Qergy Spouse, UM 1401 Spear Drive Nonnal,
61761
DElL, Doreatha K (D) UM PO Box 2625 Lakeland, FL 33806
DElL, Roosevelt, Jr. (D) UM PO Box 2625 Lakeland, FL 33806-2625
DELOS SANTOS, Ester Upana (D) AB, Ll..B, Lawyer, Conf Lay Del, UM 227 San Diego St. Caloocan City
Philippines
DENNIS, Frank D. (D) Qergy, Christ Outreach Proj, UM PO Box 142, Methodist Manor Branchville, NJ
07826
DENNY, James Uoyd (D) Minister, Wesleyan 129 Tabernacle St. Randleman, NC 27317
DENNY, Rachelle Brand (AV) College Prof, Qergy Spouse, Wesleyan 1911 Hunterwood Dr. High Point, NC
27260-9697
DEOCAMPO, Jeanne G. (D) BEd, Tchr, UM Oride St. Ecoland II Davao City Philippines
DEWIRE, Norman E. (C) Chrp, SocUd and Ind Affairs Crnte, UM 3081 Columbus Pike Delaware,OH 43015
DEWIRE, Shirley W. (AV) UM 228 Glen Village Court Powell,OH 43065-9677
DeWITI, Annamary H. (AV) UM 1553 Swallow Naperville, IL 60565
DeWITI, Jesse Robert (D) Bishop, UM 1553 Swallow Naperville, IL 60565
DHARMAPALAN, D. S. (D) UM 12 Edgewood Ave. Merrimack, NH 03054
DHARMAPALAN, Kamala J. (AV) UM 12 Edgewood Ave. Merrimack, NJ 03054
DHARMARATHNAM, Sheila (D) MA, Dir Christ Ed c!oMethodistCentre No. 10 MountSoprua Singapore
0922 Singapore
DIAZ, Roberto (C) Bishop Apartado 461 Tibas San Jose Costa Rica
DICKEY, GerliId Lee (D) BA, STB, DMin, Pastor, UM 163 E. Wheeling St. Lancaster, OH 43130
DICKEY, Sheryl Ann (D) UM 836 Thurber Dr., Apt. 6 Columbus, OH 43215
DICKINSON, Jean Qegg (C) MA, Mbrship Ministry, UM 209 St. Jacques St. Worthington, OH 43085
DICKSON, C. Harley (D) Minister, Dist Supt, UM PO Box 4523 Greensboro, NC 27404-4532
DICKSON, Inez R. (AV) UM PO Box 4523 Greensboro, NC 27404-4523
DICKSON, KwesiAbotsia (C) BD, BUtt, Theologian/Min, Pres ofCh Methodist Church, Ghana PO Box 403
Accra Ghana
DIlLON, Mabel S. (AV) 216 Cokesbury Kernersville, NC 27284
DIlLON, O. E. (D) 216 Cokesbury Kernersville, NC 27284
DING, Diong Woong (D) (Ret), Lay Ldr 35 Goodman Rd. Singapore 1543 Singapore
DIOH, Anthony Gweh (C) Pastor, Dist Supt, UM liberia B.P.193 Danane Ivory Coast
DION, RuthF. (C) OfficeMgr,AdminAsst,GCCUICMbr, UM 9426 BuRs Run Pkwy. Bethesda,MD 20817
DIONG, Chin-San (D) AMN, Govt (Ret), Conf Treas 9 Jalan 20/8 46300 Petaling Jaya Malaysia
DIXON, Addie Mae (AV) Adult Min, UM 8630 Shotwell Houston, TX 77016
DIXON, Aoyd E. (D) UM 8630 Shotwell Houston, TX 77016
DJUANG, Kumiati (D) Sch Prln, Education Jalan Kalingga 88 Medan, N. Sumatra Indonesia
DLENUN, Anny (AV) UM Hardenbergstrasse 1 6330 Wetzlar Germany
DLENUN, Richard (AV) Minister, UM Hardenbergstrasse 1 6330 Wetzlar Germany
DO, Kun (D) Pastor 400-12 ChangJun-dong Mapo-Ku Seoul Korea
DOLOKSARIBU, S. H. (D) Minister, Dist Supt Jalan Besar Lawe Desky, Cinta Damai Pos Lawe Si- Gala
2, Lawe Desky Acch Tanggara 24673 Indonesia
DOLOKSERIBU, Siska (0) Student Jalan Sei Rokan No. 25 Medan Baru Indonesia
DOMINISH, Clyde Morton (D) Qerty, Past Moderator PO Box 113 Bondi Beach NSW 2026 Australia
DOONG, Ling Ong (D) PJK, PrincipallTchr, Lay Ldr No.5, Lorong Satu, Taman Sitiawan 32000 Sitiawan,
Perllk Malaysia
DORAISAMY, Theodore R. (D) Emeritus Bishop, Archivist 20 Tosca Terrace Singapore 1545 Singapore
DORNAN, Clare Elizabeth (D) Diversional Therapist, MC Ireland 58, Cabinhill Park Belfast BT5 7AN
Northern Ireland, U.K
DOTT, Bettye J. (0) UM 1616 Myrde St. Oakland, CA 94607-3342
DOlY, James Edward (0) 502 Peerman Place Corpus Christi, TX 78411
DOlY, Merciel S. (0) 502 Peerman Place Corpus Christi, TX 78411
DOUGLAS, Jane E. (AV) AB, MSW, Soc Wrkr, UMW, UM PO Box 26941 Richmond, VA 23261
DOUGLAS, Willard H. (D) JD, Judge, Mbr Judician Council, UM PO Box 26941 Richmond, VA 23261
DOUGLASS, Adelyne K (AV) UM 6360 E. Ensenada Mesa, p.;z. 85205
DOUGLASS, Jaclyn Kay (0) UM 6360 E. Ensenada Mesa, p.;z. 85205
DOUGLASS, Russell Kent (D) UM 6360 E. Ensenada Mesa, p.;z. 85205
DOW, Elizabeth A. (AV) UM 44 E. Central Ave. Wharton, NJ 07885
DOW, John F. (D) UM 44 E. Central Ave. Wharton, NJ 07885
DREISTADT, Henry Rexford (C) Pastor, UM 423 E. LeCapitaine Cir. Green Bay, WI 54302
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DREISTADT, JoAnn Mae (D) UM 423 E. LeCapitaine Cir. Green Bay, WI 54302
DUBEY, Raviprabha Samuel (D) MA, BD, BlY, Mgr Friendship Ctr, Deaconess Methodist Church, India
Methodist Center, 21 YMCA Rd Bombay 400 008 India
DuBOIS, Dorothy Ellen (AV) AB, UM 702 Gordon Drive Charleston, WV 25303
DuBOIS, E. David (D) Sr Pastor, UM 702 Gordon Drive Charleston, WV 25303
DUDLEY, Thelma J. (C) BA, MAT, Educator (Ret), Chrp Trustees, VP N Amer Sec WMC, CME 3504
Spaulding Rd. Orlando, FL 32805
DUECKER, Marjorie Louise (AV) Homemaker, UM 26 Greenridge Rd. Elgin, IL 60120
DUECKER, R. Sheldon (C) Bishop, UM 26 Greenridge Rd. Elgin,IL 60120
DUFRESNE, Aimee Forrester (AV) Student, UM 130 W. Madison St. Mohnton, PA 19540-1228
DUFRESNE, Sandra Forrester (D) MDiv, Pastor, Chrp BOM, UM 130 W. Madison St. Mohnton, PA 195401228
DUlANEY, Angie Lynn (AV) UM 2310 Jennings Dr. Shawsville, VA 24162
DUlANEY, Bradley Scott (AV) UM 2310 Jennings Rd. Shawsville, VA 24162
DUMLAO, Eleanor Singson (D) Lcl Ch Treas, UM 856 Vinzons St. Davao City 8000 Philippines
DUNN, Joanna (C) BEd (Hons), Tchr 60 Wendover Rd., Harlesden London, NW10 4RT England
DUNNAM, Jerry M. (AV) Artist, UM 3550 Central Memphis, TN 38111
DUNNAM, Maxie D. (C) Sr Min, Chrp World Evang Cmte, UM 3550 Central Ave. Memphis, TN 38111
DUNNAM, Spurgeon M., m(C) BA, MDiv, LHD, Oergy, Editor Urn Reporter, UM United Methodist Reporter
PO Box 660275 Dallas, TX 75266-0275
DUPREE, James William (Bill) (D) Pastor, UM 100 East Park Ave. Valdosta, GA 31602
DUPREE, Sue (0) Housewife, Oergy Spouse, UM 100 East Park Ave. Valdosta, GA 31602
DURAISINGAM, s. (D) Pastor 1 Jalan Bukit Jawa 41000 Klang, Se1angor Malaysia
DUREE, Beverly A. (D) UM 12419 Honeywood Trail Houston, TX 77077
DUREE, Sam M. (D) UM 5215 S. Main Houston, TX 77002·
DUTTON, Denis C. (C) Bishop Methodist Ch Malaysia 23, Jalan Mayang 50450 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
DUTTON, Emme (AV) Housewife 23, Jalan Mayang 50450 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
DWYER, Evelyn C. (C) Pres BGM, UM 2729 Rettig Rd. Richmond, VA 23225
DWYER, James Henry (D) MD, Physician, UM 2729 Rettig Rd. Richmond, VA 23225

EARP, Geraldine G. (D) MSW, Med SW (Ret). UM 1250 Ellis St., #3 San Francisco, CA 94109
EARVIN, Larry L. (D) BA, MS, PhD, Educator/Dean, UM 4915 Canyon Lake Dr. College Park, GA 30349
EARVIN, ValerieJ. (D) BA,MEd,Adrnin, ChAdrnin, DirofAdmServ, UM 4915 Canyon Lake Drive College
Park, GA 30349
EASLEY, Ora L. (AV) Minister's Wife, AME 919 Jerome Rd. Durham, NC 27713
EASLEY, William W., Jr. (D) Pastor, AME 919 Jerome Rd. Durham, NC 27713
EBINGER, Mary R. (AV) MS, Pastoral Counselor, Area Episcopacy Chrp, UM 6 St. Ives Drive Severna Park,
MD 21146
EBINGER, Warren R. (D) PhD, Minister, UM 6 St. Ives Dr. Severna Park, MD 21146
EDDINS, Charlotte Nail (AV) Ret, Adm. Bd., UM 3533 Bluff Point Drive Knoxville, TN 37920
EDMOND, Holman, Jr. (D) LTC(Ret),StaffBdofCOM, Trustee, UM 1590LochLomandTrail,SW Atlanta,
GA 30331
EDMOND, Lee Dorothy (AV) Service Rep, Chrp Evang, UM 1590 Loch Lomond Trail SW Atlanta, GA
30331
EDWARDS, Alka (C) Tchr Hohnan Institute Agra 282010, U.P. India
EKEMAM, Chuka (C) Presiding Bishop Nigeria/Uberia, AMF2 98 Okigwe Rd. PO Box 1149 Owerri Nigeria
EKEMAM, Faustina Ife (AV) Miss Supvr Nigeria/Uberia, AMF2 98 Okigwe Rd., PO Box 1149 Owerri, Imo
State Nigeria
EKERENDU, OkonAnati (D) Presbyter Wesley Cathedral, 39 BeecroftSt. PO Box 2278 Calabar, C. R. State
Nigeria
EWNWooD, Charles Richard (C) Sr Pastor, UM 179 S. Indiana Warsaw, IN 46580
ElliNWOOD, DeWitt C. (D) AB, MA, PhD, Historian-Tchr, UM 22 Elmwood St. Albany, NY 12203
EWNWooD, Dorothy L. (D) BS, Dietitian, UM 22 Elmwood St. Albany, NY 12203
EWNWooD, Sue B. (D) BA, MA, Tchr Gifted Children, Missions, UM 2552 S. Woodland Tr. Warsaw, IN
46580
ElliOTT, Stephen (C) DirYouthMin 17 BoddySt., TmdaleCrescent Bishop Aukland Co. Durham, DL14
9TB England
ElliS, Carolyn C. (AV) RN, Nurse, Conf Health and Welfare, UM #3 Dyerhaven Vincennes, IN 47591
ElliS, Doyle L. (D) DDS, Dentist, Lay Ldr, Conf GCFA, UM 3 Dyerhaven Vincennes, IN 47591
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ELROD, Jerry David (D) MDiv, Hon Doctorate, Minister, UM 5150 N. Vista de Lorna Segunda Tucson, AZ
85749-8987
ELROD, Sharon Shaw (AV) MSW, PhD pending, Ed Admin, Organist, aergy Spouse, UM 5150 N. Vista de
Lorna Segunda Tucson, AZ 85749-8987
ELTSCHER, Susan M. (D) Historian, UM 52 Green Ave. Madison, NJ 07940
EMERSON, Joan H. (D) Ex Sec, Ch Sec, Minister to 8derly, 55 Supt, UM PO Box 246 Winona, MS 38967
EMERY, E. Ward (AV) Ufe Ins Exec, UM 200 Parsippany Blvd. Boonton, NJ 07005
EMERY, Edna G. (AV) Ubrarian, UM 200 Parsippany Blvd. Boonton, NJ 07005
EMMANUEL, Ponnusamy Yellan (D) Driver, Dist Lay Ldr Tamil Methodist Church, Ladand Buldt Asahan
77100 Asahan, Melaka Malaysia
ENEVOLD, Hazel G. (AV) Housewife, UM 440 Meadow Lane Ubertyville, IL 60048
ENEVOLD, Norman B. (D) Ret Engnr, UM 440 Meadow Lane Ubertyville, IL 60048
ENG, Siew Urn (D) 24, Jalan Dato Abdul Malek Sim Garden 70000 Seremban Malaysia
ENGUSH, Bertha Forster (D) BA, FormerSch Tchr, Lay Preacher 1 Central Buildings, Westminster London
SW1H 9NH England
ENGUSH, Donald (C) MA, Minister, Gen Sec, Methodist Home Miss Div, President of Conf, VChrp WMC
Evangelism Cmte, VChrp WMC 1 Central Buildings, Westminster London, SW1H 9NH England
ENGUSH, Keith Berry (D) ABJ in Communications, TV Dir, Staff GNTV, UM 4045 A. Napier Ave. Macon,
GA 31206
ENZ, aark S. (D) DMin, aergy, Consult for Devel, UM 12705 SE River Rd. #502C Portland, OR 97222
ENZ, Luann (AV) Tchr, UM 12705 SE River Rd. #502C Portland, OR 97222
EPPS, Evelyn B. (D) BS, Frmr HS Tchr, UM 211 Wyatt Ave. aernson, SC 29631
EPPS, William Monroe (D) BS, PhD, Prof Plant Pathology, UM 211 Wyatt Ave. aernson, SC 29631
ERIKSON, Bruce R. (D) Sr Pastor, UM 10208 Revere Lane Maple Grove, MN 55369
ERIKSON, Wanda L. (AV) Chrp Discipleship, UM 10208 Revere Lane Maple Grove, MN 55369
ERINLE, Otunba Solomon Omotayo (D) Industrialist, Elder 7, Adisa-Bashua St. Surulere, Off Adelabu St.
Lagos Nigeria
ETAYA, David Muthiaine (D) PO Box 1, Lare Maua Via Meru Kenya
EVANS, Myrna M. (AV) BS, aothing Designer, Sewing Professional, UM 112 Woburn St. Wilmington, MA
01887
EVANS, Richard L. (D) MDiv, Area Asst to Bishop, UM 566 Commonwealth Ave. Boston, MA 02215
EVERETT, Rosemary Anne (D) BEd, CPA, Accn't, Ch Treas PO Box 297 Kingston, Tasmania 7051 Australia
EVERHART, Donald Charles (D) Chaplain, UM 806 S. Uncoln St. Knoxville, IA 50138
EVERHART, Margaret (D) BS, MSW, Soc Wrkr, Lei UMW Pres, Dist Spiritial Formation, UM 806 S. Uncoln
St. Knoxville, IA 50138
EWALD, Eward L. (AV) (Ret) UM 2750 Virginia Ave., C231 Williamsport, MD 21795
EWALD, Polly C. (D) BS, Tch, Bus Ed, UM 2750 Virginia Ave. C231 Williamsport, MD 21795

FAIR, Agnes M. (AV) BA, Ret Tchr, UM 417 Frederick Ave. Daytona Beach, FL 32114
FAIR, Rogers Pressley, Sr. (D) Minister, Chaplain Bethune-Cookman College, UM 417 Frederick Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
FAJARDO, Juan (D) Panama
FAMBUAIA, (C) Minister, Church President The Methodist Church PO Box 9 Mandalay Myanmar (Burma)
FANG, Adriane I. S. (0) Student, UM 1700 Church St. Stevens Point, WI 54481
FANG, Cavan C.(O) BS, Grad Student, Finance Cmte, UM 1245 Martin Luther King Jr. Way Berkeley, CA
94709
FANG, Chung Nan (D) Minister, Bishop (Ret) No. 313, Jalan Tan Sri Maruckavasagam 70200 Seremban
Negeri Sembilan Malaysia
FANG, Constance (D) MMus, Musician, Music Coord, UM 1700 Church St. Stevens Point, WI 54481
FANG, Marcus (C) PhD, Prof, CCOM Chrp, UM 1700 ChurchSt. Stevens Point, WI 54481
FANNIN, Faye T. (D) Tchr, UM 72 Lake Morton Dr. Lakeland, FL 33801
FANNIN, Robert E. (C) Doctorate, Dist Supt, UM 72 Lake Morton Dr. Lakeland, FL 33801
FARMER, Lawson Wayne (AV) Student, UM 13160 Mill Swamp Rd. Smithfield, VA 23430
FARR, Robert (AV) BS, Bus Adm, Bldg Contr, Comm Steward, Nom Comm, Wor Comm, UM 2803 Foothill
Blvd. Ventura, CA 93003-1636
FARR, Ruth Mitchell (D) M, Music Ed, Voluntr, Comm Steward Worship Comm, UM 2803 Foothill Blvd.
Ventura, CA 93003-1636
FASSETT, Thorn White WoH (C) Minister, Gen Sec BCS, UM 100 Maryland Ave., NE Washington, DC
20002
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FATOYINBO, Moses T. (D) Tchr, Minister, Presbyter Immanuel CoBege of Theology PO Box 515 lbadan,
Oyo State Nigeria
FAULK, Dorothy P. (AV) 85, Sch Tchr, Ch Stewardess, CME 3901 Merwin St. Shreveport, LA 71109
FAULK, I. Carlton (c) BA,MA,UttD,PhD,ChAdmin,GenSecLayMin,CME 1222RoseSt. Berkeley,CA
94702
FAULK, JamesL. (0) Consultant, Dir Comm Soc Conc, CME 623 San FemandoAve. Berkeley, CA 94709
FAULK, Joyce V. (AV) Fed Govt Ret, Miss Cir Pres, CME 1222 Rose St. Berkeley, CA 94702
FAULK, Juilus A. (C) 85, DO, Minister, CME 3901 Merwin St. Shreveport, LA 71109
FEEMSTER, Ben H. (D) 85, MOiv, DO, Dist Supt, UM 3824 Lands End Fort Worth, TX 76109
FEEMSTER, Pat Green (D) BA, Homemaker, Conf Sec Globlll Min, UM 3824 Lands End Fort Worth, TX
76109
FELTON, Howard Mauriece (D) Min (Ret), UM 1330 West Lake Parker Drive Lakeland, FL 33805
FENNElL, Brian (C) Bishop MCSA 33 Theed St., PO Box 335 Howick 3290 South Africa
FERGUSON, PhyBis Simons (D) BA, Tchr/Activist, Conf Chrp Comm on ReJ/Race, UM 10050 - 43rd PI. NE
Seattle, WA 98125
FERGUSON, Richard P. (AV) Orthodontist, Lcl Chrp Finance, UM 10050 43rd P~ NE Seattle, WA 98125
FERGUSON, Stephen Erik (AV) Student, UM 117 Serpentine Rd. SW Roanoke, VA 24014
FERNANDEZ, Lilia V. (0) 475 Riverside Dr. New York, NY 10115
FERNANDO, Elmo Peter (D) BD, MTh, Supt Min Methodist Mission House, 32 Charles Place Rawatawatta,
Moratuwa Sri Lanka
FERREE, James Walter (C) DO, Dist Supt, UM 1325 Reynolda Rd. Winston-Salem, NC 27104
FIELD, Dorothy Maslin (D) MDiv, Pastor/Coord of Group Ministry, UM PO Box 379 Swarthmore, PA 19081
FIELDS, Richard E. (D) Judge, Tres, Lay Del, UM 65 Spring St. Charleston, SC 29403
FINKBEINER, Fritz (AV) UM Frauenstrave 83 7900 Ulm Germany
FINKBEINER Hannelore (AV) Social Wrkr, UM Frauenstrasse 83 7900 Ulm Germany
FINN, Betty J. (C) Chrp Conf BGM, UM 1709 Peacock Blvd. Oceanside, CA 92056
FIRBY, Robert (D) MOiv, MEd, Field Rep GBGM, UM PO Box 2084 Pinellas, Park, FL 34664
FISCHER Heinz P. (AV) Judge, Gen Conf Del, UM Eichenweg 2 7906 Bleustein-Herrlingen-Herrlingen
Germany
FISH, Doris M. (D) Homemaker, Head Deleg to Gen Conf, Chrp Epis Comm, UM 12620 Meyer Dr.
Mabelvale, AR 72103
FISH, James L., Jr. (D) Pastor, UM 336 Main St. Myersdale, PA 15552
FISHBECK, Roberta B. (AV) BA, Homemaker, UM 310 Highland Drive Englewood, OH 45322
FISHBECK, Royal B., Jr. (D) MDiv, Oergy, Assoc GenSecy, UM 601 W. Riverview Ave. Dayton, OH 45406
FISHER, Basil (D) Finance Chrp, UM 425 30th Ave. West, Apt. 212C Bradenton, FL 34205
FISHER, Catherine Deweese (D) UMW Treas, UM 425 30th Ave. West, Apt. 212C Bradenton, FL 34205
FISKE, Joyce Inoue (AV) Oergy Spouse, UM 3146 Oahu Ave. Honolulu, HI 96822
FISKE, Robert W. (D) Oergy, Dist Supt, UM 20 S. Vineyard Blvd. Honolulu, HI 96813
FITZGERAlD, Frank Owen (D) Spec Asst to Dean, Duke Div Sch, UM 1612 Jarvis St. Raleigh, NC 27608
FITZGERAlD, Mary Owens (AV) 85, Sr Proj Assoc NC Solar Ctr, UM 1612 Jarvis St. Raleigh, NC 27608
FLETCHER, Dennis Rudolph (D) UM 8 Lerome Pl., PO Box 127 Teaneck, NJ 07666
FLOWER, John E., Jr. (D) MDiv, Pastor, UM 171 State St. Charleroi, PA 15022
FLOWERS, George Francis (D) BA, MDiv, DMin, Gen Bd Mbr, AME 182 San Souci St. Charleston, SC
29403
FLOWERS, Phoenicia B. (0) BA, State S.c., Mbr, WMS, AME 182 Sans Souci St. Charleston, SC 29403
FLOYD, Bobbie D. (D) BA, Tchr, Supt Sun Sch, AMEZ 508 South 5th St. Opelika, AL 36801
FLOYD, George (D) BA, Tchr (Ret), Admin Bd Chrp, UM 508 South 5th St. Opelika, AL 36801
FLUDE, DavidW. (C) Pastor, Pres!ExecDirWesleyVoiceMin, UM 8805 East54thSt. Raytown, MO 64133
FOLSON, Geraldine Gay (AV) 85, MS, Psychology, Homemaker, Dist Commun Coord, UM 420 N. Court
St. Quitman, GA 31643
FOO, David (D) BDH, Pastor 211-A, Jalan Macalister 10450 Pulau Pinang Malaysia
FORD, Charles B. (0) 85, MS, Educator 6024 Puerto Drive Rancho Murieta, CA 95683
FORD, Frederick D. (AV) Exec Dir OIC of Metro Saginaw, Missionary Baptist, Trustee 5734 West Oxford St.
Philadelphia,PA 19131
FORD, Lenora Thompson (D) V Pres OIC/A, Employment and Training, VP CCFA, Chrp Higher Ed, UM
5734 W. Oxford St. Philadelphia, PA 19131
FORD, Lois D. (0) 6024 Puerto Drive Rancho Murieta, CA 95683
FOREMAN, Willie (D) DRel, Dist Supt, UM 4845 Brockton Ave. Riverside, CA 92506
FOSTER, Joyce Elizabeth (D) Former Meth Missionary, World Mission Contact, Lcl Preacher llA Meyer
aose Kelmscott WA 6111 Australia
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FOSTER, Robert (D) Minister (Ret) 11A Meyer aose Ke1mscott WA 6111 Australia
FOSTER, Sandy Pride (AV) Catholic 5032 Sharon Woods Lane Charlotte, NC 28210
FOSTER, Telezee Uttlejohn (D) MD, Physician, Chrp, Comm on Evang, UM 5032 Sharon Woods Lane
Charlotte, NC 28210
FOULDS, Roy (C) Gen Sec Div of Finance Division of Finance 1 Centrld Buildings, Westminster London,
SW1H 9NH England
FOX, Carolyn S. (0) UM 1107 NE 133rd Circle Vancouver, WA 98685
FOX, Edythe I. (AV) Tchr, Pastor's Wife, UM 388 First Ave., South Naples, FL 33940
FOX, H. Eddie (C) M, SA, Bd, DMin, DO, WorldDirEvangWMC, UM Scarritt-BennettCenter 100819th
Ave. South Nashville, TN 37212-2166
FOX, Mary NeD (D) BS, Financial Admin, UM 4491 Chandler Rd. Hennitage, TN 37076
FOX, Robert H. (D) MOW, Sr Pastor, UM 1004 W. Magnolia St. Leesburg, FL 34748
FRANCIS, Anil Daniel (D) MDom, BEd, Lecturer Rurld High School P. O. Puntamba 413 707 Dist
Ahmednagar, M.S. India
FRANCIS, Lawrence (D) BD, MTh, Pastor, DistSupt, TrinityAnnConf Wesley Methodist Church 358AJldan
Tengkera 75200 Melaka Mldaysia
FRANCIS, Richard L. (0) Box 419 Stony Brook, NY 11790
FRANKUN, Mary Elizabeth (D) Homemaker, Lay Mbr to Ann Conf, UM 1514 Louisville Rd. Alcoa, TN
37701
FRANKUN, Raymond Jay (D) BS, MS Engineer, Cert Lay Spkr, UM 1514 Louisville Rd. Alcoa, TN 37701
FRAUDE, Dennis Lee (D) Dir AVA Prog Methodist Headquarters, No. 22 island Rd. PO Box 155 96007 Sibu,
Sarawak Mldaysia
FREEMYER, Patsy Ann (D) Tchr, BA, Educ-English, leI Lay Ldr, Chrp Conf BOOM, UM 106 Rose Circle
Helena, AR 72342
FREEMYER, Wesley Neld (AV) BS, Bus, Finance, Credit, ConfF&A, UM 106 Rose Circle Helena, AR 72342
FRENCH, Burton Leroy (C) PhD, Agr Econ, Lay Ldr, UM 3614 Paul St. Alexandria, VA 22311
FRENCH, Iva Lena W. (D) Bus Deg, Ret Sec, Dist CSRW, UM 5223 Fairview Ave. Alexandria, LA 71303
FRENCH, VerlousJacob (AV) PhD, Pharmaacy, DistPres UMM, 5223 Fairview Ave. Alexandria, LA 71303
FRISCH, Diego Eduardo (C) Ucenciatura Teolo, Minister Osimani 52 Sldto CP 50000 Uruguay
FRITCHELY, Delores H. (D) UM 223 Avon Drive Carlisle, PA 17013
FRITCHELY, Newton H. (D) UM 223 Avon Drive Carlisle, PA 17013
FROST, Ken (AV) Ret, UM Box 31011 Corrigan, TX 75939
FROST, Marianna (D) Sr. Pastor, UM Box 31011 Corrigan, TX 75939
FROST, Rob (C) BA, Dip YC, Evangelist 138 Lambton Rd., Wimb. London, SW200TJ England
FRY, Harriett E. (D) Admin Sec, UM 14440 Strathmoor Detroit, MI 48227
FUENTES, Gladys (D) Draft Woman, Sec, UM 747 Clifton Ave. Newark, NJ 07104
FUKAMACHI, Masanobu (D) Mstr, ChanceDorlProf, Minister, UCCJ Mita 3-12-3-402 Tama-Ku KawasakiShi Japan
FULLWOOD, Manette Mary Rhoda (0) Organist (Ret) No.2 Blenheim/Lincoln Rd., Stapledon Gardens PO
Box N1100 Nassau N.P. Bahamas
FYE, Chiquita Agatha (C) MD, Physician, Nationld Med Dir, AME 710 Overlook Drive, PO Box 584
Montezuma, GA 31063

GALLAWAY, Ira (C) aergy, Missionary/Author, VChrp Ecum&Dildog Cmte WMC, UM PO Box 4297
Pagosa Springs, CO 81157
GALLAWAY, Sldly (AV) UM PO Box 4297 Pagosa Springs, CO 81157
GALVAN, EliasG. (C) Bishop, UM 2633 E. Indian School Rd., #402 Phoenix, AZ 85016-6763
GALVAN, Zoraida (AV) Homemaker, UM 2633 E. Indian School Rd., #402 Phoenix, AZ 85019
GAMBLE, Ardenia P. (AV) AME 1810 E. Montague Ave. N. Charleston, SC 29406
GAMBOA, Edita B. (D) BSE, MA, Principal (Ret), Bishop's Wife, UM 104 C.M. Recto St. 8000 Davao City
Philippines
GAMBOA, Jose C., Jr. (C) AB, sm, EDD, aergy, Bishop, UM The Philippines Centrld Conference 104 C.
M. Recto St. Davao City Philippines
GANT-MARTEW, Elsa (D) c/o Chiesa Evangelica Metodista Pendice Scoglietto 16 Trieste 34127 Italy
GARLAND, Martha Louise (AV) AME 1205 Glenn St. Wilkinsburg, PA 15221
GARNHART, S. Marie (D) Tchr, UM 421 Shepard Terr. Madison, WI 53705
GARNNART, Tom (D) Pastor, UM 421 Shepard Terr. Madison, WI 53705
GARRETT, Joyce Gwendolyn (D) MEd, Tchr, UM Route 4, Box 384 Morganwood Camp Rd. Tupelo, MS
38801
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GARRETT, Lula M. (D) Church Exec, Agency Staff, UM 11 A Emory St. Jersey City, NJ 07304
GARRISON-TERRY, Suzanne (0) Box 154 Aquebogue, NY 11931
GARZA, Mary Alice (D) UMW Pres, UM 2821 Aspen Court West Plano, TX 75075
GARZA, Ruben G. (AV) Miss Coord, UM 2821 Aspen Court West Plano, TX 75075
GATES, Ann Lane (D) MS Ed, Asst Supt Public Schools, Admin Council, UM 510 Perkins St. Akron, OH
44304
GATES, Clyde C. (AV) BSEE, Eng, Chrp Admin Council, UM 3420 Skycroft Circle Minneapolis, MN 55418
GATES, MaryH. (D) BA, CoUege Admis Couns, VPConfUMW, UM 342OSkycroftCircle Minneapolis, MN
55418
GAUSE, Carolyn C. (AV) MEd, Tchr, Pres UMW, UM 129 Warwick Dr. Lutherville, MD 21093-5424
GAWONG, Margaret Gading (D) BC Edu Kindergarten PO Box 155 Sibu 96007 Sarawak Malaysia
GEHWEll...ER, Bonnie Jones (D) UM 421 Ridge Rd. Waynesville, NC 28786
GENTRY, E. Marlene (AV) Homemaker, UM 3 Orchard Lane Aoyds Knobs, IN 47119
GENlRY, James E. (D) Dist Supt, UM 3 Orchard Lane Aoyds Knobs, IN 47119
GHOSE, John Elliot (C) Moderator, Ch of N India Bishop's Lodge, Post Box 4 Darjee1ing 734 101 India
GHOSE, Pranob Kumar (D) Mbr Exec Council QR.No.KS-4/9, Uper Rd., P.O. Bumpur 713325 Dist.
Burdwan, West Bengal India
GIBSON, Alice Jean (AV) BA, Homemaker, UM 1646 Chrissie Lane Maysville, KY 41056
GIBSON, Raymond W. (D) DMin, Sr Min, UM 1646 Chrissie Lane Maysville, KY 41056
GIDDINGS, Margaret (AV) Tutorial Instr, 2nd VP Dist WMS 731 Aline Drive, NW Atlanta, GA 30318
GIE, Tan Hoay (D) FCCA, FCIS, BBM, JP, Ins Ex (Ret), Hon Steward/Treas GCEC 28 Huddington Ave.
Singapore 1955 Singapore
GILDEMEISTER, Giselaa (D) Dist Miss Sec, UM 3050 Victoria Ave. Cincinnati, OH 45208
GILDEMEISTER, Walter (AV) Engineer, UM 3050 Victoria Ave. Cincinnati,OH 45208
GILES, Ruth L. (D) UM 1409 Peaceful Lane Silver Spring, MD 20904
GILLINGHAM, E. Leonard (D) DMin, DD, Sr Min, UM 434 Phillips Las Cruces, NM 88005
GILLINGHAM, Martha Hughes (AV) UM 434 Phillips Las Cruces, NM 88005
GIM, Chan Kook (D) Pastor, Professor 344-29 Yonhi-Dong Sudaimun-Ku Seoul Korea
GINN, Arlene M. (AV) PO Box 3490 Winter Springs, FL 32708
GINTING, S. (D) Lay Ldr Jalan Hang Tuah 8 Medan 20152 Indonesia
GISLER, Ernst (C) UM Stauffacherstrasse 54, PO Box 709 8026 Zurich Switzerland
GIST, Doris J. (D) Masters Music Ed, Music Tchr, UM 204 N. Cherry St. Inwood, IA 51240
GIST, Rodney Raymond (D) BS, BD, DMin, DD, aergy Ret, UM 204 N. Cherry St. Inwood, IA 51240
GITONGA, Nashon Kinoti (D) Bishop, Min PO Box 20649 Meru Kenya
GLADDEN, Kimberly Bernice (0) MDiv, Campus Minister, UHCA, Elder, UM 8 Park Lane Court
Williamsville, NY 14221
GLEASON, Carol Anderson (D) Admin Asst GBGM, Chrp DCOM, UM 721 Charleston Court Palo Alto, CA
94303
GLEASON, Curtis Austin (AV) Medical Research, Bd of World Min, UM 721 Charleston Court Palo Alto,
CA 94303
GNADT, HeUmutEmest (C) MST, Pastor, Bishop Methodist Church, Chile SargentoAldeaNo.1041, Casilla
No. 67 Santiago Chile
GOENS, Loren Moore (D) Housewife, UM 9402 Cranleigh Court Houston, TX 77096
GOENS, Ray Winston (D) MD, Physician, Dist Lay Ldr, UM 9402 Cranleigh Court Houston, TX 77096
GOH, Aik Hiang (D) Pastor 488 Upper Bukit Tunah Rd. Singapore 2367 Singapore
GOH, Francis S. (AV) UM 47 Church St. Newington, CT 06111
GOH, Ronnie Diong-Ming (D) Minister 33 Dural St. Hornsby NSW 2077 Australia
GOH, Say-Hong (C) Gen Mgr, Lay Ldr 66 Coronation Drive Singapore 1026 Singapore
GOINS, Edgar S., Sr. (AV) MDiv, MA, BS, Minister, Dist Supt, UM 2723 Lamont Rd. Louisville, KY 402052751
GOLDEN, Margaret (D) UM 8931 Preston Rd. Dallas, TX 75225
GOLDSON, Edsel D. (D) MDiv, aergy, Assoc Counc Dir, UM 5056 - 29th Ave. South Seattle, WA 98101
GOLDSON, Gertie M. (AV) AA, Mgr, UM 5056 29th Ave. South Seattle, WA 98108
GOMEZ SUAREZ, Victor (AV) Student Av. 403 No. 249 Co. Aragon 07920 Mexico D.F. Mexico
GOOD, Mary Hicks (D) UM PO Box 220 Sun Prairie, WI 53590
GOODGAME, Cathey (D) BBA, Accountant, UM 2404 Rambling Rd. Johnson City, TN 37604
GOODGAME, Dianne Fraser (D) BS, MS, Guid Couns, Youth Div Sec, Choir Pres, UMW Ldr, UM 2404
Rambling Rd. Johnson City, TN 37604
GOODGAME, Gordon Oifton (C) BS, MDiv, STM, STD, Pastor, CCOM Dir, UM 2404 Rambling Rd.
Johnson City, TN 37604
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GOODSON, Evelyn O. (D) Admin Sec, Mbr GCFA, UM 19400 Harvard Warrensville,OH 44122
GOODSON, Johnie C. (D) Tchr (Ret), UM 410 Roebuck Ave. Eutaw, AL 35462
GOODWIN, Bruce E. (AV) Grain Mcht, Chrp COM, UM 2980 Saratoga Lake Havasu City, I\l. 86403
GOODWIN, Marie F. (D) Homemaker, Miss Chrp, UM 2980 Saratoga Lake Havasu City, I\l. 86403
GORDON, Levan (D) Judge, Trustee, UM 906 E. SlocumSt. Philadelphia, PA 19150
GORY, Ronald (0) PO Box 28223 Kensington 2101 South Africa
GRADY, Carrie R. (AV) Educ, IstVP WMS, AME 2490 Uvepool Drive Charleston, SC 29414
GRADY, Zedekiah L. (D) MDiv, Pres E1d, AME 2490 Uverpool Drive Charleston, SC 29414
GRAGG, James "Jim" Printest (D) Sr Min, UM 2324 Black Oak Dr. Stillwater, OK 74074
GRAGG, Shirley Elaine (AV) Homemaker, UM 2324 Black Oak Dr. Stillwater, OK 74074
GRAHAM, Robert L. (D) Minister, AMEZ 98 Bennett Village Terrace Buffalo, NY 14214
GRANA, Janice T. (C) BA, MA, Ch Admin, World Ed, The Upper Room, UM The Upper Room 1908 Grand
Ave., PO Box 189 Nashville, TN 37202-0189
GRANADOSIN, Paul L. A. (C) The Philippines Central Conference 6 Marcos Hwy, P. o. Box 87 Baguio City
0201 Philippines
GRANBERRY, Ethel H. (AV) BS, Dist Pres Min Wives, AME 1131 E. Delmas Nashville, TN 37216
GRANGER, Philip R. (D) BA,MBA,MDiv, DMin, CPA, Sr Pas, UM 530 Guilford St. Huntington, IN 46750
GRANGER, Susan R. (AV) Sec, Homemaker, Lay Spkr, UM 530 Guilford Huntington, IN 46750
GRASSI, Margarita (C) VChrp Conf Prog Cmte, Former Presidium Mbr WMC Gral. Urquiza 2715 1600
Montevideo Uruguay
GRAVES, Amerra V. (0) CME 1374 Farrow Rd. Memphis, TN 38116
GRAVES, Gloria B. (0) 4271 Ocean Drive Corpus Christi, TX 78411
GRAVES, Jacqueline L. (0) BS, MA, Tchr, Singer, CME 1374 Farrow Rd. Memphis, TN 38116
GRAVES, Minnie P. (D) Homemaker, UMWOff, UM Box628 Goldthwaite, TX 76844
GRAVES, Patricia (D) 32 Mast Lane, Collercoats North Shields Tyng 0 Wear NE30 3DE England
GRAVES, Thomas C. '(D) DDS, Dentist, Scout Coord, Tchr, UM Box 628 Goldthwaite, TX 76844
GRAVES, William H. (0) CME 1374 Farrow Rd. Memphis, TN 38116
GRAVES, William H. (C) Bishop, CME 1374 Farrow Rd. Memphis, TN 38116
GREEN, B. Lothair (D) Sr Pastor, UM 7838 Tommy St. San Diego, CA 92119
GREEN, DorotheaS. (D) Assoc Degree, Exec Secy, CCUIC, UM 3801 N. MeridianSt. #708 Indianapolis,
IN 46205
GREEN, Johanna N. (C) BA, MARS, Asst Minister, AME 5222 - 12th St., NE Washington, DC 20011
GREEN, Mable M. (AV) Tchr (Ret), Steward, AME 1577 Ezra Church Dr., NW Atlanta, GA 30314
GREENE, Ashley (D) Student, Cokesbury, Baptist Route 1, Box 194CC Clyde, NC 28721
GREENE, James (D) AA Carpentry, AAAuto Body Repair, Bldg Contr, Baptist Route 2, Box 194CC Clyde,
NC 28721
GREENE, Linda (D) Accounting, Exec Sec, Sec to J Hale WMC, Baptist Route 2, Box 194CC Clyde, NC
28721
GREENE, Reynolds W. (D) Dr, Evangelist, World Meth Evang Inst Dir of Development, UM 1490 Rochelle
Dr. Atlanta, GA 30338
GREENE, Saralyn C. (AV) Qergy Spouse, UM 1490 Rochelle Dr. Atlanta, GA 30338
GREENING, James R. (D) DDS, Dentist, UM 1405 Foxgrove Circle Dallas, TX 75228-4226
GREENING, Joanne N. (D) Chrp Adm Bd, UM 1405 Foxgrove Circle Dallas, TX 75228-4226
GREET, Kenneth (C) DD, Minister, Past Chrp WMC 89 Broadmark Lane, Rustington West Sussex, BN16
2JA England
GREET, Mary E. (D) 89 Broadmark Lane, Rustington West Sussex, BN16 2JA England
GREGORY, Howard, Jr. (D) Mechanical, Lay Ldr, UM 12919 Broadway Ave. Garfield Heights, OH 44125
GREGORY, Teresa Porter (AV) Tchr, UM PO Box 532 August, AR 72006
GREGROY, JuwannaR. (AV) Admin, Miss Coord, UM 12919 Broadway Ave. Garfield Heights, OH 44125
GREGROY, William Noel (D) Farmer, UM PO Box 532 Augusta, AR 72006
GRIBBEN, Robert William (0) Qergy 22 IDawarra Rd. North Bazwyn 3104 Australia
GRIBBLE, James (C) Bishop MCSA PO Box 88 Rondebosch 770, South Africa
GRIFFIN, Bobbie Alene (D) MS Asst Principal, UM 7816 West Heather Ave. Milwaukee, WI 53223
GRIFFIN, Margaret Miller (AV) UM 7 Alpine Terrace San Francisco, CA 94117
GRIFFITH, Eleanor Ann (AV) BA, Tchr, UM 455 High St. Belleville, MI 48111
GRIFFITH, Richard Owen (D) BA, BD, MOiv, DMon, Senior Pastor, UM 455 High St. Belleville, MI 48111
GRIGGS, Sarah Lance (D) EdD, Educator (Special), Miss Chrp, uM' 14810 W. Old Baltimore Rd. Boyds,
MO 20841
GRIMES, Johnnie-Marie (C) MA, Lay Del, Trustee, Tchr, UM 3314 Drexel Dr. Dallas, TX 75205
GRINANG, Martin ak (D) Health Wrkr, Dist Lay Ldr Chempro Office PO Box 13 Kapir Malaysia
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GUAN, Hong-Tan (D) BDH, Pastor c/o Methodist CAC Office, 8th Roor, Wisma Methodist Lorong Hang
Jebat 50150 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
GUEST, Frances-Helen (D) Minister, UM PO Box 914 St. Petersburg, FL 33731
GUMBS, Wycherley Valentine (C) PhD, MEd, MDiv, BA, Dist Supt, MCCA PO Box 1045 Charlotte Amalie
St. Thomas, USVI 00804
GUNASEElAN, s. (D) Barrister-at Law, Chrp Lcl Ch Ex Cte, Ann Conf Sec, Gen ConfSec 35A, Carlisle Rd.
Singapore 0821 Singapore
GUNASEKERA, Darshini (0) Tchr 19A Abeywickrama Ave. Mount Lavinia Sri Lanka
GUTIERREZ, Isaias (C) Bishop, Pastor, CIEMAL Avenida Peru 9657, La Rodda PO Box 67 Santiago Chile
GUZMAN, Miguel de Abesamis (D) Pastor, UM 14852 Folger St. Hacienda Heights, CA 91745

HACKETT, Mary Esther (D) Tax Practitioner, UM 2205 Sam Houston Dr. Victoria, TX 77901-3054
HAGEMAN, Sharon Ann (AV) BA, Secy to Pres Elder, AMf2 119 S. Highland Ave., #lE Ossining, NY
10562
HAGER, Frankie Scott (D) AB, ll..B, Lawyer, Chrp Admin Bd, 55 Tchr, UM 408 St. Clair Dr. Owensboro,
KY 42301
HAGER, Lawrence White, Jr. (AV) AB, Ret Newspaper Pub, Pres UMM, Lay Mbr Ann Conf, 55 Tchr, UM
408 St. Clair Dr. Owensboro, KY 42301
HAGMANN, aeone M. (D) UM 3000 St. Albans Mill Rd. Minnetonka, MN 55343
HAGMANN, Harlyn C. (D) UM 3000 St. Albans Mill Rd. Minnetonka, MN 55343
HAHN, Sang Sup (D) Pastor #440-9 Jeonnong 1 Dong DongDae Moon-Ku Seoul Korea
HAIDER, Clifford Robert (0) MOiv, Pastor, UM 531 S. Fillmore Osceola, IA 50213-1612
HAIDER, Clifton Robert (D) 4th Grade Student, Youth, UM 531 South Fillmore Osceola, IA 50213-1612
HAIDER, lola Jane (D) BS, Tchr, UM 531 S. Fillmore Osceola, IA 50213-1612
HAIDER, Stephen LaMar (D) 6th Grade Student, Youth, UM 531 South Fillmore Osceola, IA 50213-1612
HAJEK, Albert J. (AV) Utility Exec, Finance Chrp, UM 22 Hemlock Lane East Hartford, CT 06118
HAJEK, Nancy C. (D) Volunteer, Ann Conf Lay Mbr, UM 22 Hemlock Lane E. Hartford, CT 06118
HAK, Tan Boon (D) Ed Off, Lay Ldr Blk 102 #15-01 Jalan Dusun Singapore 1232 Singapore
HALE, Bernard Douglas (D) MACC, Hospital Chaplain, Minister 11 Beveridge St. Bentley WA 6102 Australia
HALE, Jeffrey Glen (D) BA Degree, Student, UM 301 Forest Park Dr. Waynesville, NC 28786
HALE, Joe (C) BA, BD, DD, Minister, Gen Sec WMC 301 Forest Park Dr. Waynesville, NC 28786
HALE, Marjorie (D) Nurse 11 Beveridge St. Bentley WA 6102 Australia
HALE, Mary Richey (D) BS, Christ Ed, Dir Child Min, UM 301 Forest Park Dr. Waynesville, NC 28786
HALE, Patsy Nell (D) Homemaker, Pastor's Wife, UM 550 Palisade Camden, AR 71701
HALE, Ralph Edwin (C) BA, DD, Pastor, UM 550 Palisade Camden, AR 71701
HAll.., Billy F. (C) UM PO Box 765 Dempolois, AL 36732
HAll.., David M. (AV) Student, UM 4 Sarfan Dr. Hampton, VA 23664
HAll.., Sarah Elizabeth (C) BA, Youth Wrkr Room 7, East End Mission 583 Commercial Rd. London, E1
OHJ England
HALSTED, A. Theodore (D) Dist Supt, UM 1038 Allouez St. Marquette, MI 49855
HALSTED, Marceline Smith (D) RN, Nurse (Ret), Dist Dir GM, UM 1038 Allouez St. Marquette, MI 49855
HAMANN, Jay R. (D) Corporate Mgmt, UM 558 Pinehurst Green Bay, WI 54302
HAMANN, Nancy D. (D) Tchr, UM 558 Pinehurst GreenBay, WI 54302
HAMILTON, Hattie G. (D) UM 5321 W. Berks St. Philadelphia, PA 19131
HAMRICK, Frances B. (D) Housewife, UM 3656 Rockhlll Rd. Birmingham, AL 35223
HAMRICK, Leon C. (C) MD, Surgery, Conf Lay Ldr, UM 3656 Rockhlll Rd. Birmingham, AL 35223
HAN, Eui Taick (D) Pastor 132-3 Sansung-dong Jung-Ku TeaJon-City Korea
HANCHINMANI, JohnN. (C) Chartered Accountant, MCICentTreas Inter-Mission Business Office, Majithia
Chambers 276 Dr. D. N. Rd. Bombay 400 001 India
HAND, JoAn B. (0) UM 5532 Ravia St. Lakewood, CA 90713
HAND, Victor R. (D) Sr Min, UM 5532 Ravia St. Lakewood, CA 90713
HANDSCHIN, Hanni (D) UM Rosenbergstrasse 4 8820 Wadenswil Switzerland
HANDY, Doris Marjorie (C) MSW, ACSW, ISW, BCD, Oinical Soc Wrkr, Chrp Conf Ethnic Min, L Ch COM,
UM Webster Hall, Apt. #1101 101 N. Dithridge St. Pittsburgh, PA 15213
HANDY, Ruth R. (D) AB, Ret Tchr, UM PO Box 302 Chesterfield, MO 63006
HANDY, W. T., Jr. (C) AB, MDiv, STM, DD, LLO, Bishop, UM PO Box 6039 Chesterfield, MO 63006
HANKEY, Daniel D. (C) MD, Ret, World Meth Evang Inst, UM 3645 Northside Dr. Atlanta, GA 30305
HANOCKAPPA, Malakappa (D) BA, GTh, Pastor, Dist Supt Methodist Church P O. Gulbarga 585 101
Kartnataka State India
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HANSON, D. Jean (AV) Ret Sec, Chrp Admin Counc, UM 5615 S. Junett Tacoma, WA 98409
HAO, Wen-Chang (D) ExecComm,Pastor, MCROC No. 368, ChienkangRd., Sec. 1 Taman Taiwan,ROC
HARDING, Andrew Joel (AV) UM 1007 McPherson Ave. Richland, WA 99352
HARDING, Joe A. (C) DMin, Dir Growth Plus BOD, UM 1007 McPherson Ave. Richland, WA 99352
HARDING, LucyW. (AV) UM 1007 McPherson Ave. Richland, WA 99352
HARDT, John Wesley (C) Bishop in Residence, SMU, UM 6215 Rincon Way Dallas, TX 75214
HARDT, Martha C. (AV) UM 6215 Rincon Way Dallas, TX 75214
HARMAN, Marcia B. (AV) Tchr, Trustee, UM 15 Spring Pond Dr. Ossining, NY 10562
HARMAN, Robert J. (C) BA, BD, MPA, Ch Exec, Dep Gen Sec World Div GBGM, UM 475 Riverside Dr,
#1516 New York, NY 10115
HARPER, AnneJ. (D) Treas UMW, UM Yardley House #420 290E. Winchester Ave. Langhorne, PA 19047
HARPER, John R. (C) World Treas WMC, UM Yardley House #420 290 E. Winchester Ave. Langhorne,
PA 19047
HARPER, Susan Anna (AV) 436 West 160th St., Apt. 5 New York, NY 10032
HARREll.., Isabel Gibbs (AV) AB, Dir Christ Ed, Tchr, Lay Spkr, UM 180-Parkwood Prof. Cen. Elkin, NC
28621
HARREll.., James Andrew, Sr. (C) DDS, Dentist, Conf Lay Ldr, UM 180-G Parkwood Prof. Cen. Elkin, NC
28621
HARRIS, PatriciaM. (AV) Supvr,ChlldGuidCtr,Missionary,AME 1448E.116thSt. Oeveland,OH 44106
HARRIS, Vivian W. (C) Minister, Exec Sec PO Box 2256 Durban 4000 South Africa
HARROLD, Poppy (C) 72 Hawksley Ave. Chesterfield Derbyshire S40 411. England
HARSH, AnnAnnette (D) BA, MA, Tchr, UM PO Box 450, 180 North GroveSt. Richland Center, WI 53518
HARSH, David Vernon (D) BA, MDiv, DMin, Dist Supt, UM PO Box 450, 180 North Grove St. Richland
Center, WI 53518
HARTI..EY, John H. (D) Pastor, UM 4231 Shady Ave. Munhall, PA 15120
HASIBUAN, Angiat (D) Minister Jalan Hang Tuah 8 Medan 20152 Indonesia
HASLETT, Elizabeth J. (AV) PhD, Audiologist, Bd Trustees, UM 23509 Lakeview Dr., A-204 Mountlake
Terrace, WA 98043
HASSAN, Balahu B. (D) Pastor PO Box 32 31900 Kampar, Perak Malaysia
HATAWAY, Joan M. (D) Homemaker, Chrp Conf Discipleship Bd, UM 6215 Wilchester Beaumont, TX
77706
HATAWAY, William B. (D) BSPE, Petroleum Engr, UM 6215 Wilchester Beaumont, TX 77706
HAVEA, Sione Amanaki (C) Pres, Free Wesleyan Ch PO Box 57 Nuku'Alofa Tonga
HAVENGA, F. (AV) Nurse, MCSA PO Box 1909 Windhoek 9000 Namibia
HAWKINS, Geneva M. (AV) Dir, Family & Youth Ctr, Pres WH&OMS, AMEZ 401 South 39thSt. Louisville,
KY 40212
HAWLEY, CecilAmbrose (C) BA, BEd, BD, Min, Supt 11 GroveSt., Toowong (Brisbane) Queensland4066
Australia
HAWLEY, Sybil Emma (D) AEd, BA, Tchr 11 Grove St., Toowong (Brisbane) Queensland 4066 Australia
HAWTHORNE, C. R. (AV) BS, BD, Pres Eder, Min, AME 67 Mandera Dr. Columbia, SC 29203
HAWTHORNE, Theresa Mouzon (D) BA, MEd, Tchr, Guid Couns, Co-Dir Ldrshp Cong, AME 67 Mandera
Dr. Columbia, SC 29203
HAYES, Carole J. (D) AME Box 1315 Lebanon, PA 17073
HAYNES, Dwight Seavey (C) sm, STM, Pastor, UM Rockwood Cir., PO Box 356 Contoocook, NH 03301
HAYNES, Maryellen H. (0) Sec/Bookeeper, UM PO Box 356 Contoocook, NH 03229
HAYWARD, Lindsay Ann (C) BTh, Minister PO Box 122 Meyerton 1960, Transvaal South Africa
HAZELWOOD, Bruce Conrad (D) Sr Min, UM 1034 Smith Bridge Rd. Glen Mills, PA 19342
HEACOCK, Jack Derry (D) Dir Off for Cong Growth, UM 535 Bandera Rd. San Antonio, TX 78228
HEADS, Ian George (0) Retain Mgr, Parish Steward Ranfurly Rd. Feilding, North Island New Zealand
HEARN, Anne C. (C) 1027 Twin Ridge Rd. Lincoln, NE 68510
HEARN, J. Woodrow (C) Bishop, UM 2641 No. 49th St. Lincoln, NE 68504
HEATHWooD, Rhonda Marie (0) Deaconess W/UCA Settlement, UC Australia 20 Jesselton Crescent
10450 Penang Malaysia
HEATHWooD, Robert Edgar (0) Chaplain (Fit Lt), Air Foreg. Chaplain, UC Australia 20 Jesselton Crescent
10450 Penang Malaysia
HEILBORN, Ray Dale (AV) Pastor, UM 215 N. Lewis St. Shell Lake, WI 54871
HEILBORN, Virginia Lee (AV) Educator, UM 215 Lewis St. Shell Lake, WI 54871
HEmENRATER, Karen L. (D) Reg Nurse, UM 7611 Rolling Acres Dallas, TX 75248-5612
HEITZENRATER, Richard P. (D) Prof, UM Perkins School of Theology Southern Methodist University Dallas,
TX 75295-0133
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HELTON, Charles L. (D) DMin, Sr Pastor, CME 721 Argonne St. Dayton, OH 45408
HELTON, Willie Ann (AV) BA, Pres Ministers Spouses, CME 721 Argonne Dr. Dayton,OH 45408
HENDERSON, A. Lee (C) Pres, Publisher, AME 500 - 8th Ave. South Nashville, TN 37203
HENDERSON, BobbyeJ. (AV) FiscalOff,AcctgandPersonnel,AME 5OO-8thAve.So. Nashville, TN 37203
HENDERSON, Cornelius Unton (C) Minister, Dist Supt, UM 145 Benson Circle Atlanta, GA 30213
HENDERSON, Dorothye Carithers (AV) Tchr/Supvr, aergy Spouse, UM 145 Benson Circle Fairburn, GA
30213
HENDERSON, GregorS. (C) BA, BD, Min, GenSecofUCAAssembly Uniting Church in Australia, POBox
E266 St. James NSW 2000 Australia
HENNIS, Laura Katherine (AV) Student, MYF Pres, UM 1234 Crofton Ave. Waynesboro, VA 22980
HENRY, Amy Randi (AV) Evang Dir, UM 227 Charlotte Lane Bolingbrook, IL 60439-1371
HENRY, Charles Daniel, III (D) PhD, Engineer, VP Conf UMM, UM 227 Charlotte Lane Bolingbrook, IL
60439-1371
HENRY, Harry Y. (C) LTh, Minister, Pres of Ch Methodist Church B.P. 34 C 206 Cotonou Benin
HENSLEE, Carolyn M. (AV) Homemaker, UM 7310 Gable Dr. Uttle Rock, AR 72205
HERALD, Frankye Ball (AV) 85, MSW, Soc Wrkr, Steward, Miss, AME 15917 Creviden Rd. E. aeveland,
OH 44112
HERLlNA, Happy (AV) Tchr, Women's Soc Jalan Tembok Baru No. 777A Rt. 05 Palembang 30251
Indonesia
HERRMANN, Ludwig (C) Pastor, UM Friedrich-Haupt-Str. 11 Zittau, DDR-8800 Germany
HERRON, Nancy (C) Nat'l Coord, MCSA PO Box 32957 Braamfontein 2017 South Africa
HESS, Janet Kay (D) Pastor, UM 6950 Castor Ave. Philadelphia, PA 19149
HETZEL, Pamela A. (AV) Nurse, UM 200711th St. Brownwood, TX 76801
HETZEL, Richard E. (D) Pastor, Student, UM 2007 11th St. Brownwood, TX 76801
HEWITT, James Edward, Jr. (D) General Lay Pres, AMEZ 5718 Victoria Ave. Los Angeles, CA 90043
HEYL, Jane Pulliam (AV) BA, Systems Engnr, UM 8715 Laumic Dr. Richmond, VA 23235
HEYWARD, John Wesley, Jr. (D) BA, BD, MDiv, DO, Sr Pastor 6354 Wyndown Blvd. aayton, MO 63105
HIBBARD, R. Elaine (AV) Reg Nurse, aergy Spouse, UM 2741 Kingsbury Dr. Cleveland,OH 44116
HIBBARD, Robert Bruce (C) PhD, Senior Min, UM 2741 Kingsbury Dr. aeveland,OH 44116
HICKEY, Gwendolyn Rebecca (D) Student, Pres YF, UM RFD 1, Box 295 Dallastown, PA 17313
HICKEY, Kirby K (C) Dir Dev, Chrp Stwrdshp Fin, UM RFD 1, Box 295 Dallastown, PA 17313
HICKEY, Rebecca N. (D) Lay Del Ann Conf, UM RD #1, Box 295 Dallastown, PA 17313
HIGGINS, Dorothy C. (0) Homemaker, UM 815 S. 216th St., #55 Des Moines, WA 98198
HIGGINS, Walter M. (D) Ret Exec Dir Meth Ret Home, Gen Conf Del, Pres Conf Bd of Trustees, UM 815
S. 216th St., #55 Des Moines, WA 98198
HII, Khing Nang (D) Businessman, Exco Mbr PO Box 666 96007 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
HILDEBRAND, Richard Allen (C) Pres Bishop, AME 2767 Halleck Dr. Columbus, OH 43215
HILL, Betty Collier (C) 85, Post Grad, Educator, Dir Ch Ed, CME 3441 Wilson Ave. Cincinnati, OH 45229
HILL, Deborah W. (AV) Nurse, AMEZ 189 Wall Ave. Paterson, NJ 07504
HILL, John Baxter (D) UM PO Box 780328 Sebastian, FL 32978-0328
HILL, Judith Oara (D) Training Coord, Lay Mbr Admin Bd, UM 1819 1/2 North St. Harrisburg, PA 17103
HILL, M. Luther (AV) 85, MOiv, Pastor, AMEZ 707 Woodhaven Dr. Johnson City, TN 37604
HILL, Samuel c., Jr. (D) Pastor, Finance, Adm, AMEZ 189 Wall Ave. Paterson, NJ 07504
HILL, Teresa Lee (D) UM PO Box 157 Roseland, FL 32957
HILTON, David E. (0) BA, Computer Softward Engr, UM 930 Purnlico Dr., Apt. 1B Centerville, OH 45459
HILTON, DavidL. (C) BA,MDiv, ThM,DD,ConfCouncilDir,UM 1880BlairmoreRd. Lexington,KY 40502
HILTON, Mary Lois (AV) TchrlLibrarian, UM 1880 Blairmore Rd. Lexington, KY 40502
HILTON, Sarah Ann (0) BA, Student, UM 1880 Blairmore Rd. Lexington, KY 40502
HINES, Elroy H. (D) Dist Supt, UM 1512 Van Brunt Blvd. Kansas City, MO 64127
HINES, Marilyn J. (D) Educator, UM 11543 Baltimore Kansas City, MO 64114
HINSON, Jean L. (D) UM 1320 Main St. Houston, TX 77002
HINSON, William H. (C) STD, DO, Minister, UM 1320 Main St. Houston, TX 77002
HIONG, Ung Geok (D) PO Box 381 96007 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
HIPKINS, Charlotte E. (D) BA, Cert Chinese, TchrlSoc Wrkr, Miss (Ret), Ed WOh Peace Adv, UM 348 Reed
School House Rd. Sevierville, TN 37862
HIPKINS, James R. (D) BA, MOiv, Cert Chinese, aergy (Ret), UM 348 Reed School House Rd. Sevierville,
TN 37862
HIRATA, Yasuo (D) Kyodan UCCJ 1-42-13, Higashi-rnagome, Ota-ku Tokyo 143 Japan
HIXSON, Betty (AV) 3101 White Rock Austin, TX 78731
HIXSON, Elmer (AV) 3101 White Rock Austin, TX 78731
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HO, Chee-Sin (C) Bishop, Chrp Singapore Host Cmte, VChrp WMC Prog Cmte Methodist Centre 10 Mount
Sophia Singapore 0922 Singapore
HO, John (D) Tchr (Ret), Pres WSCS 10 Persiaran Damansara Endah, Damansara Heights 50490 Kuala
Lumpur Malaysia
HO, Ricky (D) 59-T Long Tiong 05200 Alcor Setar Kedah Darul Aman Malaysia
HO, Soon Kang (D) BD, MTh, DMin, Sr Pastor 22 Kingswear Ave. Singapore 1955 Singapore
HOAR, Peggy Jean (D) 15, Woodlands Rd., Handforth Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 3AW England
HOAR, Ronald William Cecil (C) Minister, Ch Pres 15 Woodlands Rd. Handforth, Wilmslow Cheshire, SK9
3AW England
HOARE, Brian R. (C) Minister, Dep Gen Sec Home Miss Div, Pres British Conf 1 Central Buildings,
Westminster London, SWIH 9NH England
HOARE, Joyce E. (D) Sec 1 Central Buildings, Westminster London SWIH 9NH England
HODAPP, Leroy C. (C) Bishop, UM 13012 Andover Court Carmel, IN 46032
HODAPP, Polly A. (AV) UM 13012 Andover Court Carmel, IN 46032
HODNETT, David Wayne (D) Student/Minister, UM PO Box 405 West Blocton, AL 35184
HOGGARD, EvaStanton (D) Tchr (Ret),Supvr, AMEZ 4515 Willard Ave., #2203 South ChevyChase,MD
20815
HOGGARD, J. Clinton (C) Bishop, AMEZ 4515 Willard Ave., #2203 S. Chevy Chase, MD 20815
HOLE, Charles William (D) BS,MA, Systems Analyst, COM, Frmr Miss, UM 2950 Kecoughtan Rd. Pfafftown,
NC 27040
HOLE, Jean Lewis (AV) BS, Tchr, Frmr Miss, Christian Glob Cone, UM 2950 Kecoughtan Rd. Pfafftown,
NC 27040
HOLMAN, Alonzo W. (D) DD, Minister, Gen Off, AME 280 Hernando Memphis, TN 38126
HOLMAN, Gerald E. S. (AV) LHD, EdlTchr, AME 280 Hernando St. Memphis, TN 38126
HOLMES, Grace L. (D) Gen Pres Miss Soc, AMEZ 2565 Linden Ave. Knoxville, TN 37914
HOLSINGER, Barbara C. (D) Student, Ch Trustee, UM 4734 N. 40th St. Arlington, VA 22207-2917
HOLSINGER, JamesW.,Jr. (C) MD,Phys,ConfLayLdr, UM 4734N .40thSt. Arlington, VA 22207-2917
HOLTE, AlfredO. (D) Juris Dr., Judge, Lawyer, Found Pres, UM 8505184thSt. SW Edmonds, WA 98020
HOLTE, C. Lillian (0) Cert Tchr, UMW Officer, UM 8505 184th St. SW Edmonds, WA 98020
HONEY, Colin Raymond (D) MA, College Head, Minister Master's Lodge, Kingswood College Crawley WA
6009 Australia
HONEYSUCKER, John Winston (D) BS, MDiv, Pastor, CME 1138 Turtle Creek Dr. South Jacksonville, FL
32218
HONG, Kye lle (D) Pastor, UM 6221 N. Upland Peoria,IL 61615
HOOD, T. Mac (D) BS, MT, sm, STD, aergy, UM 522 N. Oakhurst Uvingston, TX 77351
HOOKS, MoseYvonne (D) Dean of AcademicAff, DirSocConc,CME 2514RozellSt. Memphis, TN 38114
HOOPER, Kay (D) UM PO Box 204 Minburn, IA 50167
HORNE, Jean K. (AV) BA, Tchr, UM Rt. 5, Box 192 Bedford, VA 24523
HORNE, Kenneth C. (D) Min, UM Rt. 5, Box 192 Bedford, VA 24523
HORNER, Margaret (C) GRSM, ARCM, Musician, leI Preacher 7 Rowanlea Dr., Giffnock Glasgow, G46
6BS England
HORRES-DURST, Kay (AV) BA, MA, MDiv, Assoc Pastor c/o 7 Ramsam Garden, Newport Bamstaple,
North Devon EX32 9EZ England
HOUSE, JayW. (D) DMin, Sr Pastor, UM 702 Hilltop Dr. New Cumberland, PA 17070
HOUSE, MarjorieL. (D) Assoc DirBoys aub, Tchr,Choir, UM 702 Hilltop Dr. New Cumberland, PA 17070
HOUTELA, Janet (AV) 2230 Brookhaven Dr. Flint, MI 48507
HOWARD, Betty Ruth (C) Housewife, VP SEJ UMW, UM 112 Howsan Circle Brandon, MS 39042
HOWARD, John De Veiling (D) Real Est Devel, Dist Lay Ldr, UM 112 Howsan Circle Brandon, MS 39042
HOWE, Andrew David (AV) Farmer, ConfCamp Bd, UM Rt. 1, Box 161D Kearney, NE 68847
HOWE, Nevabelle (D) Farmer, Dist Treas, UM Rt 1, Box 161D Kearney, NE 68847
HOWELL, David W. (D) Pastor, UM 18740 Washington - Box 202 Tontogany, OH 43565
HOWELL, Jane E. (AV) UM PO Box 37 Nelsonville,OH 45764
HOWERTON, Gerry D. (AV) UM 1230 Riverdale Rd. Germantown, TN 38138
HOWERTON, Robert B., Jr. (D) BA, MTh, Sr. VP Meth Health Systems, UM 1340 Riverdale Rd.
Germantown, TN 38138
HUA, Samuel Tan Swee (D) Pastor, Dist Supt, Chinese Ann Conf Mentakab Chinese Methodist Church
Kampling Baru, 28400 Mentakab Pahang Darul Makmur Malaysia
HUANG, Betty Wen Hsien (D) BA, Tchr (Ret), ConfPres WSCS PO Box 119 96007 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
HUANG, Cheng Hua (D) 15, Bruang Rd. 96000 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
HUAT, Yu Chee (D) Pastor, Trinity Ann Conf Wesley Meth Ch 2 Jalan Wesley 50150 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
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HUBBARD, Ruby Jeannette (AV) Tchr, Admin Bd, UM 403 La Cima Rd. Glillup, NM 87301
HUDGENS, Moyna N. N. (D) Cert Lay Spkr, Dramatist, Conf Lay Spkr Coord, UM 43 Sunset Dr. Cherry
Hills Village, CO 80110
HUOOENS, Tom A (D) World Order Advocate, At Safety Consult, Adjunct Staff GOOD, UM 43 Sunset Dr.
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80110
HUDGINS, Glenna (D) VPres Conf UMW, UM Route 609 Onemo, VA 23130
HUDSON, Sarah H. (AV) UM 109 Skyview Hendersonville, TN 37075
HUDSON, Shirley Ann (D) Owner/Retailer, CME 2421 Weslynn Dr. Indianapolis, IN 46208
HUFFNAGLE, Cecilia J. (AV) RN, Nurse Pract, Health Ed, UM 2835 S. University Blvd. Denver, CO 80210
HUFFNAGLE, David R. (D) MDiv, Minister, UM 2835 S. University Blvd. Denver, CO 80210
HUGHES, H. Hasbrouck, Jr. (C) Bishop, UM 130 Lake Hollingsworth Dr. Lakeland, FL 33801
HUGHES, Mera Gay (D) Homemaker, UM 130 Hollingsworth Dr. Lakeland, FL 33801
HUNT, Arnold Dudley (D) BA, BD, PhD, Lect (Ret), Hist Sec/Ed 13 Alfreda St. Brighton SA 5048 Australia
HUNT, Errol Eugene (AV) MDiv, Pastor, AMEZ 316 Culpepper St. Elizabeth City, NC 27909
HUNT, Lilian Wong (AV) Lect/Choir Dir, UM 14 Lorong Dungun 50490 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
HUNT, Mona Hiles (D) Tchr (Ret) 13 Alfreda St. Brighton SA 5048 Australia
HUNT, Reginald Yoganathan (D) PO Box 210 25720 Kuantan, Pahang Malaysia
HUNT, Robert Anthony (D) Miss/Lect, UM 14 Lorong Dungun 50490 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
HUNTER, Craig A (D) MDiv, DMin, Pastor, UM 1217 Elm St. Youngstown, OH 44505
HUNTER, GeorgeG.,m (C) PhD, DeanandProf,ATS, UM School of World Mission and Evangelism Asbury
Theological Seminary Wilmore, KY 40390
HUNTER, Jack Legrand (C) Sr Min, UM PO Box 2597 Burlington, NC 27215
HUNTINGTON, MarilynnM. (D) DMin, MDiv, DistSupt, UM 12741 E. MainSt. Garden Grove, CA 92640
HUNTINGTON, Mark W. (AV) MDiv, Sr Pastor, UM 20601 La Puente Rd. Walnut, CA 91788
HUONG, Lau King (D) Mei Ann Methodist Church PO Box 622 98007 Miri, Sarawak Malaysia
HURDLE, Betty S. (AV) BS, Sch Tchr, UM 829 Wera Place Macon, GA 31210
HURDLE, William H. (D) AB, MDiv, DO, Minister, Exec Higher Ed, UM 159 Ralph McGill Blvd., NE Atlanta,
GA 30308
HURTT, E. Jane (D) Homemaker, Vol, Lay Ldr, UM 686 Brown Chapel Rd. Clarksburg, OH 43115
HUTABARAT, K S. P. (D) Principal Meth JHS PKMI, Jalan Hang Tuab 8 Medan 20152 Indonesia
HUTABERAT, Melva (0) Jalan Asuransi No.2 Jakarta Timur 13340 Indonesia
HUTASOIT, Edward (D) Minister Jalan Teluk Betung No.4 Medan 20232 Indonesia
HUTAURUK, Roosna (D) Sch Prin Meth Elem Sch PKMI, Jalan Hang Tuab 8 Medan 20152 Indonesia
HUTCHINS, Vesta Grace (D) Dietitian (Ret), Chrp COM, UM 47 Lakeview Estates Northport, AL 35476
HUTCHINSON, Louise Conrad (AV) BA, MRE, Property Mgmt, Oergy Spouse, LeI Ch UMW Off, UM 216
West Colonial Dr. Thomasville, NC 27360
HUTCHINSON, Marianne L. (D) MA, Missionary, MC Mexico, Asst to Bp, UM Galeana 430 Nte. Monterrey,
N.L. 64000 Mexico
HUTCHINSON, Orion Neely, Jr. (C) AB, BD, DO, Sr Min, UM P. O. Drawer 428 Thomasville, NC 273610428
HWEE, Ng Thian (D) 40, Jalan Merab 10, Taman Pelangi 80400 Johor Baru Malaysia
HYMAN, Lossie Jackson (AV) AME PO Box 486 Olanta, SC 29114
HYMAN, Ophelia Redden (AV) AME PO Box 486 Olanta, SC 29114

IBARRA, Nelly C. (C) DrIEd, Educator-Tchr, Exec Sec of C.AN. Av. Militar 2491 Lima 14 Peru
IALL, Eleanor E. (AV) Missionary, Area Chrp, AME 1426 E. Barringer St. Philadelphia, PA 19150
IALL, O. Urcille, Sr. (C) MA, LLD, PhD, Oergy, Gen Sec AME Ch, AME 1426 E. Barringer St. Philadelphia,
PA 19150
IMANENE, Francis Mungori (AV) Businessman, Lay Ch Ldr PO Box 85 Meru Kenya
IMATHIU, Aorence Kinaitore (C) Housewife, Chrp Women Fellowship PO Box 142 Meru Kenya
IMATHIU, Lawi (C) Presiding Bishop, Chrp WMC Exec PO Box 47633 Nairobi Kenya
IMATHIU, R. Grace Kinya (D) BSc, BA, MDiv, Theologian, Pastor PO Box 47633 Nairobi Kenya
IMLER, Dona Lou (D) AB, MCE, Tchr (Ret), VIM/Indonesia, UM 17325 Brandel South Bend, IN 46635
IMLER, William A (D) AB, BD, STM, Pastor (Ret), Theo Sch Admin, VIM/Indonesia, UM 17325 Brandel Dr.
South Bend, IN 46635
INADA, Minoru (E) MA, Pastor, Church Dir Public Affairs/Relig Liberty, Seventh-dayAdventist 800 Thomson
Rd. Singapore 1129 Singapore
lNG, Tiong Chiw (D) MRE, Pastor PO Box 1033 96008 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
INGE, Terry Elizabeth (AV) Student, UM Rt. 3, Box 174-B Lynchburg, VA 24504
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INGOLD, Frederick Taylor (C) Missionary, Coord Dev MC Indonesia Jalan Kartini 31 Medan 20152
Indonesia
INGOLD, Pauline Beck (D) Missionary/Phys Therapist, Missionary MC Indonesia, UM Jalan Kartini 31
Medlm 20152 Indonesia
INNISS, Patasha (0) Real Est, Synod Mbr, MCCA Box F 1697,4 Flamingo Lane Freeport Bahamas
INTONG, Robert Ngindang (D) Agri Dept Off, Dist Lay I...dr No. 21 Archer Rd. 96000 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
IRESON, Judy (AV) Educator, UM PO Box 871 Nashville, TN 37202
IRESON, Roger W. (C) Gen Sec UMC BHEM, UM PO Box 871 Nashville, TN 37202-0871
IRONS, NeilL. (C) PhD, Bishop, UM 112W. Delaware Ave., The Pennington School Pennington, NJ 08534
IRVINE, George (C) Bishop MCSA Manning Rd. Methodist Church 450 Moore Rd. Durban 4001 South

Africa
IRVINE, Lenette Julia (AV) SA, UEd, Tchr Manning Rd. Methodist Church 450 Moore Rd. Durban 4001
South Africa
ISAAC, H. (D) BD, Pastor, Exec Bd Mbr Methodist Church, Modi Sholapu (M.S.) 413001 India
ISAACS, Barbara Ruth (0) MDiv, Dir Campus Min Sect GBHEM, UM PO Box 871 Nashville, TN 37202
ISAACS, Miriam Ella (0) MAEd, Prog DipL Early Childhood CUNY Faculty, Cert Lay Spkr, UM 100 Daly
Blvd., No. 2509 Oceanside, NY 11572
ISKANDAR, Yusuf (D) Jalan Hang Tuah 8 Medan 20152 Indonesia
ITAGAKI, Tetsuko (D) Kyodan UCCJ 5-51-11, Yoyogi, Shibuya-ku Tokyo 151 Japan

JACKSON, Belvie Holland, Jr. (D) AB, MDiv, DO, Minister, AMFZ 321 South 9th Ave. Mt. Vernon, NY 10550
JACKSON, Bette B. (AV) Retailer, Presbyterian 411 East Irvin Ave. State College, PA 16801
JACKSON, James F., n (C) DMin, Sr Pastor, UM 4616 Eleventh St. Lubbock, TX 79416
JACKSON, Mance C. (C) DMin, Prof, Pres Elder, CME PO Box 92284 Atlanta, GA 30314
JACKSON, Shirley Mae (AV) EmpVCareer Counselor, Dist Off WH&OM Soc, AMFZ 321 South 9th Ave.
Mount Vernon, NY 10SSO
JACKSON, Susan L. (AV) MEd, Homemaker, Artist, Linguist, UM 4616 EleventhSt. Lubbock, TX 79416
JACOB, Patsy Jeanne (D) Prof Volunteer, Coord Mission Itineration, UM 4614 Corona Dr. San Jose, CA
95129
JACOBS, Bulelwa (D) Nurse, Ldr MCSA PO Box 1909 Windhoek Namibia
JACOBS, David Lee (AV) EdD, Educator, Admin Council, Publicity Comm, UM 961 E. Alta Pine Dr.
Altadena, CA 91001
JACOBS, Jacqueline Minette (D) PhD, Scientist/Educator, Conf BHEd, Campus Min, Chrp, Admin Counc,
UM 961 E. Alta Pine Dr. Altadena, CA 91001
JACOBS, Victor (D) Ed Adult Pub, Minister, UM 201 Eighth Ave., South, Box 801 Nashville, TN 37202
JACOBS, Vita R. (AV) Student, UM 3240 New Towne Rd. Antioch, TN 37013
JAKAVULA, Zandile Matthew (C) Human Res Mgr, Conf Lay Rep 14 McCiowan Rd. Umbogintwini 4125
South Africa
JAMES, Diana Pride (0) Catholic Forest Hill Station, Box 41 Rushing, NY 11375
JAMES, Edgar L. (C) AB, MDiv, DO, Pastor, AME 8028 Ellingson Dr. Chevy Chase, MD 20815
JAMES, Frederick Calhoun (C) Bishop, AME Barhamville Estates, 2421 Lang Rd. Columbia, SC 29204
JAMES, Rhoda Ada (C) Women's Wrkr, Deaconess Methodist Church Nigeria Wesley House, 21/22 Marina,
PO Box 2011 Lagos Nigeria
JAMES, Theressa Gregg (D) AB, MA, Tchr Ed, WMS Supvr, AME Barhamville Estates, 2421 Lang Rd.
Columbia, SC 29204
JANSEN, Dorothy Elizabeth (0) EdD, Nurse Eduator, UMWSec, FinanceComm, UM 6141 Broadway, #40
Bronx, NY 10471
JARRAW, Robert Kana (D). ACIS, AMBIM, Comp Exec, Lcl Ch Treas 16 Kim San Court, Off Bampfylde Rd.
93200 Kuching, Sarawak Malaysia
JAWIE, Rosalind Antonio (D) Housewife, WSCS Dist Ldr The Iban Methodist Church 26B, Jalan Pisang
93150 Kuching Malaysia
JAYARAJ, Chelliah (D) Pastor 1, Lorong Ulna, Taman Bukit Mas 34000 Taiping Malaysia
JEBASEKARAN, Peter (D) Pastor 197, Jln. Sultan Abdul Samad, Brickfileds 50470 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
JELANDING, Jonathan Munting (D) MDiv, Dean Meth Theo Sch Methodist Theological School, JIn, Tun
Abang Haji Openg PO Box 78 96007 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
JENGIN, Baleng Anak (D) aerWAccnt, Asst Conf Lay Ldr PO Box 155 96007 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
JENNINGS, Geraldine (D) Pastor's wife, Skin Consult, UM 2001 N.W. 35th St. Miami, FL 33142
JENNINGS, James Felton (D) Pastor, UM 2001 N.W. 35th St. Miami, FL 33142
JENNINGS, William R. (D) BA, BD, Sr Pastor, UM 207 Washington St. Frankfort, KY 40601
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JENNY, Miss (AV) Student, Youth Fellowship Jldan Polonia 15-E Medan 20150 Indonesia
JEON, Kyong Yol (D) Exec Dir KMC Bd of Mission, Oergy 17-407 Simin Apt. Bukahyon-Dong SudaimunKu Seoul Korea
JEREMIAH, S. Richard (D) Auditor, Chrp Bd on Miss Blk 110 McNair Rd #11-267 Singapore 1232
Singapore
JERNIGAN, Homer (D) PhD, Seminary Prof, UM 10 Mount Sophia 03-02 Singapore 0922 Singapore
JERNIGAN, Margaret (AV) College Prof, UM 10 Mt. Sophia 03-02 Singapore 0922 Singapore
JESPERSEN, Johannes K (0) Spanish Prof 20 Benefit St. Providence, RI 02904
JESPERSEN, Josephine Haines (0) 20 Benefit St. Providence, RI 02904
JESSEN, Randy (D) MDiv, Pastor, UM Longs Peak UMC, 1421 Elmhurst Dr. Longmont, CO 80503
JESSEN, Sue (AV) Oergy Spouse, UM 1436 Tulip S. Longmont, Co 80501
JEWELL, Marianne Hodkins (D) BA, Writer, Conf BOGM, UM Dunvegan Woods Condo 6 Hampton, NH
03842
JILUM, Emboy Ak. (D) Housewife, WSCS Dist Ldr Iban Methodist Church PO Box 36 96807 Sarawak
Malaysia
JIMBAI, Thomas ak. (D) Custom Officer PO Box 518 96107 Sarikie, Sarawak Malaysia
JOB, Snehalatha S. (D) Tchr, Hostel Supt Mary A Knotts TIrIs' Hostel Vikarabad 501 101 AP. India
JOHANNABER, Elizabeth Carol (AV) UM 5841 D Sandhurst Lane Dallas, TX 75206
JOHANNES, Millicent (D) Nurse, Ch Ldr, MCSA PO Box 1909 Windhoek 9000 Namibia
JOHANSEN, Frede Eriksen (C) SrSurgeon, Gynecologist/Obstetrician, Chrp Youth School, UM Klitgade 14
DK-9900 Fredrikshavn Denmark
JOHANSEN, Roy S. (C) World Evang Reg Sec N Europe Box 4503 4602 Kristiansand 5 Norway
JOHN, Emmy Lou (D) Potter, WFMW Treas, UM 411 Grand Ave. Aurora, IL 60506
JOHN, Herb E. (AV) 411 Grand Ave. Aurora, IL 60506
JOHN, Moni (D) Dist Chrp, Minister Methodist Church PO Box 9, Civil Lines Mandlday Myanmar (Burma)
JOHN, PinkeshS. (C) Student, VP AIMYF Centenary Centrld Church 368 Grant Rd. Bombay 400 007 India
JOHNSON, Alma Gay (AV) Tchr, Oergy Spouse, UM PO Box 477 Oakland, MD 21550
JOHNSON, CherylA (D) AB, MA, JD, Lawyer, Assoe Lay Ldr, UM 305 Loganberry Court Austin, TX 78745
JOHNSON, George, Jr. (D) AME 2021 Dan Row Dr. Waco, TX 76704
JOHNSON, Harrison Nathaniel (D) Dist Lay Ldr, Supt Oper ITOCO, Lay Spkr, UM 1275 Sheridan Rd.
Crownsville, MD 21032
JOHNSON, Jane Hook (C) Homemaker, Volunteer, ConfPres UMW, UM 856 Knollwood Falls Rd. Mebane,
NC 27302
JOHNSON, Janet Wandez (AV) Ret, VP UMW, UM 1275 Sheridan Rd. Crownsville, MD 21032
JOHNSON, Lehman H., Jr. (AV) Ret, UM 856 Knollwood Falls Rd. Mebane, NC 27302
JOHNSON, Mary Louise (D) BA, Tchr (Ret), UMW Com Chrp, UM PO Box 337 Crossett, AR 71635
JOHNSON, Nancy MacMillan (AV) Musician, UM 410 Conant Rd. Weston, MA 02193
JOHNSON, Ouida Charlotte Van Dyke (AV) Diac, Lay Minister, DCE, UM 5000 Weems St. Moss Point, MS
39563
JOHNSON, Robert Paul (D) Minister, UM PO Box 477 Oakland, MD 21550
JOHNSON, Sheldon Ray (D) Pastor, UM PO Box 964 McCamey, TX 79752
JOHNSON, Shephard Sterling (D) PhD, Pastor, UM 410 Conant Rd. Weston, MA 02193
JOHNSON, Thomas Halliburton, Jr. (AV) MDiv, MFA, Minister, UM 1815 E. Clay St. Thomasville, GA
31792-4797
JOHNSON, Vava (D) BSJ (Ret), UM 2108-B West Stassney Lane Austin, TX 78745
JOHNSTON, Natasha Denise (AV) UM Rt. 3, Box 155 Trevilians, VA 23093
JOLLIFF, Oayton "Kate" (AV) UM 8702 W. Old Lincoln Way Wooster, OH 44691
JOLLIFF, Joanne G. (D) UM 8702 W. Old Lincoln Way Wooster, OH 44691
JONATHAN, (D) Pastor Gereja Methodist Indonesia Jemaat Sion Jldan Seni Budaya 1/29 Jakarta Barat
Indonesia
JONES, Arun Wayne (AV) Pastor, UM 297 SchooiSt. Bloomfield, CT 06002
JONES, David Bevel (AV) DMin, Sr Pastor, UM 1155 Winding Creek Trail NW Atlanta, GA 30328
JONES, E. Anne (AV) Clergy Spouse, Homemaker, UM 116 N.E. Perry Peoria, IL 61603
JONES, Edwin L., Jr. (D) (Ret), Bd of Stewards, UM 1214 Wareham Court Charlotte, NC 28207
JONES, Ezra Earl (C) Gen Sec GOOD, UM PO Box 840 Nashville, TN 37202
JONES, FrankE. (AV) Oergy, Nat'l Pres Ministers and Layman's Assn, AMEZ l09WashingtonSt. Newburgh,
NY 12550
JONES, Gilbert N. (AV) (Ret), UM 270 W. Peach St. Martin, TN 38237
JONES, J. William (C) MDiv, DD, Dir Minister, UM 116 N.E. Perry Ave. Peoria, IL 61603
JONES, Jack M. (AV) Business, Chrp Trustees, UM PO Box 1955 Thomasville, GA 31799
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JONES, Janet Denise (AV) Student, Nat'l Parliamentarian of NCYC, AMEZ 109 Washington St. Newburgh,
NY 12550
JONES, Julie Gray (AV) AB, Sch Tchr, UM PO Box 678 Madison, NC 27025
JONES, Kelley Ray (D) AB, MDiv, Dist Supt, UM PO Box 678 Madison, NC 27025
JONES, Kellie Corlew (D) PhD, Univ of Tn Prof, Chrp BHECM, UM 270 W. Peach St. Martin, TN 38237
JONES, Kristy Lea (AV) Student, UM Rt. 2, Box 6B Concord, VA 24538
JONES, L. Bevel, III (C) Minister, Bishop, VP N Amer Sec WMC, UM PO Box 18750 Charlotte, NC 28218
JONES, Lee (AV) Ord Elder, Pastor, UM 7259 Skidaway Rd. Savannah, GA 31406
JONES, Lucille Finch (AV) Wife, Mother, Grandmother, UM 1214 Wareham Court Charlotte, NC 28207
JONES, Mary (D) UM PO Box 840 Nashville, TN 37202
JONES, Phyllis J. (0) UM PO Box 1955 Thomasville, GA 31799
JONES, Roberta K (D) aergy, Assoc Council Dir, UM 1403 Harcourt Court Harrisburg, PA 17110
JONES, Vivian-Love (AV) Tchr, AMEZ 109 Washington St. Newburgh, NY 12550
JONES, Wilma (0) PBT-4 Tchr, UM 7259 Skidaway Rd. Savannah, GA 31406
JOO, Khun Weng (D) Gereja Methodist Church 23 Jalan Mayang 50450 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
JORDAN, Charles Wesley (D) Pastor, UM 8101 S. Eberhart Chicago, IT.. 60619
JORDAN, Geraldine C. (AV) UM 4204 Kings Court Nashville, TN 37218
JORDAN, Harold W. (D) UM 4204 Kings Court Nashville, TN 37218
JORDAN, Margaret Crawford (AV) BEd, MA, Tchr/Counselor, UM 8101 S. Eberhart Chicago,IL 60619
JOSEPH, A. E. (D) BD, Pastor 398-B, Jalan Gambut 25000 Kuantan, Pahang Malaysia
JOSHI, Anant R. (D) Priest, Exec Council Mbr MCI Robinson Memorial Church, 13, Sanldi St. Byculla,
Bombay 400 008 India
JOSHUAMA, (D) SE, Dr of Educ, Prin Meth Sch PKMI, Jalan Tharnrin 58 Medan, N. Sumatra Indonesia
JUMA, Rose Ningala (D) Coord WF PO Box 86802 Mombasa Kenya
JUMPER, Eddie L., Sr. (D) Pres Elder, Minstry, CME PO Box 831 Holly Springs, MS 38635
JUNG, Moo Hyun (D) Elder (Lay) 1011 SuChung-dong Tong-Ku PuSan-City Korea
JUSTICE, Darlene M. (AV) 129 Judwin Ave. New Haven, CT 06515
JUSTICE, James Stanley (C) Pastor, AME 129 Judwin Ave. New Haven, CT 06515

KAARIA, Mary Kairnuri (C) Tchr, WF Connex Chrp PO Box 1036 Meru Kenya
KABOS, Kemaraw Ak. (D) LTh, Pastor, Dist Supt c/o Methodist Headquarters, No. 22, Island Rd. PO Box
155 96007 Sibu Malaysia
KABUT, Juliana Juyah (D) LTh' Pastor Methodist Center, PO Box 36 96807 Sarawak Malaysia
KAHL, Belia M. (0) Tchr, UM 10225 Sumatra El Paso, TX 79925
KAHL, Harry G. (0) Campus Min, aergy, UM 10225 Sumatra El Paso, TX 79925
KAlO, Daniel Seigui (C) Medical Doctor, Music Min Flavio Mariano Ribas 150 Curitiba-Parana Brazil
KAlAS, J. Ellsworth (C) DD, Assoc WMC Evang, UM PO Box 21790 aeveland, OH 44121
KAUMOEN, Lilyana (AV) Tchr (Ret), Official Bd Jalan Airlangga 14-G Medan Indonesia
KAMMERER, Charlene Payne (D) DMin, Dist Supt, UM 1537 Lee Ave. Tallahassee, FL 32303
KAMMERER, Leigh (D) MDiv, Addictions Couns, UM 1537 Lee Ave. Tallahassee, FL 32303
KAN, Kei-fai (D) BS, MDiv, Min-in-Chg 7D King Hing Court, 38 Kung Lok Rd. Kwun Tong Kowloon Hong
Kong
KANA, Ipun (D) Housewife, WSCS Dist Ldr c/o Methodist Headquarters, PO Box 155 96007 Sibu, Sarawak
Malaysia
KANAKARAJ, Indira (D) BA, Housewife, Chrp Property Cmte 2 Sharad Apt. 5, idak Nagar Lane 6 Goregaon
(W), Bombay 400 062 India
KANAKARAJ, Narapareddy (C) BE, Mech Eng, Chrp Finance Cmte, Council of Lay Activities 2 Sharad Apt.
5, idak Nagar Lane 6 Goregaon (W), Bombay 400 062 India
KANAKE, Jennifer (AV) Tchr, Women Chrp PO Box 261 Maua Kenya
KANAKE, Mishek (D) Min, Bishop PO Box 261 Maua Kenya
KANG, ByoungHoon (C) GenSec, KoreanMC WusungApt.102-702 Sucho-kuBangbaedong Seoul Korea
KANG, Yong Man (D) Lay Elder 257 Soksa-Ri Keurnsan-Myum JirnYang-Kun KyungNam Korea
KANG, Yoon Sik (D) Pastor's Wife 184-1 Sunhwa 3dong Jung-Ku Taejon-City Korea
KAO, Jih Chung (D) Bishop 53 Watten Dr. Singapore 1128 Singapore
KAO, Norman C. (D) Minister, UM PO Box 304 Wenona, IT.. 61377
KAO, TIen-Teh (D) Exec Cornrn,Builder, Mbr Off Bd, MC ROC 5 IF, No. 142, Koolung Rd., Sec. 1 Taipei
Taiwan, ROC
KARODI, Sundra Gideon (D) MA, BEd, Education, Asst Sec Deaconess Methodist Composite Junior College
Raichur India
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KAnruRIMA, Erastus (D) Min, Bishop Methodist Church PO Box 838 Kisumu Kenya
KATSUYAMA, Kenichiro (D) Pastor, UCCJ 1-15-1, Kudankita Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 102 Japan
KAULS, Gloria H (C) Homemaker, Volunteer, MbrshplEvang Comm, UM 2201 N. Rosewood Lane
R~e,MN 55113
KAULS, Ivars (AV) VP Menill-Lynch, Financial Consult, Finance Comm, UM 2201 N. Rosewood Lane
R~e, MN 55113
KAUNG, Margaret (D) Methodist Church, Hong Kong 22 Hennessy Rd. Wan Chai Hong Kong
KAWASAKI, Mat (D) Naval Architect, UM 1002 Michigan Ave. Slidell, LA 70458
KAWASAKI, Sato S. (AV) UM 1002 Michigan Ave. Slidell, LA 70458
KFA, Donald M. (D) BA, MOiv, DMin, Dist Supt, UM 4842 Wesleyan Woods Dr. Macon, GA 31210
KFA, Mary Dale V. (AV) UM 4842 Wesleyan Woods Dr. Macon, GA 31210
KEE, OngSeng (D) BD, Qergy, TrinAnn Conf 20, Jalan Ungu 7, Trnn Pelangi 80400 Johor Bahru Malaysia
KEELS, Bernard (D) Qergy, Radio Host, Bd Ord Min, UM 12013 Fort Washington Rd. Fort Washington,
MO 27044
KEELS, Christine Dean (C) Sr Probation and Parole Agt, Dean Sch of Miss, UMW Conf Off, UM 12013 Fort
Washington Rd. Fort Washington, MD 20744
KEHRBERG, Norma J. (D) MPH, BA, MM, Humane Letters, Assoc Gen Sec UMCOR, UM United Mission
to Nepal PO Box 126 Kathmandu Nepal
KEILLER, Valerie (D) Tchr 420 Warries Ave. Eersterug, Pretoria 0022 South Africa
KELLEY, Arloon L. (C) Qergy, Ex Dir NY Council of Chs, UM 362 State St. Albany, NY 12210
KElLY, Dan Buford (D) Pastor, UM 315 East Main st. Tazewell, VA 24651
KElLY, DeanJ. (D) Pastor, UM 1205 3rdSt., SE Independence, IA 50644
KElLY, Marion G. (D) BSC, Education, Hon Archivist, MC Ireland 13 Glencregagh Dr. Belfast BT6 ONJ
Northern Irleand, UK
KElLY, Marvalyn (D) 1205 3rd St., SE Independence, IA 50644
KENNEDY-WIWAMS, Delores L. (C) BA, MS, D.H, Bus Consultant, Pres WMS AME Ch P.O. Box 2624
Indianapolis, IN 46206
KENNEDY, Janice M. (D) UM RFD 2, Box 377, Old Kennedy Rd. Troy, PA 16947-9576
KENT, Aurelia (D) BS, Music, Ret Organist, UM 2935 Doncaster Dr. Charleston, SC 29414
KENT, Hany Ross (C) BS, Physics/Chern, Gen Contr, Mbr G8OD, UM 2935 Doncaster Dr. Charleston, SC
29414
KEOWN, Woodrow (C) CME Rt. 2, Box 659 little Rock, AR 72206
KEPHART, Betty (D) AB, Homemaker, Obs Conf 80M, UMW Pres, Outreach Comm, UM PO Box 12
Bluffton, IN 46714
KEPHART, Bruce (D) MD, Ob/Gyn, Conf Lay Mbr, Area Found Trustee, UMW Pres, PPC, UM PO Box 12
Bluffton, IN 46714
KER, Kara Catherine (AV) Student, UM 13008 Amesbury St. Woodbridge, VA 22192
KERCHER, Helen S. (D) Exec, Lay Del, UM 1624 Kercher Ave. Lebanon, PA 17042
KERR, Dorothy H (0) AMEZ 1355 Steiner St. #7 San Francisco, CA 94115-4118
KESSEL, Patricia Rae (D) MDiv, Minister, UM 1120 E. Fordies Rd. Lebanon, IN 46052
KEWIN, Cynthia Mclendon (D) Rank I, Tchr, UM 1520 Richard Court Lexington, KY 40515
KEWIN, Kevin Jon (AV) BA, MarketingIMgmt, UM 1520 Richard Court Lexington, KY 40515
KHAMA, Sang (D) BDS, Dentist P. O. Tamu Sagaing Div Myanmar Myanmar (Burma)
KHAN, Alma Leila (D) RN, Missionary/Nurse, Conf UMW Off, UM 205 Redington Ave. Troy, PA 16947
KHAN, Kendrick R. (D) DTH, Sr Min, Tchr, Missionary, UM 205 Redington Ave. Troy, PA 16947
KHoo, Aileen Hooi-Ai (D) MA, FTCL, Dir Christ Ed 6, Jalan 5/37 46000 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Malaysia
KHoo, Dianna GK (D) MTS, COunsellor, lei Preacher 11-A Jalan Adat Singapore 1129 Singapore
KHoo, Hock Nam (D) Businessman, Chrp CAC Bd of Finance 6 Namly Rise Singapore 1026 Singapore
KHoo, LornaLock-Nah (D) BTh, MTS, Minister, Ed "Methodist Message" 20JalanSahabat Singapore 1954
Singapore
KHoo, Rosie (D) Diac Min, Supply Pastor Wesley Methodist Church 74B, Jalan Dato Sagor 33000 Kuala
l..angsar, Perak Malaysia
KHooN, Tan Kok (D) Pastor-in-Charge 17 Jalan Kuling, Cannine Garden 31400 Ipoh Malaysia
KIAH, Maggie D. (0) Mstr Nutrition (Ret), UM PO Box 55,41 Fox Fire Dr. Bracey, VA 23919
KIl.AT, Paul (D) Sch Tchr Srb. Sg. Amang, Kapit c/o PO Box 155 96007 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
KILLEN, James Lee, Jr. (D) BS, BD, DMin, Pastor, UM 2019 Willow Wisp Seabrook, TX 77586
KILLEN, Mada Dorothy (AV) BS, Sch Tchr, Pastor's Spouse, UM 2019 Willow Wisp Seabrook, TX 77586
KIM, Chang Bum (D) Pastor Apt. 1-301 DongSam Suksu2-dong AnYang-City Korea
KIM, Chong Su (C) Bishop 941-1 Sotaeri Onjungmyn Kyungbuk Korea
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KIM,
KIM,
KIM,
KIM,
KIM,
KIM,
KIM,

Choon Young (C) Dr, Clergy, Dir KP.O. Box 1756 Seoul Korea
ElizabethS.J. (AV) Pres Juris KoreanUMW, Acctg, Tchr, UM 77-1266thDr. MiddleViDage, NY 11379
Eunice (C) Gen Sec, Lay Elder 91-175 Sinsudong Mapoku Seoul Korea
Gil Yong (D) The Korean Methodist Church KP.O. Box 285 Seoul 100 Korea
Hae.Jong (D) Pastor, UM 128 Spencer Rd. Basking Ridge, NJ 07920
Han Ok (D) Pastor #138-33 Yongdudong, Dongdaemun-ku Seoul Korea
Hyung Sook (D) Missionary's Wife 2-39-11, Meieki, Nagamura-Ku Nagoya #450 Japan
KIM, John J. S. (D) Pastor, UM 77-12 66th Dr. Middle Village, NY 11379
KIM, Jong D (D) Sec for KNCC, Qergy, Translator for 16th WMConf #706, 136-46 YonGi-dong ChongRoKu Seoul Korea
KIM, Joon Sik (D) Lay Elder 1039 SongJung-dong DongHae-City, KangWon-Do Seoul Korea
KIM, Jung Urn (D) Pastor's Wife 31 NaeChun-dong Seodaemoon-Ku Methodist Theological Semimary
Seoul Korea
KIM, Koon Sik (D) Pastor 412 Gayang 1 Dong Don-Ku TaeJon Seoul Korea
KIM, Kwan Soon Park (AV) RN, Nurse, Sr Pastor's Wife Kwang Urn Methodist Church 571-2 Shinsa-Dong,
Kangnam-Ku Seoul (135-120) Korea
KIM, Min Ok (C) Lay Elder 1054-27 NanHyun-dong Kwanakku Seoul Korea
KIM, Seong Bock (0) Pastor Samter Methodist Church Shipjung-Dong 191-16 Buk-Ku Incheon Korea
KIM, Seung Ho (D) Bishop, Qergy Dooli SapKoyUp YeSan-Kun ChoongNam Korea
KIM, Sik Nam (D) Pastor's Wife 941-1 Sotaeri Onjungmyn Kyungbuk Korea
KIM, Sun Do (C) STM, DMin, Sr Pastor Kwang Urn Methodist Church 571-2 Shinsa-Dong, Kangnam-ku
Seoul (135-120) Korea
KIM, Woo Young (D) Pastor 25-106 Hanyang Apt. BangEidong SongPa-Ku Seoul Korea
KIM, Young Beom (D) Evangelist 43-38 HongChunRi2-Ku HeMi-MyeonSeo-San-Gun ChungNam Korea
KIM, Young Ja (D) Tchr, Pastor's Wife Apt. 1-301 DongSam Suksu2-dong AnYang-City Korea
KIMBALL, Connis C. (AV) BA, Bus Mgmt, UM PO Box 60 Pacific Grove, CA 93950
KIMBALL, Thomas (D) BA, MDiv, Pastor, UM PO Box 60 Pacific Grove, CA 93950
KIMBROUGH, Marjorie L. (AV) UM 4340 Pompey Dr., SW Atlanta, GA 30331
KIMBROUGH, Walter L. (D) UM 4340 Pompey Dr., SW Atlanta, GA 30331
KING, Jerry H. (AV) AME 1024 Pineview Rd. Birmingham, AL 35228
KING, Robert James (D) Pastor, AME 1024 Pineview Rd. Birmingham, AL 35228
KINGSOLVER, Jarrett (AV) UM 3903 South Walnut Place Broken Arrow, OK 74011-1662
KINGSOLVER, Virginia (D) UM 3903 South Walnut Place Broken Arrow, OK 74011-1662
KINGSTON, Barbara Risley (AV) Minister, AME 910 Yorktown Dr. Charleston, SC 29412
KINGSTON, Thomas M. (C) Minister, Inter-Ch Relations Convenor Methodist Manse The Mall, Roscrea Co.
TIpperary Ireland
KINOTI, Jotham (AV) Synod Treas PO Box 230 Nkubu Kenya
KIRAMANA, Helen Ncurubi (D) Tchr, Women Wrkr PO Box 269 Meru Kenya
KIRBY, JohnAllan (D) Television Producer, Roman Catholic 4 Sandy Lodge, The Ave., Hatch End. Pinner,
Middlesex HAS 4EU England
KIRCHER, Kurt (AV) Minister, UM Giebelstrasse 16 7000 Stuttgart 31 Germany
KIRCHHOFF, Alberta L. (D) SS, (Ret), Chrp Mission, VW UMW, UM 3836 56th St. Des Moines, IA 50310
KIRKPATRICK, Dow (D) UM 77 Sheridan Dr. Atlanta, GA 30305
KIRKPATRICK, Elizabeth (0) UM 5721 Qub View Dr. Yorba linda, CA 92686
KIRKPATRICK, Marjorie (D) UM 77 Sheridan Dr., NE Atlanta, GA 30305
KIRKPATRICK, Robert Dale (0) Staff Parish, Finance, UM 5721 Qub View Dr. Yorba linda, CA 92686
KIRKWOOD, William C. (D) Insurance Broker, UM 42 Washington Ave. Garden City, NY 11530
KIRSCH, Charles Dee (D) UM 48 E. North Broadway Columbus, OH 43214-6510
KIRSCH, Janice (AV) UM 48 E. North Broadway Columbus,OH 43214-6510
KITHINJI, Mary N. (D) Couns, Bus, Synod Chrp PO Box 533 Meru, Kenya
KlAIBER, Annegret (D) Dr. Med., Arztin, UM Wilhelm-Leuschner-Strasse 8 0-6000 Frankfurt am Main 1
Germany
KlAIBER, Simon (AV) Student, UM In den Zeulachem lOA 6000 FrankfurtIM Germany
KlAIBER, WalterF. (C) Dr Theol, Minister, Bishop, UM Wilhelm-Leuschner-Strasse8 0-6000 Frankfurt am
Main 1 Germany
KlEIN, Patty Oliver (AV) Miss Chrp, UM 9211 Bonhomme Houston, TX 77074
KLEIN, Robert (AV) Ch Admin, UM 711 S. Plymouth Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90005
KLEINBOOT, Miriam (D) Secy, Qark, MCSA PO Box 724 Windhoek 9000 Namibia
KNEEBONE, Elizabeth M. (D) BA Rel Ed, Homemaker, Worship Rower Chrp, UM 628 Fairway Rd. State
College, PA 16803
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KNEEBONE, Leon R. (C) PhD, Prof Emer, Chrp Wesley Found, UM 628 Fairway Rd. State College, PA
16803
KNOWLES, Annette Talitha (0) Housewife, Usher PO Box N-7277 Nassau Bahamas
KNOWLES, Conrad Joseph (0) Lay Reader (Ret) PO Box N-7277 Nassau Bahamas
KNOX, Edith L. (D) Reg Nurse, UM 2205 Vestavia Dr. Binningham, AL 35216
KNOX, James Uoyd (C) Bishop, UM 6 Office Park Cicle, Suite 301 Binningham, AL 35216
KO, Aye (D) Minister, Dist Chrp Methodist Church, PO Box 9 Civil Lines, Mandalay Myanmar (Burma)
KO, Je Kook (D) Lay Elder, Staff Bd of Laity 52-15 Chongwoon-dong Chongro-Ku Seoul Korea
KO, Joo Seok (D) Lay Elder 709-401 Mokdong Apt. 925 Mokldong YangChon-Ku Seoul Korea
KOHAR, Petrus (D) Rector, Academy of Foreign Lang Rector, ABA, Jalan Sudirman Km. 3 1/2 Palembang
30125 Indonesia
KOIT, Jeffrey K S. (D) Pastor 1, Jalan 13/37, Taman Bukit Maluri Kepong, 52100 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
KOMORA, Johnson E. (D) BPh, MA, Min, Bishop PO Box 48, Tarasaa Tana River Kenya
KONDO, Fumiko (D) Kudan Ch 2-13-7, Hatsudai, Shibuya-ku Tokyo 151 Japan
KONG, Eddy !ham Tong (D) LLB, magistrate, Wor Ldr 12, J1n. Lepas, Charlton Park Singapore 1953
Singapore
KOO, Bon Soo (D) Pastor 1483-18 ShinRom-dong 11 KwanAk-Ku Seoul Korea
KOO, Ronald Y. (C) Sr Product Eng, Lay Mbr/Del to Gen Conf 6710 Southpoint Dallas, TX 75248
KOO, Yolanda K (AV) BA, Housewife, Sub Organist, UM 6710 Southpoint Dr. Dallas, TX 75248
KOONlZ, Heather Patricia (AV) Student, Youth Fellowship, UM PO Box 469 Ashland, VA 23005
KOSASIH, Samuel (D) Minister, Dist Supt Jalan Mantri 21 Medan 20151 Indonesia
KRAUSE, Colleen E. (AV) Tchr, UM 812 Fort Hemy Rd. Belleville,IL 62221
KRAUSE, Robert A (C) Minister, DS, UM 812 Fort Henry Rd. "Belleville, IL 62221
KREPS, Burl G. (D) BA, MTh, Min, UM 1450 So. Pierce Lakewood, CO 80226
KREPS, Kathy A (AV) BA, MA, Library-Media Spec, UM 7003 S. Yukon St. Littleton, CO 80123
KREUTZIGER, Keith Lester (AV) MD, E.N.T.Surgeon, UM 4420 Elmwood Parkway Metairie, LA 70003
KREUTZIGER, Sarah Sloan (D) Dr Soc Work, Psychiatric Soc Wrkr, Active Laity, UM 4420 Elmwood
Parkway Metairie, LA 70003
KRIEWALD, Diedra (D) MRE, MA, PhD, Semin Prof, UM 1620 Standley Dr. Winchester, VA 22601
KRISTIANSEN, Roald E. (C) Pro£iPastor, Seminary Tchr, UM Theol. Seminary, Vestlundveien 27 N-5033
Fyllin~en Norway
KRUSE, Helen Sue (AV) BA, MA, Tchr, Chrp Conf Capital Funds Campaign, UM 5522 S. Heather Dr.
Tempe, AZ 85283
KRUSE, Roger F. (D) MA, BA, Exec Dir, Conf Lay Ldr, GCFA, UM 5522 S. Heather Tempe, AZ 85283
KU, Jun Sung (D) Pastor Mt. 15-2 SoaiAm-ri Daekoc-Myun Kimpo-Kun KyungGi-do Korea
KUEY, Enoch (Chien Hwa) (C) Bishop MC ROC 6th Roor, No.9 Chi-Nan Rd., Section 3 Ta-an District Taipei
10625 Taiwan, ROC
KUHN, Dolores M. (D) Dist Lay Ldr, UM 523 W. Fernwood Dr. Toronto, OH 43964
KULAH, Arthur F. (C) Bishop/Liberia, UM PO Box 523 Freetown Sierra Leone
KULAH, Violet (D) UM, Liberia c/o United Methodist Church PO Box 523 Freetown Sierra Leone
KUMAR, James Vasantha (D) Pastor, ConfTreas Robinson Memorial Church 13 SanldiSt., Byculla Bombay
India
KUMAR, Joseph Peter (D) Pastor 2732 Taman Lumba Kuda 05250 Alor Setar Kedah Malaysia
KUMAR, Vijaya Vijendra (D) MSc, BEd, Lecturer, Mbr Ex Council MCI 201 Moghal Manor Apt., Akbarbagh,
Malakpet Hyderabad 500 036 AP. India
KUMBONG, Robert Ngindang (D) Town Councillor PO Box 155 96007 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
KUSUMA, Thomas Cipta (D) Student, Youth President Jalan Biduk 73 Medan Indonesia
KWAK, Jun Tae (C) President Council of Bps Jung Woo Bid. # 1114, 13-25 Yoido-Domg Young Deung PoKu Seoul Korea
KWOK, Yuk-ling, Inger (D) Librarian Flat D, 2IF, Po Ming Building Fu Ming St. Hong Kong Hong Kong
KYLE, Katharine Ware (D) Treas Conf UMW, UM 2606 Waldo Lane Richmond, VA 23228
KYRE, PearlSmith (D) AB, El Ed, Sch T~hr (Ret), Chrp COM, UM 416 Kentucky Ave. Fairmont, WV 26554
KYZER, Elizabeth Freda (D) Dressmaker, Ch Ldr Warries Ave. Eersterust Pretoria 0022 South Africa

LA POINT, Donna Ruth (0) Admin Secy to Bp, UM 2810 Redwood Rd. Napa, CA 94558
LADY, Nancy J. (D) BS Ed, Tchr (Ret), Lcl Treas, UM 123 Upland Rd. Williamsport, PA 17701
LAGAWO, Richard Edmon Sonny (C) Education Secy, Lay Ldr, UM United Methodist House 31 Lightfoot
Boston House Freetown Sierra Leone
LAL, James Chunni (D) Gen Sec, MCI Methodist Centre 21 Y.M.C.A Rd. Bombay 400 008 India
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LAL, Mohan (D) Pastor, Dist Supt Methodist Church Nursery School Simjuri Colony P. o. Chittoranjan
71331 Burdwan Dist (W.B.) India
l.AlL, Gendan Mukand (D) Pastor, Conf Treas Methodist Church, Mission Compound PO Box 207 Civil
Lines Moradabad U.P. India
l.ALmULA, (D) Dist Chrp, Minister Methodist Church PO Box 9, Civil Lines Mandalay Myanmar (Burma)
lAMPKIN, Bertina Elnora (C) JD, Judge, ChJudicial Counc, CME 317 West110th Place Chicago,IL 60628
lANAGAN, Carolyn (AV) M, BFA, Tchr, UM PO Box 306 Naples, TX 75568
lANAGAN, David M. (D) DMin, BA, MTh, Sr Pastor, UM Box 306 Naples, TX 75568
lANE, Dora Nell (AV) Ret Telephone Co Exec, Lay Spkr, UM #8 Sierra Court North Uttle Rock, AR 721183449
lANE, James William (D) US Govt Employee, Conf Dir Lay Spkg, UM #8 Sierra Court North Uttle Rock,
AR 72118-3449
lANE, Joan E. (D) Admin Sec, UM 6403 - 76th St. Ct. West Tacoma, WA 98467
lANE, Stuart O. (AV) Music Tchr, UM 6403 76th St. Ct. West Tacoma, WA 98467
lANEY, Berta Radford (AV) 408 Administration Building Emory University Atlanta, GA 30322
lANEY, James T. (D) President, Emory Univ 408 Administration Building Emory University Atlanta, GA
30322
lANG, Eugen (AV) UM St. Quentin Ring 51 6750 Kaiserslautem Germany
lANG, Helga (AV) UM St. Quentin Ring 51 6750 Kaiserslautem Germany
lANGFORD, Andy (D) Worship Admin, Asst Gen Secy GBOD, UM PO Box 840 Nashville, TN 37202
lANGLEY, Evelyn Marcella (AV) Housewife, UM 5 Green Oaks Place Texarkana, AR 75502
lANGLEY, Robert Edwin (D) Sr Min, UM 5 Green Oaks Place Texarkana, AR 75502
lANGUZA, Shaw Nkululeko (D) Min, TMG Gen Pres PO Box 1618 Roodepoort 1725 South Africa
LARSON, James (D) Student, CCYM Pres, UM 4012 Hale Dr. Salt Lake City, UT 84124
lASHER, Joanna L. (D) Sch Psychologist, UM 24 Walter Dr., RD 3 Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
LASHER, Tarrence L. (C) Student, UM 24 Walter Dr. Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
lASHER, William A (C) Dist Supt, UM 24 Walter Dr. Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
lASS-POTTER, Renate Anna (D) UM, 509 Bell Pointe Court Nashville, TN 37221
LATIMER-HUNT, Alberta (0) Pres WHOM, AMF2 316 Culpepper St. Elizabeth City, NC 27909
LAU, Lai-sze (D) BD, Min-in-Chg Epworth Village Methodist Church 100 Chai Wan Rd. Chai Wan Hong
Kong
LAW, Charles Miller (D) Ret, Dist Steward, Trustee, Mbr Bd, UM PO Box 308 Millersburg, KY 40348
LAW, Sarah Carrington (D) Conf C&S, VP UMW, Lei Chrp Outreach, UM PO Box 308 Millersburg, KY
40348
LAWRENCE, Audrey A (D) BA, Church Staff Assoc, Chrp Conf Div of Stewardship, UM 4192 Tattenham
Way Boise, ID 83704
LAWRENCE, RalphA (D) BA, MDiv, DD, Pastor, UM 4192 Tattenham Way Boise,ID 83704
LAWRENCE, Wilhelmina M. (C) Dr, VP N Amer WFMW, AME 700 - 7th St. SW #709 Washington, DC
20024
LAWSON, David Jerald (C) Bishop, UM 5113 Comanche Way Madison, WI 53704
LAWSON, Martha E. (D) Secy/Homemaker, Conf UMW, UM 5113 Comanche Way Madison, WI 53704
LAWSON, Marvest A (D) UM 2993 68th Ave. South St. Petersburg, FL 33712
LAWSON, Rosalie J. (AV) UM 2993 68th Ave., S. St. Petersburg, FL 33712
LAWSON, Sadie B. (AV) MEd, Tchr, UMW Pres, UM PO Box 277 LaFayette, AL 36862
LAZAR, BemardYogaraj (D) Admin Off, Pres MYAF B-822Jalan Gambut 25000 Kuantan, Pahang Malaysia
lAZARUS, Antharam Papaiah (D) 74 MIGH Colony, Mehdipatnam Hyderabad 500 028 AP. India
lAZARUS, Milton (D) BTh, c/o Methodist Church, Singapore 10 Mount Sophia Singapore 0922 Singapore
LEAKE, Vilma D. (D) Med, Tchr, Pres CMAE, 1st VP Miss Soc, AMF2 10122 Whitehorn Dr. Charlotte, NC
28226
LEAR, Robert (D) UMNS, Chief Press Officer 16th World Methodist Conf, UM 100 Maryland Ave., NE
Washington, DC 20002
LEAR, Virgina L. (AV) UM 3724 Mt. Airey Lane Annandale, VA 22003
LEE-McPHEE, James T. (D) Pastor, UM 88 Pleasant St. Dover-Foxcroft, ME 04426
LEE-McPHEE, Laura J. (D) BA, MTS, Tchr, UM 88 Pleasant St. Dover-Foxcroft, ME 04426
LEE, Bong Shik (D) MD, Orthopedic Surgeon, V Chrp Admin Bd, UM 35 Lane of Acres Haddonfield, NJ

08033
LEE, Carol (AV) Masters, Ret Sch Admin, Lay Spkr, UM 502 Golfcrest Dr. San Antonio, TX 78239
LEE, Chai-Eun (C) DD, Pres CBS, Minister c/o The Korean Methodist Church KP.O. Box 285
Kwangwhamun Seoul Korea
LEE, Charles H. (D) Minister, Dist Supt, UM 502 Golfcrest DR. San Antonio, TX 78239
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LEE,
LEE,
LEE,
LEE,
LEE,
LEE,
LEE,
LEE,
LEE,
LEE,
LEE,
LEE,

Gap Se (D) Pastor's Wife The Korean Methodist Church KP.O. Box 285 Seoul 100 Korea
Geoffrey (D) Restaurant Mgmt, Chrp Personnel Comm, UM 3025 Emmaus Ave. AIlentwon, PA 18103
Hae Suk (C) Dr, Oergy, Gen Sec KP.O. Box 285 Kwangwhamun Seoul Korea
Jai-Ok (AV) Oergy Spouse Kuk-dong Apt. #1-1201, 428 Oksoo-dong Sungdong-ku, Seoul Korea
Joon Yong (D) Bishop,Oergy 184-1 Sunhwa 3 dong Jund-Ku Taejon-City Seoul Korea
Kang Bong (D) Lay Elder 2ban Stong Younglang-Dong Sokcho-city KangwonDo Seoul Korea
Kang Jeoun (C) Laity Apt. 904-1001 Mokdong 9 YangChun-Ku Seoul Korea
Mi Wha (AV) MD, Pediatrician, UM 35 Lane of Acres Haddonfield, NJ 08033
Min Ja (D) Pastor's Wife 440-9 Jeonnong 1 dong DongDae Moon-Ku Seoul Korea
Myun Joo (C) MD, Minister, Planning Dir of MTC KMC KP.O. Box 1756 Seoul 110-617 Korea
Wilhelmina (D) AMEZ 99 Tompkins Ave., Apt 6-A Brooklyn, NY 11206
Yiu-sun (D) Theology Student Theology Building, Chung Chi College Chinese University Shatin Hong
Kong
LEEUW, Nancy Madikeledi (D) c/o The Methodist Church of Southern Africa PO Box 2256 Durban 4000
South Africa
LEITE, Nelson Campos (D) Bishop Rua Inacia Uchoa, 303 Vila Mariana Sao Paulo - SP Brazil
LEMMEL, Kenneth G. (D) Pastor, UM 2048 Plainfield Des Plaines, IL 60018
LEMMEL, Marjorie R. (AV) MS Mgmt, Reg Nurse, UM 2048 Plainfield Des Plaines, IL 60018
LENSIE, Karen (C) Asst Reg Dir CWS/CROP, NCC, Conf Sec GBGM, UM 3 Eastern Parkway Auburn, NY
13021
LEONARD, Richard Allen (C) BA, BD, MS, Minister, Pres Elder, AME 1693 W. Sandcroft Charleston, SC
29407
LEONARD, Sarah C. (AV) BA, MS, Tchr, Missionary, AME 1693 W. Sandcroft Dr. Charleston, SC 29407
LEONG, Yong Chie Terrence (D) Ch Admin, Youth Pres Block 873, Tampines St. 84, #08-109 Singapore
1852 Singapore
LEONO, Henry (AV) DMin, Oergy, UM Rd 1, 27 Vernon Rd. Stockholm, NJ 07460
LESLIE, Kristen Jane (0) College Chaplain Office of the Chaplain, Adrian College Adrian, MI 49221
LEULUAlAUI, Nefara (C) Methodist Church in Samoa PO Box 1867 Apia Western Samoa
LEULUAlAUI, Siatua (C) Methodist Church in Samoa PO Box 1867 Apia Western Samoa
LEVER, Chauncey Waldo (D) BS, LLD, Higher Ed, Bnkg, Past Lay Ldr, UM 210 North Lindell Rd., E
Greensboro, NC 27403
LEVER, Sara Cauthen (AV) BA, Homemaker, Admin Bd, Past Pres UMW, UM 210 North Lindell Rd., E
Greensboro, NC 27403
LEVERTON, Kenneth Gordon (C) Minister, Gen Sec Christ Ed PO Box 136, Main St. Paarl 7622 South Africa
LEWIS, Betty Ratliff (D) MRE, Housewife, Volunteer, UM 3200 Amherst Ave. Columbia, SC 29205
LEWIS, Douglass (D) Pres Wesley Seminary, UM 3825 University Ave., NW Washington, DC 20016
LEWIS, Jeannette Glenn (AV) BA, Housewife, UM 11418 Lakeside PI. Dr. Houston, TX 77077
LEWIS, Mark Carl (D) BA, MTh, DD, Oergy, UM 11418 Lakeside Place Dr. Houston, TX 77077
LEWIS, Shirley (AV) Tchr, UM 3825 University Ave., NW Washington, DC 20016
LEWIS, Sinclair Ernsley (D) Sr Pastor, UM 3200 Amherst Ave. Columbia, SC 29205
LEWIS, Theresa D. (AV) Educator (Ret), SSTchr, AME 915 North Union St. Natchez, MS 39120
U, Ping-Kwong (C) BTh, Minister, Pres, MC Hong Kong 40 Gascoigne Rd. Yau Ma Tei Kowloon Hong Kong
UAN, lim Chin (D) BAEd, Headmistress (Ret), Pres GC WSCS 13, Jalan Tujuh, Housing Trust 30250 IPOH,
Perak Malaysia
UAO, Jin-Teh (D) Exec Comm, Designer, Treas, MC ROC 6F, No.9 Chi-nan Rd. Sec 3, DaAnDistrict Taipei
Taiwan, ROC
UDIA, (D) Education Jalan Rahmadsyab/Gang: Kemala No. 124 KK Medan, N. Sumatra Indonesia
UDKE, Elaine (D) Sec, UM 425 Schletty Lane W. St. Paul, MN 55118
UDKE, Norman E. (C) Dist Supt, UM 425 Schletty Lane W. St. Paul, MN 55118
UE, Humbert A. (0) PO Box 419 Stony Brook,NY 11790
LIEMARNO, EJlyana (AV) The Methodist Church, Indonesia Jalan Hang Tuah 8 Medan 20152, North
Sumatra Indonesia
UM, Daniel (D) Pastor, Trinity Ann Conf 275 Golden Dragon Garden 31900 Kampar Perak Malaysia
UM, lsaacT. P. (C) BTh, MUtt,SrPastor, DistSupt 80Jalan Daud #02-02 Windy Heights 1414 Singapore
UM, Kim-Seng Oarence (D) Kampong Kapor Methodist Church, 3 Kampong Kapor Rd. Singapore 0820
Singapore
UM, Laurence K Y. (D) Govt, MAF Pres No. 49, Jln. 1/144A, TMN Bukit Cheras Cheras, 56000 Kuala
Lumpur Malaysia
UM, Say-Huat (D) Physiotherapist, VP WSCS 12, Halaman Burma 10350 Penang Malaysia
UM, Shuddyng (D) MCROC F, No. 10, Alley 33, ChienkuoRd., Hsin-TienCity Taipei County Taiwan, ROC
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UM, Toh-Hoy (D) Mgr, Chrp Bd of Finance, AEC Treas, Trinity Ann Cont 34, JlIlan 14/30 46100 Petaling
Jaya Malaysia
UN, Chiu-U (D) Exec Comm, Chrp Off Bel, MC ROC No.9 ADey 27, Chi Ming Rd. Chi-Yih Taiwan, ROC
UN, Kuo-Chiang (D) Hocking Methodist Church, PO Box 56 96807 Kapit, Sarawak Malaysia
UN, Te-En Cheng (D) MC Rep of China
UNG, Hiong Lang (D) PO Box 560 96007 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
UNG, John (D) BSc, DipQS, FRICS, Chartered Surveyor, Chrp LCEC PO Box 3062 93760 Kuching,
Sarawak Malaysia
UNG, Koo nong (C) BDH, ContPres Tmgkat 8, Wisma Methodist Lorong Hang Jebat 50150 Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia
UNK, Joanne M. (C) MOW, Dist Supt, UM 921 Wallace Ave. Chambersburg, PA 17201
UNK, Kendall (AV) DMin, Prison Chaplain, UM 921 Wallace Ave. Chambersburg, PA 17201
UNK, Robert W. (AV) MOW, Minister, Dist Supt, UM 3438 Yucca Rd. Cheyenne, WY 82001
UNK, Virginia I. (AV) Tchr Cert, Elem Ed, UM 3438 Yucca Rd. Cheyenne, WY 82001
UNSEY, Mae Cannon (AV) BA, MA, Educ Spec, Miss Consult, W Africa, CME PO Box 142380 Atlanta, GA
30311
UNSEY, Nathaniel L. (C) Bishop-Ghana, Uberia, Nigeria, CME PO Box 42380 Atlanta, GA 30311
USTON, George E. (D) BA, MEd, Educ (Ret), Chrp Pastor/Paris, UM 111 Oakwood Ave. Dayton, OH 45409
USTON, Jane B. (D) BSEd, Educ (Ret), Chrp Admin Counc, UM 111 Oakwood Ave. Dayton, OH 45409
UU, Hui Tak (D) Kai Nguong Methodist Church PO Box 68 %507 Bintangor, Sarawak Malaysia
LO, Lung-kwong (D) Min, Cont Sec MC HK 36 Hennessy Rd. Wan Chai Hong Kong
LOANE, Edith Mary (C) MB, BCh, BAO, Psychiatrist, Mbr Counc on Soc Welfare Kintyre, Ballinrcarrig
Gorey, Co. Wexford Ireland
LOANE, Oscar Hugh (AV) BAgr, Coil Prin (Ret), Sec Stipends and ADow Bd Kintyre, Ballinrcarrig Gorey,
Co. Wexford Ireland
LOCKMANN, Paulo Tarso De Oliveira (D) Bishop Barao de Itapagipe St. 422 co 02 njuca, Rio de Janeiro
Brazil
LOCKMILLER, Alice W. (C) LHD, Realtor, DIist COM, Trustee Aa Sou College, UM PO Box 6279 Fort
Myers, FL 33911
LOFUN, Jack Milton (C) UM 4920 3rd Place Meridian, MS 39305
LOFUN, Jo Nall (D) UM 4920 3rd Place Meridian, MS 39305
LOFTIN, Mildred E. (D) AME PO Box 110 New Manstown, PA 17073
Loo, David T. C. (D) Pastor, Chrp Missions Bd, TRAC Malaysia 2, Eklund Heights, Jalan Cheroh 27600
Raub, Pahang Malaysia
LOONEY, Carolyn M. (AV) MCE, Housewife, UM 4618 Brae Bum Ln. Macon, GA 31210
LOONEY, Richard Carl (C) Bishop, UM 4618 Brae Bum Ln. Macon, GA 31210
LORCH, Basil H., Jr. (C) BS, JD, liD, Attorney, Cont Chancellor, UM 1802 Crestview Dr. New Albany,
IN 47150
LORCH, Maxine (D) BS, UMW Pres, UM 1802 Crestview Dr. New Albany, IN 47150
LORESCO, Jarin Select (0) UM 24512 Marbella Ave. Carson, CA 90745
LORESCO, Melanio L., Jr. (D) Minister in Chg, UM 24512 Marbella Ave. Carson, CA 90745
LOTI, Elinore J. (AV) Legal Sec, Hunger Interpreter, UM 531 Hahaione St., #14-E Honolulu, HI 96825
LOTI, Robert A. (D) Ret Minister, UM 531 Hahaione St., #14-E Honolulu, HI 96825
LOUW, UonelR. (C) BA, MDiv, MSocSc, DD, Minister/Soc Wrkr, AME 503 Halt Rd. Elsies River 7490 South
Africa
LOVE, Christa Lynn (AV) UM 4932 Cochise Trail Richmond, VA 23231
LOVE, Walter Bennett, Jr. (D) J.D.L. Attorney, Chrp Trustee Bd, UM PO Box 222 Monroe, NC 28211
LOWERY, EariGene (0) EA, TaxAccnt, FinanceChrp, VP AdminBd, UM 464GertrudeSt. Elgin, IL 60123
LOWERY, Ellen Blair (AV) PO Box 116 Warsaw, VA 22572
LOWERY, linda Sue (AV) Christian Ed, Chrp Dist COM, Chrp Dist Ed Comm, UM 464 Gertrude St. Elgin,
IL 60123
LU, Shuk-Tyam (0) Pastor, Minister-in-Chg Taipei Taiwan, ROC
LUCAS, Frank Earnest (AV) AMEZ 210 West Panner St. Greenville, AL 36037
LUCAS, Georgia E. Gaither (D) AMEZ 210 West Panner St. Greenville, AL 36037
LUCHSINGER, J. Franklin (D) MDiv, PhD, Minister, UM 1220 Bethel Rd. Columbus, OH 43220
LUCIANI, Carolyn Joan (AV) Housewife, UMW Off, UM 910 Wabash St. Ishpeming, MI 49849
LUCIANI, George Arthur (D) MDiv, Pastor, UM 910 Wabash St. Ishpeming, MI 49849
LUGINBILL, Betty N. (C) Pastor, UM 4400 Castlebar Dr. Boise, ID 83703
LUKERT, John M. (D) DMin, Pastor, UM 3417 Viscount Arlington, TX 76016
LUKERT, Pat J. (AV) Ubrarian, UM 3417 Viscount Arlington, TX 76016
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LUNDQUIST, C. David (D) Bachelor of Laws, Gen Sec GCOM, UM 601 W. Riverview Ave. Dayton, OH
45406
LUNDQUIST, Georgia T. (AV) AS, UM 601 W. Riverview Ave. Dayton, OH 45406
LUNDY, Elizabeth (D) BS, Ch Sec, UM 12 Holston Lane Waynesville, NC 28786-2643
LUNDY, Robert Fielden (D) DD, Pastor, UM 12 Holston Lane Waynesville, NC 28786-2643
LUNN, Ian Carmichael (D) MA, BSc, Min, Circuit Supt 21 Woodstock Rd., Witney Oxford OX8 6EB England
LUNN, June Elizabeth (C) Tchr, Past ConfVice Pres 21 Woodstock Rd., Witney Oxford OX8 6EB England
LUTGEN, Kenneth Robinson, Jr. (D) Minister, UM 1321 N. E. Vivion Rd. Kansas City, MO 64118
LUTZ, Benis (D) BA, MA, Sch Supt (Ret), Dist Lay Ldr, UM 641 W. Main St. Ashville, OH 43103
LYGHT, Ernest Shaw (D) DMin, OS, Minister, UM 512 Bradford Ave. Westfield, NJ 07090
LYNN, Hilda M. (D) Commercial Artist, Chrp PSRC, UM 1439 E. Cheltenham Ave. Philadelphia, PA 19124
LYON, Donald W. (D) PhD, Chemistry (Ret), Lay Mbr Ann Conf, UM 110 Banbury Dr., Windsor Hills
Wilmington, DE 19803
LYON, Martha C. (AV) BA, Librarian (Ret), UMW Sec, UM 110 Banbury Dr. Wilmington, DE 19803

MACHADO, Joao Somane (C) Evangelical Pastor, Bishop, UM c.P. 2640 Maputo Mozambique
MACLIN, Alice N. (AV) BA, MA, Assc Prof, UM 1723 East Clifton Rd., NE Atlanta, GA 30307
MACLIN, H. T. (D) BA, MTh, DD, Pres Miss Soc for UM/NGa Ann Conf, UM 1723 East Clifton Rd., NE
Atlanta, GA 30307
MACWAN, DanielD. (D) Advocate, Trustee Sophia Cottage, WaxCompound,Fatehgunj Vadodara390002
(Guj) India
MACWAN, Manek V. (D) Hostel Supt, Deaconess Webb Memorial Hostel Bunglaw Fatehgunt Vadodara
390002 GUJ India
MADlKIZA, Pum1a Petrolia (0) Tchr Butterworth College of Education PO Box 311 Butterworth Transkei
South Africa
MAHI.ALELA, Isaac D. (C) Av. 24 de Julho, 986 Caixa Postal 724 Maputo Mozambique
MAHLE, Kathi Austin (D) MDiv, Pastor, UM 1410 Spring Valley Rd. Golden Valley, MN 55422
MAHLE, Stephen Herbert (D) Exec, Chrp, UTS of TC Seminary, UM 1410 Spring Valley Rd. Golden Valley,
MN 55422
MAl, Margie A. (0) BSEd., Campus Min, ISU Wesley Coord, UM 836 East Carter Pocatello, ID 83201
MAIA, Adriel de Souza (C) Bishop, Pres Coil of Bps RuaMestreLucas, 210 Apto.301 Anchieta30310 Belo
Horizonte, MG Brazil
MAIA, Almir de Souza (D) Dr, Dentist, Laity Rua Rangel Pestana, 762 13400-Piracicaba - SP Brazil
MAIA, Marlluse Helena (D) Prof, Tchr Rua Nuestre Locas, 210 1301 Anchieta Belo Horizonte - MG Brazil
MAINE, Arturo G. (D) AAS, Eoectronic Tech, Pres Admin Bd, Dist Lay Ldr, UM 29 Moore St., Apt. 181
Brooklyn, NY 11206
MAINE, Maria C. (AV) Mstr Soc Wrk, Social Wrkr, UM 29 Moore St. Brooklyn, NY 11206
MAKABE, Shoichi (D) Pastor, UCCJ 2509 Shimamura Sakai-machi Sawa Gum, Gunmaken Japan
MAKONDE, Charles Fwedeha (D) BD, MTh, Min, Bishop MCK, PwaniSynod, Box 98195 Mombasa Kenya
MANGKA, Nancy Jeluie Medan (D) LTh, Housewife, WSCS Coord The Iban Methodist Church 26B Jalan
Pisang 93150 Kuching, Sarawak Malaysia
MANUEL, Ella Hermoso (D) BSBA Acctg, MBA Adm Counc Chrp, UM 900 United Nations Ave. Ermita,
Manila Philippines
MANYKAM, T. (D) Tech Off, Finance Chrp 109 Yishun Ring Rd. #03-343 Singapore 2776 Singapore
MARCUM, June M. (D) (Ret), Lay Mbr Ann Conf, Mbr Ad Council, UM 126 Goodrich Ave. Lexington, KY
40503
MARIANO, Carol A. (D) Prog Dir, UM 2729 - 72nd Ave. SE Mercer Island, WA 98040
MARIANO, Feliza Pajaro (C) Businesswoman, Lay Ldr, UM 900 United Nations Ave. Manila Philippines
MARIMA, William Fambai (C) Tchr, Conf Lay Ldr, Stewardship Dir, UM PO Box 3408 Harare Zimbabwe
MARNER, Bernice A. (D) UM 14555 Coeur d'Alene Court Chesterfield, MO 63017
MARNER, Gene R. (AV) UM 14555 Coeur d'Alene Chesterfield., MO 63017
MARSHALL, BettyZarecor (AV) Housewife, EvangWorkArea, UM 9526 Moss Haven Dr. Dallas, TX 75231
MARSHALL, Brian Richard (D) Pastor, UM 734 Arrowhead Aurora, MN 55705
MARSHALL, Carolyn (C) UM 204 N. Newlin Veedersburg, IN 47987
MARSHALL, John Harris, Jr. (D) Geologist, Conf Lay Del, UM 9526 Moss Haven Dr. Dallas, TX 75231
MARTELLI, OaudioH. (C) President MCItaly cloChiesaEvangelicaMetodista PendiceScoglietto 1634127
Trieste .Italy
MARTIN, AliceLucille (0) BS, ElEd., MACurriculum,AdminAssttoPastor, CME 614 East HillSt. Louisville,
KY 40217
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MARTINEZ, Gerardo (D) Pastor, UM 7437 S. WatelWay Dr. Miami, FL 33155
MARTINS, Alma O. (D) BA, Ret Tchr, Past Pres Dist UMW, UM 568-A Avenida Sevilla Laguna Hills, CA
92653
MASIH, Iqbal (D) Pastor, D.S. Holman Institute, M.G. Rd. Near Colletorate, Agra India
MASIH, Komal (D) BA, BD, STM, Minister, All-India Council Sec, DistSupt Lucknow Publishing House 37,
Cantonment Rd. Lucknow India
MASIH, Lila Iqbal (AV) Holman Institute, M. G. Rd. Agra 282002 India
MASIH, Phillip Silas (D) BS, BD, Dip in Comm, Pastor, Asst Exec Secy Methodist Church - Sadar 22
Cantonement Bareilly 243 004 U.P- India
MASSEY, Murad (D) Exec Sec/Mbr Exec MCI Massey Lodge, 83 Civil Lines Bareilly, U.P. India
MASTER, Calvin C. (D) Exec Sec 2093 Christian Hill Raikhad Ahmedabad 380 001 India
MATIJiARE, Sarah Nkele (C) BA Honours, Psychology, LecturerlPsychology, Assoc Ed, AME PO Box 222
Jwaneng Botswana
MATTOCKS, Olivia B. (D) Bookkeeper, Financial Sec, UM 4921 Marlin Court Wilmington, NC 28403
MAULDING, Dwight W. (D) Banking, Chrp Trustees, UM 1515 E. McKinley Sapulpa, OK 74066
MAULDING, Mary Lou (AV) Housewife, Chrp Missions, UM 1515 E. McKinley Sapulpa, OK 74066
MAYBRAY, Jonathan D. (AV) 41 Ridge Trail Glenwood, NY 14069
MAYBRAY, Virgil E. (D) AB, MDiv, STM, Field Rep Miss Soc for UMs, UM 437 Burns Ave., Apt. 3 Indiana,
PA 15701
MBABANE, Agnes (D) cloThe Methodist Church of Southern Africa PO Box 2256 Durban 4000 SouthAfrica
MBANG, Enebeng E. (D) Wesley House, 21/22 Marina PO Box 2011 Lagos Nigeria
MBANG, Sunday (C) Minister of Religion, Prelate MCNigeria, VChrp WMCWor&LitCmte MethodistChurch
Nigeria Wesley House, 21/22 Marina, PO Box 2011 Lagos Nigeria
MBURUGU, Margaret Mwari (C) Tchr Education for Life PO Box 1914 Meru Kenya
McCASKILL, Gwendol Fay (AV) BA, MA, Pastor, ConfDir Christ Ed, AMEZ 108 S. Atkinson Ave. Earlington,
~ 42410
.
McCASKILL, Peola Himes (AV) RN, CRNA, Nurse Anest (Ret), Pres Miss Soc, AME 435 Jefferson St., NE
Washington, DC 20011
McCLEARY, Paul F. (D) Pastor, UM 300 Ridge Rd., #94 Richmond, VA 23229
McCLEARY, Rachel P (AV) AB, UM 300 Ridge Rd., #94 Richmond, VA 23229
McCLOUD-BAXTER, Rosa (C) AME 3194 Baxberry Atlanta, GA 30034
McCLUNG, JoannOliver (AV) ChSec, Tour Coord, Voices of Youth, UM 1619 Linden Ave. Chesapeake,
VA 23325
McCLUNG, Peggy Ann (AV) HS Student, UM 1619 Linden Ave. Chesapeake, VA 23325
McCLUNG, WilliamLeason,Jr. (AV) CollStudent,Ch&Soc, UM 1619LindenAve. Chesapeake, VA 23325
McCLURE, Charles L. (D) Dist Supt, UM Box 1665 Brownwood, TX 76801
McCLURE, Suzanne H. (AV) UM Box 1665 Brownwood, TX 76801
McCONNELL, Calvin D. (C) Bishop, UM 2112 Third Ave., #301 Seattle, WA 98121
McCONNELL, Paul William (D) MDiv, Pastor, UM 1409 Donnelly Rd. Mount Vernon, WA 98273
McCONNELL, Ruth Joann (0) UM 1489 Donnelly Rd. Mount Vernon, WA 98273
McCONNELL, Velma M. (AV) UM 3100 W. Commodore Way, #401 Seattle, WA 98199
McCORMICK, BettyR. (D) RN, Reg Nurse, DSSpouse, UM 309 Dragon Rouge Rd. Greensburg, PA 156015922

McCORMICK, Gerald A. (C) MDiv, Med, Dist Supt, UM 309 Dragon Rouge Rd. Greensburg, PA 156015922
McCORMICK, James R. (D) UM 1209 Windsor Dr. Hattiesburg, MS 39401
McCORMICK, Patricia C. (D) UM 1209 Windsor Dr. Hattiesburg, MS 39401
McCOY, Dorothy (0) 612 Chamberlain Corpus Christi, TX 78404
McCOY, Harold Jerome, Sr. (D) Conf Lay Ldr, CME 59 Jules Ave. San Francisco, CA 94112
McCOY, James E. (C) BA, MDiv, Pastor, AMEZ 1290 President St. Brooklyn, New York 11213
McCOY, Shirley M. (AV) BS, MSoc Wrk, Social Worker, AMEZ 1290 President St. Brooklyn, NY 11213
McCRACKEN, C. Edward (AV) Funeral Dir, UM 63 High St. Newton, NJ 07860
McCRACKEN, James W. (D) Student, UM 63 High St. Newton, NJ 07860
McCRACKEN, Shirley N. (D) Sec, UM 63 HighSt. Newton, NJ 07860
McCUTCHEON, SandraJ. (AV) BA, MA, Tchr, Coord Children's Min, Youth Advisor, UM 1315WebsterRd.
Summersville, WV 26651
McCUTCHEON, W. Calvin (D) BA, MDiv, Pastor, UM 1315 Webster Rd. Summersville, WV 26651
McDONALD, Kevin J. P- (E) BA, STD, Vatican Official, Catholic Priest, Msgr, Roman Catholic Pontificial
Council for Christian Unity 00120 Vatican City
McDOUGALD, James Artis (AV) Minister, AMEZ 15 College Place Asheville, NC 28807
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McEUiANNON, Jean (Dodie) (D) UM 444 Holland Dr. Forston, GA 31808
McGEE, Gerald D. (D) MDiv, Minister, UM 402 N. Monroe St. Monroe, IA 50170
McGEE, Sheila W. (D) MBA, Photographer, Pastor's Wife, UM 137 Failways Dr. Hendersonville, TN 37075
McGEE, Winonah Sue (D) Chrp Conf Comm Rel and Race, UM 402 N. Monroe Monroe, IA 50170
McGUCKEN, Boise H. (D) UM 217 Crestwood Dr. Selma, AL 36701
McGUIRT, Betty Moss (D) Christian Ed, Vo~ UM 118 Edgecombe Rd. Spartanburg, SC 29302
McGUIRT, Milton Lee (D) Pastor, UM 118 Edgecombe Rd. Spartanburg, SC 29302
McINTOSH, Delano Messer (0) MDiv, Qergy, Campus Min, UM 6597 Man O'War Trail Tallahassee, FL
32308

McINTOSH, Iweeta (D) BS, MLA, Educator, Pres Mcintosh Tours, Adjunct Faculty, SMU Cont Ed, UM 4024
Caruth Blvd., Suite 251 Dallas, TX 75225
McINTOSH, Kenneth B. (C) SA, MOiv, DMin, Exec Staff, GBGM, UM 3028 Fondren Dr. Dallas, TX 75205
McKAIN, George Edward, IT (C) BS Bus Admin, MDiv, Pastor, Bps Admin Asst, AMEZ 943 West First North
St. Summerville, SC 29483
McKINDRA, Freeman (D) Human Resource Dev, Dir Christ Ed, CME 2517 Izard St. Uttle Rock, AR 72206
McKINNEY, Charles Guita (D) EdD, DD, Pres Elder, AMEZ 8 Hillside Oose White Plains, NY 10603
McKINNEY, Joseph C. (C) AME 1134 - 11th St. NW Washington, DC 20011
McKONLY, Melinda L. (D) MOiv, Dist Supt, UM 922 Parkway Rd. Allentown, PA 18104
McLAUGHLIN, MarthaLee (D) Real Estate Broker, UMWDistPres, AdBd, AnnConfWorComm, UM 1765
Shades View Lane Birmingham, AL 35216
McLAUGHLIN, ThomasH.,Jr. (AV) Mortgage Banker, UM 1765 Shades View Lane Birmingham,AL 35215
McLAURIN, James H. (D) BSE, MDiv, Minister, UM 510 Fremont Ave. Bay City, MI 48708
McLEMORE, Eugene L. (D) Juris Dr, Minister, Chrp Joint Bd of Finance, CME 141 Needle Cove Dr. Jackson,
MS 37206
McLENDON, Olive J. (D) BGM, UM 586 Bob-O-Unk Dr. Lexington, KY 40503
McLENDON, William W. (D) Conf CFA, UM 586 Bob-O-Unk Dr. Lexington, KY 40503
McMILLAN, Kenneth E. (D) BA, BD, Sr Pastor, UM 5950 E. Willow St. Long Beach, CA 90815
McMILLAN, PatriciaG. (AV) BA, HSEngTchr, OergySpouse, UM 595OE. Willow Long Beach, CA 90815
McMURRAY, George W. (C) BA, MD, DD, Pastor, AMEZ 1010 Sherman Ave., Apt. 6-H Bronx, NY 10456
McNAIR, Ethel H. (AV) RN, MEd, 1stVP WMSPCB, AME 401 S. Lansdowne Ave. Yeadon, PA 19050
McNAIR, Rossie Lee (AV) Master, Tchr (Ret), PPRC, Lay Del, UM 810 McGirt Bridge Rd. Laurinburg, NC
28352
McNEELY, Doris M. (0) 5115 A Lawndale Dr. Greensboro, NC 27405-2149
McNEELY, James E., Jr. (0) 5115-A Lawndale Dr. Greensboro, NC 27405-2149
McNEIL, Frederick Thomas (AV) Student, UM 2704 Mt. Vemon Lane Blacksburg, VA 24060
McRAE, Edward Whitner (D) Pastor, UM 11506 E. Abana St. Artesia, CA 90701
McRAE, Martina Riley (AV) Tchr, UM 11506 E. Abana St. Artesia, CA 90701
McREYNOLDS, E. Elizabeth (AV) UM 9 Hillcrest Dr. Stockton, KS 67669
McREYNOLDS, Marvin D. (C) UM 9 Hillcrest Stockton, KS 67669
MEADORS, Hannah c. (D) AB, M Ed, Educator, SS Tchr, Bd Mbr, UM 726 Oeveland St. Greenville, SC
29601
MEADORS, Marshall L., Jr. (C) AB, MDiv, DD, Sr Pastor, UM 726 Oeveland St. Greenville, SC 29601
MEDDOCK, Jeanne Tracy (AV) B/Mus, Pianist/Organist, Oergy Spouse, UM 405 Hawthome Lane
Greenfield, IN 46140
MEDDOCK, William Denver (D) Pastor, UM 405 Hawthorne Lane Greenfield, IN 46140
MEEK, Amy G. (AV) MEd, Ret Tchr, Conf Lay Mbr, Historian, UM 16 Dogwood Circle Frostburg, MD 21532
MEEK, Martha E. (0) MEd, Ret Tchr, Benev Treas, UM 16 Dogwood Circle Frostburg, MO 21532
MEGONG, Jerry Rabbu (D) MDiv, Pastor Methodist Headquarter, PO Box 155 96007 Sibu, Sarawak
Malaysia
MEl, Juanita (Ham Sheng) (C) Lay Pres MC ROC 6th Roor, No.9 Chi-Nan Rd., Section 3 Ta-an District
Taipei 10625 Taiwan, ROC
MEINERSHAGEN, Fred Henry (D) Lay Ldr, UM 1103 Falcon Dr. Columbia, MO 65201-6273
MEINERSHAGEN, Rebecca Buxton (AV) Alt Lay Ldr, UM 1103 Falcon Dr. Columbia, MO 65201-6273
MEINHARD, Donna Jean (C) Min, UM 352 Hamilton St. Albany, NY 12210
MENYEREYE, Emmanuel (0) c/o United Methodist Church of Burundi B.P. 97 Gitega Burundi
MERROW, Arthur S., Jr. (D) BS, MS, Engineer, Comm on Missions, UM 110 Oliver Place Hamburg, NY
14075
MERROW, Leta L. (D) BS, Homemaker, Bd Pensions, UM 110 Oliver Place Hamburg, NY 14075
MESSER, Donald E. (C) PhD, President, Iliff Sch of Theo, UM Iliff School of Theology 2201 S. University
Blvd. Denver, CO 80210
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MESSERSCHMIDT, Elizabeth (Betty) (D) BS, MS, MRE, Christian Ed, Missions, Oergy Spouse, CurriculumWriter, UM 6648 Chestnut Cir. Windsor, WI 53598
MEYER, Arthur Louis (D) Minister (Ret) 75 Daglish St. Wembley WA 6014 Australia
MEYER, Mary Ellen (D) AB, MOiv, Dist Supt, UM 810 Alta Vista Dr. Cape Girardeau, MO 63701-4704
MEYER, Warren John (D) BSBA, MBA, Ret, Oergy Spouse, UM 810 Alta Vista Dr. Cape Girardeau, MO
63701-4704
MICHAEL, Raj Kumar (C) Dir, Admin Ingraham Institute, Hapur Rd. Ghaziabad 201 001 U.P. India
MIKI, Hiroshi (D) President, Bldg Const, Laity, Kyodan Aoyama-Ui-biru, Shibuya 2-7 -3 Shibuya-ku Tokyo
150 Japan
MIKI, Nobuhiro (D) Eng, Assoc Prof, Kyodan 8-5-8, Yamatecho, Hiroshima-cho Sapporo-Gun, 061-11
Japan
MIKI, Umeko (D) Kyodan Aoyama-Ui-biru, Shibuya 2-7-3 Shibuya-ku Tokyo 150 Japan
MILBURN, Dolores Joan (D) Piano Tchr, Housewife, Lay Del, Evang, UM 101 Goff St., P O. Box 126
Melcher-Dallas, TX 50062
MILES, Jo Ann (AV) UM 321 Pleasant Valley Dr. Little Rock, AR 72212
MILES, John P. (D) Sr Pastor, UM 321 Pleasant Valley Dr. Little Rock, AR 72212
MILLER, Isabel (D) Emeritus Prof, UM 735 Beautyview Court Columbus,OH 43214
MILLER, Laurence Allen (D) BD, MDiv, DO, Pastor, AMFZ 906 Cana St. Durham, NC 27707
MILLS, W. Douglas (C) MDiv, ThM, Pastor, UM 17 Rd. 6050 NBU 1001 Fannington, NM 87401
MILTON, Edith Jackson (AV) MSW, SocWrkr, MissDistOff,AMFZ 910N.ChurchSt. Tuskegee,AL 36083
MILTON, James Earl (D) MDiv, PhD, Gen Off, AMFZ 910 N. Church St. Tuskegee, AL 36083
MING, Donald G. K. (C) Bishop, AME 2138 St. Bernard Ave. New Orleans, LA 70119
MING, Edith White (C) President WFMW, AME 2138 St. Bernard Ave. New Orleans, LA 70119
MING, Lucille (D) AME PO Box 1869 Hamilton HHHX Bermuda
MING, Siew Woo (D) Gov't Off, Admin, Lay Ldr PO Box 405 96007 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
MINNICK, C. P., Jr. (C) Bishop, UM PO Box 10955 Raleigh, NC 27605
MINNICK, Mary Ann (D) Housewife, UM 3116 Eton Rd. Raleigh, NC 27608
MINOR, Ruediger R. (C) Pastor, Bishop, UM Wiener Strasse 56 Dresden, 0-8020 Germany
MIRZA, Solomon (C) St. Mary's Church Shahrah Abbas Ali Quetta Cantt. Pakistan
MISAL, Margaret S. (D) Pastor, UM PO Box 186 Warrensburg, IL 62573-0186
MISSELHORN, Ingbert Richard (D) BTh, Bth(Honors), Parish Minister 28 Oakleigh Rd. Beacon Bay, East
London 5241 South Africa
MISSELHORN, NormaSheila (AV) HDE,SchTchr 280akleighRd. BeaconBay,EastLondon5241 South
Africa
MITCHELL, Connie Leigh (D) BA, MA Ed, Tchr, Dir GBGM, UM 1705 Leestown Rd., #418 Lexington, KY
40511
MITCHELL, Rosa Belle (D) Librarian, Conf Pres, CME 3028 Batavia Nashville, TN 37209
MITHIKA, Peter L. (D) Min, Bishop PO Box 1447 Meru Kenya
M'MINYORI, Stephen M'Irnpui (D) PO Box 195 Maua Via, Meru Kenya
MODISAPODI, Daniel Sedkamo (D) BD, MDiv, Minister, Pres Elder, AME PO Box 3874 Vereeging 1930
Vereeniging South Africa
MOGANE, Eunice Judith (D) MCSA c/o Methodist Church of Southern Africa PO Box 2256 Durban 4000
South Africa
MOGOBA, Mmutlanyane Stanley (C) Minister, Pres Bishop MCSA, VChrp WMC Soc&lntl Aff Cmte PO Box
2256 Durban 4000 South Africa
MONICAL, Richard Earl (D) BSAE, MSA&A, Aeronautical Eng, Chrp Finance, VCh/Sec Trustees, UM 1022
Bayshore Dr. Wichita, KS 67212-2891
MONTGOMERY, Adelaide L. (AV) WMS Dist Treas, AME 4628 Greensprings Ave. W. Mifflin, PA 15122
MONTGOMERY, Margaret Ruth (AV) UM 1801 Indian Dr. Enid, OK 73703
MONTGOMERY, Robert Blair (C) BA, BD, Dir COM, UM 1801 Indian Dr. Enid, OK 73703
MOORE, Alice E. (AV) 801 Fourth St. West Palm Beach, FL 33401
MOORE, Betty J. (D) MEd, Tchr, Dir Christ Ed, CME 384 East Main St. Ashdown, AR 71822
MOORE, Gary Dwain (AV) Educator, UM 220 W. Hollister Stayton, OR 97383
MOORE, Gloria S. (AV) 1205 Pickwick Rd. Knoxville, TN 37914
MOORE, James W. (D) DO, Sr Minister, UM PO Box 22013 Houston, TX 77227
MOORE, June D. (AV) UM PO Box 22013 Houston, TX 77227
MOORE, Kathryn Bailey (D) MA, MDiv, BA, leI Ch Pastor, UM 901 Wesley PI., S.W. Washington, DC 20024
MOORE, Kay Delaney (D) Tchr, UM 220 W. Hollister Stayton, OR 97383
MOPHOSHO, Susan Ngoana Kgetha (D) 289 Retlile St., Zone 3 Meadowlands Johannesburg South Africa
MORALES, Secundino (C) Bishop The EvangelicalMeth Church in Panama Box 7453 Panama5 Panama
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MORGAN, Mona (D) Homemaker, Dist Lay Ldr, UM 398 Ironwood Dr. Indianapolis, IN 46032
MORGAN, T. Gene (AV) Agriculturist, UM 398 Ironwood Dr. Indianapolis, IN 46032
MORLEY, Robert L. (AV) MOW, Minister, UM 1601 Marguerite Ave. Corona del Mar, CA 92625
MORRIS, Barbara Jean (AV) Homemaker, Missions, Evang, UM 2379 Hawthome Dr. Atlanta, GA 30345
MORRIS, Carolyn W. (D) Sr Pastor, UM 1523 Church St. Decatur, GA 30030
MORRIS, George E. (C) BA, MOW, DDiv, Dir World Meth Evang Inst,UM 2379 Hawthome Dr. Atlanta, GA
30345
MORRIS, Juanita W. (D) CME 173 Ridgemont Jackson, TN 38305
MORRIS, William E. (AV) Ret, UM 1523 Church St. Decatur, GA 30030
MORRISON, Lucile (0) CME c/o A. A. Chambers - 1224 N. Highland Ave. Jackson, TN 38301
MORRISON, Martha V. (D) MDiv, Dist Supt, UM 4 Rosalind Rd. Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
MORRISON, Susan M. (C) DMin, UMC Leadership, Bishop, UM PO Box 820 Valley Forge, PA 19482
MOUW, David R. (AV) PhD, MD, Medical Doctor, UM 104 Keller Heights Waynesville, NC 28786
MOUW, Karen R. (D) Minister, UM 104 Keller Heights Waynesville, NC 28786
MOXLEY, Jody Parks (D) MS, Homemaker, ConfLay Ldr, UM PO Box 1445 (2805 Liberty Ave.) TItusville,
FL 32781
MUWKIN, Gerald R. (D) DO, Sr Min, UM 44 Robinwood Dr. Little Rock, AR 72207
MULLIKIN, Karen (AV) Adv Acct Exec, UM 44 Robinwood Dr. Little Rock, AR 72207
MUMFORD, Emestine L. (D) MA, ElemEd, Nat's Ch Exec, UMW, Trustee, Lay Spkr, UM 114-46 203rd St.
St. Albans, NY 11412
MUNDEN, Hester Arlene (C) BS, MEd, Education, Ch COM, UM R. D. 5, Box 143A Greensburg, PA 15601
MUNDY, Ruth Howard (D) Ret Tchr, Chrp Evang, UM 501 Hwy. 150 East Denver, NC 28037
MUNZ, Marie-Luise (AV) Teacher, Bd Mbr, UM 1m Telgei 80 4708 Kamen-Methler Germany
MURIUKI, Silas (AV) Tchr, Lay Ldr, Standing Comm Mbr PO Box 55 Meru Kenya
MURPHY, Rose P. (D) Lay Employee, Dir of Programming, UM 5112 Turtle Creek Court, Apt. #3
Indianapolis, IN 46227
MURRAY, Jacqueline Cokayne (AV) Trained Nurse 4 Memory Lane, Howick 3290 Natal South Africa
MURTHY, Victor (D) The Methodist Church, Malaysia 23, Jalan Mayang 50450 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
MUSIC, Charles W. (C) Pastor, UM 1605 Dundee Rd. Louisville, KY 40205
MUSIC, Jane E. (AV) Tchr, UM 1605 Dundee Rd. Louisville, KY 40205
MUTHIAH, Lionel P. A. (D) MDiv, Pastor, UM PO Box X Cavalier, NO 58220-0622
MUTHIAH, MarionL. (D) RN,BA,Nurse, TravelAgt,DirGBGM, Organist/Choir Dir, UM PO Box X Cavalier,
NO 58220-0622
MUTHURI, Joyce (D) PO Box 476633 Nairobi Kenya
MUTTI, Albert Frederick (D) Dist Supt, UM 607 Camelot Dr. Liberty, MO 64068
MUTTI, Etta Mae (D) Sec, UM 607 Camelot Liberty, MO 64068
MUTTIAH, K T. (C) No. 252 Methodist Headquarters Galle Rd. Colombo 3 Sri Lanka.
MUWANGA, Solomon N. (D) MDiv, Minister, Gen Supt, MC Kenya PO Box 825 Jinjh Uganda, E.A.
MUZOREWA, Abel T. (C) BA, MA, DHL, DO, Bishop, UM The United Methodist Church, Zimbabwe PO
Box 3408 Harare Zimbabwe
MWOBOBIA, Gideon Kabutu (C) KFC, Reg Mgr, Conf Treas PO Box 160 Meru Kenya

NA, Won Yong (C) Bishop 110-8 Naesundong Chongroku Seoul Korea
NACPIL, Angelina R. (AV) UM PO Box 756,900 United Nations Ave. Manila Philippines
NACPIL, Emerito P. (C) Chrp WMC Theo Ed Cmte, Bishop, UM PO Box 756,900 United Nations Ave.
Manila Philippines
NAGENDRAN, Norma Saroji nidevi (D) Accountant, Circuit Steward 17 School Lane Colombo 3 Sri Lanka
NAHM, Jay Hyon (D) Pastor, UM 3317 Warrington Rd. Shaker Heights, OH 44120
NAIWNG, Nina K (C) Sec to Bishop, UM PO Box 1747 Lakeland, FL 33802-1747
NAINGGOLAN, Denny (AV) Student Jalan Karatina Saru 70 - J Glugur Medan Indonesia
NANCE, Billie M. (D) Conf Pres UMW, UM 212 Hartwood Dr. Gadsden, AL 35901
NAPlTUPULU, IreneVeronica (AV) MedStudent, Choir Soloist JalanMadioSantosaNo. 4 Medan Indonesia
NAPlTUPULU, John Wesley (D) Minister GMI Pulau Satam, Bengkong Baru, Satam TmlUr Pulau Satam
29432 Indonesia
NAPlTUPULU, Vera (AV) Soloist Jalan Madio Santoso No.4 Medan Indonesia
NASCIMENTO, DalvaRachelCoelhodo (C) RuaMarioGuedes 129,JardimParaibaCEP: 12570 Aparecida
- SP Brazil
NATASHA, Maimunah (C) Chrp Official Bd Jalan Karim M.S. No. 11A Medan Indonesia
NAUSNER, Ingegerd (D) UM Landgutgasse 39/8 1100 Wien Austria
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NAVORI, Borosio (D) Pastor PO Box 39 Korolevu Fiji
NDUNA, Wilfred Noel (D) AlCB, MA, Educ (Ret), Pres Lay Org, AME PO Box 29, Residensia 1980
Vereeniging South Africa
NEAL, Janet S. (AV) Housewife, UM 7334 E. 65th St. Indianapolis, IN 46256
NEAL, Joseph c., Jr. (C) BA, ManaglFinance, Ins/Investments, Gen Sec Finance, CME PO Box 75085 Los
Angeles, CA 90075
NEAL, Wade L. (D) BSPSE, Prof Eng, UM 7334 E. 65th St. Indianapolis, IN 46256
NEELEY, Betty B. (D) BS, MS, Tchr, Pres Conf UMW, UM PO Box 145 Jonesborough, TN 37659
NEELEY, Sam H. (D) Minister (Ret), UM PO Box 145 Jonesborough, TN 37659
NEELY, Damon (D) Student, UM RD 2, Box 210 Acme, PA 15610
NEELY, Monica Sylvia (0) Pre-Sch Tchr, Prayer Grp Ldr PO Box N-1 0018, Golden Gate Estates #2 Nassau
Bahamas
NEL, Cornelia (D) Accnt, MCSA PO Box 23448 Windhoek, 9000 Namibia
NELMS, Donna M. (AV) Programmer Analyst, UM 609 Quincy Smithville, MO 64089
NELMS, Omrnie L. (D) Pastor, UM 609 Quincy Smithville, MO 64089
NELSON-SHOEMAKE, Debra K (D) Nurse, UM PO Box 143 Racine, MN 55967
NELSON-SHOEMAKE, Robert c. (D) BMEd, MDiv, Pastor, UM PO Box 143 Racine, MN 55967
NELSON, Dale Edwin (0) (Ret), Ann ConfLay Del, UM 7201 CartisianAve. North Brooklyn Park, MN 55428
NELSON, Joan Edith (0) Housewife, Commun, UM 7201 Cartisian Av. No. Brooklyn Park, MN 55428
NELSON, John Alexander (AV) BA, MDiv, Pastor, UM 95 Lefferts Ave. Brooklyn, NY 11225
NEMAPARE, Daisy (D) Nurse, Ldr, Women's Dept, AMC Zimbabwe 25 Hall Rd., Khumalo Bulawayo
Zimbabwe
NEMAPARE, Khumbuyani Peter (C) Lawyer, Ministerial Candidate, AMC Zimbabwe PO Box 161, Queens
Park Bulawayo Zimbabwe
NESARATNAM, Edward Vincent (D) Steward 9 Jalan Damansara Endah, Damansara Hts. 50490 Kuala
Lumpur Malaysia
NESARATNAM, Grace (D) 9 Taman Damansara Endah, Damansara Hts. 50490 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
NESBITT, Charles Duncan (0) Tech Mgr Nuclear Pwr Plnt, UM 504 Randwick Rd. Dothan, AL 36301
NESBITT, Lynn Smilie (D) MDiv, Assoc Pastor, UM 504 Randwick Rd. Dothan, AL 36301
NeSMIlH, Brenda W. (AV) Master, Sch Soc Wrkr, UM 1313 Grove Rd. Charlottesville, VA 22901
NeSMIlH, Samuel Evan (D) Dist Supt, UM 1313 Grove Rd. Charlottesville, VA 22901
NEVILLE, Beth (AV) BA, MAY, Artist, UM Boston University School of Theology 745 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, MA 02215
NEVILLE, Robert C. (D) Dean, Prof of Phil, Rel, Theo, Ord Elder, UM Boston University School of Theology
745 Commonwealth Ave. Boston, MA 02215
NEWMAN, Emest Wilbur (C) Bishop, UM Executive Park 4731 Trousdale Dr. Nashville, TN 37220
NEWMAN, Thelma Heard (AV) Ret, UM 60 Revere Park Nashville, TN 37205
NEWTON, Margaret E. (D) BookeepingITax Serv, Conf CFA Mbr, UM PO Box 23 Muskogee, OK 74402
NG, Ee-Lin (C) MTh, Qergy, President c/o Gereja Methodist Malaysia 23, Jalan Mayang 50450 Kuala
Lumpur Malaysia
NG, Katherine (D) LLB, PCLL, ChAdrnin, ConfExSec, MCHK Iff, Yen Men Building, 98-108 Jaffe Rd.
Wan Chai Hong Kong
NG, Wee Lam (D) Dr, Lecturer, Gen ConfTreas, ConfLay Ldr 15, Jalan Hujan Bubuk, O.U.G. 58200 Kuala
Lumpur Malaysia
NGA, Tieng Chieng (D) BA, Dip Edu, LTh, Min to Sr Cit, Coord Singapore Host Cmte 3 Jalan Pasiran
Singapore 1130 Singapore
NGINDANG, Pilor Unchard (D) Housewife, WSCS Pres No. 21 Archer Rd. 96000 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
NGOEI, Foong Nghian (D) Sr Pastor 48 Barker Rd. Singapore 1130 Singapore
NGOH, PengTeck (D) Pharmacist,ChrpBdofEvang, Trinity Ann Conf 61,JalanSS21/26 47400Petaling
Jaya, Selangor Malaysia
NGUOK, Wong Kiu (D) PO Box 256 96107 Sarikei, Sarawak Malaysia
NGUON, Wong Kah (D) BTh, Min-in-Charge PO Box 765 96008 Sigu, Sarawak Malaysia
NICHOlAS, Margaret (D) England
NICHOLS, D. Ward (C) Sr Bishop, AME 68 9th Ave. Huntington Station, NY 11746
NICOlAS B., Mario E. (C) Iglesia Metodista Oficina Central Aptdo. 2601 Panama 3 Republica de Panama
NISHIKAWA, Jane Fumiko (AV) Evang Comm, UM 15723 Larch Way N. Lynnwood, WA 98037
NISHIKAWA, Joe Johbu (D) MS, Mech Eng, Eng Mgr, CoChrp Evang, Conf COM, UM 15723 Larch Way
North Lynnwood, WA 98037
NIUKULA, Paula Nayala (C) MA, BD, Minister, Div Supt, VChrp WMC Family Life Cmte Viseisei, Vuda, PO
Box 568 Lautoka Fiji
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NIUKUlA, Sainimere W. (AV) Tchr Viseisei, Vuda, Box 568 Lautoka Fiji
NJUKI, Johnson Mwongera (D) Accountant, Finan Sec PO Box 47633 Nairobi Kenya
NO, Sang Jun (D) Bishop, Pastor #384-19 Kusong-dong ChunAn-Si ChungNam Korea
NOBLES, Carrie N. (0) MDiv, Pastor, AME 519 Bonsall Ave. Lansdowne, PA 19050
NOLEN, Julia Davis (C) 208 Lakewood Dr. Gadsden, AL 35901
NOMURA, Makoto (D) STM, Assoc Prof, UCCJ Kamimasuda 356-6 Maebashi City, Bunma Pref. Japan
NONIS, Harilal Asela (D) BA, Cey, Company Dir, Sec Dept of Social Responsibility 37 Wickremaratne Ave.
Kohuwela, NUgegoda Sri Lanka
NONYAMEKO, Nabimbo Nomikie (D) Nurse, MCSA PO Box 1909 Windhoek Namibia
NORRIS, Alfred L. (C) Sem Pres, UM 653 Beckwith St., SW Atlanta, GA 30314
NORRIS, Leslie P. (D) MDiv, MEd, Minister, UM 8711 Morrison Rd. New Orleans, LA 70127
NORRIS, Mackie H. (AV) BA, MSN, Univ Prof, UM 3640 High Point Lane, SW Atlanta, GA 30331
NORRIS, Roszeta P. (AV) MEd, Plus 30, Head Start Coord, Coord Adult Min, UM 8711 Morrison Rd. New
Orleans, LA 70127
NORlHCUTI, Dorothy F. (D) Min, UM 12016 NE Salmon Creek Rd. Vancouver, WA 98686
NTIiAMBURI, Zablon John (C) PhD, Pastor, Conf Sec PO Box 47633 Nairobi Kenya
NULY, Maurice Vetty (D) Agriculture Off, leI Preacher The Methodist Church (SIAC), PO Box 155 96007
Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
NYARING, Thomas (D) Clerk, leI Ch Lay Ldr PO Box 975 97007 Bintulu, Sarawak Malaysia

ODEN, Marilyn Brown (AV) BA, MEd, MA, Writer, UM 7344 Woodstock Baton Rouge, LA 70809
ODEN, William B. (C) BA, BD, ThD, Bishop, UM 7344 Woodstock Baton Rouge, LA 70809
ODUKALE, Hassan Olusola (D) Chief, Insurer, Ch Ldr 4 Rabah Qose, Kaduna Kaduna Nigeria
ODUNlAMI, J. Abimbola (D) 10, Alhaji Balarabe Musa Crescent Victoria Island, Lagos Nigeria
OEN TSU, Tan Daniel (D) BTh, MMin, Sr Pastor 22 Jalan Lateh Singapore 1335 Singapore
OETJEN, Dorothy M. (AV) BA, Homemaker, UM 1231 Carol St., NE North Canton, OH 44720
OETJEN, Robert A. (C) PhD, Educator, Conf Lay Ldr, UM 1231 Carol St., NE North Canton, OH 44720
OGASAWARA, Eiko (D) Kudan Ch 6-17-5, Honcho, Nakano-ku Tokyo 164 Japan
OGUNJUYIGBE, Ezekiel Folorunso (D) LLB, BL, Lawyer Methodist Church Nigeria Wesley House, 21/22
Marina, PO Box 2011 Lagos Nigeria
OH, Sei Chang (D) Pastor #610-5 NaUn-dong KunSan ChungPuk Korea
OISHI, Tsuguo John (D) Pastor, UCCJ 21-10, 1-Chome, Chuo-cho, Meguro-ku Tokho 152 Japan
OISHI, Yoko (D) UCCJ No. 21-10, 1-Chome, Chuo-cho, Meguro-ku Tokyo 152 Japan
OLEWINE, Sandra Kay (D) Assoc. Pastor, UM 3320 W. Adams Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90018
OLIN, Gary L. (C) DMin, Pastor, UM 3366 Broad Vista St., NW Uniontown, OH 44685
OUN, Judith A. (D) DMin, Conf COM Dir, UM 3366 Broad Vista St., NW Uniontown, OH 44685
OLIPHANT, Christine S. (D) Business, Housewife, Trustee, SS Tchr, UM 106 Wendover Circle Oak Ridge,
TN 37830
OUPHANT, George W. (D) BS, MS Engineering, Div Dir, Mbr GCFA, UM 106 Wendover Circle Oak Ridge,
TN 37830
OUPHINT, Ben (C) WMC Presidium, Bishop, UM 5215 Main st. Houston, TX 77002
OUPHINT, Nancy (AV) UM 10 East Broad Oaks Houston, TX 77056
OUVEIRA, Hylceia Villas Bdas de (D) Lawyer Prof. Joao Candida 333- 20 Andar Ap. D Condrina Parana
Brazil
OUVER, Vivian Hudson (D) Juris COM Trustee, Miss Conf UMW Support Community, UM 9211
Bonhomme Houston, TX 77074
OLSEN, J. Arnold (D) Pastor (Ret) 20 East Dr. Decatur, IL 62526
OLSEN, Lois C. (0) RN, CNM, MSN, Nurse, Midwife, UM Methodist Hospital, Box 63 Maua, Meru Kenya
OLSEN, Marion Jane (D) UM 20 East Dr. Decatur, IL 62526
ONEMA, Fama (C) Bishop, UM B.P. 560 Kananga Zaire
ONG, Chin Hin (D) MTh, Pastor, Deacon Chinese Methodist Church 3442 Jln. Chin Chin 77000 Jasin,
Malacca Malaysia
ONG, Chow How (D) Tchr, DistTreas 9, Taman Intan, KampoongChina 32000Sitiawan, Perak Malaysia
ONG, Hwai Teik (D) Pastor 16 Jln. Perak, Canning Garden 31400 Ipoh, Perak Malaysia
ONG, Ing Pee (D) Pastor, TRAC B-822, Jalan Gambut 25000 Kuantan, Pahang Malaysia
ONG, Tit-Hoe (D) Conf Sec, Trin Ann Conf 125, Sri Taman Cicely 36000 Teluk Intan, Perak Malaysia
ONGKIKO, Avelina Cruz (D) Exec Dir, Soc Wrkr, Dist Steward, UM #7 Sampaguita St. Lanman, Marikina,
M. Manila 1800 Philippines
ORMSBY, Gabriel Stiles (0) College Student, UM PO Box 8 Pine Island, MN 55%3
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ORMSBY, Rae Stiles (AV) Reg Nurse, VP UMW, Chrp Worship, UM PO Box 8 Pine Island, MN 55963
ORMSBY, Rebekah Ruth (0) High Sch Student, UM PO Box 8 Pine Island, MN 55963
ORMSBY, Richard E. (D) Pastor, UM PO Box 8 Pine Island, MN 55963
OSBORNE, Charles Henry (D) MEd, Educator, Lay Ldr, UM 303 8th St. Coolidge, TX 76635
OSBORNE, Rose Mary (D) MEd, Educator, UM 303 8th St. Coolidge, TX 76635
OUTERBRIOOE, Phyll.is (D) AME 2 Cottage Hill "LePhyl" Bailey's Bay Bennuda
OUTSu\Y, Gerald (AV) Masters, ForestMgmt,Saies, FinanceChrp, UM 18570SWHoneywoodDr. Aloha,
OR 97006
OUTSu\Y, Marilyn (D) BMusic, Choir Dir, Conf UMW Pres, UM 18570 SW Honeywood Dr. Aloha, OR
97006
OWEN, Ray (C) DO, Sr Pastor, UM Box 1136 Bartlesville, OK 74005

PAJUSOO, Toomas (C) Elect Eng, Sec MC Estonia Suur-Karja 14-2 200001 Tallinn Estonia
PAKANATHAN, Sarojini Dorothy (D) MBBS, Gen Practitioner, Pres WSC:S, Sec LCEC 95 Jalan Terasek
Lapan, Bangsar Baru 59100 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
PAKIANATHAN, S. W. (D) PhD, Scientist, Chrp Music & Worship 95 Jalan Terasek Lapan, Bangsar Baru
59100 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
PALMER, David Arthur (D) BA, MDiv, Pastor, UM 730 HowlandIWilson Rd., N.E Warren, OH 44484
PALMER, RuthG. (D) Exec Dir, Wesley Comm Ctr, DiacMin, UM 2001 Holcombe Blvd., The Spires #1206
Houston, TX 77030
PALOMO, Luis Fernando (C) DTh, Minister, Head Evang Meth Seminary Apartado 461 Tibas San Jose
Costa Rica
PALOMO, Zulay (D) Apartado 461 TIbas SanJose Costa Rica
PALOS, Demetris (D) Minister, Gen Sec Christ Citiz PO Box 32957 Braamfontein 2017 South Africa
PAN, Pa Nous (D) Asian Minister, Prog Dir, Asian Parish Dir, UM 2948 Binkley #5 Dallas, TX 75205-7129
PANDIAN, Koilpillay (D) Ins Consult, Chrp LCEC 6 Jalan 12114C 46200 Petaling Jaya, Se1angor Malaysia
PANGGABEAN, Budi Charles (0) Student Jalan Kartini 31 Medan 20152 Indonesia
PANGGABEAN, Daisy (0) Student Jalan Kartini 31 Medan 20152 Indonesia
PANGGABEAN, Febrina (0) Student Jalan Kartini 31 Medan 20152 Indonesia
PANGGABEAN, Hamonagan (C) Bishop MC Indonesia Jalan Hang Tuah 8 Medan 20152 Indonesia
PANGGABEAN, Marice H. (AV) Housewife, Tchr, Bishop's Spouse Jalan Hang Tuah 8 Medan 20152
Indonesia
PANIZO, Rosanna C. (D) Pastor(fheologian, Dir Biblical Theol Community Paseo Colon 209 Lima 100 Peru
PARK, Choon Hee (D) Pastor Na203 Dooam Apt. Onsoodong Kuro-Ku Seoul Korea
PARK, Eun Deck (D) The Korean Methodist Church KP.O. 285 Seoul Korea
PARK, Gi Soup (D) Pastor 26-110 SonGu-dong SamCheon-Po-City KyungSangNamDo Seoul Korea
PARK, Hee Dal (D) Lay Elder 1-266 BukAHyun3-dong SeoDae Moon-Ku Seoul Korea
PARK, Hyung Joo (D) Pastor 338 DongMyung-dong SokCho-City KwangWon-Do Korea
PARK, Jeung Soo (D) Pastor 40-4 BongChun-dong 2 KwanAk-Ku Seoul Korea
PARK, Jong Chun (D) Prof MTS, Pastor, Translator 16th WMConf Methodist Theological Seminary #31
Naechun-Dong Seodaemun-Ku Seoul Korea
PARK, Nan Kyu (AV) Lay Deacon Mokwon University 34 Mokdong Chung-gu Taejon 301-729 Korea
PARK, Pong Bae (C) Univ Pres, Pastor Mokwon University 34 Mokdong Chung-gu Taejon 301-729 Korea
PARK, Si Won (D) Dr, Pastor 337 6ka BoMoon-dong SungBuk-Ku Seoul Korea
PARK, Sung Ro (C) Bishop 334 Musildong Wonjusi Kangwon Korea
PARK, Woo Sung (C) President, Seoulnam An Conf, Lay Elder Apt. 14-1001 Asian Olympic Village
Chamsilbondong Somgpaku, Seoul Korea
PARKER, James F. (D) Gen Sec, Bd of Pensions, UM General Board of Pensions 1200 Davis St. Evanston,
IL 60201
PARKER, Sharon K (AV) Reg Nurse, UM 2529 RFD Long Grove, IL 60047
PARLIN, Kaye (C) Soochow U/China (Ret), UM 45 East 72nd St. New York, NY 10021
PARMAR, Angelina Shantukumar (C) MA, OPT, ACC, Education, All India WSCS Pres, Bishop's Wife
Bishops House, 12 Blvd. Rd. Delhi India
PARMAR, Shantu Kumar (C) Bishop MCI Bishop's House 12, Blvd. Rd. Delhi 110054 India
PARNAMETS, Olav (C) Minister, Supt MC Estonia Endla 44-1 Tallinn 200006 Estonia
PARRIS, Shirley I. (C) Personnel Mgr, Conf Lay Ldr, UM 1136 Bergen St. Brooklyn, NY 11216
PARROTT, Bob Wilson (D) UM 5402 Ave. U. Galveston, TX 77551
PARROTT, Doris Ann (AV) UM 5402 Ave. U. Galveston, TX 77551
PASARIBU, Mianna Marthalina (0) Student Jalan Candi Kalasan No. 1A Medan 20112 Indonesia
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PASARIBU, Pantas H (D) Minister, Exec Sec MissITmg Jalan Hang Tuah 8 Medan 20152 Indonesia
PASCUA, Eliezer M. (C) Bishop, UCCP United Church of Christ in the Philippines 877 EDSA Quezon City
Philippines
PATEL, Dahyabhai P. (AV) Businessman 5, Marlow Sir Pochkhanawala Rd., Worli Bombay 400 025 India
PATEL, Manibhen D. (AV) Housewife 5, Marlow, Sir Pochkhanawala Rd. Worli, Bombay 400 025 India
PATISON, John Michael (C) Dir Conf Council, UM 464 Bailey Ave. Fort Worth, TX 76107
PATTERSON, Dorothy E. (D) Housewife, UM 658 School St. Indiana, PA 15701
PATTERSON, FrancesG. (D) MA, TchrlEducator,SubTchr, Pianist, UM 1315Pinecrest Tupelo, MS 38801
PATTERSON, John D. (D) Sr Pastor, UM 658 School St. Indiana, PA 15701
PATTERSON, Mildred F. (0) 3939 Glenwood Ave., Beckanna, Apt. #760 Raleigh, NC 27612
PAUL, Doris Brown (D) UM 751 Channing Dr. NW Adanta, GA 30318
PAUL, Jacob (0) Leonard Theological College Jabalpur 48201, M.P. India
PAUL, Michael (D) Publisher, LPH, Conf Lay Ldr Lucknow Publishing House 37 Cantonment Rd. Lucknow
226 001 U.P India
PAUL, Prabhat Chandra (D) Pastor Methodist Church Compound Near Tee Pulia, East Nirnar Khandwa
450 001 M.P. India
PAUL, Vijay (C) BSc, BJ, OipTh, MDiv, Minister 27 Kincardine Crescent Aoreat Park WA 6014 Australia
PAULUS, Geraldine E. (D) Dist Mission Sec, UM Box 659 Choteau, MT 59422
PEACOCK, Barbara (D) MEd, Artist, Ch Sch Supt, UM 22 Wood Hollow Rd. Lake Wylie, SC 29710
PEAL, Aorence A. (AV) Liberia Cent Conf Lay Del, UM United Methodist Church PO Box 1010 Monrovia
Liberia
PEAL, S. Edward (D) BA, Farmer/Lawyer, Liberia Cent Conf Lay Ldr United Methodist Church PO Box 1010
Monrovia Liberia
PECK, J. Richard (D) AB, ThM, MS, Editor, Mgr Gen Periodicals UMPH, UM 909 Loggers Run Franklin,
TN 37064
PECK, Joyce (D) Auto Dlr, Chrp Trustee Bd, UM 24311 Kanis Rd. Little Rock, AR 72211
PECK, Patricia Anne (D) BS, SMU, Honda Dlr, Chrp Trustee Bd, UM PO Box 12189 Jackson, MS 39211
PEIRIS, Aelian P- G. (C) Restarick House, Methodist College Colombo 3 Sri Lanka
PENCE, Margaret P. (AV) Historian UM 123 Beekin Dr. Hillsboro,OH 45133
PENCE, Paul Wilkin, Sr. (D) Banker (Ret) Chrp Pastor-Parish, UM 123 Beekin Dr. Hillsboro, OH 45133
PENG, Sirn Boon (D) Lay Preacher 1O-A Shelford Rd. Singapore 1128 Singapore
PENGILLY, Isabel M. (AV) COM, UM 5323 Caring Cove Indianapolis, IN 46268
PENGILLY, Parker (D) Atty, UM 5353 Caring Cove Indianapolis, IN 46268
PEOPLES, Robert Lee (D) DMin, Pastor, CME 2302 E. 28th St., N Tulsa, OK 74110
PERALTA, Dominador Dodge R. ,Jr. (D) Pres NUMYF Philippines, UM c/o Philippines Central Conference
PO Box 756 Manila Philippines
PEREIRA, Anilsio (D) Tchr, Pastor Rua Do Sacramento 230 Rudee Rands Sat Bernardo Do Campo Sao
Paulo Brazil
PEREIRA, Leny B. Silva (D) Rua do Sacramento 230 Rudge Ramos Las Bernardo 0 Ocampo Brazil
PERELMAN, Patricia Joy (AV) UM 412 Sheridan Circlef Charleston, WV 25314
PERELMAN, Robert, Jr. (D) UM 412 Sheridan Circle Charleston, WV 25314
PERERA, Jayanthan Viraj (AV) I.G. Peiris Ave. Moratuwa Sri Lanka
PERERA, Sextus Ignatius (D) Fellow of Surveyors' Inst, Land & Eng Surveyor, Soc Steward 429 Galle Rd.
Rawatawatta, Moratuwa Sri Lanka
PERERA, T. Jayantha (AV) 16 Pelris Ave. Moratuwa Sri Lanka
PERKINS, Jarmon Lee (D) UM 230 W. Spruce St. Princeton, IN 47670
PERKINS, Patricia Louise (AV) UM 230 W. Spruce St. Princeton, IN 47670
PERRY, James H (D) Minister, UM 4144 E. Wood Harbor Ct., Apt. 6 Richmond, VA 23231
PERRY, James Myron (D) BD, Oergy, Council Dir, UM 8 Brookwood Dr. Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
PERRY, Janna Beth (AV) MbrCCYM, Student, UM 4116 West Wood HarborCt. #4 Richmond, VA 23231
PERRY, Johanna T. (D) Nurse, UM 4144 E. Wood Harbor Ct., Apt. 6 Richmond, VA 23231
PERRY, Leroy O. ,Jr. (AV) DMin, Sr Pastor, AMEZ 315 South 9th Ave. Mt. Vernon, NY 10550
PERRY, Mary Louise (0) AMEZ 315 South Ninth Ave. Mt. Vernon, NY 10550
PERRY, Rubin (D) Bus Ownr, Assoc Conf Lay Ldr, UM 3760 Loch Highland Parkway Roswell, GA 30075
PERRY, Ruby J. (AV) Bus Ownr, UM 3760 Loch Highland Parkway Roswell, GA 30075
PERRY, William A. (AV) ThM, Oergy (Ret), UM 125 - 56th Ave. South St. Petersburg, FL 33705
PETER, M.Elia (C) Bishop (Ret) HNo.107,4thCross, 19th Main, II Block Korarnangala,Bangalore560034
India
PETER, Navarnani E. (C) Chrp WMC Family Life Cmte H No. 107, 4th Cross, 19th Main, II Block
Korarnangala, Bangalore 560034 India
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PETER, Thangayah Devadason (D) Pastor 32, Jalan HJ. Datok Ahd. Yunus 32000 Sitiawan, Perak Malaysia
PETERS, Rhoda Anne (D) MA, Diac Min, Dir Conf COM, UM 1911 Hurstboume Circle Louisville, KY 40220
PETERSON, G. Marlene (D) MRE, MDiv, Pastor, UM 1235 TlIllmadge Rd. Kent, OH 44240
PETRIE, John K. (D) Minister, UM 112 Jan Lynn Hillsboro,OH 45133
PETRIE, Zenana M. (AV) UM 112 Jan Lynn Hillsboro,OH 45133
PETTIS, Eula Mable (0) MEd (Ret), Sec, CME 230 Bonanza West Helena, AR 72390
PEURIFOY, Robert C. (D) DMin, Pastor, UM Route 1, Box 137 Advance, NC 27006
PHATUDI, Tinnie Watinina Barengo (D) 2928 Zone 2 Seshego 0742 Pietersburg South Africa
PHENG, Daniel Lee Kok (D) Assoc Pastor Teiok Ayer Chinese Methodist Church 235, Telok Ayer St.
Singapore 0106 Singapore
PHETLHU, Moses Dahle (C) Minister, Admin Asst, AME, AM.E. Church, PO Box 4028 Lesedi Ikagenc,
Potchefstroom South Africa
PHIWP, Vijay (D) BSc, MA, BEd, College Principal Methodist Arts Degree College Bidar India
PHIWPS, Michael Lee (D) Musician, Dir of Music, UM 2038 West Xyler Tulsa, OK 74127
PHIWPS, Norma Jean (AV) BS, MS, Tchr, Ecumen Off, WMS, AME 1920 Tyler Court Gary, IN 46407
PICKENS, Larry Duane (D) DMin, Pastor, UM 5600 South Indiana Chicago, IL 60637
PICKERING, J. Delton (D) aergy, Conf Council Dir, UM PO Box 6006 Pasadena, CA 91102
PIERCE, Irene C. (AV) Conf Sec of Global Min, Admin Bd, UM 109 Colton St. Largo, MD 20772
PILOII, Serani (D) BChristEd,HeadmistresslKindergarten, Pastor Methodist Center, PO Box 36 96807 Kapit
Malaysia
PINER, Audra K. (D) Real Estate Agency Owner, Dist Sec Glob Min, Dist Chr DCOM, UM 3809 E. Jackson
Muncie, IN 47303
PIPER, Geoffrey A (D) MDiv, BA, Sr Pastor, UM 14 N. 48th Ave. Yakima, WA 98908
PITCOCK, Louis, Jr. (D) BA, Rancher, Church Lay Ldr, UM Box 747 Graham, TX 76046-0747
PITCOCK, Mary M.. (D) BA, MA, Tchr, Supvr. Caring Min, UM PO Box 747 Graham, TX 76046-0747
PITMAN, Eleanore J. (AV) BS, (Ret), AME 1878 Lakeview Dayton,OH 45408-1324
PITTARD, Leah R. (D) V.Pres Conf UMW, Sec Conf Preacher's Relief Bd, Bd of Pensions, UM 1020
Josephine St. Lakeland, FL 33801-4425
PITTMAN, Peggy Smith (AV) UM Route 6, Box 456 Macon, GA 31201
PITTS, Daphne Hilda (AV) 247 Main Ave., Farndale Ridge 2194 Randburg South Africa
PLAINDRAN, S. (D) Clerk, Chrp LCEC c/o 398 B Jalan Gambut 25000 Kuantan Pahang Malaysia
POHAN, Nuriana (AV) Women's Soc Jalan K. L. Yos Sudarso Lingk. VIII No. 166-A Medan Indonesia
POlTIER, EmmaFairdorah (0) Tchr, Trustee,aassLdr 21 HalifaxRd.,StapledonGardens PO BoxN-3577
Nassau, New Providence Bahamas
POlTIER, HaroldSpencer (0) LcIPreacher 14McKinneyAve.,StapledonGardens PO BoxN-1100 Nassau
Bahamas
POlTIER, Sonja Annette (D) BA, Tchr, Choir Dir, Mbr WCC Cent Crnte, MCCA PO Box F 897 Freeport,
Grand Bahama Bahamas
POLK, Sallie Parrish (AV) 3300 Sherbourne Rd. Detroit, MI 48221
POLL, Lothar (C) UM Wiener Strasse 260A 4020 Linz Austria
POLLOCK, Dale Leslie (D) MDiv, Pastor, UM 10700 E. 98th Terrace-2C Kansas City, MO 64134
POLLOCK, Joyce Fayne (AV) MS Ed, Tchr, UM 10700 E. 98th Terrace-2C Kansas City, MO 64134
POMEROY, Genny S. (AV) BS, Frmr Tchr, Worship Comm, UM 910 Forest Ave. Glendale,OH 45246
POMEROY, George W. (D) BS(CHE), MBA, Chem Eng, Miss Chrp, UM 910 Forest Ave. Glendale, OH
45246
PONNIAH, Hendry Jalas (D) Pastor 23 Eastem Garden, Kampar 31900 Perak Malaysia
POOLE, James P. (C) (Ret), Active Layman, UM 3549 Paces Ferry Rd., NW Atlanta, GA 30327
POORE, Daniel (D) Tchr, Conf Lay Ldr 25 Mayflower Place Singapore 2056 Singapore
PORTER, Frances Willeford (AV) UM 76 Raleigh Rd. Newport News, VA 23601
PORTER, Martha Moncure (AV) UM 76 Raleigh Rd. Newport News, VA 23601
PORTERFIELD, Charles W. (AV) UM 5708 Wallingwood Dr. Indianapolis, IN 46226
PORTERFIELD, Miriam W. (D) UM 5708 Wallingwood Dr. Indianapolis, IN 46226
POTTER, Thomas Kelly , Jr. (D) UM 509 Bell Pointe Court Nashville, TN 37221
POWE, Vera H. (AV) (Ret), T reas Women Christ Fellowship, Congregational 56110th Ct. West Birmingham,
AL 35204
POWELL, Lenton H. (D) Min, UM 2506 Nottingham Dr. Savannah, GA 31406
POWELL, Norma Jean (AV) Public Sch Tchr, UM 2506 Nottingham Dr. Savannah, GA 31406
POWELL, Staccato (D) JD of Law, aergy, AMEZ 119 North Pender St. Wilson, NC 27893
POWELL, Susan (AV) BS, Tchr, AMEZ 119 North PenderSt. Wilson, NC 27893
POWERS, L. Lamar (D) UM 712 31st St. Phenix City, AL 36867
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POWERS, Ruth Ann (D) Cont Pres UMW, UM 712 31st St. Phenix City, AL 36867
PRABHU DAS, aara (D) BSc, BT, BRE, MA, Tchr, Chrp Bd on Ch Ed 8-B Short St. Singapore 0718
Singapore
PRABHU DAS, Roberts (D) BCorn, BD, Dist Supt 8-B Short St. Singapore 0718 Singapore
PRAIT, Miriam Maude (0) Nurse, Lay Preacher PO Box FH 14246 Step St. Fox Hill Nassau, N.P. Bahamas
PRESTON, Howard D. (C) BA, MDiv, Pastor, UM 7515 Forest Rd. Cincinnati, OH 45255
PRESTON, Jo Ann (AV) Housewife, UM 7515 Forest Rd. Cincinnati, OH 45255
PREVOST, Arlene T. (AV) Tchr, Steward, AME 3818 Brainard Rd. aeveland, OH 44122
PRICE, Willie Wilson (D) Dr, Univ Prof Emeritus, UMW, Child Wrkr, UM 1923 East Joyce St., Apt. 121
Fayetl~e,AR 72703
PRINZ, James M. F. (C) Bishop, Minister, MCSA PO Box 1909 Winhoek 9000 Namibia
PRITTS, Deborah L. (D) Pastor, UM 76 West Elizabeth St. Skaneateles, NY 13152
PRNETTE, William Edward (C) M, BA, MDiv, Sr Min, UM 1206 Woodberry Rd. Kinston, NC 28501
PROCHAZKA, Pavel (D) Pastor, UM Panenska 10 801-00 Bratislava, CSFR Czechoslovakia
PROCTOR, D. Diane (AV) BA, MA, Counselor, AMEZ 709 ChurchSt. Wilmington, NC 28401
PROCTOR, Dennis Vernon (D) BA, MA, JD, AMEZ 709 Church St. Wilmington, NC 28401
PROCTOR, James Melvin (D) MOiv, Pastor, AME 8132 Blazing Star Rd. Jacksonville, FL 32210
PROCTOR, Rosa L. (AV) AA, Cosmetologist, AME 8132 Blazing Star Rd. Jacksonville, FL 32210
PRUDENTE, Ruth (D) Church Wrkr, Staff Assigned to Regions, Women's Div, GBGM, UM c/o UN Plaza 777
United Nations Plaza, Roor 12 New York, NY 10(H 7
PULAMTE, Lalkhawlien (D) Exec Dir, Evang Meth Ch E India Box 35 Churachandpur, Manipur 795128
India
PULLIAM, Mary K (D) Diac Min, Christian Educator, Dist Ed Chrp, UM 3336 Frontier Rd., NW Roanoke,
VA 24012-2962
PUSLECKI, Edward (C) UM Mokotowska 12 00-561 Warszawa Poland

QUERIS, Tomas B. (0) 19540 South West 214th St. Miami, FL 33187
QUICK, Paul Sanders (D) MAT, Tchr, UM 1920 Bedford St. #6 Durham, NC 27707
QUICK, William Kellon (C) BA, MDiv, DO, Sr Pastor, UM 8000 Woodward Ave. Detroit, MI 48202-2528
QUITLONG, Marcelina A. (D) BSEd, Tchr, UM 190 A A Ariltawe St. Dagupan City Philippines

RABIE, Gladys Johanna (D) Tchr, Pres WA 10 Jade St. Gemdene Kimberley 8301 South Africa
RABIE, William (D) Pesood Hostel, Church St. Kimberley South Africa
RACKLEY, Bert (AV) UM 3305 Ivor St. Hopewell, VA 23860
RADER, Blaine B. (AV) PhD, Pastoral Couns, UM 210 Rexford Dr. SE Grand Rapids, MI 49506
RADER, Sharon Zimmerman (D) MDiv, DO, Dist Supt, UM PO Box 6247 Grand Rapids, MI 49516-6247
RAINWATER, Dorothy G. (D) AA, Homemaker, Mbr Admin Bd, UM 3704-36th Ave. Meridian, MS 39305
RAJAN, Ananda (E) Ch of South India Chaplain, Christian Mission Hospital East Gate Madurai - I India
RAJARAM, Joshua David (D) BA, BT, Lecturer (Ret), Chrp Bd on Finance TAC 10 Jalan 55 1/20 47300
Petaling Jaya, Selangor Malaysia
RAJESHER, Emmanuel (Alex) (D) Pastor 12 Jalan Jadong 2 Bandar Baru Uda 81200 Johore Bahru, Johore
Malaysia
RAMAN, David (D) Tchr (Ret), Lay Ldr 85 Jalan Merpati 08000 Sungai Petani, Kedah Malaysia
RAMSAY, Lysbeth D. (D) Housewife, UM 942 Belle Air Circle Yazoo City, MS 39194
RAMSAY, Wyeth T. (D) (Ret), UM 942 Belle Air Circle Yazoo City, MS 39194
RAMSEY, Frances S. (AV) UM 2710 Techwood Dr. Columbus, GA 31906
RAMSEY, Gilbert L. (D) Minister, UM 2710 Techwood Dr. Columbus, GA 31906
RANDAll., JoAnn R. (AV) Homemaker, UM 118 Mill Farm Rd. Noblesville, IN 46060
RANDALL, John R. (D) Funeral Dir, UM 118 Mill Farm Rd. Noblesville, IN 46060
RANDOLPH, Arthur, Jr. (AV) MEd, Minister, Counselor, AMEZ 355 B-way, POBox 1264 Port Ewen, NY
12466
RANJITHAN, Kenneth Selva (D) Christ Couns, LCEC Chrp, Lay Ldr Block 142, Potong Pasir, Ave. 3 #08236 Singapore 1335 Singapore
RAVINDER, David K (AV) PhD, Assoc Pastor, UM 651 Country Cub Rd. Bridgewater, NJ 08807
RAWAT, E. F. (C) MA, MCorn, LLB, PhD, Tchr, Mbr Judicial Council Lucknow Christian Degree College
Lucknow 226 018 U.P. India
RAY, Larry M. (D) BS,MS, MDiv, Sr Pastor, UM 319 W. Washington Bluffton, IN 46714
RAY, Stephen J. (D) MDiv, Pastor, UM 606 Wood St. aarion, PA 16214
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RAY, Wilmal. (AV) SS, MS Educ, TchrCoord, QergySpouse, UM 319W. WMhington Bluffton, IN 46714
RAYNOR, Leigh Annette (D) MDiv, MMter of Family Studies, Minister, UM 1856 Wood Vlilley Rd. Macon,
GA 31211
REAGAN, Nancy Ann (0) (Ret) UM 427 Sixth Ave. W., B-10 Hendersonville, NC 28739
REAMES, Matthew David (AV) Student, UM 5194 Main St. Box 428 Stephens City, VA 22655
REAMS, Joseph Haywood (D) MOiv, PMtor, UM PO Box 538 Buder, AL 36904-0538
REASNER, Judith Hartzen (AV) SA, MA, SpeecM,.angPath, PMtor's Wife, UM 165 Grandview Ave. Pitman,
NJ08071
REASNER, William Schaffer (D) SA, BD, ThM, Sr Min, UM 165 Grandview Ave. Pitman, NJ 08071
REED, EDen F. (D) Reg Nurse, Qergy Spouse, UM RR 1, Box 147 Farmer City, IL 61842
REED, Juanita (AV) AME 4312 E. 126 St. Qeveland, OH 44105
REED, Lee (D) Ord Min, UM RR 1, Box 147 Farmer City, IL 61842
REFUERZO, Edward (D) Pres YF of Kamuning UMC, UM c/o Philippines Central Conference PO Box 756
Manila Philippines
REPINSKI, Marjorie K (AV) BA, Employment Couns, Ad Bd, COM, UM 2299 Grange Ave. No. Oakdale,
MN 55128
REPINSKI, Marvin Eugene (AV) BA, MOW, Pastor, UM 2299 Grange Ave. No. Oakdale, MN 55128
REUTEl.ER, Barbara A. (D) Reg. Nurse, UM 213 W. Wisconsin Ave. Oconomowoc, WI 53066
REUTElER, James T. (D) PhD, Pastor, UM 213 W. Wisconsin Ave. Oconomowoc, WI 53066
REYNOLDS, Chris (C) Dr, Min, UCA 28 Highfield St. Mayfield NSW 2304 Australia
REYNOLDS, Douglas Deane (AV) BSME, MSME, PhD, Prof, Spiritual Ute, UM 3939 Briarcrest Court Las
VegM, NV 89120
REYNOLDS, J. Marvin (AV) DDS, Dental Professor, UM 9 Round Hill Court Aiken, SC 29803
REYNOLDS, Jane W. (AV) UM 2702 Lake Forest Dr. Greensboro, NC 27408
REYNOLDS, Jeanne D. (D) BA, UM 9 Round Hill Court Aiken, SC 29803
REYNOLDS, Joan (AV) Tchr, UCA 28 Highfield St. Mayfield NSW 2304 Australia
REYNOLDS, Unda Kay (0) BS, Housewife, Pres Dist UMW, UM 3939 Briarcrest Ct Las Vegas, NV 89120
REYNOLDS, Royce O. (D) UM 2702 Lake Forest Dr. Greensboro, NC 27408
RHODES, Jane Elise (D) Steward, AME 18047 Millstone Rd. Chagrin Falls, OH 44022
RHODES, Schuyler J. (AV) PMtor, UM 135 West Fourth St. New York, NY 10012
RICE, Allen B. (D) Elder, Spec Appt, UM 4120 Arlene Dr. Lansing, MI 48917
RICE, Shan B. (D) Counselor, UM 4120 Arlene Dr. Lansing, MI 48917
RICHARDS, Lillian Grace (D) Pastor, UM 412 E. Michigan, PO Box 584 AuGres, MI 48703
RICHARDSON, AdamJ., Jr. (D) BA, MDiv, STD, Sr Min, AME 3715 Forsythe Way Tallahassee, FL 32308
RICHARDSON, C. Faith (C) LHD, UM 168 Mt. Vernon St. Newtonville, MA 02160
RICHARDSON, Delores F. (C) MRE, Tchr, Min, Asst Pastor, CME 1414 Bayview Dr. Havre de Grace, MD
21078
RICHARDSON, Sheila Olive (C) ProlPersonnel, Gen Pres Women's Aux 34 Winston Churchill Dr. Pinetown,
Natal3610 South Africa
RIDDICK, Christy Anne (AV) UM 4127 Mockingbird Lane Suffolk, VA 23434
RIEGRAF, Eric (AV) Eng, UM Demetrius Weg 29 Stuttgart 80 West Germany
RIEGRAF, Martha (D) Treas Frauendienst Der EMC Demetriusweg 29 7000 Stuttgart 80 Germany
RINEHART, Bill L. (AV) Ret, UM 16 Harren Dr. Lake Junaluska, NC 28745
RINEHART, Joetta F. (C) GCOM, GCSROW, UM 16 Harren Dr. Lake Junaluska, NC 28745
RIPLEY, John E. (D) MD, Pastor 3564 Lake Vista Dr. Chattanooga, TN 37831
RIPLEY, Mary Jane (C) BS, Tchr, UM 3564 Lake Vista Dr. Chattanooga, TN 37831
RITSBEK, Heigo (0) MA, Pastor, UM (Estonia) 390 Old Danville Pike Hustonville, KY 40437
RITTER, K Winfried (AV) DMin, Senior Min, UM 513 Faye Lane Redondo Beach, CA 90277
RITTER, Maria (0) PhD, Psychologist, UM 513 Faye Lane Redondo Beach, CA 90277
RIVERA, Marie S. (D) Prof, Conf Lay Mbr, UM 1504 46th St. North Bergen, NJ 07047
RIVERA, Mercedes (AV) Housewife, UM 2G-34 EloderSt. Lomas Verdes Bayamon, PR 00619
ROBB, Edmund W., Jr. (C) DO, Evangelist, UM Box 1945 Marshall, TX 75671
ROBB, Martha Ann (AV) Housewife, UM PO Box 1945 Marshall, TX 75671
ROBBINS, Bruce Warren (D) MDiv, PhD, Church Exec, Gen Sec, GCCUIC, UM 475 Riverside Dr., 1300
New York, NY 10115
ROBERTS, Amanda Grey (D) Student, UM 4102 N. Glebe Rd. Arlington, VA 22207
ROBERTS, Donald H. (D) BA, MDiv, ThM, DMin, Pastor, UM 4102 N. Glebe Rd. Arlington, VA 22207
ROBERTS, Owen Dixon (D) LTh, DipT, DipRE, MEd, MACE, Minister Box X2222 G.P .0. Perth Australia
ROBERTS, Polly Sheffield (D) BA, MAT, Tchr, SSTchr, UM 4102 N. Gleve Rd. Arlington, VA 22207
ROBERTS, Roden F. (D) Psychologist, Admin Coun, GCOM, UM PO Box 1783 Jacksonville, FL 32201
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ROBERTS, Susannah Sheffield (AV) Student, UM 4102 N. Glebe Rd. Arlington, VA 22207
ROBERTS, TIbbie (Laura) (D) Real Est Broker, ConfExec Cornrn UMW, UM 2704 Evans st. Morehead City,
NC 28557
ROBERTS, Wilma Joan (D) MA, Diac Min, Christt Ed, Asst Gen Sec for Adm&Prog, World Div GBGM, UM
Rm. 1518,475 Riverside Dr. New York, NY 10115
ROBINSON, James Ezekiel (AV) MA, BD, BS, Minister (Ret), Coli Tchr (Ret), Assoc Minister, CME 1256
Hernlen St. Augusta, GA 30901
ROBINSON, Jane R. (D) Tchr, UM Box 208 Chattanoog, TN 37401
ROBINSON, Ray Edwin (D) Minister, UM Box 208 Chattanooga, TN 37401
ROBINSON, Vivian Ureaka (C) Pres COCU, PhD, MA, BA, Tchr (Ret), Pres Conf Miss Soc, Stewart, Sec,CME
Budget Comm, CME 1256 Hernlen St. Augusta, GA 30901
ROCA, Heman Gonzalez (C) LawyerfTheology, Pastor, Sec Dom Evang Ch PO Box 1650 Santo Domingo
Dominican Republic
ROCHESTER, Enoch Benjamin (D) DD, Minister, Presiding Elder, AMEZ 32 Trebing Lane Willingboro, NJ
08046
ROCHESTER, Mattilyn Talford (AV) EdD, Educator, Missionary Officer, AMEZ 32TrebingLane Willingboro,
NJ 08046
RODRIGUEZ, ThelmaJoy (C) Student, Peer Minister, UM 71-70169 St. Rushing, NY 11365-3347
ROGERS, Harry Raymond, Jr. (D) BSEE, Elect Eng, UM 17219 Park Lodge Dr. Spring, TX 77379
ROGERS, Rebecca Browning (0) BBA, Real Est Appr, UM 17219 Park Lodge Dr. Spring, TX 77379
ROH, Chung (D) Missionary 2-39-11, Meieki, Nagamura-Ku Nagoya #450 Japan
ROLDAN, Helen (0) 19540 South West 214th St. Miami, FL 31187
ROSE, Ann M. (D) (Ret), UM 744 So. Canosa Ct. Denver, CO 80219
ROSE, Oark (D) (Ret), Chrp Admin Bd, UM 744 S. Canosa Ct. Denver, CO 80219
ROSE, Terrence (C) Minister, Supt, MCCA 3B York Casde Ave. Kingston 6, Jamaica W.I.
ROSENQVIST, Elisabet (D) Skolgatan 6E S-19530 Marsta Sweden
ROSSI, Elisa Ondina (AV) Architect Via Valsugana 137/1 38100 Tzento Italy
ROSSI, Febe Cavazzutti (D) Vicolo Speronetto 8 35033 S. Biagio di Teolo Padova Italy
ROULSTON, JohnFrank (C) BEd, MUtt, MEdSdmin, PhD, FQIEA, FACEA, AIMM, MACE, DirofEd, Ch
Moderator GPO Box 674 Brisbane Qld 4001 Australia
ROULSTON, Lynette Catherine (AV) BEd, DipT, Tech Tchr C/- GPO Box 674 Brisbane, Queensland 4001
Australia
ROUNlREE, Georgia P. (D) Tchr (Ret), Nursery Sch Dir, Cert Lay Spkr, UM 133 Greencasde Circle
Springfield,IL 62703
ROWE, Cammie Renee (AV) UM 406 College Circle Staunton, VA 24401
ROWE, GilbertA (D) Mgrnt, Lay Ldr, UM 4000 Gypsy Ln. #715 Philadelphia, PA 19144
ROWLETT, Martha G. (D) DMin, Pastor, UM 27721 Longhill Dr. Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274
ROZAMA, (C) Dir EvanglMission, Minister Methodist Church, PO Box 9 Civil Lines, Mandalay Myanmar

n

(Burma)

RUCKER, Israel L. (D) DMin, DD, SEJ Dir of Prog, SEJ COM, UM 12-1 Tri Vista Dr. Lake Junaluska, NC
28745
RUCKER, Velma L. (D) BS, MEd, Sch Tchr (Ret), UM 12-1 Tri Vista Dr. Lake Junaluska, NC 28745
RUFF, Genell E. (AV) AME 2405 Johnstone St. Newberry, SC 29108
RUIZ M., Alejandro (D) Pastor, World Evang Reg Sec Gante 5, Centro 06000 Mexico, D.F. Mexico
RUIZ, Ruth G. (AV) Deaconess, Women's Pres Maple 10 Mexico City Mexico
RUSSEll., Bernard C. (D) PhD, College Prof (Ret), Conf Archivist, UM PO Box 36 New London, NC 28127
RUSSEll., Jerald (Jerry) Wayne (D) Pastor/Chaplain, UM 2505 Old Niles Ferry Maryville, TN 37801
RUSSEll., John W. (C) Bishop, UM 4804 Brockton Court Fort Worth, TX 76132
RUSSEll., Mary Jean (AV) UM 4804 Brockton Ct. Fort Worth, TX 76132
RUSSEll., Tunothy Allen (D) Dist Supt, UM 1701 Alexander Waxahachie, TX 75165
RUSSEll., Virginia T. (AV) AB, Homemaker, UM PO Box 36 New London, NC 28127
RYDER, Barbara A (C) House Person, Treas WMC Brit Cornrn 8 Canterbury Ave. Sheffield, SlO 3RT
England
RYDER, Gordon (D) Supt Minister 8 Canterbury Ave. Sheffield S10 3RT England

SADAGOPAN, Stanley M. (D) Pastor Tamil Methodist Parsonage 44-D, Jalan Tengkera 75200 Melaka
Malaysia
SAGA, Jonathan Supit (D) Dipin DPA, Admin Off No. 13, Lorong 20, Rejang Park 96007 Sibu, Sarawak
Malaysia
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SAGAR, Winnie S. (D) Master's Degree, Education, Mgr Girls' Institution Methodist Girls High School, PO
Box 120 Civil Unes Roorkee, U.P. India
SAIBUN, (D) Minister PKMI, Ja1an Gereja No.7 Tebing Tinggi Deli 20632 Indonesia
SAlANG, Elizabeth Enjut (D) LTh, Pastor, Dist Supt Methodist Church, PO Box 155 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
SALEH, Petrus (D) Minister Ja1an Irian 369-A Tenjung Morawa 20362 Indonesia
SAMPSON, Marlys Joan Hayward (AV) Miss Co-Chrp, UM 9002 Greenwillow Dr. Houston, TX 77096
SAMUEL, Hemalatha (C) MA, BEd, MRe, Education, Sch Mgr Stanley Girls High School, Judges Colony
Malakpet, Hyderabad 500 036 AP. India
SAMUEL, Karriappa (C) Bishop Bangalore Area H. No. 27, 1st Main Rd., Cambridge Layout U1soor,
Bangalore 560 008 India
SAMUEL, Prasanna Kumari (E) MTh, Asst Prof, Secy Women's Desk, Lutheran World Fed Gurukul,94
Purasawalkam High Rd. Kellys, Madras 600010 India
SAMUEL, Tara (AV) H. No. 27, 1st Main Rd., Cambridge Layout U1soor, Bangalore 560 008 India
SAMUEL, Vinson (D) Pastor 137, Serangoon North Ave. 2 #06-76 Singapore 1955 Singapore
SANGHOE, (D) Minister, CircuitSupt Methodist Church PO Box 9, Civil Unes Mandalay Myanmar (Burma)
SANNY, (D) The Methodist Church Indonesia Jalan Hang Tuah 8 Medan 20152 North Sumatra Indonesia
SANO, EIji (0) Minato Ku Motoazabu 2-14-17 Tokyo Japan
SANO, Roy I. (C) Bishop, UM 2200 S. University Blvd. Denver, CO 80210
SANTILLAN BAERT, Mary Lou (D) Asst Prof Supervised Ministry, UM Perkins School of Theology, SMU
Dallas, TX 75275-0133
SANTOS, Adriano Mateus Dias dos (C) Pastor, UM Rua Jorge Dimitrov No. 12 - c.Postal 68-C Luanda
Angola
SARASWAT, Paul (D) Pastor Methodist Church Post Box No. 341 Parker College Rd. Moradabad U.P.
244001 India
SARKAR, Basanti (C) Masters, Student, Ch Sec 51/1 A, S.N. BaneIjee Rd., Calcutta 700 014 West Bengal
India
SAVAGE, Dorothy D. (AV) Ret Tchr, UM 4111 Harrodsburg Rd. Lexington, KY 40513
SAVAGE, William E. (C) Banker, UM 4111 Harrodsburg Rd. Lexington, KY 40513
SAWIVELA, Lal (D) Circuit Supt, Minister Methodist Church PO Box 9, Civil Unes Mandalay Myanmar
(Burma)
SAYRE, Charles A (C) PhD, Sr Min, UM 340 Bellevue Haddonfield, NJ 08033
SAYRE, Lucile B. (D) Housewife, UM 340 Bellevue Haddonfield, NJ 08033
SBAFFI-COZZI, Omella (D) Via Firenze 38 - 00184 Roma Italy
SBAFFI-PALAZZIO, Maria Grazia (D) Via Racagni, 27 43100 Parma Italy
SBAFFI, Emanuele (D) Viz G. Venezian 3-40121 Bologna Italy
SCHALL, Sheila G. (D) Sales Sec, UMW Pres, UM 77 Ayer's Village Rd. Methuen, MA 01844
SCHELDORF, A Genevieve (D) KglPri Volunteer, Homemaker, Conf Chrp Ch&Soc, UM 9112 Hudson
Lane Louisville, KY 40291
SCHELDORF, Owen H. (D) (Ret) Missions, UM 9112 Hudson Lane Louisville, KY 40291
SCHILFFARTH, Stan P (D) MDiv, Pastor, UM 347 Etna St. Russell, KY 41169
SCHLYER, Genevieve (AV) Lay Ldr, UM 9832 Royal Palm Garden Grove, CA 92641
SCHMUCK, David Wesley (C) MDiv, DPS, Minister, urn 1127 Louisa St. Williamsport, PA 17701
SCHMUCK, Keith Jonathan (D) BA, MDiv, Sr Pastor, UM 2880 Cambridge Rd. York, PA 17402
SCHMUCK, NedraRuth (D) Music Tchr, Coord Children's Min, UM 1127LouisaSt. Williamsport,PA 17701
SCHOENHALS, Leta C. (D) AB, MA, Sp Ed, Pub Sch Ed, Finance Comm, UM 3703 Winchell Ave.
Kalamazoo, MI 49008
SCHRADER, Janest Hewitt (C) Off Mgr, Trustee Bd, AME PO Box 6205, S.I. Shristiansted, St. Croix, VI
00823
SCHRADER, JosephA (0) Correction Off, Catholic P.O. Box6205,S.I. Christiansted,St. Croix, VI 00823
SCORSONEW, Mirella (C) VP MC Italy Corso Vittorio Emanuele 170 80122 Napoli Italy
SCOTT, Edna (0) BS, Real Est, Trustee, CME 5716 Alviso Ave. Los Angeles, CA 90043
SCOTT, James Robert (D) BA, BD, Sr Pastor, UM 1307 Cedar Crossett, AR 71635
SCOTT, Rena Sandidge (D) Ch Comm on Episc, UM 1307 Cedar St. Crossett, AR 71635
SCUDDER, William "Bill" (AV) Student J Madison Univ, UM 102 Hailsham PI. Yorktown, VA 23692
SCURLOCK, Barbara F. (AV) BS Nursing, RN, Nousewife, SS Tchr, Choir, UM 1305 Briarwood Dr. EI
Dorado, AR 71730
SCURLOCK, William R. (D) MD, Surgeon, Lay Ldr, UM 1305 Briarwood Dr. EI Dorado, AR 71730
SEE, Ping Eik (D) DS, Sr Pastor 235 Telok Ayer St. Singapore 0106 Singapore
SEITSINGER, GretchenAnne (D) MBA, Admin, UMWResChr, UM 11601 Trey Burton EIPaso, TX 79936
SEITSINGER, Ralph Emerson (D) Business/Finance, UM 11601 Trey Burton EI Paso, TX 79936
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SEllADURAI, I. (D) BA(Hons), Sch Prln, Dist Lay Ldr, Ch Treas SM Methodist (MES) Telok Datok 42700
Banting, Selangor Malaysia
SEN, Abraham K J. (D) Minister (Ret) 21st Section I, 3rd St. Faitview Park Yeun Long N.T. Hong Kong
SEN, NoelSushil (C) BA,BD,LTCL,aergy, GenSec, ChofN India CNIBhavan 16PanditPantMarg New
Delhi 110 001 India
SENATI..E, Harold Ben (C) Bishop, AME 19802 Zone 14, Sebokeng Vereeniging South Africa
SENG, Lye Lau (D) BDH, Pastor, Dr Bd of Education c/o 8th Roor, Wisrna Methodist, Lorong Hang Jebat
50150 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
SENG, Seow Choon (D) Pastor Ang Mo Kio Methodist Church 1 St. 21, Ang Mo Kio Singapore 2056
Singapore
SENG, SoonJin (D) Pastor, DistSupt Chinese Methodist Church 28JalanKq.Empat 75300Melaka Malaysia
SENG, Tung Kam (D) Lawyer, Chrp Wor&Mus, Trinity Ann Conf 12, Jalan 14/50 46100 Petaling Jaya
Malaysia
SEONG, Teoh Huan (D) BDH, Pastor 362-A, Jalan Gajah, 55100 Pudu Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
SEOW, Boon Khim (D) Tchr (Ret) 68W Lorong Pendekar 05200 Alor Setar Kedah Malaysia
SEOW, Peggy (D) Diac Min, Asst Pastor 136 Jalan Burma 10050 Penang Malaysia
SEUK, Jong Hum (D) Laity 272-14 YomChang-dong KangSeo-Ku Seoul Korea
SHADE, Oyde A. (AV) Computer Mktg, Baptist 127 Branigan Place Cary, NC 27511-5660
SHADE, Kay M. (AV) Banking, AMF2 127 Brannigan Place Cary, NC 27511-5660
SHANER, Harry E. (D) PhB-BD, DD, Ret Gergy, UM 2033 Norris Rd. Walnut Creek, CA 945%
SHARP, Brian John (C) Gen Mgr Meth Ch Div EdNouth 1 Meadow Gowe, Marshalswick St. Albans, Herts.
AL4 9TS England
SHARP, Edna Grace (D) Sch Sec, Ch Counc Sec 1 Meadow Gose, Marshalswick St. Albans, Herts. Al49TS
England
SHARP, Leola Evaline (D) BSE, MSE, Educator, Conf Lay Del, UM 3139 So. Sandusky Tulsa, OK 74135
SHAW, David Arthur (D) BS, MTh, Pastor, UM 1516 Austin St. Colorado City, TX 79512-4621
SHAW, Dawn Marie (D) BA, MEd, Tchr, Conf UMW Off, UM 1516 Austin St. Colorado City, TX 795124621
SHEARER, Daniel L. (D) DD, Ret Gergy, UM 264 Grandview Rd. Hummelstown, PA 17036
SHEARER, Irma K (D) Ret Tchr, UM 264 Grandview Rd. Hummelstown, PA 17036
SHEETS, Dolores Santos (D) UM 1403 Hiawatha Lane Camanche, IA 52730
SHEETS, Elton Craig (D) UM 1403 Hiawatha Lane Camanche, IA 52730
SHEETS, Gladys Mallard (D) BS, Homemaker, UM 1039 Coronado Dr., NW Atlanta, GA 30327
SHEETS, Herchel Hoover (C) AB, MDiv, DD, Dist Supt, UM 159 Ralph McGill Blvd., NE, Room 209 Atlanta,
GA 30308
SHEFFIELD, Betty Lou (D) UMW Pres, UM 3800 North Fairfax Dr., #502 Arlington, VA 22203
SHEFFIELD, John Courtney (D) Min, UM 3800 North Fairfax Dr., #502 Arlington, VA 22203
SHELL, Donald (AV) PhD, (Ret), Admin Bd, UM PO Box 1027 Lake Junaluska, NC 28745
SHELL, Virginia Law (AV) BS, MA, Author, Missionary (Ret), UM PO Box 1027 Lake Junaluska, NC 28745
SHERER, Ann B. (D) Dist Supt, UM 201 E. Hospital St. Nacogdoches, TX 75%1-5251
SHERER, Robert G. (AV) Archivist, Gergy Spouse, UM 3527 Raguet St. Nacogdoches, TX 75%3
SHERMAN, Alice (D) UM 663 Masters Rd. Elbridge, NY 13060
SHIELD, Brian S. (AV) Student, UM 3242 Downing Dr. Lynchburg, VA 24503
SHIN, Cheng-Hsein (D) 7 F112, Lane 175, Sec. 1 Ta-an Rd. Taipei Taiwan, ROC
SHIN, Sung Chul (D) Pastor 10-1 Bu-Min-dong Seo-Ku Pusan Korea
SHIONG, Toh Ka (D) Pastor 20 Pisang Rd., PO Box 496 93710 Kuching, Sarawak Malaysia
SHIT, Hong Chong (D) Pastor 52 Aljunied Rd. Singapore 1438 Singapore
SHONGWE, Nombulelo (C) Prof Nurse, Gen Pres PO Box 5 Gemaville South Africa
SHORT, Raymond Arthur (D) MA, Methodist Minister 6 Stokewood Rd. Boumemouth BH3 7NA England
SHUEMATE, Roger Lee (D) BA, MTh, Pastor, UM Box 3435 Port Arthur, TX 77643
SHUEMATE, Sue (AV) Ch Adm Asst, UM Box 3435 Port Arthur, TX 77643
SHUFFLEBARGER, Barbara Jones (D) Tchr/Ubrarian, Lay Ldr, UM 206 Tenth St. Radford, VA 24141
SHUFFLEBARGER, EmmettGamett (C) VA Dept of Ed, leI, Dist, Jurisd Officer, UM 206 TenthSt. Radford,
VA 24141
SHULLER, Joan C. (D) Ubrarian, Tchr, UM 1312 E. Miami McAlester, OK 74501
SHULLER, Thurman (D) MD, Physician, Church Finance, UM 1312 East Miami McAlester, OK 74501
SHUNK, June E. (D) AB, Sensory Scientist, DS Spouse, UM 4450 Lurrunisford Lane, E Columbus, OH
43214
SHUNK, Ralph K (C) BBA,STB, STM, Dist Supt, UM 4450 Lurrunisford Lane E. Columbus, OH 43214
SHUSTER, Christine (AV) Assoc Nursing, Reg Nurse, UM 412 Bellevue Ave. Hammonton, NJ 08037
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SHUSTER, Steven B. (D) BA, MOW, ThM, STM, Pastor, UM 412 Bellevue Ave. Hammonton, NJ 08037
SHWE, U Saw (C) Methodist Headquarters 22, Alanpya Pagoda Rd. Yangon Myanmar (Burma)
SIAGIAN, Komelius (D) The Methodist Church, Indonesia Jalan Hng Tuah 8 Medan 20152 Indonesia
SIANIPAR, Morus Maxine (AV) Lawyer, Ch Sch Jalan Jend. A. Yani 1/18 Medan 20111 Indonesia
SIANIPAR, Saur Maruli Tua (AV) Women's Soc Jalan Karto NO. 39A Medan Indonesia
SIA1WINDA, Alexander (C) PO Box 630008 Choma Zambia
SIBEKO, (D) Box 44 Thaba NCHU South Africa
SIEGRIST, Andrea (0) UM Bahnstegg 27115 A-1210 Wien Austria
SlEW, Chiu Huo (D) Methodist Church, PO Box 13515 88839 Kota Kinabalu, Sabah Malaysia
SIEWECK, Kriemhild (C) Tchr, VPMW, EMC Arnrnonstr. 1 0-1300 Eberswalde-Finow Germany
SlliOMBING, A. (D) Minister, Exec Sec Education Jalan Hang Tuah 8 Medan 20152 Indonesia
SIHOMBING, Rarneana (D) Parish Asst, Religious Wrkr Jalan Sultan Agung 9 Medan 20112 Indonesia
SlliOMBING, U. H. (D) Lay Ldr, Bus/Engr Jalan RakyatlLorong Karto No. 39A Medan, N. Sumatra
Indonesia
SIKAZWE, G. M. (C) PO Box 50122 Lusaka Zambia
SIKHAKHANA, Dolphin (D) Box 1164 Ga Rapulana 9786 South Africa
SIl.Al..AHI, Naurat (D) Journalism, Editor Ch News Mag Methodist Print Shop Jalan Kartini 51-53 Tebing
Tmggi-Deli 20632 Indonesia
SIUTONGA, Tumna (0) Tchr, Women's Wrk Jalan Candi Kalasan No. 1A Medan 20112 Indonesia
SILVA, Ana Paula da (C) Acrhitect Rua Visconde de Nacar, 140, Zona 4 Maringa - PR 87013 Brazil
SIM, Pau Ling (AV) Youth Jalan Sei Deli No. 40/66 Jedan 20114 Indonesia
SIMAMORA, S. P - (D) Lay Ldr Gereja Methodist Indonesia Resort Batam Bengkong Baru, Batam Tunur
Pulau Batam 29432 Indonesia
SIMANJUNTAK, P- (AV) Lay Ldr Gereja Methodist Indonesia Resort Batam Bengkong Baru, Batam Tunur
Pulau Satam 29432 Indonesia
SIMATUPANG, Holan (AV) Women'sSoc Methodist Church, Indonesia JalanHangTuah8 Medan20152
Indonesia
SIMATUPANG, Pardemean (AV) Student, Youth Fellowship Jalan Sultan Agung No.9 Jedan 20112
Indonesia
SIMMERMAN, Mary Ella (AV) RN, Nurse, UM 129 Tanglewood Dr. Frankfort, KY 40601-4525
SIMMERMAN, Orin M., Jr. (D) AB, MDiv, DD, Supt, UM 129 Tanglewood Dr. Frankfort, KY 40601-4525
SIMMONS, Carolane Hanna (AV) Tchr, UM 9799 West Tams Dr. Baton Rouge, LA 70815
SIMMONS, Charles Bryant (D) Sr Min, UM 9799 West Tams Dr. Baton Rouge, LA 70815
SIMON, Beulah (D) Principal, Tchr,PresRegWSCS Nave Technical Institute P.O. Lodhipur Shahjahanpur
242001 U.P. India
SIMPSON, DianeJeannette (D) MSW, Soc Wrkr, VP UMW, UM 6865 E. Arizona, Unit D Denver, CO 80224
SIMPSON, Esther B. (AV) UMW Treas, Choir, UM 521 Chanticleer Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
SIMPSON, Robert Orlando (D) Pastor, UM 268 Stuyvesant Ave. Brooklyn, NY 11221
SIMS, Jeanne L. (AV) MS Ed, Tchr, Pastor's Wife, UM 203 East Grove Ave. Effingham,IL 62401
SIMS, R. Paul (C) MDiv, DD, LHD, Pastor, UM 203 East Grove Effingham, IL 62401
SIN, Chng Siew (D) Pastor 480 Toa Payoh Lorong 2 Singapore 1231 Singapore
SINAGA, B. (D) Minister, Exec Sec Meth Hdq Jalan Hang Tuah 8 Medan 20152 Indonesia
SINGH, Samuel Sunder (D) Pastor Christ Methodist Church 1 Butler Rd. Delhi 110 054 India
SINHA, Ajay Kumar (D) MA, BEd, Tchr, Mbr MCI Exec Counc 84-B Civil Lines Bareilly, U.P. India
SIREGAR, H. (AV) Lay Ldr Gereja Methodist Indonesia Resort Batam Bengkong Baru, Batam Tunur Pulau
Batam 29432 Indonesia
SITOMPUL, Eunice Louise (D) BMusic, Soloist, Choir Dir Jalan Gaja Mada No.3 Medan Indonesia
SITOMPUL, Hesty (D) MD, Obstetrician, Lay Del Jalan Gaja Mada No.3 Medan Indonesia
SITOMPUL, Rosida (AV) Sec, Ch Women's Wrk Jalan Krantina Baru No. 70.J Medan 20235 Indonesia
SITORUS, Evelyn (AV) Student Jalan Karya Wisata No. 123 Medan 20144 Indonesia
SITORUS, Hermanus (D) Minister, Dir Meth Biblical Seminary Institut Theologia Alkitabiah Bandar Baru,
N. Sumatra 20357 Indonesia
SITORUS, Julianus (D) Minister, Tchr Meth Biblical Seminary Institut Theologia Alkitabiah Bandar Baru, N.
Sumatra 20357 Indonesia
SITORUS, Maylyn (AV) Tchr Meth Univ Jalan Karya Wisata No. 123 Medan 20144 Indonesia
SITORUS, Octavianus (AV) Student Jalan Karya Wisata No. 123 Medan 20144 Indonesia
SITORUS, Sinta (C) Natl Pres Women's Soc, Prin Meth Kindergarten, WMC Presidium PKMI, Jalan Hang
Tuah 8 Medan 20152 Indonesia
SITORUS, Stanley (0) Student Jalan Karya Wisata No. 123 Medan 20144 Indonesia
SITUMORANG, Rengsia Martha (AV) Women's Soc Jalan Sei Mencirim No. 40 Medan Indonesia
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SKINNER, Frances M. (D) UM 1650 N. Westfield Wichita, KS 67212
SKINNER, John H. (D) UM 1650 N. Westfield Wichita, KS 67212
SLUlZ, Leonard D. (C) BA, LLB, Lawyer, UM 2981 Observatory Ave. Cincinnati,OH 45208
SLUlZ, William L. (AV) Halpin St. Cincinnati, OH 45208
SMART, Nonna M. (D) Ret, UM 1922 Chishobn Dr. Duncan, OK 73533
SMITH, Alfred 0., Jr. (D) Sr Min, UM 636 117th St. Kansas City, MO 64131
SMITH, Brenda L. G. (AV) AMEZ 5 Stanley Rd. White Plains, NY 10605
SMITH, Dale R. (D) BS, RO, LO, Dietary Consult, Chr Conf BBGM, UM 400 Comanche Deleon, TX 76444
SMITH, Gregory Robeson (AV) AMEZ 5 Stanley Rd. White Plains, NY 10605
SMITH, Harold Hawkins (D) (Ret), UM 44 Rookery Way Hilton Head Island, SC 29926
SMITH, Holiday H. (D) Ret, Indust Mgr, Adm Bd, UM 1105 Watauga St. Kingsport, TN 37660
SMITH, Howard Keith (C) Student Tchr 25 Campbell Rd., Bow London, E3 405 England
SMITH, James A. (D) BS, ExtenAgt (Ret), Chrp Finance Comm, UM PO Box 175 Appomattox, VA 24522
SMITH, James aayton (D) MEd, Educator (Ret), Dist Trustee, UM 7 Cable Lane Athens,OH 45701
SMITH, Janet W. (0) Homemaker (Ret) 1701 McMillan Ave. Lumberton, NC 28358
SMITH, Jerry Allen (D) BA, MOW, DMin, LHD, Pastor, UM 4613 Southem Pkwy. Louisville, KY 40214
SMITH, John s. (D) DD, Ret Pastor, Coord Sr Adult Work, UM 908 - 18th Ave. NW Birmingham, AL 35215
SMITH, Julia C. (D) Tchr, UM 908 -18th Ave., NW Birmingham, AL 35215
SMITH, Julia M. (0) 531 Haynes Ave. Bastro, LA 71220
SMITH, Lena M. (AV) MA, Educator (Ret), Ch Soc Involv UMW, Outreach Comm Mbr, UM 7 Cable Lane
Athens,OH 45701
SMITH, Lorna Geneve (C) Civil Servant 136a Heather Park Dr., Wembley Middlesex, HAO 1SN England
SMITH, Louis N. (C) Postal Supvr, Steward, Pres Laymen, AME 2622 Ringo little Rock, AR 72206
SMITH, Lydia Lorene (D) BS Ed, Ret Tchr, Conf BGM, Conf CROP Coord, UM 2745 Hillcrest Dr. Lexington,
OH 44904
SMITH, Margaret Ann (AV) BBA, Homemaker, Charge Lay Ldr, UM 58 E. Broad Oaks Houston, TX 77056
SMITH, Margaret T. (0) Housewife, 55 Tchr, UM 2325 Springlake Dr. Timonium, MD 21093
SMITH, Marlene N. (AV) MA, Music Trhc (Ret), Choir Dir, AME 2622 Ringo little Rock, AR 72206
SMITH, Nancy Ann (AV) Tchr, aergy Spouse, UM 636 E. 117th St. Kansas City, MO 64131
SMITH, Nelwyn O. (D) SA, librarian (Ret), Ann Conf Del, UM PO Box 175 Appomattox, VA 24522
SMITH, Pearl G. (D) BS, (Ret) Tchr, Adm Bd, UM 1105 Watauga St. Kingsport, TN 37660
SMITH, Shirley (D) BA, AMLS, librarian (Ret), UM 44 Rookery Way Hilton Head Island, SC 29926
SMITH, Theodora Shippy (D) BS, MS, Educator (Ret), N Amer Area Exec Comm WFMW, AMEZ 816 Ointon
Ave. Lancaster, SC 29720
SMITH, Walter C. (AV) DMin, Pastor, UM 2325 Springlake Dr. Timonium, MD 21093
SMITH, Whitney DeAnna (0) AMEZ 5 Stanley Rd. White Plains, NY 10605
SMITH, William Hiram, Jr. (C) BA, MBA, Merchant, Conf Lay Ldr, UM 400 Comanche Deleon, TX 76444
SMITH, William M. (C) Sr Bishop, WMC Presidium, AMEZ 3753 Springhill Ave. Mobile, AL 36608
SMITH, William Randolph (C) BA, LLB, Lawyer, Chrp Conf Council, UM 58 E. Broad Oaks Houston, TX
77056
SNEARL, Gwendolyn Elaine (D) MSc, Dir of Couns Serv, Conf Dir Youth Div, AME 2225 College Dr. #18
Baton Rouge, LA 70808
SNYDER, HerbertJ. (D) DMin, MOiv, Pastor, UM Stevens House 404 10 S. Prince St. Lancaster, PA 17603
SNYDER, HowardA. (D) PhD, Prof United Theo Semin, FreeMeth 1810 Harvard Blvd. Dayton,OH 45406
SOATA, Jeramaia (D) Tchr (Ret), Lay Preacher Nasavu Village P.O. Nabouwalu Fiji
SOHN, Joon Ho (D) Laity 591-12 KuEui-dong Songdong-Ku Seoul Korea
SOLAMADAN, James Kuthalingam (D) MMin, Pastor No. 2346 Taman Labu Utama 70200 Seremban, N .S.
Malaysia
SOUUNAS, Francine Stewart (AV) JD, Attomey, Catholic 2666 North Orchard Chicago, IL 60614
SOLOMON, Lorraine Ellen (C) Ind Chem Sales Rep, WFMW Sec 4 Meersig Rd. Diep River, Capetown 7945
South Africa
SOLOMON, Rebecca Samuel (D) Mgr Dist Evangelism 943 Boottee St.. Camp. Pune 411 001 (M.S.) India
SOLOMON, Samson (D) MBA, MOh, PhD, Bishop MCI Bishop's House 37, Cantonment Rd. Lucknow 226
001 U.P. India
SOMABHAI, Christian Nimrod (D) MA, BD, Minister Hill Memorial School Bunglow Fatehgunj Vadodra
390002 India
SOMMERVILLE, Barbara H. (AV) Tchr, Natl Sec Min Wives, CME 932 Center Pl., SW Birmingham, AL
25211
SOMMERVILLE, Raymond R. (D) Pastor, CME 932 Center P., SW Birmingham, AL 25211
SONEKAN, George Olayode (D) c/o Wesley House, 21/22 Marina PO Box 2011 Lagos Nigeria
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SONG, Byoung-Hyuk (D) Pastor, UM 5A Blueberry St. Derry, NH 03038
SONG, Wong Ung (D) No. 51 Fortune Garden Sarike~ PO Box 196 96100 Sarikei Malaysia
SOUlliERlAND, L. Louise (AV) Retail Dist Mgr Ret, Lay Mbr, UM 2822 McOain Ave. Bremerton, WA
98310
SOWELL, Annette R. (D) MDiv, Pastor, UM 1122 Bryant Benbrook, TX 76126
SPEAKMAN, Wayne (D) DMin, Minister, Sr Pastor, UM 2210 Wildwood Hollow Dr. Valrico, FL 33594
SPEAKS, Janie (D) AB, MEd, Educ, Miss Supvr, AMEZ 1238 Maxwell St., PO Box 986 Salisbury, NC 28145
SPEAKS, Ruben L. (C) Bishop, AMEZ 1238 MaxwellSt., PO Box 986 Salisbury, NC 28144
SPENCER, Alice Barbara (D) Ubrarian, UMW Secy, UM 1632 SW 7th Ave. Boca Raton, FL 33486
SPENCER, Richard Huntington (D) Engnr, Lay Ldr, UM 1632 SW 7th Ave. Boca Raton, FL 33486
SPENCER, Violet A. (0) BA, Queens College, Procurement, UM 250 East 4OthSt., 19F New York, NY 10016
SPIVEY, John Wesley (D) MDiv, Minister, Elder, UM 1102 Lake Lane Demopolis, AL 36732
SPIVEY, Voncile (AV) Med Asst Admin, Asst Med Tech, Oergy Spouse, UM 1102 Lake Lane Demopolis,
AL 36732
SPRONG, Jennh Louise (D) 37 Vaal Rd., Brackendowns, 1450 Alberton South Africa
STARKEY, LaVena Jones (D) UM 11676 Eddie and Park Rd. St. Louis, MO 63126
STARKEY, Lycurgus M., Jr. (C) PhD, Dist Supt, UM 11676 Eddie and Park Rd. St. Louis, MO 63126
STARNES, Bill McDonald (D) UM 1012 Forrest Dr. Tullahoma, TN 37388
STARNES, Rosemary T. (AV) UM 1012 Forrest Dr. Tullahoma, TN 37388
STEIN, Carolyn C. (AV) Homemaker, UM 300 N. Ellis Cape Girardeau, MO 63701
STEIN, Catherine (Katie) C. (0) Student, Pres UMYF, UM 300 N. Ellis Cape Girardeau, MO 63701
STEIN, John c. (D) Pastor, UM PO Box 761 Belgrade, MO 63622
STEIN, K.James (C) PhD, ProfCh HistGarrett-Evang TheolSem, UM 2519Ridgeway Evanston,IL 60201
STEIN, Loretta B. (0) Exec Asst Gen Bd Pensions, Chrp Worship Comm, UM 2519 Ridgeway Evanston,
IL 60201
STEIN, Neil L. (D) Sr. Pastor, UM 300 N. Ellis Cape Girardeau, MO 63701
STEWNG, Elizabeth R. (0) 3879 Wieuca Terrace NE Atlanta, GA 30342
STENLAND, Sally Smith (0) Sch Tchr (Ret) 1701 McMillan Ave. Lumberton, NC 28358
STENSON, Pamela Margaret (C) BA, BA, Govt Serv, British WFMW Rep 10 Silverton Rd., Guisborough
Cleveland, TS 14 7NE England
STEPHEN, Michael K. (D) Nigeria
STEPHENS, Betth Ruth (D) Masters, Elem Sch Prin, Dir Christ Ed, VP Ann Conf Miss, CME 560 Fairway
Dr. Indianapolis, IN 46260
STEVENS, Patricia (0) UM 504 Marshall St. Paris,IL 61944
STEVENS, Richard (0) UM 504 Marshall St. Paris,IL 61944
STEWART, Anne Ross (D) Pastoral Couns, Dir GPCC, UM 16501 Alden Ave. Gaithersburg, MD 20877
STEWART, Donald S. (AV) Pastor, UM 16501 Alden Ave. Gaithersburg, MD 20877
STEWART, Jean T. (D) UM 35 Severance Circle Oeveland Heights, OH 44118
STEWART, MollieM. (C) BSQualityTech,QualityControlMgr,ChrpPPRC,UM PO Box 43 Lacey'sSpring,
AL 35754
STEWART, PaulAldridge,Sr. (D) BS,MDiv,MEd,Pastor,CME 4181 Mt.VemonDr. LosAngeles,CA 90008
STEWART, Walter E. (D) Auto Component Designer, Ch Treas, UM PO Box 43 Lacey's Spring, AL 35754
STICHER, G. Lisa (AV) Bishop's Spouse, UM Untere Wengert-Str. 16 D-744O Nuertingen 8 Germany
STICHER, Hermann L. (C) Chrp Conf Prog Cmte, Bishop (Ret), UM Untere Wengertstrasse 16 D-744O
Nurtingen 8 (Raidwangen) Germany
STilli, BettyV. (C) SocWrkr,ConfDirFamilyLifeMin,AMEZ CarringtonArrns, 10L 33 UncolnAve. New
Rochelle, NY 10801
STilli, Forrest C. (C) Bishop, UM 3049 East Genesee St. Syracuse, NY 13224
STilli, Josephine M. (D) Tchr, UM 3049 East Genesee St. Syracuse, NY 13224
STilli, Kristen Michelle (AV) UM 5943 O'Hara Landing Ct. Burke, VA 22015
STOCKTON, Jean Stevens (D) UM 12923 Fox Meadow Dr. Richmond, VA 23229
STOCKTON, Thomas B. (C) MDiv, DD, Bishop, UM PO Box 11367 Richmond, VA 23230
STOFFELS, Daphney (AV) Nurse, MCSA PO Box 1909 Windhoek 9000 Namibia
STOKES, Jean B. (D) UM 123 W. Broadway Red Uon, PA 17356
STOKES, Robert Paul (D) Pastor, UM 123 West Broadway Red Uon, PA 17356
STONE, Michelle Lynn (AV) UM 17609 Old Cryors Rd. McKenney, VA 23872
STOTT, Dorothy Joan (C) Lay Ldr 16 Landy Ave. Highton Vic 3216 Australia
STOTTS, Margaret Ann (AV) UM 99 Church St. Wilmington, MA 01887
STOTTS, Michael R. (D) Pastor, UM 99 Church St. Wilmington, MA 01887
STOUT, Betty L. (AV) BS Ed Tchr, Dist Sec Global Min, UM PO Box 86 Anatone, WA 99401-0086
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STOUT, J. Dean (0) BS,BD, Circuit Rider, UM PO Box 86 Anatone, WA 99401-0086
SlRAHAM, Fern E. (D) Admin Asst, Miss Pres, CME PO Box 5711 Uttle Rock, AR 72215
STREET, Kenneth Edwin (C) MA, BA GenSec Property Oiv Centrld Buildings, Oldham St. Manchester, Ml
IJQ England
STRESSMAN, Jane L. (AV) Homemaker, UM 13842 S. 41st Place Phoenix, AZ 85044
STRESSMAN, Roger M. (D) DMin, Minister (Ret), UM 13842 S. 41st Place Phoenix, AZ 85044
STRONG, Plyna G. (C) Ret Tchr, NCJCOM, UM 1546 Sherman, S.E. Grand Rapids, MI 49506
STUMBO, Helen Rhea (D) Businesswoman, UM 305 Knoxville St. Fort Valley, GA 31030
STUMBO, John E. (D) PhD, Attorney, UM 305 Knoxville St. Fort Vldley, GA 31030
SU, Chung..Jen (C) Dr, SA, MA, PhD, Principal, Chrp, CCC Morrison Memorial Centre 191 Prince Edward
Rd. Kowloon Hong Kong
SU, Song Kuong (D) Tchr, Dist Lay Ldr PO Box 100 96507 Bintangor, Sarawak Malaysia
SUAREZ, Victor Gomez (AV) c/o Mr. James Perry 7053 Messer Rd. Richmond, VA 23231
SUBRAMANIAM, Elvessa (AV) BSE, MA, MEd, Sch Tchr, UM PO Box 277 SpringVldley, OH 45370
SUBRAMANIAM, Ramesh (0) HS Grad, Student, MYF Pres, UM 106 Vine St., PO Box 277 Spring Vldley,
OH 45370
SUBRAMANIAM, Ranjiv (0) Student, MYF Mbr, UM 106 Vine St., PO Box 277 Spring Vldley, OH 45370
SUBRAMANIAM, Sivaji (D) Dip in Comm, Dip in Theo, MDiv, Min, UM PO Box 277 Spring Vldley, OH
45370
SUBYANTO, Paulus (D) Minister, Sch Chaplain Jldan Kakaktua No. 47 Perout, Medan Indonesia
SUMINE, Americo Sonde (C) BS Chem Eng, Uturgy Nad Secy Apartadol386 Uma Peru
SUMUN, Bernice I. (AV) ED Consult, Sr. Steward, AME 4651 Cantura Dr. Dayton, OH 45415
SUMMERS, Brenda Dawn (0) BS, Student, UM 131 Bacdwin Bowling Green, OH 43402
SUMMERS, Dawn I. (AV) LPN, Nurse, UM 616 Hall Blvd. Mason, MI 48854
SUMMERS, Feryn (0) AME 1971 Meadowcreek Dr. Louisville, KY 40218-2432
SUMMERS, Leslie C. (D) BS, Speech Hearing, Qualified Mental Retard Prof, UM 2540 Maplewood Dr.
Columbus, OH 43231
SUMMERS, Vance, Jr. (D) aergy, Exec Dir, ConfCOM, UM 471 E. BroadSt., Suite 1106 Columbus,OH
43215-3889
SUMMERS, Verne C. (D) BD, Sr Min, UM 616 Hall Blvd. Mason, MI 48854
SUMMERS, William E., III (AV) Minister, AdmAsstto Bp,AME 1971 MeadowcreekDr. Louisville,KY 402182432
SUMMERVIlLE, Margaret Willis (D) Educator (Ret), Pres Conf UMW, UM 3208 Yosernite Ave. Baltimore,
MD 21215-7513
SUN, Peter Yoon K (0) 8304 Jeb Stuart Rd. Potomac, MD 20854
SUNDAR, Siv M. (D) Tchr, UM Gransdalen IE N-I054 Oslo Norway
SUNDAR, TomBerner (C) MedStud,ChrpWMCYouthComm, UM GransdalenlE N-I054Oslo 10 Norway
SUNG, Chan Un (D) The Korean Methodist Church KP.O. Box 285 Seoul Korea
SUSAG, Joanne F. (AV) UM 46 Adelaide Rd. Manchester, CT 06040
SUSAG, M. Philip (D) Engineer, Chrp COM, UM 46 Adelaide Rd. Manchester, CT 06040
SUTTON, Evelyn M. (D) Museum Curator/Ubrarian, Sec Admin Bd, UM Box 362 Lake Junaluska, NC
28745
SUZUKI, Kazuko (0) 3-8-6 Nunami-Azabu Minoto-Ku Tokyo Japan
SWAIN, Sondra R. (D) Homemaker, Trustee, Worship, Pastor Parish, UM 16 Richard Ave. Vilone Village
Wilmington, DE 19805
SWANGO, Pearl Embree (D) Ret, Ann Conf Reserve Mbr, Mbr Comm on Miss, VP UMW, Adm Council
Mbr, UM 5342 Beechnut Blvd. Houston, TX 77096
SWENSON, James L. (C) BA, MDiv, Dir Prof Admin Support Serv, UM 11801 Harrisburg Rd. Los Alamitos,
CA 90720
SWENSON, Joan A. (D) BA, Tchr, UM 11801 Harrisburg Rd. Los Alamitos, CA 90720
SWISHER, Ronald Edward (D) Minister, Dist Supt, UM 1451 Birchwood Ln. Sacramento, CA 95822
SYKES, Roslyn K (D) Prof (Nursing), Higher Ed, UM 957 Warder St. Louis, MO 63130
SYNN, Keum Sun (D) The Korean Methodist Church K.P.O. Box 285 Seoul Korea
SZE, Peter (D) B Eng, Engineer, Conf Treasurer Trinity Ann Conf 20, Jalan 55 2/38 47300 Petaling Jaya
Malaysia

TAFEA, Losaline (D) Free Wesleyan Ch PO Box 57 Nuku'Alofa Tonga
TAFEA, Manase (D) Dir, Dept of Evangelism, Free Wesleyan Ch PO Box 57 Nuku'Alofa Tonga
TAKEMAE, Noboru (D) Pastor, UCCJ 3-11-16, Ebisu-minami Shibuya-ku Tokyo 150 Japan
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TALBERT, Ethelou (D) Musician, Behaviorist, Wedding Consult, UM 13816 Campus Dr. Oakland, CA
94605
TALBERT, Melvin George (C) Bishop, UM 330 Ellis St. San Francisco, CA 94102
TALBOT, Dorothy Mae (AV) Elder, Presbyterian PO Box 4362 Waco, TX 76715-0362
TALBOT, FrederickHilbom (C) BA, MOW,STM, DMin, Bishop, Ecumenical Officer, EndorsingAgt,AME PO
Box 684, Frederiksted St. Croix, VI 00840-0684
TALBOT, Sylvia (D) BA, MSPH, EdD, Health Ed Spec, Pres Bishops Wwes Council, AME PO Box 684,
Frederiksted St. Croix, VI 00841-0684
TALBOT, Theodore Alwyn (D) MA, Technical Ed, S&I Mbr, AME PO Box 4362 Waco, TX 76715-0362
TAN, Bee Urn (D) c/o Methodist Church Indonesia Jalan Hang TUM 8 Medan 20152 North Sumatra
Indonesia
TAN, Jin Hong (D) Merchant, Vice Lay Ldr 14 Shangri-la Walk Singapore 2056 Singapore
TAN, Kathleen Beng-Leong (D) Education Off, GC-WSCS Pres SOOO-M Marine Parade Rd. 04-56 Lagoon
View 1544 Singapore
TAN, Lye-Keng (D) Pastor The Methodist Church in Singapore 10 Mount Sophia Singapore 1953 Singapore
TAN, Nalla Ruth (D) MB, BS, DPH, MD, FFCM, AM, Consult Physician "Bethany" 43 Binjai Park Singapore
2158 Singapore
TANG, William (D) PO Box 663 96007 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
TANN, Marie P. (AV) BA, Sch Tchr, Assoc Ed, Star of Zion, AMEZ 7701 Untz Rd. Concord, NC 28027
TANN, Morgan W. (D) MDiv, Min/Editor Star of Zion, AMEZ 7701 Untz Rd. Concord, NC 28027
TANNER, George A (D) BA, MOw, Minister, UM 71 Malaga Way Hot Springs Village, AR 71909
TANNER, Mary Sue (AV) BA, Tchr, Homemaker, UM 71 Malaga Way Hot Springs Village, AR 71909
TAPPAN, Cindy Beard (C) MOw, Pastor, UM 1425 Forest Hills B1. aeveland Heights, OH 44118
TAPPAN, MarionJ. (D) Ex Dir, Com Ctr, Trustee, Pres, UM 1425 Forrest Hills Blvd. aeveland, OH 44118
TARR, James L. (D) UM 10542 Marquis Dallas, TX 75229
TARR, Margaret (D) UM 10542 Marquis Dallas, TX 75229
TAYLOR, Alice Rose (D) UM 514 East Embert Place Peoria, IL 61603
TAYLOR, Dean Everett (D) UM 514 East Empert Place Peoria,IL 61603
TAYLOR, Earle lincoln (0) PO Box 180 Feilding New Zealand
TAYLOR, Hertha Ward (AV) AB, MS, Tchr (Ret), UMW Pres, UM 300 W. Fallcreek Pkwy North Dr.
Indianapolis, IN 46208
TAYLOR, John B. (C) Minister, Gen Sec Div of Min 29 Brian Rd., Kenton, Harrow Middlesex, HA30DP
England
TAYLOR, Joseph T. (D) PhD, College Dean Emeritus, HE&Campus Min, UM 300 W. Fall Creek Parkway
North Dr. Indianapolis, IN 46208
TAYLOR, Kawardra (D) Attomey 185 Hillcrest Rd. Mount Vemon, NY 10551
TAYLOR, Kent (0) Security, Baptist 4210 Roseneath Houston, TX 77002
TAYLOR, Prince A, Jr. (C) Bishop, Past Chrp WMC, UM 193 Laurel Circle Princeton, NJ 08540
TEAGUE, Willie Senn (C) Pastor, Editor SCAdvocate, UM 4908 Colonial Dr., Suite 207 Columbia, SC 29203
TEAT, Harry Dudley (AV) Pastor, UM 6 Wood Stock Court Mount Holly, NJ 08060
TEAT, Marjorie Gertrude (0) Homemaker, Mbr BGM, UM 6 Woodstock Court Mount Holly, NJ 08060
TEILMANN, Gunnar (Wava) (D) Missionary (Ret) Malaysia/Singapore, UM 1015 Giles Rd. Blacksburg, VA
24060
TENNER, Conrad (AV) Joumalist, UM Heidemuhler Weg 36 0-1195 Berlin Germany
TENNER, Melitta (C) MD, Physician, WMC Presidium, UM Eichbusch 4 Prosen DDR 7909 Germany
TERRY, Charlotte Cupp (AV) Diac Min, Dir Christ Ed, Evangelism, UM PO Box 369 Dublin, GA 31040
TERRY, Frank J. (D) DMin, Sr Pastor, UM PO Box 369 Dublin, GA 31040
TERRY, Robert Newton (0) United Ch of Christ Box 154 Aquebogue, NY 11931
TEVARAJI, P. (D) BD, MSGC, Pastor, Dist Supt 115, Jalan Labat 30200 IPOH, Perak Malaysia
THACKER, George L. (D) Coli Registrar, Treas/Trustee, CME 5% East Baltimore S1. Jackson, TN 38101
THAUNG, U Mya (C) Methodist Headquarters 22 Signal Pagoda Rd. Rangoon Myanmar (Burma)
THAVER, MarimuthuVathylingam (D) Manager 35 Jalan Setiajasa Medan Damansara 30490 Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia
THERON, Bernice (D) PO Box 8363 Johannesburg 2000 South Africa
THIBODEAUX, Melanie Jones (AV) BS, MH, Tchr (Ret), Steward, aass Ldr, AME 1150 Portland Ave.
Shreveport, LA 71103
THOMAS-SANO, Kathleen A (D) UM 2200 South University Blvd. Denver, CO 80210
THOMAS, Clara E. (D) MEd, MDiv, Supt of Schools, Diac Candidate, Dist Lay Ldr, UM 951 Old York Rd.
Hightstown, NJ 08520
THOMAS, Edgar c., Jr. (0) ADD, MEd, Supt of Schools, UM 951 Old York Rd. Hightstown, NJ 08520
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THOMAS, Luis A (C) Lawyer(lbeology, Pastor, Pres Dom Evang Ch El Numero No. 54 Santo Domingo
Dominican Republic
THOMAS, Mary Green (D) Med Nurse Prad, Christ Ed, CME 934 N. Aubumdale St. Memphis, TN 38101
THOMAS, Penny K (AV) Pastor, UM 105 E. 155 St. Harvey, IL 60426
THOMAS, Samuel R. (C) Bishop, Exec Sec Bishop's Residence, Oara Swain Hospital Campus PO Box 126
Bareilly 243 001 U.P. India
THOMPSON, Cora B. (0) 1321 West 52nd St. Los Angeles, CA 90037
THOMPSON, George Edward (D) DO, Pastor, UM 207 Academy St. Waynesville, NC 28786
THOMPSON, John Ross (C) SA, MDiv, DMin, Council Dir, UM 1204 Freedom Rd. Mars, PA 16046
rnOMPSON, Novette Sonia (C) BA TheoL Student Minister Queens College Somerset Rd., Edgbaston
Birmingham, B15 2QH England
THOMPSON, Sarah Charollette (0) (Ret) 70 Kingston St. No. Andover, MA 01810
THORAISINGAM, E. J. (D) BTh, MTh, DMiss, Sr Min Blk 422 Fajar Rd. #02-503 Bukit Panjant Singapore
2367 Singapore
rnoRNHILL, Betty (AV) Lay Ldr, UM 1320 Rowlett Rowlett, TX 75088
rnORNTON, Brenda (D) Tchr, Steward Lake View, 31 Tuckers Nook Maxey PE6 9EH England
rnORNTON, Brian (D) Publisher, VChrp WMC Ind Pub Cmte Methodist Publishing House, 20 Ivatt Way
Peterborough PE3 7PG England
TIiRIFT, Nell (D) Tchr, Sec Conf Hist Soc, UM 210 Lake Hollingsworth Dr. #106 Lakeland, FL 33803
THROCKMORTON, Christopem Dietrich (AV) Cashier, UM 3533 Chesapeake Blvd. Norfolk, VA 23515
lHURMOND, James o. (D) Sr Min, UM 1829 Stratford Dr. Owensboro, KY 42301
lHURMOND, Shirley W. (D) CPA, Accountant, Tchr, UM 1829 Stratford Dr. Owensboro, KY 42301
TIAM, Buan-Chua (D) BDH, Pastor Chinese Methodist (Hokkien) Church, No.1 Lorong Hang Jebat 50150
Luala Lumpur Malaysia
TILLMAN, Harmon Eric, Jr. (D) BA, MA, Sr Min, UM 4512 Brook Dr. Jackson, MS 39206
TILLMAN, Nona K (D) BA, MA, Tchr, UM 4512 Brook Dr. Jackson, MS 39206
TINDIT, Tallon (C) LTh, ConfPres Methodist Headquarters, No. 22 Island Rd. PO Box 155 96007 SIBU,
Sarawak Malaysia
TING, Veronica (D) Diac Min, Dir Christ Ed PO Box 32 31907 Kampar, Perak Malaysia
TINGLE, Lara Kristine (AV) Elem Tchr, VoL UM 1334 G St. Woodbridge, VA 22191
TINOCO, David A (AV) Minister, UM 540 Main St. El Segundo, CA 90245
TITUS, Phylemon Depriest (D) Dist Supt, UM 30098 Pleasant Trail Southfield, MI 48076
TOBING, Mary (AV) Student Jalan Sultan Agung No.9 Medan 20112 Indonesia
TOBING, Robert L. (C) MOiv, Pastorrrchr, MC Indonesia 2355 E.iliff Ave., Apt. 3 Denver, CO 80210
TOBING, Sondang Sihombing (D) Nad Pres WSC5, MC Indonesia 2355 E. iliff Ave., Apt. 3 Denver, CO
80210
TOKO, Apete (C) Minister, Sec for Evang 48 Pender St. Suva Fiji
TOlllDAY-WRIGHT, David (D) Barrister, Steward A8. Mandarin Villa 10 Shiv Fai Terrace Off Stubbs Rd.
Hong Kong Hong Kong
TOMLINSON, Curlyn (D) E131 Calle Asuncion, Viliq Cacero (PO Box 2601) Panama 3 Panama
TOMPKINS, Phyllis A (D) MSW, Soc Wrk, UM RD 3, Box 138A Central Square, NY 13036
TOMPKINS, Ronald Dale (D) PhD, Minister, UM RD 3, Box 138A Central Square, NY 13036
TONGUE, Elizabeth Ann (AV) UM 319 Myrtle Lane Altavista, VA 24517
TOOLEY, Olwen M. (D) Homemaker 6 The Dr. Sevenoaks Kent TN13 3AE England
TOOLEY, Wilfred (C) MA, BD, Supt Min, Assoc Dir WMC Exch Prog 6 The Dr., Sevenoaks Kent, TN13 3AE
England
TORRACA, Christian AW. (0) Student 206 Holbrook Rd. Holbrook, NY 11741
TRAVER, Richard (0) 360 Station Ave. Haddonfield, NY 08033
TREESE, Donald H. (D) BA, MOiv, DO, DHL, Assoc Gen Sec BHEM, BHEM Lias WMC Theo Ed Cmte, UM
PO Box 871 Nashville, TN 37202
TREESE, Lois W. (AV) 931 Percy Wamer Blvd. Nashville, TN 37205
TREIBLE, Kirk (D) 85, MBA, LLD, College Pres, UM 408 N. Lumpkin St. Cuthbert, GA 31740
TRESCOTT, Gertrude Haynes (AV) AME 910 RussellSt. Orangeburg, SC 29115
TRICE, Leora Elizabeth (D) 85, Communication, LeI Ch Coord, UM 3445 Goldendale Dr. Dallas, TX 75234
TRIEBLE, CarolAnn (AV) BA, MEd, College Prof, UM 408 N. LumpkinSt. Cuthbert, GA 31740
TRINIDADE, Norival (0) Dr, Lawyer, Pres MC Paraguay Caixa Postal 1533 Londrina, PR 86001 Brazil
TRIPLETT, Cecil L. (D) BA, Architect, Woodwork, Ch Admin Bd, UM 2022 Old Cabin Rd. Owensboro, KY
42301
TROBAUGH, Annella Rowell (D) 1429 Gilmer Ave. Montgomery, AL 36104
TROBAUGH, John D. (D) Minister, UM 301 Dexter Ave. Montgomery, AL 36104
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TRUMBLE, Bette T. (D) Admin/Perfect Byte, Inc., Conf Lay Ldr, UM 12400 Buff&o Rd. Springfield, NE
68059
TRUMBLE, Patricia Ann (C) Student, UM 12400 Buff&o Rd. Springfield, NE 68059
TRUNDLE, John N. (D) as, BD, aergy, Dist Supt, UM 113 Balsam Dr. Oak Ridge, TN 37830
TRUNDLE, Laura Rainwater (D) as, MS, Tchr, aergy Spouse, UM 113 Balsam Dr. Oak Ridge, TN 37830
TSENG, Chi-Hung (D) Exec Co, Pastor, MC ROC #113 Hsin sheng S. Rd. Sec. 1 Tapiei Taiwan, ROC
TSENG, Chi-Ping (D) Exec Co, Lawyer, MCROC 7F,#2175Alley, Da-anRd., Sec. 1 Taipei Taiwan, ROC
TSHABAlAlA, Mbuyisazwe Hector (D) MTh, Minister, Gen Sec PO Box 483 Cradock 5880 South Africa
TUCKER, Guy V., Jr. (AV) (Ret), UM 1413 Kenton Way Knoxville, TN 37922
TUCKER, Mary Frances (D) Business, Ch Lay Ldr, UM 1413 Kenton Way Knoxville, TN 37922
TUCKER, R. Tom (D) Sr. Pastor, UM 1110 W. Franklin St. Boise, ID 83702
TUIMA, Mesake Vakacegu (D) Minister, Sec for Youth PO Box 46 Nausori Fiji
TUNG, Guang Chin (D) Bank Oerk, Pres MYF 42, Tong Sang Rd. 96000, Sibu, Sarawak M&aysia
TURNER, Donna Faye (D) Assoc in Min, UM 2218 Martin St. Madison, WI 53713
TURNER, Duaine L. (AV) Bldg Contr, UM 2218 Martin St. Madison, WI 53713
TURNER, Paul Fraser (D) Student, Youth Counc, UM 3425 Parkcliffe Kingsport, TN 37664
TURNIPSEED, Andrew Spencer, Jr. (D) AB, MDiv, Pastor, UM 241 Carter St. Auburn, AL 36830-6303
TUTTLE, Jennifer Kincer (AV) 3205 Monet Dr. Virginia Beach, VA 23456
TUTTLE, Lee F. (C) WMC Gen Sec Emeritus, aergy, UM 1244 Arbor Rd. #235 Winston-Salem, NC 27104
TUTTLE, Mae S. (AV) AB, UM 1244 Arbor Rd. #235 Winston-Salem, NC 27104
TU'UHOLAKI, Finau Dyer (C) Min, Sec for Christ Citiz and Soc Serv 7 Milveton Rd., PO Box 357 Suva Fiji
lYLER, Charles A. (D) AB, MDiv, DD, Oerty 927 Stockton St. Indianapolis, IN 46260
lYLER, Edwinna J. (AV) AB, Office Mgr, UM 927 Stockton St. Indianapolis, IN 46260
lYLER, George Willis (D) Pres Elder, AME 3407 Papin Circle Alexandria, l.A 71302
lYSON, Albert D., Jr. (C) as, MS, STM, UD, DD, Pastor, AME 85-56 Chelsea St. Jamaica Ests, NY 11432
lYSON, Marion W. (AV) BA, Soc Wrkr, Missionary Wrkr, AME 85-56 Chelsea St. Jamaica Esta., NY 11432

UCHAN, James Puang ak (D) LTh, Pastor, Dist Supt Methodist Centre, Sebauii Bintulu Sarawak Malaysia
UDY, James Stuart (C) MA(Hons), sm, PhD, Oergyrrchr, Dir of Yaraandoo Life Centre, Pres WMHS
Yaraandoo Life Centre, 88 Nollands Rd. Fiddletown, NSW 2159 Austr&ia
UHLE, Ernst (AV) UM Rhiemsweg 82 VI 2000 Hamburg 74 Germany
UHLE, Ruth (AV) UM Rhiemsweg 82 VI 2000 Hamburg 74 Germany
UKAI, Eiko (AV) The Kyodan, UCCJ 4-5-26-3-407, Kamiosaki, Shinagawa-ku Tokyo 141 Japan
UKAI, Isamu (D) TM, STM, Sr Min The Kyodan, UCCJ 4-5-26-3-407, Kamiosaki, Shinagawa-ku Tokyo 141
Japan
UM, Mary (C) Gen Sec, Seoul Ann Conf 36-1 Hannamdong 1 Seoul 140 Korea
UNANDER, Anne (D) Exec Sec, SE AsialPacific GBGM, Ann Conf Lay Del, UM Gener& Board of Glob&
Ministries 475 Riveside Dr., Room 1536 New York, NY 10115
UNDERWOOD, Fern M. (C) UM 220 W. Cass Osceola, IA 50213
UNGU, Stephen Laichenr (D) Tchr, Synod Treas PO Box 245 Maua Kenya
UNJAH, Herman Ramba (D) LTh, Ldl Preacher Gereja Methodist Bagi Iban Pasar Bintulu PO Box 210
Bintulu 97007 Sarawak Malaysia
UNJUNG, Tiong (D) LeI Deacon, Home/Family Prog Dir PO Box 155 96007 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia

VALDFZ, Amy (Amihan) Robin (D) UM 2119 Kings Rd. Leesville, l.A 71446
VAN ALSTINE, Barbara Spaulding (AV) UM 1006 Amelia Dr. Long Beach, CA 90807
VAN ALSTINE, Ray Elmer (D) UM 1006 Amelia Dr. Long Beach, CA 90807
VAN RENSBURG, Lee (AV) Pastor, UM PO Box 270 Whitehouse, NJ 08888
VAN VACTOR, John F. (D) MDiv, Sr Pastor, UM 1951 Wilshire Dr. Frankfort, IN 46041
VAN WYK, Joseph Jacobus (D) BA, BEd, Princip&, Tchr, Dist Treas, MCSA PO Box 10607 Khomasd&
Namibia
VANDERMERWE, Bridget Jennifer (C) BA(SW) Honours, Soci& Wrkr, Gen Pres Women's Assn PO Box
762 Somerset West 7130 South Africa
VARGAS, Roberto Kenneth (C) CPA-Theol Student, Mgmt, MC Costa Rica Urb. Ciruelas E-14 4050 Alajuela
Costa Rica
VARGAS, Sonia N. (D) BA, Secy, UM L. de Gongora #357 El SenoM Rio Piedras, PR 00926
VASUDEVAN, K (0) Pastor Anna Nayoo Methodist Church 12th Main Rd., Anra Nayoo 600040 Madras
India
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VERBON, Unda Lou (AV) UM 6885 Stone Dr. Las Vegas, NV 89110
VERDECIA, Aurora (AV) Sec, UM 234 Delaware St. Elizabeth, NJ 07200
VERGARA, Alex (AV) Sr Pastor, UM PO Box 676 Waianae, HI 96792
VETIiAMANI, Victor Jothithason (D) BD, Pastor 10 Lorong Pakianathan, Tamil Settlement 30100 IPOH,
Perak Malaysia
VIDAL, Rebecca Kathleen S. (D) San Fabian Pangasinan Philippines
VIKA, G. (D) Methodist Manse, Box 269 Kingwilliams Town, 5600 South Africa
V1KA, Vika Gcobani Michael (D) Minister, Supt PO Box 2114 Komani 5322 South Africa
VII..ARDO, Maria Christina (D) via Muratori 42 - 34134 Trieste Italy
VILLANUEVA, Una D. (D) Villamor Esperanza Sultan Kudorat Philippines
VISOT, Myriam (C) Pastor, Supt, UM PO Box 23339, University Station San Juan, PR 00931-3339

WADE, Bessie (D) 653 E. 182 St., Apt 3-C Bronx, NY 10457
WADE, Edgar L. (D) CME 1517 Old Hickory Rd. Memphis, TN 38116
WADE, Joshua (AV) UM 10 Queensdale Center Beverly, KY 40913
WADHSTORP, Birgitta Bitte (D) Fredriksdalsv.5B S-802 67 Galve Sweden
WAGNER, Raymond E. (D) Prof Emeritus, Exten Serv (Ret) Coord Conf Min, UM 1246 Oak St. Fargo, ND

58102
WAHLSTROM, LaRayne (C) BS Home Ec, Homemaker, Ch Vol, Chrp Conf BGM, UM 1817 Garden Sq.
Brookings, SD 57006
WAHLSTROM, Richard C. (AV) PhD, Ed, Chrp Mission, UM 1817 Garden Sq. Brookings, SD 57006
WAINWRIGHT, Geoffrey (C) MA, DD, DTh, Theol Prof, Chrp WMC Ecumen&Dialogue Cmte, British MC
The Divinity School Duke University Durham, NC 27706
WAKE, Dorothy L. (AV) Housewife, VP UMW, UM 101 Wall Sf. Eatontown, NJ 07724
WAKE, Edward Arthur (AV) Mech Eng, Trustee, UM 101 Wall St. Eatontown, NJ 07724
WALlGO, Mark (AV) Student c/o Robert Watson, Rt. 3, Box 730 Sweetwater, TN 37874
WALKER TAYLOR, Yvonne (C) College Pres Emeritus, AME 1279 Wilberforce Clifton Rd., Box 336
Wilberforce, OH 45384
WALKER, Alan (C) Reg Sec for World Evang 14 Owen Stanley Av. Beacon Hill 2100 Australia
WALKER, Curtis Theodore (D) DMin, Pastor, AMEZ 1419 Rosa L. Parks Ave. Montgomery, AL 36118
WALKER, David (0) UM 4200 Camp Bowie Rd. Fort Worth, TX 76107
WALKER, Eva S. (C) Trust Invest Mgr, Chrp Conf COM, UM 497 Main St. Springville, AL 35146
WALKER, Fay Lorraine (AV) BA, MA, Tchr, VP Steward Bd, CME 8149 South Michigan Ave. Chicago, IL
60619
WALKER, George Washington, Jr. (D) Minister, Pres Natl Youth, AMEZ 375 Ralph McGill Blvd., Suite 1704
Atlanta, GA 30312
WALKER, Harriette Katherine (C) BA, MA, Girl Scout Exec, UMC Prog Dir, Chrp COM Conf Del, UM PO
Box 510793 Melbourne Beach, FL 32951
WALKER, Karen (D) UM 4200 Camp Bowie Rd. Fort Worth, TX 76107
WALKER, Merry Ann (AV) Oergy Spouse, UM PO Box 3382 Oeveland, TN 37320-3382
WALKER, Robert W. (D) DD, Dist Supt, UM PO Box 3382 Oeveland, TN 37320-3382
WALKER, TImothy C. (D) DMin, Sr Pastor, UM 4200 Camp Bowie Rd. Fort Worth, TX 76107
WALKER, William Owen (C) Pastor, UM 1376 Olive St. Eugene, OR 97401
WALKER, Winifred (D) Homemaker, Lay Preacher 14 Owen Stanley Ave. Beacon Hill 2100 Australia
WALLS, Arthur William, Sr. (D) AMEZ 1307 Centre Ave. Portsmouth, VA 23704
WALTER, PegiLie P. (D) UM 639 Georgia Ave. North Augusta, SC 29841-3797
WALTER, Theodore H. (C) Pastor, UM 926 Campbellton Dr. North Augusta, SC 29841
WALTON, Mary Jane (0) 5008 Carteret Dr. Raleigh, NC 27612
WALTON, Ray D., Jr. (AV) Chern Eng, BdMbr, Ann ConfAlt Del, UM 19205GermantownRd. Germantown,
MD 20874
WAN TIAN SOO, George (D) Pastor 101 Cavenagh Rd #08-111 Cavenagh House Singapore 0922
Singapore
WANG, George T. (D) Dr, Min, Counc Dir, UM 216 Rabbit Run Rd. Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
WARD, Margarette (AV) MA, ElemEd, Prof (Ret), UM 112-30 Northern Blvd. Corona, NY 11368
WARFIELD, Frances S. (AV) TchrlEducator, UM 112 E. College Broken Arrow, OK 74012
WARFIELD, Stanley M., Jr. (D) Sr Pastor, UM 112 East College Ave. Broken Arrow, OK 74012
WASS, Rosemary (C) Farmer, 1990-91 VP of Conf The Green, Fadmoor York, Y06 6HY England
WATERS, HaroldA (C) Dr Vet Med, Veterinarian, Chrp Staff Parish, UM 2455 North Woodlawn Wichita,
KS 67220
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WATKINS, Ann Harris (D) Tchr, UM 210 East Ash St. Dunlap, IL 61525
WATKINS, Bradley Faulkner (D) Minister, UM 210 East Ash St. Dunlap, IL 61525
WATI..EY, William D. (D) Pastor, Seminary Prof, Sr Pastor, AME St. James AME Church 3 Merrywood Dr.
Newark, NJ 07052
WATSON, B. Michael (D) DMin, Sr Pastor, UM PO Box 6845 Mobne, AL 36660-0845
WATSON, Benjamin Lee (D) Student, UMYF, UM PO Box 6845 Moone, AL 36660-0845
WATSON, Mara L. (C) Chrp PPR Com Rec Sec CCOM, UM 2000 Main St. Wellsburg, WV 26070
WATSON, Paula (D) Field Staff-UMCom, Agency Staff, UM 7 Secora Rd., Apt. H-9 Monsey, NY 10952
WATSON, William E. (D) un, Lawyer, Chrp Admin Bd, UM 2000 Main St. Wellsburg, WV 26070
WAXMAN, David (0) Apt. 1802B 333 E. Ontario Chicago, IL 60007
WAXMAN, R. Elaine (AV) MA, Public Health Policy Analyst, UM Apt. 1802B 333 E. Ontario Chicago, IL
60007
WAYMACK, Dale Rust (D) Admin, UM PO Box 189 Nashville, TN 37202
WEATI-IERS, Bob F. (D) 85, MTh, Elder, Dist Supt, UM 4109 Eagle Temple, TX 76502
WEATI-IERS, Mary A. (D) 85, Educator, Pres Conf UMW, UM 4109 Eagle Temple, TX 76502
WEAVER, R. Bruce (D) Minister, Interim AGS Dist Supt, UM 475 Riverside Dr., Rm. 1374 New York, NY
10115
WEBB, DonaldArthur (D) PhD, College Pres, OrdMin, UM Centenary College of Louisiana POBox41188
Shreveport, LA 71134-1188
WEBB, Erik S. (D) UM 2204 Sherman Ave., Apt. 2F Evanston, IL 60201
WEBB, Lance (D) DD, PhD, DUt., Bishop (Ret), UM 10321 Van Dyke Rd. Dallas, TX 75218
WEBB, Marie S. White (AV) UM 10321 Van Dyke Dallas, TX 75218
WEBB, Montine (D) BSEd, Tchr, Missionary, CME 2629 Supreme Ave. Memphis, TN 38114
WEBB, Renee M. (AV) Homemaker, Qergy Spouse, UM P.O. Box 41188 Shreveport, LA 71134-1188
WEDAR, Carin Atterling (C) MDiv, BA, Theologian, Tchr, UM S:t Paulsgatan 37,2 tr 11848 Stockhohn
Sweden
WEEKES, Ivan (C) Div Sec, Ch VP Division of Social Responsibility 1 Central Buildings, Westminster
London, SW1H 9NH England
WEEKES, Perlita (D) Asst Accountant, Roman Catholic 46 Ehns Park Ave. Wembley, Middx HAO 2RS
England
WEETMAN, Barry (D) Joumalist 23 Leigh Qose Walsall, W. Midlands WS4 2DY England
WELCH, Dody (AV) BA, School Nurse, Health Tchr, UM 11 Elm St. Newton, NJ 07860
WELCH, H. Alden (C) BA, MDiv, DMin, Sr Min, UM 11 Elm St. Newton, NJ 07860
WENBERG, Jackie F. (D) AB, MEd, Homemaker, Lay Mbr Ann Conf, COM Chrp, UM 12151 South 73rd
Palos Heights, IL 60463
WERLEIN, E. Kenneth (0) UM 5525 Cranbrook Houston, TX 77056
WERLElN, Emily K (0) UM 5525 Cranbrook Houston, TX 77056
WERLEIN, Ewing, Jr. (C) Lawyer, Conf Chancellor, UM 5525 Cranbrook Houston, TX 77056
WERLEIN, Kay M. (D) Tchr, UM 5525 Cranbrook Rd. Houston, TX 77056
WESTLUND, Pauline (D) UM 1823 Sky High Dr. New Brighton, MN 55112
WESTLUND, Roger W. (D) UM 1823 Sky High Dr. New Brighton, MN 55112
WHALEY, Patrick David (D) Diac Min, Min Prog and Ed, UM 6627 Knollfield Memphis, TN 38134
WHERRY, Ruth Marie (C) RN, Nurse, 55 Tchr, Staff Parish Mbr, UM 2300 Glenwood Dr. Des Moines, IA
50321
WHITE, Alfred Edward (C) DMin, Bishop, AMEZ 10 Hardin Lane Glastonbury, CT 06033
WHITE, C. Dale (C) PhD, BST, Bishop, UM 252 Bryant Ave. White Plains, NY 10605
WHITE, Carol R. (D) MA, College Admin, BHEM, Campus Min, UM 2736 C Wayfaring Lane Lisle,IL 60532
WHITE, Gwendolyn Ruth (D) RetreatIWorkshop Ldr, UM 9 Rose Hill Ave. New Rochelle, NY 10804
WHITE, Joanne L. (AV) Conf Off, UM 5401 Jackson St. Alexandria, LA 71303
WHITE, John F. (C) Pastor, AME 470 N.E. 210th Circle Terr. #106 Miami, FL 33179
WHITE, John W., Jr. (D) President Nebraska Wesleyan Univ, UM 2800 Calvert St. Lincoln, NE 68502
WHITE, Kim (AV) UM 501 East Capitol Springfield,IL 62701
WHITE, Mamie Williams (AV) MLett, Sch Admin, Miss Supvr, AMEZ 10 Hardin Lane Glastonbury, CT
06033
WHITE, Marty (D) UM 2800 Calvert St. Lincoln, NE 68502
WHITE, Orlie H. (AV) UM 375 Palos Verdes Blvd. Redondo Beach, CA 90277
WHITE, Paul D. (D) Real Est, Conf Lay Ldr, UM 5401 Jackson St. Alexandria, LA 71303
WHITE, William D. (D) DD, Trustee Garrett ETS, UM 2736 C Wayfaring Lane Lisle, IL 60532
WHITE, William Mnton (D) AB, MDiv, Minister, AMEZ 11359 Dexter Ave. Detroit, MI 48206
WHITE, Woodie W. (C) Bishop, UM 501 E. Capitol Ave., #212 Springfield, IL 62701
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WHITEHEAD, Oaude W. (D) Minister, Assoc Pastor, UM 3915 Seventh Ave. South Binningham, AL 35222
WHITEHEAD, Connie A. (D) Oergy Spouse, UM 3915 Seventh Ave. South Binningham, AL 35222
WHITEHURST, Betty C. (D) PhD, Prof, UM 5209 Alton Rd. Virginia Beach, VA 23464
WHITEHURST, Walter A. (D) MDiv, Minister, UM 5209 Alton Rd. Virginia Beach, VA 23464
WHITWORlli, Albin C. (D) AB, MEd, EdS, Prof, Dir of Music and Organist, UM 1112 Tanbark Rd.
Lexington, KY 40515
WHITWORlli, Kathtyn R. (D) BA, MEd, Tchr, UM 1112 Tanbark Rd. Lexington, KY 40515
WIJAYA, Harjo (D) Jalan Lebong No.1 Medan, N. Sumatra Indonesia
WIJAYA, Uli (0) Pluit Utara Raya No. 55 Jakarta Utara Indonesia
WILKE, Julia K (AV) UM 723 CenterSt. Uttle Rock, AR 72201
WILKE, Richard Byrd (C) Bishop, UM 723 Center St. Uttle Rock, AR 72201
WILKINS, David M. (C) M, BA, DD, Pres Elder, President Min & Lay Council, CME 4932 Bristol Rock Rd.
Aorissant, MO 63033
WILKINS, Dorothy Darl (AV) BA Ed, Tchr, UM 10733 Katman Du Court Boynton Beach, FL 33437
WILKINS, Dorothy L. (D) SA, Housewife, UM 11 N. Matyland Ave. Wilmington, DE 19804
WILKINS, Edwena B. (D) Postal Service, Stewardess, CME 4932 Bristol Rock Rd. Aorissant, MO 63033
WILKINS, Howell (Chip) 0.\ Jr. (D) BA, Credit Card Security, UM 11 N. Matyland Ave. Wilmington, DE
19804
WILKINS, Howell O. (C) BA, STM, MDiv, Pastor, UM 11 N. Matyland Ave. Wilmington, DE 19804
WILKINS, Max Allen (D) Minister, UM 10733 Katman Du Court Boynton Beach, FL 33437
WILKINSON, Ann G. (AV) Teacher, UM 1540 Westbrook Circle Gastonia, NC 28052
WILKINSON, laTty D. (D) Dist Supt, UM 1540 Westbrook Circle Gastonia, NC 28052
WILL, James E. (C) PhD, Prof of Theology, UM 2121 Sheridan·Rd. Evanston,IL 60201
WILLIAMS, Aileen L. (C) BA, MA, Ed, Conf Lay Ldr, UM 985 11-1/4 St. S. W. Rochester, MN 55902
WILLIAMS, Oeophas (D) Historian, UM 201 Athol Ave. #203 Oakland, CA 94606
WILLIAMS, David Eugene (D) MS, MD, Physician, UM 985 11-1/4 St. S.W. Rochester, MN 55902
WILLIAMS, Hilda Charles (AV) MS Nursing, Nursing Educator (Ret), AME 2523 Peniston St. New Orleans,
LA 70115
WILLIAMS, Krista Leigh (AV) UM HC-6 Box 610 Farmville, VA 23901
WILLIAMS, LeeAllison R. (D) Student 5507 Francisco Dr. Greensboro, NC 27410
WILLIAMS, Leonard N. (AV) AME 419 W. 40th St. Indianapolis, IN 46208
WILLIAMS, LulaG. (AV) BA,MLS,MediaSpecialist, MissSupvr,AMEZ 1015PineburrRd. Jamestown,NC
27282
WILLIAMS, Marcelline V. (D) Realtor, Mission Chrp, UM 8014 Colgate Houston, TX 77061
WILLIAMS, Margaret Ann (D) BA, MSW, Soc Wrkr, Diac Min, UM 5050 S. Shore Dr. #1615 S. Chicago,
IL 60615
WILLIAMS, Maty "Bettye" (0) Sch Counselor, Chrp Trustee Bd, CME 5257 El Mirador Dr. Los Angeles,
CA 90008

WILLIAMS, Maty E. (AV) Miss Wrkr, AME Martin L. King Jr. St. 930 Natchez, MS 39120
WILLIAMS, Milton A. (C) DD, Bishop, AMEZ 1015 Pineburr Rd. Jamestown, NC- 27282
WILLIAMS, Raymond Freddrick (D) BS, MDiv, Church Exec, Gen Sec EvanglMiss 7621 Holly Hill Rd.
Charlotte, NC 28227
WILLIAMS, Robert J. (D) PhD, Pastor, UM 425 Burning Tree Rd. Cherty Hill, NJ 08034
WILLIAMS, Sadie C. (D) UM 201 Athol Ave. #203 Oakland, CA 94606
WILLIAMS, Theodore (D) MA, BD, DD, Presid Indian Evangelical Mission, World Evang Fellowship 7
Langford Rd. Bangalore 560 025 India
WILLIAMS, Wayne (D) Fed Exp Dangerous Goods Spec, Nat'l Pres Young Adult Coun, CME 6411 W.
Goodman Rd. Walls, MS 38680
WILLIAMSON, Harvey G. (D) DD, CCOM Dir, UM 2673 Brandywine Dr. Baton Rouge, LA 70808
WILLIAMSON, Henry M. (C) BA, MDiv, Pastor, CME 9000 South Oyde Ave. Chicago, IL 60617
WILLIAMSON, James (D) FCA, Chartered Accountant, Lay Preacher Rose Villa Brampton England
WILLIAMSON, Peggy I. (AV) BS, Housewife, UM 2673 North Brandywine Dr. Baton Rouge, LA 70808
WILLIAMSON, Sheila James (D) GRN, Nurse/Tchr Rose Villa Brampton, Cumbria CA81 TP England
WILLIS, Donald Glenn (D) BA, MTh, Minister, Conf Staff, UM 216 Maplewood Friendswood TX77546
WILLIS, Elizabeth C. (AV) Bs, ReVMus/Bus, Dist Secy, UM 1501 Adonia Circle Lafayette, CO 80026
WILLIS, Marjorie L. (D) BS Ed, Tchr, Homemaker, UM 216 Maplewood Friendswood, TX 77546
WilliS, Mason M. (D) DMin, Dist Supt, UM 1501 Adonia Circle Lafayette, CO 80026
WILMOlli, Marilyn M. (AV) UM 2320 No. 55th St. Omaha, NE 68104
WILMOlli, Rodney E. (D) MDiv, DD, Sr Min, UM 2320 No. 55th St. Omaha, NE 68104
WILSON, Earle L. (C) PO Box 50434 Indianapolis, IN 46250
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WILSON, A. L. (D) DO, Minister, AMFZ 1312 Crawford Rd. Opelika, AL 36801
WILSON, Bruce M. (D) DO, Minister (Ret) 14 East 61st St. Savannah, GA 31405
WILSON, Carolyn T. (AV) UM 14 East 61st St. Savannah, GA 31405
WILSON, Doris V. (AV) MASSci, MEd, Soc Wrkr (Ret), Episcop&ian 5260 Centre Ave., Spt. 209 Pittsburgh,
PA 15232
WIl.SON, Edna M. (D) UM 401 Michigan Ave. Sandusky, OH 44870
WILSON, Evelyn Rene (AV) UM Gen. Del. 640 Edwardsville, VA 22456
WILSON, Joe A. (C) BA, MTh, DMin, Minister, Area Provost, UM 3818 Fawn Creek Kingwood, TX 77339
WILSON, Nancy Brown (D) Master in ECED, Tchr, Dist Miss Pres, AMFZ 1312 Crawford Rd. Opelika, AL
36801
WILSON, Orville G. (AV) ThM, Oergy (Ret), UM 125 - 56th Ave. South St. Petersburg, FL 33705
WILSON, William W. (D) UM 401 Michigan Ave. Sandusky, OH 44870
WILSON, Zoe Anna (D) BS, Tchr, Minister Spouse, UM 3818 Fawn Creek Kingwood, TX 77339
WINEBRENNER, Joyce Embry (D) UM 5431 NW 167 St. Cpa Locka, FL 33055
WINEBRENNER, Lawrence (D) Dr, Prof, Pastor, UM 5431 NW 167 St. Cpa Locka FL 33055
WINKLER, Eugene H. (C) PhD, Sr Pastor, UM 77 West Washington St., 2nd Boor Chicago, IL 60602
WINKLER, Marilyn L. (AV) BA, Education, UM 77 W. Washington, 2nd Boor Chicago, IL 60602
WLADAR, Antonia (C) Vice-Chrp WMC Ecum&Dialogue Cmte, UM Kurt u. 4 5000 Szolnok Hungary
WON, En-Mein (D) Pastor, Dist Supt, Trinity Ann Conf Wesley Methodist Church 136 Jalan Burma 10050
Penang Malaysia
WONG, Dora Lee (D) MD, Lay Ldr, UM 4473 Winding River Circle Stockton, CA 95219
WONG, HaHee (D) BSc, Consultant, Sec MC Trustees 11 Chiltem Dr. Singapore 1335 Singapore
WONG, HaHee (D) Sch Tchr (Ret), Pres CAC, WSCS 11 Chiltem Dr. Singapore 1335 Singapore
WONG, Hoon Hee (D) Pastor, UM G-5297 VanSlyke Rd. Amt, MI 48507
WONG, Kah Ling (D) PO Box 348 95008 Srlaman, Sarawak Malaysia
WONG, Kathryn (D) 91, Dundas St. Tsui Yeun Mansion 10/F Flat 3 Kowloon Hong Kong
WONG, Kiam Thau (D) BTh, MTh, Min, CAC Pres Queenstown Chinese Methodist Church 400, C'wealth
Dr. Singapore 0314 Singapore
WONG, Michael C. W. (D) Fairfield Methodist Church 1 Tanjong Pagar Rd. Singapore 0208 Singapore
WONG, Patricia L. (D) UM G-5297 VanSlyke Rd. Amt, MI 48507
WONG, Simon (D) BTh, Pastor Ipoh Cantonese Methodist Church 10 Lorong Hijau, 30450 lpoh, Perak
Malaysia
WOOD, David Ray (D) P.O. Box 2637 Macon, GA 31203
WOOD, Deborah Annette (D) Student, UM PO Box 2637 Macon, GA 31203
WOOD, DonaldRay (D) DMin,MDiv,MS,BS,Oergy,lVProd,ExDirGNTV-WGNM-lV,UM POBox2637
Macon, GA 31203
WOOD, Donna June (D) BA, Data Process Mgr, Lay Mbr Ann Conf, UM 2121 Sheridan Rd. Evanston,
60201
WOOD, Dorothy (D) c/o Good News Television 2525 Beech Ave., PO Box 2637 Macon, GA 31204
WOOD, Harold D'Arcy (C) MA, BD, PhD, Min, UCA Pres-Elect Pilgrim House, 7 Line Place, Weetangrra
ACf 2614 Australia
WOODRING, DeWayne S. (C) BS, MDiv, LHD, DD, Assoc Exec, Ex Dir/CEO RCMA, WMC Conf Coord,
UM One Hoosier Dome, Suite 120 Indianaoplis, IN 46225
WOODRING, Donna J. (D) Assoc Admin, UM One Hoosier Dome, Suite 120 Indianapolis, IN 46225
WOOLF, Nadene M. (D) BS, MA English, Lib Sc, Librarian, Cert Lay Spkr, UMW Pres, UM RR 1, Box 184
Bowling Green, IN 47833
WOOTEN, Kenneth Cyrus (D) UM 1409 Country Dr. Statesville, NC 28677
WOOTEN, Lola B. (AV) UM 1409 Country Dr. Statesville, NC 28677
WOOTTON, Richard Frank (C) Assoc Sec, Social Resp and Justice, UCA 130 Lt. Collins St. Melbourne Vic
3000 Australia
WRATHER, Vera L. (0) UMW Pres, UM 1815 Ward St. Berkeley, CA 94703
WRIGHT, Elizabeth S. (D) (Ret) Conf Lay Ldr, UM 104 John St. Akron, NY 14001
WRIGHT, Phillip Daniel (D) Student, UM PO Box 461 Louisa, VA 23093
WU, Cheng-Hsi (D) Exec Comrn, Pastor, MC ROC No. 137, Min-sheng Rd. Taichung Taipei Taiwan, ROC
WU, David C. (D) Conference Translator 7 Mt. Sophia Singapore 0922 Singapore
WYDLER, Heidi (AV) VP Swiss Women Fed, UM Stauffacherstrasse 54 CH-8004 Zurich Switzerland
WYDLER, Werner (C) UM Stauffacherstrasse 54 CH-8004 Zurich Switzerland
WYllE, Arch (D) Ownr/Mgr Bus, Property Chrp, UM 1212 East 23rd St. Hope, AR 71801-8652
WYUE, Ruth Irene (AV) Homemaker, Asst Treas, UM 1212 East 23rd St. Hope, AR 71801-8652
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XAVIER, Christine Williams (D) MA, MEd, Adm, MOW, Minister, UM 413 Stzmford Brush, CO 80732

YAMADA, Ken (D) Educator,AssocGenSecBHEM, UM PO Box 871 , l00II9thSt.S. Nashville, IN 372020871
YAMAMOTO, Aiaye (0) Student, Youth Officer JaJan Brig. Jen. Katamso, Gg Rakyet No.8 Medan 20159
Indonesia
YAMASAKI, Nancy S. (D) MOW, MA, Pastor, UM E. 919 Hartson Ave. Spokane, WA 99202
YAMASHITA, Michie (0) SA, Tchr, UM 621 N. Sheridan Ave. Tacoma, WA 98403
YAMASHITA, Robert M. (D) SA, SS, MOW, Appt Beyond Lcl Ch, UM 621 N. Sheridan Ave. Tacoma, WA
98403
YANG, Chung Sook (D) Pastor's Wife 1-401 SeoKwang Apt. 11-94 YangOuk-dong ManSan-City Korea
YAO, Ping Hua (D) Conf Lay Ldr The Methodist Church, Malaysia 23 JaJan Mayang 50450 Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia
YAO, Ping-Hua (D) Datuk, Conf Lay Ldr 130A, Sophia Rd. Singapore 0922 Singapore
YAP, Kim Hao (D) aergy, Lecturer, Exec Sec Singapore Host Cmte toE Braddel Hill, #16-17 Singapore
2057 Singapore
YAU, Kay Fatt (D) BDH, Pastor, ConfYouth Dir 23, JaJan Ru 7/1, HGOSO Peta1ing Jaya Selangor Darul
Ehsan Malaysia
YEE, Lynett (AV) Student c/o Rev. Ng E.Lin, Trinity Methodist Church No.6 Jalan 46000 Peta1ing Jaya
Malaysia
VEE, MaryKum-Choon (D) Housewife 14, JalanSS22/20A, DamansaraJaya 47400Peta1ingJaya Malaysia
YEGERLEHNER, Gladys R. (0) UM 2887 Hardee Dr. Sarasota, FL 34231
YEN, John Chang Jen (D) Baptist #1 Cambridge Rd. Singapore 0821 Singapore
YEOH, Reat-Ban (D) Dist Supt, UM 305 Denny Bldg. Walla Walla, WA 93362
YEU, James Lau Pan (D) PO Box 273 96007 Sibu, Sarawak Malaysia
YINGLING, L. Carron, Jr. (D) BA, BD, DMin, Pastor, UM 20 Cedarwood Rd. Baltimore, MD 21228
YINGUNG, Phyllis S. (AV) BA, SS, MED, Tchr, UM 20 Cedarwood Rd. Baltimore, MD 21228
YIP, Kwak Hoong (D) BDH, Pastor 2%, Jalan Tan Sri Manickavasagam 70200 Sereban, N.S. Malaysia
YOHAN, Shantilata R. F. (D) PhD, Prof, Dir GCCUIC, VP Conf UMW, UM 4028 Sue Lane Decatur, GA
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